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Abs trac t 
The Society of Antiquaries, 1830-1870: 

Institution, Intellectual Questions, Cornrnunity , 
and the Search for the Past 

Ph.D. Thesis, 1997 
Chnstina DeCoursey 

Department of History 
University of Toronto 

This thesis treats the Society of Antiquaries of London, 1830-1870. Chapter One 
applies contemporary models of intellectual fields to antiquarianism, and suggests a model 
comprised of three components: institution, shared intellectual questions and cornrnunity. 
Feanires such as public image, funding, institutional culture, and mechanisms for directing 
research are also discussed. 

Chapters Two, Three and Four each treat one component of the model proposed 
in Chapter One. Chapter Two treats the history of the Society, and its cornmitment to the 
collection of historical materials, despite its limited means. Chapter Three introduces the 
encyclopedic antiquarian intellectual domain, embracing manuscript study, philology, 
numismatics and archaeology, among others. The model for their integration is found in 
William Camden's 1586 Britannia, which led to the formation of the Society. With the 
increase of information, later antiquaries specialised. To succeed at such a range of work, 
without the support of a wealthy society, antiquaries shared information and divided their 
labours, remaining united as an intellectual community by adhering to the pattern 
established by the Britunnia. Chapter Four presents data on the 1,636 members of the 
Society, 1830-70. Most were lower rniddle class, few were peers, less than half were 
university educated, but many obtained better employrnent than their fathers had. 
Employrnent links, scholarly projects, and tensions within the community are discussed. 
The data set is presented in Appendix One. Lists of eminent antiquaries are presented in 
Appendix Two. 

Chapter Five treats antiquarian archaeology. Despite the portrait of antiquaries as 
incompetent bumblers, comparison of their excavations with the Geological Society's 
excavation of Brixham Cave shows they were competent. Evaluation of the Society's 
journal, Archneologia, shows antiquaries' distinctively historical approach to interpreting 
sites and artefacts. IIlustrations from excavation sites are provided in Appendix Three. 
Chapter Six treats antiquaries' study of languages and texts. Their contributions to Anglo- 
Saxon studies and bibliography demonstrate the strengths of traditional antiquarian 
philology. 

The final chapter accounts for the eclipse of antiquarianism late in the nineteenth 
century as the result of specialisation and the removal of intellectual work to the 
universities. It also indicates several areas in which contemporary models of fields might 
be improved. 



CEiAPTER ONE 

For four centuries, a certain scholarly study held a place of distinction in British society, 

producing celebrated scbolars, provoking satires, and organising the Iifetime labours of a host of 

lesser-known men. A child of the Henrician Reformation, this study quickiy led to royal censure. 

but it gained its enduring reputation for dullness. Arnong adherents, it flourished for three 

centuries. only to fragment into several specialised fields late in the nineteenth century. This 

study is known as antiquarianism, but despite its venerable tradition of scholarship, very little 

work has considered the history of this long-lived intellectual endeavour. 

This thesis will consider the work of antiquaries between 1830 and 1870. In 1830, 

antiquarianism was viewed as the natural home for certain kinds of studies of ancient and 

medieval Britain. By 1870, antiquaries were realising the advantages of institutionai reform, 

technological advances, participation by a large and committed membership, and public 

recognition. Yet at about this time, antiquxianism was eclipsed, and lost many of its fields and 

workers to other institutions. The causes of this decline are several, but the removal of 

intellectual work to the universities, the ascendancy of specialisation in scholarly work, and 

antiquaries' inexperience at forging a public image and role, are chief among them. 

While this scenario may seem unremarkable, it is not, in fact, common. The histories of 

most scholarly fields show much gradua1 change punctuated by occasional saltation, which 

usually retains connections with the past and delays somewhat in reforming the future. Few 

scholarly fields are fundamental and long-lived, and then deteriorate rapidly, generating a 

constellation of more narrowly defined fields, and existing alongside their energetic offspring as 



a diminished rernnant of the original.' Antiquarianism. 

eminence, fertility and eclipse. This situation invites 

3 

then, is worth considering for its unusual 

speculation. It is too simple to abandon 

antiquarianism as merely antiquated; a historical account of it must at least contribute vitally to 

an understanding of the generations who accepted its integrity as an inteilectual project. And new 

fields do not emerge whole even from the most Jovian of scholarly studies; the histories of fields 

succeeding the eclipse of antiquarianism must demonstrate continuities with antecedent studies. 

The historian must ask what factors onginally contributed to making antiquaiianism the proper 

intellectual habitat for those studies. and what factors were important in the fragmentation of that 

traditional integrity. In the case of antiquarianism, such an anaiysis promises to be interestinp 

because practitioners crossed boundaries between the sciences and humanities, because its 

institutional and scholarly health flowered at the moment of its dernise, and because both its 

resilience and its eclipse highlight the ultimacy of organizational and social over conceptual 

factors in the persistence of a field. 

This project must begin by considenng what kind of thing antiquarianism was. Was there 

a way of seeing the world which was consistently and characteristically antiquarian? What made 

antiquarianism a coherent. unified study in the eyes of both practitioners and outsiders? 1s there 

any description of it that will allow twentieth-century outsiders also to view it as a coherent 

intellectual domain? What factors account for its past credibility? What for its eclipse? Why did 

so many nineteenth- century antiquaries cross disciplinary boundaries in their work, and how did 

'For example. theology. classical studies and natural philosophy c m  be placed in this class. Theology and natural 
philosophy persisted for centuries before their rather sudden discharge of a number of distinct subfields. Like 
antiquarianism. theology survived the eruption but occupied a smaller, less prestigious area of the total intelIectual 
territory. Natural philosophy did not survive, but was split into a number of sciences. The eminence of inteilectual 
territory attributed to classics was in tirne eclipsed by other fields, but its eclipse generated few subfields. 
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they understand their place in the cornplex and developing nineteenth-century gazette of studies? 

What alterations to current ideas about discipline-forming and disciphne-bounding does a history 

of antiquarianisrn indicate? 

The work of recent scholars on the histories of intellectual fields can provide a mode1 for 

evaluating these questions. as they apply to antiquarianism. Most recent work has addressed fields 

within the sciences. This work will be drawn on in this chapter. It will be convenient to separate 

historical from theoretical questions and answers; those relevant to an historical thesis will be 

considered first, and then this material will be used to discuss the more theoretical question, what 

is a field? Several recent histories of fields will be used to determine the components commonly 

included in a model of an intellectual field. The model developed by Mary JO Nye will, in 

particular, be applied to antiquarianisrn in sorne detail.' In reviewing recent theoretical work on 

the notion "field," Nye's definition of "field" is chosen as the most suitable, but no current work 

ridequately models the peculiarities of the intellectual domain and project of antiquarianism. 

Current histories have treated nineteenth-century intellectual fields as hardly separable 

from features of their social and historical context. For example, histories of the biological 

sciences have explored their relation to styles of religious commitrnents, German university 

practices, and the nature of scientific organi~ations.~ The informal character of British scholarly 

' ~ a r ~  JO Nye, From Chetnical Philosophy tu Theorerical Chemistry: Dynarnics of Matter and Dyrianiics of 
Discipliries, 1800- IqjU, University of Catifornia Press Berkeley, Los Angeles and London, 1993. 

-'~ee George Haines. Gerrnatt Irifluerices upon Etiglish Education and Science. 1800-1866. Connecticut College: 
New London, 1957: Frank Miller Turner, Benveen Science and Religion: The Reaction ro Scieritific Natrtralisrn in 
Lrre Victoriari England. Yale University Press: New Haven, Connecticut. 1974; Frank M. Turner, "The Victorian 
Conflict between Science and Religion," ed., John M. Memman Conrciousriess and Class Erperience in Nineteenth 
Centiin Europe. Holmes and Meier: New York and London, 1979; R.M. McLeod. "Of Medals and Men: A Reward 
System in Victorian Science 1826-1914." Notes and Records of the Royal Sociev 26(1971); 81-105, among rnany 
others. 



institutions has been discussed in histories of Royal Society. the Royal Institution, and the British 

Association for the Advancement of Science." Other works have traced the effects on fields of 

the ernergence of the university as a force in education, the demise of the ideal of liberal 

education, and the growth of professionalisation.5 Features as diverse as physical plant, ideology, 

shared and competing paradigms, the circumstances of financial support, institutional structures 

for exarnination and certification, and the sociai relations of scholars, have al1 been shown to 

influence the historical path a given field takes. Current historical work, then, confirms that 

histories cannot easiiy treat an intellectual field in isolation from its context; the knowledge 

produced by a given intellectual community is too highly permeable to factors outside its 

intellectual domaine6 

The number of areas noticed as significant to intellectual fields has given a certain cast 

to recent field histories. Three broadly defined cornponents are usually present: shared intellectual 

'See Dorothy Stirnson, Scientists and Anzareurs - A Nistory of the Royal S o c i e ~ ,  H. Schuman: New York, 1948; 
Marie Boas-Hall. Al1 Scierrtists Now: The Royal Sociery in the Nineteenth Cenrur3; Cambridge University Press: 
Cambridge. 1984; O.J.R. Howarth, The Brirish Associatiori for the Advancernent of Science: A Rerrospecr 1831-1936, 
British Association for the Advancement of Science: London, 193 1 )  Morris Berman, Social Change and Scientific 
0rgani:ation: The Royal Institution, 1799- 12% Corne1 1 University Press: Ithaca, New York, 1978; Rachel Laudan, 
"Ideas and Organization in British Geology: A Case Study in Institutional History." Isis 68(1977); 527-538, Donovan 
Chilton and N. G. Cotey, "The Laboratones of the Royal Institution in the Nineteenth Century," Anibir 27(1980); 
173-203. 

5 ~ e e  Martha Garland, Cambridge Before Danoin: The Ideal of a Liberal Edlication 1800-1860, Cambridge 
University Press: Cambridge, 1980: Sheldon Rothblatt, Tradition and Change irl English Liberal Educatiorr: An Essay 
iti Hisroq arld Culture. Faber and Faber: London, 1976. 

'For a review of trends in the historiography of scientific fields, see 1. Bernard Cohen, "The Many Faces of the 
History of Science: A Font of Examples for Philosophers, A Scientific Type of History, An Archaeology of 
Discovery, A Branch of Sociology, A Variant of Intellectual or Social History - Or Mat?," in Charles F. DelzeIl, 
ed., The Future of Hisror).: Essays in the Vanderbilt Universiiy Centennary Symposium. Vanderbilt University Press: 
Nashville, Tennessee 1977, 65-1 10; John Patrick Diggins, "The Oyster and the Pearl: The Problem of Contextualism 
in Intellectual History." Hist. Theory 23(I 984); 15 1 - 169; Gilbert G. Nigel and Michael Mulkay, "Experiments are the 
Key: Participants' Histones and Historians' Histories of Science," Isis 75( 1984): 105- 125 and Maurice Crosland, 
"History of Science in a National Context," Brit.J.Hisr.Sci. lO(1977); 95-1 13. 
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problems, community and institution. Within these three, significant factors are enumerated. their 

role and effects discussed, and their interconnections within the life of the field detailed. The set 

of shared intellectual questions remains at the hem of the discussion, but is portrayed as 

embedded within the other components. Shared questions cannot exist incorporeally, without the 

comrnunity of individuals interested in them; and the story of those shared problems is not 

everywhere the same as the personai and work histories of the individuais that make up the 

community. In the sarne way, an intellectuai comrnunity does not usually exist without some 

kind. more or less formal, of institutionai support. This perspective has been adopted in this 

ihesis. Ail three cornponents will be treated separately in order to bnng out the particular 

contours of their contribution to the field; they will then be integrated into a view of the field as 

\ - ,  
5 

a whole, in two case example, and in the conclusion. 
f+ 

These three components. then--the set of shared problems. the comrnunity and the 

institution--fom the basis of the model used in this thesis. to analyse antiquarianism. They can 

be further articulated. Several current histories will now be considered for how their models of 

intellectual fields supply relevant factors for analysis, concluding with a detailed application of 

Nye's model. Maurice Crosland has stressed the vital role of the institution in producing and 

organizing new knowledge, prornoting discussion and adjudication, educating and certifjhg new 

members, maintaining the boundary between members and outsiders, and brokering introductions, 

ernployment and fame.' His work on the Paris Academy of Sciences demonstrates that, despite 

' ~ e e  Maurice Crosland. Science Under Control: The French Academy of Sciences 1795-1913, Cambridge 
University Press: Cambridge, 1992), esp. Chapter 3 "The Functioning of the Academy: Some Possible Roles," pp. 
91-123. See also Maurice Crosland, "The Development of a Professional Career in Science in France," in Maurice 
Crosland, ed., The Emergerice of Science in Western Europe, Science History Publications: New York, 1976, 139- 
160. 



some inhibiting effects of a "gerontocracy," or the almost priestly authonty of the older members 

of the academy, this strong form of institutional frarnework was effective in supporting and 

directing intellectual work. Marie Boas Hall suggests the primary role of the institution in the 

fortunes of scientific fields, arguing that, for the Royal Society, the demise of the amateur 

tradition and of regard for privilege. and the rise of a reform-minded executive which 

üdministered the society by and for scientific men. were the conditions that drove its intellectual 

achievements in the nineteenth century8 Jack Morrell and Arnold Thackery have described the 

ways an inner circle of educated scientists controlled the direction of research within, and the 

funds raised by, the British Association for the Advancement of Science, using both to enhance 

the social and politicai image of the sciences.' 

(-&+5 ' The institutional circumstances of the Society of Antiquaries differ significantly from.both 
, . 

cc C 
-- 

?. these institution~.'~ First, for the Academy, the RS and the BAAS. reliable and substantial 

funding was a prerequisite for the institution's ability to prosper in their activities. Unlike these 

institutions, the SA received no government funding. However, the production of antiquarian 

knowledge was similarly related to adequate funding. Thus the private nature of SA funding may 

be expected to affect the institutional character of the SA and antiquarian work. Second, the 

institutional culture within the SA differed frorn that of the RS and the BAAS. The SA retained 

'Boas-Hall. Ail Scientists Norv and Marie Boas-Hall, "The Royal Society in Thomas Huxley's Tirne," Nores 
Rec. Ro~.Soc.Lund 38(1984); 153- 158. 

''Jack Morrell and Arnold Thackery, Gentlemen of Science: The Early Yearr of the British Association for the 
Advartcenzerit of Science, Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1982. For the sake of brevity, the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science will hereafter be referred to as the BAAS. 

"'The Society of Antiquaries will be referred to hereafter as the SA. Similarly, the Royal Society will be referred 
to as the RS, the British Association for the Advancernent of Science as the BAAS, and the Royal Institution as the 
RI. 
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amateur values longer than the RS." From its origins in Elizabethan times, the S A  had never 

been able to cornmand the prestige the RS enjoyed, and so had taken its leadership from men of 

ordinary classes. It could not aspire to eminent leadership like that of the Duke of Sussex. But 

nor did it embrace the cornpetitive mode1 of scholarship advocated by practical men such as those 

of the BAAS." Thus, it did not achieve a prestigious public image. as did the RS and the 

BAAS, in their different ways. In the relation between institutional culture and the production 

of knowledge, the SA occupies a middle ground between the two institutional styles--the amateur 

and the cornpetitive-set out by Boas-Hall. Third. unlike the Academy and the BAAS, the 

processes by which the SA produced and adjudicated new knowledge, and trained and certified 

members, remained informal. These processes, and the boundary they created between members 

and non-members, were often cause for concern arnong antiquaries, as the major source of 

funding for the SA was membership fees. Increased rnembership could seem to hold an inverse 

relationship to the standards of antiquarian scholarship. And yet the list of eminent antiquaries 

can rival that of either the Academy or the RS. These three features, then--funding, institutional 

culture, and the definition of expertise--will be important factors in andysing antiquarianism. 

Numerous scholars have identified informai interpersonal networks as distinctive of how 

nineteenth-century British science was done, and as fulfilling many of the supporting functions 

usually provided by institutions. For exarnple, R.M. McLeod has identified the casual but robust 

"Certain problems mise in referring to these values as "amateur." These are discussed in Chapter Four and the 
conclusion. 

"The Royal Institution was another society w hich em braced practical. cornpeti tive institutional practices. See 
Maurice Berman. Social Change and Sciertttjïc Organizutiuri: The Royal Instirution, 1799-f8.14. Cornell University 
Press: Ithaca. New York. 1978, especially Chapter Three, "Industry and Empire: cornpetition for the control of 
science," 75-99. 
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nature of the personal networks of scientists, and their role in coordinating joint scientific labours 

and the production of scientific kn~wledge. '~ Gerald Geison has detailed the links between work 

undertaken over the long term and this interpersonal network, such as the introduction of younger 

to established scholars, joint travels and joint projects. and the setting of research goals for the 

scientific ~ornrnunity.'~ Martin Rudwick has mapped the dynamics of participants' interactions 

in working on a shared intellectual problem, and identified a gradient of cornpetence attributed 

by cornrnunity members as constitutive of how various opinions fared.15 Susan Faye Cannon 

has emphasised the hybrid nature of network members and their intellectual comrnitments, and 

the difficulty of separating clergyman from scientist, cornpromiser from positivist, and so on. 

These works begin to descnbe the profusion of antiquarian intellectual comrnitments, the 

avenues which mediated antiquarian scholarly links, and the means by which the antiquarian 

community produced and evaluated knowledge. The principal media used to gain and 

cornmunicate antiquarian knowledge were periodical publications and personal friendships. This 

is one of the most theoretically challenging results of this thesis: can periodicals, friendships. 

cooperative research strategies and widely shared genres of writing be understood as kinds of 

institutions? Certainly, they fulfilled the functions usudly ÿssigned to institutions, such as 

educating and certifying members, and providing structures for coordinating and directing 

" ~ e e  R. M. McLeod. "The X-Club: A Social Network of Science in Late Victorian England." Notes 
Rec. Roy.Soc.Lond. 24 No.  S(Apri1 1970); 305-322. See also Walter Cannon, "The Role  of the Cambridge Movement 
in Early Nineteenth Century Science," in Proceedings of the 10th International Congress of the History of Science. 
1962. and Walter Cannon, "Scientists and Broad Churchrnen: An Early Victorian Network." Jounral of British 
Stndies 4(1964); 65-88. 

'"Gerald L. Geison, Michael Fosrer arrd the Cambridge School of Physiology: The Scientijïc Enterprise iri Late 
Victoriati Socieg, Princeton University Press: Princeton, 1978. 

 anin in J.S. Rudwick, The Great Devonian Controversy: The Shaping of Scient$c Knoroledge among 
Gentlernartlj Specialists. University of Chicago Press: Chicago and London, 1985. 
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research. Informal yet effective, they mediated the work of collecting, cornmunicating and 

evaluating antiquarian knowledge just as the more formal means developed by the swctured 

processes of weaithier groups such as the RS and the BAAS did. 

Many histones of science have considered the role of shared intellectual problems in 

defining a field. Robert Bud and Genylyn Robert have argued that chernistry did not conform 

to conventional British nineteenth-century n o m s  for sciences. Fitting neither a Baconian nor a 

mathematico-physical model, and falling shon of the nineteenth-century ideological zeal for law 

and synthesis, it was nevertheless endorsed as a science by scientists who were members of 

governmental bodies considering science education and curriculum. In their view, the credibility 

of chemistry as a science was based in its evident utility in industry, and the implicit presence 

of a set of scientific principles, to be found in its practice nther than in a mathematically 

structured and philosophically articulated body of axioms. Bud and Robert argue that the debates 

over education show that scientific adjudication recognised the validity of practical demonstration, 

even if theoretical demonstration was preferred.'"rosland sees chemistry as loosely 

distinguished from natural history and mineralogy because, in its early stages, the objects and 

processes chemistry investigated were shared by other fields. Therefore basic chernical questions 

were determined as much by temtory which was not claimed by physics as by any coherent 

i h Robert B ud and Gerry l y n K. Roberts, Scierrce Versirs Practice: Chemistry in Vicrorian Brirain, Manchester 
University Press: Manchester. 1984. See also Thomas Kuhn "Mathematical versus Experimentril Traditions in the 
Development of  PhysicaI Science." The Essetitial Tension: Selecred Studies in Scienrific Tradition and Change, 
Chicago University Press: Chicago, 1977. On the roots of the nineteenth-century z e d  for quantification. see Tore 
Frangsrnyr, J.L. Heilbron and Robin E. Rider eds., The Quantifj'ing Spirit in ihe Eighreenth Centnry, University of 
California Press: Berkeley, Los Angeles, London, 1990. 



understanding of the chernical problematic.17 A similar argument is made about eighteenth- 

century physics by J.L. Heilbron. He argues that the intellectual territory of physics was not 

structured, Iacked accepted paradigms and was poorly dernarcated from biology and chemistry. 

But in the face of this, he argues, physics can still be seen as sufficiently coherent to be 

identified as a field. In what does its unity consist? "p]recisely what makes it most difficult to 

grasp: in its process of redefinition, in its changing scope and technique."ls These historians 

suggest that a field can experience incoherence in its core set of shared problems, or even their 

complete transformation into a new set of problems, without destroying the integrity of the 

field. l9 

Antiquarianism was in an analogous situation. Like chemistry, its intellectual domain 

could seem to lack coherence because it ernbraced so broad a range of loosely connected topics. 

though in fact no-one questioned its unity at the time. Chemistry punued classification as a 

method of bringing structure and definition to the field. Antiquaries used classification also, but 

in a more desultory manner. As for eighteenth-century physics, there were many classifications 

in use at any given time, which decreased the value of classification in structuring and defining 

"See Crosland, "Chemistry and the Chemical Revolution." in G.S. Rousseau and Roy Porter, eds., The Fermenr 
of Ktiarvledge: Srdies  il1 the Historiography of Eighteerlth Cenrrrr). Science, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 
1980, 389-4 16. 

''J.L. Heilbron, "Experimental Naturat Philosophy." in G.S. Rousseau and Roy Porter, eds., The Fennenr of 
Knorvledge: Studies iu the Historiography of Eighreenrh Century Scietzce. Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 
1980; 362. Heilbron also sees the persistence of professors and institutions as factors in the persistence of this field, 

1 Y For a more theoretical discussion of this point, see Nye, From Chemical Philosophy, Introduction. Nye argues 
that the longevity of particulai- questions. or their continuity in a particular form. is not necessary to unite the 
community. Over time the cornmunity's work tums up new problems in elaborating or evatuating its knowledge. This 
provides rnomentum; over time older questions are replaced by newer ones, which keep the community and the field 
going. It is the sharing of a set of questions. rather than the specific questions themselves. then. which unites a 
community over time. 



the field. For antiquarianism. the wealth of particular instances available for anaiysis far exceeded 

the axiornatic material available to achieve the synthetic. theoretical project." Nonetheless. it 

did possess a rudimentary framework to set them into: most antiquarian work was fitted into 

basic, language-based periods of British history--Celtic, Roman, Saxon, Norman and late 

medieval, and was organised regionally, using counties. While this temporal and systematic 

cultural framework lent structure and definition to the set of shared antiquarian problems. it was 

so general as to be of little irnrnediate import to most antiquaries' work. as antiquaries tended 

to speciaiise. Further, antiquaries could not depend on access to ail the information they needed. 

Unlike chemists. they had to be involved in collection and preservation. as Saxon manuscripts 

could not be generated for examination in the way, for exarnple, fixed air could. So the 

production of antiquarian knowledge, and the ongoing reconstruction of shared antiquarian 

problems. were unusually mutable. Like chemistry, antiquarianism possessed a practicai 

episternology which can be demonstrated more through antiquaries' practice than in any 

aniculated set of axioms. Finally, if antiquaries were more fortunate than chemists in possessing 

a coherent if remote scherna to integrate their disparate studies, they, too, suffered from a lack 

of recognition. Their development of manuscript research, for exarnple, was ignored by historians 

until the late eighteenth century. who failed to recognise or credit antiquaries' methods and 

problems. and thus re-invented or repeated work that had already been done, often with less 

precision. This lack of recognition was due in part to the low social prestige of antiquarianism, 

'"AS Mary DougIas and David Hull point out, "Classification is usually treated as  an outcome of an ordering 
process as i f  the organization of thoughts cornes first. and a more or less fixed classification foIiows as its outcome. 
But the ordering process itself is embedded in prior and subsequent social action." See Douglas and Hull, How 
Classification Works: Nelsori Goodman amorig the Social Sciences, Edinburgh University Press: Edinburgh 1992, 
Introduction, p. 2. 
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and in part to the fact that like chemists, antiquaries did not write well for the public. Thus they 

had not the social force to resist raids on their intellectual temtory. 

A very thorough mode1 of intellectual field has been constnicted by Mary JO Nye, in her 

history of chernistry. She describes the relations of six factors within that field: shared problems. 

genedogy , extemal recognition. homeland, archetypal language, and ritual practices. Except for 

shared problerns. Nye ' s factors often cut across the three major components articulated above 

(institution, community, shared problems). Genealogies, articulated by the institution, engender 

cohesion in the comrnunity. Externai recognition can be manipulated somewhat by the institution, 

and can affect, and be affected by, the community. Homeland reflects the institutional culture and 

provides a focus for the comrnunity's sense of identity. Archetypal language and ritual practices 

are administered by the institution but change with changes in the shared problems, and rehearse 

rnembers in the comrnunity's identifying shared problems. 

Nye argues that the shared problems are what define a field and unite a scholarly 

community. However powerful an institution, it disappears if its field of inquiry fragments. or 

its problematic is taken over by other fields. Communities are exclusive, colonising, or open in 

different phases of their evolution, but their disciplinary boundary rnust remain penneable to 

outsiders with new ideas, who are the sources of innovation in the shared problematic of that 

field. Without such innovation, neither the field nor the community can persist. Therefore one 

must view the sharing of the questions as the force which unites the community over 

"Nye also argues for the importance o f  shared values in maintaining unity and solving questions. such as a 
cornmitment to peer review and judgement by rational consensus, the definition o f  proof, and conventions within the 
representations which are the means of explanation. The specific problerns presented by intellectual workers recording 
their impressions in wrïting can be found in Mary Louise Pratt, "Fieldwork in Common Places" in Writing Cultitre: 
The Poerics and Polirics of Erhnography, University o f  California Press: Berkeley, Los Angeles. London, 1986. pp. 
27-50. 



Antiquaries saw less revolutionary change in the conceptual core of their shared problems 

than did chemists. In part, this is because their objects of study were more easily identifiable. The 

kind of inquines to be undertaken, the materials required to pursue them, and many basic avenues 

of approach to a comprehensive historical knowledge of early Britain were more evident than 

were analogous problems in chemisuy." Where for chemists the objects of study were in a 

continual process of redefinition. sometimes radical. most antiquarian objects were, at least in 

basic form, already understood. Some antiquarian objects did undergo radical redefinition, but 

this was rare. For exarnple, the objects of philological study undenvent radical redefinition late 

in the eighteenth century. Where the study of words had during the latter half of the eighteenth 

century been viewed as a guide to the workings of the human rnind, and the study of foreign 

languages as a path back to the Adamic language, nineteenth-century philologists increasingly 

undertook language studies that aimed at the functional understanding of a language necessary 

to doing accurate textual work before printing an edition. This redefinition led to changes within 

Angio-Saxon scholarship, for exarnple, but did not have the potential to alter the objects of 

antiquarian study in the majority of its fields. Antiquaries' struggle was with the dimensions of 

the subject to be known rather than, as for chemists, objects that eluded basic description. 

By genealogy, Nye means the stones shared within the cornmunity about their intellectual 

ancestors and the paths of their intellectual descent. Genealogy includes heroes who paved the 

way to new intellectual temtory, scholarly villains that had to be slain before progress could be 

17 --On the other hand. achieving an accurate portrait of the past depended on k i n g  able to recuperate sufficient 
and representative materials, a thing antiquaries could not have certainty about in the same way chemists, working 
in a field organised by systematic relations, could hope to achieve. 
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made, and heroic episodes that moved the community into new intellectual terrain. For 

antiquaries. villains were few. And for the first century of the SA'S existence it was not wise to 

draw attention to their efforts to preserve what was left of the Catholic past. Accusations of 

recusancy lent antiquaries prudence about presenting their cornmunity's genealogy or battling 

their critics, and the need to collect. combined with the minutely demanding nature of their work, 

left little time for castigating viilains." Of more importance to antiquaries was intellectual 

continuity. 

Nye argues that the authonty of intellectual continuity is compelling to members of the 

community; they construct histones of their field. manhall links to earlier figures, and praise 

precursors who fought battles of intelligence. By propagating these histories. and by making 

students l em them, they promote their identity and longevity, within and without the 

c o r n r n ~ n i t ~ . ~ ~  Antiquaries were not much concemed to patrol their intellectual territory; they had 

remained in it unchallenged for centuries, and (wrongly) believed that their control of it was not 

threatensd. They did not use SA history in an effort to attract adherents away from competing 

fields; the SA continued to grow because some people were genuinely interested in antiquarian 

scholarship. There were few cornpetitors; most of the reading public viewed antiquarian interests 

as foolish. And while vanous histories of the Society were undertaken, these were scholarly 

%is should not be taken to suggest that internat battles are not found among antiquaries: some will be 
discussed in Chapter Two. For the major eighteenth and nineteenth-century genealogies and battles, see Joan Evans. 
A Hisror\. of the Society of Arttiquaries, Oxford University Press: Oxford. 1956; 134-224. 

'This view of the motivation for writing, and uses of field histories is widespread. See Loren Graham et al.. eds.. 
Fitrictions and Uses of Disciplinaq Histories. Sociology of the Sciences Yearbook, Reidel: Dordrecht. 1983, Volume 
7 and Evan Melhado, "Metzger, Kuhn and Eighteenth-Century Disciplinas, History" in Gad Freudenthal, ed., Etrides 
sur Helene Metzger. Fayard: Pans, 1987, pp. 1 1 1- 134. For a more general perspective on the ways history has been 
used in relrited ways, see Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, eds.. Invenred Traditions, Cambridge University 
Press: Cambridge, 1983. 
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according to the canons of antiquarian work, and were not intended to function as self-promotion 

outside the group. However, the antiquarian cornmitment to preserving the matenais of the past, 

and the specific genres in which they undertook their work, did function as Nye describes within 

the antiquarian cornmunity, creating an authoritative and compelling intellectual continuity, 

linking earlier to later figures, and creating and promoting their identity. Thus, long-lived textual 

traditions and a commitment to preservation must be understood as the uniQing force within the 

antiquarian community. Their status within the comrnunity was more definitive of the 

development of antiquarianisrn than the promotion of a genealogy or other vision across that 

boundary. Yet the failure of antiquaries to communicate their historiographical vision across that 

boundary accounts in large part for the eclipse of an entire intellectud domain. 

Nye considers extemal recognition a major component of providing a field and a 

community with identity and legitimacy. Fields exist and persist because they are recognised by 

others, and this recognition motivates new recruits to join the field. Both insiders and outsiders 

identify the community in terms of its differences from other fields in rnethods, theories and 

goals. Antiquaries were in a very odd position in this matter. While antiquarianism was indeed 

recognised by outsiders, this recognition most often took the form of ridicu~e.'~ Yet the 

conununity continued to gain recniits. However, ultimately, the lack of strong, positive public 

recognition also contributed to the eclipse of antiquarianism in the late nineteenth century. 

Recognition, or more accurately, the lack of it. proved to be crucial to the fortune of 

antiquarianism. 

"AS will be discussed in Chapter Three. two views of antiquarianism CO-existed in British society. That generated 
from outside the antiquarian community satirised antiquarian activities, and was widely held until late in the 
eighteenth century. when the antiquarian seIf-understanding began to be better appreciated. 
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Another cornponent of Nye's mode1 is homeland. including the rights and responsibilities 

of members, codified entrance criteria and differentiated relationships as articulated by the 

institution, as well as the physical residence of the institution. These provide an identity and 

sense of permanence to anchor fluctuations within the discipline. Antiquaries sought a homeland 

from the laie sixteenth century, but achieved one only in the eighteenth. This delay led to a 

culture of reliance on individuals to fund, educate and differentiate themselves, and so the 

defining role of the institution, and the rights and responsibilities of mernbers, once established, 

were minimal. Early criticisms of the SA reflect members' dis-ease with this lack of direction 

and articulation. This thesis will consider the increasing demand for the SA to redefine its role 

in this regard, in order to be able to play a coordinating role internally among antiquarian fields. 

and to provide political leadership and a lobbying force outside the cornrnunity. For the SA, this 

redefinition was fundamental and hard-won. 

The community's archetypal language and imagery play a crucial role in Nye's history 

of eighteenth-century chemistry . In that field, physical models and visual images played a critical 

role in understanding chemical behaviour. By contrast, the role of visual aids in antiquarian 

publications was to illustrate the subject matenal of various fields. The lavish illustrations typical 

of SA publications is discussed in Chapters Two and Five. But while publications were unusually 

luxurious in their visual aids, these were not crucial to the development of antiquarian 

understanding in the way they were to chemistry. The sarne thing c m  be said of the role of 

precise terminology. Nye concentrates on terminology because of the way it promoted rapid 

development of chemical knowledge. Terminology reflects the ways a field sections and defines 

its problematic. iMost antiquaian fields did not need metaphorical models, visual or conceptual, 
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to understand objects whose basic place within history was relatively easily located. However, 

most antiquarian works shared several textual features which provided them with similar kinds 

of structure. In this sense, antiquaries' language-based chronology, and their regionai and 

evidential categories, functioned as widely shared historical terms. These features of antiquaries' 

texts will be discussed in Chapter Three. This does not mean antiquaries were insensitive to finer 

analyses. However, these tended to be field-specific? An example of this wili be considered 

in Chapter Five, in discussing the ways in which terms shared between geology and archaeology 

reflected different concepts of early human history, and gave rise to diffenng interpretations of 

excavated objects. Chapter Six considers differences of opinions within the antiquarian 

cornmunity about the visual depiction of Anglo-saxon texts. But for the most part, antiquaries 

tended to specialise, and thus used conventions which had been developed in their subfield of 

work rather than across al1 fields. 

The final component of Nye's mode1 is ritual practice. S tandardised practices constitute 

a codified and tacit form of knowledge, disseminated in lectures, seminars, examinations, research 

procedures, conferences, and so on. These constitute rites of passage for the apprentice. affirm 

the legitimacy of the discipline, reenact traditions, and rehearse unsolved intellectual problems. 

Nye likens this aspect of an intellectual cornrnunity to a family dinner. where tensions as well 

as community affirmation help to construct the community's intellectual identity within the 

broader network of economic and po1i:ical relations surrounding them. There were, of course, 

conventions and tensions within the antiquarian cornmunity. But as the institutional circumstances 

2 h ~ o r  example, the languages and methods used to describe documents would not be those used to describe coins 
or archaeologica1 sites. This would have been a much greater problem for chemistq than it was for a fieId united 
by historical rather than systematic relations. 
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of the SA were minimaiist, apprenticeship was mainly served outside the community, and 

admission to the SA was based on work already accomplished. Thus it has no equivalent to the 

articulated social apparatus Nye describes, and had to tum elsewhere to affirm its legitimacy and 

rehearse its shared problems. The latter was mainly accomplished through informal means: 

publications, smaller societies which formed as splinter groups from the SA main body, and 

interpersonai links. IdentiQing conventions within antiquarian writings is a substantial task, given 

the number of fields it would be necessary to consider. and should follow the more basic work 

of articulatinp what antiquarianism was; this thesis c m  address that primary task alone. Some 

tensions are indicated in Chapter Two, which treats the history of the SA, and Chapter Four, 

which treats the prosopographical data. The following chapten will consider in more detail the 

relations between such tensions and the production of antiquarian scholarship in two case studies. 

These, then, are the results afforded by a review of current histories of intellectual fields. 

Most identify three components of fields in their analyses: shared problems, institution, and 

community. Within these three components many other factors. such as those identified by Nye 

and the other historians reviewed, are embedded in different ways. Tracing the specific roles 

these components and factors play within the life of the field, and detailing how they interact, 

are considered to provide an miculate and accurate account of that field. This will be the model 

used within this thesis. Because no work has yet treated antiquarianism as a field, the simple 

model of three components--institution, shared problems and community--will be used. The next 

three chapters will each treat one of these components. This will provide a basis for the 

discussion in Chapter Five of the ways in which various factors, those identified by Nye and 

others. are embedded in these components. Factors to be considered include: the SA'S 



institutional culture, the peculiarities of antiquaries' public image. the location of antiquaries' 

intellectual continuity in shared methods and genres as much as s h e d  questions, the ways the 

antiquarian institution directed and did not direct research, the primacy of collecting in the 

production of antiquarian knowledge. and the interpesonal networks and other kinds of various 

links found in the antiquarian community. 

This review brings us to the theoretical question of defining the term "field." This thesis 

will employ field and related terms at various lrvels of analysis, to characterise an intellectual 

domain. detail relations between various fields within that domain. and portray the emergence 

of subfields, and their development into fields over time. While a systematic articulation of these 

terms and relations is not a central aim of this thesis. it is necessary to be able to refer to them 

with clarity. Further, they require some careful comment because they interact with one of the 

three components of the mode1 articulated above--that of shared problems. 

Field histories written to educate newcomers, like those written within intellectual history. 

have tended to conflate the history of the field with that of its "thought."" Such works 

concentrate on the power of conceptual content to organise groups and drive change. equating 

field mainly with the set of shared problems. This approach will not suffice for the theoretical 

"For a review of recent comment on this problem, see Preston King. ed.. The History of Ideas: An Iritroducriori 
to Merhod, Barnes and Noble: London, 1983, and Theodore K. Rabb and Robert 1. Rotberg, The New Nistoq: The 
1980s arzd Beyorid: Studies in Interdiscipliriary Hisrory, Princeton University Press: Princeton. 1982). For a review 
of recent historiography in several major schools, see Georg G. Iggers. New Directioris in European Hisforiography. 
Wesleyan University Press: Middletown, Connecticut, 1984. For a review of these problems as they are found in the 
historiogmphy of science, see Martin Rudwick, William Coleman. Edith Scylla and Lorraine Daston. "Critical 
Problems in the History of Science," Isis 72(198 1); 267-283. For a nuanced defence of the utility of a Whig 
perspective. see Rupert A. Hall. "On Whiggism," Hist-Sei. 2 I(I983); 45-59, and his Introduction to the second edition 
of The Revolution in Science 1500-17.50. Longman: London and New York, 1983. In a sirnifar vein are L. Laudan. 
"The Rational Weight of the Scientific Past: Forging Fundamental Change in a Conservative Discipline," in Michael 
Ruse, ed., Whar The Philmophy of Biology fs: Essays Dedicated to David Hull, Kluwer Academic Publistiers: 
Dordrecht, Boston and London, 1989, Nijhoff International Philosophy Series Volume 23,209-220. See also David 
L. Hull. "In Defense of Presentism," Hist.Theoty 18(1979); 1 - 15. 
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issue any more than it did for the historical. Conceptuai materid must be as permeable to extra- 

intellectual factors as the comrnunity of practitioners is formed by the social realities sumunding 

them." And if shared conceptuai material is the basis for defining an intellectual field, 

antiquarianism must be rejected as candidate. Most antiquaries were specialised, so the amount 

of material actually shared was small and highly segmented. Constnictivist accounts have 

ernphasised growth at the expense of issues such as policing and confonnity. and have tended 

to characterise change as graduaLZ9 While Elizabethan antiquarian texts established conceptual 

paths which lasted into the nineteenth century, the shared structures which brought antiquarianism 

coherence were genres, and the defemed goal of writing the definitive British history, rather than 

any conceptual order perceived to inhabit shared conceptual material. Many antiquarian studies 

lay outside these early conceptual paths but were not rejected by other antiquaries as outside 

antiquarianism. Over time. some antiquarian questions, and thus the areas of research, changed. 

Conformity seems to have been unimportant to antiquaries. The growth of antiquarianisrn may 

be viewed as graduai, but its eclipse was abrupt, and this part of its history needs discussion 

equally with its long period of growth. 

More recent work has tended to pursue the task of definition at a greater distance frorn 

" ~ y e  argues that despite the existence of different research schools and differing national approaches, the 
generation of a synthesis, of a new levcl of explanation, or of a widely accepted paradigm, tends to unite rnernbers 
and their work. The shared questions can be transformed utterly without the field losing its continuity. Therefore the 
sharing of values and problems rnust be used as the p r i m q  criteria for determining intellectual domain. See Nye, 
Front Chemical Philosophy, Introduction. David Hull argues the same thing in The Metaphpics of Evolution, State 
University of New York Press: Albany, New York, 1989. Chapter 10, "Cladistic Theory: Hypotheses that Blur and 
Grow." 162- 178. 

"See Michael Mulkay, "Three Models of Scientific Development," Sociological Review 23(1975); 509-537 and 
Karin D. Knorr-Cetina, "The Ethnographic Study of Scientific Work: Towards a Constructivist Interpretation of 
Science." in Karin D. Knorr-Cetina and Michael Mutkay eds., Science Observed. Sage: Hollywood. 1983, pp. 1 15- 
140- 
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the historicd material it is rneant to define. Geison's and J.B. Morrell's use of research schools 

to chart the course of a field's development is limited to laboratory-based research groups with 

rigorously local and enurnerable membenhip. In this case, data was available for about 80% of 

SA rnembers, but there were 1,636 of them and they did not pursue their research cohesively. 

Some distinguish research schools and research traditions, using "school" for a specific locale and 

group w hic h may transcend its idiosyncrasy . and "tradition" for conceptual and methodological 

themes found across many times and places.30 But antiquarianism was a more diffuse 

phenornenon even than "tradition" used in this way. Some groups of antiquaries sharing research 

interests functioned like schools. but the majority were specialised, and did not share such 

themes. And while the Society had foreign fellows, the subject of this thesis is limited to British 

antiquarimism. The use of terms that fix fields and schools as parts of disciplines or traditions, 

arranged either systematically or temporally, would not suffice. Antiquarianism lacked the 

funding and prestige to become highly organised at the institutional level, and this reality both 

reflected and contnbuted to the development of the field as a large set of loosely connected and 

highly segrnented shared questions. Thus this definition would obscure the real character of 

antiquarianism, and would tend to portray it as an unsuccessful field. Similady, antiquarianism 

cannot be called a discipline. as that term presumes the historical continuity of the core 

conceptual material. Antiquarianism did not so much integrate core conceptual material as 

coordinate a widely varying set of fields. and attempt to find. collect and authenticate the basic 

materials for constructing core conceptual matter. 

Pierre Bourdieu's notion of field is most flexible, but is mainly used to describe artistic 

"'Sec Geison. Michael Foster and J.B. Morrell. "The Chemist Breeders: The Research Schools of Liebig and 
Thomas Thomson," Arnbir Ig((1972); 146. 



rather than scholarly fields. Bourdieu argues for an almost mechanistic correspondence between 

changes in societal conventions and changes within fields. But this conception of field and its 

correspondence to social conventions cannot explain the way many antiquarian fields persisted 

in the same forms over long penods of time. in the face of social conventions which gave rise 

to very different forms of writing, and which usually heaped scorn on antiquarian ~ o r k . ~ '  And 

while Bourdieu's notion of field descnbes the role of ideological factors in framing shared 

problems, it leaves untouched most of the area covered by the components of the mode1 to be 

used here.3' 

There are still other definitions to consider. The requirements of this project differ from 

those of Foucault and others who have concentrated on demarcation of types of knowledge, 

discursive ruptures, and the coercion that disciplinary discourses exert on their practitioners." 

This thesis considers a field and a set of practitioners insufficiently funded or structured to 

compel with any success, and whose minimalist institutional culture hindered them from taking 

3'~ourdieu recognises the different situation of acadernic cultural capital from that of writers or anists in Homo 
Academicus. Chapter 2, "The Conflict of the Faculties" p. 36-37. See Peter CoIlier. tr., Pierre Bourdieu. Homo 
Acadenzicrrs Stanford University Press: Stanford, Califonia, 1988. However, he is treating a situation in which the 
institution provides both financial support as well as social prestige to its mernbers. His analyses al1 concern French 
institutions, and therefore he does not address the situation of institutional and even intelIectua1 exclusion, except 
as matters of conflicting paradigms within and between faculties; nor does he mode1 the production of knowledge 
except within a strong institutional frmework. 

" ~ e e  for example Pierre Bourdieu, "Intellectual Field and Creative Project" in Social Science Infornuition. 8/2 
(April 1969): 89-120. More recently Bourdieu has analysed the evolution of faculties within French academic 
institutions. In this work he discusses factors such as education, certification and adjudication within scholarly fields. 
His study applies quantitative sociology to the production of knowledge in several fields, and employs prosopography 
to assist him in characterising their development. However, the situation of the French universities is analogous to 
that of the Academy in Maurice Crosland's study: their funding, imposition of rights, responsibilities and rituals, and 
prestige are substantial, Iending the institution and fields a degree of definition which antiquarianism never enjoyed, 
Thus an application of Bourdieu's later work would fail to describe the avenues which mediated antiquarian work 
and the structures which gave it institutional and intellectual integrity. 

'%ee Simon Schaffer, "Natural Philosophy," eds.. G.S. Rousseau and Roy Porter. The Ferment of Krrowledge: 
Stridies in the Historiography of Eighteenrh Cerirury Sciertce. Cambridge University Press: Cambridge. 1980; 55-92. 



such action even when it would have benefitted the organization. Further, the collaborative nature 

of much antiquarian work, antiquaries' rejection of cornpetition as valuable to the progress of 

their field. and the deferral of the synthetic project which would integrate and organize 

antiquarian fields. are among the more unusual features which Our definition of field must 

accommodate. These features have no clear place within the Stream of works which have sprung 

from Foucaultian criticism - and are the more interesting for it. 

David Hull's account of scientific fields regards their evolution as spe~iation.~" Progress 

is possible in science, being an intentionai activity, where it is a matter of chance and perspective 

when seen in, for example, the fossil record. But the struggle of research groups for funds, 

students and journal space over-interprets informally organized institutions such as the SA. The 

SA rnight be described as fulfilling a niche for some generations before succumbing to new fields 

better-adapted to compete, but Hull's theory does not mode1 circumstances like those of the 

eclipse of antiquarianisrn, which broke into subfields which continue successfully to this day . 

Hull argues that fields' survival and reproduction are affected by their fitness, but this cannot 

explain a species whose culture permits extinction of the group before defence of its niche." 

He is careful to reject a stage theory of science, allowing that fields may stultify, degenerate and 

U In The Meraphysics of Evoluriorr, pp. 1 29- 180, Hull argues for treating fields as taxa and their histories as those 
of individuals. based in their spatio-temporal continuity rather than any persistent conceptual core. This does allow 
for the radical transformation of fields, but is confusing: groups, not individuals, show evolution of this sort. In 
Science as a Process. Hull replaces the individual-field with a species-field equation, which is better able to mode1 
evolution of a field over time, but resists allowing that fields, like species, can become extinct. Whichever equation 
is accepted, Hull's discussion fails to provide more than a general description of the actual processes by which fields, 
like species, develop. 

%ee David Hull, Science as a Process: An Evolutianary Accounr of the Social and Conceptual Developnrenr 
of Science. University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1988; The Metaphysics of Evolution, 1989; and Philosoplzy of 
Biological Science, Prentice-Hall: Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1974. A similar argument can be found in M.T. 
Ghiselin, "Individuality, History and Laws of Nature in Biology" in Michael Ruse, ed.. What The Philosopliy of 
Biologj 1s; 53-66. 



sustain losses as well as gains, and that progress dong one line of reasoning may be local only 

and may cut off progress dong another. But Hull describes a benevolent universe in which the 

possibility of the disappearance of the fit field does not occur. While there must be an upper lirnit 

to progress, in highly variable environments, fields, like species, sirnply show much variation. 

Individual concepts can die or fail to reproduce because they are false or pooriy adapted to their 

environment. Hull does not consider the possibility of a Great Dying in human knowledge. 

The definition of field most suitable to the needs of this thesis is offered by Mary JO 

Nye? Since her project treats a field which was historically continuous but conceptually 

changeable. and went through various kinds of relations with cognate fields. it cannot ernploy 

terms too rigidly. Nye argues that "field" and "subfield." and "field" and "discipline" may be used 

to descnbe the same entity in different epochs, because field-like relationships can exist in 

subfields, subfields can occupy large field-like territory, both can occiipy larger. discipline-Iike 

temtory at various stages in their development, and al1 can have various relationships with 

cognate fields. depending on historical circumstances. This perspective will be adopted in this 

thesis. 

Three particulars should be noted about how terms are to be defined and employed in this 

thesis. First, though the preceding discussion has attempted to set this anaiysis of antiquarianism 

into the approaches found in current historical and theoretical work, very little scholarly work 

has considered antiquarianism after its Renaissance phase.)' This thesis is arnong the first 

3nMary JO Nye. From Cheniical Philosophy. Introduction. 

"AS will be discussed in Chapter Three. the work of Italian historiographer Arnaldo Mornigliano on 
antiquarianism concentrated on linking classical with Renaissance and post-Renaissance scholarship, treated 
continentd more than British writers. and was more concerned to show the contribution of antiquarianism to 
historiography than to explore antiquarianism itself. 
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attempts to place antiquarianism into nineteenth-century British history as well as into current 

historiographical practice." Therefore the tems employed here are based more on the author's 

perceptions than is usually necessary in historical work, and al1 judgements made must be 

regarded as provisional. 

Second, judgements about the names and conceptual area of various fields reflect 

nineteenth-century antiquarian practice. Sorne rnay appear arcane, and their scholarly value may 

not be evident. For example, genealogy and heraldry were fields of study for nineteenth-century 

antiquaries, the value of which appears much reduced in our own century. But this approach has 

the ment of allowing the perspective of antiquaries to corne through as clearly as possible, 

providing a basic understanding of antiquarianism with relatively little interpretive material 

intervening. Thus, "field" will be used to describe the various areas of study identified by 

antiquaries as antiquarian by the year 1830: such as genealogy, archaeology, philology and so 

on. Fields are not conceived as conceptually independent of each other; many share territory, as 

for example church history with palaeography, architectural history with archaeology. and so on. 

"Subfield" will be used to describe an emerging area of study which shares much conceptual area 

with another field, which rnay not at first be identified by antiquaries as distinct from that field, 

and which later succeeds in being recognised by antiquaries as distinct. As an antiquarian 

subfield, bibliography arose in the seventeenth century, and diverged from literary and historical 

studies in the late eighteenth century. A widespread interest in glossaries of provincial words 

arose among antiquaries in the late eighteenth century. and inhabited two fields--1iterary studies 

and philology--before a practical consensus emerged which placed it with philology in the 

'"~hilippa Levine's The Amareur and The Professiorial: Anriquarians. Historians and Archaeologisrs in Vicroriarl 
Brirclin. 1838-86. Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1986, treats antiquaries' contributions to archaeology only. 



nineteenth. "Intellectual domain" will be used for the total intellectual area occupied by dl 

antiquarian fields put together, those sparsely occupied by workers and poorly defined, as well 

as the more popular and better understood fields. 

Third, the main goal of ernploying these terms carefully is to highlight an unusual feature 

of how antiquarianism was stnictured as an intellectual domain. Antiquarianism behaved like an 

urnbrella which united and coordinated many diverse, specialised fields. In Elizabethan times. 

these fields were viewed as supplying data useful in dariQing the characteristics of the total 

antiquarian intellectual domain; most antiquaries worked with several fields when generating 

historical narratives; these narratives were of the sarne breadth as the total antiquarian intellectual 

domain. For example, Elizabethan antiquary William Carnden used numismatics, Anglo-saxon 

language and literature and manuscript records to refute the rnedieval myth of the Trojan 

founding of Britain. and to provide a new and accurate synoptic history of   ri tain.'^ However, 

such encyclopedic knowledge could not be sustained for many generations of scholars. 

Antiquarianisrn split relatively quickly into two streams: those who studied and wrote about 

physicai remains--coins, architecture and so on--and those who studied and wrote about textual 

remains. The many antiquarian fields were distnbuted between them. In the decades following 

Camden, the number of remains and the scope of their labours became more apparent. 

Antiquaries began to use Camden's periodisation and county organisation to lirnit the area of 

their own studies, thus coordinating and making possible basic progress in many fields. 

"'This had o f  course also been done by Polydore Vergil. But his work had k e n  received with a "tide o f  wrath" 
in Britain. Polydore was Italian and sixteenth-century British histories were profoundly nationalistic: it was Camden 
who wris able to get Polydore's ideas n hearing. Camden's knowledge of clrissical texts enabied hirn to present 
rnaterial from early Roman accounts of Britain which was convincing to his contemporaries. See T.D. Kendrick. 
British Antiqrriry, Methuen: London, 1950, Chapter VI "The Battle Over The British History," pp. 78-97. 
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Synoptic narratives of the kinds Camden wrote, and of the kind antiquaries envisioned as 

their ultimate product, require much data. Antiquarian work carne to be organised as much by 

the search for data as the nature of its fields. The tasks of collecting and authenticating data 

rapidly came to rnonopotise generations of antiquaries' time and resources. As fields becarne 

more complex. narratives began to treat issues within fields rather than subordinating subfields 

within a view of the entire antiquarian intellectual domain. Over time, individual fields came to 

demand an antiquary's full attention; by the eighteenth century, most antiquaries no longer wrote 

synoptic works. An antiquary who studied coins, for instance, would write about problems in 

numismatics, and might rarely write about how Roman or Saxon coins correctly identified the 

reigns of kings or fixed an article of c h r o n ~ l o ~ y . ~  In this way the work of antiquaries came to 

be dispersed over a wide set of related fields, with any one antiquary spending much more time 

on the demands of a single field than on its corrective relation or contribution to British history 

as a whole. Antiquaries, accustomed to specialisation. viewed the job of relating the finds of their 

field to the projected synoptic history as a task to be fulfilled once the data was fully collected 

and analysed. 

The task of constructing that detailed, definitive history was thus constantly deferred?' 

The collection and authentication of evidence was viewed as necessary to confirm the accuracy 

of any narrative. But the more research was done in each field, the more evident it becarne just 

how much work there was to do before antiquaries would be able to begin work on their 

the eighteenth century. papers presented at meetings often omitted the import o f  subfield work to the 
synoptic narrative project. See examples in Evans. A History, pp. 61-76. 

"Sorne antiquaries did write histories. As wili be discussed in Chapter Three, many more wrote narratives 
composed of a bare chronological and interpretive thread filled comprehensively with source materials, within a small 
temporal period or regional area rather than for Britain as a whole. 
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projected super-history. Thus, while the project of a fully accurate and comprehensive super- 

history never disappeared from antiquaries' discussions about their goals. it tended to recede into 

the future. However, this projected super-history possessed a coordinating ment. It functioned 

conjecturally as the source of antiquaries' belief in the integration of ail the fields actually being 

worked on in the evidentiary Stream. This gave antiquarianism a certain flexibility. Its rnany 

disparate fields were not of a fixed number or character; antiquarian writings show that the 

boundaries of fields were permeable to other fields, new fields arose. older fields became extinct 

or merged with others. and so on." Nevertheless, this sarne flexibility and ability to encompass 

numerous fields contributed to the eclipse of antiquarianism, in competing with smaller 

intellectual fields and groups who pursued more delimited scholarly aims, perhaps more 

effectively. 

By the year 1830, then, the beginning of the four decades covered by this thesis, the 

antiquarian intellectual domain was comprised of a set of fields which could appear relatively 

disparate unless the viewer understood the coordinating role of the postponed super-history 

project. There existed a mutually evolving relationship between the deferred narrative project, the 

antiquarian intellectual domain, and its fields. The growth of fields could increase the area or 

alter the character of the intellectual domain. when fields mutated. For example. excavation of 

tumuli and barrows increased greatly in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. Although 

' ' ~ n  example of a field which became extinct was the copying of funerary monuments. In the century following 
Crimden, this had been an essential antiquarian field, and foundational antiquarian reference works were produced, 
such as John Weever's 163 1 Aticient Furierall Monuments Within the United Monarchie of Grear Britaine, lreland 
and the Islands Adjacent. These works were meant to establish, complement andor confirm the articles of genealogy 
of county notables found in the documents of the College of Ams, which could be both incornplete and erroneous. 
However, there came a point when the extant remains of the great majority of abbeys and cathedrals had been 
described. and these articles of county history had been authenticated to the satisfaction of antiquaries working in 
those areas. With so much other work to do, this field lost workers, and became extinct. 
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accounts of their makers were often erroneous, they changed and increased the topics requiring 

explanation in the projected super-history. Where Druids would formerly have been given brief 

mention, from the late eighteenth century the projected super-history would have significantly 

enlarged this subject, possibly haiting the ascendancy of classicisers. and diminishing the relative 

significance of Roman British rernain~.'~ The enlargement of archaeology as a field caused the 

projected super-history to evolve in a certain direction, increased the total intellectual domain of 

antiquananisrn, and within that domain caused some re-adjustment of relations between fields to 

accommodate changes and newcomers. In the same way, fields could decrease in importance, as 

did genealogy and heraldry over the period 1830 to 1870. Such changes caused adjustments to 

the overall intellectual domain and the projected super-historicai narrative. Thus antiquarian fields 

were partly defined by the narrative project, but the narrative project could also be redefined by 

changes in the fields. The antiquarian intellectual domain was defined by its constitutive fields, 

but changes in either could take place and cause a corresponding set of adjustments in the 

narrative project. As will be discussed in the concluding chapter, the unity of antiquarianism 

began to crumble when antiquaries' own powerful pursuit of specialised knowledge in the 

nineteenth century, coupled with their decreasing ability to devote the time to study that their 

predecessors had, led thern to abandon work on the deferred super-history. 

These considerations demonstrate the delicate nature of the task of relating the three 

components of Our mode1 of a field: shared intellectual problems, the comrnunity of scholars, and 

-1 3 That is, the consensus among antiquaries about the specific contents and their relative importance i(i the 
projected super-history changed from time to time i n  relation to changes in their work on various fields. Though the 
nature of the antiquarian consensus at any given time is conjectural, such changes are visible over long periods in 
the contents of antiquarian publications. And it is the changeability, rather than the exact consensus or its 
development over time, that is of interest in describing the coordinating role of the super-history in the antiquarian 
intellectual domain. 
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the institution. Privileging one factor in the description of the others could distort the accuracy 

of the historical account, as, for example, if institutionai features of the SA were used to structure 

an account of the problems antiquaries shared, or if those problems, only more or less shared 

between antiquaries, were used as the basis for portraying the vagaies of the SA'S institutional 

developrnent. In this way, the historical situation of antiquarianism must dictate how to organise 

their relations. Fortunately, one of the three components seems to hold pnmacy both in tems of 

the circumstances of nineteenth-century British antiquarianism. as well as for the direction of 

argument in this thesis. This is the final issue which must be considered before turning to the 

analysis itself. 

Geison has observed that "neither scientific ideas nor scientific institutions float in ethereal 

isolation from the men and women who give them ~ i f e . " ~  Nye describes a field as "the practice 

of an articulate, identifiable ... ~ o m m u n i t y . ~  In the case of antiquarianism, neither institution nor 

shared problems cm easily be used to organise the other components. While antiquaries showed 

remarkable determination, over centuries and against considerable odds, to achieve institutional 

support for their studies, their institution did not provide many structures to coordinate or support 

work. or exercise a high degree of control over the directions in which antiquarian studies 

developed. This circumstance was less a faiiure of the Council to execute its role, than a 

reflection of a culture and a set of values developed over centuries, and s h e d  by most 

antiquaries. which viewed such control as unnecessary, practically impossible, and possibly 

undesirable. With respect to shared problems, antiquaries were not in the position of chernists or 

-U Geison, Michael Foster, Introduction, p. xiii. 

4 5 ~ a r y  JO Nye, From Chernical Ptrilosophy, 1993. p. 2. 
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geologists; the basic configuration of the antiquarian intellectual terrain was fairly well 

established. but it was not provide an oqanic  intellectual unity which might organise the other 

two components of this field. Different explanatory paradigms competed within, rarely between 

the rnultiplicity of antiquarian fields, and few generated enough heat to involve the community 

as a whole. Antiquarian problems are best described as segmentally shared; that is, antiquaries 

cannibalised adjacent fields that contained material of relevance to their own work. but ignored 

fields which contributed nothing to their own? But there were also many fields which did not 

share territory with many others, for example, numismatics and architectural history, 

palaeography and archaeology, and so on. Antiquaries, then, unlike chemists, had no set of 

fundamental questions bounded within one basic arena of inquiry, to which the work of 

community members was meant to contribute. Neither the intellectual field nor the institution 

could organise decisions on the direction of scholarship, then. Instead, these emerged among 

individuals working in the same field. I t  is the comrnunity that provides the possibility of 

coordinating an understanding of antiquarian problems and the antiquarian institution. Therefore, 

for a preliminary work such as this thesis. i t  seems 

individuals and their work primacy in defining antiqua 

For this reason, and because little scholarly 

practical to allow the cornmunity of 

ianism, its fortune and its eclipse. 

work has ueated antiquarianism, the 

prosopographical data presented in Chapter Four has been used to organise the materiai presented 

in al1 chapters. Although this data is not presented until Chapter Four, it was the first work to 

Jh Relations between antiquarian fields might be represented as a Venn diagram composed of a set of overiapping 
circles arranged serially as a chain. in which adjacent circles shared territory but did not share territory with circles 
farther dong the chain. Thus a palaeognpher would share intellectual territory with a historian of his epoch; that 
historian would share territory with a numismatist of coins of that period; that numismatist would share territory with 
archaeologists in questions of dating and identification: archaeologists with architectural historians; architectural 
historians with an historians, and so on. 



be completed. and its analysis was used to evaluate the practical and definitional questions 

presented above, and to generate the definition of antiquarianism as an umbrella domain 

functioning to coordinate many fields. While a histoncal overview of the institution and 

intellectual domain of antiquarianism are presented in the first chapters of this thesis, this is 

meant to provide a platform on which to build the more detailed and exacting analysis of the 

final chapters. The direction of argument in the final chapters mns from an analysis of 

practitioners and their works to conclusions about fields and institutions. 

A brief review of the structure of this thesis will relate the main points of this chapter to 

the project that has been set out. This chapter has introduced a mode1 for analysing intellectual 

fields, and indicated how antiquarianism may be located with respect to the components and 

features of that model. Chapter Two presents an overview of the institution supporting 

antiquarïanism--the Society of Antiquaries of London--from E l i zabe th  times to 1870. Little 

work has been done on the SA. It is not possible to refer to other works which establish the 

characier of its structure and practices." Therefore, almost every aspect of its institutional 

support for antiquarianism requires investigation. However, the historical development of 

an tiq uarianism as an intellectual domain depended at least as much on long-lived, regularly 

"The only history is Evans, A Hisron of the Sociery of Anriquaries, 1956. This is a conventional institutional 
history of that period, covering the SA from the sixteenth to the twentieth century. It contains much useful material, 
but Iacks any discussion of the community and intellectual domain. Central aspects of antiquarianism are often 
omitted or misunderstood. Levine's The Aniateur and The Professional discusses antiquaries' contribution to the 
development of archaeology. But she has left out antiquaries working with textual remains. Stuart Piggott. Ancietif 
Brituris alid the Antiquarian Inragination, Thames and Hudson: London, 1989, treats antiquarian work in a few 
particulrir areas, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Since no-one has yet articulated what made 
antiquarianism a coherent intellectual project, al1 these works to some degree misunderstand the work of the 
antiquaries they consider. Finally. they are all afflicted by a tendency to review antiquaries' riccornplishments in light 
of the consensus of understanding which emerged in later, more knowledgeable times, using a modified forrn of 
Whig ridicule to mask a historical understanding of antiquaries' sense of their intellectual project, and their 
significance to the intellectual history of their time. 



occurring features of antiquarian writings as it did on the SA. The antiquarian textual tradition 

is discussed as a formative influence on antiquaries' shared questions and problems, in Chapter 

Three." Chapter Four presents the prosopographicd data. Chapters Five and Six consider the 

ways antiquaries worked together and the problems they shared, in two different areas: 

geologylarchaeology and philologyltextual study. The concluding chapter will discuss the causes 

of the eclipse of this venerable intellectual project, and suggest how current histones of scholarly 

fields might be adapted to permit a more refined analysis. In particular, 1 argue that scholars' 

emotional States and genre theory must be integrated into current field models in order to provide 

a cornplete analysis of the history of intellectual fields. 

Finally, it should be noted that a certain answer to the question of the distinction between 

the sciences and the humanities underlies the issues of mode1 and theory discussed here. Few 

field histories have treated the humanities, dthough they also flourished in the nineteenth century. 

Histones treating both the sciences and the humanities often consider their divergence and the 

criteria defining their differences. Such approaches have led to some bias in the models that have 

been articulated for the analysis of fields. While loath to be spotted by any Whig heresy, many 

works present a mild form of claim for the sui generis nature of science as a way of knowing." 

48 Chapter Ttiree treats issues reiated to the deveiopment of historiography in Britain over the period 1600- 1870. 
Any treatment of a subject as complex as historiography, and over such a span of centuries, must be incomplete. 
Certainly, much has been omitted, and some simpIifications introduced, in order to facilitate a discussion of 
antiquarian work, as it related to the mainstream of British historical work, However, it should be noted that Chapter 
Three is not intended to be a comprehensive study. or even a survey of British historiography. but rather an 
investigation of the contribution to one current of historical work, which at times flowed with, but more often flowed 
apart from, the mainstream of British historical writing. 

J''Thomas Kuhn. for example, whose theoretical work has been the basis of much historical work in the 
humanities. has written of his "unease" with historiography which fails to distinguish between science and art. See 
Kuhn, The Essential Tension: Selected Srudies in Scienrific Tradition and Change, University of Chicago Press: 
Chicago. 1977, especially Chapter 6 "The Relations Between History and the History of Science," 127-161 and 
Chapter 14 "Comment on the Relations of Science and An," 340-35 1. For a description of the entanglement of field 



While the persistent increase of contextual features deemed significant to accounts of scientific 

fields has made a historiographical prolegomenon a set piece in contemporary histories of 

science, most urge the necessity for the historian of science to be adequately scientificaily 

educated?' A few voices can be heard questioning these assumptions. Geison writes: "it is often 

ahistoricd to pretend that purely 'scientific' issues can be teased out of their 'nonscientific' 

conte~t."~'  This thesis takes the position that many of the components and factors which mode1 

scientific fields will also model fields within the humanities. Given that the distinction cannot 

be found to operate in the lives of hundreds of nineteenth-century Rritish scholars. it is an 

appropriate stance." Using the same model for fields in both areas is also a potential corrective 

to twentieth-century ideas; the distinctions between sciences and hurnanities which twentieth- 

century scholars employ emerged in the scholarly comrnunity in Britain late in the decades under 

historians with the ideology of their specialisation, see Allen G. Debus, "The History of Chemistry and the History 
of Science." Anibir 18 No 3 (November 197 1 ); 169- 177 and Charles Rosenberg, "Toward an Ecology of Knowledge: 
On Discipiine. Context, and History," eds., Alexandra Oleson and John Voss, The Organizarion of Knoivledge in 
Modem Anierica, 1860- 1920, Johns Hopkins University Press: Baltimore and London, 19%; 440-455. L a y  Laudan 
presents a defence of a modified Whig history in L. Laudan "The Rational Weight of the Scientific Past: Forging 
Fundamental Change in a Conservative Discipline," Michael Ruse, ed.. What The Philosophy of Biology Is; 209-220. 

'"Sec for example, "The Historian's Problerns" in Chapter 1. "The Idea of Evolution: Its Scope and Implications." 
Peter Bowler, Evolucion: The Hisrory of an Idea. University of California Press: Berkeley, 1983: 14-25; or 
"Introduction: How to Write History of Biology" in Ernst Mayr, The Growrh of Biological Thought: Diversic, 
Evolurion and lnheriratice, Belknap Press of Harvard University Press: Cambridge. Massachussetts and London. 
1982) 1-20. among many others. 

"Geison. Michael Fosrer. p. nii. For an excellent example of the integration of various kinds of factors i n  ri 
history of a particular science, see Martin J.S. Rudwick, The Great Devonian Controversy. especially Chapter f 
"Scientific Research under a Historical Microscope," 3-16. 

"This thesis does not engage with episternological questions such as whether science and literature are distinct 
ways of knowing. However, it should be noted that the discussion in Chapter Seven, of genre traits as forrning 
antiquaries' written work, might readily be applied to this thorny problem. Transforming this phiiosophicat question 
into a question of literary conventions would allow historians to reformulate the boundary as a problem of texts, and 
of individuals' cornpetence in recognising the features used to constmct different kinds of texts. This would rnake 
the boundary between the sciences and the humanities more easy to investigate, at least initially. 
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consideration, and nineteenth-century scholars held various views about the nature and relations 

of these two parts of knowledge. This study presents an articulate description of the ways in 

which the two domains were integrated in the lives and work of a large group of scholars, on the 

eve of the era in which they came to be seen as fundamentally distinct scholariy precincts, 

requiring an education and an intellectual stance which excluded the possibility of any 

professional crossing of the boundary. The work presented here indicates that social and 

ideological factors account for a field's location within the changing map of huma. knowledge, 

and, ultirnately, for its success, or failure. 
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CIfAPTER 'IWO 

This chapter treats the institution: the first of the three components of the mode! 

articulated in the Introduction. The Society of Antiquaries of London is the oldest British learned 

society. Begun under Elizabeth 1, it did not receive its royal charter until 1751. It flourished in 

the nineteenth century, and moved with the Linnaean and Geological Societies to Burlington 

House, London in 1857. where it still holds monthly lectures, supports archaeological projects 

and publishes. This chapter presents a history of the Society until the year 1870, in four epochs. 

First, the informal institution of the early centuries is considered up to the time of the Charter. 

Since the main features and probiems of the early nineteenth-century institution began to appear 

late in the eighteenth century, these are dealt with systematically in the second section: the 

Council, the library and collections, financial health, projects, and relationship with other 

institutions. Third, the refoms of the 1840s and 1850s are discussed. Fourth, the changes these 

reforms effected in the Society's efficiency, policies, projects, and public role are considered. 

These four sections enable a concluding analysis of the institutional dimension of the SA. 

Scholars have argued that the impetus for the spate of sixteenth-century English 

antiquarian works arose from the slighting of the monasteries and cathedrals, which created 

numerous historical monuments to the British past.' A11 sought to "restore antiquitie to Britaine, 

'Slighting, the terrn used for knocking in the roofs and defacing the religious images of churches, monsisteries 
and abbeys, created a landscape full of irnposing ruins. Eamon Duffy, The Strippi~zg of the Altars: Traditional 
Religion in England c. 1400 - c. 1580, Yale University Press: New Haven, 1992, has shown that reforrnation from 
the top down was less successful than has been supposed: the remains of Catholic England organised many people's 
understanding of their world uncil late in the sixteenth century. Antiquaries tried to mediate the distance between the 
former and the new reality. seeking the protection of these remains as vital "for memory, not for superstition." In 
t 56 1 their petitions led to the first proclamation against defacing monuments (S.P. 1 3 1  3/32). See A.L. Rowse, The 
England of Elizabeth: The Structure of a Society, Macmillan: London, 1956; Rowse, "The Elizabethan Society of 
Antiquaries and Men of Law" Notes and Queries, NS 1, 1954, 4 17-2 1; Richard J. Schoeck, "Early Anglo-saxon 
Studies and Legal Scholarship in the Renaissance" Studies in rhe Renaissance. 5(1958); 102-1 10; and May McKisack. 
Medietal History irr the Tudor Age, Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1971, p. 75ff. 



and Britaine to his antiquitie."' Some rernained influentid into the nineteenth centurye3 In 

pürticular, the Britannia, a scholarly history of Celtic, Roman, Saxon, Norman and late Medieval 

Britain, and its author William Carnden, brought together scholarly men interested in al1 aspects 

of early British history and c ~ l t u r e . ~  Sornetime between 1572 and 1585: 

divers Gentlemen in London, studious of Antiquities, fram'd themselves into a College 
or Society of Antiquaries. appointing to meet every Friday weekly ...[ T]wo Questions were 
propounded at every Meeting to be handled at the next that followed ... That which seem'd 
most material, was by one of the Company (chosen for the purpose) to be enter'd in a 
Book; that so it rnight remain unto Posterity. The Society increased daily; many Perçons 
of great Worth, as well noble as other learned, joined themselves unto it.' 

In 1603 this group petitioned Elizabeth I for the incorporation of a library and society to suppon 

English histoncal scholarship and to recognise the "Collegium Antiquariorum" f ~ r m a l l y . ~  The 

petition failed, but the antiquaries continued to meet. In 1614 they were the object of royal 

disapprovd: James 1, intent on establishing his own line. censured their histones of Plantagenets 

'Philemon Holland. tr.. William Camden. Britair~. or a Cliorographicall Description of the Most Flooirrishirig 
Kirrgdonws, England, Scotland. and Irelarid. and rhe lslands Adjoyrring, out of rhe Depth of Anriquirie: Beaittified 
bvirlz Mappes of rhe Severall Shires of Erzgland. William Aspley: London. 1637; Preface, n.p. 

'In panicular. John Leland's 1546 New Year's Gifr to King Henry the VI11 and 1550 Irinerary provided histories 
of the abbeys; William Lambarde's 1570 Perambulation of Kenr combined topography with Anglo-saxon remains; 
and William Camden's Brirannia, treated numismatics, manuscript collections, and Anglo-saxon language and 
Iiterature. The work of John Spelman, James Lee, John Doderidge, Matthew Parker and others was also very 
int'luential. See T.D. Kendrick, British Antiquiiy, Methuen: London, 1950. 

Vhat antiquaries were aware of themselves as a research group is shown by Thomas Tanner's 1695 Notitia 
Monasrica, which subsumed history as a subfield of antiquarian study, and Dr. Thomas Smith's introduction to the 
Catalogue of the Cotton Manuscripts. which gave the first history of the SA. 

'E. Gibson, ed., John Spelman, Discourse on the Law Terms, Oxford, 1698, reprinted from the 1613 edition. 
Preface. Manuscnpt copies of sumrnonses and papers exist from the 1590s. No documents exist for the period 
following 1608, leading some to conclude that the society disappeared at that time. See Joan Evans. A Histot-y of 
rlie Sociey of Anriqriaries Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1956, pp. lOff and Stuart Piggott, Ancierzt Britorzs and 
rhe Aritiqlcarian lnzagination Thames and Hudson: London, 1989. 

hCamden had good reason to think she might agree to this. He had the reputation of the most learned Latinist 
in  Britain, was a close friend of the younger Lord Burghley, had been her appointee to the College of Arrns. had 
dedicated the Brirannia to her, and had published works on the monuments at Westminster and on medieval 
chronicles, which were wetl-received in Britain and on the continent, just months before the petition. Elizabeth had 
also been requesting, through her courtiers, that Camden write a history of her reign. Ses "Vita" in Richard Chiswell, 
ed., Epistolae de Gdielmo Canzdeni, Richard Chiswelli: London, 169 1 .  
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and Tudors. The SA vanished, though seventeenth-century accounts suggest iü members held 

clandestine meetings.' 

The foundation of the Académie des inscriptions et belles lettres in France in 1663, to 

study inscriptions, medals and devices for the King's use. archaeology and antiquities, brought 

calls for a like institution in England. Twelve attempts were made to gain a charter for a Royal 

Academy with a similar mandate. The proposed charter was modelled on the SA: its three objects 

were the translation and publication of historicd books, production of a comprehensive history 

of England, and a register of public facts. None of the attempts was successful. Lacking 

institutional support, the social networks which are evident through the nineteenth century began 

to form. For example, Augustine Vincent, who was Windsor Herald in the College of Arms, 

befriended John Weever, and gave him access to the documents stored in the Herald's office. 

Weever, working with Spelman, John Selden and Robert Cotton, acquired comprehensive 

information, which he used in his county and diocesan histories.' Antiquaries realised the 

strength that lay in their informai collective; the only way to achieve a comprehensive set of 

county surveys was by "joining Our pennes and conferring our ~abours."~ In 1638 Sir Edward 

Denng, William Dugdale, Sir Christopher Hatton and Sir Thomas Shirley produced a sixteen-part 

accord aimed at collaborative work. They agreed to spend time and resources in collecting. 

studying and writing, to share notes on antiquarian topics, to share and catalogue their collections 

towards a central list, to circulate ail these among fellows, and to divide the work according to 

'spelman mentions an attempt at reviving open meetings in 1614 in his Discourse on the Law Ternis. See Evans, 
A History, pp. 14ff for manuscript sources. 

'See Evans, A History, pp. 30ff, for a sketch of the main rnaniages, joint projects. and other connections between 
Ieading antiquaries of the seventeenth century. See Kendrick, British Antiquity, pp. 142ff on "the Camden rnethod" 
of note-taking and note-sharing. 

"Lam barde. Perarnbulations, quoted in Kendrick, British Antiquiîy, p. 139. 
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their own interestdo Scholarly results of this agreement included Dugdale's Monasticon, a work 

which remained influentid into the nineteenth century; Dugdaie had used the notebooks of 

antiquary Roger Dodsworth. which covered Exchequer and Tower records. Antiquaries' first 

institutional constructs. then. were informal and emphasised cooperative labour. 

Because of their lack of forrnai institutional support, many antiquaries had to collect 

printed books and rnanuscnpts in order to be able to work on them. As owners of libraries of 

such historical material. they faced political nsks. Early antiquaries were accused of recusancy. ' l 
The library of Robert Cotton. student and friend of Camden. was sequestered on suspicion of 

promoting treasonous writings. Robert Harley was removed from office under Queen Anne on 

charges of treason, and consequently the work of his librarian, renowned antiquary Humphrey 

Wanley, came to an end. Though Harley was acquitied. many of his antiquarian colleagues 

appreciated the implications for their own collections. Therefore early antiquaries were not 

sanguine about gaining official support for their work, which reinforced their disposition towards 

informa1 institutional arrangements and cooperative endeavour. 

In the seventeenth century. antiquarian topics had often been pursued by members of the 

Royal Society, and the membership and investigations of the two societies were not clearly 

delimited." Under Isaac Newton, early in the eighteenth century, antiquities were excluded from 

RS discussions. which action led to renewed cdls for a library and foundation to support 

'"A complete text of this agreement can be found i n  Evans, A Histon, pp. 22-23. 

''The accusation was not unfounded: John Leland, John Dee and William Lambarde were suspected. antiquaries 
can be found in the recusant rolls, and Camden is known to have corresponded freely with them. The Inns of Court 
were home both to a large number of recusants and a large number of antiquaries. See Kendrick, British Antiqrti~, 
pp. 37ff and William Raleigh Trimble. The Carholie Laity in Elizabethm England 1558-1603, Belknap Press: 
Cambridge, Massachussetts, 1964. 

 or a discussion of che shared membership between the two societies, see Stan A.E. Mendyk, Speculurn 
Brirraniae: Regional Study, Antiquarianisrn, and Science in Britain to 1700, University of Toronto Press: Toronto. 
Buffalo, London. 1989. pp. 136-69. The Royd  Society will hererifter be referred to by the abbreviation RS. 



antiquarian research. Humphrey Wanley wrote numerous draft charters for these." Concerned 

for the fate of the Cottonian collection, then languishing in minous, damp and crowded housing, 

Wanley proposed a systematised collection and publication of manuscripts and of secondary 

materids. None of his efforts succeeded,'" 

In 1707, Wanley and other antiquaries began meeting at a succession of London 

tavems.15 Despite the fact that refreshments were substantial, continuous minutes date from this 

phase of the SA, and show an articulate structure for membenhip, fees, and publication of books 

by subscription. Under Wanley, the SA declared its purpose to be the study of antiquities such 

as would illustrate the history of Britain before James 1. In 1717 the SA drew up its constitution, 

formalising mernbership, publications, fees, election procedures and executive  position^.'^ 

Discussion and response were actively required: any fellow who could add anything to a 

particular paper, or had reason to doubt a particular daim, was required to make this known to 

the others. 

'%ee Evans. A Histury. pp. 33-44. 

14 Cotton had died in 163 1, having uied unsuccessfully to have his Iibrary returned to him, and to give the 
collection to the nation as the basis of a historical Iibrary. His son Thomas had petitioned successfuily for its return. 
Thomas' son John died in 1702, two years after the nation grudgingly accepted the gift. and enacted the first of a 
series of acts establishing a national library, but providing very little for its keep. See Edward Miller, Thar Noble 
Cabirtet: A Histog of the British Museunr, Ohio University Press: Athens, Ohio 1974, pp. 194 1. See also Seymour 
De Ricci. English Collectors of Books and Manriscripts (1530-1930) and Their Marks of Owriership, Cambridge 
University Press: Cambridge. 1930, especially Chapter IV, p. 33ff. On Wanley's own account of his collecting and 
preserving work see C.E. Wright and Ruth C. Wright, eds., The Diary of Humphrey Wanley, The Bibliographical 
Society: London, 1966. 2 volumes. 

"~eet ings  were held in rented rooms above a series of taverns-the Bull's Head, the Bear, the Young Devils. 
the Fountain, and the Mitre. SA documents after the Charter use these to refer to important study groups of this 
period. such as the Fountain Group, after the important work done at that tavern. More generally, the Society at this 
time is referred to as the Trtvern Society. See Evans (1956) pp. 61-76. 

' y h e  eleven Articles describe the duties and goals of the SA and its collections. The SA was headed by a 
President who chaired meetings, directed the SA'S business, and nominated a Vice-President to assist him. Secretaries 
kept minutes. registered members. recorded gifts to the collections, read papers and kept accounts of them. The 
Director superintended the collections and Iibrary, and oversaw voting procedures. The Treasurer handled dues and 
expenditures on publications. See Evans. A History, pp. 33-99. 



The constitution provided the first official statement of the objectives of the society. 

Describing their work as "good" and "useful," they noted that littie was known, but much could 

be retrieved, of the past: 

[Wlhereas Our own Country abounds with valuable Relicks of former Ages ...[ these] are 
at present in the Custody of private Gentlemen, or Iying in Obscurity, and more are daily 
discovered by chance or the diligence of such as tread in the commendable footsteps of 
those who revived the Spirit of this kind of learning arnong us." 

The Constitution stated the need for "preserving the Venerable Remains of Our Ancestors," so 

that "the knowledge of them rnay become more Universal, be preserved and transmitted to 

futurity." These objectives required antiquaries "to collect, print [descriptions and accounts of], 

and keep an exact Register under proper heads" of the different kinds of remains which defined 

the many antiquarian fields. Antiquarian work was intended to organise antiquarian knowledge 

about them towards "the History of BRITTISH ANTIQUITYS." They were confident about their 

society and its aims. The summary prefixed to SA publications from 17 17 noted: "there are so 

many excellent scholars in England, and ... when they are joined in any work, nothing hath proved 

too difficult for them." From its earliest formal stage, then, the SA'S sense of urgency in its 

pursuit of the disappearing remains of early Britain, combined with its fragile political status, 

formed the ways in which antiquanes approached their scholarly goals. Preferring to collect and 

describe remains as a method of working towards a definitive history, antiquaries articulated no 

method of courting favourable public  relation^.'^ 

From the time of the Tavern Society, the antiquarian institution developed rapidly. It faced 

"Evans, A Hisroq. p. 58. The complete text is reproduced in Evans, A Hisror)., p. 58-60. 

IXBy cornparison. the RS had been acting as intemediaries between the Astronomer Royal and the Ordnance 
Board since 1710. it had established the Copley medal in 1736 to the author of  an important scientific contribution, 
its Philosophical Transactions were influential on the continent as well as in EngIand, and it could attract fashionable 
scientific men for their Presidents. In these ways, the RS had a rnuch more prestigious national profile than did the 
RS. 
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its first penod of reform in 1730, addressing low attendance, the dullness of meetings, the loss 

of direction due to the death of eminent members, definition of the positions of Director and 

Treasurer, non-payment of fees, and the lack of public respect for antiquarian research. To 

improve their society they began abstracting books for members' use, kept an inventory of 

donations, restricted borrowing of library books. indexed their statutes and laws, and, to increase 

the dignity of the society. began holding an annud feast and admitting foreign Honourary 

Fellows. Membership was lirnited to 100 in 1738, and the SA received many more requests than 

it could accommodate by mid-century. 

While payment of fees was a recurrent problem, the SA was wealthy in scholarly capital. 

The Constitution had formally mandated the SA to collect books and antiquities, to establish a 

national compilation al1 antiquaries could use. The collections grew, as remains of both kinds 

were regularly donated. In 1721 it purchased portfolios for papers and manuscripts, in 1736 a 

coin cabinet. As the collection grew to include amour, Roman ums, charters, broadsheets and 

proclamations, larger and more secure premises were needed, and the SA moved premises severai 

tirnes. (One move was made because rnembers felt a location in the Temple area was remote.) 

The collections increased the SA'S need for financial and institutional stability. In the 1740s the 

SA received an endowment of a collection wonh £4,000, and £7,000 towards building a library, 

as well as important collections of paintings. Antiquaries doubted that the expense of pursuing 

a charter would prove worthwhile. but feared suggestions of collapsing the SA into the RS. 

Pursuing a Charter in the hope of retaining financial independence and gaining social recognition, 

their pessimism was increased when a series of noble members, through whom the Society rnight 

have presented a petition for a charter, died. In March, 175 1, the Prince of Wales, to whom they 

intended to present their petition, died. Martin Folkes. the President who had camed the work 

for the Charter forward, suffered a stroke. However, on November 22, 175 1, the SA received its 
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Royal Charter. 

Pursuit of the Charter had depleted the Society's accounts to £8. But incorporation and 

investment of fees brought stability; in 1752 the SA acquired a house in Chancery Lane, tables 

and chairs for fellows' use, shelves and cabinets for its collections, and a fire insurance policy 

with The Sun and Life. Lists of Fellows and Council members were pnnted yearly. Presidential 

addresses were given yearly on the Anniversary of the Charter from 1755.'~ Two secretaries 

were hired to take minutes and keep the collections in order; the first, 1754 catalogue already 

needed enlarging. The greater part of the fees went to funding SA publications. Since SA sets 

of engravings were popular beyond the membership, from 1756 a bookseller was commissioned 

to handle sales to the public, which remained a source of profit well into the nineteenth century. 

While it was still hard to collect dues, invesiments and revenues increased considerably during 

the second half of the eighteenth century. In 1763, regulaîions were first tightened to deal with 

arrears. 

The Society was not withoui problems; the thieving of books and manuscripts by Fellows 

from its iibrary was remarked upon in the London ~os t ."  Henry Rawlinson. inflarned against 

Secretary Alexander Gordon, transferred his bequest from the SA to found the Chair of Anglo- 

Saxon at Oxford when Gordon was not removed from Council. The catalytic presence of 

archaeologist William Stukeley was eclipsed for several years when the Council, motivated by 

cornplaints from Fellows, compelled hirn to share Society Minute books, a rich resource full of 

synopses of Fellows' papers and comments. A nurnber of members who had played important 

'"The date of the Charter was November 2, 1751. The full text is given in Evans, A Hisrop, Appendix A, pp. 
342-4. The Anniversary Dinner cornmernorated this event, but it was heId on April 23, St. George's Day, on which 
the Presidential Address was given, accounts presented, and elections for office were held. St. George's Day 
constitutes the year's end for Society documents: thus Council documents refer to years as "1834/3Sm and so on. 

'"Landon Post, December 14, 1754. 
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parts in the Society from its Tavem phase died, including Wanley. 

Nevertheless, from rnid to late eighteenth century the SA enjoyed a period of (moderate) 

popularity." A new attitude to the history of the English church made it fashionable to show 

the faithfulness of the Saxon to the true doctrine of the original church, from which antiquarian 

research pro fited." The SA began exhibiting collections. The French Revolution assisted the 

rediscovery of the rnarvels of British landscape, architecture and history. The excellence of the 

engravings in the Archaeologia and other SA publications, cornbined with increasing numbers 

of articles on the history of British architecture, attracted many new members. By 1784 the SA 

had 376 members; by 1807 membership had risen to 849, with many guests attending meetings. 

But aside from the exhibitions, SA activities were little affected by its new public status: 

publications, meetings and work continued unaltered. 

The main features and problems of the nineteenth-century SA can be seen in the late 

eighteenth century. These include: Council functions, the library and collections, financial health. 

publications, the funding of restorations and excavations, and the SA'S relationship with other 

institutions. Their character in the late eighteenth century motivated their development, or stasis, 

in the early decades of the nineteenth century, pnor to the reforms of the 1840s. 

The functioning of Council received increasing scrutiny from the time of the Charter. 

Some problems were raised by fellows; others arose intemally between Council members. In 

1786 the election statutes were first reformed in response to Fellows' perception that Council 

controlled access to its positions. The reforms required Council to recomrnend eleven of its 

members for yearly re-election, and name ten new candidates; any Fellow could cross any of 

" ~ d d i s o n ,  for example, noted that many preferred "the polite Studies of  antiquity" to the cIassics. Spectator No. 
447. See also David Charles Douglas English Scholars, f660-1730, Eyre & Spottiswoode: London, 1951, pp. 19. 

. 1 

--See Evans, A History, pp. 148- 169 and Kendrick. British Anriquity. pp. 1 I5ff. 
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these out and norninate his own choice. This remrùned the practice throughout the nineteenth 

century. In 1789 the first blackballing of a candidate for scholarly weakness occurred; Council 

began giving notice of the candidates who would be standing for membership at the next 

meeting; and the number of signatories required to support candidature was increased. The 

problem of dull meetings had arisen again in the 1770s: the Secretary's minutes were read at 

each meeting, recapitulating the previous week's proceedings thoroughly. The Secretary also read 

fellows' papers, which tended to decrease the liveliness and ciarity of meetings. Further, while 

fellows provided the Secretary with sufficient papers, the dispersion of these throughout the year 

was poorly rnanaged: several papers were read at each meeting early in the year, leaving little 

for later meetings, which were filled up with less interesting offerings. Little was done about 

these problems at this time. 

Council members were the source of both problems and solutions in the late eighteenth 

century. The expertise of Richard Gough, Director 177 1 - 1798, in medieval archaeology and 

architecture, epigraphy and dating of illurninated manuscripts provided the SA with abundant 

material and prestige during his twenty-six years in office. The Archaeologia included papers 

read before the SA which were considered exceptional in their areas, solving a problem which 

had been raised under earlier administrations, of the need for reporting on work in progress." 

But his 1776 foundation of the Research Fund, and his suggestion to bring Fellows' material 

together to form a working historical memoir, progressed little. Jererniah Milles, President 1768- 

84, was distinguished for his publications, collections, and encouragement of other antiquaries, 

though the Society was also embarrassed by his support for the counterfeit medieval poems of 

2 3 ~ h i s  suggestion was made as early as 1755, as this Mernorial to the Council. SA Correspondence, January 10. 
1755 shows. But little was done about it until Richard Gough's Directorship. See Evans. A Hisrory, p. 139. 
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Thomas ~hatterton.'" Edward King, PSA 1784. appointed a draughtsman to attend meetings for 

the immediate production of engravings of objects to accompany papers published in the 

Archaeologin. was moderately successful in pt t ing arrears paid, and oversaw the SA'S move to 

apartments in Somerset House in 1780. Thus the SA'S leadership was effective in identiQing, 

and in many cases meeting, its changing needs. 

But Council business was not always smooth. Jeremiah Milles criticised Secretary William 

Norris as difficult to work with. Norris, perhaps protesting Miiles' increasing absenteeisrn in the 

last years of his tenure, sent no accounts to Milles when he was out of town. Richard Gough 

found fautt with Norris' insertion of critical remarks about Milles into the minute books, which 

Gough crossed out. After Gough's resignation, new Director Samuel Lysons expressed impatience 

with absentee President Lord Townshend. The Presidency was so hotly contested in 18 1 1, by 

Scotsman William Hamilton and Catholic Sir Henry Englefield, that Council asked Lord 

Aberdeen to stand for President. This avoided conflict, but Aberdeen was an absentee President 

for three decades. William Hamilton, now Director, was openly critical of Aberdeen, and 

absenteeisrn among SA officers becarne the subject of comment in the periodical press? 

Aberdeen's absenteeism was compensated for by an industrious set of Council members. Samuel 

Lysons, Matthew Raper, Kudson Gumey, William Hamilton, Henry Hailam and Henry Ellis were 

al1 energetic in furthering the Society's ends despite quarrels between Hamilton and Resident 

Secretary Nicholas Carlisle, and between Ellis and Samuel Rush Meyrick, not a Council member 

but an active Fellow. 

'The position of President will hereafter be referred to as PSA. in the same manner as the position President 
of the Royal Society is usually abbreviated as PRS. 

'%ee The Gentleman's Magazirze 73(1803); 124. Hereafter, The Genrleman's Magazine will be abbreviated to 
CM. To compensate for Aberdeen's feebIe leadership, from 1813 Councit required the Secretary to attend all 
meetings, and began paying £100 per year for this position. 
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Council had also to cope with disputes within, and problerns raised by. the membership: 

Milles had to arbitrate on the pnority of cornpeting scholarly claims, and on whether the Society 

owned the papers it printed. Horace Walpole. whose work was critically reviewed by the SA, 

carried on an extended and vitriolic denunciation of the Sk in some very public ietters. During 

the restoration of Salisbury Cathedral, the architect James Wyatt stood for election and was 

blackballed by Gough's supporters who were critical of the restoration. who were in turn 

cnticised by Lysons, Wyatt's defender. Wyatt was elected on his second attempt. at which Gough 

resigned as Director and from the SA. This controversy led to correspondence in the press? 

The controversy divided the membership and Council. but it also led to greater awareness of 

candidates' comrnitments and scholarly work; blackballing of insubstantiai candidates increased. 

and elected positions were usually contested from this time. 

In the late 1820s. the irascible Nicholas Harris Nicolas accused Council of influencing 

elections so as to gain election of their friends, and embarked on a course of printed invective 

against the Council for exclusivity, financial impropriety, disregard of talent, and frivolous 

publications." His accusations were proven wrong by the publications of SA accounts, included 

yearly thereafter in Arclzaeologia. However, he spoke for a broad discontent with Council 

functions, which rernained until the reforrns of the 1840s. Intermittent cornplaints still were heard 

that meetings were dull. Attendance dwindled." tn 1829 Fellows petitioned Council to change 

%ce a letter from Richard Gough in GM 67(1796). p. 8 1 1 ; and aiso CM 7 I(1801). p. 1000. 

l7 See Rerrospective Revierv. Second Series, 1, p. 156. In fact Nicolas had k e n  nominated for Council but at 
meetings had been so argumentative that his narne had not been placed on the election list. Nicolas resigned in 1828, 
but the discussion was continued in Westminster Review (October. 1829). the GM 99(1829). and in Nicolas' 1830 
Obsen~arions on the Srate of Historical Literarure, and orr the Society of Anriquaries, and orher Institutions for irs 
adlwncernenr in England; With reniarh on Record Oflces. and on the Proceedings for rlie Record Commission, W .  
Pickering: London, 1830. 

" ~ e e  Nicolas' remarks in the Rerrospecrive Revierv for 1827. 



the meeting hour and night so it did not confiict with the RS, and asked that the SA hold 

conversaziones to enliven the exchange of  opinion^.'^ Council kept the traditional day and hour, 

but began serving tea and coffee after meetings. But this improvement did not compensate for 

the unevenness of papers and materials for discus~ion.~~ By the first decades of the nineteenth 

century, then. Council functions were imperfectly suited to the social needs and the scholarly 

efficiency of the institution. 

However, the SA did have its successes in this period; in particular, the library and 

collections. The care the SA took to ensure completeness of and access to the library and 

collections shows that it viewed them as their primas, scholarly resource. Both grew constantly, 

and were the object of perpetual changes in arrangement and regulation. In 1752 opening hours 

had first been increased and loans regulated (manuscripts were loaned out only after the deposit 

of a bond; by 1800 that bond was £100). In 1770 the S A  began buying books and manuscripts, 

and insured its coIlections for £1500, considerably less than their actual worth." In 1780, with 

the move to Somerset House, books were re-organised, catalogued and shelf-marked;)' inventory 

was checked against the catalogue and found to be complete with few exceptions;" and a 

?>These were social gatherings, held periodically. which provided exceptional food and drink. got a higher 
rittendance than regular meetings. and at which the level of discussion was expected to be the highest. The RS held 
them, and the extended. city-wide celebrations of learning put on by the BAAS were modelled on them. 

'"Problerns included Nicholas Carlisle's indifferent administration of the papen he received. and Henry Ellis' 
tendency to read documents he had corne across at the Bntish Museum, or even papers heard at other scholarly 
societies. when he haci insufficient materials. Ellis' actions were undertaken out of an active desire for SA meetings 
not to be cancelled, but they tended to produce duil meetings. 

" ~ r n o n ~  the SA'S special collections were coins, which many Fellows and historians used for dating purposes. 
In 1721 ri cornmittee had been set up to study numismatics, to catalogue their coltections accurately, and to publish 
on British chronology. In 1772 Swiss Honourary Fellow Rudolph de Valtravers donated a set of medals. In 1776 
the Directors of the East India Company donated a Bengali coin collection. See Evans, A Histov, pp. I62ff. 

3'Evans argues that the library functioned as a research centre frorn the time of the move to Sornerset House. 
See Evans, A History, p. 178. 

33 In 1784 sorne thefts were detected by CM editor John Gough Nichols, which the Society had to buy back from 
a London dealer. See Evans, .4 History, p. 178. 
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Library Cornmittee was authorïsed to select and buy books. In 1787 an alphabetic catalogue of 

authors was undertaken. From 1799, gifts to the SA were listed in the Archaeologia. In 1795 

borrowing regulations were tightened to cover al1 parts of the collection, and borrowing now 

required the written permission of Council as well as a bond. In 18 15 Council decided no books 

could be loaned out of the library. 

This cornmitment to providing members with a good collection in which to do their 

research cost the SA considerable funds and effom. By 1800 the library was overflowing; 

baseinent rooms and the kitchen were renovated into library space. The Secretary had until this 

time acted also as Librarian. In 1804 this was made a separate position, and William Martin was 

hired as Librarian at £60 per year, to attend the collection, bring books to Fellows, shelve and 

catalogue. By 1829 the library was again overfull for convenient study; the SA'S stocks of its 

own publications were moved to a warehouse to make roorn. 

Eventually the sheer size of its collections forced the SA to set pnorities. In 1814 it first 

gave some of its collections to the British Museum. By this time the SA, viewing itself primarily 

as a learned society, needed a library more than a museum. The British Museum had had a 

substantial acquisitions budget from 1800; the SA could not hope to compete with it." There 

was considerable overlap between SA officers and Museum employees (see Appendix 2.A. I) ,  and 

S A  members and Museum patrons. The SA collections were transferred in a spirit of pueuing 

the scholarly good combined with a pragmatic view that the Museum would be better able to 

provide for those scholarly needs. Council reaffirmed that its budget must be directed towards 

.The  yearly figure was around £3,000. but the additional grants totalled £35.000 between 1807 and 18 18. See 
Thomas Kelly, Early Public Libraries: A History of Public Libraries in Great Brimin before j8.50. Library 
Association: London. 1966, pp. 152- 159. 



research and pu b~ications.~' 

late eighteenth century and early nineteenth centuries. Council successfully addressed recumng 

problems, and determined the direction in which the relationship between the SA'S resources and 

its many fields of interest would develop. A related issue to both c o u n d  functions and to the 

late eighteenth century, its stability in the eariy nineteenth was adversely affected by poor 

Treasurers. a lack of oversight of finances by Council, and a lavish publications program. 

Investments continued to pay a stable income, but collection of dues remained a problem. An 

attempt had been made to deal with fellows in arrears after the move to Somerset House in 1780: 

a day-book and ledger were purchased and an Accounts Cornmittee appointed to pursue ~ I E X S .  

Fellows were required to deposit a bond upon entrante, the bond of myone more than two years 

in arrears being executed. But Treasurers let these niles @se, and f e ~ s  were raised in 1802 and 

rising publication costs by the sale of investments, concealing and postponing the dh-nma. Hi: 

those of the SA. 

Council did not audit the Treasurer's work, and as sales and investments n ~ ~ e  or 

balanced expenses, no CounciI member of the first four decades of the nineteenth century seems 

"lts possessions still increased: Thomas Kerrich. Principal Librarian of the university L i b r w  of Cambridge. 
bequeathed twenty-six important historical paintings in 1828, causing the SA co undertake production of a 
comprehensive catalogue of ttie SA'S paintings, a task which took until 1831. A letter to addressed Director J.H. 
Markland in the CM 98( 1828). p. 61 urged the SA to found a museum of =ntiquitics despite cornpetition fmm the 
Department of British Antiquities opened in the British Museum, but Counci] had already decided the cost 
prohibitive. 

Yhere  was almost f 1000 owing in 1 807 and over f 1300 by 18 10. This was &et by the sale of f 1500 Worth 
of investments to make up the shortfall. which had been replaced by 1812. See Evfls, A ffistor)., P. 215. 



to have thought regular financial reports necessary. Neither the constitution nor the job 

descriptions of officers provided any directed financial policy, so a laissez-faire practice operated 

by default. Publications, acquisitions and the Anniversary dinner constituted the SA's major 

expenses; fees and interest from its investments constituted its income. New publication ventures 

were usually voted on, usually received an easy majority, and were usually partly funded by 

subscription. Thus Council was unaware of the dimension of the problem throughout the first 

decades of the nineteenth century, and nothing was done to clarifj the SA's financiai situation 

until the period of reform in the 1840s.'~ 

Contentious issues among members were often entwined with funding issues. especially 

in matters of preservation and restoration. This problem had been raised in the time of the Tavem 

Society, and had proved Gough7s downfall in the late eighteenth century. From the early 

nineteenth century, members became critical of the fashion for restoring ancient buildings, which 

often involved removing their older portions, thereby destroying the physical evidence of history. 

While the SA was interested in preservation. its financial situation permitted it only to record 

things before they were de~troyed.~' Nothing was done in the early decades of the century either 

to address fund-raising or to redise any kind of policy regarding the problem, despite increasing 

cornplaint from n~ernbers.~~ In part, the cause of this failure was that the SA lacked the 

resources to fund historically meticulous restoration or preservation projects. The equitable 

37Statements of the SA's accounts were appended to Archaeologia from 1832, but these were later discovered 
to be in error. See Evans, A Hisron, p. 244. 

"For example. in 1721 the Mitre Tavern group had recorded the inscriptions of a London church. St. Martin's. 
which was then k i n g  pulled down. In the 1790s Richard Gough objected to the renovation of Salisbury Cathedral. 
but there were antiquaries on the other side as well: Lord Bagot, patron of the offending architect James Wyatt. 
argued that very little of historical irnport would be lost. See CM 59(1789), p. 873-75. Gough proposed a cornmittee 
for the preservation of monuments. but the cost was prohibitive. 

IY For example. in the 1820s John Rokewode Gage fought the destruction of the screen at York and the Lady 
Chape1 at Southwark, and the rebuilding of the northwest tower at Canterbury. See Evans, A Histol .  p. 226. 
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allocation of funds arnong members' many fields had been satisfactorily addressed by the SA'S 

publications, which allowed the many antiquarian fields to be equaily promoted within the 

cornrnunity. This practice was well established by the time of the Charter. Moreover. publications 

were the major material benefit of joining the SA, and fellows saw a direct relationship between 

their yearly membership fees and receipt of SA publications which covered areas equitably. 

Besides publications. the SA had not used fees for any other enterprise than the purchase and 

upkeep of prernises. and the employment of librarians and officers. In this, they were acting 

conventionally: in most learned organisations, these were the standard uses of fees?' In 

contemplating restorations, the SA could rely on no previous mode1 for funding and canying out 

such projects. No administrative machinery existed for detemiining which projects would receive 

disproportionate funding. Such a change would create friction within the membership: members 

not interested in the history of architecture would be sure to raise an outcry at the imbalance of 

financial priorities. Therefore the early nineteenth-century SA remained in the course set by the 

earlier Society. 

The sarne was true for fellows wanting the SA to fund archaeological excavations." This 

work was indeed basic to many antiquarian fields, but the cost of such expeditions was greater 

than the SA could support. As the importance of field work was not yet fully appreciated, the 

SA policy of funding publications only could be viewed as reasonable since it continued to 

provide scholarly support to al1 tields equally. Given that the SA was at this time mainly run by 

U'The RS and the Royal Institution needed expensive equipment. but received governrnent funding for i t  
throughout this period. The BAAS received government funding, but also used its members' fees to purchase 
equipment and support experiments. 

"1n the 1760s and 1770s the Society of Dilettantes had financeci archaeological and marble-buying expeditions 
to Greece. Thiny-two Italianisers were elected between 1762 and 1772. and agitated for similar expeditions. Council 
attempted to mediate the conflict between classicisers and the rnajority whose interests were in early Britain. The 
Gothic interest prevailed among members by early nineteenth century, but this led to demands for excavation funds 
for sites in Britain. 
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its more energetic but junior Council officers, this decision also reflects a desire to avoid a 

conflict the SA could not afford to solve. But naturally, many fellows were dissatisfied? This 

choice established the direction of settlement of this recurrent problem until the reforms of mid- 

century. It also created various responses among antiquaries. Some, dissatisfied with the SA'S 

institutional support for archaeology, fomed the British Archaeological Society in 1843. But 

antiquaries had long been used to funding their own scholarly activities: collecting, researching, 

writing, publishing. In the same way, many pursued archaeological work with what resources 

they personally could muster.") 

This pre-refonn resolution of the problem of funeing for large projects failed to grapple 

with the major fault-line in the membership. between members who studied objects. and those 

who studied texts. Evans dates the emergence of this fauli-line to the 1720d' This division 

among members and their scholarly priorities had grown since the time of the Charter. The 

Charter had provided for the institutional stability which the SA had achieved in the 1 s t  decades 

of the eighteenth century. This very stability permitted the rapid development, early in the 

nineteenth century, of antiquarian fields, and thus, of this divide between fellows. The two 

visions of the SA defined by this fault-line were in open conflict by the 1830s. Elizabethan 

antiquaries had provided a rationale for preservation of the objects of antiquarian study; 

nineteenth-century archaeological fellows simply applied it to larger and costlier objects. But 

fellows working in text-based areas were in the majority, and the primacy of the definitive Bntish 

"See discussion in CM 581 1788). p. 689. 

 or example, Architect James Bunstone Bunning preserved the Roman building he discovered while excavating 
for the London Coal Exchange. John Newman, Surveyor to the Kent, Surrey and Southwark Sewer Commissions. 
collected Roman antiquities turned up in his own work. He attended other work sites, and Thames dredging crews, 
sorting through the refuse and rubble, collecting Roman antiquities. These now form an important part of the Bntish 
Museum's Roman Britain collection. 

U See Evans. A History, p. 57. 
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history as the goal of antiquarian studies tended to dirninish the overail importance of 

archaeology in relation to the many other antiquarian fields. So publications retained funding 

priority until after reform. 

The Society's publications make it possible to see what intellectual projects antiquaries 

did support. In 1755 the SA had begun an edition of the cornplete Domesday Book, which had 

not been previously publi~hed.'~ Publication did not take place until 1783, because of the work 

required to retrieve scattered documents and reconstitute the text from fragmentary remains. The 

engraving series Verusra Monurnenta, begun in 1745, concentrated on Roman British remains. 

medieval art, archaeology and architecture? After the move to Somerset House in 1780. this 

series was accornpanied by articles. The 1785 senes of plates of, and articles on, Westminster 

were financially successful and popular. By cornparison the 179 1 publication of Major-General 

Roy's work on Roman military camps was a financial loss, but was viewed as a significant 

scholarly achievement. The 1792 Cathedra1 Series. compnsed of engravings of cathedrals and 

religious houses, was also financially successful and pop~lar."~ From late eighteenth century, 

then, SA publications became a major source of its public prestige, and many men joined in order 

to receive them. 

The Archaeologio comprised the best papers read to the Society. Early volumes had been 

''ln consultation with the House of Lords a facsimile edition was favoured over typescnpt: Lords voted the SA 
f 10.000 for the costs of the copperplate engraving. By early in the nineteenth century, the SA was in fairly constant 
communication with legislative committees dealing with preserving and ordering the country's collections. In this 
case. the SA having drawn attention to the minous state of many official collections of documents, Lords also set 
up a Select Comrnittee to inquire into lost its own records and rotls. 

=ln the late 1770s Council experirnented with a new paper size in order to be able to display engravings of the 
"Field of the Cloth of Gold" series. Their decisions were the subject of a serics of stormy but well-attended meetings 
over the SA'S engraving policy. The new paper size was called "Antiquarian" in the book trades. See Evans, A 
Hisron.. p. 161. 

 orne viewed it as extravagant: see GM 7 1 ( 1802). p. 1 180. 
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sporadic. but settled into a pattern of biennial publication by 1800. In the early nineteenth 

century, Archaeologia attempted to represent and balance the various antiquarian fields. including 

articles on excavations in Pompeii and Egypt. "druidical" and Celtic rernains in Britain and 

Denmark, Gothic and Romanesque architecture, Roman and medieval Britain, and much 

publication of the texts of previously unpublished early British rnanuscripts. Volumes were well 

indexed, lavishly illustrated, and contained a brief section of summaries of other significant 

papers and communications. In 1826 the SA began a series of Anglo-saxon texts. In 1831, a 

subcomrnittee was established to consider publishing a more comprehensive series of Anglo- 

Saxon and Early English literature. Its proposals received a favourable vote, resulting in several 

more volumes.48 These were a scholarly success, but were undersubscribed and expen~ive.'~ 

The series of histoncal rolls was both a financial and a popular success. Council used the SA's 

popular publications to undenvrite its more scholarly projects. In its publications, then, as with 

its collections, the SA was active and effective throughout the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries. Council successfully detemiined the direction in which the relationship between the 

SA'S resources and its many fields would develop. In this, it redised financial success, popularity 

outside the membership, and works of scholarly merit, though Council's lack of awareness of 

Treasurers' financial practices endangered its publishing success in the 1840s. 

In its relations with other societies, and its participation in nineteenth-century intellectual 

work and life, the early nineteenth-century SA was active but conservative. The Society had been 

electing foreign Fellows since 1730. The French Revolution brought many French scholars to 

J"hese included Caedmon's Metrical Paraphrase edited by Benjamin Thorpe in 1832; Layamon's Brut (3 
volumes) translated and edited by Sir Frederic Madden in 1847; the Codex Oxoniensis edited by Benjamin Thorpe 
in 1842; the Exeter Book and others. Scholarly debates about these and other works. and the SA's roie in publishing 
Anglo-saxon manuscripts, will be discuased in Chapter Six. 

"' This was partly due to a sudden rise in printer's costs. Between 183 1 and 1844, £1 135 was spent on it,  where 
sales generated f 7 12 only . 



England; the SA elected oriental linguist Sylvestre de Sacy in 1815 and medievalist Alexandre 

Lenoir in 18 16. In 18 19 a lirnit of fifty was set on Honourary Feilows. The w a n  brought the 

Rosetta Stone to the SA in 1801. SA fellow Henry Rawlinson obtained an agreement that the 

Stone could be studied by the SA before being handed over to the British Museum in 1803.'~ 

Peace allowed the formation of rnany European learned societies. Following the foundation of 

the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries in 1825, Council established a cornmittee to consider 

which foreign societies to exchange publications with. Their work was among the many causes 

of the library 's expansion. 

In the early decades of the nineteenth century, numerous scholarly institutions emerged 

which both aided antiquarian work and competed with it. The British Museum was growing in 

importance to al1 fields of study in the humanities, and its collections of antiquities also grew 

substantially during this period. The donation of the King's Library in 1823 had swelled the 

National Library. The gift of George Hl's Egyptian antiquities and the purchase of the collections 

of antiquaries Charles Towneley and William Hamilton led to the establishment of the 

Department of Antiquities in 1807. In 1826 that Department was subdivided into three: Oriental 

Antiquities. Greek and Roman Antiquities. and Coins and Medals. In 1837 the Department of 

Prints and Drawings was created. Antiquaries staffed the various departments of the British 

Library and Museum, and gifts from their collections motivated the formation of these 

departments. They were the unrecognised force driving the development of the Museum and 

Library in the first half of the nineteenth century." By the 1840s the Museum was financing 

"'See Edward Edwards, Lives of the Fouriders of the British Museuni, roith Notices of ifs Chief Augmentors and 
Orher Benefactors, 1570- 1870, Tmebner & Co: London, 1870, 2 volumes, especialty pp. 362-4 12. The SA had the 
three texts of  the Stone copied for engraving, and read papers about two of the three faces, but were unabie to 

decipher the hieroglyphic face. 

"Sec Appendix 2.A. 1 for a list of  fellows working in the British Museum and Library. See Appendix 2.B.5 for 
a list of eminent antiquarian collectors and the destinations of their collections. 
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marble-buying and archaeological expeditions. The SA could not cornpete financially with the 

resources of the British Museum. 

Many learned societies which treated antiquarian topics were founded in the early 

nineteenth century. Most were founded by antiquaries, who also filled their executive positions. 

In 1838 the Numismatic Society was founded by John Yonge Akerman. In 1845 the British 

Archaeological Association was founded by antiquaries Thomas Wright, Charles Roach Smith, 

Thomas Joseph Pettigrew, William Bromet and Albert ~ a y . ' '  In 1846, Albert Way and Richard 

Westrnacott broke from the BAA and established the Royal Archaeological Institute. Publishing 

societies, provincial architectural and archaeological societies, and other groups which addressed 

antiquarian topics were also f~rrned.'~ While the SA prospered in these areas, in others. it 

missed opponunities. In 1819 the President of the Société royale des antiquaires de France 

(before 1804 the Académie celtique) proposed undertaking joint studies; the SA refused. It was 

only after the establishment of the École des chartes in 182 1, the Société française d'archaeologie 

in 183 1 and the Commission des monuments in 1837 that the SA. in 1838, began corresponding 

with cognate French institutions. 

In the f is t  three decades of the nineteenth century, then, the SA was stable, but had 

troubles brewing. Finances were solid and income was steady. But inept Treasurers and a lack 

of oversight by Councii permitted arrears and the sale of investrnents, whch began to corrode 

that stability. The SA suffered from an absentee President, but was supported by energetic junior 

officers. These clung conservatively to pclicies long established in the SA, in order to mediate 

"For the sake of brevity, the British Archaeological Association will hereafter be referred to as the BAA. 

53For a survey of nineteenth-century provincial archaeological and architectural societies. see Philippa Levine. 
The Amateur and The Professions l: An riquarians, Hisroriurw und A rchaeologists in Vicroriun Britain, 1838-86. 
Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1986. See also Evans. A History, pp. 264ff. For a list of antiquaries 
involved in these societies. see Appendix 2.B. 1. 
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conflicts within the membership, maintain equal representation of al1 antiquarian fields in SA 

projects, and provide what they still viewed as the product of greatest use to al1 antiquaries: 

publications. But the major fault-line in the rnembership, between those who studied texts and 

those who studied objects. could only be exacerbated by rapidly changing times and expectations. 

Antiquaries who founded and ran the more specialisrd societies of the 1830s were those 

complaining of a lack of SA leadership and an outdated institutional culture. While their interests 

were specidised. they still recognised the relation of their area of work to the macro-histoncal 

project, and wanted a coordinating institution. 

The institutional changes required to meet such demands were extensive. At fint Council 

resisted, and the SA suffered a period of decline. By the early 1840s, Council was meeting only 

a few times a year. Attendance at meetings dropped, and members' participation increasingly 

took the form of cornplaint. By the 1840s, despite the odium of the word "reform," Council and 

fellows sought change. Their problems included a few indolent but importantly placed Council 

rnembers, and a very irnperfect fit between the SA's structure and its new circumstan~es.~" 

Council had no constitutional means of rnoderating the actions of officers, and their personal 

reticence about intervening weakened the efficiency of the institution and annoyed rnembers. Both 

the constitution and the culture had to be changed to deal with these problems. 

The SA's institutional culture was well established by the time of the Charter. Its main 

components can be seen in several areas of the SA's affairs in the early nineteenth century. 

Antiquaries' long development without a forma1 insûtutional home had created a dependence on 

individuals sharing resources and canying on discussion about their specific fields among 

*While Council had energetic members. their labours could not compensate for the inactivity of Resident 
Secretary Nicolas Carlisle. "[Olne of the Society's most gifted exponents of the art of inactivity," Carlisle worked 
at the British Museum, and viewed the SA ris a source of further incorne and lodgings. He did little, and what little 
he did he requested payment for. See Evans, A History. pp. 245ff. 
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themselves, a predilection for individually organised rather than institutionaily mandated projects 

and funding, a high degree of activism m o n g  ordinary rnembers. and a correspondingly low 

expectation that Council would take charge of such matters. In the early nineteenth century, these 

values led to a laissez-faire administration: fellows expected Council to perform what supervision 

was required, and Council expected members to continue with their own labours. This 

unexarnined and uncoordinated division of labour, and the assumption of the efficacy of good 

faith, had until this tirne been sufficient to keep the SA functioning well. Council did not view 

itself as responsible for providing policy or direction in areas other than publications and 

collections. Since fellows organised their own projects in everything beyond these two 

institutional foci, they shared the view that it was unnecessary for Council to genente policy 

other than in matters of publication and collections. Thus the SA neither possessed nor produced 

any explicit method for overseeing its business or directing work towards new goals. 

The values produced by this institutional culture may explain Council's reticence to deal 

with the problems facing it. The SA might be described as partaking in what some historians of 

nineteenth-century learned societies have called "arnateurism." Morris Berman has presented one 

of the most nuanced analyses of the terms "amateur" and "professional." He contrats the 

eighteenth-century amateur view of research as CO-operative, commercially disinterested, and an 

avocation which fitted gentlemen for conversation but not competition, with a newly emergent 

"entrepreneurial attitude," which the professional classes directed towards "controlling 

resea~ch ."~~ The distaste for competition was widespread in the SA. and viewed as destructive 

55See Morris Berman. Social Change and Scienrijk Organizarion: The Royul Instirurion, 1799-1844, Comell 
University Press: Ithaca, New York, 1988; Morris Berman, "'Hegernony' and the Amateur Tradition in British 
Science" Journal of Social Hisroo. 8 (Winter, 1975); 30-50 and Robert K. Merton, Science, Technology and Society 
in Seventeenth Cenrury England, Harper and Row: New York, 1970. However, Berrnan's analysis does not apply 
very easily to SA rnembers. As will be seen in Chapter Four, most antiquaries were not upper, or even upper middle 
class. These men had upper class, or amateur vaIues, but belonged to the entrepreneurial classes. 



of its scholarly character? But other components of the SA'S institutionai culture are not 

present in Berman's amateur paradigrn. First, the SA was characterised by over-courteous 

restraint in enquinng into financial matters, which explains its reluctance to deal with 

incompetent officers. For example, while the auditors' reports had been available for examiiiation 

at the Anniversary dinner since the time of the Charter, they were routinely passed without being 

opened. read or commented upon. Second, the membership was accustomed to rewarding Council 

members' service, often beyond financial reason." Third, the SA resisted acknowledging its 

problems. The trouble with the accounts of Treasurer Carlisle, who had kept SA funds in the 

same account with his personal savings and seems to have embezzled some. was formally 

attributed to the position rather than the man. When the Library Clerk was shown to have been 

cheating the SA for years he was not removed, but his salas, increased and a few new rules 

made (which he ignored). An important aspect of SA institutional culture, then, was the 

endowment of a good character on officers, and a reluctance to inquire into or take action on the 

srnailest, or largest, suggestion to the contrary. These components of the SA'S institutional culture 

were products of centuries of success in cooperative effort, which diminished the apparent need 

for a more activist and forensic institutional practice. They were products of a membership 

accustomed to getting on with their own work. Their assumption that others, including Council, 

got on with thein was not generally inaccurate. Finaily, they were products of a membership 

'*ln 1828. for example. the King asked for the return of three pictures formerly given to the SA. offering two 
gold rnedals annualty, valued at fifty guineas each in their place. A Storm entpted arnongst fellows. Francis Douce 
threatened to resign. as medals wouid "totally alter the very nature of the society--into one of Cornpetition--instead 
of being as before, for the receiving and spreading of Antiquarian Information." Quoted in Evans, A History, pp. 246- 
47. Council returned the pictures and let the offer lapse. 

"SA Council members served for long periods because relatively few fellows wanted to do this work. It becarne 
pro fornta to spend a considerable sum retiring officers. even unsatisfactory ones. For example, in 1790 Secretary 
William Norris retired. Widely viewed as indolent, Council retired hirn with an annuity of £100 for life. When 
Carlisle retired in 1 845, despite a Finance Committee report which censured his financial irresponsi bility , Council 
gave him an annuity o f f  150 for life, and despite an urgent need for space, allowed him to live in the SA apartments 
until he died. 



attuned to specialisation in their various fields, with little willingness to envision a new corporate 

forms of supporting antiquarian scho~arship.~~ 

By the 1840s' these values began to fail the institution. The SA's disregard for public 

prestige, disinclination to fund new kinds of projects, tolerance of indifferent officers, and neglect 

of administrative control over finances led to major reforms in 1845-54. Reforms were introduced 

and carried through by a srnail group of industrious officers: John Yonge Akerrnan, Secretary 

1848-53. Senior Secretary, 1853-58; Henry Ellis, Senior Secretary 18 13-53, Director 1853-57; 

and Philip Henry Stanhope, President 1846-76. Al1 had gained experience in the years before 

reform. Stanhope, a Council member and Vice-President dunng Aberdeen's Presidency, had 

practice running the SA because of Aberdeen's absenteeism. Stanhope, as the political force 

behind the founding of the National Portrait Gallery in 1856 and the Histoncal Manuscript 

Commission in 1869, brought the SA prestige. Though he refused to be descnbed as reforming, 

reform began irnmediately with his election in 1845.'~ 

Major changes were made to the SA's finances. The Treasurer's job was abolished. 

Council appointed a Finance Comrnittee to produce yearly reports, made available to fellows the 

week before the annual elections and read at the Anniversary. The 1846 report showed that 

" ~ h e  distinction between amateur and professional could also be framed in  the ternis of Geman scholanhip. 
In the late eighteenth century, narrtrphilosophie, a reaction to the rationalking mechanism of a previous generation 
of scientists, postulated parallels between the realities found in nature and the forrns of human thought. which gave 
rise to schools of inquiry across a very broad spectnirn from philology to natural science. Naritrphilosophie 
encouraged the building of cornplex philosophical systems rather than empiricat or experimental work. In the early 
nineteenth century. in reaction to narurphilosophie, there arme another approach to scholarship, ivissenschafl, which 
embraced a similarly encyciopedic range of knowledge, but through careful research and criticisrn. See D.M. Knight, 
"German Science in the Romantic Period," Maurice Crosland, ed., The Emergence of Science in Europe MacMillan: 
UK, 1975, pp. 161 -78 and W.V. Farrar, "Science and the German University System, 1790-1850," in the same 
publication, pp. 179-92. Antiquaries' scholarship resembles wissenschafr rather than narurphilosophie. These terms 
could be used to fiame a parallel distinction to that Berman makes between amateur and professionai. But while 
some antiquaries were trained in Germany in universities where the wissenschafi approach was used, their traditional 
orientation to careful research and cnticism is best viewed as arising independently from the German tradition. 

"'See Evans. A Hisror).. pp. 253-54 on fellows* conespondence describing Stanhope as reforming, and Stanhope's 
efforts to distance himsetf from that description. 



expenditures exceeded income; stock was sold for more than £5000 to settle debts. The Finance 

Cornmittee jointly administered SA accounts. and required its Chair to present his own and the 

SA pass books at meetings. Numerous economies were p r ac t i~ed .~  Defaulters were expelled. 

By 1849 the SA began to show a profit again? 

The most volatile reform issue arose in 1846. Council proposed reducing the annual 

subscription from 4 to 2 guineas, and the entrance fee from 8 to 5. A drop in total membership 

had created concern for the institution's long-term financial stability; reducing fees would open 

the SA to many more potential fellows. Ellis described the reaction as "Anar~hy."~' Many 

believed it would diminish the scholarly nature of the SA. Contentious fellows spent the summer 

circulating letters and writing to the newspapers. Some defended the proposal, but even Council 

members womed whether "real Antiquaries" would be overwhelmed by peers and the "plebs 

contribiiens." Some urged "rendenng the ordeai for admission more searching" so the status of 

the SA might parallel that of the RS, which had set lirnits of fifteen new fellows per ~ e a r . ~ '  

Many rejected the fee reduction because it would involve changing the 175 1 Statutes, which had 

until this time functioned as an authoritative boundary past which no Council had ventured. 

'"'In particular. from 1847 arrears were collected seriously, and Council refused entrance to removed fellows 
brought as guests. The expensive Anniversary dinner and yearly livery for the porter were discontinued. In 185 1 they 
undenook smaller print runs. bought their own copying machine, sought cornpetitive printing cost estimates, and 
reduced the nurnber of offprints given to authors to fifty and the number of lithographs in Archaeohgia. Lists and 
publications were no longer mailed out but had to be picked up by Fellows at meetings. 

"'This was even with Council and staff salary incnases, which reflected the increased workload. By 1850. the 
Director made f 157 per year, the Editor £50 per year, the library clerk f lûû per year, the library assistant £80 per 
year. and the porter £30 per year. See Evans, A Hisron., pp. 260ff. 

''SA Corrrspo~zdence. 20 March 1846. in Evans, A History, p. 253. 

"Thomas Joseph Pettigrew accused Council of diminishing the SA'S respectability and being the real cause of 
the lack of funds; his two motions against the proposal were both voted down. Sir Fortunatus Dwarris, who 
researched the administration of French scholarly societies, suggested compromise. Charles Roach Smith. himself 
a local chemist, argued that antiquaries should run the SA for antiquaries only. The debate spilled into the Literary 
Gazerre, the Arhenaeum, Notes & Queries, and the GM. See Evans, A Histor),, p. 267ff. 
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Fearing accusations of manipulating the processes of change, Council agreed to a joint 

Cornmittee on the Statutes, whose revised Constitution was successfully voted in on December 

1. 1853. The changes went further than reduced fees. Candidates now needed a four-fifths rather 

than a simple majonty; the Senior Vice-President becarne a one-year post; Council met biweekly 

during session and monthly in the recess; job descriptions were formalised; the Finance, Library 

and Executive cornmittees were made Standing Cornmittees, each to be comprised of five fellows 

with clearly defined duties: and Local Secretaries were appointed to cultivate provincial 

membership. 

The gamble was successful. Many new fellows were admitted, with little apparent 

decrease in the scholarly standards of the SA? Some rejections of candidates occurred in the 

years following reform, and the possible candidature of women and adolescents was rejected. 

Membership levels and financial stability irnpro~ed.~' From 1857, the new cohesion and 

members' participation were reinforced by the move to Burlington House, which prevented 

fellows slipping between RS and SA meetings. The late 1860s saw a slight &op in numbers, 

attendance and revenues, whereupon Council began inviting non-fellows whose work coincided 

with paper topics to meetings, advertised in the Athenaeum, and held conversaziones. 

Reform was successful in stabilising the SA'S finances and revitalising the membership. 

It also benefited their administration of their scholarly temtory. From 1846 Council directed the 

chair to cal1 to order any Fellow whose remarks were off topic. In 1849 

Address was revived (Aberdeen had not been present to give one in 

office). Like the RS address, this speech reviewed the year's progress 

the Annual Presidential 

his thirty-one years in 

in various fields. Frorn 

hl For a defense of this assertion, see Chapter Four. 

T h e  cost of publications and salaries increased 1852-57 but was offset by the sale of investments. growing 
membership, and a legacy in 1852 for f65.000, though the will went to Chancery and the SA had to settle for less. 
However, the SA was out of financial trouble by 1866. See Evans. A History, p. 297. 
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1852 a cornmittee of fellows expert in various fields detennined which papers would be 

published. Another was established to obtain papers from local secretaies. Fellows. rather than 

the Secretary, read their own papers, ensuring clearer communication and the presence of the 

author for questioning. From 1846 the topic of the next meeting had been announced; from 1853 

announcement cards were sent out for this purpose. Stanhope's work was advanced in the 1860s 

b y ano ther active Council, including Augustus Wollaston Franks, Captain Henry Smyth, Charles 

Perceval Spencer and Christopher Knight Watson. 

The library and collections benefitted from reform. In 1845 a second library clerk was 

hired; in 1847 library hours were extended. The Library Cornmittee spent £300 on repairs and 

rebinding, and moved the clerk out of his basement rooms to gain space. Under the supervision 

of archivist Robert Lemon the classification system was revised in 1847, in 185 1 a catalogue of 

printed books was prepared, and in 1852 a catalogue of manuscripts was produced and the specid 

collections of broadsheets, proclamations and bdlads arranged. catalogued and bound. From 1853 

the Library Cornmittee increased subscriptions to other societies' publications. By 1860 the 

Iibrary had 10,000 printed books.66 The 1847 Catalogue of S A  collections revealed that some 

thieving still went on; collections were re-evaluated for insurance in 1852, at £7,200. 

The SA settled rapidly into its new incarnation. Publications still took up most of 

Council's time, though less of the budget. The number of illustrations. which had been cut back 

for a while as an economy measure, returned to former standards; new techniques were tried to 

improve the quality of the image." The new Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries, a 

T h e  figure for the SA is given in Evans, A Histoq. p. 303, taken from a report by C. Knight Watson. 

67 Photography was now commonly used in archaeological and architectural articles. See correspondence in N a e s  

& Queries Series 2 VI( 1852) 160. IX(1854) 18 1-82 between SA photographer Hugh Welch Diamond, and antiquaries 
W.J. Thoms and Lord Rosse. Diamond photographed SA exhibits fiom 1854. His pictures prornpted the SA to 
request the Lieutenant-General of Ordnance to the Crimean War forces to photograph any antiquities they might 
corne across; these photos were exhibited in 1854-57. See Evans, A History, p. 292. 
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response to criticism of the lack of information about work in progress, presented minutes and 

short notes in a format like that of Notes and Queries. The first issue, which included numerous 

illustrations by SA engraver James Basire, was so handsome it induced several artists, sculpton 

and architects to join the SA? Arclzaeologin came out every three years, with about thirty 

papers, half of which were illustrated. Articles by non-mernbers and women were accepted." 

The format of the Proceedings was revised and a second series begun in 1859. 

Revitalisation allowed Council to expand SA activities. For the first tirne the problem of 

policy on restontions and excavations was addressed. In 1851 Council wrote to the 

Comrnissioner of Works regarding the restoration of the Royal tombs at Westminster, and sirnilar 

projects at the Temple, Canterbury and Salisbury. In 1852 Council formally protested the 

destruction of a London crypt for road works. In 1854 it protested railway companies* nghts to 

churchyards, asking Home Secretary Palmerston for provisions to record inscriptions before they 

were destroyed (those of St. Clement-Danes and Threadneedle Street had already been destroyed 

without trace). When they were not successful, Council printed their mernorial to Palmerston for 

public circulation. They protested the removal of Guesten Hall at Worcester Cathedra1 in 1862, 

and crude restorations at Westminster Chapter House in 1862. 

Revitalisation allowed the SA to increase its public prestige at the same time as pursuing 

new kinds of antiquarian projects. Public exhibitions of antiquities such as illurninated 

manuscripts and prehistoric tools were begun in 1860, bringing the SA'S work to the attention 

"These included sculptor Francis Chantrey, draughtsman C.A. Stothard, architect and artist Edward Blore. 
Feliows had been attracted by the Society's publications earlier in the century, including architects Anthony Salvin, 
John Nash. C.R. Cockerell and Decimus Burton, and painters Samuel Prout and CL. Eastlake. Literary men were 
cittracted by SA publications on early English fiterature, including Isaac Disraeli, Joseph Bosworth, and novelists John 
Gatt, H.C. Robinson and J.P. Collier. See Evans, A Hisror)., p. 237. 

'"See for example, Mrs. M.A. Everett Green. Archaeologia, 38(1861), No. XXII, "Petitions to Charles II from 
Elizabeth Cromwell, Widow of the Protector. and from Henry Cromwell." 
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of the general public. In 1859 it agitated for access to the records of Probate Court, and in 1862 

for access to and the nght to photograph wills prior to 1760, in which it was successful. In 1865 

it became involved in arguments about the authenticity of the Paston letters, which were under 

consideration for purchase by the British Museum. Council arranged the meeting at which experts 

and detractors met and the letters were declared genuine. SA Fellows were the experts involved, 

and they recommended purchase, even offering to assist the Museum with costs. The Museum 

bought the letters. 

Archaeology began to flourish within the SA?' The first SA-funded excavation, of an 

Anglo-saxon cemetery at Hamham Hill, came in 1854. In 1858 a cornmittee was formed to 

procure inscriptions from churchyards around the country, though questionnaires sent to Local 

Secretaies produced Little. In response to the increasing number of unskilled amateurs opening 

up archaeological sites in Bntain, John Yonge Akerman published a short pamphlet providing 

elementary instructions for amateurs uncovering tumuli or other remains. The problem of reliable 

and substantial funding for archaeological projects arose again. In 1850-52 the SA had been 

fomally invited to participate in excavations at Verularniurn (now St. Alban's) and of Hadrian's 

Wall in the north of England. These were concurrent with the period of reform. The Council's 

chagrin at being financially unable to participate at that time was acute, but its inaction was later 

rectified.'' In 1855 the SA, jointly with John Ruskin, sponsored a subscription Conservation 

'"~rchaeology of the ancient world was widely popular in Britain at this t h e .  The British Museum's classical 
excavations in the 1850s. the 1865 establishment of the Palestine Exploration Fund, and Schliemann's excavations 
rit Troy 1868-7 1 al1 generated widespread interest. Some antiquaries worked on European and mediterranean sites. 
as will be discussed in Chapter Five. But most SA archaeological work was done on British sites. Antiquaries were 
involved in Roman British excavations at Little Wilbraham (1851). Housesteads (1854)' Caerleon (1855), Bath 
( 1 855)' and Sikhester (1 865) and in Anglo-saxon excavations at Salisbury (1 85 1 ), Brighthampton (1 857), Long 
Wittenhm (1857), Stowting (1  867), and others. The SA provided financial support for excavations at Wingham. 
Stodmarsh, Gilton in Kent, Woodborough, Old Samm and Wroxeter in the 1850s, and in 1867 it gave a small grant 
to the Palestine Exploration Fund. See Evans, A History. pp. 288ff and 305ff. 

"Sec Charles Roach Smith, Retrospections: Social and Archaeoiogicai, G. Bell: London. 1 883, 3 volumes, vol,. 
1, p. 8 1 for an account of the reception of these invitations. 



Fund, for the preservation of medievai buildings. and to report on monuments parish by parish. 

Council found Ruskin's original plan too extensive and expensive, modified it, and affirmed that 

"the Conservation of ancient monuments is strictly within the scope of this Society."'' The SA 

adrninistered the fund, and were assisted with information by their Local Secretaries. The Fund 

grew slowly, and supported only a small number of projects during the period under 

c~nsideration.~~ In 1889 a second fund, the Research Fund was started to assist archaeological 

excavations. 

The reforms of 1845-54, then, revised SA structure and functions, ailowing it to prosper 

after mid-century. SA activism continued through the 1870s. Council articulated a restoration 

policy, arguing that the only justifiable restoration was "preservation from further injuries by time 

or negligence." This policy began to be effective only at the end of the period under 

consideration." It protested destructive restorations at Tenby in 1867 and 1873, Exeter Cathedra1 

in 1870 and Wakefield in 1871, and made concerted efforts at the preservation of Glastonbury 

Abbey, the owner of which had observed "they are mins now, and if they fa11 they will be mins 

~ti11."~' In 1866 the SA became involved in international efforts in this area, successfuily 

preserving the rnonastery of Monte Cassino in northern Itdy after the politicai suppression of 

7'~uoted in Evans. A History. p. 310. 

73WiIliam Morris' Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, established 1877 without the assistance of the 
SA. was more successful. 

'Vhis policy brought Council into conflict with the clergy. One wrote to thern: "If your Lordship's house ... stood 
in need of extensive repairs, would you hesitate about adopting such means as a prudent architect might suggest to 
alter it to the requirements of the age, so as your Lordship might be enabled to live in it, notwichstanding ri gable 
here or an old stack of chimneys there might have to be removed? ... Our churches are not set apart for the coIlection 
of antiquities or merely the preservation of the records of past ages, but for the worship of Almighty God .... Men 
doing what, under God, they trust to be a good work do not like to be shown up in the public papers ... what is the 
preservation of a few antiquated relics to the general welfare of the public?" SA Correspondence, May 26 1855, 
quoted in Evans. A History. pp. 3 1 1- 12. 

"SA Correspondence, from Reverend J.A. Bennett. 1889, quoted in Evans, A Hisrory, p. 333. 
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ecclesiastical corporations there, and (unsuccessfully) protesting the rernoval of the ancient walls 

of Constantinople in 1870. 

Frorn the time of reforrn, the expertise shown by individual fellows began to be reflected 

in their institution's official role in public life. SA fellows had individually advised British 

institutions about purchases of antiquities throughout the period under consideration in this thesis. 

The SA now began doing this officially, as a body. Antiquaries' work increased their public 

prestige; government began seeking their advice in matten of preservation. In 1869 the 

Commissioner of Works asked the SA to catalogue monuments which shouid be preserved by 

the govemment. Council advised caution in withdrawing protections traditionally administered 

by Deans and Chapters but confirmed that they were "prepared to enter with alacrity into the 

rnatter brought before them by the First Commissioner, and they entenain a confident belief that 

the nature and composition of this Society provide available machinery for arriving at the results 

aimed ai in the present inquiry."" A Sepulchral Monuments Committee was fonned, Local 

Secretaies reporteci district by district, resulting in an 1872 report of important monuments by 

county. At this point, a new Comrnissioner declared that no official action could be taken. 

Council had poured resources into this project in the hopes of seeing a clear national policy 

ernerge on presewation; for the next decade, the SA pursued this project with an unwilling 

govemment. It obtained agreement to present reports in both Houses of Parliament, but this effort 

fded to produce any legislative action. It urged an archaeological survey of Britain in 1872, 

which was partially carried out. It was consulted during the 1870s about a Commission for 

Ancient Monuments, for which it worked diligently. Only after the fadure of several bills, and 

disappointments with another Commissioner of Works, was the Ancient Monuments Protection 

'"~uoted in Evans, A Histoy. p. 308. 
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Act passed in 1882. 

The preceding material enables a summary anaiysis of the SA, that is, of the institutional 

component of antiquarianisrn, using the mode1 articulated in Chapter One. Crosland, Nye and 

other historians of fields described the ways in which institutions function to support the 

production of knowledge. Their analysis can now be applied to the antiquarian institution. In the 

1830s and 1840s. the SA ernployed few of its resources to produce or organise knowledge, 

relying on traditions of cooperation to effect the necessary introductions and organise shared 

projects. Because the SA lacked decisive leadership to help it address new concems arising from 

the rnembership. decisions taken by Council remained conservative. Thus major projects such as 

excavations and restorations were not addressed until afier reform. Council continued to view 

publications as sufficient for establishing scholarly direction in the cornrnunity, and 

cornrnunicating and promoting knowledge in al1 areas of work. To some degree at least, this was 

successful, as the SA at least published articles on the new kinds of work being done. Further, 

selection for publication functioned to adjudicate between better and worse offerings, although 

SA publications were not the sole selection agent for determining the best new antiquarian work 

within the community, as members often published elsewhere. Publications provided a basic but 

effective coordination of a diverse set of fields, then. They also promoted cohesion within the 

comrnunity. However, before the period of reform the SA seems to have thought its institutional 

responsibilities ended there. This changed after Reform. Funds to support archaeological projects 

were esiablished. Council provided for the careful oversight of its own work and for mernbers 

to participate in that work. And Council took a more active role in setting directions for the 

cornmunity's work as well as in creating a public role for antiquaries' expertise. 

In the nineteenth century as in preceding centuries, antiquaries' scholarly projects suffered 

from a lack of funding. Because funding was minimal, executive positions poorly paid, and 
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reliance on members' initiative relatively great, the SA could not provide apprenticeship or 

education in antiquarian fields--and there seerns to have been no demand for such a thing from 

members. On the other hand, from ihe time of the Charter the SA consistently responded to 

concems about members' standards of scholarship by reframing entrance criteria. As the opening 

of the SA to a larger membership in the rnid-nineteenth century was accompanied by the strictest 

controls on entrance in the SA'S history, it cannot be said that they relinquished their concem 

for certifying qualified candidates. While insufficiently organised and funded to educate 

candidates, then. they still functioned effectively in certifjhg them. Standards for certification 

interacted with the problem of funding. Demanding a very high level of scholarship lirnited the 

number of members, and thus the prestige and influence of the society, at a time when public 

recognition rnight have benefitted the society more. The BAAS, for example, was successful in 

enhancing the public prestige of science, which led to increased funding and a public demand for 

science in the universities. Had the SA been concerned to acquire similar prestige and influence, 

they may have been able to secure greater public recognition for their work. both in seeking the 

legisiation they wanted for the preservation of monuments, and also when intellectual work 

moved into the universities. 

The SA was effective in providing a physical homeland from the time of the Charter. In 

particular, it continued improving its collections and responding to varying needs that arose over 

time. While its physical location changed frequently in the century following the Charter, and 

while the rights and responsibilities of members were minimal, it nevertheless provided members 

with stability and a sense of identity. 

The SA shows some imbalance between its internal, field-related functions and its 

relations outside the cornmunity. Until late in the decades under consideration. it was much more 

concerned with. and effective at, the former. In the matter of brokering introductions and fame. 
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it is clear that antiquaries were individually effective in introducing younger scholars to more 

established scholars and in forrning working relationships within the cornmunity. But their failure 

at the institutional level to pursue self-promotion outside the cornmunity affected their ability to 

achieve goals such as excavations and preservation. The SA established a place for itself in the 

perception of the British government only in the 1860s. 

Funding was an ongoing problem for antiquaries, and one which interacted with other 

features of the SA. The informality of the institutional culture. established by the time of the 

Charter, meant that more ambitious institutional goals, though occasionally articulated, were not 

seriously considered for most of the penod under consideration. Nineteenth-century members 

criticised the SA for its failure to address archaeological and preservation problems. But such 

projects would have required aggressive financial policies. And the membership had rejected the 

Ends of changes necessary to making such projects possible. It had expressed reservations about 

a more open admission policy, and about the SA becoming a cornpetitive kind of institution Iike 

the BAAS, even though this could have moved the SA towards the greater public recognition and 

improved fundraising capability that would have enabled the SA to undenake the desired careful 

excavations and restorations. 

The practice of the early years had been to fund publications: these were the most 

effective means of communicating antiquarian work arnong a dispersed membership. After the 

Charter, the only funds collected were rnembership dues, supplemented by occasional legacies. 

The SA view was that its greater wealth lay in collections, to which al1 rnembers had access. 

Members expected that most of the SA'S funds would be used to provide them with scholarly 

publications vital to their research. The culture of reliance on members' voluntary effort 

reinforced this division of labour: it created an expectation that members would cany research 

fonvard individually, whereas SA funds would be used to support vehicles of communication. 
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Anything further, or more expensive, was up to the individuals who shared that particular 

concem. Given the number of fields, any undue funding or publishing of one field would have 

been obvious and would have provoked an outcry from those working in others. as for example 

in the competition between classicising and Gothicising archaeologists, late in the eighteenth 

century. Thus, no fundraising activities were carried out by the institution, either regularly or for 

special projects. 

The position of nineteenth-century antiquaries was not so different from their 

predecessors: while they did not need to fear accusations of recusancy, public indifference to 

preservation and to their work led them to expect little, and thus a conservative attitude was 

reinforced. SA publications had also been, in the main, very successful, as financial ventures and 

scholarly productions, and often as their only public relations efforts as well. By the nineteenth 

century, then, a reluctance to fund projects other than publishing was firmly established in the 

institution, and the SA'S financial habits reinforced this as the only practicable course of action. 

When calls for institutional change arose, there was no tradition of undertaking other kinds of 

projects with which to oppose the force of habit, and even after reform the necessary political 

and financial expertise was only siowly built up. Projects such as restorations and archaeological 

digs only became financially possible late in the period under consideration; and even then 

funding was not reliable and substantial. However, the SA becarne proficient in addressing the 

need for funding, Iobbying, and establishing their recognised public role as arbiters of antiquarian 

issues. 

These issues of funding and institutional culture reflect traditional antiquarian 

commitments which became problematic for the SA during the nineteenth century. Those 

commitments included: cooperation rather than competition as the best means of fostenng 

progress in scholarship; the retention of traditional SA practice in many areas; and the 1751 
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Constitution as the best guide in settling problems and directing institutionai development. These 

values had served the eighteenth-century SA effectively, but becarne increasingly unable to 

provide the kind of scholarly services desired by nineteenth-century members. Pnor to the period 

of reform, destructive products of these values included the attribution of a gentlemanly character 

to executive officers and a reluctance to discover evidence to the contrary, resistance both to 

opening executive operations to the scrutiny of members and to assuming a greater degree of 

administrative control over its officers and opentions, and failure to embrace the self-promotional 

dimension of the emerging institutional mode1 that other societies were using so successfully. The 

SA. like the RS, went through a time of reform during which these issues were addressed. This 

was done without losing any significant portion of the membership or causing any perceived 

damage to the legitimacy of the process. The SA was quick to regain its financiai health, revise 

its constitution and establish a more effective and open institutional structure. 

While reform was effective when it carne, it did not corne early enough to prevent the 

formation of splinter groups such as the BAA and the AI, who were disenchanted with the SA'S 

tardiness in meeting the demands of new circumstances. They, however, were even less effective 

than the SA, in their early years, at satisfying dissenting mernbers, creating accord within the 

executive and mediating between conflicting scholarly goals. And not al1 of the cornpetition from 

new groups reflected inadequacy on the SA'S part: the SA now had to compete with provincial 

archaeological and literary-philosophical societies, societies which specialised in a more narrowly 

defined area of interest, and printing clubs which catered to a similarly focused membership. Its 

failings were not. therefore, the sole cause of its problems in attracting and retaining members. 



CHAPTER THREE 

The institutional history of the SA introduced some of the shared questions and problems 

of antiquarianism, and illustrated one of the most striking things about the antiquarian intellectual 

domain: its apparently miscellaneous character. Archaeology, Anglo-Saxon and architecture, for 

example, were al1 fields in which many antiquaries worked. The antiquaian domain encompassed 

a lavish profusion of fields, variously interrelated, or unrelated. For antiquaries working in 

different fields, then, sharing questions with colleagues could mean sharing data, sharing some 

data, or not sharing anything at dl. This situation invites explanation. To the historian employing 

contemporary models of fields, it creates the suspicion that antiquxianism was incoherent as an 

intellectud project. It suggests that the antiquarian comrnunity may at best have been divided into 

research cliques. Above all, it challenges the historian to articulate in what the integrity of this 

long-lived scholarly tradition could have consisted. That question is the subject of this chapter. 

It has a peculiar and provocative answer. As an intellectud domain, the many fields of 

antiquarianisrn were united by its method, genres and ways of organising work, more than by its 

primary shared question. That is, antiquarianism was a textual tradition, founded upon a work 

which becarne authoritative for the comrnunity of scholars it drew together, and which united 

antiquaries for generations after iis author had died.' This work was William Camden's 

Britannia, a history first published in 1586, and re-issued repeatedly by antiquaries into the 

nineteenth century. This history defined a subject and elaborated a rnethod. From these, later 

antiquarks developed genres, tasks and research strategies which were meant to move the 

community towards the fulfilment of Camden's historiographie program. Al1 of these 

'By textual tradition 1 mean that the antiquarian community was a community of readers and writers whose 
reading and writing practices were highly stable over time, were integrated with other antiquaries' written work. and 
were directed towards a s h e d  goal. It will become clear in this chapter to what degree antiquaries' work was 
structured and directed according to the pattern set by William Camden's Britannia, The discussion of genre theory 
presented in Chapter Seven will elaborate on this aspect of antiquarianism. 
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developments reflected that authoritative prograrn and were mutuaily defining. Shared antiquarian 

questions, then, must be described in relation to and understood as creatures of that source text 

and the traditions which arose from it. It was these features of the textual tradition that were 

widely shared in the antiquarian cornmunity . 

Taken together. the features of this textual tradition could be called a historiographic 

program.' Indeed, antiquarian historiography has been much discussed, as a distinct entity from 

mainstream European historiography between the Renaissance and the eighteenth century. 

Arnaldo Mornigliano has explored the separate sources and foms of the two traditions.' 

Mainstrearn historians. whose historiographic tradition had its roots in classical Greek and Roman 

historians, produced narratives defined by political concerns. Viewing their work as actively 

engaged with the political realities that were their subject, historians embraced the techniques of 

'~hroughout this chapter. the relations of the antiquarian tradition with mainstream British historiography will 
be indicated. The history of antiquarianism is intimately connected to the history of historiography, but that is not 
the subject here. and would be too vast an undertaking for one chapter. Of the great body of writing on 
historiography. works 1 have relied on are: F.J. Levy, Tudor Historical Thought Huntingdon Library: San Marino, 
California. 1967; May McKisack, Medieval History in the Tudor Age Clarendon Press: Oxford, 197 1 ; Graham P q .  
The Trophies of Time: E~rglish Antiquariam of the Seventeenth Centu- Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1996; 
Joseph M. Levine. The Batrle of the Books: History and Literarure in the Augustan Age, Cornell University Press: 
Ithaca. 199 1. Dr. Woodward's Sfrield: History, Science and Satire in Augustan England, University of California 
Press: Berkeley, 1977. and Humanism and Histon: Origins of Modern Etiglish Historiography, Cornell University 
Press: Ithaca and London, 1987; Rosemary O'Day, The Debate on the English Reformarion Methuen: London and 
New York, 1986; William A. Pettas, tr., Luigi Balsamo, Bibliography: Hisror). of n Tradition, Bernard M .  Rosenthal: 
Berkeley, CaIifornia, 1990; Stuart Piggott, Ancient Britons and the Anriquarian Imagination. Tharnes and Hudson: 
London. 1989 and William Srukeley An Eighreenth Century Antiquar)., Thames and Hudson: London, 1985; Philippa 
Levine, The Amateur and The Professional: Antiquarians. Historians and Archaeologisrs in Victorian Britain. 1838- 
86 Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1986, the many works of Italian historiographer Arnaldo Momigliano 
including The Classical Foundations of Modem Historiography, University of California Press: Berkeley. 1990 and 
Essays in Ancient and Modern Historiography, Wesleyan University Press: Middletown, Connecticut, 1977, and the 
works of book historian A.N.L. Munby. Joan Evans' A History ofthe Sociery ofAntiquaries Oxford University Press: 
Oxford. 1956 provided much basic information. 

?herefore, while it is argued that antiquarianism was a kind of historiography, where the word "historian" is 
used. it does not refer to antiquaries. Much prirnary source rnaterial cited indicates that the two were viewed as 
distinct well into the nineteenth century. WhiIe the phrase "rnainstream historiography" is also unavoidable at times, 
this should be taken to refer to the many and varied kinds of historical writing which were more popular and 
prevalent than antiquarian writing, rather than to any uniformity characterising such works either conternporaneousIy 
or over time. 



rhetoric in order to persuade their reader to a political perspective. Antiquaries, whose 

historiographie tradition sternrned from erudite classical research into the ethnographie past, 

produced systematic works. Attempting to produce accurate accounts, they approached records 

and witnesses more sceptically, and became skilled with the scholarly tools useful for excavating 

past events. This duality within classical historiography, of the politicai and the erudite kinds of 

historiography, never resolved in classical times, underlay the confusion of the antiquary and the 

histonan in post-Renaissance Europe. 

For Momigliano, tracing the lineage of modem historicd method, the eighteenth century 

was the era in which the two histonographical strearns were united, to produce modem 

historiography.' A similar project c m  be seen in the work of Joseph Levine. Momigliano wrote 

more about continental than British historiography. Levine applies Momigliano's paradigm to the 

British context, and to the season and processes of change. Exploring the predicament of 

Augustan historians trying to apply the exarnple of classical antiquity to narratives of British 

political life, Levine demonstraies their discomfort with the unresolved duality within classical 

learning. As they began to perceive the differences between antiquity as they imagined it, and 

the realities of their tirnes, historians began to appreciate the less irnaginatively fulfilling. but 

rnatenally promising methods of modemists. Antiquaries were modemists. This dilemma 

rnotivated the gradua1 absorption of antiquarian research into mainstream British historiography 

in the eighteenth century.' 

' ~ e e  for example. Momigliano. CIussical Foundarions. Chapter 3, "The Rise of Antiquarian Research." pp. 54-79. 

'ln Barrie of rhe Books. Levine distinguishes historians and antiquaries by the rigour of their method. and by 
subject, with historians wtiting politically oriented narratives and antiquaries writing politically disinterested 
reconstructions. Chapter 9, "History and Theory" (pp. 267-90). uses historian William Temple as an example of the 
differences. As "modems," antiquaries had a scientific kind of historiography. In Dr. Woodward's Shield, Levine 
explores the scientific charmer of this historiography more fully. See also Denys Hay on "the steady penetration 
of erudition into histones designed for a wide audience," (p. 174) in Arinalists and Historians: Westerrt 
Historiography from the Eighrh to the Eighteenrh Centuries, Methuen: London and New York, 1977. 
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This perspective is not wrong: mainstrearn eighteenth-century British historiography did 

begin to embrace the antiquarian concern for research and documentation, and the confluence of 

these two traditions did do much to establish the character and concerns of modem 

histonography. And yet, there is a part of this story that has gone untold, and it holds the 

potential to rework Momigliano's paradigm considerably. It is simply this: antiquarianism 

survived the alleged convergence. It neither merged with, nor was submerged within, the 

mainstream of British historiography, but remained a vital intellectuai force a century after the 

supposed convergence. This circumstance raises a number of intriguing questions. What accounts 

for antiquaries' persistence after convergence? Did the two cornmunities and perspectives remain 

distinct? How did antiquaries understand their work? And what accounts for their demise late in 

the nineteenth century? Some answen are investigated in this chapter. In brief, antiquaries 

retained their historiography because their textuai traditions, that is the antiquarian subject, 

method, genres, tasks and strategies, still organised their way of working, and the kinds of work 

they undertook. Individually, ail the features of the antiquarian textual tradition have been noticed 

by historians woriung on one or another aspect of British history or historiography. Yet they were 

mutually defining. As an integrated collection they had unity. But the ways in which these textuai 

features functioned as a system, organising generations of antiquaries' work across many different 

fields, has not been noticed, perhaps because mainstrearn historiography, with its politicai and 

rhetorical attractions, has stolen the limelight. The antiquarian community remained distinct from 

mainstream historians for the same reasons it had always been distinct: others thought it du11 and 

a bit ridiculous. Within the community, though, Camden's histonographic vision remained vital, 

and antiquaries reached the peak of their scholarly productivity in the nineteenth century. 

Ironically, their sudden eclipse was the product of their success in persuading others to the very 

emdition for which they had always been advocates. Taken up by a multitude of industrious 
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Victorians, the sheer growth and speciation of knowledge ovenvhelmed the antiquarian 

institution. The SA might have weathered this difficulty, but could not adapt to the profound 

changes in the social context of learning created by legislators concerned with the provision of 

education. By rnoving scholarship of al1 kinds into the universities, legislators removed it from 

the hands of the Iearned societies. By late in the nineteenth century, antiquaries had Iost custody 

of antiquity. 

Of necessity, much matenal is presented in this chapter. For the sake of clarity, it is 

divided into three sections. The fint treats the antiquarian subject, rnethod, genres. tasks, fields 

and research strategies, from the time of Camden's Britannia through the seventeenth century. 

Accounting for their genesis, development, and interactions will require both conceptuai and 

historical analyçis. Coordinating these can be difficult; as antiquaries themselves discovered, 

pursuing a simple chronological thread does not always suffice. To accommodate both. systernatic 

elernents have been placed within a chronological frarnework, but an occasionai regress to an 

earlier period, or advance into a later one. will be necessary to consider pertinent material. The 

second section treats antiquarianism in the eighteenth century, when historians adopted 

antiquarian methods and inhabited traditionally antiquarian fields. Antiquaries' estrangement from 

mainstream historical discourse and reticence to court public interest was counterbalanced late 

in the century by The Gentleman's Magazine, which created widespread appreciation for their 

work. The third section treats nineteenth-century antiquaries' productivity, and the ways they 

fostered public sympathy for preserving the remains of the past. It should be noted that presenting 

antiquarianism as a systematically organised tradition has involved treating it rather 

schernatically, simplifying and perhaps misrepresenting some antiquaries and their works. While 

it is one of the objects of this thesis to communicate the diversity of antiquarian work, the needs 

of this chapter tend to obscure that reality. Chapter Four, however, illustrates the rich and 



complex work of nineteenth-century antiquaries copiously. 

The fundamental question of this chapter is, what was British antiquarianism? To answer, 

that it was a study of the archaeological past invented by Flavio Biondo in Italy in the fifteenth 

century, and recast as a kind of history by William Camden in the sixteenth. does not explain the 

enigma of a widely shared intellectud project, its vitality and endurance. But antiquarianism is 

an enigmatic subject to define. The difficulty of identifying its intellectud domain has led many 

twentieth- century historians to use the term without defining it. SA historian Joan Evans viewed 

i r  as a nostdgic historiography based in the techniques of textual cnticism and archaeology6 

Many wnters recognize one or the other of these parts of antiquarian work. depending on their 

own field of interest? No-one has yet explored what made it  a coherent intellectual domain.' 

Momigliano is credited with the definitive statement, that an antiquary is: 

a student of the past who is not quite a historian because: (1) historians write in 
chronological order; antiquarians write in a systematic order: (2) historians produce those 
facts which serve to illustrate or explain a certain situation; antiquaries collect al1 the 
items that are coiinected with a certain subject, whether they heip to solve a problem or 
n ~ t . ~  

Antiquarianism, then. was "not quite history," but this does not clarify the nature of the 

"Evans. A Nistory, pp. 1 - 13. 

' ~ e v i n e  notices archaeological but not textual antiquaries. See The Amateur and The Professional. pp. 16- 17. 
Stan Mendyck suggests that the unity of the antiquarian intellectua1 domain approximately corresponds to Braudel's 
notion of "material life." See Stan A.E. Mendyk, Speculum Britraniae: Regional Strtdy. Antiqrtarianisrn, and Scietlce 
itr Briraitl to 1700 University of Toronto Press: Toronto. Buffalo, London, 1989. George Stocking refers to the 
"antiquarian spirit" as a kind of proto-ethnology. See George W. Stocking, Victorian Arithropolog~, The Free Press: 
London. 1987; p. 53ff. 

*Momig liano traced the history of the contri butions of antiquarian rexarch, Europe-wide. to historiography . See 
especialIy Classicai Foundarions and Essays in Ancient and Modern Historiograpiiy. But despite the prominence of 
antiquarianism in his work. Momigliano was less concerned to investigate the antiquarian intellecturil project itself. 

'~rnaldo Mamigliano. "Ancient History and the Antiquarian."Joumal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 
Vol. 13. (1950)3+4 July-Dec; 285-3 15, p. 286. His description is ofien, but not fully, tme. Some antiquaries through 
the nineteenth century nlso wrote conventional histories. The causes of antiquaries* systematic orientation wiIl be 
explained below. 
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antiquarian domain. While in Europe. antiquarianism was more clearly associated with a set of 

archaeological, ethnographic and philological inquiries into the classical and national past, in 

Britain antiquarianism was given its conceptuai configuration by Carnden's   rit an nia." A 

departure from previous histories. its subject was the islands of Bntain. severed from traditional 

attempts to daim a classical patrimony; it did not give preference to political over social realities; 

and it was constnicted from ail available bodies of evidence, no matter how awkward the result. 

Momigliano's "not quite history" is an acute description of the works which sprang from this 

source. Many inventoried the remains of the past in various ways, and so failed to be 

historiographic in the most basic sense. But this reality was more the product of their 

participation in Carnden's historiographic vision than their appreciation of the classical tradition. 

That classical tradition was reincarnated in Camden's work, but passed into the antiquarian 

community via the Britannia. Thus the antiquarian intellectual domain was uniquely shaped and 

directed by the Britannia rather than directly by the systematic Antiquitates of Varro, the 

ethnographic Histories of Herodotus, or the work of the philologoi. 

In order to understand the antiquarian intellectud domain, then. it is necessary to 

understand Camden's historiography. This was cornplex. It was a vivid evocation of a nation, 

with its many pasts, peopies and landscapes, and yet it shirked nothing in its pursuit of 

documentation. Much historical writing of Camden's time was geographically organised." By 

"William Camden, Brirannia. sive Florentissirnum regnomm Angliae, Scotiae, Hibemiae, at Insularurn 
adiaceritirm ex intima antiquirate. Chorographica descriptio: Nunc postremo recognita, piurimis locis magna 
accessiorie adaucm & Charris chorographicis illusrrata Georgii Bishop & Ioannis Norton, 1586. The second edition 
came out in 1587; the third in 1590, the fourth in 1594, and the fifth. dedicated to Elizabeth, in 1600. The sixth, the 
last in Camden's lifetime, was published in 1607. All editions are enlarged with fùrther material, making the sixth 
his rnost complete statement as an antiquary. The first Frankfurt edition was issued in 1590, and apain in  16 16. The 
tkst translation into English. by Philemon Holland, of the sixth edition, came out in 1610 and was reissued in 1637. 

"Stan Mendyk argues that before 1700, many writers organised their work geographically, and viewed the entire 
body of physical and literary remains as a unitary and irreducible mass of "historical" remains. Those who used 
geography to organise discussion of civil entities produced conventional political histones. Others, crtlled 



descnbing the Britannin as a chorography, Camden meant a work encompassing Britain 

geographically and in character rather than a surnmation of notable times and places, a work 

descnbing the whole arrangement of the social order rather than a conventional narrative 

constructed from the political and dynastic figures his readers knew well, and a work meant to 

surprise and educate by its vivid clarity rather than to elicit agreement by its farniliarity." In 

his own words: 

1 would illustrate this Ue of BRIT AINE... I would restore antiquity to Britaine, and Britain 
to his antiquity ... I would renew ancientrie, enlighten obscuritie, cleare doubts. and recall 
home Veritie by way of recovene, which the negligence of writers and credulitie of the 
cornrnon son had in manner proscribed and uttedy banished from amongst us. A painful 
matter 1 assure you, and more than difficult; wherein what toyle is to be taken. as no man 
thinketh, so no man beleeveth but hee that hath made the  trial^.'^ 

The intellectual domain identified by Carnden, then, was the entire conceptual area 

required to produce a vivid, clear account of the geographical, culturai and social history of 

Britain. Camden's pueuit of knowledge in this domain was rigorous. His historiography can be 

described as continental, inductive, systematic and collaborative. It was continental in the scholars 

and works which provided Camden with models, rnethods, and emphases.lJ He adopted the 

chorographers. used geographical regions to organise their pursuit of information on the history of any and all 
features, civil and geographical, of that region. Antiquaries were chorographers. Mendyck attributes the antiquarian 
cornmitment to observation in the Baconism sense. ris many were RS members, and dates antiquarian involvement 
in geology from this time. See Mendyk, Speculum Brittczniae. 

"Being learned in classical and contemporary scholarship, Camden would have been familiar with the Greek 
words topos and choros. Both meant "place," but ropos was local in reference, and could mean an occasion or 
opponunity. Metaphorically, it referred to "the topic," as it is used for a conversation or a book. It passed into 
Renaissance rhetoric as the "topics," conventional formulations that a readership or audience were familiar with, and 
that an author or orator could use to persuade. Choros was distinct from topos. Herodotus established i ts usage as 
"country," encompassing both geographical place and a unique societal character or ethnic identity. Its metaphorical 
sense was that of social position: one's station in life, a soldier's post, and so on. Choros also cane into Renaissance 
rhetoric. as a part of enargeia, meaning the vividness and distinctness with which a verbal picture was painted. These 
two words underlay two kinds of writing. 

'3~olland tr., Camden. Brirannia, "The Author to the Reader," p. 4. 

IJCamden's friendships with continental scholars, and his library of their works, were extensive. His friendships 
included Dutch cartographer Ortelius, French philologist Jean Hotman, librarian of the Elector Palatine James Gruter. 
and Casaubon, Peter Sweerts, Pierese, Jacques de Thou, and Brisson. His library included works by grammarian and 



reconstructive archaeological history of Itdian antiquary Flavio Biondo, and applied the philology 

and nurnismatics of Guillaume Budé to problems in establishing British chronology and histoncal 

eventd5 From Swiss bibliographer Konrad Gesner he took the encyclopedic. documentary 

approach to knowledge.'" Camden, "familiar with the latest and best in European 

scholarship,"" was perceived by his contemporaries as wt-iting in a European style and for a 

European audience. '' 

metallurgist Georgius Agricola. philologist Joachim Camerarius. encyclopedic educator, book collecter and historian 
WillibaId Pirckheimer. and systematic theologian and educator Georg Witzel among Gerrnans; by humanist Petrus 
Carmelianus and historiographer PaoIo Emilio, and jurist and numismatist Leonardus de Portis arnong Itaiians; by 
the Inquisitor-General to France, historian and Royal Librarian to Francis 1 Guillaume Petit, Paris professor and 
grammarian Julius Caesar Scaliger and rhetorician Pems Ramus among Frenchrnen, by Spanish philologist Lorenzo 
Valla. and many others. Works by English authors often show a continental connection, as for example those inciude 
those by classicist and historian Roger Ascham, translator of French historians Edward Aggas, Scottish Catholic 
translator of Italian monumental inscriptions and writer on Italian politics William Barker. traveller and writer on 
European Iibraries and rnanuscripts Robert Ashley, papal historian Robert Barnes, historiographers George Buchanan, 
Thomas Blundeville and Richard Braithewaite, philolog ist Edward Brerewood and Hebrew scholar Hugh Brough ton. 

" Biondo's 1558 Iralia Illusrrara used the ruins of Rome to reconstnict early Italian history. It circulated in 
manuscript in Italy between 1465 and 1500, but was not published in northern counuies until much later. Guillaume 
Budé's De Asse et partibus eirrs. libri qctinqlle Ioan[nJis Sotens: Coloniae, 1528, used coins to reconstruct 
chronology. For a discussion of continental historical scholarship of this kind. concentrating on Budé's nurnismatics 
and philology. see Donald R. Kelley, Foundatiorls of Modem Historical Schofarstzip: Langtrage, Law and Histon 
iti t f ~ e  French Renaissance, Columbia University Press: New York, 1970. pp. 53-86. Kelley views Camden as part 
of a Europe-wide "unchartered Society of Antiquaries," p. 246. 

'"onrad Gesner's Bibliotheca Universalis was published in Zurich in 1545. In the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, a booklist was referred to as a catalogus. elenchus, index or nonzenclator. In Gesner's usage, bibliographia 
meant the arrangement of each branch of historia litferaturu, the history of learned writing in its fullest sense, within 
a systernatic, phiiosophical system of knowledge, and the critical analysis and location of each specific work within 
disciplinary and chronological outlines. Gesner's use of the term indicated a documentary-based approach to al1 
available cultural information. to obtain this information, he travelled to dozens of European libraries, digesting tens 
of thousands of works by the end of his lifetime. Among the best works on the development of this tradition are 
Mathilde V. Rovelstad, tr., Rudolf Blum, Bibliographia: An lnquiry into its Definition and Designations. American 
Library Association: Dawson. 1980 and Pettas, tr., Balsamo, Bibliography. For Camden's citations, and criticisms 
of Gesner, see R.D. Dunn, ed.. William Camden. Remains Concerning Britain, University of Toronto Press: Toronto. 
Buffalo, London. 1984. 

"~evine, Batrle of the Books. p. 329. 

IXThat is, he wrote in learned Latin for a Europe-wide audience, shunned the vernacular, and exhibited the 
rxacting knowledge and accuracy of the grammaticus. Camden disparaged the fashion arnong "our Sparkefull Youth" 
for "sonnetting," entitli ng the condensed English version of the Britannia, which he resisted producing for years. 
"Remains of a Greater Work," ca lhg  its contents "rude rubble and out-cast rubbish" and signing it only "M.N." the 
Irist initials of his names. Fourteen of the fifteen writers cited as great English poets wrote in Latin, and the essay 



Camden's historiography was inductive. Giving preference to evidence over tradition, he 

attempted to build an historical account from the rernaining rnass of textuai and physical evidence 

alone. The Britannia continually discussed and defended the direction of argument, advocating 

moving from the evidence to the construction of chronology. events and narrative foci. Camden's 

own statement about his work shows his exhaustive, inductive method: 

[Tlaking INDUSTRY for my consort, 1 adventured upon it, and with al1 my studie, care, 
cogitation, continudl meditation, paine, & travaile 1 employed my selfe thereunto when 
1 had any spare time ... I have in no wise neglected such things as are most matenal to 
search, and sift out the Truth. 1 have attained to some ski11 of the most ancient, British 
and English-Saxon tongues: 1 have travailled over al1 England for the most part, I have 
conferred with most skillfull observers in each country, 1 have studiously read over O u r  

owne countrie writers, old and new, d l  Greeke and Latine authors which have once made 
mention of Britaine. 1 have had conference with learned men in other parts of 
Chnstendome: 1 have been diligent in the Records of this Realme. 1 have looked into 
most Libraries. registers, and mernorials of Churches, Cities, and Corporations, I have 
poored upon many an old Rowle, and Evidence: and produced their testirnonies (as 
beyond dl exception) when the cause required, in their very owne words (although 
barbarous they be) that the honour of veritie might in no wise be impeached ...[ Ulpon 
fables 1 have in no wise relied, and that 1 might not digresse extrauagantly, I have had 
often recourse to the title of my booke (as Pliny adviseth) and eftsoones demanded of my 
selfe why 1 tooke penne in hand ... To accomplish this worke the whole maine of my 
Industrie hath been emploied for many yeares with a firme setled study of the tmth.'' 

Camden was concerned throughout the Britannia with the ways evidence determined the 

historical account con~tructed.'~ He rejected medieval historians' casual documentary habits," 

in defense of the vernacular was a reprint of a work by Camden's university friend Richard Carew. See Dunn, ed.. 
William Camden. For a discussion of the relationship of English to European antiquaries, see J.E. Anderson tr., Ernst 
Breisach, Hisroriography: Ancienr. Medieval, and Modem, University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1983. pp. 162-66. 
173-77, 193-20 1 et passim. Breisach stresses the importance of Camden's friendship with French antiquriry Jacques- 
Auguste De Thou. Momigliano stresses his friendship with Nicolas-Claude Fabri sieur de Peiresc. in CIassical 
Fo~indations, pp. 54ff. However, Camden was many years older than Peiresc, and Peiresc published very little work. 

lvHollandl tr., Camden, Britannia. "The Author to the Reader, pp. 4, 5, 7. 

'"ln his Preface, Camden wrote: "the edge of Our understanding is so blunt that we are of necessitie enforced 
to prosecute many matters in al1 professing conjecturally ." And: "In searching and seeking after [historical verity 1, 
I have been cauteously forecasting in my conjectures ... An other age and other may daily find out more. It is enough 
for me to have begun ... As for obscurities, fables, extravagant digressions, 1 trust there is no cause to sue out my 
pardon." " Holland tr., Camden, Britannia, Preface, n.p. 
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but was uncertain about recovering hjstorical tmth from a record devastated by ~issolution.'" 

His awareness of the faulty evidential ground on which he stood led him to invest his confidence 

in method." He used both textuai and physical evidence in his attempt to confirm individual 

articles of history. The search for materials to fuel his method highlighted their scarcity. and 

identified collection and preservation as an essential antiquarian task. From the start, then, 

antiquarian questions were entangled with questions of method. and these were so time- 

consuming that. even in Carnden's lifetime, they tended to delay the reaiization of written 

answers. 

Carnden's historiography dso established much about the kind of narrative produced." 

 or example: "they supplied these defects; and when they could not declare the mith indeed. yet at leastway 
for delectation. they laboured to bring foorth narrations, devised of purpose, with a certaine pleasant varietie to give 
contentment. and delivered their severall opinions, ech one after his own conceit and capacitie, touching the original1 
of Nations and their names. Unto which, as. there were rnany, who neglecting further search into the trueth. quickly 
yielded connivance; so. the most son delighted with the sweetness of the Deviser, as readily gave credence." Holland, 
tr.. Camden. Brirannia, p. 4. 

7'1 

--Many examples of his sense of uncertainty can be found in his Britannia. For example, he wrote: "1 feare 
greatly. chat no man is able to fetch out the truth. so deepely plunped within the winding revolutions of so many 
ages." Holiand. tr., Camden, Britannia, p. 9. See also "drowned under the waves of oblivion" p. 17, "certainty" p. 
4, "dark mists of fatal1 ignorance" p. 7, "I fear greatIy" p. 9, "albeit they lie so hidden" p. 9. "so far remote" p. 25. 
"altogether overcast with darknesse" p. 97, "not exact and absolute" p. 107. "overcast with so darke a mist" p. 153. 
Camden was not alone among learned authors in these feelings. Balsamo notes the trauma Gesner received on seeing 
the library of King Matthias 1 Corvinus at Buda burned by the Turks. The Bibliotheca Universalis, foundational to 
the Brirunnia in its documentary method, repeatedly stressed the need for state and institutional suppon, to "safeguard 
the cultural patrimony of the past" for the future. Pettas, tr.. Balsamo, Bibliography, pp. 33-35. 

30f philology, he wrote: "if al1 the histones that ever were had miscarried and penshed; if no writer had 
recorded, that we Englishmen are descended from Genanes, the most true and naturd Scots from the Irish, the 
Britons of Armorica in France from our Britans; the Society of their tongues would easily confirm the same: yea, 
and much more easily than the authority of most suffkient Historiographers. If therfore 1 shall proove, that the 
ancient Gauls and Our Britans used one and the selfe same language, then the very tmth will of force drive us to 
confesse, that they had also the same beginning." Holland W., Bn'tannia, p. 16. Carnden argued that his method 
qualitied him to judge controverted points of history. See Brirannia (1607) "Ad Lectorem" p. 4. Momigliano asserts 
that antiquaries invented the distinction between original and derivative documents, and the use of non-literary to 
confirm literary sources, with an accuracy that founded modem historical method. Momigliano, "Ancient History," 
pp. 285-3 15. 

 orne there may be who rnay object the silly web of my stile, and rough hewed forme of my writing ...[ but] 
neither have I weighed every word in Goldsmith's scales ... neither purposed 1 to picke flowres out of the gardens of 
Eloquence." Holland, tr., Camden. Britannia, "The Author to the Reader" p. 5. 



His style was a product of the systematic character of his historiography. Encyclopedic in scope 

and representational in aim, it attempted to articulate an entire physical and social world from 

the phenomenal and chronological constituents extracted from the total evidential rnass? The 

product of "this intncate and obscure study of ~nt iqui ty" '~  resembled an evidential gazette more 

than a narrative, outlining a taxonomy of matenal remains rather than following an interpretive 

thread. Traditional narrative foci such as kings and dynasties were reduced in importance, and 

no longer stnictured the choice and placing of other material. Camden's practice was to assemble 

his historical accounts "in compendious maner." however awkward to read, rather than to discard 

any evidentiary materid.'' His work cm be described as representational, in that the sectioning 

of chronoiogy and socieial elements reflected the various bodies of remains. Language determined 

epochs, coins determined dynasties and kings, the departments of state determined the social 

structures discussed, provincialisms stmctured the discussion of comrnon folk's beliefs and 

custorns, and so on. 

Finally, Camden's notion of history was collaborative. The Britannia laid out a program 

for more work: "An other age, and other men may daily find out more. It is enough for me to 

have begun, and 1 have gained as much as 1 Iooke for, if 1 shall draw others into this argument, 

31n this. Camden was a part of a Europe-wide style of "documentary" sci-ioIarship. Balsamo writes of the 
"universal dimension of [Gesner's] research. The product of his research is recorded in a catalogue which is meant 
to be a surnmary not only of one period. but of the encyclopedia of the trilingual culture on which western and 
Christian civilisation is based." Pettas, tr., Balsamo, Bibliography, p. 33. Italian bibliographer Possevino wrote: "to 
be truly literate leads to a kind of encyclopedia through which the workings of the intellect. even though they 
concern different sciences and distinct arts, require a degree of interdependency arnong themselves, and so join hands 
and complement each other." In Pettas, tr., Balsamo, Bibliography, p. 102. Levy, Tudor Historical Thorrght, argues 
that Camden's method was unique in its use of "several Iines of reasoning bearing on the same point," p. 149. and 
credits antiquaries with inventing "the weapons of source criticism" p. x. 

'%Iolland, tr., Camden. Brifannia, p. 28. 

""This much have I set downe summarily, and in compendious maner gathered out of the ancient monuments 
of Antiquitie. rejecting al1 fabulous fictions." Holland, tr., Carnden, Brironnia, p. 88. 



whether they undertake a new worke, or amend Scholarship of this kind required a 

comrnunity, showing that Camden had a more medieval than humanist notion of authorship and 

of narrative product, tying both to work achieved in the past, and to ongoing work." 

Bibliographie sources were as constitutive of the histoncal narrative as the author himself. and 

citations and critical discussions of scholarly sources made up a large part of the text of such 

The product of thirty years' labour, this peculiar history, with its totalising definition of 

the historical subject and its effort to produce an encyclopedic account of the past, becarne widely 

recognised as a work of great leaming3' Due to its inductive and representational cornrnitrnents, 

the narrative at times lurched clumsily between the temporal and the ~ystematic.'~ Yet the 

'"olland. tr.. Camden. Brirantiia. "The Author To The Reader." p. 6. 

"On the differences between medieval and humanist theories of authorship. see A.J. Minnis. Medieval Theon 
of Authorship. Scolar Press: London, 1984 and Kevin Dunn. Pretexts of Aurhoriy: The Rheroric of Arrthorship in 
rltr Renaissance Preface, S tan ford University Press: Stanford. California. 1993. 

30 Kelley. Fonndations, describes Camden as one of the "lonely pioneers" of "collaborative scholarship." p. 217. 
Levy. Tudor Historical Thouglit. credits Camden with articulating the importance of citing sources, and explaining 
how scholars must build on each others' work, p. 129ff. See also McKisack. Medieval Histon in the Tudor Age. pp. 
50-74 on "antiquarian expertise." T.D. Kendrick refers to "the directive power of the Britannia" for later histories 
of Britain and notes that the arguments it set off among antiquaries reveal a culture of learned criticism. See British 
Atitiquiv Methuen: London, 1950. p. 148. Some evaluations were negative. Carnden's method was attacked by 
Ralphe Brooke in A Discoverie of Certaine Errours Published in Prinr in the Much-Commended Britannia. 1594, 
[Thomas Judson and William White: London, 1598). This volume was published without printer or date. 1 am 
grateful to Peter W.M. Blayney for allowing me to use his STC 3834 and confiming publication details. A response 
defending Camden's method can be found in Augustine Vincent, A Discoverie of Errours in the Firsr Edition of the 
Curalagrte of Nobiliv Published by Ralph Brooke, Yorke Herald, 1619, William Iaggard: London, 1622. See also 
Levy, Tudor Historical Thought, pp. 149ff and 16 1 ff. 

3 1 Its success brought its author a coveted position at the College of Arms. BiographicaI sources on Camden are 
scarce. See Richard Chiswell, ed., Gulielmi Canldeni et illustrium virorurn ad G. Camdenum Episrolae .... London, 
Richardi Chiswelli, 1691, "Vita," i-lxxvii. See also Sir Leslie Stephen and Sir Sidney Lee, eds., Dictionar). of 
National Biography, Oxford University Press: London, 1930, 22 volumes. vol. 3, 729-37. and F.J. Levy. "The 
Making of Camden's Britannia" Bibliotheque d'hlrimanisnie er Renaissance, 26(1964); 70-97 on Carnden's research 
methods. For Camden's election and work at the College of Ams. see Sir Anthony Wagner, Heralds of Englarid: 
A History of the 0Dce arid College of Arms. HMSO: London, 1967; 20 1-24 1. 

"~arnden's repeated rejection of eloquence in his Preface was more than a statement of the kind of humanist 
writing his work was not. It functioned as a Protestant daim for the honesty of the plain style, and it was a necessary 
part of preparing his reader for the arduous narrative that was to follow. 



Britannia "gave al1 future research a strirting point and base of referen~e."~' It was Camden's 

awkward historical vision that drew to him a community of like-rninded researchers. and becarne 

the authoritative influence on the development of the intellectud domain of antiquarianism." 

Camden had identified a spacious intellectual domain for antiquarianism: al1 that relates to the 

study of the British past. This domain corresponded to the most fundamental antiquarian question: 

what happened in Britain in the past? Camden raised questions about a subject that had not 

previousiy been seen as a problem, defined unusual rneans by which an answer could be obtained 

to evidential bodies. and pursued that answer rigorously, helping to generate the lavish and 

miscellaneous profusion of antiquarian fields. While this may appear unremarkable when 

compared to contemporary historiography, it was revolutionary in a time when patriotic accounts 

of dynasties, diplornatics and international conflicts were standard historical fare, and were 

written from a partisan rather than an evidential position. 

A deceptively simple formulation. Carnden's handling of this question established the 

methods, genres, objects and fields of antiquarian interest." If Carnden's subject was entangled 

with questions of method, both rapidly became entangled with questions of genre: if history could 

"~arry .  Trophies of Time. p.  3 .  

-'% should be noted that Camden was not the first antiquary in sixteenth-century Britain. In 1548. John Bale had 
pu blis hed his Illusrriuni majoris Britanniae Scriptorum hoc est Angliae. Cambriae, Scotiae Summariim. Johann 
Overton: Wesel. Germany. It argued the need to preserve documents. Bale was a friend to, and had worked with John 
Leland, the first Bnton to refer to himself as anriqicarirrs. His 1546 New Yeare's Gy& ro King Henr). VIII in the 
XXXVI Yeare of his Rayre. Bale: London, inventorïed remains to be found around the country, and outlined a 
historical program. But his projected Itinerary was never published as he went mad. It was commonly said that 
Camden had fulfdled Leland's program in his Britannia, and it  was the Brirannia that organised the group of scho1ars 
in the 1590s which became the SA. Balsamo traces a historiographie line from Gesner's documentary approach to 
historia lirreratura, through the work of his student Josias Simler, to the Index Britanniae (1559) of Bale. In that 
work, Bale describes Leland's work as similar to Gesner's, indicating a methodological line through to Camden. See 
Pettas, tr.. Balsamo. Bibliography, pp. 52-53. The passages in Bale and Leland are cited in Theodore Besterman, The 
Beginnings of Systematic Bibliography, Oxford University Press: Oxford, London, 1935; 2nd edition, revised by 
Humphrey Milford, 1936, pp. 21-25. 

"AS Levine notes, "[tlhe antiquarian empire was circumscribed only by the necessity of dealing with the objects 
and events of the past." Levine, The Amuseur, pp. 16-17. 
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only be teased out of various bodies of evidence with difficulty, and the m e h d  of achieving this 

resembled a painstaking reconstmction, these redities had to be reflected in their manner of 

presentation. Antiquaries rejected the patriotic narrative style of sixteenthtentury histories. Nor 

were they content to limit their subject to court or dynastic con~erns.'~ Fitting their evidential 

concems into the complex narrative form of medievai local histones, they rooted out the 

medievals' fabulous content, producing the "rational" histories of the sixteenth ~ e n t u r y . ~ ~  Frorn 

Renaissance scholarship, they took humanist philological expertise and the ernphasis on secondary 

rather than primary cau~ality.'~ By the seventeenth century, patriotic historiographers had lost 

the battle to find Britain's origins in a Trojan foundation. Antiquaries were the effective cause 

"For a comparison of antiquaries' and historians* definition of the historical subject see Richard Helperson. "The 
Land Speaks: Cartography. Chorognphy and Subversion in Renaissance England," in Stephen Greenblatt. ed.. 
Representing the English Rer~aissance, University of California Press: Berkeley, Los Angeles, London, 1988. This 
article is reprinted. with revisions. in Richard Helgerson, Forms of Narionhood. Cambridge University Press: Chicago, 
1992. 

"Of the two schools of Tudor historiopraphy-the fundamentalist which charnpioned England's fabulous origins. 
and the rationalist--Kendrick sees Camden as establishing the rationalist school. Antiquaries were not "a Company 
of tender-skinned patriots puffing thernselves up with pride in Brutus and King Arthur. but a group of sober-rninded 
gentlemen interested in what has been called the 'practical' past." See Kendrick. British Aritiquiry, p. 1 13, and pp. 
148ff. Mornigliano argues that antiquaries' "sober and fastidious scholarship" was foundational for rational 
historiography. See "Ancient History," p. 286. See also Antonia Gransden, Historical Writing in England c. 1307 
to the Early Sirteenth Cenrun Corne11 University Press: Ithaca and New York, 1982. 2 volumes, vol. 2, pp. 308-331. 
Papers on various medieval genres can be found in R.H.C. Davis and J.M. WalIace-Hadrill, eds.. The Wriring of 
History in the Middle Ages: Essays Presented tu Richard William Southern, Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1981. In 
particular, Martin Brett, "John of Worcester and his Contemporaries," pp. 445-127 gives a good indication of the 
style and components of medieval local and county histories. 

3X Geoffrey of Monmouth had started the interest in the vetustissinzus liber; the humanist retum ad fontes launched 
the scholarly concern with original languages and documents. On the relation of these to English historical wrïting 
of this pcriod, see Levine, Humanism and Hisrory, and Gransden, Historical Writing, vol. 2,  pp. 308-341, Levy 
argues that antiquarian historiography participated in the search for a rranslatio imperii. their concentration on Saxon 
language and history being directed towards establishing the primacy of England against the usurpation of Rome. 
See Tudor Historical Thoughr, pp. 124ff and 138ff. Camden knew both the medieval cumculurn and the newer 
humanist scholarship well. A protege of humanist lexicographer Thomas Cooper at Oxford, he became headmrister 
of Westminster school. The Greek grammar he wrote for Westminster School, Institutio Graecae Grammatices, 
Scolar: Menston. 1969, reprint of the first. 1595 edition. was still in use in the late eighteenth century, and shows 
his appreciation of the medieval stress on syntax rather than the humanist concern withfigurae and the apparatus 
of eloquence. 



of the demise of mythic Bntish  historie^?^ 

The method and genres that sprang from the fundamental antiquarian question were 

meticulous with respect to evidence? Essentiai supporting cornpetencies were languages, and 

document-related skills such as epigraphy and palaeography. Antiquaries' industry in collecting, 

evaiuating and publishing confirmatory evidence for specific articles of British history succeeded 

in changing the character and foci of British historical writing. But their approach was more 

comrnended than emulated." Most historians appreciated the authonty of facts. but were 

uninterested in "the dark indusfry" of acquiring them." Even with the growth of an ideai of 

secular, non-partisan historiography. many historians "wanted certainty but they neither cared for 

'''~ol~dore Vergil was Fint to demonstrate the lack of historicai warrant for the Trojan foundation, but his work 
was received with hostility. Antiquaries championed Vergil's perspective. and turned their cautious histonographic 
to debunking other favoured British historical myths also. Henry Spelman destroyed the myth of the founding of 
Glastonbury by Joseph of Aramathea. by a careful evaluation of the textual evidence. Antiquaries. by articulating 
a different historical vision, had made mythical histories seem jejune. "The most important cause of the weakening 
of interest in the [mythical] British History was that the British antiquary was changing into a new kind of person 
with much more important things to do than bother about unverifiable legends." Kendnck, British Antiquity. p. 114. 
Parry writes: "the type is easier to describe than define, for the spread of scholarship they engaged in was so broad 
and variegated that it defies definition ... A great deal of intellectual energy was expended in dispersing the 
accumulated legends generalIy known as the British History ... And what was one to put in their place? That was the 
task of the Antiquary." Parry, Trophies of Tirne. p. 9. 

"May McKisack argues that Tudor antiquaries pioneered the use of original sources to genente regional 
histories. See Medieval Histon, especially Chapter IV, "Archivists and Record-Searchers," pp. 75-94. 

31 Hale argues that British historiography is built on five foundationai texts: Camden's 16 15 Hisror). of Elizabeth. 
John Stow's 1598 Sunrey of London. John Selden's 162 1 Histor). of Tithes. Walter Raleigh's 16 14 Hisron of the 
World. and Francis Bacon's 1622 Hisror). of the Reigri of King Henty ViU. See J.R. Hale, The Evolutiori of Bririslr 
Historiography: From Bacon to Namier. Macmillan: London and Melbourne, 1967, p. 9ff. Camden, Stow and Selden 
were antiquaries. Two historiographic schoois stemmed from the five: a synthetic and an evidentiary, or antiquarian 
school, The synthetic school became mainstream. Following Bacon, it produced systematic overviews based on 
inductive principles. While writers of these histories advocated the collection of evidence, they concenuated on the 
inductive to the near exclusion of the evidentiary task. Hale sees a historiographic Iine through Clarendon to the 
Scottish conjectural historians in this school. Whiie such genealogies are always somewhat mificial, most works 
trricing the development of historiography highlight antiquaries' separation from the many paths of conventional, and 
even eccentric histories. 

"For example. Bacon descnbed original historical research as "beneath the dignity of an undenaking like mine." 
Much later, Hume referred to it as "the dark industry." Quoted in Hale, The Evolurion, p. 18 and p. 27. Similar 
expressions can be found in many historians' works. See also David Sandler Berkowitz. John Selden's Formatiipe 
Years: Politics and Society in Early Seventeenth-Century England, Folger Shakespeare Library, Associated University 
Presses: Washington. D.C., 1988. 



detail nor defined the nature of a fa~t . " '~  Seventeenth-century antiquaries remained concemed 

to coilect and authenticate the multitude of articles constitutive of the historical record, and so 

produced far fewer and less readable narratives, which masked their vaiue in the estimation of 

their non-antiquarian peers? As their success with the minutiae of history increased, their 

abiiity to convey the importance of their histonography to a broad public diminished. "[Tlhe rich 

efflorescence in antiquaian scholarship during the post-Revolution period" diverged from the 

rnainstream of British historiography.'ls Antiquaries' public image suffered as a resuit? 

Camden had produced a history of Britain. But even his work could barely contain the 

disparate bodies of evidence used, over the large temporal and geographic range Bx-itain 

offered.'17 As will be seen, antiquaries' ultimate goal was the production of an accurate, 

ac ale. The Evolurion. p. 24. Levine. discussing the differences between the histonography of histonans like 
William Temple. and that of antiquaries. describes William Temple as "indifferent to [antiquaries'] labours, and it 
did not embmass him that he did not have the languages or any of the other skills that rnight have heiped to unlock 
the early history of the nation." Bartle of the Books, p. 298. 

L1 In part. this was because antiquaries retained European rather than British models of scholarly work. On the 
"[Ilines of friendship [which] extended across the sea to European antiquaries" (p. 7) in the seventeenth century. see 
Parry. Trophies of T h e .  

JS Laird Okie. Augusrun Historieal Wririrlg: Histories of Englarrd in the English Erilighrennient, University Press 

of Arnericri: Lrinham. Maryland. 1991. p. 1. See also Pany, The Trophies of Tirne. 

16 Antiquaries were reticent about drawing attention to themselves. Many had been accused of recusancy and 
treason. including Thomas Babington. whose brother was hung for bis part in the 1586 Babington Plot. Both were 
involved, and their house was intended as a haven for Henry Garnett. Lambarde's Perambulations of Kent had been 
suspected. The author of the notorious Rires of Durhant (1593) chose to publish anonymously. John Stow's Srtrvey 
of London was suspect, and he twice had his library raided and books by Catholic authors confiscated. See Richard 
J. Schoeck, "The Elizabethan Society of Antiquaries and Men of Law" Notes and Queries, NS 1 ,  1954, 417-21 and 
"Early Anglo-saxon Studies and Legal Scholarship in the Renaissance" Studies in rhe Renaissance, S(1958); 102- 1 10; 
and William Raleigh Trimble, The Catholic Lais, in Elizabethan England 1558- 1603, Belknap Press: Cambridge, 
Massachussetts. 1964. Camden had defended himself against the same charge in 1600 (see note 14). and owned 
books by recusant British authors such as John Barclay, William Barker, and Edmund Bolton and by numerous 
continental Catholic authors. See Richard L. DeMolen. The Library of William Camden, Proceedings of the Americari 
Pliilosophical Society Vol. 1 28/4 ( 1 984); 3 27-409. 

47 Camden's Britannia had used genealogy, heraldry, palaeography. epigraphy. numisrnatics, archaeology, 

architecture, topography, etymology and, most centrally, philology. Though few antiquaries atternpted the kind of 
synthesis Camden had. the fact of his achievement rendered the eventual achievement of antiquaries' greatest 
objective, a definitive history of Britain, plausible. And Camden's work provided a framework for coordinating these 
different bodies of knowledge. 



complete, encyclopedic British history. But their concern for a meticulous historiography began 

to redefine how antiquaries treated their histoncal subject. They did not lose sight of "Britain" 

in Camden's complete sense. But in order to be productive at ail, individual antiquaries had to 

limit their work to a tracrable rnass. Many specialised, working in one of a number of distinct 

antiquarian fields which were defined by their objects of analysis." 

Specialisation was an obvious sequela of Carnden's vision, of a method which emphasised 

employing disparate bodies of evidence, and Iinked the consumate realization of methodological 

technique to the achievement of the ultimate historiographical But specialisation within 

the large domain defined by the primary antiquarian question meant that various fields rather than 

their coordination within the totality of British history quickly became the object of antiquaries' 

attention. These fields may be grouped into seven areas: history, the documents and literature of 

al1 British Ianguages; archaeology of al1 sorts and ages; the study of the fine arts; the study of 

architecture; Ianguage studies of ail kinds ( philology , ety mology , the production of grammars, 

glossaries and lexicons, and studies of local usage); and works concerned with the tools of 

scholarship such as bibliographies, catalogues and registers of co~lections.~~ To twentieth-century 

U( Levy writes: "the age of specialization begins in the seventeenth century with the antiquaries." Tudor Historical 

Tltouglit. p. 293. 

4') Rudolf Blum traces the development in the seventeenth century of the separation of historia litteratura into 
specialties within the scholarly tradition of bibliography. See Bibliographia, pp. 14ff. Balsamo sees Gesner's 
scholarship as creating specialisation, and specialisation "intensified the demand for information set i n  clear historical 
perspective." See Pettas. tr., Balsamo, Bibliography, p. 30-3 1 .  

"'Momigliano identifies five areas of study coming from the Hellenic tradition: editing and comrnenting on texü. 
the collection of folk customs and traditions, the description of monuments, learned biography, and chronology. These 
show the continuity of British with the Hellenic tradition, but also the distance between British antiquarianisrn and 
its antecedents. See Momigliano, Classical Foundarions, pp. 71ff. The first antiquarian bibliognphy, William 
Nicholson's 1696 English Historical Library, established the use of bibliographie apparatus, which grew constantly 
in size and articulation. For an introduction to the relations of collections to British and American historiography, 
see Jesse Hauk Shera, Historians, Book and Libraries: A Survey of Hisroncal Scholarship in Relation to Librar). 
Resources. Organisation and Services. Western Reserve University Press: Cleveland, 1953, pp. 26-57 and Albert 
Predeek, tr., Lawrence S. Thornpson, A History of Libraries in Grear Britain and North America, American Library 
Association: Chicago, 1947, pp. 5-48. 
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sensibilities, this rniscellany seems vague, impractical, ambitious and over-generalised. Its 

coherence lay in the fact that each of these studies could illuminate some part of the dornain 

identified by the prirnary antiquarian question. Antiquaries' possession of these many fields was 

sustained over centuries because most researchers in them were an tiqua rie^.^' Most histories of 

the time were political or dynastic in focus. Where they used material frorn some of these fields 

within their narratives, they provided little competition in the activity of researching in these 

fields? The differences beiween two kinds of work tended to keep antiquaries within their own 

comrnunity, where their "dark industry" was ~nderstood.~~ Therefore these fields remained 

antiquarian concems." 

 hile antiquaries were often also mernbers of the RS, and some RS members undertook historical and 
archaeological projects, the overlap in areas of research had rnainIy ceased when Isaac Newton became President 
of the RS. in 1703. See Mendyk, Specrrfum Britraniae. 

"The distinction is between writing about. and researching in a field. Histonans were interested in the upshot 
of evidential fields for political, religious and dynastic features of their histories; antiquaries viewed this as 
premature, waiting tu allow the results of research to shape and produce a narrative. See Nicholas Von Maltzahn, 
Miltorr's H i s t o ~  of Britrrin: Republican Hisroriography iri the Etzglish Revolution. Clarendon Press: Oxford. 199 1.  

' r h e  split mentioned in the previous chapter. between antiquaries who treated texts and those who treated 
physical remains. was developing in the eighteenth century, but did not lead to any confrontation between groups 
within the antiquarian community until the middle of the nineteenth century. and even then was not serious enough 
to split the SA. 

Y ~ v e r  tirne. the number of fields in each Kea increased. The 17 17 Constitution lists antiquvian fields by objcct 
of study: "relicks of former Ages, old Citys, Stations, Camps, Castles, Theaues, Temples, Roads. Abbys, Churches. 
Statues. iornbs, Busts, Inscriptions, Ruins, Altars, Ornements, Utensils, habits, Seals, Amour, Portraicts, Medals, 
Urns. pavements, Maps, Charters, Manuscripts, Genealogys, Historys, Deeds, Letters, Records, Observations, 
Illustrations, Emendations of Books already published." See Evans, A Hisrory. pp. 58-60. For examples of how this 
Iist grew, see CM 53(1783), Introduction, and the two page list in CM 54(1784), Preface. The longest lists can be 
found in nineteenth-century publications, for example: "Old Abbeys, Alchemy and Witchcraft, Ancient BalIads and 
Dramas, Ancient Castles and Seats. Local Antiquities, Archaeohgy, Architecture, A r m s  and Amour, Ancient and 
Modem An, Articles of Venu, Autographs, Bells, Books and Bookbinding, Bibliography, Eccentric and Forgotten 
Biography. British and Anglo-saxon Literature, The Calendar, Cathedrals, Cerarnic An, Church Furniture, Church 
Restoration, Curiosa, Dress and Vestments, early Voyages and Discoveries, Early Pnnting and Block Books, Epitaphs 
and Inscriptions, Engnvings, Excavations and Explorations at Home and Abroad; Exhibitions of Paintings. 
Sculptures, &c; Family Pedigrees, Genealogy, Heraldry. Illuminated MSS.. tnns and Hostelries, Letters and Extracts 
from Family Archives, LocaI Traditions and Folklore, Brasses, Numismatics, Obituary Notices of Antiquaries. OId 
English Poets, Travellers &c., Parish Registers, Picture and Art Sales, Provincial Dialects, Archaeological and 
Histoncal Books, Seals, and English and Foreign Topognphy." Edward Walford, editor, The Antiquay: A Magazine 
Devored ro the Srudy of the Pasr, Elliot Stock: London, Vol. 1. No. 1. January 1880, n.p. 
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Seventeenth-century antiquaries' specialisation interacted with the demands of the 

antiquarian method, establishing four distinct antiquarian genres? Specialisation meant that 

many antiquarian works listed, transcnbed, or evaluated textual or physical remains rather than 

relating them to a chronological or interpretive thead? The systematic orientation of such 

works required organising principles which would facilitate discussion and evaiuation across the 

many bodies of evidence antiquarian fields treated. Without widely shared organising principles. 

the task of coordinating accumulated data towards a definitive history would have been very 

difficult. 

The antiquarian county history was the most enduring genre." Its value in organising 

data was established by Camden: the Britannia had synopsised the remains constitutive of the 

history of every county. But the persistence of this genre cannot be explained by his authority 

alone: it was the close fit between antiquarian county histories and the antiquarian orientation 

towards bodies of evidence that ensured its longevity. For antiquaries. the most intelligible means 

of arranging data reflected the organisation of textuai and physical remains. Antiquarian county 

histories reflected the regional organisation of state paper coilections and concentrations of civic 

"On antiquarian genres. see Helgerson. 'The Land Speaks." pp. 347ff: and Melanie Hall. "Identity and 
Ownership: Narratives of Land in the English Renaissance," in William Zunder and Suzanne Trill, eds.. Writing and 
the English Renaissance, Longmans. London and New York, 1996, pp. 877- 105. 

'"or example, Weever's 1631 Funerall Monun~ents was a study of tombs and effigies dating from before 
Dissolution. Dugdale's 1655-73 Monasricon treated those manuscripts which would contribute to a monastic history. 
See Parry, Trophies of Tinte for a careful, extensive evaluation of antiquaries' work at this time. 

"~otable among seventeenth-century antiquarian county histones are William Burton's Descriprion of 
Leicestershire ( 1  622). William Dugdale's The Antiquities of Warwickshire (1656) and Robert Thoroton's Antiquities 
of Nottinghamshire (1677). T .  Fuller notes this utiiity of the county classification in his Histor), of the Worthies of 
England (1622). Use of the term "history" introduces some confusion: these were often called histories and so it 
would introduce other kinds of confusions to refer to them by another terrn. However, the contents of antiquarian 
county histories distinguish them from works by non-antiquaries. The same rernarks can be applied to the term "local 
history," as used in the antiquarian context. 



and religious buildings going back centuries before ~ i s s o l u t i o n . ~ ~  While variations of size, 

accessibility, and contents presented some problems even ro such devoted researchers as 

antiquaries were. the county contributed appropriate structure to both systematic and historical 

accounts. And because the county was a widely shared organising principle, antiquaries writing 

either systematic works in a single field or general histories of Britain could relatively easily use 

others' works on bodies of evidence or counties they were unfamiiiar with. 

The other three successful methods of organising bodies of data across antiquarian fields 

included the periodised list, antiquarian local histories, and itineraries. For the periodised list. 

there is as yet no term widely in use.59 Many antiquaries' works catalogued evidence of a 

particular kind by period. Camden had articulated basic language epochs, and had fit primary 

work in several fields into this periodisation, county by county. Later antiquaries fitted their work 

on various bodies of evidence to his framework, facilitating understanding about their field 

among the many antiquaries who worked in other fields, and optimising the comrnunity's future 

chance of structuring a definitive British history." The antiquarian local history was modelled 

'n~cKisack. Medieval Histop, pp. 50-74. 

'Vhese included works such as John Weever's Ancient Furierall Monuments ( 163 1)' Robert Vaughan's British 
A~ltiquiries Revived ( 1  662). Walter Charleton. Chorea Giganturn (1663) and Dugdale et al., Monasticon Atiglicatirrm 
(1661-1673). 

hl) Reprints of the Britannia were used for this purpose, with editions getting larger and more copiously annotated. 
John Ogilby put out one volume of a new, but very changed, edition in 1675; a facsimile reprint exists by Duckham: 
London, 1939. Oxford-based antiquaries Awnshawm Churchill, Arthur Charlett, Edmund Gibson put out an edition 
in 169 1. See Parry, Bartle of the Books, pp. 327-36. A proposal for a reprint of Ogilby's volume was issued in 17 18 
by printer Thomas Bowles in London, but came to nothing. Ninian Wallis issued his Britmnia Libera: A True 
Narrative of the Antiqui 0. Independency. Prtrity and Unifomiity of the British Churches: wherein ... these ... Heads 
are.-.Denronstrared: I. Thar the Christian Faith \vas ...p lanted in Great Britain ..&y Sr. Paul in Person ..., S .  Powell: 
Dublin, 1710. showing at least the influence of Camden's work, if not of his historiography. Three editions came 
out in the eighteenth century, of which Gibbons* was one. See J.G. Nichols tr. and ed.. Britannia, or a 
Chorog raphicall Description of the Flourishing King doms of England, Scotlarui, and Ireland, and the Islarrds 
Adjacent, from the Earliest Antiquity, By William Camden, Translated from the Edition Pub lished by the A uthor in 
MDCVII. Etrlarged by the Lutest Discoveries, W .  Hersee: London, 1806, 3 volumes, Preface, vii. Nichols put out 
an edition i n  1789 as well as one in 1806. Daniel and Samuel Lysons also put out an edition in the nineteenth 
century: Magna Britannia: Being a Concise Topographical Accorrnt of the Several Counties of Great Britain. T .  
Cadell and W. Davies: London. 1806-22, 7 volumes. Nichols' second edition will be discussed at the end of this 



on Carnden's totalising vision, and integrated evidential material into a narrative which covered 

a large temporal span and political, ethnographic and other elements. This was possible because 

it was limited to a small ares? The 1 s t  genre, the itinerary, grouped data from one or more 

related fields by a series of important places, on a scde from local to regional but rarely 

~ a r ~ e r . ~ '  Antiquarian genres, then, used place to define political and social structures and thus 

the relations of specific bodies of evidence to historical a c c o u n t ~ . ~ ~  

Antiquaries' subject, method and genres were mutually defining, reflecting and reinforcing 

a tendency to specialise. Specialisation affected the way antiquarian fields developed over tirne. 

The combination of the generous intellectual horizons set by the primary question, and the highly 

specialised way antiquaries functioned within their many fields. gave the intellectual domain of 

antiquarianism a peculiar intemal structure. By speciaiising, antiquaries introduced into their 

domain a large number of questions which were subordinate to the primary antiquarian question, 

chapter. For a discussion of the history of the maps of editions of the Britannia. see S.P.B. Mais, Bn'ratinia 1651- 
1951. Staples Press: London, New York, 1951 and Robert Morden, The Coung Mups from William Canldeti's 
Brirannia 1695: by Robert Mordern; a faairnile with an introduction by J.B. Mordern. David & Charles Reprints: 
Newton Abbot. England, 1972. reprinted from the 1695 edition. 

"'Examples include William Somner's Antiquities of Cairterburie (1640). William Dugdaie's History of Sr. Paul's 
( 1668) and William Southouse's Motiasticon Fevershamense ( 167 1 ). 

"For example. the route taken by Roman forces in conquering southeast England established locations where 
archrieo1ogical remrtins might be found; these locations were basic to an account of municipal development. See 
Evans. A Hisron., p. 47. The itinerary, as a genre, was still used in the nineteenth century. For exarnple. N.H. 
Nicholas used rernains identified as those of the army of King Richard II to establish the scope of their travels and 
success in  Scotland, and Richard Colt Hoare used evidence from stnte documents to establish the movements of the 
Court of King John from his Coronation to the end of his Reign. See N.H. Nicolas, No. II. Henry EIlis, No. XI, and 
Richard Colt Hoare, No. VI in Arcliaeologia, Volume 22 for 1829. The itinerxy was represented by James Storer. 
ed., The An riqua rian ItNzerary, Contprising Speciniens of A rchitecture, Monasric. Castellared, and Domesric. ~c-irh 
Other Vestiges of Antiquic in Great Britain. accornpanied with Description, London: William Clarke. 1 8 15- 17. 7 
volumes. Many works of this last sort were published. On the medieval genres, see John W. Harvey. ed., William 
Worcesrre 's 1 ti neraries; Edited from the Unique Man uscript, Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, 2 IO,  Oxford 
University Press: Oxford, 1969. On seventeenth-century antiquaries' use of this genre, see Parry. Trophies of Tinte. 
pp. 23-25 and 349-274. 

"Nineteenth-century antiquaries also published county histories. of which R.C. Hoare's many volumes on 
Wiltshire were the rnost influential beyond the SA. See Evans, A History, p. 21ff. 



but functioned within fields as primary, organising highly articulate structures of scholarship. Ties 

between fields were variously articulated. For exarnple, the cornplementary nature of numismatics 

and archaeology was early appreciated? Into the nineteenth century, antiquaries working in 

cognate fields shared sirnilar scholarly cornpetence, and used works. material and data from both 

fields though for different purposes. A coin. for exarnple. could be "the enlightenment of 

archaeology," or of philology.65 But it was just as tme, that many fields shared little common 

ground. An antiquary working on Saxon religious texts such as Gundulf s Bible or the Exeter 

Missal, rnight never share anything with one working on Roman coins. 

Ties between fields, then, were variously articulated. But ties between any particular field 

and the primary question organising the intellectual domain were much simpler. That is, the 

relations between nurnismatics and British history, or archaeology and British history, were 

relatively less developed in the written works of antiquaries than ties between numismatics and 

archaeology. While possible connections were there, they were not often followed up in 

antiquaries' works. because of their tendency to specialise. Thus, antiquarianism was successful 

hl For an introduction to this field, see P.J. Seaby, The S toq  of English Coirtage, Scolar Press: Menston. England, 
1952 and Charles Oman. The Coiriage of E n g h d  from rtie Seventh Cenrriry to the Presenr Da?, Clarendon Press: 
Oxford, 193 1.  For its development as a scholarly field, see the historical Introduction to C.F. Keary FSA. ed., Henry 
William Henfrey, A Grride ro the Study of English Coins from the Conquest to the Presenr Time. George Bell: 
London, 1885, second edition, pp. vii-xxi; Stanley Lane-Poole, ed., Coins and Medals, Their Place in History and 
Art, Elliot Stock: London, 1894 (British Museum Official Catalogues) which lis& the contributions of six antiquaries 
to this field; Philip Grierson. Numismatics, Oxford University Press: London, 1975, Chapter 7, "Numismatic 
Scholarship," pp. 182-92 and Elvira Eliza Clain-StefanelIi, Numismatics: An Ancienr Science: A Survey of its Hisroq, 
Smithsonian Institution: Washington D.C., 1965, Contributions from the Museum of History and Technology, Paper 
32. Bulletin 229, pp. 1-10 1. For an exarnple of this process, in the mutual development of church history and the 
history or architecture, see Parry, Trophies of Tirne. p. 9 e t  passim. 

6sClain-StefanelIi. Numisniatics. p. 3. Levine, Barfle of rhe Books, pp. 336-342. discusses Augustan era 
antiquaries' use of coins in their historiography. John Yonge Akeman, founder of the Numismatic Society, is a good 
example of this same practice across cognate areas in the nineteenth century. See Clain-Stefanelli. Numismatics, on 
Taylor Combe pp. 35ff and on Reginald Stuart Poole, Keeper of the British Museum Department of Coins and 
Medals, pp. 39-44. See also Sir Geoffrey Duveen and H.G. Stride. The Hisror). of the Gold Sovereigri, Oxford 
University Press: London, 1962, pp. 77ff; and H.W.A. Linecar. British Coins Designs and Designers, G. Bell: 
London, 1977, pp. 63- i 13. 



in achieving advanced levels of knowledge about subordinate shared problems in rnany of its 

fields, but progress on the primary question was much slower. 

A second peculiarity of the structure of the antiquarian intellectual domain was that 

primary field questions were related to the primary antiquarian shared question not by any 

necessary connections of British history or by any philosophical structure seen to organise fields 

within the domain, but by task and withn time. Al1 antiquarian fields shared three tasks, 

organised pyrarnid-style. At the bottorn, the collection of evidence remained the largest consumer 

of antiquaries' time and resources. from Carnden's time through the nineteenth century. The need 

to collect and preserve antiquities and texts was widely understood in the antiquarian community, 

and the history of the great British collections shows that antiquaries were instrumental in their 

existence and persistence. as well as in establishing a national institution to support the 

preservation and study of such matends. The Renaissance promoted the growth of libraries in 

Europe.66 But Britain did not provide well for its scho~ars.~' As governmental support was 

66 Collections arose in Europe during the Renaissance and led to the foundation of national institutions. Italian 
collections were founded by Pope Sixtus IV in 1471, and Julius II and Leo X in the 1500s. In Florence, the 
collections of the Medici founded the Uffizi Gallery. In France, the Duc de Berri's collections of medieval 
illuminated books and art treasures were complemented by the coIlections of Cardinal Mazarin. In Germany the 
collections of Ferdinand of Habsburg Ied Elector Frederic William to found the National Library in Berlin in 166 1 .  
The Bibliotheque du Roi and other European Iibraries were founded in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Petitions 
by antiquaries Camden, Cotton. Wanley and others for a national library spread across the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. See Evans (1956) Chapter III: The Trivem Society, 1707-08, pp. 33-44: Charles Isaac and Mary Augusta 
Elton. The Grear Book Collectors Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner: London, 1893; W.S. Brassington, FSA, A Hisroy 
of the Art of Bookbinding, rvirh some Accounr of rhe Books of rhe Ancients, Elliot Stock: London, 1893, pp. 1 14- 134 
and Arundel1 James Kennedy Esdaile, National Libraries of the Wodd: Their Hisror)., Administrarion and Public 
Senices, Library Association: London, 1957. For antiquaries' European connections at this tirne. see Archer Taylor, 
Book Curalogries: Their Varieries and Uses, Chicago Uni versi ty Press: Chicago, 1957. 

" 7 ~ h e  Royal Library. founded by Edward IV in 1471, was substantial, but the political valence of its contents 
in the years after Dissolution encouraged authorhies to make access to the collection difficult. It was expanded under 
Henry Wl by John Leland, but much medieval material was purged by Edward VI. See Edward Miller, Thar Noble 
Cubiner, Ohio University Press: Athens, Ohio, 1974, p. 22. Collections of art and antiquities were amassed by 
Charles 1. Thomas Howard Earl Arundel, and Henry Howard Duke of Norfolk; these were added to the Royal 
Library. James 1 donated Cranmer's collection of books and manuscnpts. But, as Dissolution had encouraged 
violence towards the monuments of the p s t ,  censorship and book burning, Commonwealth concerns for orthodoxy 
encouraged purges and suspicion of learned collections, which contained materials suggesting that the continuity of 
the Saxon church did not conform to the ideological requirements of the Elizabethan Settlement. See A.N.L. Munby, 



equivocd, seventeenth-century antiquaries had littie choice but to buy books and antiquities if 

they wanted to study them.6s They tried repeatedly to establish a national institution from their 

own col~ections:~ and began to succeed in 1702, when the Harleian and Cottonian collections 

were made the core of the new British ~ibrary." 

Antiquaries, then, were devoted to their first task, collection, as it provided the foundation 

for their pyramidally organised tasks. As the next two tasks depended on recovering al1 they 

could of what was lost, antiquaries concentrated on acquiring new evidence, fitting this into 

skeletd chronological and other arrangements of their field, comparing notes with others, and 

then retuming to scavenging among libraries and graveyards. The antiquarian commitment to 

The Libraries of English Men of kiters, Library Association: London, 1964; Sears Jayne, Librarj Catalogues of the 
English Renaissance, University of Cali fomia Press: Berkeley. 1956 and RJ .  Fehren bach and ES.  Leedham-Green, 
eds.. Private Libraries iri Renaissance England. A Collection and Catalogue of Tudor and Early Stuart Book-Lists, 
Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies; Binghampton, New York, 1992, 2 vols. The better part of volume 1 
is devoted to the collection of antiquary Edward Dering. 

hn Until 1700. the only collections accessible to scholars were those of the Royal Society, the Ashmoiean, Sion 
College and Dr. Williams'. Archbishop Tenison established a library at St. Martin's-in-the-Fields in 1684 for clergy's 
use, which had fallen into disrepair early in the eighteenth century. See Thomas Kelly, Early Public Libraries: A 
Hisfon of Public Libraries in Great Britairi before 18.50, Library Association: London, 1966, pp. 90ff, and pp. 1 18ff; 
H.S. Benett, English Books and Readers. 1475- 1640, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1 952-70, 3 volumes 
and Bcnett. ed.. Dictionaries of the Printers and Booksellers who ivere ar rvork in England, Scotland and ireland. 
1557-1775, The Bibliographical Society: London, 1977. On English antiquaries' European connections, see T.A. 
Birrell. "John Brown, Scottish Minim (1 569- 1643): A Tale of Three Title Pages," in Denis V. Reidy, The Italian 
Book, i-164-/800, British Library: London. 1993. British Library Studies in the History of The Book. 

h''The collection of Elias Ashmole was bequeathed to Oxford university in 1677. Sir Hans Sloane's collection 
was bequeathed to the nation on terms which were at first refused by parliament. For Robert Harley, Earl of Oxford, 
Humphrey Wanley had built up a collection that included 20,000 rnanuscripts, cartularies and rolls. Under his son 
Edward, the collection grew to 500,000 items. Robert Cotton's collection of English and Scottish historical and 
Iiterary documents, cartularies. state papers and manuscripts included Beowulf, the Lindisfame Gospels, middle- 
English poerns such as Gawaine and the Green Knight. and the Magna Carta. This was grudgingly accepted by 
Parliament after much difficulty. See Raymond Irwin, The Heritage of the English Library, George Allen & Unwin: 
London, 1964. 

7( 'Left in minous housing, it burned in 1731. The Royal Library had been housed with Cotton's: much was 
"bumed to a Crust." Reportfrom the Commitree appointed to vierv the Cottonian Librar), in Comnions Reports. 
Series 1, Vol. 1, p. 452. The remains were removed to the attics of Westminster schooi, where they remained until 
lace eighteenth-century antiquaries began attempting to clean srnoke- and water-damaged rnanuscripts. Finally, in 
1753, Parliament united the collections of Cotton. Sorine and Harley with the Royal Library in the newly created 
British Museum, housed at Montagu House from 1754. See Arundel1 James Kennedy Esdaile, The British Museum 
Libraty: A Short Histor)' and Sunvy. G.  Allen & Unwin: London, 1946. 
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collecting evidence reflected its definitive roie in the construction of the most definitive history. 

and was also the reason why such a history was not attempted until the evidence was felt to be 

fully accumulated. In the seventeenth century, there were only a few dozens of antiquaries 

prosecuting the dark industry. Antiquaian genres and specialisation, then, show an accurate 

evaluation of the provisional quality of their work, and the need to defer writing  historie^.^' 

Once collected, evidence had to be authenticated, a task which also required rnuch time 

and work. By this is meant the meticulous matching of evidences to articles of history. 

Specialisation aided the development of the expertise required for this task. Levine described 

antiquaries' use of numismatics in authenticating details of chronology and dynasties: 

criticism depends upon comparison ... By collecting, comparing, and classifying the various 
objects of their scrutiny , they were furnishing an indispensable groundwork for advance. 
Only through the systematic accumulation of evidence, scrupulously arranged and 
compared ... only through the discrimination of the evidence could the legends that passed 
for history be distinguished finally from the tmth ... But everything depended upon the 
availability of useful objects; and this was why the science of numismatics advanced, with 
al1 its hazards, more rapidly than the rest."'* 

Further examples will be discussed below, in the section on the antiquarian intellectud domain 

in the eighteenth century. 

Without collection and authentication, the final task, construction of a definitive British 

history, could not be achieved. The last task tended to take up fewer resources than the first two, 

as work on collecting and authenticating took the better part of antiquaries' time and reflected 

71 This perspective rernained in the cornmunity into the nineteenth century. See for exarnple, "It is difficult to 
estimate the greatness of the obligations of British history to these [collections]. They have dug up. cleansed, & put 
in order for immediate inspection & use, a multitude of written monuments bearing on the greatest events." John Hill 
Burton. The Book Hunter Etc, William Blackwood & Sons: Edinburgh and London, 1862, pp. 297-98. 

''~evine, Dr. Woodward's Shield. pp. 274-75. 
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their personal inter est^.'^ But even after centuries, there remained large gaps in antiquaries' 

knowledge of the Bntish past. These gaps partly explain the weak ties between specific fields and 

the primary antiquarian question. The construction of the definitive history had seemed arnbitious 

even to Carnden, whose Britannia was the product of thirty years' research. The difficulty of 

achieving the third task could only increase with the successful pursuit of the first two. "Working 

then on many fronts, antiquaries tried to piece together the past of Bntain, a task that became 

more daunting as the years went by and scholars realised how deep the past wa~."~' '  

The three antiquarian tasks helped to define much about antiquarian scholarly interactions. 

In pursuing their own speciaiity, antiquaries came across material of note to others, and so held 

exhibitions and shared collections and note book^.^^ By sharing the information individual 

fellows amassed, other fellows could authenticate portions of the historicai record they were 

working on. Authentication often depended on personai observation, creating a need to travel. 

This was expensive and difficu!t, reinforcing the trend to regional organisation and cooperation. 

as many could only collect and describe the remains of their own region. This also gave nse to 

the use of questionnaires, which allowed antiquaries to gather information frorn parts of the 

" ~ h i s  trend can be seen in the work of seventeenth-century antiquaries. For example. Camden's method was 
championed by herald Augustine Vincent in his A Discoverie of 1619. Robert Vaughan was assisted in his studies 
by Vincent. who pave him access to the library of the College of Arms in London. Vaughan's 1662 British 
Antiquities Revived dealt exclusively with genealogical and heraldic material, and was the product of many years* 
research. See Levy , Tudor Hismrical Though t. 

74 Parry. Trophies of Time, p. 13. 

75 Camden had used Leland's notebooks. Camden's books were dispersed at his death arnong the comrnunity. 
possibly not as he had intended, as they were highly desirable to other antiquarks. See "Vita" in Richard Chiswell, 
Episrolae de Gulielrno Canzdeni Richard Chiswell: London. 1691. 1 am grateful to Richard DeMoIen, S.J., for 
indicating to me current locations of parts of Camden's library. See Richard L. DeMolen. The Library of William 
Camden, Proceedings of the Anierican Philosophical Society, Vol. 12814 (1984); 327-409. The sharing of antiquarian 
notebooks throughout the seventeenth century is discussed in Evans, A Histor),, pp. 14-32. See also Parry, "Deathbed 
scenes like Anthony Wood's, where he allocated his manuscript collections to tmsted fiiends, were probably not 
uncomrnon." In Trophies of Time. p. 17. 



country they could not othenvise get to." 

Antiquaries. then, worked cooperatively. Camden had used the notebooks of others who 

had collected, observed, and died before him. In 1574, William Larnbarde had described this way 

of working, as "joining our pennes and confemng our labours."" Cooperation is visible as a 

widespread strategy in the antiquarian community within a few years of Carnden's death in 1623. 

In 1637, several antiquaries working in the London area signed an Accord, the articles of which 

allow us to examine the cooperative practice of seventeenth-century antiquaries: 

1. Imprimis, That every one do helpe and further each others studyes and endeavours, 
by imparting and cornrnunicating ... ail such bookes, notes, deedes, rolles etc. as he 
hath; for the expediting whereof, and that each may knowe what to borrow of 
other for his best use and behoofe. itt is first concluded and promised eache to 
send unto other a perfect inventory and catalogue of al1 such notes, bookes, 
collections, etc. as they now have ... 

3. Item, that every one do severally gather al1 observable collections w'h he can, 
conceming the foundation of any religious house, of catie, or publicke worke and 
al1 mernorable notes for historicail illustration of the Kingdome or the 
genealogicall honour of any farnily therein ... to communicate unto each of this 
Society who is most interested therein ... 

5. Item, That everyone do endeavour to borrowe of other strangers, with whom he 
hath interest, al1 such books, notes, rolles, deeds, etc., as he can obteyne, as well 
for any of bis partners as for himself ... 

8. Item, That care be providently had, not to lende, much Iesse part with, any other 
peece. treatise, booke, roll, deed, etc, unto any stranger, but to such prsons. from 
whom some reasonable exchange probably be had or borrowed ... 

10. Item, For the better expediting of these studyes by dividing the greate burden 

76 Edward Lluyd's 1707 Archaeologia Britanrzica was based on his travels and on his "Parochial Queries." sent 
to parish priests, to gain information on coins, public buildings, country houses, barrows, Roman remains. crosses, 
beacons, pre-Tudor inscriptions, weapons, and vases. These Queries established the questionnaire as a means of 
obtaining meticulous, parish-by-parish information on IocaI history and antiquities. See Evans, p. 47. Results are in 
Bodleian MS 1820 a. fol. 76. This was still k i n g  used in  the nineteenth century: in 1865, a questionnaire was sent 
to SA L.ocal Secretaries soliciting information on "inscribed monuments, manuscripts, monastic cartularies, coins or 
other antiquities. Ceftic, Roman or Saxon." and about endangered monuments. excavations and collectors in tlieir 
areri. Evans. p. 303-04. See also Piggott, Stukeley, pp. 1 1 and 22-23. 

n Larnbarde, A Perambrilation of Kent, Baldwin. Cndock, Joy: London, 1826 reprinted fiom the first, 1576 
edition. Dedicatory Letter, v. For a detailed example of this process, see Theo Bongaerts. The Correspondence of 
Thomas Blount (161 8- 1679): A Recusant Antiquar).. His Levers to Anthony Wood. and Other Refonnation 
Antiquaries, Edited and Annotated. Preceded by an Account of his LiJe and Writings, Holland University Press: 
Amsterdam, 1978. "The antiquaries of each generation were mostly known to each other, bound by ties of common 
interest and friendship in an interwoven pattern." P a q ,  Trophies of Time, p. 6.  



which through infinite variety of particulars would arise, to the discouragement, 
and oppressing of any one man's industry, itt is concluded and agreed to part and 
divide these labours,.. 

This Accord shows that specialisation and cooperation were the means by which 

antiquaries attempted to achieve their scholarly goals. Information and collections were shared. 

The exchange of inventories was rneant to help fellows get at the parts of colleague's collections 

relevant to their own work. A conception of the antiquarian institution is implicit, showing that 

it was meant to foster the developrnent of libraries and museums, and to function as a 

communications centre and information clearing ho~se .~ '  The tasks are also visible. The concem 

to preserve antiquities is specifically noted in its own Item. Other Items descnbed how these 

cooperative strategies were meant to assist the process of authentication, by fellows specialised 

in different areas. Item 9. for example, enjoined fellows: "That every of the rest doe send unto 

Sr Christopher Hatton a prfect transcript of d l  such heires fernall of note as he can find. with the 

probates of every one of them to be rnethodized by hin~." '~ Other Items identified who would 

record and work on monastic deeds, armor, city arms and mayoral ernblems. In this way. 

antiquaries built up a network for sharing information, and channelling it to the appropriate 

expert. That this activity was directed at the third task. the construction of a definitive history, 

c m  be seen in other documents from the SA'S early years. Humphrey Wanley's 1707 draft 

713 As noted in the previoua chapter, the SA'S collections grew constantly fiorn donations, reflecting the fact that 
this commitment to preservation was widely shared throughout the antiquarian community over three centuries. 

7') Evans. A Histor-y, p. 22. Probates were certified copies of wills which named heirs and contained much 
genealogical information. Male heirs tended to be better recorded than female, so probates treating fernale hein held 
the potentiril to complete or confirm entire family iines. Occasionally, titles or privileges descended through the 
témale. Such crises were complex and, as they affected land ownership and the rights and ranks of the male children 
of inheriting females within the peerage, much contested. The correct attribution of rights, ranks, titles and lands in 
these cases could determine much about the social and political structure of whole counties. Therefore. they had to 
be "methodised" according to College of Arms d e s  and documents. See Wagner, Heralds of England. 
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Charter lists what the Society might achieve with govemmental suppod' The first heading is 

"A Compleat History of Great Britain and Ireland," and is followed by an exhaustive catalogue 

and arrangement of the works necessary to such a history." 

These documents reveal that "[alntiquarianism was, for the most part a CO-operative 

endeavour. "" Cooperation reflected the medievai rather than humanist notion of auth~rship.~~ 

Cooperative strategies helped antiquaries work towards fulfilling their three taslcs and their 

ultimate project. Strategies and tasks grew out of and reflect the specialisation which antiquaries 

ernbraced as a way of achieving an answer to their primary question. Thus, the mutual definition 

of antiquaries' methods. genres, fields, tasks and strategies may be seen. Wanley's draft also 

shows the vitality of Camden's histotiographic vision? The histotical subject remained 

"'~inrtres of the Society of Antiquaries, Society of Antiquaries of London: London, 1707f1708, Fol. 3-1 1. See 
also John Nichols, Illlcstratioris of the Literary Hisror). of the 18th Century, Nichols: London, 6 volumes, 1 83 1, 
volume 3, pp. 3 13ff. 

x 1 These included the publication of state documents, and histones of public offices, officers, and government 
departments. Under "Good Books Wanted," Wanley listed a range of social histories including music, manners, 
minonties, customs, grammars, glossaries, art, technology and fashion. To achieve this, persons certified as "fitt" by 
a projected Antiquarian School would collect rernains in their area of expertise, and wnte about them. While 
ambitious, antiquarian strategies of cooperation and specialisation can be seen in this arrangement. On Wanley, see 
ed.. C.E. Wright and Ruth C. Wright, The Dia- of Humfrey Wanley. The Bibliographical Society: London, 1966, 
2 vols; James Wrightson. The "Wanley" Manuscripts: A Crirical Commentary. Garland Publications: New York. 
1989; and P.L. Heyworth. ed.. Lerrers of Humfrey Wanley: Palaeographer, Anglo-Saronist, Librariart. 1672-1726. 
Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1989. It should be noted that Wanley spelled his first name in two different ways: Humfrey 
and Humphrey. Both are found in academic works. 

"PT. Trophies of Time, p. 6. 

 an^ of their projects were immensely ambitious. requinng, one might imagine, several lifetimes or numerous 
assistants for their accornplishment." Parry, Trophies of Time. p. 15. Antiquaries stiI1 credited or rejected work on 
the basis of its use of sources. Pany uses the cornmitment to documentation as distinguishing antiquaries from 
virtuosi. 

U4~an ley ' s  project does not resemble other historiographic visions of i t s  lime. It was not motivated by any aim 
to propagandise for a political perspective: generations of antiquaries worked towards this goal, but died without 
seeing the definitive history begun. It was not intended to be an exercise in eloquence or moral suasion, following 
one Renaissance mode1 of authorship: antiquarks' histories were most often criticised for k i n g  dry. On 
distinguishing Wanley's antiquarian work from that of Oxford palaeographers and Anglo-Saxonists, see David C. 
Douglas, English Schoiars, Johnathon Cape: London, 1939, pp. 134ff. 
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encyclopedic and totali~ing.~~ The awkward cohabitation of system and chronology in Carnden's 

Britannia had been srnoothed somewhat, in favour of system? But the vision was still that of 

a narrative precisely constructed from rnany bodies of data. and organised according to the 

cornpositive parts of British social and political life, as a truly representative and comprehensive 

report of the p a d 7  

In their first century or more, then, antiquaries articulated methods, genres, tasks, and 

research strategies. al1 of which helped to coordinate their work towards their ultimate goal. By 

the eighteenth century, these had moved antiquarian work a considerable distance from historical 

writing, creating problems for its reception. At the same time historians. seeking an evidential 

foundation for their often derivative and partisan histones, began to take up antiquarian methods 

and reproduce antiquarian research. The complex relations of antiquaries and eighteenth-century 

British historians have been much analysed by Momigliano and ~ihers . '~  To twentieth-century 

"~il l iarn Bromley wrote to Dugdale: "1 have often considered the Antiquary the Encyclopedia of leaming: most 
of the Liberali sciences (if they do not centre in him, yet) corne within his circle." William Bromley to Dugdate. 20 
Novem ber 1653, in William Hamper FSA, ed, The Life, Diary. and Correspondence of Sir William Dugdale ... , 
Harding. Lepard: London. 1827. p. 242. 

'"Subsidiary fields and their relations are set cursorily within a tempord framework. Subs id iq  fields were 
divided into sections and subsections which reflected the two kinds of antiquarian remains--physical and written--and 
were organised according to the existing structures of political and social life. For example, the rnaterial of political 
history was divided among governmental department and bodies of writings: Iaws, rights and jurisdictions were 
written, but depanments such as the admiralty, the anny, the church, or the county were organised by physical 
realities such as lands, buildings. staffs, disbursements, and so on. Systematic accounts were projected for al1 these 
items sing ly . but the super-history was the most important project. 

X7 II From documents, and by observation, cornparison and deduction, the many pasts of Britain were partially 
reconstnicted." Parry, Trophies of Tirne, p. 13. How this ever increasing body of knowledge could be coordinated 
towards the complete British history is unspecified in both the Accord and in Wanley's draft Charters. Both seem 
to assume that the SA'S leading rnernbers would direct this work, and that the final product would be a compendium 
of work by many men. The irnpracticability of the vision suggests that it had never been reaiistically planned or 
attempted. 

nn See Levine's works; Denys Hays, Annalists and Historians, esp. Chapter 8, "Historians and Antiquaries in the 
Eighteenth Century: The Emergence of the Modem Method," pp. 169-85; Piggott, Srukeley; Friedrich Meinecke. 
Historisrn: The Rise of a New Historical Outlook, Routledge and Kegan Paul: London, 1972, esp. pp. 156- 198: and 
H.B. WaIters, The English Antiqlraries of the SLrreenrh, Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, Edward Walters: 
London, 1934. 



historians, antiquaries can appear either vigorous or superfiuous, depending on whether they are 

evaluated in their own terms, or Iocated with respect to what Momigliano identifies as the lineage 

of modem histonography. By his account, in the latter half of the century these two 

historiographic streams c~nver~ed . '~  While this may describe what happened for historians, the 

event has not been seen from the perspective of antiquaries, whose scholarly community and 

distinctive historiographic vision survived the alleged convergence. Antiquaries neither merged 

with, nor were submerged within the rnainstream of British historical writing. Their encyclopedic 

vision and traditional projects persi~ted.~ Evidence continued to determine the written works 

they produced." Thus, while antiquarian fields were invaded and their works raided for data. 

antiquaries maintained their traditional historiographic identity. Their work could have brought 

ns Momigliano is not unaware that historians' usage of antiquarian research differs from antiquaries' own. 
Historians remained "unaware of the evidence collected and of the problems formulated by the antiquarians. Much 
of the p s t  work was lost on them." Momigliano, "Ancient History." p. 310. However. his analysis concentrates on 
the contribution of antiquarian material to the creation of modem historiography, and his argument, that these two 
streams had their sources in Herodotus' ethnographie and Tacitus* political interests, suits continental historiography 
better than the British. Momigliano recognises, but does not account sufficiently for, Carnden's reception in Britain 
as a break with previous historiography. as an originator of a new historiographic tradition. The roots of British 
historiography. in the previous classical and medieval traditions. were precisety what Carnden scrutinised sceptically. 
favouring indigenous material equally. And Camden's definition of the historical subject brought together both 
ancient streams. 

V( 1 Specialisation continued to interact with the work antiquaries produced. In the eighteenth century. as fields 

developed, they became the subject of narratives in themselves. Numismatist Martin Folkes, for exarnple. found it 
3 struggle to construct a complete history of EngIish coins. See Evans, A Hisros,, p. 95. Antiquaries' papers 
concentrated more on problems within the field than the contribution of field information to British history. For 
example. papers given to the Tavern Society on b ra s  implements led to debate about their dating and use. But their 
designation as Roman or Celtic, which would identify social customs of one period or another, received much less 
comment. Sec Evans. A Histog, pp. 93-96. On eighteenth-century antiquaries' work in literary fields. see James E. 
Person Jr., ed.. Literarure Criticism fronl 1400 to 1800, Gale Research: Detroit, 1992, vol. 17. 

"'Laird Okie argues that eighteenth-century antiquarian works were indeed a forrn of historical writing. but only 
just. as they continued to thread multiple documents on a bare strand of commentary. Some antiquaries wrote 
conventional histories: Thomas Hearne's 1714 Systern of Universal History, for exarnple. presented history as a moral 
and prrictical guide to statecraft. But this does not represent the mainstream of antiquarian work. See Okie, Augustari 
Hisrorical Writing, Introduction. B y  giving evidence primacy in determining narrative foci. antiquaries "denied 
[ themselves] the role of historian in the modem sense of in terpreter." Thus antiquarian histories were: "documentary 
sources with a supporting historical narrative." See O'Day, The Debate on the English Refonnation, p.  47. Using 
John Strype's Annals of the Reformation and Ecclesiastical Mernorials (1721-29) as her exmple,  she argues that 
he "wished to wnte a rrue account of the sixteenth century Refonation, based upon an exhaustive use of the original 
sources. He wanted to protect the p s t  against abuse by contemporary authorities," p. 52. 
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them recognition when their methods and materials began to be appreciated. But their past had 

produced a culture of caution: they did not court public attention? 

A metaphor of cohabitation probably better describes the way eighteenth-century 

antiquaries experienced the intersection of these two historiographical ~trearns?~ The SA'S 17 17 

Constitution affirmed traditional antiquarian goals, to "preserv[e] the Venerable Remains of Our 

Ancestors." and to preserve knowledge of the past for the future? Richard Gough's 1770 

Introduction to Volume 1 of the Archaeologiu affirmed their cornmitment to "better methods of 

preserving fa~ts,"~' to collecting the evidential bodies that founded the possibility of writing 

histnry,% and to the cautious antiquarian hi~toriography.~~ As he saw it, any convergence of 

the two strearns of history would have to take place in the antiquarian domain: good history was 

"The more the erudits "accepted the antiquarian's rnethod of checking literary by non-literary evidence. the less 
the antiquarians could claim numismatics, diplornatics, and epignphy as their own subjects." Momigliano. "Ancient 
History." p. 3 10. 

't 3 When narrative historians took up research themselves, or what was easier. used antiquarian research in their 
own work. antiquaries did not contest it. This had been happening on a minor scale in the seventeenth century. Civil 
War soldiers had used their travels to make notes on local antiquities. as seen in Richard Symond's D i a u  of rhe 
Marches of rhe Royal Army drcririg the Grear Civil War. Similar works were published by non-antiquaries on 
churches and heraldry. At the other end of the social scale. royalist supporters of kingship and Whis defenders of 
liberty alike had used antiquarian OId English and legal scholarship, subordinating the appropriate pieces of evidence 
to their partisan ideological argument. 

IuSee Evans. A Hisron, pp. 58-60. 

' "~ough distinguished between veneration and historical accuracy. and between tradition, "probability" and 
"evidence," aiming to "explode what rested only on the vanity of inventors." Gough, Introduction, Archaeologia Vol. 
1 ( 1770); i. 

'"e wrote: "The most indistinct colIection has this merit, that it supplies materials to those who have sagacity 
or leisure to extract from the common mass whatever may answer useful purposes. Here begins the province of the 
ANTIQUARY." Gough, ii. 

'""[~lhe arrangement and proper use of fac &...For want of these, how large a portion of history, from the 
Creation of the worid to the present age, remains yet to be sified by the sagacity of modem Criticisrn!" Gough, ii. 
He was sceptical about the value of histories written without an informed approach to evidence: "To this neglect is 
owing, that we have no more certainty about the first ages of Rome than of Mexico." Gough, iii. Antiquaries' 
continental connections were continued also. Balsamo identifies antiquaries Joseph Ames. author of the 
Typographical Antiquiries, London, 1749, and James Douglas as the bibliographie authorities in eighteenth-century 
England. Pettas. tr., Balsamo. Bibliography, pp. 135 and 107ff. 



"not a rnere narrative taken up at random and embellished with poetic diction, but a regular and 

elaborate inquiry into every ancient record or proof, that can elucidate or establish them."98 

As the two histonographic streams began to converge, then. the view within differed 

greatly from that without the comrnunity. Twentieth-century histonans are plagued by two related 

problems in evaluating antiquarian work in this critical century: its traditionally poor reception, 

and the failure of antiquaries to promote their historiographic vision beyond their ~ o m m u n i t y . ~ ~  

While Camden's work was greatly respected, his hundreds of pages of dense, schoiarly Latin 

were little understood. Later antiquaries took his methods and vision even further. and so their 

work began to provoke ridicule rather than respect. A brief return over the chronologicai ground 

already covered in this chapter will be necessary to explain how this situation arose. Antiquaries 

were always few and unfashionable. Because of their connection to the Catholic past, two 

different definitions of antiquarianisrn existed in Bntish society from Elizabethan times. one 

generated from within and the other from without the antiquarian c ~ r n r n u n i t ~ . ' ~ ~  The widely- 

su Gough. Introduction, Archaeologia Vol. 1 ( 1  770); ii. The encyclopedic vision can be seen in James Douglas' 
1793 Nenia Britannica. or Sepulchral Histoy of Great Britain: from the earliesr period to ifs gerieral conversion 
ru Chrisrianity..rvith the conrerits of several hundred buriat places, opened under a carefil Inspection of the Autlror. 
His Preface distinguished historians and antiquaries. noted the ridicule cast on antiquarian research. and urged 
completion of the third task: "If the study of Antiquity be undertaken in the cause of History, it will rescue itself 
from a reproach indiscriminately and fastidiously bestowed on works which have been deerned frivolous." 

'"An Item in their 1637 Accord, for example, had stated: "That no prson of this Society do shewe or otherwise 
makt: knowen this or any the like future agreement. nor cal1 in, nor promise to cal1 in, any other person of this 
Society w'out a particular consent first had of al1 this present Society." Antiquaries knew the reputation of their work 
rose and fell with the potitical times. Sometimes the public smiled on them. as when the Restoration revived interest 
in the monarchy and peerage. and the Great Fire reinforced the impermanence of the physicd manifestations of 
society. leading many to want to record them. During these tirnes antiquarian works sold well, as for example Roger 
GaIe's 1709 commentary on the Antonine ftinerary of Britain, Bodleian librarian Thomas Hearne's 17 10-12 
publication of Leland's Itinerary, which previously had circulated in manuscript form oniy. and Robert Sanderson's 
publications of Thomas Rymer's incomplete volumes of chronicles, the Foedera. However. the vast rnajority of 
antiquaries' works did not daim any public attention. See Kendrick, British Antiquity. 

""'~ntiquaries' association with recusancy. and the fact that both crown and parliament "feared those antiquaries 
who were busy inquiring into parliamentary and prerogative rights," contributed to the ridicule and corresponding 
antiquarian caution. Carnden had mentioned those "who cry down the study of Antiquity with rnuch conternpt." 
Carnden had noted that "some there be who wholly contemne and avile this study of Antiquity," but dismissed them 
as "strangers in their owne soile, and forminers in their owne City." HolIand, tr., Biitannia, "The Author to the 



known definition was that generated frorn without. In 1628 John Earle, Bishop of Salisbury, had 

caricatured the Antiquary as: "one that hath that unnatural disease to be enarnoured of old age 

and wrinkles, and loves al1 things (as Dutchmen do cheese,) the better for being mouldy and 

worm-eaten."lO' Earle saw no value in being "strangely thrifty of time past," interested in "the 

mst of old monuments," or reading " only those [books] where Time has eaten out the letters." 

He vaiued other kinds of leaming, as they contributed to public life.'" But antiquarianism, 

never conceived as contributhg to Christian polity, could offer no such wisdom. and so was 

widely viewed as having none at dl. 

This ridicule defiected historians from explonng antiquarianism, which contributed to the 

divergence of the two strearns over the seventeenth century, and amplified their differences. 

Antiquaries' caution about prornoting their work reinforced the public image and prevented 

Reader." p. 5. John Aubrey had also noted such studies "get the disrespect of a man's neighbors." John Britton. ed.. 
John Aubrey, Memoires of Naturall Remarques in the Corrnp of Wilts. Oxford, 1685, in an 1817 reprint of the first, 
1696 edition. Preface. 

1{11 Earle's work was a collection of unflattering caricatures. The autopph manuscript is Bodleian Ms.Eng. miss.f. 
89. It was edited for publication in 181 I by antiquary Philip Bliss with the assistance of antiquary Edward Blount. 
See Bliss, ed., E d e ,  Microcosn~ographie, White and Cochrane: London. 18 1 1 pp. 22-24. Earle may have generated 
the specific features which are ridiculed in the antiquary, or he may have been reflecting a cornmon opinion, but his 
is the earliest articulation of a remarkably uniform portrait thereafter. The features of Earle's caricature can be found 
in Shackerly Mermion's play and in Scott's ironic characterisation of his main character in The A~itiquary (1815). 
See Mermion, The Antiquary. The Crane, St. Paul's Churchyard: London, 1641. The best account of the history of 
public perceptions about antiquarianism is Nicolas Barker, ed.. A.N.L. Munby, Essays and Papers, London: Scolar 
Press. 1977. Munby covers early material, including Lucian of Samosata (200 BCE), and Sebastian Brant's 
Narrenschzff ( 1494. Basel), which included Durer's engraving of "The Book Fool." His discussion of the reception 
of antiquarianism from the eighteenth century treats both artistic and written material. The best illustrated version 
of Munby's is Sonie Caricatures of Book-Collectors: An Essay, Privately by W.H. Robinson: London, 1948. See aIso 
F. Somner Merryweather, Bibliomania in the Middle Ages, Woodstock Press: London, 1933, revised by H.B. 
Copinger from the first, 1844 edition. 

""~arle criticises the "scholar-mountebank ... oftener in his study than at his book" and the univenity student who 
drank more than he studied, comparing them unfavourably with the Scholar and Critic. who "spelled over a great 
many books ... the surgeon of old authors [who] heals the wounds of dust and ignorance ... He tastes stiles as some 
discreeter palates do wines." Bliss, ed., A Ser of Portraits, pp. 127-130. Earle modelled the Scholar and Critic on 
humanists like Erasmus and Colet. whose Christian rhetoric underlay political phiiosophy into the seventeenth 
century. and whose learning held a kemel of political and ethical utility. For the interaction of this tradition of 
ridicule with historians' contempt for antiquaries' "dark industry," see Levine, "The Antiquaries and their Critics." 
in Batfle of the Books, pp. 327-308. 



communication of their histonographic vision. increasing the gap between the streams and 

ensuring the continuance of ridicule and separation. The contradictions between antiquaries' self- 

image and their public image were determinative of their fortunes throughout the eighteenth 

cent~ry. '~ '  As a cornrnunity, they both desired and distrusted public attention. They pursued 

a Royal Charter fitfully but, having gained it, did not employ it for the public recognition and 

prestige it could bring? Happily, this perverse situation was alleviated in the later eighteenth 

century. 

The traditionai antiquarian vision flourished in the eighteenth-century cornrnunity, then. 

The problern was, others did not know it. Mid-century, Tobias Smollett cornplained of 

antiquaries' "dry, tedious fatiguing collections of public acts and statutes," preferring "a well- 

connected detail of histoncal events."'" Effective advertisement of antiquarian work only began 

to occur through The Gentlenzaii 's Magazine, which introduced the reading public to the 

complexities and significance of antiquarian research.'" For the first time, an antidote was 

tu3 Before mid-century, most eighteenth-century antiquarian work cannot be described as popular. After that time, 
the achievements of Gibbon, Stuketey and Herne  cannot be taken as typical. 

IiuMost antiquaries preferred their dark industry to working on the SA committees that might have addressed their 
situation. Members and Council persisted in viewing publications as the SA'S raison d'être. Even SA presidents were 
equivocal advertisements for antiquarian works. A woman friend of President Browne Willis complained: "with one 
of the honestest h e m  in the world, he has one of the oddest heads that ever dropped out of the moon. Extremely 
well-versed in coins, he knows hardly anything of mankind." Quoted in John Nichols, Literaq Anecdotes. Nichols: 
London. 1828. p. 204. 

 obias as Smollet. Critical Review Vol. II (1757): 449. 

IM The Genrleman's Magaririe will hereafter to be referred to as CM. "The part played by journaIs in spreading 
information about books and promoting the dissemination of ideas ... is without parallel. They became a basic aspect 
of the creative dynarnic which chmcterised this felicitous period in cultural history." Pettas, tr.. Balsamo. 
Bibliography. p. 107. Balsamo writes mainly about Italy, but the same is true of the GM in Britain, which made the 
study of British history fashionable. Fifteen years into his editorship. in 1745, Cave wrote: "The method which we 
have taken of digesting accounts of the best authority, and carefully settling facts, we tind, by the frequent demand 
for complete sets, has made our work regarded as an exact and impartiat history of the times." Cave, ed.. GM Cave: 
St. John's Gate, London, 1 S(1745) n.p. GM published throughout the p e n d  covered by this thesis, but was joined 
by many other periodicals covering antiquarian topics. Even in the 1880s, other antiquarian publications referred to 
GM as "the organ of al1 students of antiquity." Preface, The Antiquary: A Magazine Devoted to the Study of the Pasr. 
111 ( 1  880) January, n.p. For an introduction to eighteenth- and nineteenth-century printing houses, and to "the most 



found for "the prevaient idea that it is a dry. if not unprofitable s t ~ d ~ . " ' ~  

Founded in 173 1, the GM found many occasions to praise "the most learned and ingenious 

ant iq~ary." '~~ It was a popular publication. Editorial remarks were made in the penon of a 

fictional character, Mr. Urban, whose witty reflections on the antics of politicians gained a wide 

fo l l~wing . '~  Conceived as a historical reference tool,"* it pioneered techniques for presenting 

distinctively antiquarian problerns, such as the intricacies of authenticating textual and physical 

remains. Over its first few decades, the letter section became a forum for the exchange of 

antiquarian information."' Readers subrnitting or requesting information on various topics 

successful periodical founded after 1725," (p. 14 1 ) the GM, see P.M. Handover, Printing in London from 1476 ro 
Modem tinzes, Harvard University Press: Cambridge, Massachussetts, 1960. 

" " ~ h e  writer continues: "as to usefulness, a study can hardly be deemed deficient in that respect. which serves 
to throw so strong a light upon history itself." This suggests that this nineteenth-century writer distinguished between 
antiquaries and historians. See anon, The Book-Collectors Handbook: A Modem Library Companiori, E. Churton: 
London. 1845, p. 15. 

"'"Mr. Urban claimed to abstain from remarks "which owe their existence to party spirit, or their interest to the 
bittemess of controversy." But his remarks about the affairs of the world often functioned as just such a comrnentary. 
Chf. Preface. 100(1830), N.S.23. p. vi. 

"""Magazine" at this time rneant "storehouse." Cave wrote: "it often happens that many things deservinp 
attention ... are only seen by accident, and others not sufficiently published or preserved for universal benefrt and 
information. This consideration has induced several Gentlemen to promote a monthly collection, to treasure up. as 
in a Magazine, the most remarkable pieces." Quoted in John Nichols, The Rise and Progress of the Gentleman's 
Magazine, NichoIs: London, 1821, pp. vi-vii. Nichols is restating remarks made in the Preface to Volume 1 No. 1. 
The CM was cumulatively indexed from volume 1, editors kept article summaries by category over many decades. 
and references to articles on related topics in previous volumes were printed at the bottom of articles so that readers 
could look them up. See C a l  Lennart CarIson, The First Magazine: A History of the Gentlenian 's Magazine, Brown 
University: Providence, Rhode Island, 1938, Volume 3 of Brown University Studies and Pettas, tr.. Balsamo, 
Bibliography, Chapter VI. "The Bibliography of Journalists. Acadernics, and Booksellers in the Eighteenth Century," 
p. 98-142. 

"'For example. one subscriber sent in  a Roman funerary inscription. which was engraved in facsimile and 
accornpanied by a discussion of problems in interpreting Roman script. GA4 14(1744), pp. 368-69. Another sent the 
manuscript letter of a apostate priest, which was printed in Latin in full. While a concem for orthodoxy is evident, 
questions of orthodoxy were not dealt with in the manner of many periodicals of the time, in an essay on doctrine. 
The subscriber's antiquarian concem for the preservation of a manuscript related to an incident in British history is 
visible in his concern: "to preserve this letter." CM, 10(1740), p. 165. That he was understood to have this 
antiquarian concern is clear from Mr. Urban's note about errors and solecisrns in the Latin: "We have left these 
words ...as they stand in the Original.'' CM, 10(1740), p. 166. 



received replies in a subsequent volume. either from Mr. Urban in print, or privately from a 

knowledgeable subscriber."' Antiquarian content increased over the decades. * l 3  Reports on 

SA meetings were included from 1752. Under the editorship of John Nichols ( 1  780- 1826). lists 

of SA fellows and articles on the history of the SA appeared."" In 1783 Nichols expanded the 

antiquarian content even f ~ r t h e r . " ~  

By late eighteenth century, the GM offices were functioning as a communications centre 

and clearing house for many kinds of antiquarian information, matching readers with particular 

data or expertise to others seeking information of that kind.'16 These were the sarne functions 

 rom the first decade, topics of discussion were antiquarian. as for example nurnismatics. the history of 
municipal government based in Magna Carta. the history of the English Church Calendar. early Tithe law. and 
biography of literary figures, Contributors from several counties wrote in with information about Roman British 
altarstones. a discussion which continued over several pages and a few numbers. These are found in CM IO( 1740) 
and 1 l(173 1). but any volume would fùmish similar examples. Cave was conscious of the role of these exchanges 
in the growth of scholarship: "the Reputation of our Work has prprocured ... Correspondents erninent in al1 Parts of 
Knowledge." Preface, Vol. 13, No. 1. 1743. n.p. See sirnilar remarks in the Preface, GM I.F(l7U). "Mr. Urban 
gratefull y acknowledges the assistance of his ingenious, learned and skilful correspondents." Preface, I6( 1 746). n.p. 
Rekrences could be multiplied. See also James M. Kuist, The Nichols File of the Gentleman's Magazitie: 
Aftribrrtioris of Authorship arld other Documenfarion in Editorial Papers ar the Folger Library. University of 
Wisconsin Press: Madison, Wisconsin, 1982. 

"'~olume 1 Number 1 begins with an article on Elizabeth 1's govemment. and reviews five books on British 
history . 

113 Lists of fetlows appear irregularly from 1781. The antiquaries appear in the following notes and articles: 

2 l(175 1 )  474. 570; 24(1754) 24, 338; 40(1770) 234; 4 l(1771) 258; 43(1773) 200; 431775) 250; 46(1776) 138: 
50( 1780) 101, 17: 5 l(178 1 ) 192, 222, 26 1 ; and 53(1783), 362, 440. After the new program, they appeared in 
53( 1 754) 147, 3 14. 379, 504; 55( 1 785) 3 18; 56( 1786) 350; 57( 1787) 49; 58(1788) 36 1 ,  690-9 1 ; 59(1789) 227.364: 
60( 1790) 290,370: 61 ( 1  791 ) 158,377; 62(1792) 380; 64(1794) 476; 65(1795)523,832; 66(1796) 43 1 ; 67(1797) 8 1 1 : 
68( 1798) 476.554, 1 108; 69(1799) 343; 68( 1798) 30.35 1 : 7 1( 1801) 1094; 77(1807) 545,942; 72( 1802) 466, 1 180: 
73(1803) 101, 105, 123, 125, 208. 316: 79(1809) 196, 318; 80(1810) i, 220; 82(1812) 529; and 83(1813) i. 317. 

'''CM pubIished scientific articles. Readers interested in mathematics were so responsive that by 1749150 Cave 
begm publishing these items separately in book form. When Franklin's Experinterlts arid Observations in Electricic 
got a cold reception at the RS, Cave tested a Iightning rod on his own premises. and thereafter published Franklin 
often. He illustrated foreign affairs articles with maps and astronomical articles with star charts. Though crude. these 
were innovations in what periodicals had to offer. and were praised for clarifying obscure topics. See Carlson, The 
Firsr Magazine. p. 20ff. Nichols' 1783 program also expanded publications of scientific material. Nichols. The Rise 
and Progress. pp. lx-lxi. 

116 Nichols coordinated readers' requests with likely sources of information among his regalar contributors. even 
when they were not printed. His children and grandchildren al1 had ernployment answering his mail. He also received 
prospectuses and other material which contributed to many antiquarian publications other than those his firm 
published. See Kuist, The Nichols File. The Nichols family's hand-annotated complete run of the magazine, 



the 1637 Accord had identified as desirable for the growth of antiquarian knowledge, but the 

periodical format allowed them to happen with greater speed andflexibility."' This activity 

accounts for much of the vitaiity of the antiquarian comrnunity in the second half of this century, 

and gave a new impetus to the distinctive antiquarian vision. In 1784, Mr. Urban reported on a 

proposal he had received from an antiquary, who wrote: 

we are approaching very near to something which hath been much wanted in this country, 
A REPOSITORY, to which may be sent, and in which may be coliected, for public 
reference and use, dl the scattered accounts of facts, and of observations of facts, 
respecting the history and antiquities of our counuy. There are many notices which have 
been repeatedly given and made, and again lost and forgotten; many which lie in 
obscurity out of which they can never emerge, for want of some such Register or 
Repository, wherein to place them. 1 think ... that the part of the Gentleman's Magazine 
which the editors have allotted to this subject is approaching to something near to this ... A 
publication of this nature, and in this form, might, in time, become one of the rnost 
respectable as well as the rnost useful collections which the Antiquary or Historian couid 
have to refer to."' 

This is a formulation of the traditional antiquarian vision, in which the periodical became a 

vehicle for the three antiquarian tasks. The author argues that the Repository would gather 

inventories of rernains held privately or previously unpublished, and arrange material 

"scientifically." into fields and subfields. Through the combined expertise of the G M 9 s  editors, 

correspondents and contributon, all items submitted could be authenticated (or rejected), and 

interleaved with correspondence and other notes and papers is in the possession of the Folger Shakespeare Library. 
A guide to the collection can be found in Penelope Peoples, "The Folger Nichols Manuscript Collection: A 
Description and Analysis." Ph.D. Thesis, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, May, 1980. Three generations of 
Nichols-John, John Bowyer and John Gough Nichols--were GM editors, and antiquaries who were active in the 
Society. 

"7~alsarno wntes that bibliographie journals sped the dissemination of information, reached a wider public, and 
Functioned as "a 'public memory' which ensured the preservation of information about books and authors of the past, 
most of which would otherwise have been forgotten." Pettas, tr., Balsamo, Bibliography, p. 98. 

'IXPreface, GM 54(1784). The author's distinction between antiquaries and historians supports the view that 
antiquarks viewed their work as distinct from that of histonans at this time. The author identifies himself as FSA. 
and both criticises the SA for i t s  M u r e  to achieve a sirnilar point of definition, and excuses it, noting the value of 
its emphasis on producing publications, and rernarking that it does not have the personnel to undertake a project of 
this sort. 



could then be applied to the writing of history. The notion that this might be accomplished 

informally, through the readership of a periodicai, demonstrates antiquaries' continued faith in 

cooperative research s~ategies."~ Despite the invasion of their fields by historians, it is clear 

that late eighteenth-century antiquaries had not relinquished their ultimate intellectual goal to the 

Whig histonans who were beginning to produce well-researched political histories. and the 

philosophic histonans producing histones of art. religion, customs, trade, and institutions. 

By late in the eighteenth century, the GM had generated widespread appreciation for 

antiquarianism, balancing if not eradicating the Bishop of Salisbury's seventeenth-century 

caricature. Promoted in the press, antiquaries enjoyed the period of their greatest prestige. Their 

public image benefîted from the renewed nationalisrn and the rediscovery of the British heritage 

that the Napoleonic wars produced. Antiquarian work gained respect as a part of the effort to find 

answers for industrial ills in the past."" The attribution of this kind of value to antiquarian 

""Similar projects were proposed within specific fields of antiquarian study. In 178 1 Daines Barrington started 
an Archrieologicaf News Letter to coordinate work on Roman Britain. In 1787 John Gough had proposed systernatic 
research into Roman Britain. Horace WaIpole, who viewed Roman British remains as mbble, and was pursuing a 
vendetta against certain Gothicisers in the SA. argued against i t successfùl ly . Gothicisers won out over Classicisers 
by about 1800. The GM supported the Gothic taste with multiple articles, starting in 1783. See, for example, GM 
58(1778) Supplement, p. 1149. Many such projects were long-lived. In the nineteenth century, Peter Frederick 
Robinson revived the project of eighteenth century antiquaries Colin Campbell and continued later by George 
Richardson to publish a "Vitruvius Britannicus," an historical encyclopedia of British architecture. Even Robinson. 
a Vice-President of the Royal lnstitute for British Architects and an indefatigable researcher into the history of 
architecture published just five volumes towards this end. 1827-42. 

'"'In Walter Scott's third novel, the antiquary is the hero. The Anrigrcary (18 15) is described by critics as 
ciiscussing "the real human significance of the past for men living in the modem age." David Brown. Walrer Scott 
and rile Historical Imagination, Routledge & Kegan Paul: London, Boston and Henley, 1979. p. 48. It "rectifie[d] 
the errors of the present by putting it into a sound relationship with the past." Jme Millgate. Walrer Scon: The 
Making of the Novelist. University of Toronto Press: Toronto, Buffalo and London, 1984, p. 88. See also Robin 
Mayhead, "The Problem of Coherence in The Antiquaq" in Alan Bell, editor, Scott Biceritenary Essays. Barnes and 
Noble: London 1973, pp. 134-146, p. 139. The novel treats the verbal battles of Johnathon Oldbuck, descendant of 
an anti-Jacobite book printer. with Sir Arthur Wardour, an impoverished aristocnt and descendant of the Jacobites 
who had k e n  imprisoned by Oldbuck's ancestors. These turn on differing interpretations of Scottish history. The 
Antiqrtaq was not the success Waverfey had been. but Scott saw it as one of his greatest successes. See Brown. 
Walter Scorr and the Historical Imagination and David Douglas Daiches. Walter Scott: M o d e m  Judgements, Aurora 
Publishers Incorporated: Nashville and London, 1969. The qualities with which Earle reproached the antiquary are 
present. but they facilitate resolution of the novei's subplots, making them appear valuable. The relation between 
Scott's self-image and the character Oldbuck are discussed in Jane Millgate, Walter Scott, Chapter 5 ,  pp. 85-105. 



subjects becarne c~mrnonplace.'~' 

It was a mark of antiquaries' growing confidence in the nineteenth century, that they 

began defending their vision, and championing the features of Earle's caricature.'" 

Bibliographer Thomas Frognall Dibdin was particularly tdented at this. His periodical 

Bibliomania reinvented Mr. Urban's voice for nineteenth-century readers.lu Relating a story 

'"In Sjbil. Disraeli uses fictional antiquarian studies of the genealogy of various noble families to identify what 
made the England of the past great. George Eliot's Mr. Casaubon in Middlemarch pursues antiquarian studies. In 
WooIf s To The Lighrhouse. a character declares Scott's The Antiquary to be his favourite novel. In the Preface to 
Volume 1 of The Antiquarian: A Fortnightly Medium of lntercornmunication for A rchaeolog isrs, Atitiqrrarians. 
N~~ntismarists. the Virtuosi, and Collecrors of Articles of V i m  and Curiosities, the author argued that: "without a 
knowledge of the Past most of the facts of Present life are incornprehensible; nay, al1 power of regulating the Future 
cornes from the knowledge of the Present state of things, gained by the knowledge of the Past. The Antiquarian is 
not, therefore. the useless person he is sornetimes thoughtlessly portrayed. but a valuable contributor to the world's 
progress." anonymous, The Antiquarian Volume 1, 1870, n-p. (After Volume 1 the Journal changed its name to The 
Antiqua-, ran for four years to No. 95, and was absorbed into Long Ago.) See also The Antiquczry: A Magazine 
Devored ta the Study of the P m  which paid its respects to "the laced coat and ruffIes of Sylvanus Urban." Preface, 
Vol. 1. No. 1. January 1880, n.p. and the article by G.C. Swayne, "The Value and Charm of Antiquarian Study," 
Vol. 1. No. 1. Jrinuary 1880, pp. 3-5. 

"'~illiarn Beloe defended antiquarian bibliognphy thus: "1 would say something, not by way of excuse for the 
nature of the work, for that is not necessary, but by way of remonstrance to those, and such there are, who deprecate 
the subjects of these volumes. as unworthy of a man of Ietters, as requiring none but the most ordinary qualifications. 
and as incompatible with real genius, taste. or science ...[ H]e who is properly qualified for this honourable oftlce. 
must have read much. and thousht more: must be famiiiarly acquainted with various languages; with history, ancient 
and modem. and with al1 the Department of the Belles Lettres. He not only knows the various editions of books. but 
in what particulars of importance. the one differs from the other ... In a word. he conducts the student by the easiest 
and the pleasantest path to the end of his journey, and thus, not in one solitary region, but round the whole orbit of 
Iiterature." Beloe, Anecdotes of Lirerar). and Scarce Books, F.C. and .J. Rivington: London. 1 807- 18 12. 6 volumes, 
Vol. 6, pp. xii-xiii. 

'23~ibdin's bibliographical works include Dibdin, An Inrroductian to the Knowledge of Rare and Vahiable 
Editions of the Greek and Latin Classics, W. Dwyer London. 1804; The Bibliomania; or. Book-Madness; Conraitring 
Sonie Accoiirlr of the History, Symptoms. and Cure of this Fatal Diseuse. In an Epistle Addrcssed ro Richard Heber, 
Longman, Hurst, Rees and Orme: London, 1809; Bibliography: A Poeni in SU: Bookx. Harding and Wright: London. 
1 8 1 2; The Bibliograph ical Decanteron; or, Ten Days Pleasant Discourse upon Illuminated Manuscripts, and Su bjects 
corznected with Eariy Engraving, Typography, and Bibliography, For the Author by W. Bulrner and W. Nicol for 
the Shakes p a r e  Press: London, 1 8 1 7; A Bibliographical, Antiquarian and Picturesque Tour in France and Germany , 
For the Author by W. Bulmer and W. Nicol for the Shakespeare Press: London, 1821; Bibliophobia. Remarks on 
the Present h g u i d  and Depressed State of Lirerature and the Book Trade. In a Lener Addressed to the Author of 
the Bibliomania. H .  Bohn: London, 1832; Reminiscences of a Literary Life, J .  Major: London, 1836; A 
Bibliog raphical. An tiqua rian and Picturesque Tour in the Northern Counties of England and Scotland, For the 
Author by C. Richards: London, 1838; Bibliomania; or Book-Madness; a Bibliographical Romance. Illustrared. .., 
Chatto & Windus: London, 1876. On Dibdin, see Pettas, tr., Balsamo, Bibliography, pp. 135- 130. See Joseph Ames, 
An Index to Dibdin's Edirion of the Typographical Antiqrrities first Compiled by Joseph Ames, Bibliographical 
Society: London, 1 899. 



about a farnous book collector who was ill, Dibdin mimicked the deathbed stories that were 

cornmonly vehicles for declaring the articles of faith. In this case, the collector was miraculously 

restored to health by "the mere sight of just one volume of the Pinelli copy of the Cornplutensian 

Polyglot Bible on vellum." giving Dibdin the chance to declare a number of bibliographie 

truths.'" Other antiquaries took up the term to describe their passion for book ~ o l l e c t i n ~ . ' ~  

Under absurd pseudonyms, as doctors and patients, they discussed their obsession in ~ n n t . " ~  

By thus embracing the ridicule commonly aimed at them, they disarmed it, at the sarne time 

educating the public about the importance of collection and preservation.'27 

'2JMunby. Some Caricarwes of Book-Sellers. pp. 18-19. In the same vein. Dibdin advised young men not to 
rnarry: "if the thought should occur. take down a book and begin to read until it vanishes." Dibdin. Biblion~ania. 
Dibdin's Bibliography: A Poem in Sir Books, which began "Of Books 1 sine," was a poem cornpnsing an account 
of important book auctions. The purchase of the Maffei Pinelli collection by James Edwards in Italy i n  1787. and 
other European connections of antiquarian booksellers, are discussed in Archer Taylor, Book Catufogrces: Their 
Varieries and Uses, St. Paul's Bibliographies: London, 1986, 2nd revised edition, William P. Barker ( 1 s t  edition 
1957). p. 92ff. 

' ' 5 ~ n  18 IO publication "By an Aspirant," or James Beresford, entitled Bibliosophia or Book-rvisdom. Conraining 
Some Accourir Of The Pride, Pleasttre. & Pnvileges Of Thar Glorious Vocation, Book-Collecting, William Miller: 
London. 18 10, was "a feeling remonstrance" to another pubtication critical of collecting. There were two works with 
the title Bibfionrarria: one by Dr. Ferriars satirking book-collecting, which elicited this response, and another by T.F. 
Dibdin which was a tongue-in-cheek defense of book-collecting as health-improving. On the history of bibliophilia, 
collectors and social class, and Dibdin, see Robin Myers and Michael Harris, eds., Properry of a Gentlemari: The 
Forn~atiori. Organisation and Dispersal of the Private Librar): 1620- 1920, S t. Paul's Bibliographies: Winchester, 
1991. Centre for Extra-Mural Studies, Birkbeck College, London. 

'% 1832. "Mercurius Rusticus" listed his fears as "of Reform. of Cholera, and of Books," in Bibliophobia. 
Rentarks on the Presenr Lunguid and Depressed State of Literature arid the Book Trade, Addressed to the Arithor 
of Bibliomania. Henry Bohn: London, 1832, p. 6. Book collector Thomas Phillipps described his own interest as 
"vellomania" (his collection included more than 23,000 manuscripts, many bound in medieval vellum). See A.N.L. 
Munby. The Catalogues of Manuscriprs and Printed Book of Sir Thomas Phillipps: Their Coniposition and 
Distriburion, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1951, Phillipps Studies No. 1, p. 3. Archaeologist John 
Mitchell Kernpe complained of "megalithomania." See Kempe, Megalithomania London, 1892, and A. Bowdoin Van 
Riper. Men Among the Mammoths: Vicrorian Science and the Discoveq of Htrrnan Prehisrory. University of Chicago 
Press: Chicago and London, 1993. pp. 42ff. Many noted that collections made historical work possible: "The 
possession. or in some other shape the access to a far larger collection of books than can be read through in a 
lifetime, is in fact an absolute condition of intellectual culture and expansion." Burton, The Book Collector, p. 101. 
Andrew Lang's "Apology for the Book-Hunter" defended bibliornania as ancient. moral. useful and productive of 
rt good charmer. See Lang. The Librar),, Macmillan: London and New York, 1892. Chapter 1 "An Apology for the 
Book-Hunter," pp. 1-30. The first edition was published in 1862. 

"'The dinner inaugurating the Roxburghe Club, named to honour the Duke and his ways. and to set up a 
publishing Club for editions of manuscripts never before printed, toasted "The Cause Of Bibliomania All Over The 
World." Some, noting that "it was easier to get into the peerage or the Privy Council than into 'The Roxburghe'," 



Their new willingness to forge a public image helped antiquaries' expertise to become 

visible outside their cornmunity. They were benefactors to the British Museum and Library.'" 

They gave their name to the knowledgeable sector of the book trades.'" Antiquarian printers 

produced scholarly editions of important early literary and historical works.130 The many 

publishing clubs founded and run by antiquaries also produced editions of previously unpublished 

or rare manuscripts. '" 

believed that this very exclusivity did much to grant status and recognition to book clubs. Burton. The Book 
Collector. pp. 234-45. On the connections of English and Italian book-collecting and book-sellers, see Pettas, tr.. 
Balsamo. Bibliographg, pp. 125-134 and Dennis E. Rhodes, Srudies iri European Pririting and Book Collecring, 
Pindar Press: London, 1982, pp. 1-56. and Rhodes, "Some English, Scottish, Welsh and Irish Book-Collectors in 
Italy. 1465- 1800," in Rhodes, ed., Bookbindings atid orher Bibliophily, Edizione Valdonega: Verona, 1994. 

' " ~ r n o n ~  many otbers. antiquaries' bequests included the Lansdowne English manuscripts in 1807, the Hargrave 
legal collection in 1 8 13, the Croker collection in 18 17 and 183 1, and the Grenville coliection of 20,000 volumes in 
1810. 

'"~i~hteenth-century London booksellers, led by mtiquaries Captain F. Grose and James Petit, dignified their 
expertise and discriminated between themselves and ordinary booksellers by the tenn "bibliopolist." See anon.. F i f i  
Yeurs' Recollections of an Old Bookseller, Pnvately by the Author: Cork. 1835. For a survey of City and 
Westminster printers, 1837- 190 1. see Maurice Packer, Bookbinders of Vicrorian London. The British Library: 
London. 1991. Packer condudes the work done by Charles Ramsden, London Bookbiriders. 1780-1840, B.T. 
Batsford: London. 1956, reprinted in 1987 and Bookbiruiers of the Urtired Kingdom (outside Lortdon) 1780-1840, 
Privately Printed: London. 1954. On the "illustrious tradition" of book-collecting in eighteenth-century England. and 
book-sellers' continental connections. see Pettas, tr., Balsamo, Bibliography, pp. t34ff and Chapter VII. "The 
Bibliography of Librarians and Historian in the Nineteenth Century," p. 143-76. Balsamo is not alone in crediting 
boo ksel ler. bi bliographer and antiquary Joseph Arnes' Typographical Atrtiqrtiries ( 1749) with creating the method 
"which eventually became the basic technique for the study of old books," p. 135. On European connections of 
nineteenth-century antiquarian booksellers, see Dennis E. Rhodes, "Some English, Scottish, Welsh and Irish Book- 
Collectors in Italy, 1465- 1800," in Rhodes. ed., Bookbindings and other Bibliophiiy, Edizione Valdoneta: Verona. 
1994; pp. 247-276. on Joseph JekyIl, Richard Colt Hoare. George Frederick Nott and Woodbine Pwish. 

'"'lohn Nichols was a leading member of the "Literary CIub of Booksellers" until its demise in 1773. In 1806 
the London Society was formed from London booksellers engaged in the production of trade editions of historically 
important rnanuscripts and printed books. Sir Thomas Phillipps had a hand in i t s  formation, and antiquaries such as 
publisher John Murray were arnong its founder members. They formed a body of expertise which cculd advise 
members on particular editions. See E. Marston, Sketches of Some Booksellers of the Tinte of Dr. Johnson, Sampson 
Low. Marston & Co.: London, 1902, pp. 88-90 and Chapter 7, "The Friends of Literature" pp. 87-93. Both societies 
terminated because its members aged and died, the second in 181 1. While members' editions would not meet our 
own standards, their actions show they were aware of the importance of careful editing to scholarly work. 

'3'Even in the nineteenth century. this was recognised: "the value of the services of book clubs [lay] in 
immensely widening the arena of the historian's immediate materials. To him their volumes are as new tools to the 
mechanic, or new machinery to the manufacturer. They economise, as it is tenned, his labour: more conectly 
speaking, they increase its productiveness." Burton, The Book Collector, p. 299. For antiquaries' invol vement in 
publishing clubs. see Appendix 2.B. 1. 



Antiquarian expertise was further publicised by the spectacle of their pursuit of the 

remains of the past. Sales of antiquarian books becarne celebrity events.I3? Evans' 1812 sale 

of the Roxburghe collection was a public sensation because three aristocratie antiquaries 

competed for portions of it. Before this sale, a four-figure price for a single book or manuscript 

was ~nknown. '~~  Antiquaries did the same thing with antiquities. Sotheby's sold antiquary 

Henry Salt's collection of Egyptian antiquities in 1835. As British Consul in Egypt, Salt's 

excavations had provided the British Museum with many sculptures and rnarbles. Sotheby's hired 

rooms in the Strand for the public to view Salt's collection. Antiquaries were arnong the vendors. 

buyers and cognoscenti at these e v e n t ~ . ' ~  Their mania brought original materials into public 

"'Fmm about 1770. interest in buying early English and Elizabethan manuscripts increased. Until 1780 prices 
remained under £20 per item, after which tirne they began to rise. Much information about the book trades cornes 
from auction house catalogues. A fire in 1865 destroyed most of Sotheby's own house records, but the 2300 
catalogues collected by Thomas Phillipps, FSA, now in the British Library, have established rnuch of the history of 
the book trades of this period. FSA Richard Gough's biography of Sotheby is another important source of 
information on antiquaries in this section of the book market. See Herrnan, Sotheby's, p. 15. Numbers of sales 
increased also. Between 1784 and 1800, the number rose from 4 to 23 per year. In 1800 they had nearly 10,000 
items in their fixed-price catalogue. In 1828 Sotheby's sold 408 collections of antiquarian books, 142 collections of 
coins and medals, 65 collections of pictures, and 42 collections of catalogues, which were among the few rnethods 
available for tracing the history of a particular book or manuscnpt, and so were prized scholarly tools arnong 
antiquaries. See Nicholas Faith. Sold: The Rise and Fail of the House of Sotheby, Macmillan Publishing Company: 
New York, 1985. p. 22. especiatly Chapter 2, "The Making of a Market," pp. 21-30. 

IJ3see Bernard Quartich, Conrribufions Torvards a Dicrionary of English Book-Collectors, as also of Sonle 
Foreign Collectors Whose Libraries ivere Incorporated in English Coilecrions or Whose Books are Chiefly Met Witit 
in England. Quartich: London, 1892- 192 1. It took eight years to catalogue Roxburghe's books, completed 1804- 12 
by FSA brothers George and William Nicols. The sale of the 30,000 volumes took 42 days. It "ushered in a new 
era of book collecting ... It is almost impossible for us today, accustorned to £1 million objects, to imagine the impact 
such events made. It was certainly the cornpetition between Lord Blandford, the Duke of Devonshire and a third 
bibliophile aristocrat, Lord Spencer, that made the Roxburghe sale so successful. Of the three it was ultimately Lord 
Spencer who built up the greatest library at Althorp with the help of the Reverend Thomas Frognall Dibdin ... whom 
he had made his librarian." Herrnan, 1980, pp. 21-22. The Boccacios were bought by Marquis Blandford for £4,260. 
and the sale grossed f 23,34 1 ; both sums were records. The Duke of Devonshire bought Caxton's Histov of Troy 
for £ i  ,600. For the role of antiquaries Humfrey Wanley, Dawson Turner, Thomas Phillipps. J.G. Nichols. William 
Tite, Joseph Mayer. publisher John Murray, Philip Bliss, Francis Egerton and others in making auctions of rare books 
celebrity events. see A.N.L. Munby, The Culr of the Autograph Letter in England, Athlone Press: London, 1962. 

lU~oseph Haslewood. a Sotheby's employee. wrote a manual insuvcting made members on correct cataloguing 
methods for auctions. His bibliographic expertise made catalogues more useful to antiquaries wanting better 
information about sale lots and book histories. When Sotheby's sold a portion of Frankfurt collector Dr. Georg 
Kloss's books in 1854, including 5,000 volumes of sixteenth-century medical and Refonnation books, they asked 
FSA William Young Ottley to evaluate thern. as "we knew had made this subject his particular study." Herman, 



perception as the objects of discnminating taste, and elevated antiquaries' image as experts in 

these forms of kn~wled~e. '~ '  The spectacle of antiquaries' pursuit of the remains of the pst  

was the means by which collection and preservation rose in public estimation, from the interest 

of foolish enthusiasts to a respectable scholarly concern. 13' This was becoming clear even to 

the reluctant British parliament.'" 

Sotheby's p. 26. Information on antiquary-collectors can be found in A.N.L. Munby. General Editor, Sales Catalogues 
of Libraries of Eminent Persons. Mansell Information Publishing; Sotheby Puke-Bernet: London, 197 1,  12 vols. 
Volumes 4 (D.J. Watkins, ed., Archirects), 10 (Stuart Piggott, ed., Antiquaries), 1 1 (H.A. Feisenberger ed.. Scientisrs). 
and 12 (James Fullarton Arnott, ed., Actors) contain information on eminent antiquaries' coIlections. See also Bernard 
Quanich. Contributions Towards a Dicrionary of English Book-Collectors. as also of Some Foreign Collectors Whose 
Libraries were Incorporated in English Collecrions or Whose Book are Chiefly Met With in England. Quartich: 
London. 1892- 192 1. The standard historical exposition is found in Seymour de Ricci. English Collecfors of Books 
and Manuscripts (1530-1930) and Their Mark of Ownership, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1929-30. 
Further information can be found in William Younger Fletcher, FSA, English Book Collectors, Kegan Paul, Trench, 
Truebner: London, 1902, and Charles Isaac Elton and Mary Augusta Elton, The Great Book Collecrors. 

'35~otheby*s sales to the British Museum of coins. medals and books was ofien through the many antiquaries 
who worked there, The collections of many of the early keepers of British Museum departrnents also passed through 
Sotheby's hands, for example FSA William Young Ottley's manusctipts. The 28 day sale, 1801-02, of FSA Samuel 
Tyssen's early prints enhanced interest in pnnts as historically vaiuable. In 1830. Sotheby's handled the estate of 
FSA Sir Thomas Lawrence, former President of the Royal Academy; Christie's sold his art collection, Sotheby's his 
l i  brary. In 18 19 a major sale of historical autograph letters inaugurated a fashion for colIecting them: FSA Dawson 
Turnor becarne Sotheby's rnost regular customer for these, and sold his collection through them again in 1853. 
Sotheby's also handled the most important auction of natural history specimens of the century, the 50,000 specimens 
that comprised the herbarium of FSA Aylmer Bourke Lambert, vice-president of the Linnaean Society. on June 1842. 
See Munby. The Cult; E.G. Allingham Romance of the Rostruni (H.F. & G.  Witherby: London) 1924; and Henry 
B. Wheatley, Prices of Books: An 1nquir-y irtto the Changes in the Price of Books ivhich have Occurred in England 
ar Different Periods, George Allen: London, 1898, chapter 6, on eighteenth-century auctions, pp. 126- 136 and chapter 
7. on nineteenth-century auctions, pp. 147-178. See also Appendix 2.B.5 for notable SA collectors. 

""That these efforts were broadly successful in brin& antiquaries recognition. if not undentandin,, can be seen 
kom the sale catalogue of the estate of James Orchard Halliwell-Phillipps. The 1889 sale brochure described the 
attributes of his villa, including, of "The Spacious Study:" "It was in this room that Shakespeare's loving biographer 
spent JO many of those hours of labour that have so greatly enriched our knowledge of the work and life of our great 
National Poet; and it was here chat Mr. Halliwell-Phillipps' wonderful Collection of Shakespeare Rarities was 
preserved." The estate agents seem not to have known that Halliwell-Phillipps was a pariah in the antiquarian 
community, for having stolen manuscripts from Trinity College Library, Cambridge. Farebrother, Ellis, Clark & Co., 
Parriculars, Views and Conditions of Sale of the Compact and Desirable Freehold Estate knorvn as Hollingbury 
Copse, iri the Parish of P atcham, in the County of Sussex. for Many Years the Residence of the Lute Mr. Hallirvell- 
Phillipps, the Distinguished Antiquary ... Dryden Press: London, 1889. Halliwell took the name of Phillipps during 
his wife's final illness. She was daughter of manuscript collecter Thomas Phillipps, who disowned her after her 
matriage. 

137 For example, FSA P.C. Webb purchased much of the Marquis of Lansdowne's books, c h m .  maps, prints. 
manuscripts and state papers: much of Webb's collection was in turn bought by the British Museum in 1807. by 
order of and with funds supplied by parliament, despite the fact that the auction catalogue had already k e n  printed. 
After the Roxburgbe sale, auction houses began paying agents, rnany of whom were antiquaries. to buy books on 
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By late in the nineteenth century, then, antiquarianism had achieved recognition of a sort. 

It was still the butt of much contempt. John Yonge Akerrnann was premature in declaring: "the 

ridicule which once attended the prosecution of this study is hushed; and the mute but eloquent 

relics of Antiquity are now regarded with interest by But antiquaries' activities were 

resilient as ever. And the mutually defining elernents of the antiquarian textual tradition still 

animated and integrated the nineteenth-century community. Collection was clearly still a widely 

punued antiquarian task. Camden's rnethod, meticulous in its attention to bodies of evidence, 

combined with the antiquarian tendency to specialise, had produced expertise in many areas. 

capable of authenticating the many particula. articles of a systernatic British history. Many 

fellows treated physical rernain~."~ About 30% of nineteenth-century feliows worked on 

archaeology. Henry Crabb Rawlinson's work on inscriptions, cuneifom and OId Persian attained 

widespread distinction.'" Antiquaries were involved as geology and archaeology confronted 

the issue of human antiquity. Rasmus Nyerup. Danish originator of the classification of 

implements by era into Stone, bronze and iron, communicated an account of his system to the SA 

the continent. Sotheby's dispersed parts of Talleyrand's goods in 1793 and Napoleon's books from St. Helena in  
1823, and undertook regular continenta1 buying trips from 1819. Much of this rnaterial was purchased for national 
collections. See A.N.L. Munby Connaisseurs and Medieval Miniatures 1750-1850. ManseII: London. 1972. 

'3W~kerman, Ali Archueological Iridex to Remains of Antique of the Celtic. Ramano-British und Anglo-Sarori 
Periods. John Russell Smith: London. 1847, v. 

'"The work of Nash. Rickman and others on architecture and fine art history was widely acclaimed. See Bernard 
Adams. London lllustrated, 1604- 1851: A Survey and Index of Topographical Books and rheir Plates. Li brary 
Association: London, 1983, "Antiquaries," xvi-xvii and the Introduction, xii-xxviii. Ronald Russell, Guide ro British 
Topographical Prinrs, Newton Abbot, England and North Pornfret, Vt.: David and Charles, 1979. provides 
information on the Akerrnann firm pp. 79-8 1, on John Britton's work, pp. 48-53 and 183-84 and Daniel and Samuel 
Lysons, pp. 15 1 ,  186 et passim. Antiquary William Young Ottley published the standard nineteenth-century work 
in this area: An Inquiv into the Origin and Early Histoy of Engraving, John & Arthur Arch: London, 18 16. 2 
volumes. 

IU'See Henry Rawlinson. "Notes on some Paper Casts of Cuneifom Inscriptions upon the Sculptured Rocks at 
Behistun, exhibited to the Society of Antiquaries," 34(1852), no. X. 
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in 1828.'" Thomas Wright criticised it, but Lord Ellesmere translated Nyerup's work into 

English. W.J. Thorns was translater of Danish archaeoiogist J.LA. Worsaae's "prehistoric" theory, 

which dated human implements earlier than the biblical chronology would allow. John Mitchell 

Kemble published against it, but Augustus Wollaston Franks, Keeper of the Department of British 

and Medievai Antiquities at the British Museum. used it in classifying antiquities in his care.'" 

Antiquaries were also involved in important fieldwork: Thomas Northmore and Walter Calverley 

Trevelyan assisted Father I. MacEnery at Kent's Cavern, where evidence was found dating 

humans before the biblical account, and John Evans helped with excavations at Brixham cave. 

which finally established human antiq~ity."~ Evans and John Lubbock translated important 

geological works, and popularised terms such as "Old Stone Age." "New Stone Age." 

"pdaeolithic," and "neolithic." 

Other antiquaries worked on textual remains. About 15% of contributions to Archneologia 

were transcripts of documents never before p ~ b l i s h e d . ' ~  Many antiquaries published similar 

IJI See SA Corresponderice, 20 November 1828; See also Evans. A History. p. 229. 

"'~rench pologist Jacques Boucher de Perthes' discovery of early human implernenü in the Somme valley got 
a poor reception among British geologists. He sent samples to Charles Roach Smith. who exhibited them at the 
British Archaeological Association. The Exhibit took place on April 25, 1849 but were not included in the journal. 

143 An abstract of Evans' papa was printed before it came out in Archaeologia for fellows to read. Archaeological 
antiquaries and their involvement in these questions will be considered in depth in Chapter Six. 

[UFor example, Thomas Phillipps. "Three inedi ted Saxon Charters, from the CartuIary of Cirencester Abbey," 
26(I836), no. VU; John Bruce. "Inedited Documents relating to the Impnsonment and Condemnation of Sir Thomas 
More," 27(1838), no. XXIV; Thomas Wright, "Inedited Letters of Queen Henrietta Maria and Thomas Cromwell," 
32(1844), no. III; Benjamin Williams, "Satirical Poems on the defeat of the Flemings before Calais in 1436; h m  
a MS in the Archiepiscopal Library at Lambeth," 33(1849), no. Vm; and Edward Peacock, "A Mutilated Roll of 
Instruments relating to the Hospital of St. Edmund, at Sprotburgh, near Doncaster, with Prefatory Remarks," 
42/2(1870), no. XTX. SA historian Joan Evans is not entirely fair in dismissing the nurnber of papers which contained 
transcripts of manuscripts in the British Library and other collections: most of these had k e n  collected by antiquaries 
who had donated them to the nation, and most were at this unpublished. Only about 3% of papers commented upon 
literary material without presenting manuscript material. For example. Thomas Wright, "On the Legend of Weland 
Smith," 32( I847), no. XXIV, and two other papers by Wright in this volume on Weland Smith and Arthur. 



material through the printing societies they founded and ran.lJ5 Robert Surtees, John Gough 

Nichols, and others founded the Sunees Society in 1834, for publishing works associated with 

the county of Northumberland. Charging two Guineas annually (one Guinea after 1850). the 

Surtees Society reached 1200 members in a few years, with waiting lists. It was so successful 

that Nichols, Thomas Amyot. Philip Bliss, Charles Purton Cooper, and Lord Braybrooke founded 

the Camden Society in 1838, charging £1 annually, "to perpetuate, and render accessible. 

whatever is valuable, but at present little known, arnongst the materials for the Civil, 

Ecclesiastical, or Literary History of the United Kingdom."lJ6 "The popularity of the Camden 

Society led the way to the formation of the Aelfiic, the Shakespeare, the Percy, the Parker, and 

Several other Pnnting Societies, which it has now for many years sur~ived." '~~ It is 

understandable, that text-editing14' and philological issues'49 were v ~ l a t i l e . ' ~  Many 

145 Of these, the Roxburghe Club was the first and most exclusive. See Edward Edwards, Lives of rhe Foiiriders 
of the British Museum, rvith Norices of its Chief Augn~er~tors and Other Benefactors, 1570-1870 Tmebner & Co: 
London, I865, 1870. 2 volumes. pp. 424-26. Roxburghe editions were uneven, but the criticism of them in the 
antiquarian community Ied to much more careful standards. For other pnnting societies, see Appendix 2.B.3. 

146 See John Gough Nichols' account of the genesis of these societies in Nichols. A Descriptive Caralogire of rhe 
Works of the Canrden Socie ry.... J.B. Nichols: Westminster, 1862, Preface, n.p. 

'4'Nichols. A Descriprive Catalogue. Preface, n.p. Of the Society's first 80 publications. 65 were edited by 
antiquaries. 

L .lx In the Archaeologia, see John Bruce. "The Identification of the Compiler of a Manuscript in the possession 
of the Earl of Verulam, relating to a Treaty between King Charles 1 and the Parliament in 1648," 42/2(1870) no. XI; 
John Bmce, "Observations upon certain inaccuracies in the Published Letters of Sir Thomas More." 30(1844), no. 
XV; George Stephens, "The King of Birds; or, the Lay of the Poenix: An Anglo-saxon Song of the Tenth or 
Eleventh Century. Now First Translated into the Metre and Alliteration of the original," 30( 1 844). no. XXII; and four 
articles in volume 41 for 1867 on the authenticity of the Paston letters. See aIso Dawson Turner. Guide to rhe 
Nisrorian. the Biographer. the Anriqua?, the Man of Literary Curiosity. and the Collecror of Autographs. towards 
the Verificarion of Manuscripts. by Reference ro Engraved Fac-Similes of Hand- Writing, Charles Sloman: Yarmouth, 
1838. Turner distinguishes between the antiquary's and historian's interests in manuscript materials. 

149 Only about 3% of Archaeologia papers were philological. See for exampie, Samuel Birch, "The Annals of 
Thothmes III, as derived from the Hieroglyphical Inscriptions," 35(1853), no. XII: J.S. Stuart-Glennie, "Account of 
Three Coptic Papyri, and other Manuscripts, brought from the East." 39\S(1863), no. XXIII; and Reginald Stuart 
Poole. "On the Method of interpreting Egyptian Hieroglyphs by Young and Champollion, with a vindication of its 
correctness from the strictures of Sir George Cornewall Lewis," 39\2(1863), no. XXVI. But the work of many 
antiquaries involved philology, as will be seen in a later chapter. 



antiquaries aiso produced scholarly aids such as dictionaries, lexicons, and g~ossaries.'~~ George 

Laurence Gomme indexed the CM under topical headings, in 26 vol urne^.^^' Antiquaries were 

pioneers in the emerging study of ~ a t a l o g u i n ~ . ~ ~ ~  Many wrote works of bibliography, in the 

expanded sense traditional among antiquaries?" S.R. Maitland, Librarian and Keeper of the 

Manuscripts at Lambeth Palace. wrote: 

Perhaps 1 use the word bibliography improperly, for 1 do not mean the technicai 
knowledge of degrees of rarity, and better or worse editions, and copies on pink papers 

'"'Early in the century. philology came to public attention. as religious philologists protestrd utilitarians' view 
that mind was the passive tool of language. Anglo-saxon becarne the focus of debate. Patriotic indignation over the 
publication of Anglo-saxon works by Danish scholar N.F.S. Grundtvig caused Frederic Madden, SA Council rnember 
and Head of the Department of Manuscripts at the British Library. to propose in print, and very much to the 
betterment of the Society's public image, that the Society undertake an Anglo-saxon series. Continental connections 
are seen in the debates of 1834-36, over German philology. See Hans Aarsleff, The Study of Language in England, 
1780- 1860 (Princetoit: PUP) 1967, p. 32ff and Robert W. Ackerrnann and Gretchen P. Ackermann, Sir Freden'c 
Madden: A Biographical Sketch and Bibliography, Garland Publishing: New York and London, 1979. 

" ' ~ e e  Appendix 2.B.2. 

'5'~omme. ed.. The Gentleman's Magaine Library: Being a Class@ed Collection of the Chief Contents of the 
Gerrtlenian 's Magazine front 1731 ro 1868, E .  Stock: London. 1883-1905, 26 vols. 

"'~eforr the eighteenth century. British libraries used alphabetic or numen'c catalogues. which wa. practical for 
collections of a few thousand volumes. But informed readers using larger collections needed subject catalogues. used 
on the continent since the sixteenth century. Antiquary John Evelyn first urged their use in England in 1661, 
unsuccessfùlIy. The 1787 British Museum catalogue was alphabetic. A subject catalogue for the British Library was 
begun in 1825 under Thomas Hartwell Horne. Antiquary employees of the British Libnry Frederic Madden, William 
Cureton. John iiolmes and John Winter Jones disagreed passionately about. and finally completed it. Antiquaries also 
catalogued major private collections. See Pettas. tr., Balsamo, Bibliography; Arundel1 James Kennedy Esdaile. The 
British Museunt Library. G .  Allen & Unwin: London, 1946; A.H. Chaplin, 150 Years of rhe Gerleral Catalogue of 
Prirrred Books iri the British Museum, Scolar Press: Aldershot, England and Brookfield, Vermont, 1987; P. Kaufman. 
Libraries and Their Users: Collected Papers in Librar)' History, Library Association: London, 1969; Thomas Kelley, 
Early Public Libraries: A History of Public Libraries in Great Britain before 1850, Library Association: London, 
1966; C.B. Oldman, Engfish Libraries, 1800-1850, H.K. Lewis: London, 1958; and the biographies in  Denis F. 
Keeling, ed., British Library History: Bibliography 1962-68, Library Association: London, 1972, nos 1-8 1.  

'YJoseph Haslewood, for example, noted the "vigilant spint of inquiry [which] prompts the antiquarian" (p. 2). 
This meant that he could offer a mere register of works: "Such a Iimited plan could not be here pursued" (p. 9). See 
Haslewood, Literary Researches into the History of the Book of St. Albans, White and Cochrane: London, 1810. 
Samuel Roffey Maitland defended it as enabling scholars to: "discover much tnith, not merely in what may be called 
bibIiography,--though that science is of greater extent, value, and dignity, than many who use the word 
inconsiderately rnay suppose,--but in history." S.R. Maitland, A List of Some of the Early Printed Books in the 
Archiepiscopal Librar). at Lambeth, T.C. Savill: London. 1843, Preface. p. vii. Late in the century, see W.S. 
Brassington, FSA, A History of the Art of Bookbinding, rvith some Account of the Books of the Ancenrs. Elliot Stock: 
London. 1894. Early in the twentieth century, see Cynl Davenport, FSA, The Book: Its History and Developnierit, 
Van Nostrand: New York, 1907. Soth defend bibliography in its sixteenth-century meaning. 



and the like ... Nor do I mean that knowledge of books (valuable as it is) which may be 
gained from Iiterary history. 1 mean such a knowledge of books as. if it may not aspire 
to be called learning, is one of leaming's best helps ... what 1 may perhaps be allowed to 
cal1 a penonal acquaintance with books--being conversant with the books themselves. so 
as to give each some sort of penonal identity, and not to conceive that every reference 
at the bottom of the page is of equal authority.ls5 

Antiquary Thomas Hartwell Home, assistant librarian at the British Library, was the principal 

bibliographical authority in nineteenth-century British bibliography.lS6 Dibdin aiso was a force 

to be reckoned with.Is7 

The traditional antiquarian genres still organised how these diverse areas of work and 

bodies of evidences were calibrated within a histoncai framework.ls8 Of the many antiquarian 

'"Maitland. A List. p. viii-ix. 

"'His major work was Horne. An Introduction fo the Srudy of Bibliography, to which is Prefied a Menioir orr 
rhe Public Libraries of rhe Ancients. G .  Woodfall: London, 1814, 2 vols. Home's list of the European bibliographers 
whose methods he used included M.M. Brunet. Cailleau, DeBure, Santander, and especially Gabriel Peignot's 
Répertoire Bibliographique Universel. Antoine-Augustin Renouard: Paris. 1 8 1 2. Peignot referred to bibliography as 
"the most cornprehensive and rnost universal of al1 human knowledge," Peignot. Manuel Bibliographique, Paris 
11800). quoted in Blum. p. 99. See T.A. Birrell. "Anthony Wood. John Bagford. and Thomas Horne ris 
Bibliographers," p. 22-39, in  Robin Myers and Michael Harris, eds., Pioneers in Bibliography, St. Paul's 
Bibliographies: London. 1988. That the antiquarian community still functioned as such can be seen in the thanks of 
antiquarian writers to other antiquaries in their Prefaces. Most also include a section on library history, and deplore 
the history of the destruction of books. 

157 Dibdin's Bibliorheca Spenceriaria; or. A Descriptive Catalogue of the ... libraty of George John, Earl Spericer ..., 
For the Author, W. Bulmer & Co.. Shakespeare Press and Layman, Hurst, Rees & Co: London, 1814-23, was a 
foundational work of nineteenth-century bibliognphy. Most antiquaries viewed Dibdin as an authority. William Beloe 
wrote: "1 should expatiate further on this subject, but that 1 have ken  most ingeniously anticipated by Mr. Dibdin, 
in his tmly entenaining, as well as useful volume, to which he has given the title BIBLIOMANLA. This will be 
found to supersede and render unnecessary al1 that 1 could produce in vindication of Bibliography, and is altogether 
one of the most agreeable works which modem times have produced." BeIoe. Anecdotes of Literature. Vol. 6.  
Preface, p. xiii-xiv. Edward Edwards, assistant Iibrarian at the British Library. was more grudging. See Edwards. 
Libraries arrd Foiinders of Libraries, pp. 4 1 8-423. Twentieth-century scholars acknowledge Dibdin's productivity . 
but have not been uniformly positive about the quality of his work. Archer Taylor notes that "Thomas Frognall 
Dibdin set the pattern for the modern bibliophile's catalogue." Taylor, Book Catalogues: Their Varieries and Uses, 
p. 9.  See also pp. 1-9 1. on the history of bibliophilism. But Blum, Bibliographia, p. 169ff. views the Dibdin's work 
as deleterious. 

l SU Among local histones. Robert Surtees' work on Durham Ied colleagues to form one of the many publishing 
society antiquaries organised. Among specialist works. John Caley. Henry Ellis and Bulkeley Bandinel produced an 
edition of Dugdale's Monasticon Attglicanurn, and Charles Roach Smith one of Bryan Faussett's Inventoriurn 
Sepulchrale. The same kind of analysis can be done even for nested genres, or genres that fitted into subsections of 
Carnden's temporal. regional and evidential schema. For example, Thomas Fuller's 1662 biographical work sparked 
its own tradition. See Fuller, A History of the Wonhies of England, T .  Tegg: London, 1840, 3 volumes, reprinted 
from the first, 1662 edition, see also the AIlen and Unwin: London. 1952 edition in a singte volume. Nineteenth- 



county histories produced in the nineteenth century, Richard Colt Hoare's work on Wiltshire, 

John Nichols' on Leicestershire, George Orrnerod's on Cheshire, and Robert Clutterbuck's on 

Hertfordshire were considered major contributions to historical k n o ~ l e d g e . ' ~ ~  Camden's 

historiography shaped these works. They began with a histoncal review, then reviewed important 

bodies of evidence, and then. dividing the county into parishes, hundreds or rapes, presented a 

historical survey of each. Other aspects of the antiquarian textual tradition are also visible in their 

works. Clutterbuck affirrned his belief in the cautious, inductive use of evidence: 

It was my first intention, to have published a corrected edition of [non-antiquaq 
Nathaniel Salmon's 1728 Historicnl Antiquities of Herrfordslzire], with a continuation of 
the descent of Manors, & to the present time, but, the frequent digressions of its author 
into matter foreign from the subject of a provincial history; his total omission of many 
important particulars ... the defectiveness of his genealogies; and his numerous errors in 
tracing the descent of propeny; have induced me to apply imrnediately to the more 

century antiquaries replicated this format. See Mark Antony Lower, The Worrhies of Sussex: Biographical Skerches 
of rhe Most Eniinent Natives or Inhabitants of the County, Frorn the Earliest Period to rhe Present Time, rvith 
lricidrnral Notices, Illusrrative of Sussex Hisror)., George P. Bacon: Lewes, 1865. He characterises his work as "an 
installment towards" a county history, Preface, n.p. See also John Prince, Danmonii orientales illirsrres: or. The 
Wonhies of Devon. A Work rvherein rhe Lives and Fomnes of the Most Famous Divines, Statesnzen. Swordsnren, 
Plrysicinns, Wrirers. and Odier Eminenr Persoris, Natives of the most Noble Province, fronz Before rhe ~Vornian 
Conquesr, Dorra ro the Present Age, are Memorized. ..ont of rhe Most Approved Aurhors, 60th in Pririr and 
Manuscript. Rees & Curtis: Plymouth, 18 I O  and George Atkinson, The Warthies of Westmorland, or Notable Persorn 
Born in thar County Since rhe Reformarion, J .  Robinson: London, 1839-50, 2 volumes. 

I5'Richard Colt Hoare. Hisror), of Modem Wilrshire J .  Nichols: London. 1822-37.6 volumes; Robert Clutterbuck. 
The Histon alrd Anriquiries of the County of Hertford: Contpiled from the Best Printed Authonries and Origirial 
Records. Presenvd in Public Repositories and Privare Collectio m... , Nichois, Son and Bentley: London. 18 15-27, 
5 volumes; George Ormerod, The History of the County Palatine and City of Chesrer; Compiled from Original 
Evidertces in Public Ofices, rhe Harleian and Cortonian Mss., Parochial Registers, private rnuninients, irnpublished 
nis. collections of successive Cheshire anriquaries, und a personal siirvey of evety township in the county; 
iricorporated with a replication of King's Vale Royal, and Leycester 's Cheshire Antiquiries, Lac kington, Hughes, 
Harding, Mavor and Jones: London, 18 19; John Rokewode Gage, The Histoîy and Antiquiries of Sufilk: Thingoe 
Hrtndred, S. Bentley: London and J. Deck: Bury St. Edmunds, 1838. As wiIl be seen in the next chapter, 35% to 
43% of fellows, or 600 to 700 men, published in some area of history. Nearly a third of contributions to the 
Arcftaeologia were historical. Some were narratives, for example Henry Ellis, "A Narrative of the principal Naval 
Expeditions of English Fleets, beginning with that against the Spanish Armada in 1588, down to 1603," 34(1852), 
no. XXV. Most used manuscript or other evidence to contribute to some part of British history, for example three 
papers in volume 34 for 1852 (nos. XIV, XV and XVT) and two in volume 35 for 1853 (nos. XVII and XXVIIT) 
discussed new materials relevant to the life of Walter Raleigh. Others evaluated evidence for its ability to contribute 
to some part of British history, for example David Jardine, "Observations on the historicaI evidence respecting the 
Implication of Lord Mounteagle as a Conspintor in the Gunpowder Treason," 29(1842), no. Vm. 



authentick and original sources of histoncal and geneaiogical i n f o r m a t i ~ n . ~ ~  

George Ormerod noted his refiance on sources. citation, observation and cnticism: 

After the termination of the labours attendant on the compilation of the following History, 
one duty yet remains to be performed by its author--to lay before the public an account 
of the various sources from which he has denved his information, and to enurnerate, not 
only the evidences on which the work has been founded, but the places where those 
evidences may be resorted to, if it is on any occasion required to verify the contents of 
the work, or to pursue researches beyond its limits.'61 

Nichols noted the role of other antiquaries in finding and authenticating evidence."' James 

Dallaway criticised work with "imperfections and want of regular deductions," distinguishing on 

this basis between the work of antiquaries and that of "County historians [who] have often been 

capricious in the division of their materials. Easiness of references. and an uniform mangement, 

are objects too important to be overlooked. for the sake of n~ve l ty . " '~~  Richard Colt Hoare 

submerged his sense of himself as author in the tasks of collection and authentication.Ia Titles 

and Prefaces show antiquaries' notion of authorship: they refer to their wnting as "compiling," 

and titles often list their sources. For Thomas Fisher, his volume was a salvage effort in the face 

lM'Clutterbuck. Hisron artd Atitiqrriries of the County of Herlford. Preface, n.p. 

'h'Ormerod. The History of the Colins. Palatine and City of Chester. Preface, ix. 

'"' "[Slome ment mipht be claimed, if it were only for bringing to light the profound researches of my 
coadjutors, and [Il am also conscious that in al1 cases endeavours have been used to obtain correctness, and to guard 
against misrepresentation." John Nichols, The History and Antiquities of the Couno of Leicester. Compiied from the 
Best and Most Antiertt Historians; inquisitiones post mortem. and oiher valuable records. Including also Mr. Brirlon ' s  
Description of the Counzy, published in 1622; and the later collections of Mr. Staveley, Mr. Carte, Mr, Peck. and 
Sir Thomas Cave, J .  Nichols: London, 1795- 18 15, 3 volumes, Preface, n.p. See also Thomas Hordem Walker's The 
Histo-, Attriqrrities, and Topography ofthe Counv of Sussex, Sussex Press: Lewes and Nichols and Son: London. 
1835. Walker says of his work. compiled from "every scrap of matter he could collect," that he "used his utmost 
diligence in cornparine; statement with statement, and fact with fact, to ensure accuracy of detail," and this "wouid 
have been impossible ... had [Il not been abIe to avail himself of.*.the able assistance of several gentlemen." Preface. 
n.p. 

Ih3~ames Dallaway. A Histoq of the Western Division of the County of Srr-rsex: Including the Rapes of Chichester, 
Arundel. and Bramber. wirh the City and Diocese of Chichester. T .  Bensley: London, 18 15-32. 5 volumes. vol. 1. 
"To The Reader." v. 

"%ee Hoare. The Hisior), of Modern Wiltshire, Vol. 1 ,  Preface, v. Hoare's work will be discussed in detail in 
the next chapter. 



of ongoing destr~ction. '~~ 

But the vitality of Carnden's historiographie vision is best seen in the two nineteenth- 

century editions of the Britannia. The first of these was published in 1806, by SA Director 

Richard Gough. The Oxford antiquaries who had produced the 1695 edition had viewed the 

Britannia as "in nearly every respect the perfect embodiment of the modemist cornmitment to 

the collaborative advancement of learning ... Naturally. it was still imperfect; for the modems the 

future always prornised improvement ... Nor is it surprising that Gibson was soon at work again 

on a new enlarged version of the  rita an nia."'^^ Gough was in the same situation. He had issued 

the 1789 edition, but in 1806 he noted that "the want of an improved edition of the Britannia has 

been long complained of."'67 The demand from the antiquarian cornmunity reflected the fact 

that antiquaries' dark industry was perpetually bringing new material to light, and this put earlier 

editions out of date. Like his predecessors, Gough thought the new material should be arranged 

within the structure Camden had first elaborated: 

if Camden were living. he could enlarge his work to another volume from new 
discoveries. In the present additions ... 1 have endeavoured to confine myself to the most 

'hS"~very year witnesses the gradua1 decay or the total destruction of those monuments of ancient wealth and 
splendeur. and those curious remains of art, which. so long as they continue to exist, are the documents both of 
general and social history. These events are to be regretted, especially as the lapse of such evidences often sheds an 
obscurity over the facts and hypotheses. which they were well calculated to illusuate. The accidents to which 
Collections of Dnwings and Papers kept in MS. are liable, have also proved very inauspicious to the science of 
History and Antiquities. Of these, so many instances are recorded ... as...can hardly fail of exciting in the mind of any 
person possessed of such rnaterials, a desire to place beyond the reach of accidental destruction or dispersion. some 
part, at least, of what has been obtained by means of considerable labour and expense. The foregoing considerations 
have been thought sufficient to justify the publication of the present Work." Thomas Fisher, Collecrions Hisrorical. 
Geriealogical, and Topographical for Bedfordshire, J.B. Nichols: London. 18 12-36? 6 volumes. "Advertisernent," n.p. 

l M Levine, Barrle of the Books, p. 336. 

' "~ i c  hard Gough. Britannia or u Chorographicul Description of the Flourïshing Kingdoms of England. Scorland. 
Irefatid. and the Islands Adjacent, from the Earliest Antiquity. by William Camden. Translated from the Edition 
published by the Author in MDCVII. Enfarged by the Latesr Diseoveries, W .  Hersee: London, 1806, 4 volumes, 
Preface, vii. Gough speaks respectfuIly of Gibbon's edition. noting that "if Camden first restored Antiquity to Britain. 
and Britain to Antiquity, his lordship restored Camden to himself," building on Camden a learned "superstructure," 
ix. Nevertheless. in Gough's view, Gibbon's Britannia is out of date. 



striking circumstances of each place, and if 1 have given way to disquisitions, it is only 
where 1 thought my great master would have done the same. Without entering into the 
details of a county history, or adopting the mode of a modem wnter of a description of 
England, 1 have endeavoured to do that for Mr. Camden, which Mr. Carnden, in the sarne 
circumstances, would have done for himsel f. 

Camden's text was printed section by section and county by county. Gough reproduced Camden's 

text and structure entire, but after each section appended "Additions" containing the new material. 

These are frequentiy longer than Camden's original text. 

Gough's edition shows many features of the antiquarian textual tradition. He distinguished 

antiquarian work frorn other work defined by place.'" He asserted that "the description of a 

kingdom" was "a less intricate task than its hirrory, because materials are more at hand, and 

irnpartiality is less violated" but there was "ment in uniting [them] in one comprehensive view" 

if i t  was cautiously done.''' Gough proclaimed: "1 will not blush to acknowledge the secret 

satisfaction 1 feel in having atternpted" that work."' Nevertheless. he viewed his edition as 

changeable based on collection and subject to authentication: 

After al1 that has been, or can be collected towards f o d n g  a complete edition of the 
BRITANNIA, much has been left to be corrected and supplied by attentive inspection of 
judicious travellers ... Others may trace out many things barely hinted at here.17' 

The collaborative sense of authorship c m  be seen in Gough's description of the edition as "the 

work of many hands," and he linked this to the ongoing critical discussion within the antiquarian 

1 hn Gough. Britannia .... vii. 

'"""1 will not offer such an insult to [the Reader's] disceniment, as to intrude on him the rude observations of 
every rambler, now the rage o f  travelling about Britain is become so  contagious, that every man who could read or 
write makes a Pocket Britannia for himself." Gough, Britannia ..., viii. 

171) Gough. Britannia ..., ix. 

"'Gough, Britannia ..., ix. 

"'Gough. Britannia ..., x .  Gough also descries the past destruction of manuscripts and collections in times of 
religious fervour: "the rapidity o f  Reformation, however favourable to religion, gave a fatal wound to such kind o f  
knowledge as Leland and Camden pursued," viii. 
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~ornmunity.~'~ Finally, something cm be sensed about the power of the antiquarian textual 

tradition in the way Gough wntes. His identity as an antiquary is indicated by the date of his 

Preface: April 23, 1789, St. George's Day, the day on which antiquaries celebrated the 

Anniversary of their Charter. The edition is full of references to "the great Author" who "still 

shines as the great lurninary of our antiquitie~.""~ Gough, then, consciously viewed his edition 

as a part of a tradition of working and writing, formed by, and continuing over tirne frorn. 

Carnden's Britannia. 

1806 was the year that Gough published his edition, and antiquarian brothers Daniel and 

Samuel Lysons began their own edition of the Brifannia. This reached its seventh volume in 

1822, but was never completed owing to the death of Samuel Lysons. In this work, "the great 

m a s  of unpublished materials ... which we have had occasion to examine" were so great as to 

explode Camden's text, but not his structure. Each volume treats a single county.17' A general 

historicai survey of 100 to 200 pages preceded a thorough review of various bodies of evidences, 

'%ough. Brirannia .... viii. Gough acknowledged "my particular obligations to my learned and communicative 
friends." Gough, Britannia..+,ix. He notes that antiquaries correct each other with "candour." ix, apologises for any 
errors he may unknowingly have introduced, notes that he will "submit to and solicit the correction of the liberai- 
minded and communicative Antiquary," and excuses himself on the grounds that this edition was the product of 
twenty years' research only: Camden's Brirannia was the product of thirty. Gough does not acknowtedge himself 
as author. but describes his work as "the labour of translating and enlarging Mr. Camden's valuable work," ix. A 
concern for scholuly citation of docurnentary sources is also visible. Various sources are noted by letters at the 
bottom of the page. Notes from Gibbon's edition are separated from these as Arabic numerals. Camden's own notes 
are identified by pictorial marks. Notes and citations are copious, and include references to SA minutes, CM, 
scientific works like the RS's Philosophical Transactions, Natural History and Brirish Zoology. continental works 
such as Froissart's Chronicles, publications such as The Anriquarian Repertoire and the SA'S Archaeologia, the 
Biographica Brirannia, the collections of the SA and the British Museum, various antiquarian authors. pamphlet 
literature, and much more. 

I7'Gough, Britannia .... p. viii, ix. 

'75Volume 2 for Cheshire had to corne out in two separate parts. as the Lysons were having trouble cornpleting 
i t .  



of a sirnilar length.'" Parochial histories follow. and then additions, corrections and indices. 

Camden's text, quoted in small pieces within this schema. very nearly disappears. But the Lysons 

note that they could not "be satisfied with more cursory inquiries than would be consistent with 

the plan of our Work. and the accuracy we are anxious to a t t ah~ . " '~~  Nevertheless, Camden's 

histonography and the antiquarian textual tradition are visible in their aims and efforts: 

With the utmost attention some erroa are unavoidable, where so great a number of facts 
are to be stated. Though we have left no source of enquiry untrïed, whence it appeared 
to us probable, that we should obtain accurate information, yet no doubt there may be 
individuals, who are more particularly acquainted with the details of several matters here 
stated, than those to whom we have applied: if any such should discover material errors 
or omissions in our Work, we should feel much obliged, if they will favour us with 
notices of them, as it is our intention to insert corrections and additions at the end of each 
volume. '78 

Nineteenth-century antiquaries, then. still retained the sense earlier antiquaries had of 

working and writing within a framework articulated by  amd den.'^^ They show a sense of 

antiquarian writing as a kind of construction: Gough and others use the term "superstructure" for 

the additional material they collected and shaped for publication in the manner of Camden's 

Briimnin. They were conscious of using editions of the Britannia and of other antiquarian genres 

as efforts towards an ongoing, improving construction. James Dallaway described antiquarian 

17 'Topics covered i n  separate sections include: etymology; ancient inhabitants; civil divisions: ecclesiastical 
jurisdictions; parishes; chapels; ancient monastenes, colleges and hospitals; Borough and Town Markets; Disused 
Markets: Fairs and Great Markets; Population; Chief Landed Property at Various Periods; Nobility; Gentry; Forests 
and Deer Parks; Geographical and Geological Description of the County, including situation, boundaries, extent, soils, 
strata. surface and scenery, rivers, navigable rivers, creeks, canals, roads, rail-roads; Natural History including 
minerais, meteoric Stones, organic remains, indigenous plants. birds, minera1 springs; produce; trade; manufactures; 
Antiquities including British and Roman, Circular Enclosures, Sepulchrd Stones, Cromlechs. Crosses, Celts: and 
many more. 

'"~aniel and Samuel Lysons, Magna Briiannia, vol. 2, Part 1. Advertisement. n.p. 

17X Lysons. Magria Brirannia. Vol. 2, Part 1, Advertisement, n.p. 

179 Levine noted of seventeenth-century antiquaries, "If the history of England could not be perfectly represented 

as narrative, then perhaps it could be reconstmcted as a body of antiquities. In that case, there was ri mode1 already 
in place: William Camden's famous Brirannia. It remained only to see whether that familiar work could be brought 
up to date as a collaborative new enterprise in scholarship." Levine. Barrie ofthe Books, p. 327. 
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genres as nested superstructures, county works building on previous county works, and set within 

national works which built upon previous national works: 

Hitherto, the COUNTY OF SUSSEX had no particular history. Carnden had given an 
accurate outline of it in his Britannia, which about a cenniry afterward, was considerably 
dilated ... Upon this superstructure, the late Sir William Burrell, Bart., after having filled 
his own copy with marginal notes. was induced to erect a superstructure, which remains 
an honourable monument to his erudition, and of his perseverance as a provincial 
antiquary.'" 

The continuity of these features of antiquaries' texts, from Camden's time into the nineteenth 

century, is an important and unusual characteristic of the antiquarian tradition."' 

Nineteenth-century antiquaries. then. continued to participate in their distinct textual 

tradition, using the Britannia as their core text. setting it within an ongoing frarnework of 

respected commentators. and viewing their own relationship with past work as continuing a 

highly defined investigative program. The antiquarian comrnunity was compnsed of men working 

in many and diverse antiquarian fields, who were united by a vision of the ultimate historicai 

structure that might be built collaboratively from their many and diverse efforts. Antiquaries 

flourished during the middle decades of the nineteenth century. Pursuing their fields and tasks 

i X l I  James Dallaway, A Hisrory of the Western Divisiori of the County of Sussex. ii. 

In1 In  the history of British historiography, such a long period of continuity of f o m  is unusual. History. as ü 

genre, has been transformed over tirne, as authors have experirnented with different subjects and methods. For 
example. what Mornigliano and others have called British mainsueam histonography was, in the eighteenth century 
alone, several histotiographic streams. Classicising, phiIosophical and romantic histories were among them, and took 
different approaches to their subject material. A11 included the new subject of the history of commerce, but treated 
it in different ways. Funher. they experimented with introducing some features of literary foms into historical 
writing, particularly by attending to issues of customs, emotions and manners. While antiquaries' work also 
participated in these trends, it did so to a very minimal extent. They introduced the history of commerce, but actively 
resisted the narrative techniques seen in historians like Robertson or Burke which were designed to bting the reader 
close to an experience of the past. Also, at Ieast in their description of their work, antiquaries rejected any changes 
to their tnditional program, prefening to present themselves as utterly conservative in b is  matter. See Mark Salber 
Philips. "Reconsiderations on History and Antiquarianism: Arnaldo Momigliano and the Historiography of 
Eighteenth-Century Britain," Journal of the History of Ideas, 57(2)1996; 297-316. Antiquaries could be said to have 
participated more in the developments in German historical and critical scholarship than in developments in British 
historical writings. They maintained their continental links, and their critical tradition had common mots with that 
of the Germans. See Peter G. Bietenholz, Historia and Fabula: Myrhs and Legends in Historical Thought from 
Arrriqrti~ IO the Modem Age. E.J. Brill: Leiden, The Netherlands, 1994. 
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with their traditional caution and expertise, they began to c l a h  recognition for it. Chapter Two 

showed that the SA'S period of reform succeeded in addressing memben' dissatisfaction with its 

support for excavations and restorations: during the 1860s. the SA began to build a public role 

for itself in these areas. The next chapter will show the extraordinary productivity of antiquaries 

in the nineteenth century. Yet at the height of its career, antiquarianism was eclipsed, and by the 

year 1900 antiquaries had nanowed their intellectual area to an archaeological fragment of its 

former domain. The causes of the eclipse are explored in Chapter Five. But certain features of 

the intellectual domain of antiquarianism deserve particular comment. as they suggest some 

deficiencies in the contemporary models of intellectual fields discussed in Chapter One. 

First. the material presented in this chapter highlights the need for theories treating 

discipline formation and demarcation to mode1 the social context of scholarly fields. Like the RS, 

the SA was an ancient learned society. Certainly the proceedings of the SA could seem obscure, 

but those of the RS were not iincomplicated. Before the ascent of the sciences within industrial 

society, it was their differing social status which lent one body prestige and brought the other one 

ridicule. This indicates a role for reception studies in tracing the fortunes of various fields, and 

the highlights the need to attend to failed, competing. and closely related fields in contributing 

to the development of a given study. 

Second, the case of antiquarianism indicates the difficulty of conceptualising an 

intellectual field, domain or discipline. In this case, if antiquarianism is viewed as the composite 

of its many shared questions and problems, field-specific problems are emphasised but their 

ultimate project disappears. This results in a domain which appears as a collection of diverse 

fields, which might be serially arranged to represent the relations of cognate fields as contiguous, 
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and the conceptual distance between dissimilar fields as non-contiguous.'8' Yet generations of 

antiquaries viewed al1 these fields as integrated within their inteiiectual dornain. If, on the other 

hand, their ultimate project is emphasised as bringing coherence to work undertaken in many 

different fields, there arises the peculiarity of an intellectual area defined by a very hypothetical 

enterprise, on which very few practitioners had ever actually worked. In fact, the antiquarian 

intellectual domain was distinctively configured by a paradoxical subject and by methodoiogical 

concerns. Camden's "Britain" was structurally and temporally transposed. Modern history still 

works with this problem. but Camden's histonography put a prernium on the historical subject 

as unknown. Structurally, "history" was the projected, deferred, ultimate and perfect product of 

generations of careful reconstructions. Temporally, it motivated and underlay these fabrications 

as a set of provisional histoncal and local judgements. And yet it was also a distant goal at which 

dl current reconstruction aimed, but which they might not resemble at dl.  

Camden's subject was not incoherent. But unity was created in the antiquarian intellectual 

dornain more by antiquaries' textual tradition than by their subject. Shared questions might be 

expected to gain some definition from the bodies of material the community was working on. 

And yet in this case, the cornmunity was working on many diffenng kinds of evidences. In the 

antiquarian domain, conceptual unity lay in the ways these were integrated within research and 

writing. The several parts of the antiquarian textual tradition were the conceptual matter the entire 

cornmunity shared, raising the problem, that many fields in the past, and perhaps in the present 

day also, are found to lack a coherent central problematic, and yet can be seen to be distinct, 

creative and productive.'83 Both David Hull and Mary JO Nye argued that it was the sharing 

'"sec Chapter One. Note 46. 

'''ln the terms of Mary JO Nye's analysis. discussed in Chapter One. the legitirnacy of antiquarîanisrn as a tield 
might be Iogico-historical, pedagogical, or attained through its participation in a disciplinary strategy. The interesting 
thing about antiquarianism, however, is that is can claim none of these things. 
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of the problems by practitioners, rather than the specific nature of the problems, which united a 

field over time. Their insight provides an avenue for exploring this problem. The case of 

antiquarianism indicates the need for models of fields to include a wider range, and different 

kinds of, factors that may be shared within an intellectual group. These might include religious 

identity, patïiotism, factionalism, disaffection. dienation, collective ambition, and many others. 

Conceptually shared materiai rnight be held and reproduced within structures other than 

institutional oiies. The case of antiquarianism suggests that it might be the properties of the 

community's research habits or written products that sustain shared conceptual materid over time. 

But the possibility that an intellectual domain might be integrated ihrough its written 

products is the third point in which the case of antiquarianism might refine current models of 

fields. If antiquaries' method and genres were the means of conceptual integration of their 

domain, the forrnal characteristics of the written products of fields could be a founh component 

of a model of fields, sharing ground with both intellectual questions and with the institution.'& 

Nye's discussion of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century history of chemistry indicates how this 

might work. Like chemists, antiquaries had difficulty developing a complex, integrated theory 

of the identity and constitution of their subject. Chemists' object of study--molecular processes-- 

seemed intractably enigmatic. They could not achieve the ultimaiely desired mathematical 

explanations of the processes they studied. Similarly, antiquaries worked on a subject which they 

perceived as largely unknown and perhaps unknowable. But the antiquarian textual tradition 

provided a way of interlocking a complex set of evidentially defined fields, just as conventional 

metaphors and practices integrated chernists' large and varying set of molecular theories. 

- -- 

I W 'The integration of the forma1 features of a field's written or research products into a model of field also 
indicates that textual analysis would be an effective way of tracing the interactions of cognate fields, for example. 
history , geography , archaeology and geology . 
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Chernists integrated these with precision in a descriptive rather than an axiomatic manner, 

producing a practical radier than theoretical epistemology. Similarly, antiquaries integrated their 

disparate fields through method, genres and tasks, producing a practical expertise that was well 

in advance of that of the his t~r ians . '~~ Contemporaq critical theory could provide models for 

investigating the ways in which the formal charactenstics of textual and research products 

structure the intellectual domain of fields. 

This chapter has atternpted to argue that. from late in the sixteenth century, the 

characteristics of Camden's large and learned Britannia had suuctured the work of a multitude 

of antiquaries spread across a rniscellaneous set of fields. From the outside, these fields 

delineated a rather incoherent intellectual area. And so, it was not always obvious to outsiders 

what antiquaries were sharing with their colleagues. But they persisted, even when they had to 

share intellectual temtory with a powerful rival. And they consistently outlived the obituaries that 

were written for their efforts, learning eventuaily to transform ridicule into recognition. The 

eclipse of this long-lived scholarly tradition late in the nineteenth century was caused by rapid 

changes in its environment, as legislators removed learned work from learned societies, 

institutionalising erudition within the universities. Even at the beginning of that century, the SA 

was already an institution under fire, needing reform, and finding itself less and less able to 

coordinate its rnembers prodigious output. But the nineteenth- century cornmunity was, 

nevertheless, vital and productive. The composition, character and products of that community 

are the subjects of the next chapter. 

''qhis makes sense of the remarks of the many twentieth- century historians who have described antiquaries as 
having a practical or scientific historiography. Further parallels are possible. For example, chernists and antiquaries 
shared an "underdog" identity. Chemists shared some temtory with physics, as antiquaries did with historians. 
Similarly. antiquaries worked on a subject in a manner which ernphasised al1 they did not know, and yet shunned 
the political and rhetorical concerns of historians. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Two previous chapters have discussed the institution of the SA and the intellectud domain 

antiquaries inhabited. In this chapter, the character of the antiquarian comrnunity will be 

discussed. In particular, two questions are asked: who were antiquaries, and how did they interact 

as a community? In order to answer the first, information was sought for six variables in the lives 

of the 1636 men who were SA fellows between 1830 and 1870. These were: fathers' occupation, 

education, career. scholarly associations, scholarly work. and personal profile (marital status, 

religion. political views and so on).' Membership lists for the years 1830, 1840, 1850. 1860 and 

1870 created the total SA population used in this thesis, and provided five moments with which 

to outline trends and changes over this period.' But trends, taken alone, would tend to conceal 

the heterogeneity and liveliness of this comrnunity. Therefore, biographical materiai is used to 

complement the quantitative material, and this helps to depict the antiquarian community more 

f u l ~ y . ~  The complete data set and a discussion of problems in its interpretation c m  be found in 

'For a discussion of biographical sources, the availability of data, and choices of variables, see Appendix One. 
Briefly, information on university education. career and publications was most available, where fathers' occupations, 
schooling, and personal information was scanty. Information was completely lacking for 3 15 or 19.25% of fellows, 
but was available for at least one variable for the other 1321 or 80.75% of fellows. 

'~reliminary analysis suggested that yearly or five-yearly nther than decadal analysis would not alter resultant 
values greatly. New rnembers made up 32.5% per decade on average, and deaths of fellows 37.5% per decade on 
average, producing something like 35% overall membership change per decade. The main error introduced by using 
ten-year intervals is the potential loss of members who were FSA for nine years or less, not in any of the years 
chosen. These men will not appear this data. Although a study of membership lists at 5-yearly intervals indicates 
that these men comprise less than 1% of membership per year, they do represent rnissing data. However. to lirnit 
the already considerable work of calculating values for variables, decadal intervals were chosen. See Appendix One, 
Figure 1.3. 

3 ~ s  so rnany fellows are used as examples of different features of this community, biographical sources are not 
cited every time. Biographicai information can be found in one of three sources. The Dicriatzar). of National 
Biography (DNB) provided the longest entries. Further information carne frorn Frederick Boase's Modern English 
Biography, and the microfilrned British Biograpliical Archive ( M A )  supplemented these. Instead of compiling 
synopses. the BBA presents al1 original source material found: while there is much repetition, no details have been 
edited out. For a small number of men who still remained obscure, the folIowing works were searched: John 
Alexander Hammerton, Concise Universal Biography, Amalgamated Press: London, 1934-35, 2 volumes: Katherine 
P. Wormeley and George Burnham Ives, us., C.A. Saint-Beuve, Portraits of the Eighreenth Centwy. Hisforic and 
Lirerar)', G.P. Putnam's Sons: London and New York, 1905, 2 volumes; Lawrence B. Phillips, The Dictionaq of 



Appendix one.' 

The attempt to answer these two basic questions--who were antiquaries, and how did they 

interact in their comrnunity--has resulted in a distinct picture of this community. That picture is 

of a group of highiy talented men from lower middle class backgrounds, who were more often 

self-educated than university graduates, who were successful at obtaining better employment than 

their fathers had, and who participated extensively in Victorian scholarship through publishing 

and memberships in scholarly associations. Antiquaries had extensive employment links within 

their cornrnunity. But while the community brought many members employment, work across the 

boundary between humanities and the sciences, and trends within the election of new members, 

suggest that the antiquarian comrnunity was defined more by a variety of scholarly skills than 

by class, background, employment or religion. In the conclusion, it is noted, that antiquaries' 

participation in learned societies, the sciences. and other forms of scholarship is so distinguished 

as to provoke important histonographic questions: does the conventional terminology of amateur 

Biographieal Referertce; Containing One Hundred Thousand Names, S .  Low, Son, and Marston: London. 187 1;  
William Geddie and John Liddell Geddie. eds.. Chambers' Biographical Dictionan, Chambers: Edinburgh, 1897; 
Stephen Jones, A New Biographical Dictionary, Longman, Rees, Hum. Orme and Brown: London, 181 1. sixth 
edition; John Lempnére, Universal Biography, T. Caldell and W. Davies: London. 1808; Geoffrey Handley-Taylor. 
Dictionary of lntemational Biography, Dictionary of International Biography Company: London, 1963; Isaac Reed, 
Biographia Briranrrica, W.Innys: London, 1747-66, 6 volumes; P.H. Highfill, A Biographical Dictionary of Actors. 
A ctresses. ,Musicians, Dancers, Managers and Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660- 1800, Sou thern Il  1 inois 
University Press: Carbondale, 1973-93, 16 volumes; Bernard Burke, Anecdotes of the Arisrocracy. and Episodes in 
Ancestral Histon, H .  Colburn: London, 1850,2 volumes; Bernard Burke, Burke's Genealogical and Heraldic Histov 
of the Landed Genrry, Shaw: London, 1937; L.G. Pine, ed., Bernard Burke, Burke's Genealogical and Heraldic 
Hisror). of the Landed Gentry of Ireland, Burke's Peerage Press: London, 1958; G.E. Cockayne, The Complete 
Peerage of England, Scotland. Ireland, great Britain and the United Kingdom: Extant, Extinct, or Dormant. St. 
Catherine Press: London. 19 10-59, 13 volumes and A.J. Launay, Dictionary of Contemporanes, Centaur Press: 
London, 1967. The best sources for bibliographic information in this area are: Robert B. Slocum. Biographical 
Dieriorlaries and Related Works: An International Bibliography of Collecrive Biographies, Gale Researc h: Detroit. 
1972 and Phyllis M. Riches, An Analyic Bibliography of Universal Collected Biography, The Library Association: 
London, 1934. 

'It should be noted that the word "data'' is treated throughout this thesis as a singular noun, despite its derivation 
from the Latin plural, a practice consonant with contemporary usage in discussion of quantitative matter. and with 
one definition provided by the Concise Oxford Dictiorrary. This is necessary, in order to avoid awkward cornpound 
sentences. See J.B. Sykes, ed.. The Concise Oxford Dictionar-y, Clarendon: Oxford, 1976. 6th edition. 



and professional reaily fit the Victorians? In what ways might humanistic and scientific fields be 

interconnected in the lives and work of the men who participated in both? Was the clerisy upper 

middle class? Most importantly, this data shows that, through prosopographical research. 

historians might descnbe, very fully and precisely, the network of work and leisure relations that 

existed in Victorian England, across class and religious boundaries. 

The first question to be considered is: who were antiquaries? The first of six variables 

which comprise an answer to this question is antiquaries' father's e rnp l~~rnen t .~  Data was 

unavailable for 57% to 68% of the population, so results must be viewed as provisionaL6 

However, sorne particulars may be ascertained. The number of peers' sons is an accurate 

representation of their presence in the cornmunity.' At most they were 11% of membership, and 

their presence declined steadily throughout ihese decades, to 3.73% in 1870, showing that the 

image of an institution and comrnunity weighed down by a great ballast of inert noble amateurs 

is wrong. About 90% of fellows were sons of commoners. Of the sons of upper middle class 

fathers, there is no dominant group. Sons of clergy, lawyers, and bankers/ manufacturers are ai1 

about equally represented. But while values for sons of upper middle class men appear larger 

'See Appendix One. Figures 1.4 and 1.5. These six variables were chosen because they encompass major 
components of determining social class and evatuating intellectual achievements. Other information was also 
collected. to create a picture of antiquaies' personal lives, and is presented in this chapter. 

'Except where otherwise noted, data is presented as percentages of the yearly membership. For example, these 
figures refer to 57% of the membership for 1840, the lowest figure for the five decades, and 68% of the membership 
for 1860. the highest figure for the five decades. Little information was available on antiquaries' mothers, though 
they may have been equally important i n  determining antiquaries' social class. 

'Since peers' and peers' sons' names were printed in SA membership lists in block capitals, with full titles or 
in the case of younger sons "Hon.," they are highty identifiable. The numerous biographical compilations on the 
peerage have allowed data for this segment of the SA population to be complete. Noble fathers are not included in 
the tigure for "fathers' occupation unknown." While "peer" does not constitute an occupation in the srime way as 
the other descriptors describe employment, the point of considering fathers' occupation is to delineate the class 
structure of this community. Though SA peers tended to be recently established, it is still useful to make this segment 
of the antiquarian population evident as such. Had these fellows' fathers ernployment been tallied in other rows, they 
would mainly have been placed in politics, the military, clergy and law. However, in the third variable, noble 
antiquaries are listed under their various occupations, as few were independently wealthy, but many worked. 
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than those for sons of lower middle class men such as teachers, clerks, tradesmen, and artists/ 

architects, it is probable that there were more sons of lower middle and working class than sons 

of professional men among the fellows for whom this information is unknown. As fellows for 

whom background data is unknown plus fellows of non-professional fathers are the majority of 

fellows, it is clear that throughout the penod, the demographic profile of the SA was skewed 

towards the rniddle and working classes. 

Categories chosen to group fathen' occupations may create a false impression of the 

character or experience of men who are placed in them. This is especially true of peers' sons. 

As might be expected from the distribution of the peerage, most noble antiquaries were from the 

lower levels of the peerage: Barons rather than Dukes, Marquises, Earls and Viscounts. However, 

most SA peers were from recentiy ennobled families.' Typical of antiquarian peers was Thomas 

Pakenham. 3 Earl Longford, the grandson of a naval store keeper and surveyor who rose to 

Master-General of Ordnance and Earl. Pakenharn entered the navy at 14 and saw rnilitary service 

lifelong. George Kenyon, 2 Baron Kenyon was son of an illegitimate Cheshire law-clerk who 

rose to become Attorney-General and 1 Baron Kenyon. Thus, most antiquarian peers would not 

have presented to their SA fellows the character of ancient, established privilege. Similariy, some 

sons of commoners came from well-connected farni~ies.~ Fellows' fathers' occupations. then, 

rnust be taken only as a partial guide to their social statu. The heterogeneity of fellows' 

'Only 17.05% of peen' sons were founh generation peers or greater. Thus about 8 3 4  of noble antiquaries had 
a cornmoner grandparent who had been raised to the peerage. Only 5.68% of peers sons were from families which 
had been noble ten generations or more. 15.9 1% of noble antiquaries were sons of a commoner who had been raised 
to the peerage. Antiquaries were born commoners and made peers are not included in these figures, but comprise 
1.76% of membership. 

'For example, George Basevi, architect and designer of Cambridge's Fitzwilliam museum, was nephew to Maria. 
wife of Isaac Disraeli and mother of Benjamin. Richard C m  Glynn was son of the Lord Mayor of London. Church 
historian Charles James Hoare, medievalist Richard Colt Hoare, and artist Prince Hoare were scions of the Fieet 
Street banking family. Italian scholar Thomas James Mathias was son of the treasurer tu the Queen's househoid. For 
a discussion of the effect of anomalousIy wealthy fellows on the data set, see Appendix One. 
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experiences within every category remains an important feaiure of their interpretation throughout 

this chapter. 

The sons of working men reveal the divenity of backgrounds from which antiquarian 

interests arose. Architect and architectural historian John Newman was son of a Snow Hill leather 

wholesaler. Joseph Hunter, Sub-commissioner and editor for the Records Commission, was son 

of a Sheffield cutlery merchant. Justice of the Peace and Manx historian William Harrison was 

son of a Lancashire hat maker. Sir Benjamin Hawes, Reform Bill advocate, patron of Babbage's 

calculating machine, and Under-secretary for War during the Crimean War, was son of a 

Lambeth soap-boiler who was himself FSA. Bookseller and Iiterary historian Samuel Weller 

Singer was son of a London artificid feather and flower maker- Charles Roach Smith, whose 

collections of Roman-British antiquities later fomed the nucleus of the British Museum's 

collection, was tenth son of a farmer in the Isle of Wight. Charles Abbott, the notable ciassicd 

scholar who rose to become Chief Justice and 1 Lord Tenterden, was son of a London wigrnaker 

and hairdresser. Little can be determined about the motivation these sons of working class men 

felt to engage in antiquarian fields of study.'O 

The second variable is fellows' education, including schooling, university and travels." 

Data for schooling is very incomplete, but sorne particulars c m  be established. Since the nurnber 

of fellows who attended public schools is likely to be nearly accurate, the number of fellows for 

whom information is unknown probably represents men who attended local or undistinguished 

"'Some fellows are known to have conflicted with their fathers over their choice of occupation. For example. 
Henry Petrie, son of a Surrey dancing teacher, did not wish to take his father's line of work, obmined work in the 
Tower Records Office, and eventually became keeper of the Tower Records. 

"See Appendix One, Figures 1.6 through 1.9. 



residential schools at best.I2 Only about 12% of fellows attended public schools. The combined 

figure for public and good schools peaks at 22% of rnembership in 1850, and falls again in the 

last two decades to about 15%" Thus the number attending undistinguished schools or none 

must be around 80%. This is consonant with data for fathers' employment: most antiquaries were 

from lower middle and working class rather than upper and upper middle class backgrounds. 

Antiquaries had diverse experiences with schooling. While most fellows who attended 

public schools were of wealthy families. some were schoimhip boys? At the other end of the 

public school specuum were antiquaries like Oxford classics professor Arthur Penrhyn Staney, 

on whom the sensitive, religious and scholarly Arthur of antiquary Thomas Hughes' Tom 

Browrl's School Days was rnodelled.'' William Whewell. son of a rnaster carpenter, attended 

the Lancaster blue school. Poet and banker Samuel Rogers attended a London dissenters' 

academy. Legal historian Charles Butler attended a Catholic schooi in Hamrnersrnith, and George 

" ~ h e  chartered public schools have published student registers. which were reviewed for this variable. See Arthur 
Christopher Benson. Fasti Etonenses: A Biographieai Hisror?. of Eton, R. Ingalton Drake: Eton and Simpkin, 
Marshall & Co: London. 1899; John Heneage Jesse, Menroirs of the Court of Engiand: Celebrated Etonians, CF. 
Rice: Boston. n.d., 2 voIumes: William Townsend Jackson Gun, The Harrow School Register, 1571 -1800, Longmans, 
Green: London and New York. 1934: Thomas Frederick Kirby. Winchester Scholars: A List of the Wardens, Fellows 
and Scholars of St. Maq Coliege of Winchester, near Winchester, Cornmon& Called Winchester College, H .  Frowde: 
London. 1888; Hamy Bristow Wilson. The History of Merchant-Taylor's School, F.C. and J. Rivington: London. 
18 14: Sir Michael McDonnell, The Registers of Si. Paul's Schooi. 1509-1748, Privateiy Printed for the Governors: 
London. 1977; Gerald S. Davies. Charterhouse in Londori: Monaster)., Mancion, Hospital. Sehool, J. Mumy: 
London, 192 1 : William Frederick Taylor, The Charterhouse of London, J.M. Dent: London, 19 12; William Haig 
Brown, Charrerhortse. fast and Present, H. Stedman: Godalming, 1879; no primary author, Charterhouse Prize 
Exercises, S .  Walker: London, 1833. 

"Notable grammar schools of this period include Repton, Mill Hill, Christ's Hospital. St. Peter's Royal, York, 
Macclesfield. Reading and Cheam, and the "blue schools" or charity schoots. See Peter John Wallis, Histories of Old 
Schools: A Revised List for England and Wales, University Press: Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1966; W.B. Stephens and 
R. W. Un win, Materials for the Local and Regional Study of Schaoiing. 1700- 1 gOO, British Records Association, 1987 
and William Trollope, A Histoty of the Royal Foundation of Christ's Hospital, William Pickering: London, 1834. 

 or example, Henry Kaye Bonney. son of a poor clergyman, was sponsored at Charterhouse by Lord 
Westmoreland. Music historian Richard Clark was grandson of a clerk at Eton and SC. George's Chape]. Windsor. 
entered Eton as a chorister. and later took his grandfather's position. 

"Other examples include John Russell, gold medallist and later Head-Master at Charterhouse. and translator 
Charles Augustus Tul k, school captain at Westminster. 



Butler, later Head-Master of Harrow, his clergyman father's Chelsea school. Of those who were 

educated pnvately, many were taught by clergymen of their den~mination. '~ George Gwilt. 

architect to the West India Docks, "was indebted for his generai education mainly to his own 

exertions."17 Oriental traveller George Thomas Keppel (4 Earl Albemarle) was schooled by his 

grandmother, the Dowager Lady de Clifford, who was govemess to Princess Charlotte. These 

differences must have been reflected in cumculum and attainments. Yet. as will be seen, by the 

time antiquaries were of an electable age, the diffenng circumstances in which they were 

schooled made little difference to their scholarly achievements. 

Many antiquaries showed an early interest in antiquarian areas of study. especially 

language leming, mmuscnpt study and bibliography.18 Where data on fellows' schooling might 

suggest they had little learning, biographical material suggests that men who became antiquaries 

were studiously inclined, despite their class background. 

Data for university attendance suggests that antiquaries were men whose fathers invested 

in them. Data for this variable is complete and is probably nearly accurate, as university registers 

1 O Legal historian Charles Butler. book collecter Michael Jones, diplomat Henry Howard and actor Charles 
Kemble were sent to Catholic schools at Douay. John Cooke, instntcted by the local dissenting minister in whose 
footsteps he was to follow, had a distinguished medical career. Archaeologist Alfred John Kempe was indifferently 
educated by 2 French refugees, and historian Francis Cohen (later PaIgrave) by an Italian tutor. Edward Foss, editor 
for the records Commission. and topographer Hudson Gurney were taught by male relatives and by Egyptologists 
Thomas Young and John Hodgkin. 

"See the British Biographicaf Archive. Fiche 496. Frames 99- 1 1 1, the entry from C. Knight, Biography. also 
known as The English Cyclopaedia Div. III, 7 vols, 1856. 

''John CaIey, son of a London grocer, became known as a boy for his palaeographic skills. Thomas Duffus 
Hardy had a similar reputation at the Tower Record Office as a teenager. William John Thomas showed similar 
abilities. Samuel Weller Singer, son of an artificial feather and flower-maker, taught himself Italian and became an 
authority in bibliography. Architect and botanist Joseph Woods taught himself Latin, Greek, Hebrew, French and 
Italiiin. Irish Methodist preacher Adam Clarke taught himself Latin. Greek, Hebrew, Syriric, Arabic, Persian, Sanskrit, 
and geology. Gore Ouseley taught himself Persian, Hindu, Bengali, Arabic and Sanskrit while running a factory in 
India. Ceylonese reformer and vice-president of the Royat Asiatic Society Alexander Johnston became fluent in 
Tamil, TeIegu and Hindustani. Diplomat and oriental historian George Thomas Staunton became a noted Chinese 
scholar. Richard Taylor, apprenticed to a Chancery Lane phter, learned Latin, French, Italian, FIemish and AngIo- 
Saxon. 



can establish who attended and who did not.19 In al1 decades except 1840, non-university- 

educated men outnumbered university-educated men two to one. The number of university- 

educated fellows peaked in 1840. at 43%. This fits with antiquaries' working and lower middle 

class backgrounds. However, a far greater number attended university than rnight be expected 

from their fathers' class and income profile. Only 12-25% of fellows came from noble and upper 

rniddle class homes. which had incomes capable of sustaining the costs of univenity education. 

But 33%-42% of antiquaries attended university. At the beginning of this penod fees were at 

least £100, the costs of living in hall and of sociability brought the figure to three times that 

rnuch, and costs rose during the penod 1830-70. These sums would have been difficult to Save 

for, and support on an incorne of less than £ 3 0  per year? Such sacrifices probably indicate 

lower rniddle class fathers' desires that their sons improve their social standing more than their 

scholarship, as social contacts led to employment. Antiquaries succeeded in both." 

A similar irnbalance between income or class and education is suggested by data on 

antiquaries travelling. Between 12% and L5% of fellows travelled outside Britain." The number 

''Registers used were: Charles Henry Cooper and John William Cooper, Annals of Canzbridge, Warwick and Co: 
Cambridge, 1842-52, 5 volumes, reprinted in 1908: John Archibald Venn, Alunini Canrabrigier~ses: A Biographical 
List of Al1 Krtorvrt Studertts, Graduates and Holders of OBce ut the Urriversir)l of Cambridge, froni the Earliest Times 
to 1900, Cambridge University Press: cambridge, 1922-54, 10 volumes; Joseph Foster, Alumni Oxonienses: the 
Menibers of Oxford. 17/5-1886. Parker: London, 189 1-92,4 volumes; and Robert H. Murray, "Trinity ernigrants and 
immigrants," Dublin Universi5 and the New World, Macmillan for the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge: 
London. 1921, pp. 89-96. 

'"See Sheldon Rothblatt, Traditional and Charige in English Liberal Edrrcation, Faber and Faber: London, 1976, 
pp. 102-16. 

"Sheldon Rothblatt discusses the reIation between liberal education and preferment, and the problems of poor 
students at Oxford and Cambridge in  the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. See Rothblatt, Tradition and 
Change in English Liberal Education Faber and Faber: London 1976, pp. 59-74, 94-98, 119-32, 139-45. For a 
synopsis of antiquaries' university distinctions, see Appendix 2.B. 1: "University Scholarship." 

"~hese  figures probably under-represent the reality. as biographical works usually record travels which are 
reiated to an occupation (diplomacy. the military), a course of study, or grand tour or notable project such as 
archaeology. The increase of 3%. 1830-50, may represent the greater opportunities that followed the end of the wars. 
The average age of fellows at entrance in 1840 was 37 and in 1850 was 39, so many of these men would have 
uavelled in the 1820s and 1830s. in their twenties. The decrease 1860-70 is less easy to interpret. Average age at 



of antiquaries travelling is close to that for men of noble and professional backgrounds, but sons 

of peen and upper c las  men make up only 41.76% of travellex- S.'^ Sons of lower middle and 

working class men are 70-80% of fellows but a disproportionate 58.24% of travellers.'" 

Antiquaries of poorer backgrounds, then, appear to have valued travel more than their wedthier 

counterparts. 

Biographical data shows antiquaries valued travel because it brought them into contact 

with antiquities, archaeologicai sites and libraries. Poor antiquaries were often successful in 

finding ways to travel despite lirnited funds. Most travelled for scholarly pursuits rather than 

polite pleasure, and combined employrnent opportunities with antiquarian research. James 

Millingen's merchant family moved to Paris in 1790, hoping to benefit from the new govemment. 

Their fortunes were mixed. While in prison as a British subject 1792-94, Millingen met other 

antiquaries. When released. he remained in France lifelong, writing on antiquities and purchasing 

for European rnuseums including the British. John Galt, hired to explore "how far British goods 

could be exported in defiance of the Berlin and Milan d e c r e e ~ , " ~  travelled through Europe, the 

admission, 1850-70, was 40-45 years. Aside from military men and antiquaries who lived abroad, these men are 
likely to have travelled in their twenties, or in the 1850s. An increased attention to building a career, from mid- 
century on, and a decreased emphasis on the Grand Tour as a part of education rnay have affected these figures. 

"~axter's estimated incomes of various classes. and the fraction of the population they consùtuted. suggests only 
upper and middle c l a s  men, about 2% of the total British popuiation, had the means to uavel. Many more travelling 
antiquaries came from the third of Baxter's categories, but cannot have had financial support from parents, or. if they 
had moved into the lower middle class employment category, still cannot have had great means to travel. Thus it 
seems that many antiquaries put a high value on travel. 

'"~athers' occupational data is available for 19 1 of the 321 feliows who travelled, and was estimated for a funher 
82 fellows based on their attendance at public schools. Of these 273 men. 41.76% came from noble or professional 
backgrounds (lawyers, clergymen, bankers, manufacturers. wealthy merchants). 45.05% came from lower middle class 
backgrounds (teachers, authors, book pnnters and sellers, clerks, artists, architects, small merchants, doctors, military 
men) and 13.19% from working class backgrounds (labourers, tradesmen, poor farmers). This classification introduces 
some error as many clergy were poor, many nobles were not wealthy, a few military men were wealthy, and some 
professions such as medicine and engineering becarne professionalised over this period. causing their eamings to 
increase (the latter would potentially affect about 30 men, or 2% of the S A  population). 

%x the DNB. Volume 7, pp. 828-32, p. 829. 
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Middle East and Asia Minor, recording the antiquities he saw as he explored trade possibilities. 

Henry Crabb Robinson received an income of £100 in 1798. Despite military inconveniences, he 

toured Germany and Bohemia, and attended University at Jena. Hired as foreign correspondent 

for The Times, he made architectural casts in the towns he passed through reporting on battles. 

John Gillies, Thomas Smart Hughes and William Roberts went to Europe as tutors accompanying 

their charges. Edward Cresy and George Ledwell Taylor, having little money. walked through 

France. Switzerland, Italy. Greece, Malta and Sicily , 18 17- 1820, later publishing on the 

antiquities they had seen? 

Statistical and biographical materid suggests, then, that antiquaries placed a high value 

on travel. For wedthy and poor antiquaries alike, travels were undertaken in pursuit of an 

antiquarian interest and often resulted in publications. In both education and travel, antiquaries 

used employment to further their intellectual interests, not to pursue polite pleasures. While 

scholarly pursuits may have interacted with attempts at social advancement in various ways, in 

travel as in university education, improving their social status does not seem to have been 

antiquaries' chief concem. and pursuing their chosen area of study appears to have been an active 

concern. 

The third variable is fellows' employment." Figure 4.1 presents data for fellows' class, 

% o r  antiquaries travelled inexpensively in Britain also. John Wilson walked through England and lceland in 
his Oxford vacations; he and his wife walked over Sconish highlands in 1815. John Kenrick took walking tours of 
the Highlands during his university years at Glasgow. Some weaithy fellows travelled cornfortably abroad, but were 
rarely indolent. Edward Dodwell, for exampie. travelled IifeIong in Mediterranean countries, bribing oficials and 
opening tombs. Captured by Bonaparte's forces, he obtained consent to travel througti Egypt, persisting in his 
archaeolog ical work despi te harassrnent by bandits, and acting as a purchaser of antiquities for many European 
rnuseums. Michael Jones lived in France, and collected manuscripts Iifeiong in France and Italy. Men who travelled 
with the military make up about 2% of membership for al1 decades. 

"See Appendix One, Figure 1.1 1. 



as determined by occ~pat ion .~~ 

This data shows that about 53% of fellows worked in upper middle class occupations in 1830, 

this declined to 42% over the petiod 1830-70, and about a third remained lower rniddle cla~s. '~ 

It will be useful to have a description of the class structure of British society with which 

to compare this data. Figure 4.2 presents data for class, by income and portion of the population, 

for Britain, 1860.)' Class, more than income, is of use in interpreting antiquaries' lives. Incorne 

levels, however, indicate the context in which antiquaries travelled, worked, studied and wrote. 

"ln this thesis. c lvs has been defined by occupation rather than by parents' background. Briefly, occupation is 
a more appropriate guide in the case of antiquaries, as many of them improved on their fathers' social class and 
occupation. In one case below, it has been useful to note the different picture which emerges when parents' 
occupation is used to define class. For the complete data by occupation, and a discussion of the relation between 
background. occupation and class, see Appendix One, Figure 1.10. 

'I 

Upper Class 

Upper Middle Class 

Lower Middle Class 

Lower Class 

Occupation Unknown 

" ~ e e  Appendix One, Figures 1. I O  and 1.1 1. Biographical data suggest that only about 5% of fellows served 
apprenticeships, but this figure is likely to be low, as fellows for whom linle or no information is available were 
probably from the lower middle class. Fellows served apprenticeships to surgeons, solicitors, apothecaries, hatters. 
brewers and builders, engravers, painters, and in the merchant marine. Apprenticeships served to architects and in 
the book trades most often turned into Iife-long employment. John Soane started as an errand boy in George Dance's 
office. William Hosking was apprenticed in Sydney, New South Wales to a builder and surveyor, and Iater in London 
to an architect. William Hamper. apprenticed in his father's brassfounding works, developed a taste for architectural 
history from visiting churches for trade. Church historian and bookseller Thomas Rees went into his father's Welsh 
bookshop. Richard Taylor. John Holmes and George Woodfall became seIIers and/or printers after apprenticing to 
book-sellers or printers. 

Figure 4.1: SA Fellows' Class Profile 

"~ohn Burnett, Plenty and Want: A Social History of Diet in England from 1815 to the Present Day, Scolar 
Press: London 1979, p. 124. Burnett is using Dudley Baxter's 1867 statistical study of class and income, National 
Income. Statistical portraits of social and economic realities are approximations. Their value lies in their ability to 
delimit misleading images, indicate probable patterns in and components of historical explanations. and raise 
questions about current convictions. For further discussion of Buter's data, see Appendix One. 
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6.54% 
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1840 

3 .90% 

53.97% 

32.47% 

2.3 1 % 

15.01% 

1850 

3.23% 

52.82% 

34.27% 

1.41% 

15.12% 

1860 

2.16% 

41.89% 

3 1.38% 

1.24% 

30.29% 

1870 

2.1 1% 

44.8 1 % 

30.03% 

0.97% 

16.72% 



l I 1 % ~opu~ation II 
Upper Class 

Upper Middle 

These figures indicate that less than 1% of the British population was upper class, less than 2% 

upper middle class, less than 20% lower middle class, and almost 80% working class.)' By 

comparison. between 2% and 7% of the SA was upper class (by occupation)." This is higher 

than in the population as a whole, but even if father's occupation were used to designate 

antiquaries' class rather than a fellows' occupation, as is used throughout this chapter, only 8% 

to 15% would be upper class. In either case, this is not as high as rnight be expected of a 

prestigious leamed society. Between 73% and 89% of SA members were middle class (by 

occupation), though only about 20% of the British population was middle class. A greater portion 

of antiquaries worked in upper middle than lower middle class occupations. Less than 3% of 

antiquaries worked in lower class occupations, though this class comprised nearly 80% of the 

British p~pula t ion .~~ 

Certain features of the data on fellows' occupations should be noted. First, the nurnber 

of fellows who are known to have been independently wealthy is less than 5% in 1830, and 

Lower Middle 

Working Class 

"This is, of course, an approximation. This information heIps to situate this chapter's discussion of the socid 
background and career profile of the antiquarian cornmunity. See Appendix One for a discussion of the fit between 
income levels given in Figure 3.1 and these occupationaI categories. 

f 1,000 and up 

f 300-£ 1,000 

" ~ e e  Appendix One for a discussion of the ways of determining class. and the different values gained for 
defining upper cIass rnembership by parentage and by occupation. 

-50% 

1.52% 

Figure 4.2: Class, Incorne, and Population Uata, Llntain, 1867 
* 

C£ 100-£300 

under £100 

'Vhis resuit is not surprising. Education and some Ieisure were required to pursue antiquarian studies. 
Membership was adjudicated on the bais of publications as well as k i n g  known to cornmunity members, so it 
would have been fairly difficult for working class men to gain entrance to the SA. 

18.84% 

79.13% 
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decreases to 0.97% in 1870? Similarly, the nurnber of antiquaries working in the College of 

Arms is less than 2% in 1830 and declines to .97% in 1870.'~ Neither the statisticd nor the 

biographicai data. then, supports the image of the SA as replete with affluent and affected 

collectors of dubious archaeological rubbish, more inclined to port than to serious scholarship. 

Second, this data shows how successfu1 antiquaries were in gaining better kinds of 

employment than their fathers. Figure 4.3 compares numbers of upper rniddle class fathers with 

SA sons? 

The improvement varies between 300% and 500%. which. despite the overall income gains 

fat hers 

SA sons 

is unlikely that many of the men for whom data is unavailable were upper class, so these values are probably 
nearly accurate. Many independently wealthy men cannot be described as idle wealthy amateurs. Robert Clutterbuck, 
for example, published on chemistry and topography. County historian Hudson Gurney was an M.P. and Vice- 
President of the SA, and of literary and archaeological societies in Norfolk. His collection of more 15,000 
manuscripts and books related to Norfolk and Suffolk went to the British Library after his death. Robert WiIliam 
Hay. Willi,m Rae Wilson and Edward DodweIl became archaeologists in the Middle East. Richard Colt Hoare 
devoted his Iife to the history and archaeology of Wiltshire, Edward Rudge to those of Salisbury. George Ormerod, 
John Lee, Thomas Lister Parker, and Thomas Phillipps were expert collectors of books and antiquities. 

35Heralds do not conforrn to a conventional image of court personnel. Of SA heralds, many were sent on 
diplomatic missions or gave expert testimony in peerage cases. Many were active in antiquarian studies. George 
Frederick Beltz, executor for Mrs. Garrick. published on archaeology. William Gell's archaeological publications. 
published throughout Europe. eamed him the epithet "classic Gel!" in Byron's "EngIish Bards" (1809). George 
Nayler's knowledge of genealogy led to his appointment to the College of Arms; his abiIities led to a revision of 
College record-keeping practises. James Robinson Planche, an amateur actor and manager of the Adelphi, wrote and 
produced successful drarnas and was an authority on the history of British clothing. Charles George Young 
catalogued the Arundel manuscripts and published on Tudor court history. Disraeli used Young's work on the 
baronetage to detail the florid Sir Vavasour in his novel Sybil. Many heralds were not sons of eminent men: 
Llewellyn Meyrick was son of a Surrey doctor, Nayler of a Gloucestershire surgeon. Young of a Lambeth doctor. 
and Edmund Lodge of a Surrey rector. 

ligure 4.3: Upper Middle C'las Fathers Compared with SA Sons 

12.33% 

60.00% 

M ~ p p e r  middle class refen to men who were clergymen, lawyen. politicians. diplomats. wealthy rnerchants. 
ban kers or industrial ists, weal thy gentleman farmers or university professors. 

16.3 1 % 

57.86% 

17.24% 

56.0 1 % 

12.52% 

44.05% 

14.12% 

46.92% 
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throughout this period. cannot be typicd of these decades." It is not clear how to interpret this 

antiquarian facility. University education must be a factor in many fellows' success in leaving 

lower middle class backgrounds, but far more fellows improved their social standing than 

attended university. Antiquaries' propensity to educate themselves, uavel, and pursue a field of 

study seriously may also account for a part of that suc ces^.^^ To some degree, this facility in 

improving social class and employment circumstances must reflect an exceptional level of talent 

and motivation among the individuals who becarne antiquaries. Further, as will be seen below. 

the antiquarian comrnunity needed to support their studies as their institution could not, and so 

ernployed each other, creating an upwardly spiralling relationship between financial gains. social 

status, and the pursuit of antiquarian scholarship. In this way poor antiquaries prospered at a 

greater rate than their non-SA counterparts in the British population overall. 

Third, many antiquaries rose to occupy important positions in their area of employment, 

especially in institutions which could use antiquarian areas of expertise such as libraries, the law, 

architecture, authorship and publishing (see Appendix Two. Section A). Antiquaries filled posts 

from clerks to administrators. and from illustrious to mundane. Some Iawyers, for example, were 

eminent, but the majority 

p r a c t i c e ~ . ~ ~  Many worked 

are listed merely as barrister or solicitor, and worked in small Iocal 

in areas related to their antiquarian interest. Legal historian Charles 

"on income gains throughout this period. see Peter Mathias. The Firsr lndustrial Nation: An Ecorromic Hisroq 
of Britain I700-1914 Methuen: London and New York, 1983, pp. 166-205, esp. 200. 

j%s Figure 1.10 of Appendix One shows. the decline in the rate at which fellows improved their social status 
is not accompanied by a rise in other occupations Iisted. Proportions of fellows working in medicine, the military, 
art and architecture, the book (rades. and as teachers and masters rernain stable, 1830-70. This suggests that new 
members were Iikely to be employed in these more ordinary occupations. Further, data for fellows' employment 
decreases over the period. suggesting that antiquaries as a whole tended increasingIy to be employed in less 
prestigious jobs during this period. As for other variables, then, this data suggests that the antiquarian cornmunity 
was not primarily comprised of wealthy or professional men. 

"'John Leycester Adolphus was attorney-general to the then County-Palatine of Durham. Codnngton Carrington 
had been council to the EIC in Calcutta. becarne a judge in the Suprerne Court of India, was asked to prepare the 
legal code of Ceylon in 1800. and became Ceylon's first chef justice. Henry Hobhouse was solicitor to HM Customs 



Purton Cooper was treasurer to Lincoln's Inn and Master of its library, presenting it with 2,000 

volumes on his retirement. Edward Foss was lawyer to literary men and publishers. Charles Frost 

and Sir William Elias Taunton were experts in cases involving black-letter documents. Stacey 

Grimaldi, great-great grandson of the Doge of Genoa, and Francis Palgrave specialised in peerage 

cases. Joseph Littledale was counsel to Cambridge University. Robert Surtees left his law practice 

to research the antiquities of Durham full-time. Sharon Turner gave his spare time to the study 

of Anglo-Saxon and the early English church. Edward Vernon Utterson, a clerk in Chancery, 

retired on full pay when that court was abolished in 1842, and spent his remaining years editing 

rare early English texts. The same diversity and pursuit of antiquarian studies are found in every 

ernployment category." Even peers pursued some unlikely kinds of emp~oyment.~' 

Many antiquaries supported themselves by writing and publishing ventures." Alexander 

and to the Treasury. Sir Johnathon Frederick Pollock became Attorney General. John Tidd Pratt was consulting 
bamster to the Commissioners for reducing the national debt (1828ff). John Scott, 1 Lord Eldon, became Chancellor, 
Lord Privy Seal. and tried the Cato Street Conspirators' case. His brother William Scott, 1 Lord Stowell, becrtrne 
an eminent judge of the Admiralty and rewrote maritime law during the Napoleonic wars. William Sheldon, never 
called to the bar because he was Catholic, established the Catholic Cornmittee, which achieved some rights for 
Catholics in the Relief Act of 1778. Catholic lawyer Charles Butler worked in a conveyancing practise from 1775. 
became the fint Catholic called to the bar since 1688, and look silk at Lincoln's Inn in 1832. 

'<'For example. Dr. Henry Halford was Pnsident of the Royal College of Physicians and physician to George 
IV and William IV. Surgeon's mate James Johnson, who had practised medicine in unpleasant circumstances and 
in most parts of the globe, became physician extraordinaire to George Ili and founded the Medico-Chirurgical 
Review. Dr. Thomas Mantell Ieft his practise for the more lucrative job of transporthg prisoners of war and packets 
rit Dover in 18 14. Dr. Alexander Henderson gave up practising to study English literature. 

 or example. George CappeI Coningsby, later 5 Earl Essex, had been an MP but had also been director of the 
Dmry Lane Theatre, and Richard, 2 Earl Mountedgecumbe was an MP and an actor and writer for theatre. 

 o or individuaI antiquarian printers. see Ian Maxted. Tfre London Book Trades. 1775-1800: A Preliminan 
Checklisr of Members, Unwin Brothers, The Gresham Press: Great Britain, 1977, and Philip A.R. Brown, Londorz 
Publisfrers and Prirrrers. c. 1800-I870, British Library: London, 1982. William B. Todd, A Direcior). of Pririrers and 
Others in the Allied Trades. London arrd Viciniry, 1800-1840, Printing Historical Society: London, 1972 gives the 
most cornprehensive information. inciuding biographical material. See also John Bidwell. "The Study of Paper as 
Evidence, Artefact. Commodity," in Peter Davidson. ed., The Book Enconipassed: Studies in Twerrrieth Century 
Bibliography. Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1992. pp. 69-82, esp. pp. 79ff; D.C. Coleman, The British 
Paper Zndustry, 149.5- 1860: A Sfudy in industrial Growth, Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1958. For antiquarian histories 
of antiquaries in the book trades, see W.S. Brassington, FSA, A Histcq of the Art of Bookbinding, with some 
Accouni of the Books of the Ancients, Elliot Stock: London, 1894, Chapter XV, "Modem English Bookbinding," pp. 
207-236. 
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Chalmers was political writer for the Morning Chronicle arid the St. James Chronicle, and editor 

of the Morning Herald. He contributed to the Critical Review and the Analytical Review as well 

as cornpiling glossaries and biographical dictionaries and wnting introductions to editions of 

literary works. He described his literary career as comprised "of incessant labour, and of many 

personal privations, as is too commonly the fate of professional authors."" Samuel Carter Hall 

also lived by writing for various periodicals, but was interested in art. In 1839. as editor and part 

owner of the A r t  Union Monthly Journal, he exposed the European trade in fraudulent old 

masters. This service was recognised in 1880 by a civil list pension (f 150 per annum). But 

subscriptions had not paid the journal's expenses for its first decade; Hall supplied the journal's 

wants in the interim from his own r e sou r~es .~  

Many fellows worked in jobs created by the indusuial econ~rny."~ Many applied their 

technological knowledge to their antiquarian work. Francis Fry was a member of the Quaker 

chocolate and soap manufactunng family, and a board mernber of three railways companies, who 

h d  experimented with technologies of various sorts. At his home near Bristol he had a press. 

and ptinted facsirnile editions of early English Bibies, using photolithography. Hugh Welch 

"~uoted  from Chalmers* The General Biographical Dictiortary in  W .  Anderson. The Scottish Narion (data) 3 
vois, 1862. 

JJ Even the more eminent antiquarian printers were not simply prosperous. For example, three generations of the 
Nichols family were editors of the Gentleman's Magazine. They lost their stock and equipment in a warehouse fire 
in 1828, but rebuilt the business through lives of incessant editorial labour. John Murray, publisher of the Quarte* 
Review and the Edinburgh Revierv, was inconvenienced financialiy and in other ways by publishing Byron, Coleridge, 
Austen, Disraeli, Walter Scott, Samuel Smiles and Charles Lyell. 

"FO~ example, Thomas Crofton Croker, historian of Irish literature and clerk in the Admiralty Office. introduced 
lithography into the Admirahy . Francis Freeling, Bristol Post Office surveyor and book collecter, assisted in inventing 
more efficient coaches. George Saunders, writer on Gothic architecture, was surveyor to the county of Middlesex 
and for 28 years commissioner of sewers. John Newman, writer on Roman London, was surveyor to the Kent and 
Surrey sewer commissions and the Commission on Pavements and Improvements for Southwark. George Ledwell 
Taylor, writer on classical marbles, was surveyor to the naval works at Chatham, Woolwich and Sheerness 
Dockyards. Richard Taylor, Chancery Lane printer, published the Annals and Magazine of Natural Histor). as well 
Scientific Menloirs Selected from the Transacrions of Foreign Academies of Science. 



Diamond was secretary to the London Photographic Society and photographer to the SA. SA 

publications began using photography in architectural and archaeological articles in February, 

1 854. at Diamond's suggestion." 

Of particular interest are fellows who found employment in fields close to their 

antiquarian expertise. William Betham, discovering the documents of the office of Ulster King-of- 

Arms in disarray, obtained employment in the College of Arrns sorting them out. He published 

extensively in early Irish history, and rose to be Ulster King-Of-Arms himself. Thomas Duffus 

Hardy was junior clerk in the Tower Record Office, published extensively. and eventually became 

editor of the Records Commissions publications and the prime mover of the 1869 Historical 

Manuscripts Commission. Thomas Hartwell Home. son of a barrister's clerk, was hired to 

compile indices of the Harleian manuscripts for the Commission on Public records. This brought 

him a position as clerk in the Tower Records office, then in the Chapter House of Westminster. 

and then in Queen's College. Cambridge. The orphaned son of a navy captain. Thomas Frognall 

Dibdin becarne librarian to book collector the Earl of Spencer. and cataiogued his collection at 

Althorp. Robert Jamieson found employment early in life in collecting and publishing Scottish 

ballads. These found favour with Walter Scott, who obtained for Jamieson the post of assistant 

deputy clerk to the Registrar in the General Register House of Edinburgh, where he remained for 

forty years." 

Finally, the lives of many antiquaries show considerable uncertainty in their employment 

4fl Evans, p. 190ff. William Hoskings, architect and writer on architectura1 history, was engineer to the West 
London Railway Company. His design for a circular reading room in the style of the Pantheon was copied by Panizzi 
for the British library. 

47 See Appendix 2.A. 1 for a list of men working in jobs requinng antiquarian skills. 



circurn~tances.'~ Many changed jobs numerous times within the same general area of 

employment, between 5% and 7% per decade changed careers, and those employed in a single 

field lifelong, such as the professional authors discussed above, experienced changeable demand 

and periods of insufficient remuneration. This insecurity must have reflected both their lack of 

education and the changeable industrial e c ~ n o r n ~ . " ~  The uncertainty of Victorian employment 

places antiquarian work in an unusual context. Histories of Victorian Britain often separate 

scholars from the working class, and attribute intellectual work to the upper class and the 

university-trained. Yet the prosopographicd research presented here suggests that significant 

scholarly work was cm-ied on part-time. by men poorly-equipped for it by their formal education, 

and poorly supported f inan~ial ly.~~ 

Some further data on fellows' personal profiles, the fourth variable, may help to 

characterise the antiquarian comrnunity. For marriage, data was unavailable for 49% of fellows 

in 1830, increasing to 82% of fellows in 1870.~' If available data is employed as a sample, it 

.lu For example, Thomas Rickman was apprenticed in his father's grocer-dntggist's shop, then to a chemist, then 
to a doctor, after which he worked in two hospitals. He practised medicine for two years, was a corn factor for 5 
and an insurance clerk for 10. Only at 42 years did he become an architect, though he had been publishing on 
architectural history for some years already. Rickman's case is extrerne, but the Iives of a considerable number of 
antiquaries show one major career change. Almost al1 clergymen antiquaries worked in several locations during their 
lives. and only about 10% reached even the lower IeveIs of distinction in the church hierarchy. 

49 Even relatively successful antiquaries were susceptible to economic uncertainty. For example, Thomas Massa 

Alsager, part owner of the Royal Gardens, shot himself after going bankrupt.See Robert Best, ed., Edward Wedlake 
Brayley, SA, A Topographical History of Surrey, Dorking, Tilt and Bogue: London, 1841, 5 vols, vol 3, p. 352, n. 
81. This property was sold, and the London Polytechnical Institution was built on the site. 

"'For example, Martin J. Wiener, English Culture and the Decfine of the Indusrrial Spirit 1850-1980. Cambridge 
University Press: USA, 1988, pp. 1 1-24, 30-40. Weiner argues that upper class political and social values CO-opted 
and refonned middle class ambition. The upper rniddle class was educated to reproduce the kind of political power 
the aristocracy wished to maintain, thus tempering the business power of the Iower middle class. Weiner splits the 
middle class into two very discrete sections with opposing ideologies and ambitions. However, SA data shows the 
porousness of the two halves of the middle class, in sorne cases at least, and the possibilities for mernbers of the 
Iower middle class to do intellectual work. The problems of applying various definitions of intellectuals will be 
considered in Chapter Five. 

" ~ e e  Appendix One, Figure 1.12. 
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indicates that between 85% and 95% of fellows were married." Given the SA class structure, 

few fellows would have been wealthy enough for farnily matters to have imposed no burdens, 

either financial or in time lost from their studies. 

SA fellows appear to have been mainly ~n~1ica.n." Catholics. k w s  and Dissenters made 

up 5% to 8% of members. considerably less than their presence in the British population 

overall." However. the SA tolerated a variety of religious belief, and was not characterised by 

any one style of Anglicanism. Some fellows were "enthusia~tic."~~ Many were not. Differences 

of religious opinion were legiod6 The debate around Catholic emancipation organised many 

" ~ h e  decrease in availability of information over this penod is probably accounted for by the fact chat decreasing 
numbers of antiquaries' biographies are given in the DNB over this period. DNB entries regularly give mmiage 
information. Boase rarely gives this information, and the sources which comprise the Bdish Biographical Archive 
give it only sometimes. This indicates an overall change in  the character of new members over these decades, away 
from the kind of men the DNB selected for. indicating the efficacy of the SA'S mid-century reform. Values may have 
been slightly lower than this in reality. Marriage in the Victorian era presumed a basic level of financial stability. 
See Mathias, The First Industrial Nation 1983, pp. 166- 179. The men for whom this data is missing are more likely 
to be lower and lower middle than upper middle and upper class. 

%ee Appendix One. Figure 1.13. 

%is figure probably underestimates the Catholic and non-confonning segments of the SA population. possibly 
by a large amount. That a fellow was Catholic is known if he converted. was educated in a Catholic institution. was 
a member of a Catholic noble family or  held a position within the Catholic church. Non-conforming fellows are 
identified because of their work as clergy for such groups, or publications. Both groups are probably larger than these 
would indicate. See Appendix One for data on the British population overall. 

 or example. Thomas Blyth and Benjamin Harrison were memben of the Hackney Phalanx. a part of the 
Clapham sect. William Roberts and William Shaw were ffiends and biographers of Hannah More. Adam Clarke knew 
Wesley in his childhood and became a preacher in Wesley's style. William Owen Pughe was a follower of Joanna 
Southcott. Jewish fellows aIso show diversity. Isaac Disraeli, embroiled in a £40 dispute with the London Ponuguese 
Synagogue, had his children baptised as Christian with English narnes, or not. depending on the fortunes of the 
dispute. Isaac Lyon Goidsrnid, a founder of University College and purchaser of the godless Gower Street location, 
was the driving force behind Jewish emancipation and the Jewish Disabilities Bill. 

%any antiquarks worked for the SPCK. but Hastings Robinson published an attack on this organisation as 
unprotestant. Edward Maltby. Bishop of Bath and Wells, was bumed in effigy by his parishioners for subscribing 
to a unitarian work. Hany Bristow Wilson was convicted of heresy in the Essays and Reviews scanda1 for his liberal. 
Gemanising theology. Benjamin Harrison wrote one of the Tracts for the Times, and John Parker published Keble 
and Pusey. Johri Lee favoured a union of Anglicans and non-conformists. Richard Warner published an attack on 
evangelicalism. Catholic legal antiquary Charles Butler engaged in a lifelong, celebrated ultra-Gallican contest with 
his own Roman authorities, agitating for English Catholics to have the right to elect bishops. 



such differences? Conversions were not u n c ~ m m o n . ~ ~  Unusual religious convictions were not 

unkx~own.~~ In this. the SA differs considerably from the BAAS, which employed a Broad 

Church ideology to retain control of executive operations and intellectual products, disseminating 

a view of their intellectual domain as latitudinarian. non-sectarian, and capable of harmonising 

regional, sectional and class differences? 

A similar diversity is also seen in fellows' politics. In every year, data for party affiliation 

shows antiquaries split almost evenly between Whigs and Tories, differing no more than 2% 

overall. Some Tory antiquaries were notori~us.~' Many others worked to improve legislative 

"Tractarian Charles William Russell, Newman's teacher and spiritual adviser, w u  first President of Maynooth 
College. Benjamin Bond Cabbell. Eardley Gideon Culling Eardley and John Nicholl opposed the Maynooth grant. 
Catholic antiquary James Vincent Harding was Newman's lawyer when the Tract 90 scanda1 broke. Charles Smith 
Bird published against Tractarianism. MP Robert Hamy Inglis opposed the repeal of the Test Acts. Edward Augustus 
Kendall and RowIey published recommendations for repressing Catholicism, but Mark Aloysius Tierney and pacifist 
Richard Warner supported Catholic emancipation. Thomas Hartwell Home published pamphlets agaiast Catholic 
emancipation. but worked amicably with and for Cathotics lifetong. James Millingen ceased speaking to his French 
wife and children when they made their Catholicism known to hirn. 

 or example. Quaker Thomas Byrth and presbyterians John Herman Merivale. Samuel Rogers and William 
Shaw converted to Anglicanism. Thomas Pell Platt, librarian to the British and Foreign Bible Society, went over to 
the Tractarians. Francis Palgrave, born Francis Cohen. converted to Anglicanism, and Levi Leone. also born Jewish, 
to Presbyterianism. Edward Lowth Badeley. Edmund Edgar Estcourt. Frances Henry Lascelles, William Maskell and 
William Munk converted to Catholicism in the wake of Tract 90. Gore Ouseley. a diplomat in Persia, published 
favourably on Islam and gave his children Islamic names, though Thomas Hartwell Home, William Marsden and 
John David MacBride published on Islam as a religious error. 

en or example. Charles Augustus Tulk. former school captain at Westminster. worked lifelong uanslating 
Swedenborg and disseminating his doctrines of rational mysticism. Godfrey Higgins published works claiming that 
Christ was Samaritan by birth and a Nazarite of the monastic order of the Pythagorean Essenes by conviction. 
William Knight's work on the likely social structure of heaven was repressed by Knight himself, fcaring for his job 
at Marischal College. Baptist British Israelite Dr. George Moore pubtished works on the power of the mind over the 
body. 

M'Sec Jack Morrell and Arnold Thackray. Gentlemen of Science: The Early Years ofthe British Association for 
the Advancernent of Science. Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1982. 

ad  or example. John Jeffreys Pratt, 2 Earl Camden, in Ireland during the Lieutenancy of Earl Fiuwilliam. advised 
Parliament to suspend Habeus Corpus in 1796, leading to rebellion in 1798. William Wyndharn Grenville moved chat 
suspension, as weH as the Treasonable Practices and Seditious Meetings Acts, 1794-95, and Iater headed the 
ineffective Ministry of Al1 Talents in 1806. Henry Addington Lord Sidrnouth, another unpopular Prime Minister, 
introduced the 1817 suspension of Habeus Corpus and the hated Six Acts, and was responsible for the Peterloo 
massacre. Charles Philip Yorke excluded the press from the Walcheren expedition inquiry, jailed journalists who 
criticised this, and had his windows smashed in the April, 1810 riots. Thomas Rennell's 1794 sermon on the iniquity 
of the French RevoIution caused William Pitt to cal1 him the Demosthenes of the pulpit. 



responses to emerging industrial rea l i t ie~ .~~ Reform issues organised many political differences 

between an tiqua rie^.^^ Some antiquaries were hated by radical politicians? Some antiquaries 

were closely aligned with radical poli tic^.^' But antiquaries c m  be found on either side of most 

political questions of the time, and some on bath? 

The antiquarian cornrnunity, then, was nothing if not diverse. Some fellows' lives included 

improbable events? Some had celebrated literary and political connections." Many fellows 

02~or  example. George William Anderson and Alexander Johnson inuoduced political and judicial reforms in 
Bombay, Mauritius and Ceylon. William Alexander MacKinnon introduced bills addressing smoke abatement and 
turnpike trusts. George Spence and James Eardley Eardley Wilson worked for Iegal reform, and Charles Butler. 
William Roberts and Charles Tulk for pend reform. 

"'For example. Henry Edward Bunbury and John Sinclair supported the Refonn Bill OF 1832: George Wyndham 
3 Earl Egremont and Henry Hallam opposed it. Benjamin Hawes and Godfrey Higgins supported repeal of the Corn 
Laws. Robert Hamy IngIis opposed them, and Robert Peel had introduced them. George Hibbert published against 
the slave trade, but Henry Phipps 1 Earl Mulgrave declared in parliament that in his year in Jamaica he had not seen 
a single ill-ueated slave. 

lu For example, Arthur Trevor Hill 3 Viscount Dungannon moved the bill for national Anglican education, 
opposed the abolition of clerical subscription in Ireland, and was denounced by O'Connell. Augustus Cavendish 
Bradshaw was denounced by Cobbett. Francis Burdett ctiticised John Nicholl's opposition to constitutional reform. 

"For example. Richard S h q  h d  been a member of the Friends of the People Society in 1791-92. Radical 
Yorkshire unions asked Godfrey Higgins to stand for Parliament. Thomas Kitson Cromwell was secretary of the 
Birmingham Education League. 

MFor example. Monmouth MP Charles Morgan thought Henry Dundas Lord Melville, First Lord of the 
Admiralty, guilty of corruption charges brought against him in 1804; Tiverton merchant William Fitzhugh thought 
him innocent. Robert Smith, 1 Baron Carrington and Charles Long i Baron Farnborough had been Pitt's close 
political allies and held various positions in Pitt's minisuies. Martin Davy vetoed the Oxford Caput suggestion to 
erect a statue of Pitt. Henry Beeke gave Pitt the idea for income tax. George Hibbert introduced the property tax in 
1798 and led those who repealed it in 1806. Michael Ange10 Taylor was elected a Tory MP but crossed the floor 
in 1785. 

"~ohn Thomas Barber Beaumont. founder of the County Fire and Provident Life insurance companies. being 
instmmental in exposing insurance fraud was the object of an unsuccessful murder attempt. William Jerdan, 
parliamentary reporter to the British Press, was present when Bellingham shot Spencer Perceval. Jerdan seized the 
assassin. Robert Hany Inglis, known for his refined manners, was deputized to tell Queen Caroline thac she could 
not attend her husband, George IV's coronation at Westminster Abbey. Richard "Conversation" Sharp was a friend 
of Johnson and Burke. and had travelled in Italy with Wordsworth. Samuel Rogers was friends with Fox and 
Sheridan. and had travelled in Italy with Byron and Shelley. His bank was robbed of £40,000 in 1844 but his 
collection of French paintings, sold by Christie's in 1855 for £55,000, made good the loss. He was known for his 
generosity in lending money to poor poets, and feared for his sarcasm when they tried to repay him. Archaeologist 
Edward Dodwell rnanied the daughter of an Italian Count, 30 years his junior and a society beauty, and became a 
favourite with the Pope, who referred to him as "Caro Doodle," "Dear Dodwell." George Kenyon, 2 Baron Kenyon, 
held two positions in the Court of King's Bench while still a minor, due to his father's ambition. 



founded scholanhips and did charitable workP9 A smaii number committed illegal. unethicd 

or unpleasant acts." Some were eccentric." Some were disabled? Antiquaries. then, were 

not a homogeneous group, and seem to have tolerated diversity in their fellows. 

hnJohn Leycester Adolphus, Robert Jarnieson. Edward Hawke Locker, John Bacon Sawrey Morritt and Roben 
Surtees were friends of Walter Scott. Scott used Roben Lemon's work on historical manuscripts in his own work. 
Scott reviewed John Galt's tragedy on Mary Queen of Scots unfavourably but his novels The Agrshire Legarees, The 
Enrail and The Omen favourably. Scott praised Thomas Crofton Croker's Fairy Legends and Traditions in rhe Sourh 
of Ireland in the notes to Waverley, which led to their friendship. Francis Douce assisted Scott in  publishing Sir 
Tristram. Scott ridrnired John Hookham Frere's translations of classics and Early English texts: Frere hosted Scott 
in Malta, William Gel1 in Rome and Thomas James Mathias in Naples during his last illness. Edward Blore was the 
architect for Scott's Gothic style Abbotsford house and illustrator for Scott's novels and Provincial Anfiquifies & 
Picrrtresque Scenep of Scotland. William, Viscount Lowther provided Disraeli with the character for his Lord 
Eskdale in Coningsby. William Scott 1 Lord Eldon was friend to Dr. Johnson; Charles James Hoare to Wilberforce 
and Macaulay; William Lowther 1 Earl Lonsdale to Wordsworth; William Robert Spencer to Fox, Pitt, Sheridan and 
Sydney Smith; and William Sotheby to Scott, Wordsworth, Mrs Siddons, Byron, Coleridge, Joanna Baillie, Southey 
and Hallam. Dawson Turner's work on Anglo-saxon and Icelandic sources was used by Scott, Hallam, Southey and 
Tennyson. Frederick Ouvry was friend to Charles Dickens and the basis for the character Mr Undery in Household 
Words. George Edmund Street was friend to the Rosettis, Ford Madox Brown, William Morris, Edwyn Burne-Jones 
and other Pre-Raphaeli tes. 

"see Appendix 2.8.6 and 2.C. 1. 

'"~eorge Robert Ainslie provoked an outcry in Parliament for his violent repression of a slave rebellion in 
Eustatius. James Hews Bransby was a kleptomaniac. Curate Stephen Hyde Cassan eloped with his vicar's daughter. 
exciting a print controversy. He died insane. John Payne Collier forged the "Perkins folio." in an attempt to clear 
up textual problems in early Shakespeare folios. James Dallaway failed to get an Oxford fellowship because of his 
srrtirical verses on professors* foibles. Everard Home. executor for surgeon John Huntet, refused to let others see 
Hunter's scientific papers. publishing some as his own. Theodore Edward Hook, treasurer of Mauritius. embezzled 
a great part of the island's fortunes. Richard Henry Fox 3 Baron Hoiland retumed from a diplornatic mission with 
another diplomat's wife, acknowledging her chitd as his own. Actor Charles Kemble assaulted an editor who 
criticised his daughter's acting. William Knight's lectures on geology were marked by sarcasm and insult. James 
Orchard Halliwetl-PhiIlips was accused of stealing manuscripts from the library of Trinity College Library, 
Cambridge. See Appendix 2.C.2. On Collier's forgery, see Kenneth W. Rendell, Forging Histoq: The Derectiorl of 
Fake Letters alid Documents. University of Oklahoma Press: Norman and London, 1994. pp. 52-67. For a defence 
of Collier, see Dewey Ganzel, Fortune and Men's Eyes: The Career ofJohn Papne Collier, Oxford University Press: 
New York, 1982. 

col or example, Alexander Hamilton Douglas 10 Duke Hamilton believed he was King of Scotland, and arranged 
that when he died he should be embaimed within an ancient Egyptian sarcophagus purchased for the purpose, and 
buried in a vast rnausoleum worth f l30,OOO. Diplomat John William Ward 1 Earl Dudley was known to rehearse 
various sides of important problerns aloud to hirnself, in two voices, one of which was high-pitched and the other 
gruff. 

"~ r thu r  Ashpitel was unable to walk. John Payne Collier was larned in early childhood: his father's extreme 
poverty prevented him from wearing shoes. leading to the infection and amputation of part of his right foot. John 
Adey Repton, born profoundly deaf, had a career as an architect and was a noted writer on architectural history. 
William Richard Hamilton, Lord Elgin's energetic secretay who retrieved the Rosetta Stone fiom the French and 
the Elgin marbles from the sea flmr when their ship sank, was larned for life at Harrow. Publisher John Murray was 
biinded in one eye by a careless master at Gosport. 
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It has been suggested above that antiquaries' facility in improving their social status was 

due to a high degree of energy in acquiring education of various sorts. The picture of antiquaries 

as exceptionally motivated to pursue their scholarly interests is borne out by data for the fifth 

variable, scholarly associations, both those which treated subjects now seen as part of the 

humanities and those now viewed as  science^.'^ Taking humanities societies first, data on 

fellows' mernberships in learned societies other than the SA indicates that 11% to 24% were 

members of national societies; 5% to 15% were members of provincial archaeological and 

architecturai societies; 4% to 1 1% were members of publishing societies; 1 % to 1% were 

members of local literary-philosophical societies; and 5% to 14% were members of foreign 

learned societies? Overall, the probability that a fellow was a member of one learned society 

in the humanities grew from about 30% in 1830, peaked at 63% in 1850 and 1860, and fell to 

53% in 1870. 

Certain trends are visible within this data. Many more fellows belonged to national than 

to local or provincial societies. National societies adjudicated candidates. heard papers on the 

latest research, provided the chance to meet eminent men and men of similar interests, published 

joumals, and engaged in shaping the emerging onhodoxy and research goals. Many were 

specialised in focus, and provided members with a sophisticated level of discussion and study. 

Many were fonned dunng the fint few decades of the nineteenth century. Few provincial 

societies or literary-philosophical societies could reach this standard. Thus antiquaries tended to 

be interested in specialised, current scholarship and capable of competing successfully to enter 

Iemed bodies providing this kind of material and experience. This preference is also suggested 

73See Appendix One. Figure 1.14. 

71  For a complete list of societies in each of these categories, see Appendix One. Figure 1.15. 



by the fact that membenhip in literary-philosophical societies dropped steadily during this penod. 

Literary philosophical societies, onginating in the eighteenth century . were more concemed wi th 

generalist and synthetic foms of kn~wledge.'~ In al1 cases except literary-philosophical 

societies. SA memberships grew in 1830 and 1840, peaked in 1850 and 1860, and diminished 

somewhat by 1870. 

Similar trends can be seen in data for fellows' memberships in scientific so~ieties.'~ 

Numbers of scientific memberships rose from 1830. from about a third (33%) of the mernbership. 

to just over half (53%) in 1850, and declined thereafter to about a quarter (26%) of yearly 

membership? This shows that, until about mid-century, antiquaries increasingly pursued 

scientific studies, and that even in 1870, about a quarter of antiquaries were active and recognised 

in the sciences. It shows that the growth and speciation of knowledge did not exceed rnany 

antiquaries' abilities to maintain research in both a scientific and a humanities field until about 

mid-century. The fact that such a trend is found in both scientific and humanities memberships 

probably reflects the rapid growth and ensuing specialisation of knowledge during this period as 

a whole. 

SA fellows' participation in learned societies can be used to gauge, approximately, the 

style of antiquaries' participation in Victonan intellectual work. The total number of non-SA 

"See P. Kaufman. Libraries and Their Users: Collecied Papen in Library Histoty Library Association: London. 
1969. especially "English Book Clubs and Their Social Import" pp. 36-64. 

'"ee Appendix One, Figure 1.15. 

7 7 ~ ~ t ~ a ~  numbers of fellows presents a different picture. Membership in the RS decreased from 195 in 1830 to 
46 in 1860. However, memberships in other scientific societies increase over the whole period. And the increase 
1830-50 is not merely apparent. While exaggerated somewhat by decreasing membership 1830-50, absolute numbers 
rernain approxirnately stable while membership decreaseù, showing that fellows with scientific memberships were 
being elected at a p a t e r  rate than fellows with scientific memberships died. These newer fellows' memberships will 
have been gained during periods when mernbership requirements were being made more dificult, showing that these 
antiquaries were scientifically very competent for their times. For a discussion of problems in interpreting 
memberships as percentages of yearly SA mernbership, see Appendix One. 
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membenhips may be viewed as an index of the activity of antiquaries' participation. The 

probability that an SA fellow would participate in another Iearned body was dready 49% in 

1830, rose to 68% in 1840, peaked at 1 16% in 1850, and dropped to 79% in 1870.'~ That is, 

in 1850 there were 16% more outside memberships arnong SA fellows than there were fellows 

themselves, showing that most fellows belonged to one society other than the SA. and some 

belonged to more than one. Thus. antiquaries may be descnbed as fairly active in general, and 

very active around mid-century. As the majority of fellows belonged to adjudicated, specialised 

societies rather than local and provincial societies, antiquaries' participation may be described 

as equai at least to that of their peers in such societies. Antiquaries, then, were active, competent 

participants in Victorian intellectual life and work. Antiquaries may also be described as eminent. 

Their participation in Victorian intellectud work was both eminent and ~a r i ed . ' ~  For example, 

64 distinguished themselves at university. and 106 had celebrated collections of books, 

rnanuscripts, antiquities or other items. Many held executive positions in leamed societies: 88 

founded scholarly societies, 48 had been founding rnembers, 58 had been Presidents, and 2 10 had 

been Vice-Presidents, secretaries, treasurers, trustees, council members, directors or committee 

chairs, or had received medals. Antiquaries. then, were active, competent, eminent participants 

in Victorian intellectuai work. 

Another indicator of SA fellows' participation in Victorian intellectud work is indicated 

?3ee Appendix One. Figure 1.16. 

"'1t is difficult for readers to gain the familiarity with 1636 biographies I have gained while cornpiling this 
information. Appendix Two, which presents 23 Iists of antiquaries eminent in various fields. occupations and other 
areas, will help readers to get a more detailed sense o f  the SA population, and to appreciate its diversity and 
eminence. These lists precis antiquaries' achievements in various areas. 



by their publications in various areas of scho~arship.~ This, the sixth variable, provides further 

support for viewing SA fellows as active, competent participants in Victorian intellectual work. 

Their eminence in two different scholarly areas will be the subject of Chapters Six and Seven. 

Data on fellows' publications shows that the probability of a fellow publishing one scholarly 

book per decade in his area of interest was just over 100% in al1 years. That is, the great majority 

of fellows published a volume per decade, and a few published more than one. About 15% of 

fellows had significant collections. Fellows rewarded for their scholarship by a knighthood. civil 

list pension or peerage rose from 5% in 1830, to 12% in 1850 and fell again to 9% in 1870. 

Data for fellows' scholarship shows that history, including biography, genealogy, heraldry, 

British and foreign political, ecclesiastical. local, legal and music history, was the most populous 

field of study, with 35% to 43% of fellows publishing in it. Manuscript-related works, including 

editions and translations of previously unpublished manuscripts, rolls, state papers, cartularies and 

calendars, was the next most populous field of study, with 14% to 17% of fellows publishing in 

this area. Between 12% and 15% of fellows published on art and architecture, 9% to 12% 

published on archaeology. and 5% to 10% of fellows in scientific fields." Publications on 

literature. language study. bibliography, classics and biblicai studies al1 remained at levels below 

10% of fellows for d l  decades. Between 9% and 14% of fellows had published in periodicals. 

n''NaturaIly, both indicators are in a sense cmde. Some rnay have contributed to fields without belonging to the 
society or publishing. Others may have belonged to a society or published. without conuibuting much of merit. 
However. the latter situation does not disqualify them as participants, only as eminent participants. The Iack of 
accessible mechanisms in the Victonan era for determining levels of competence has often been used, in conjunction 
with tems such as amateur, dilettante, and aristocrat, to disqualify any consideration of the character and contribution 
of these sectors of intellectual labourers. This is premature. The eminent are by definition unusuai: they rnay not 
represent the majority of scholars' styles, methods and views about shared intellectual questions. It would seem more 
historiographically reasonable to allow the whole intellectual cornmunity to provide the context for understanding 
the unusual, and to allow the mainstream structures of intellectual work to determine how histories of the community 
and institution are written. See Chapter 1. note 5. See also Appendix One, Figures 1.17 to 1.19. 

n'This is probably an underestimate, as biographical sources tend to record less publication data for most 
nineteenth-century scientists than they do humanities publications for men of a simiiar level of achievement. 
Unfortunately, a survey of major scientific periodicals and transactions was beyond the scope of this thesis. 



Fellows also published on current political and theological issues. as well as producing poetry, 

plays. fiction, and school texts!' Antiquaries, then. were active, competent scholars across the 

entire range of their traditional areas of study. 

Similar trends can be seen in the subgroup of fellows who worked across the boundary 

between the sciences and the humanities. This group is of interest to this thesis, as the porous 

character of the boundary between fields of al1 sorts is among the defining characteristics of 

antiquarian scholarship. Antiquaries' traffic across this boundary will be discussed in greater 

detail in Chapter Six. However. a brief profile of scientific antiquaries may be presented here. 

Substantial biographical information was available for a subgroup of 274 fellows who worked 

in at least one science and one humanities field. The real figure is considerably higher.') This 

subgroup was slightly better educated and had a slightly higher class profile than the SA 

population o v e r a l ~ . ~  But they resembled antiquaries as a whole, in that they were active, 

"The number of fellows publishing in these areas drops during these decades. The taste, and market. for sermons. 
print controversies and pacificatory pamphleteenng is evident among antiquaries. SchooI texts were published by a 
number of fellows who were eminent teachers and masters, as weIl as by men who made their living by writing. 
Many antiquaries wrote fiction and drarna, often treating historical subjects. Exuaordinary numbers of fellows 
published their own poetry. often on antiquarian subjects. Thomas Dudley Fosbroke wrote a book Iength history of 
English monasticism in Spencerian stanzas. basing his periodisation on Darwin's Econonty of Vegetarion. 

''This is 16.75% of the total SA population 1830-70. In deterrnining members of this subgroup, it was difficult 
to asses what constituted important scientific work: standards changed rapidly during these decades, and work of 
signifieance then is often not so now. Therefore, inclusion was based on cornpetence, as perceived by their peers. 
Included were: men who published in scientific societies' proceedings or in book fonn, who studied science in 
European universities or under important figures, who lectured on scientific subjects or held executive positions in 
scientific societies. who had received awards for their work in the sciences, and who were members of a scientific 
society where entrance was adjudicated (FRS, FRAS, FCS, FGS, FZS, FLS, ICE, FRPBA). Of these 274 fellows, 
123 (45%) are accounted for in the first category: they had published in at least one scientific and one humanities 
field. Inclusion also required publications in the humanities: exceptionally competent scientists who did no work in 
the humanities were excluded, as they may have been mereIy "interested in antiquities. A great rnany men were 
excluded because their biographical information was incomplete. For the 274 used as a sarnple subgroup, information 
was available for at Ieast four of the six variables. Had this number been dropped. a great many more could have 
been considered. 

subgroup differs from the SA population. 31.16% attended university compared to 37.88% of SA 
population, implying a small correlation between education and scientific work. Sons of peers plus independently 
wealthy men comprise 10.22% of subgroup compared to 6.77% of the SA population (peers onIy), implying a small 
correlation between wealth and scientific work. ResuIts are nuanced more by cIass than by weaIth. 12.77% of 
subgroup fellows had lower class fathers. Information is unavailable for 39.78% of subgroup. who Iikely had working 



competent and, in some cases, eminent. Some amassed significant scientific co~ec t ions .~~  Many 

functioned as executive officers for scientific so~ie t ies .~~ Some were best known as erninent 

~cientists.~' Their most cornmon areas of publication were geology (23.6 1 %), botany (20.60%), 

medicine (10.30%) and mathematics (10.30%). [n humanities, history (43.32%), archaeology 

( 13.37%), literature (9.10%) and architecture (8.56%) are the rnost cornmon. Subgroup fellows 

were relatively more concentrated in their humanities' interests. and more diffusely spread among 

scientific fields of interest. But some coherence can be found in the way their publications are 

placed in these two precincts of learning. The relatively great representation of history conforms 

to antiquarian interests. Peter Bowler has discussed history as Victorians' "preferred way of 

understanding how both human society and the material world ~perated."'~ This perspective may 

be operative in the work of subgroup antiquaries. That geology is the scientific field with greatest 

class fathers, producing a figure close to 52.55% for subgroup sons of working class men. compared to around 2/3 
of population. Fewer lower class men became scientists than became antiquaries, then. 17.52% of subgroup fellows 
had professional fathers compared to 14.48% of the SA population, a siight difference. But 19.7 1% of subgroup 
fellows had middle class fathers, compared to 10.82% of the SA population. Thus sons of middle class rather than 
professional, noble or independently wealthy fathers are over-represented in this subgroup. cornpared to the SA 
population. The financial gap between lower and middle class is much smaller than that between middle and upper 
class: thus it  not simple wealth but enough wealth to make educated goals visible and possible, that made the greatest 
difference for these 274 men. Antiquaries of middle class backgrounds or aspirations may have held scientific work 
in higher regard compared to the SA population generally, but beliefs about the relation of scientific work to crireer 
advancement may also have motivated their choice of fields. It is not possible to determine the relative effect of such 
factors in these Iives. Yet antiquaries' cornmitment to their scientific studies is equally undeniable. 

" ~ e e  Appendix 2.B.5. especially John Adamson. Richard Daniel, John Marten Cripps, George Hibbert. Joseph 
Dalton Hooker, Aylmer Bourke Lambert, Woodbine Parish, whose collections included the rnegatherium Richard 
Owen used to build the specimen exhibited in the Natural History Museum, and Dawson Turner. 

'%ee Appendix 2.B.3. 

"For example, John Wrottesley (PRS 1854-58), entomologist John George Children (secretary RS 1826-27, 1830- 
37). Davies Gilbert (Treasurer RS 1819-27, PRS 1827-30), astronomer William Parsons, 3 Earl Rosse (PRS 1848-54)- 
botanist Joseph Dalton Hooker (PRS 1873-78). horticultunlist Joseph Sabine, and hydrographer William Henry 
Smyth. 

"~eter  J. Bowler, The Invention of Progress: The Vicrorians and rke Past Basil Blackwell. Oxford, 1989, p. 1. 
For an account of the Victonans' literary sensibility of time, see A. Dwight Culler, The Vicrorian Mirror of Hisrory. 
Yale University Press: New Haven and London 1985, pp. 1-7. For Victorian conceptions of history in the geological 
sciences, see Joe D. Burchfield, Lord Kelvin and the Age of the Earth University of Chicago press: Chicago and 
London, 1990, pp.90- 120. 
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representation, and archaeology as the second most popular humanities field, probably reflects 

antiquaries' historicising disposi t i~n.~~ 

In many cases, connections can be seen between the particular scientific and humanities 

fields these fellows chose. Numerous fellows published in geology and history. Some fellows 

published in botany or geology and "oriental" literature and antiquities." Their choice of fields 

reflected career opportunities which permitted them to travel? A natural connection existed 

between architecture and engineering? Several antiquaries employed as sanitary or railway 

surveyors published on the scientific and the historical dimensions of architecture and 

8 9  Botany and mathematics were common vocations for educated men. For a discussion of maths as part of the 
culture of the educated. see Joan L. Richards, Marhematical Visions: The Pcwsuir of Geometry in Victorian England. 
Academic Press: London, 1988. For a discussion of the conventionality of scientific pursuits among middle class 
Victorians, see Susan Faye Cannon. Scierzce in Culrure: The Early Victorian Period, Dawson Science and History 
Publications: New York, I978 and David Knight, The Age of Science: The Scientific Worldview in rhe Ninereenrh 
Centicr).. Basil Blackwell: Oxford, 1986. Both also treat the professionalisation occurring towards the end of the 
period dealt with in this thesis. However, botany was regularly included in nineteenth-century antiquarian county 
histories, which gave lists of common and rare plants in the various parishes. as well as describing the soiIs of these 
areas. 

""Despite its problematic character, this term is used here because it was used by these men and their biographers. 
Though it encodes assumptions which were bigoted, its use in its original role may hide less about their studies than 
other terms might. 

"For example, Thomas Thomson, eponymous son of the Glasgow Chemistry Professor, travelled to India as 
assistant surgeon to the East India Company. Wars and walking tours allowed him to make extensive botanical 
collections and geological observations as far away as the Himalayas. He was published in both fields and Iater 
employed at Kew. But he was also curator of the Asiatic Society's Museum in Calcutta, and his accounts of India 
and Tibet contain scientific material. Edward Eastwick Backhouse, proficient in severat Indian languages. was 
Professor at Haileybury College, a diplomat and MP. His publications covered Indian and Persian literature, grammar. 
and geology, though his scientific work is less proficient than that of Thomson. John Piggott's travels allowed him 
to published on the history and geology of Iran, though inexpertly. Innkeeper's son Thomas Daniell's extensive 
travels in India led to the successful Oriental Scenery (1808). which included botanical drawings as well as more 
conventional scenes of travel and antiquities. 

"William Hoskings, for example, was Professor of Civil Engineering and Architecture at King's College. London 
1840-61 and senior consultant to the Metropolitan Building office 1844-55. Hoskings published standard work on 
bridge-building, as welt as on architectural history and ornament. Robert William Mylne. an active member of the 
Smeatonian Society for Civil Engineers, published in sanitation engineering as well as architectural history. See 
Archaeologia 34(185 1 ), Appendix, p. 350; Proc. Roy.Soc. 1865; xii-xiii. 



engineering?) Others' choices of fields are harder to connect to each other or to careers. John 

Lee, an original rnember of the Royal Astronomical Society, was President of the 1862 meeting 

of the British Archaeological Association and published in nurnismati~s.~ Charles Cardale 

"Beetles" Babbington was an eminent entornologist, publishing also on Roman British 

arc h a e ~ l o g y . ~ ~  Charles Hatchett pu blished on chemistry in the Philosophical Transactions and 

on medieval antiquities. Joseph Woods, founder of the London Architecturai Society, produced 

a two-volume work on French, Italian and Greek architecture, the popular Tourists' Flora. articles 

in the Geological Transactions, the Phytologist, the Transactions of the Linnaean and of the 

Royal Society, and gave his name to a species of ~ e r n . ~ ~  Many more examples could be 

97 given. But these indicate some of the ways antiquaries pursued scientific as well as antiquarian 

"31n particular. Edward Cresy, William Pettit Griffith, George Gwilt, Joseph Gwilt, Philip Hardwick. John 
Newman. William Pilkington, George Saunders. Robert Smirke. Sidney Smirke, George Ledwell Taylor and William 
Tite worked in  these areas. See Appendix 2.A.3. 

'%ee Journal of the Brirish Archaeol. Assoc. 23( 1867); 302-305; Proc.Roy.Soc. l6(1868); xxx-xxxi; GM (1 866); 
592-93. 

" 5 ~ r o c . ~ o F ~ o c .  59(1896); viii-x. 

'?homas Gery Cullum, Edward Rudge, Dawson Turner, William Knight, John Leonard Knapp, Aylmer Bourke 
Lambert. William George Maton had similar interests. publishing expertly on architectural history and on botany. 
See T.G. Cullum: CM 101(1831), p. 270. Edward Rudge: GM (1846). 652. William Knight Philos. Mag. xlviii p. 
333. J.L. Knapp: Athenaeunl 1845 p. 463 and Proc Linnaean Soc. i; 244. A. Lambert: Athenauem 1842 p. 1 137; GM 
( 1  842); 667-68. Proc. Linrtaean Soc. I ;  137. W.G. Maton: J.A. Paris, A Biographical Sketch of William George 
Maton. M.D., London. 1838. 

'17 These include John Adamson (Portuguese Literature. conchology), Henry Atkinson (mathematics, classics). 
Thomas Baines (local history, agriculture), Henry Beeke (economics, Roman Britain), Miles Bland (mathematics. 
astronomy, biblical history). John Peter Boileau (zoology, archaeology), Beriah Botfield (mineralogy, ornithology, 
bibliography), James Buckman (geology, botany, Roman Britain), Robert Clutterbuck (chernistry, local history), John 
Cooke (nervous disorders, Homer), Benjamin Morgan Cowie (mathernatics, bibliography), Edward Cresy (industrial 
drainage, archaeology, architecture), John Marten Cripps (botany, travel literature treating antiquities). Thomas Gery 
Cullum (botany , Suffolk history), Hugh Welch Diarnond (photography, medical biography , archaeology ), Richard 
Duppa (botany, Italian art), Charles Drury Edward Fortnum (entornology, zoology, art history), Charles Frost (local 
history, economics), Benjamin Hobhouse and Henry Hoare (economics, church history), Edward Griffith (zoology, 
Huntingdon county records), George Henry Law (maths, church history), John Murray (1876- 185 1. not the publisher: 
chemistry, travel literature), Robert Porrett (antiquities, chemistry), Edward Solly (chemistry, heraldry), and Francis 
Cornelius Webb (medicine, rnedical jurisprudence, dentisûy, sanitation, epidemiological history, medical biography) 
among others. 



work. Beyond these 274, other fellows were involved with the sciences indirectly. Some were 

publishers of scientific works? Science popularisers are found among antiquaries who made 

their living by writing? Antiquaries, then, were active in various ways in the sciences, just as 

they were in the hurnanities. This subgroup represents about 17% of the S A  population for 1830- 

70. but could have been considerably larger. Many Victorian antiquaries, then, participated in the 

sciences, making it unlikely that the picture of antiquaries as scientifically engaged is skewed by 

the presence of a few eminent scientific fellows in their midst. Their memberships in scientific 

societies make it unlikely that their work was substandard for their Ume. 

The preceding data on fellows' participation in scholarly societies and on their scholarly 

endeavours has dernonstrated that antiquaries were active. competent, and erninent participants 

in Victorian intellectual work, in both the humanities and the sciences. Many published. A review 

of their work was outside the scope of this thesis. and evaluating such a range of work would 

present problems in defining and assessing ment. But it is unlikely that it was al1 uniformiy 

substandard work which contributed little to the development and direction of these related fields. 

Further, given the size of antiquaries' scholarly output, their developrnent over centuries of 

certain areas of expertise, the number of antiquaries whose scholarly peers accepted their 

"These include John George Children. Charles Robert Cockerell. William Coulson. George Godwin. Josiah 
Goodwin. James Johnson, John Richardson Major, John Murray, George Wharton Simpson, Richard Taylor and 
Francis Cornelius Webb. See Appendix 2.A.5. Richard Taylor was publisher to the SA and CO-proprietor of the firm 
Taylor and Francis. which printed the transactions of the Linnaean, Geological and Astronomical Societies. While 
a fellow of these societies, he produced no work in scientific areas. Interested in philology of the Teutonic languages, 
he published the 1823 edition of the Anglo-saxon Chronicle with SA secretary Henry Ellis. See W.H. Brock and A J .  
Meadows, The Lump of Learning: Taylor and Francis arid the Development of Scientijk Publishing Taylor and 
Francis: London and Philadelphia, 1984, pp. 33-36. 

Thomas Allen, George Dodd, Richard Duppa and John Timbs wrote volumes and articles popularising science 
and technology. Granville Penn's efforts to reconcile geology with scripture are well-known; Penn also did competent 
work on early biblical manuscripts. John Anderson and Latham Wainewright wrote to promote higher standards in 
scientific cumcuia. Charles Joseph Faulkner. mathematics lecturer at Pembroke CoIlege, Oxford was a partner in 
the celebrated medievalising decorating firrn of Morris, Marshall and Faulkner, Dudley CostelIo, employed as a 
scienti fic illustrator by Cuvier, spent his fkee tirne copying illurninated rnanuscripts in the Bibliothèque Royale, and 
later illustrated for Al1 the Year Round and Household Words. 
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rnembership in specialist leamed societies. the number capable of rnaintaining work in both a 

scientific and a humanities field, their cornpetence as executive members of leamed societies, and 

their recognition in the conventional apparatus of British civil rewards, it seems reasonable to 

conclude that antiquaries cannot be disrnissed as amateurs, individually or collectively, at l e s t  

inasmuch as that term has corne to mean inexperienced, ineffective, or incompetent. Antiquaries 

are often used to define amateunsrn. Yet it seems improbable that so many talented, 

accomplished men would have joined a society they viewed as inferior in the scholarly 

interactions and standards it offered, employed genres that had in their eyes become outdated, 

or would have published in fields they viewed as irrelevant, using methods they viewed as 

ineffectuai. 

The preceding is a remarkable profile for a group, most of whom came from the lower 

middle class, a third of whom remained there, and almost two-thirds of whom were not university 

educated. This community is worth studying, possibly for its singularity in British society at this 

time, but equally possibly because it holds the potentiai to transform twentieth-century 

historiographical conventions about Victonan scholarship. The majority of men who becarne 

antiquaries escaped the drudgery their social status destined them for by the use of their 

intellectual and artistic talents. Compared to their peers in their occupational and economic 

classes, this success is their most distinguishing characteristic. It probably represents sectional 

opportunities rather than opportunities open more broadly to their class, but accounting for their 

rise allows the historian to make some claims about the limits of class in shaping the lives of the 

Victorians who becarne quietly eminent. And this cornmunity is worth studying for the ways it 

does not conform to conventional conceptions of Victorian social behaviour. Among antiquaries, 

men of different classes, men with physical disabilities. men from religious minorities, and men 

holding the full range of political opinions forged a coherent community and worked together. 



The variables used to depict antiquaries' demographic profile have now been discussed. 

The second question to be addressed is. how did antiquaries interact as a community? 

Antiquaries' employment links and other connections within their comrnunity were extensive. The 

character of these links can suggest what kind of thing they thought their community was. Many 

antiquaries collaborated on scholarly projects, in the process of which they provided employment 

to other antiquaries, but aiso conpeted for commissions. Many used their occupations to further 

antiquarian goals. Biographical material demonstrates that the antiquarian community functioned 

informally as an employment guild. But while introductions and recomrnendations were necessary 

to men trying to improve their employment and status, antiquaries' links often stem from shared 

research interests. from partnerships formed in youth and poveny, from the desire to 

communicate new matenal on a topic of interest, or from a uniquely antiquarian sense of their 

trade. A srnall number of biographicai examples are discussed below. More can be found in 

Appendix Two. lm 

Antiquaries tended to congregate in jobs which required particularly antiquarian forms of 

expertise. They filled posts from clerk to adrninistrator in the British Museum and Library, 

Records Offices and Record  commission^.'^' John Caley, Samuel Lysons and Henry Petrie had 

been Keeper of Records in the Tower of London. Henry John Todd was Keeper of Manuscripts 

at Lambeth Palace. Thomas Thynne. Marquis of Bath and Sir William Betham held similar 

""'There were other kinds of links within the community as well: 56 fathers and sons were SA members, and 
60 fellows had ties of mamage or consanguinity. See Appendix 2.C.3 and 2.C.4. In some cases, these men share 
similar fields of study, but these familial ties do not appear to have orchestrated joint schoIarIy projects. Familial 
ties may have affected some feIlows* social status and employment. In other cases they led to strife. For example. 
Thomas Phillipps cut off relations with his daughter and with James Orchard Halliwell when they married. 

""See Appendix 2.A. 1. Erninent among these are Thomas D u f i s  Hardy, Deputy Keeper of Records and Joseph 
Hunter Assistant Keeper of Public Records at the Public Record Office; Henry Hobhouse, Keeper of State Papers 
and originator of the 1852 Record Commission; and archivist Robert Lemon, Deputy-Keeper at the State Paper 
Office. where in 1823 he discovered Milton's De Doctriria Chrisriana, an incident which led to the First Record 
Commission of 1825. 
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positions within the College of Arms. Antiquaries were librarians at the Royal Library, the 

Bodleian, the College of Advocates, Buckingham Palace, and Queen's College, Cambridge. They 

held erninent positions at the chartered and good schools and at the universities and colleges. 

Many were governors. trustees, provosts and educationai reforrners.'" 

The connection between law and antiquarianism is as evident in the nineteenth as it was 

in the sixteenth century (see Appendix 2.A.2). Antiquaries held positions in the counties and Inns 

of Court. on the bench and the circuits, in the Privy Council and the colonies. Many combined 

law with antiquarian studies and areas of expertise. Charles Purton Cooper was librarian to 

Lincoln's Inn; Stacey Grimaldi lectured for the Law Institution; Joseph Littledale was counsei 

to Cambridge University, and John Leycester Adolphus to St. John's College, Oxford. Iohnathon 

Frederick Pollock, Joseph Jekyll, George Spence and George Kenyon 2 Baron Kenyon were 

Readers to their Inns. Dawson Turner advised publisher John Murray on matters such as keeping 

the Quarterly Review free of libel suits. 

SA publications, known for the quality of their illustrations, attracted many archite~ts.'~' 

These men often worked together.la These links between antiquaries were complex. included 

'"%ee Appendix 2.A.6 and 2.A.7. George ButIer introduced classes in French, ItaIian, German. chemistry. physics 
and athletics to Harrow. Hastings Robinson was the Cambridge examiner to Rugby School. John Sleath, though only 
a master at St. Paul's school, taught classical scholar Benjamin Jowett. Antiquaries who worked in the universities 
and colleges included chancellors, presidents, college masters and provosts. The lecture matenal of Henry Beeke, 
Regius Professor of Modem History at Oxford, fulfilled the reforming views of Addington, who appointed him. See 
W.R. Ward, Vicrorian Oxford, Frank Cass & Co. Ltd.: London, 1965, p. 50. 

I(U Many eminent architects of the Regency, builden of splendid Iate Georgian country homes, originators of the 

Regent Street, Hyde Park, St. James and Buckingham Palace deveIoprnents, creators and defendants of the Victorian 
Gothic style. and writers on the history of English churches, were antiquaries. See Appendix 2.A.3. 

1 w For example, John Newman was employed by Robert Smirke in renovating Covent Garden and building the 
General Post Office. Sydney Srnirke assisted Decimus Burton in restoring TempIe Church, and George Basevi in 
building the Conservative Club. 



competition, and extended beyond the occupational group.105 George Basevi. Robert Smirke Jr. 

and David Laing had been John Soane's pupils and had an obvious occupational link as 

architects. Historian John Bruce becarne trustee for Soane's rnuseum. which the SA managed, and 

bibliographer John Bitton catalogued Soane's collections. These links sprang directly from the 

antiquarian community rather than from professional or other kinds of associations. 

Many antiquaries collaborated on writing and publishing (see Appendix 2.A.5). John 

Nichols. John Gough Nichols and John Bowyer Nichols were editors and authors for The 

Gentleman's Magazine. Edward Wedlake Brayley made his living writing and publishing on 

archaeology and topography. He launched his career with John Britton. Both were young and 

poor. Brayley wrote and Brinon sang ditties which they then published for popular use. This and 

similar ventures. interspersed with a stint as an enameller's apprentice, funded Bntton's 25 

volume Benuties of England and Wales, the product of their walking tours of Britain. Brayley 

published the Graphic & Historicnl illustrator.'" 

Antiquaries who lived by writing provided much employment to those who lived by 

drawing. Antiquarian artists often speciaiised in illustrating for antiquarian  publication^.'^' 

iiis For example, Thomas Rickman. author of the first systematic work on British church architecture, was riided 
by William Whewell in the design of the New Court of St. John's Cambridge, and was partners with Richard Charles 
Hussey, but also competed unsuccessfully for the Houses Parliament and Fitzwilliam Museum against fellow 
antiquaries Charles Roben Cockerell, Anthony Salvin, John Adey Repton, and Robert Smirke Jr. William Tite spoke 
in parliament against George Gilbert Scott's suggested Gothic style for the new public buildings beside the Treasury. 
In Rickman's case, links within the antiquarian community extend beyond his occupationai boundary. He published 
an analysis of Dawson Turner's work on the history of British archi!ecture, his own work was published by John 
Henry Parker, and he did the architectural illustrations for Richard Colt Hoare's successful volumes on Wiltshire 
history and topography. 

IIK For a detaiied discussion of some antiquaies' scholarly and publishing links, see Marvin Spevack. "James 
Orchard Halliwell and Friends: 11. Alexander Dyce. DI. Thomas Keighley." in The Libraty, 6th Series, 18/3(1996) 
September; 23035. 

""For example, Edward Blore was artist to the Surtees Society, which published works on the history of Durham 
and Northumbria. and for many antiquaries' county histories. John Carter was the SA draftsman and illustrated rnany 
antiquaries' works on art history and church history, particularly Hoare's Wiltshire volumes. Frederic William 
Fairholt engraved for numismatic publications including some of John Yonge Akerman. John Buckler, Samuel Prout, 



Charles Robert Cockerell illustrated many întiquaries' tnvel accounts. John Landseer illustrated 

antiquaries' archaeological works. Such books included depictions of antiquities seen and 

archaeological sites visiteci, an essential service when scholars could not travel easily. 

Antiquaries were found throughout the book trades. Publishen John Murray, John Henry 

Parker and Richard Taylor account for a substantial portion of the histoncal and literary 

publications of this era.'" It is not surprising, then. that antiquaries' publications could lead to 

introductions. preferments and improved empl~yment . '~  For example. the young Thomas 

Crofton Croker's publications on Irish poetry brought him to the attention of Irish poet and 

Iiterature expert Thomas Moore. who helped Croker to corne to England and to publish, and 

introduced him to other antiquaries. With one of these. Alfred John Kempe. Croker published on 

archaeology and founded the antiquaries' dining and conversation club. The Noviomagians. With 

another, William Scott 1 Lord Stowell, who was Johnson's fnend and executor, Croker produced 

William Salt. Henry Shaw and Henry Stothard were ernployed by other antiquarks to illustrate works on architecture. 
topography and county history. William Henry Brooke illustrated Thomas Crofton Croker's work on Irish literature. 
See Appendix 2.A.4. Full information on the less-than-lucrative employment of engravers and illustrators can be 
found in Anthony Dyson, Pictures ru Print: The Nineteenth Ceritury Engrming Trade, Farrand Press: London, 1984, 
esp. "Collaboration and Competition," pp. 3 1-56 and "Engravers and Their Earnings." pp. 57-82. 

iiin These include the Edinburgh Revierv, Quarterly Review, Blachwood's Magazine, John Bull, Philosophical 
Mqgn:Nie, the Anglo-Carholic Library as well as a multitude of antiquarian works by other rnernbers of the 
community. John Bowyer Nichols edited a history of Dorset with John Gough, and printed George Orrnerod's 
Cheshire, Hoare's Wiltshire, Thomas Raine's North Durham, Surtees society publications, Richard Yates's work on 
St. Edmunds-Bury Abbey, and was printer to the SA. Political reporter William Jerdan was part owner of the 
Lirerar). Cce t t e .  Edward Augustus Kendall was founder and editor of the Literary Chronical & Weekly Review as 
well as staff writer for the Athenaeum. 

""For example. John Holmes' bibliographical work was admired by Nicholas Vansittart who got Holmes a job 
in British Museum's Department of Manuscripts. Brayley's pubIications led to his appointment as librarian to the 
Russell Institution. SchooImaster Thomas Smart Hughes worked on an English edition of Strabo with John Yonge 
Akerrnan and John Lee, and was presented to a perpetual curricy in Edgeware, Middlesex by Lee. When Rowley 
Lascelles lost his job with the Irish Record Commission, Lord Redesdale got hirn another with the London Record 
Commission, Poet and savant Samuel Rogers heIped Iaunch Disraeli's literary career; Francis Douce helped Disraeli 
with his literary research at the British Library; Disraeli published on antiquarian topics with Douce and with John 
Nichols, using printer John Murray. Richard Colt Hoare was aided in his historical research by Lord AnindeIl, 
George Frederick Beltz and William Henry Black, and used John Buckler as illustrator; Hoare published on Anglo- 
Saxon manuscripts with Thomas Dudley Fosbroke, Thomas Phillipps, Sharon Turner and James Ingram; Hoare's 
work on Roman pavements was edited by John Bowyer Nichols, who also published the catalogue of Hoare's Iibrary. 



an edition of Boswell's n i e  Life of Samuel Johnson, LLD. Antiquaries' joint publications often 

arose from shared scholarly interests. then.'" Both remunerative and scholarly collaboration 

on antiquarian publications was abundant ihroughout the antiquarian community. Antiquarian 

research motivated introductions, collaboration, travel and ernployment. The antiquarian 

community provided rnembers with a large pool of expertise from which they could choose 

researchers, editon. CO-authors. advison, illustrators and pnnters. 

Medical antiquaries seem to have been conscious of themselves as such, forming research 

schools concemed with the history of science (see Appendix 2.A. 11). One, centred in the Royal 

ColIege of Physicians and St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London, was coordinated by Richard 

Powell. He was assisted in his history of St. Bartholomew's by George William Maton. Maton, 

a Censor, Lecturer and Treasurer at the RCP, published on the history of botany. RCP President 

Henry Halford published on sixteenth-century views of disease, and RCP lecturer John Cooke 

on old medical tracts."' The College of Surgeons aiso had an antiquarian group."' 

1 I O  Samuel Egerton Brydges and Joseph Haslewood's The British Bibliographer ueated Old English literature: 
Edward Cresy and George Ledwell Taylor's work on European architecture grew out of their walking tours; Anglo- 
Saxon expert William Hamper aided John Bowyer Nichols, George Ormerod, Reginald Bray and Samuel Cartwright 
with relevant portions of their county histories. Legal historian Charles Butler edited parts of the county histories 
of John Gage Rokewode, who had articled in Butler's office. John Caley, Bulkeley Bandinel and Henry Ellis 
repnnted a foundational work of antiquarian scholarship, Dugdale's Monasticon. 

"'0ther RCP antiquaries include the following. RCP lecturer Thomas Clifford Allbut, inventor of the 
thermometer and founder of the Alpine Club, published on medieval science. Hugh Welsh Diarnond, later 
photographer to the SA, collected materials for medical biography when a student at St. Bartholomew's. RCP 
licentiate William Munk published the Roll of the RCP, and a biography of Henry HaIford. Licentiate Samuel Fems 
published on the history of medicine. 

" '~nncis  Cornelius Webb published on epidemiological history. Richard Gardiner Hill. an activist for more 
humme conditions in asylums. published on the history of treatment methods. William Richard Whatton published 
on the history of medicine and of Chetharn's Hospital, Manchester. In the Medical Society, Thomas Joseph Pettigrew, 
founder of the City Philosophical Society and the Philosophicai Society of London. Pettigrew published on 
mummification, medical jurisprudence. medical biography and the histos, of medicine. Medical antiquarks were not 
alone in their interest in the history of science. John Williams translated Chinese annals' references to comet 
sightings; George Thomas Clark on medieval military technology, and Charles Octavius Swinnerton Morgan on the 
history of watch making. George Grant Francis published The Smelting of Copper in the Swansea District fronz the 
Time of Elizabeth tu the Present Day ( 1  867), William Hart A Short Account of the Early Manrtfacrure of Gunporvder 
in England (1855). engineer Sir John Rennie An Histarical Account of the Breakwater in Plymolith Sorind ( 1  848). 
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Some parts of the antiquarian community, then, were highly interlinked and self-aware. 

Other parts of the antiquarian community did not have sirnilar occupationai interconnections, in 

particular clergy, politicians and rnilitary men. Though many antiquarian clergy worked in the 

same parish or diocese, there is no evidence that they formed parish or diocesan research schools 

or even collaborated on scho~anhip."~ They seem not to have worked with others outside their 

occupationai group either, but pursued their studies in isolation."' 

Politicians also did not collaborate on antiquarian projects, but rnany used political process 

or their positions to further antiquarian goals."' Samuel Egerton Brydges promoted the 

Copyright Act (1814), George John Welbore Agar-Ellis 1 Baron Dover moved the purchase of 

the Angerstein picture collection to form the nucleus of a National Gallery (1823), Benjamin 

Hawes worked to get the 1841 Fine Arts Commission appointed, Henry Hobhouse worked with 

Peel to establish the Record Commission. Philip Henry Stanhope 5 Earl Stanhope was active in 

Thomas Wright and James Orchard HalliwelI [-Phillipps] founded the Historical Society of Science in 1841, but 
succeeded in publishing one volume only before the Society terrninated. 

It3 For example. Henry Kaye Bonney, Edward MaItby, George Griffin Stonestreet. Charles Turnor and Charles 
Smith Bird al1 held positions within Lincoln Cathedral, and John Brereton, Thomas Burgess. William Stanley 
Goddard, George Frederick Nott and Hugh Percy at Salisbury Cathedral, with George Radcliffe nearby at Sarum. 
Yet they did not work together. and worked in different fields of antiquarian research, publishing on Greek literature. 
sixteenth-century history, the history of science, and church architecture. 

'?lis may be accounted for in several ways. In a century of building and reform, many clergy had little time 
for scholarship. Antiquarian clergy published mainly on local or church history, perhaps the only research interest 
their duties allowed them. Most antiquarian clergymen were not in wealthy benefices or more remunerative positions, 
and less than 5% rose above vicar. rector or curate. Resources for such projects were nearby. Travel for research 
or collaboration entailed costs which limited rnost to local research areas and co1leagues. Clergymen may nlso have 
had a different vision of the nature of scholarship, k i n g  habituated to the solitary study of the text and the practise 
of reflecting and commenting on it singly. The hierarchical nature of the church may have prevented some men h m  
approaching, or other men frorn acceptinp, collaboration with men of different rank. Administrative duties may have 
hampered those who were in the best position to initiate and coordinate such work. 

"'A few connections c m  be seen arnong political antiquaries. For exampie, in 1816 Henry William Beechey, 
secretary to the Consul-generaf in Egypt, explored the tombs of the Valley of King with Itatian archaeologist Belzoni. 
On the basis of this experience, in 1821 Beechey was appointed by antiquary and Secretary of the Colonid Office 
Henry, 3 Earl Bathurst, to examine and report of antiquities of Cyrenaica. Beechey accompanied his brother, 
Frederick William Beechey. Captain of the Blossorn while it surveyed the Coast between Tripoli and Dema. See Tony 
Rice, British Oceanographic Vessels 1800-1 950, The Ray Society: London, 1986. 



securing moneys for the National Portrait Gallery 1856-59, used his position to acquire funds for 

excavations at Troy, and assisted in getting the Copyright Act passed and the Historical 

Manuscnpt Commission established. James Talbot 1 Baron Talbot de Malahide introduced the 

Bill for Treasure Trove, which compensated those depositing finds with the law. The terms of 

this Act were based on Danish legal precedents. Still others held positions which rewarded 

antiquarian inter est^."^ 

Some antiquaries' political services were dramatic. For exarnple, William Richard 

Hamilton was Secretary to Lord Elgin in Constantinople. The Rosetta Stone, discovered by 

Napoleon's forces in 1798, was ceded to the English by the treaty that followed the battle of 

Alexandna in 180 1. The French, defaulting on the treaty terms. placed it aboard a French ship. 

Hamilton intercepted the ship in a rowboat and compelled the French to retum it to land. 

Hamilton also supervised the shipment of Lord Elgin's marbles, including their recovery from 

the ocean floor when the ship carrying them sank."' Most. of course, made less dramatic but 

genuine contributions.' l8  

""or example. William Scott 1 Lord Stowell was MP for Oxford University 1781-1822; Thomas Grirnston 
Bucknall Estcourt 1826-47; Robert Peel in 1812, William Hughes Hughes (b. Hewitt) 1830-37, and Robert Hamy 
Inglis 1829-54. 

"'Episodes such as these have corne to symbolise British cultural pillage of the Mediterranean and colonies. 
Their inclusion here is meant neither to justify or condemn. Both the recognition of the cultural value of these 
objects, and the moral questions raised by removing such ueasures from their peoples are genuine parts of the history 
of antiquaries and their objects of study. The rudiments of a political perspective on culturd treasures may be seen 
in Hamilton's actions. While Elgin has been blamed for having little sense of the entitlement of those he bought 
from. Hamilton seems to have distinguished between purchasing objects from people who showed little care for them. 
and cultural theft. After Waterloo, it was he who compelled the French to restore paintings stolen from ltaty by 
Bonaparte's forces. Hamilton probably saw Elgin's actions as rescue, given the relative indifference of their owners, 
and the acquisition of the paintings as theft, given that Italians cared about them. Hamilton may have been influenced 
by ri negative view of the French, and intolerant of cultures that expressed care in other ways. But whi1e the terms 
of reference for evaluating such acquisitions have changed with time. it would be inaccurate to dismiss antiquaries 
as Iacking al1 ethical concern about the manner in which they acquired art objects. 

"'Gore Ouseley. Envoy to India and Persia. CO-founded the Royal Asiatic Society. His scholarship enhanced his 
diplomacy as well as his manuscnpt collecting. James Dallaway, secretary to the Ead Marshall, used his access to 
the College of Arrns Office for his historical work. Henry Ellis, Benjamin Hawes and Josiah ForshaIl advised the 
1835-36 Select Committee on the British Museum, Hawes supporting opening the Museum to the public, Forshall 
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Military antiquaries also used their careers to further antiquarian interests. Brevet-Colonel 

Tornpkyns Hilgrove Turner negotiated with General Menou when the French broke their treaty 

obligations at Alexandria and retained their cultural collections. Turner arranged that the French 

would keep the entomological and zoological collections. the English the antiquities and 

rnanuscripts. When these ternis also were broken, Turner, with some artillery men and a cart, 

physically removed the Rosetta Stone from the General's quarters and accompanied the Stone 

back to Portsmouth where. through his request. it was housed at the SA for a year to give 

antiquaries a chance to study it. Many antiquaries who travelled with the forces published on 

antiquities they had seen.' l 9  

The antiquarian cornmunity, then, was inventive in employing diverse careers to advance 

antiquarian ends. The community also brought its members many ways to improve their 

ernploymeni circumstances and social status. The SA functioned, more in some occupations than 

in others. as an infoimal employment guild. But unlike a guild, it did not define employment as 

its primary purpose. It was often antiquaries' research interests which brought them into contact 

with others, which then brought them and others employment. and allowed shared projects to 

culminate in publication. And if the antiquarian community provided members with employment, 

antiquaries who were ernployed cultivated antiquarian concems in their different lines of work. 

Antiquaries. especially those working in the Records Offices. libraries. printing trades and 

politics. contributed much to the development of the public awareness of, and legal and social 

opposing. James Robinson Planche's advice to the 1832 Select Cornmittee on Drarnatic Literature led to 3 William 
IV c. 15 ( 1  833). giving copyright to authors of dramas. Not Iess was the service performed by Whig MP William 
Hughes Hughes who, when the Houses of Parliament burned in 1833, carried out m l o a d s  of books From the library. 

"'For example, Captain William Francis Ainsworth. founder of the Syro-Egyptian Society. published on 
archaeological sites seen throughout Asia Minor, as did Lieutenant George Thomas Keppel. 6 Earl Albernade. 
General George Robert Ainslie used his extensive travels to amas an outstanding numismatic collection. The work 
of Admiral William Henry Smyth in geography, hydrogeography and astronomy are well known. But Smyth was 
aIso Director of the SA from 1846, and published on the archaeology and antiquities of the Mediterranean. 
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stmc tures supporting , antiquarian concems. 

The preceding suggests that antiquaries' success in improving their social status over that 

of their fathers was based on shared research interests and publications rather than simple acuity 

in identiQing and penetrating a social enclave which would bring possibilities for preferment. 

Some support for this cornes from an analysis of what antiquaries demanded of candidates for 

election to the SA. How antiquaries interacted as a community depended in part on how they did, 

and did not, conceive of membership in their community. The demographic profile of new 

fellows, using the same six variables as were used above, shows electoral trends in the SA. 

Antiquaries became aware of themselves as a scholarly community. and of their larger 

social context, when they faced the need for reforrn in the late 1840s and early 1850s. Council 

proposed to halve rnembership fees, thus opening membership to a much larger number of men. 

Response to this proposal centxed around concem that the quality of scholarship would drop. No 

evidence of concem over possible effects on the class profile of the SA has survived, though it 

must have been present to some degree. In redefining themselves at this time of reform, though, 

the antiquarian community seems to have viewed itself as primarily scholarly. This self- 

conception rnay be evaiuated using demographic data for the decade following reform. 

The decades 1830 and 1840 show higher attrition than new rnembership rate, supporting 

the view discussed in Chapter Two, of falling membership as motivating concem for reform in 

many areas. But in the years 1850-60, membership growth exceeded attrition by about 30%. 

showing that the SA was successful in opening their society up to many new men. There is also 

a change in the demographic composition of the SA in 1860, the moment at which the effects 

of reform might be expected to be visible. Compared to new fellows of the previous decades, the 

proportion of peers' sons, sons of upper middle class men, and men holding professional 

qualifications decreased among new fellows 1850-60, where the proportion of men who had been 



apprenticed increased. That is, the SA opened membership to many more lower middle class 

men."' SA electors were electing a lower proportion of upper and upper middle class fellows 

than were in the extant membership in al1 previous decades. If electors were concemed pnmuily 

to improve their employment circumstances and social status, they might be expected to elect 

men from the upper and upper middle classes. However, new men appear to have been poor but 

skilled, as most antiquaries were thernselves. Antiquaries, then, did not hold social status as a 

covert requirement in candidates, but did expect candidates to show a high degree of cornpetence 

in their field, their scholarship and their participation in other learned societies. 

Data descrïbing new fellows' standard of scholarship requires some interpretation. Overall, 

throughout the period 1830-70, antiquaries were electing men increasingly undistinguished in 

their class background, but who were improving that status in their own working lives, and who 

were increasingly distinguished in their scholarly qualifications. Within that general trend, a large 

proportion of new fellows 1850-60 remained lower middle class during their working lives (36% 

of new fellows compared to 28% on average in previous years). But they continued the trend 

towards more distinguished scholarly qualifications, in the areas of public school alumni (12% 

compared to 9% on average in previous years), university education (36% compared to 29% on 

average in previous years), and the numbers travelling (13.9 1 % compared to 9.50% on average 

in previous years).121 Data for new fellows c m  also be cornpared to data for the extant 

'"'ln 1860. the proportion of sons of lower middle class fathers does not rise notably. but the number of peers' 
sons decreases, and the number of sons of obscure men rises. It is IikeIy that more of the men for whom father's 
occupation is unknown came frorn working class than from professionai backgrounds. The increase is from an 
average of 60.28'570 1830- 1850. to an average of 67.76% in 1860-1 870. an average rise of 7.75%. An exception to 
this is that values for sons of tradesmen and of printerd book dealers faIl steadily throughout these decades except 
for an iiicrease in  1860. But as these groups make up only about 5% of membership, this rise can be taken as 
consonant with changes in the demographic composition of the SA as a whole. towards a lower economic and class 
profile. 

"'The increase in university men may reflect electors' concern that the level of scholarship was not weakened 
by reform. They may have viewed university education as guaranteeing a minimum level of ability. While the 
majority of pst-reform new felIows were not university men, their increased incidence in successful post-reform 
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membership as a whole. In this case they show higher levels of public school attendance (12.59% 

of new fellows compared to 10.36% extant membenhip), university attendance (36% compared 

to 33.38%), ratio of degrees to university attendees (1.77 compared to 1-23}, the number of 

honourary degrees attained (6.47% compared to 6.34%). and memberships in other learned 

societies (1.01 compared to .92).12' New fellows. 1850-60, then, showed a higher level of 

scholarly qualifications than new fellows had in previous decades. 

Some other features characterise the post-reform community. While the average age at 

entrance increased overall between 1830 and 1870. it increased at a relatively greater rate 

between 1850 and 1860. suggesting SA electors had more confidence in older men with 

appropnate qualifications. The number of entrants for whom data is completely unavailable is 

lower in 1860 than for any other year, suggesting these men were unusudy distinguished in 

ways which biographical works recognise, cornpared to other decades' new fellows. But the 

number of men for whom employment information is unavailable is about twice as large as the 

average for other decades, suggesting this is not where post-reform new fellows distinguis hed 

themselves. 

Some data suggests SA fellows may have felt a difference in their community following 

reform. The number of non-university men is at its highest at this time, and despite the 

distinguished character of new fellows, the ratio of degrees to university men in the overall 

population is at its lowest. The number of men working in upper rniddle class occupations is also 

at its lowest in 1860, the number of men who improved their social status over that of their 

suggests chat electors took university men where they could. 

"'~nornalous results are found in values for professional qualifications and those receiving civil rewards for their 
scholarship, which are less than values for the extant membership. and unusuaIly low for the trend in new fellows. 
This rnay indicate that the kinds of men elected were skilled. competent. but not exceptional scholars. Or the 
increased number receiving honourary degrees may indicate that Victorian society recognition lower class men's 
achievements differentty. 
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fathers is lower than previous decades by 12% to 15%, the index for members publishing, and 

religious diversity, are highest in 1860."~ 

Antiquaries, then, appear not to have held social class, background, current employment 

or religious conformity as covert requirements for SA merribenhip. Their election pattems appear 

consistent with other evidence, that scholarly standards were antiquaries' main concem in the 

reform process, and their self-conception as pnmarily scholarly is accurate. Election patterns for 

1850-60 are consistent with those for other decades: in al1 cases there is a tendency to elect lower 

rniddle class but highly talented men. 

Similar pattems c m  be seen in SA Council members. showing that there was not a strong 

difference between the culture of the membership and that of their leaders. Council was 

composed of 21 members. While skewed towards the upper class, they show a demographic 

profile similar to that of members, 1830-70 in other respects. Between 1 and 4 Council members 

were peers (on average, 14.29% of Council), about twice as prevalent as the average in the 

membership over this period, but not as high as rnight be expected of such a prestigious 

body."" However, the number of men from noble and upper class backgrounds falls from 5 

(23.8 1%) in 1830 to 1 (4.76%) in 1870, consonant with trends in the membership, though their 

average presence, 15.24%, is slightly higher than in the membership. Men from al1 class 

' 3 ~ s  the proportion of men taking no degree at university decreased. it may be that dissenten whose religious 
beliefs were not such as to prevent them subscribing to the Articles of Faith are over-represented among non- 
conforminp new felIows. 

'"The SA listed 3 to 6 royal patrons, most from continental countries. who were neither members nor sat on 
Council. They are not included in values for Council. Their presence must reflect the SA'S desire to improve their 
image, but they had scarcely anything to do with the SA. Addresses were occasionally presented CO them, and, as 
noted in Chapter 2, pictures and medals were discussed with the king in 1828. But for most royal patrons, their 
presence on this list was simply a foreign honour. 



backgrounds are present." Council members show the same diversity of school circurnstances 

as the membership. but more attended public school, where fewer attended university, and these 

attained a lower level of degree.126 A higher proportion of Council members than fellows 

travelled. "' 
The class structure indicated by Council members' employment remained fairiy stable 

throughout this period. Figure 4.4 compares Council with membership values."* 

Average, Council 

II Lower Middle Class 1 47.62% (7 to 12) 1 32.65% II 

Average, Membership 

Upper Class 

Upper Middle Class 

1) Unknown 1 none 1 18.07% II 
1' 1 1 11 

Figure 4.4: Class Structure of Council and Mernbership Compared 

7.62% (1 to 2) 

54.29% (9 to 12) 

The ernployment for al1 Council members is known. About 18% of memben' occupations are 

3.59% 

49.39% 

I 3 ~ e n  from upper middle class backgrounds average 16.19% of Council. of lower middle class backgrounds 
average 15.21%. and of lower class backgrounds average 7.62%. Information is unavailable for 33% to 66%. so it 
is difficult to generalise from this data. It is Iikely that data for men of upper and upper middle class backgrounds 
is nearly complete, and that men of lower rniddle class background make up most of those for whom data is missing. 

" " ~ n  average 34.92% (4-6) attended public schools. compared to 12.04% for membenhip. But Council included 
one fellow each in two years who had no schooling (John Britton and Thomas Crofton Croker), 1 to 2 fellows 
(8.57% average) who were privately educated. and I to 4 (average 14.29%) who attended undistinguished iocal 
schools. So public school alumni were not a numeric majority, and the diversity of fellows' school experien, TS must 
have contributed to the culture within Council. 5 to 9 (32.38% average) attended university, less than the 37.76% 
average for the membership. The ratio for degrees to attendees averages 1.3 1 compared to 1.59 for the membership. 
I to 3 took no degree (5.71% average), approximately that for the membership (5.56%). 1 to 4 (13.33%) received 
honourary degrees, almost twice the membership average of 7.04%. 

"'3 to 6 (17.14% average) travelled. compared to members' 13.83% average. O to 2 (average 7.62%) served 
apprenticeships. higher than the apparent 3.85% membership average which is lower than the probable reaiity. 1 to 
4 were called to the bar (average 13.33%), none received RCP or RCS medical Iicentiates, and only 3 received RIBA 
and 2 RA status. 

l%gures given as percentages are averages across the 5 decdal moments. Thus, column values need not surn 
to 100%. For a discussion of the definition of these classes, see the discussion above surrounding Figure 4.3, and 
Appendix One. 
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unknown, and these men probably worked in lower middle or lower class jobs. Thus it is likely 

that values for lower rniddle and lower classes would correspond fairly closely in both groups. 

Overall, the class structure of Council is very similar to that of membership, except that Council 

had a slightly higher proportion of upper and upper rniddle class men. 

Council's personal profile shows that most memben were man-ied: O to 3 (9.52% average) 

remained single lifelong, more than among rnember~."~ Evans* history of the SA notes the 

devotion and industry found in the lives of many Council memben (and the inactivity of others). 

Being single may have fitted these men for the demands placed on Council members. There were 

1 to 2 dissenters (average 7.62%), O to 1 (average 1.9%) Catholics. and no Jews on  Council; 

higher for dissenters but lower for Catholics and Jews than in the membership. 

Of Council mernbers who were politicians (4 to 7, average 25.71%), twice as many were 

Whig as were Tory. This may reflect the fact that the great rnajority of Council and membership 

were from the middle classes, which tended to be aligned at this period with the liberal Party. 

Most members were from lower rniddle class backgrounds, and though many achieved upper 

rniddle class employment, most cannot have found it easy to adopt conservative, upper class 

views on traditional institutions and values, as their employrnents were based in the emerging 

industrial order. The conventional view of the SA would align it with upper class educations and 

work, making it likely to be conservative in alignment. One of the most interesting results of this 

prosopographical study is the discovery of the middle-class profile of SA members, making it 

likely that many more fellows were liberal than conservative. Though antiquarian MPs were split 

almost equally between parties, Council's political character may reflect the membership's overall 

disposition. as Council members were voted on by the membership. 

""4 to 1 1,44.76% average. were known to have k e n  married, but data was unavailable for 8 to 17 men, 48.57% 
average. 
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Council memben had greater scholarly qualifications even than members. Between 3 and 

7 (20% average) were noted collectors, higher than members' average of 14.8%. Membenhips 

in other scholarly societies averaged 1.92 each, more than twice the .81 members' average. Of 

these, the average for scientific societies was .68, twice rnembers' average of .34. Also, 5 to 8 

Council mernbers (28.57 average) were knighted. made peers or granted a civil list pension, treble 

the 8.97% members' average. Council published in more areas: the index of numbers of areas 

per Council member was 2.42, twice the 1.13 average index for mernbers, possibly suggesting 

they were more generalist, less specialist than members. 

Many were distinguished contributors to Victonan learned institutions. John Yonge 

Akerman, a scion of the publishing family, founded the Numismatic Society, and received the 

gold medal from the Institute de France. Thomas Amyot and John Bruce were founders of the 

Carnden Society, and Edward Biore of the Royal Archaeological Institute. Beriah Botfield was 

Preside~it of the British Archaeological Association. Thomas William Burgess, Bishop of 

Salisbury, founded St. David's College. Decimus Burton was the mosi erninent architect of his 

time. Irishman Thomas Crofton Croker, the son of an Irish army major who had wandered 

barefoot across Ireland as a young man collecting ballads, was a founder of the Percy and 

Camden Societies and of the British Archaeological Association. John Disney, noted collector 

of Bn  tish antiquities, founded the Archaeology Chair at Cambridge. Henry Ellis becarne Principal 

Librarian at the British Library. Colonel Augustus Henry Lane Fox is better known as Pitt-Rivers, 

whose extensive ethnological collections are now housed in the Pitt-Rivers Museum in Oxford. 

Henry Hallam CO-founded the Statistical Society. William Richard Hamilton CO-founded the 

Geographic Society and was a Trustee of the British Museum. John Winter Jones was Principal 

Librarian of the British Library and President of the Library Association. John Lee was an 

original member of the Astronomical Society and President of the British Archaeological 
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Association. Frederic Madden was Head of the British Library's Manuscript Department and an 

original member of the Athenaeum. Frederick Ouvry was President of the Law Society and 

Treasurer to the Royal Literary Fund. His collection contained the fxst four Shakespeare folios. 

Evelyn Shirley Philip was Trustee to Rugby School and the National Portrait Gallery. Thomas 

Phillipps was arguably the most extraordinary book and manuscript collector in British history, 

and a Trustee of the British Museum. John Fuller Russell was on the Council of the Royal 

Archaeological Institute. Charles Roach Smith. tenth child of a poor farmer in the Isle of Wight, 

received IittIe education but CO-founded the British Archaeological Association as well as 

founding and editing Notes and Queries. William Smith, son of a London print-seller, was 

Trustee to the National Portrait Gallery. Hydrographer and Admirai William Henry Smyth was 

President of the Astronomical and the Geographical Societies and Secretary to the RS. Arthur 

Penrhyn Stanley headed the 1850 Oxford Commission. Philip Henry Mahon 3 Earl Stanhope was 

a Trustee of the British Museum and President of the Royal Literary Fund. George Thomas 

Staunton CO-founded the Royal Asiatic Society. George Edmund Street was the architect of the 

law courts in the Strand, and President of the Royal Institute of British Architects, as was 

William Tite. John Evans was a distinguished archaeologist. Other Council mernbers were 

undistinguished, and some obscure.130 

The SA Council, then, does not resemble those of the BAAS and RS. It was not 

composed mainly of upper class and university-educated men. Rather, its class profile was rnixed. 

with middle class men in the majority, split fairly evenly between upper rniddle and lower rniddle 

ciass. Men of lower class backgrounds were Council members. Some never attained dignified 

'''George Steinrnan and lames Gerald Joyce appear to have contributed Iittle to Victorian schotarship or learned 
institutions, and no information was available for I member in 1850 and 3 in 1870 (Arthur Taylor, Alexander 
Nesbitt, Richard Rivington Holmes and Clement Roberts Markham). 
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employment. Thomas Crofton Croker, for example, worked as a chemist and then a clerk, while 

publishing on Irish literature. Council was mainly. but not exclusively. conforming, but John 

Rokewood Gage was a Catholic, and Joseph Hunter a dissenting divine."' Further, as discussed 

in Chapter Two. SA business seems to have occupied most of their energy: they did not attempt 

to engineer their public image, and oniy began to court govemment recognition and financial 

support in the 1860s. This rnay not have been an effective stance for a leamed society in rnid- 

Victorian   ri tain.')' However, their absorption with scholarship and the business of running 

their society allows them to be charactetised relative to other well-defmed lemed bodies. 

Membership at the advanced level and in the inner circle of the RS and the BAAS had covert 

religious, educational and ciass requirements. But service on the SA Council required scholarship, 

service in executive positions in other Victorian leamed societies and institutions, and a 

willingness to work hard enough that bachelorhood was desirable.13' Data for Council. then, 

is consonant with that for the membership and for electoral patterns. Ali suggest that exclusivity 

was not an important feature of the antiquarian community's culture. 

Finally, fellows' addresses help define the antiquarian community. These are available 

from 1850-70. They show that the SA was centred in London, had a well-distributed English 

county membership, but little membership outside England. London fellows predominate but 

decline throughout this period, from 56% to 44%. If Middlesex fellows are added to London 

fellows, they decline over the period from 59% to 47%. Londoners' majority must have had an 

effect on the culture of the antiquarian community. The great majority of Council members lived 

'-"Evans notes the relativefy open religious environment o f  the SA, p. 235. 

"'The contribution of the SA'S absorption with scholarly issues to the detriment of their corporate recognition 
and influence witl be discussed in Chapter Five. 

 bout twice as many Council members as ordinary members were single. 
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in London. However, at the start of this period, important antiquarian collections were dispersed 

around England. It was just as problematic for fellows to be at a distance from the Duke of 

Sussex's library at Althorp, the art collections at Petworth, Phillipps' manuscripts at Thirlestane, 

Cheltenham, and others, as to be distant frorn the SA premises. The Prefaces to many antiquaries' 

works include thanks to other fellows for the use of their collections, many of which were not 

in London. Northamptonshire antiquaries were cohesive enough as a group to start and run the 

Surtees society. Wiltshire antiquaries collected around Richard Colt Hoare's house, Stourhead, 

to use its library and collections, and for regular discussions about archaeology. 

Because of the difficulties of travel during this penod, one might expect to find many 

fellows living in the counties immediately surrounding London, and in the southeast. However, 

memberships in the surrounding counties decline frorn about 9% to 4%, and remain steady at just 

over 10% in the southeast. Membership is about half that for southwestern as for southeastern 

counties, perhaps because travel West was less developed. After London, the Midlands made up 

the next most populated region, at about 15% of fellows, perhaps reflecting its larger area and 

population than other regions. However, fellows living in English counties outside London show 

a more uniform spread than might be expected. The number of fellows living in the north of 

England was about 7% on average, where the number living in counties irnrnediately surrounding 

London was about 6% on average. On the other hand, although antiquaries were fairly well 

spread arnong the English counties. offsetting the domination of London somewhat, only 5.64% 

of fellows lived in Ireland, Scotland and Wales taken together. The Scottish antiquarian society 

must have decreased the number of Scots men interested in the SA, but similar institutions did 

not exist in Ireland and Wales. This suggests that nationality was a part of defining the 

antiquarian community. As data on unsuccessful candidatures is unavailable, it is unknown to 

what degree this English predominance reflected assumptions about the SA shared broadly 
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throughout Bntain and Ireland, or if a shared positive regard for English nationality functioned 

to exclude Welsh, Irish and Scottish candidates. 

Over the period 1830-70, collections and learned institutions were increasing concentrated 

in London. Yet antiquaries were increasingly dispersed away from London over this period, 

showing the success of SA reforms, and suggesting that, while the antiquarian community had 

a centre in London, it had a county periphery which was not very clearly defined by its proxirnity 

to London. Most Council members were London residents; but the majority had been bom in the 

provinces and in Wales. Scotiand and Ireland. The SA culture, then, was centred in London, and 

given that Bntain had just the one centre of urbane and political culture, the SA must have shared 

the assumptions and manners of that culture to a fair degree. However, its periphery seems 

particularly robust in numbers and geographic spread. 

The second question, how did antiquaries interact within their community, has now been 

discussed. Results agree with those for the first question, who were antiquaries? Antiquaries were 

mainly Iower rniddle class men, whose energy in pursuing education, participation in scholarly 

societies, and publications brought them introductions and employment, and Ied them to 

collaborate on scholarly projects. This collaboration brought employment to other sectors of the 

antiquarian community, producing an upward spiral for many, of more and better employment 

and further scholarship. While they did not orchestrate their public image, antiquaries were 

increasingly active, erninent participants in Victorian scholarship and in Victorian learned bodies. 

Antiquaries' self-conception was based in scholarship rather than class or confonnity of any kind. 

Their interactions were characterised by a mentocratic value, based on scholarship and scholarly 

participation. Before and after reform, and for Council throughout this penod, they elected men 

not unlike themselves. The major limitation to this meritocratic self-conception and community 

interaction seems to have been nationality. The dispersion of members reveals a robust periphery 
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throughout the English counties. But the tiny membership in Waies, Scotland and Ireland 

suggests that belonging to other nations may have obstructed scholars who had not the fortune 

to be Englishmen. 

These results have broad implications for the historiography of Victonan society and of 

scholarly fields. The BAAS consciously managed its image as the new custodian of science, 

rnaking a place for it in British society and government funding. The success they achieved for 

science was based in a shrewd political containment of the commercial classes, who participated 

only in social events and introductory lectures. The RS embraced reform, but attained public 

distinction and funding while leaving executive power in the hands of men linked to the landed, 

educated classes who had traditionally adrninistered higher leming. But the RS and BAAS may 

not represent the nom for Victorian learned bodies. Many of the new, specialised societies 

cornrnanded no special public prestige or govemment funding. This thesis shows the ment of 

Geison's notion of approaching the history of fields through research schools, defined as local 

and with a strictly enurnerable membership. Studies of this nature, applied to specialised 

Victorian scholarly societies, might produce a more normative picture of Victorian scholarship 

against which to evaluate specific groups, individuals and events. 

Three potential historiographic sequelae of such a body of work are identifiable. First. 

such a body of data would hold the potential to change twentieth-century historiographical 

conceptions about Victorian intellectual work and its place in Victorian society. In the case of 

the SA, a large number of poor but scholarly men achieved membership in the SA and improved 

their status and employment circumstances. Other learned societies may have served other men 

sirnilarly. If they did, the conventional historiographic account of scholarship as located in the 

upper and educated classes would have to be altered to reflect these sectional opportunities. 

Second, this chapter provides material justification for the view that many active, eminent 
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Victorian scholars worked across the boundary between the arts and the sciences, provoking 

questions about possible conceptual cross-fertilisations arnong very disparate fields. Were 

Victorians employing the methods, insights and materiais of one field in others? Or were they 

highly attuned to the distinct methods. data and genres characteristic of different fields, in the 

way a person may be bilingual or even multilingual? The many antiquaries who published in 

science, fiction and theology suggests they had a highly developed sense of such distinctions. 

Finally. such a body of work would enable the construction of a more articulate analysis 

for describing the variety of Victorian scholars and scholarship. Terms such as amateur, 

dilettante, professional and scientist create the impression of strong distinctions between the 

individuals so designated. and between learned cornmunities. The data presented in this chapter 

indicates that these distinctions may not have existed very f i d y  in the lives of a large number 

of Victorian scholars. Such changes would produce a much finer historical analysis of Victorian 

scholanhip, and permit the diversity of Victorian scholan and the various circumstances of 

Victorian scholarship to become evident. As this chapter has shown, the real story of Victorian 

scholarship is not that of a pale but strengthening outline of Our own intellectuai and institutional 

circurnstances. Victorian scholan were improbably lower class. their beliefs improbably diverse. 

and their scholarship energetic and productive. Without recognition of the diversity that existed, 

and without the ability to mode1 its place in the development of institutions and shared problems, 

historicd accounts of leaming in the Victorian era cannot detach themselves fully from disguised 

Whig subjects, problems and conclusions. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

"Geology is, in fact, but an elder brother of archaeology, and it is therefore by no means 

surprising to find that the one may occasionally lend the other brotherly assistance."' This was 

the opinion of an active nineteenth-century antiquary-archaeologist. John Evans. This opinion has 

had a history since Evans' time, and that history has contributed to the problem of evaluating 

antiquarianism. While the paternakm implicit in such a relationship does not, in fact, represent 

most Victorian antiquaries' view of relations between these two fields, nineteenth-century 

antiquarian archaeologists have nonetheless passed into twentieth-century history with a poor 

character. Hence, both the reception of antiquarian archaeology, and antiquarian archaeologicai 

work itself, will be the subject matter of this chapter. 

Twentieth-century histories still present nineteenth-century antiquaries as clurnsy amateurs 

in an a g  of efficient scientists. Because little academic work has treated antiquarianism. it is 

necessary to consider persistent rnisconceptions about antiquarian archaeology.' The work of A. 

Bowdoin Van Riper will be used to explore these misconceptions. Following this discussion, the 

historical and the scientific character of antiquarian archaeology will be presented. Finally, this 

Chapter will characterise antiquarian archaeology in the terms of the traditional antiquarian 

'John Evans. Archaeologia 38(1860), No. XX. "On the Occurrence of Flint Implements in Undisturbed Beds of 
Gravel, Sand and Clay," pp. 280-307, p. 280. In this article, pp. 280-281, Evans presents the only cornparison of 
geology and archaeology found in the Arcfiueologia for the period 1830-70. It should be noted that this perspective 
pre-dates Evans: it can be seen in the frontispiece to Lyell's first, 183 1 volume of his Prirlciples of Geology, which 
depicted the columns of the TempIe at Pouuoli. Lyell accounts for the water-marks on the coIumns as the product 
of earlier subsidence and later rising of the earth below water ievet. These are issues that would interest a geologist. 
But the interpretation of the Temple is in no way limited to the way it might illuminate geology. An archaeolgist's 
interpretation can be found in Sir Edmund Head, Archaeologia, 3712 (1857), No. XXVII, "The Temple of Serapis 
at Pozzuoli," pp. 441-450. 

' ~ v e n  Paul G. Bahn, ed., The Cambridge lllusrrated Hisrory of Archaeology. Cambridge University Press: 
Cambridge, 1996, discusses the startling archaeology of William Stukeley as antiquarian, but discusses the work of 
other antiquarians without identifying them as such. In many other cases. antiquaries are not noticed. See for 
example, William H. Stiebing, Uncovering the Pasr: A History of Archaeology, Oxford University Press: New York, 
1994. 
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project. 

The portrait of the antiquary-archaeologist as amateur penists for two reasons. First, few 

scholars understand the antiquarian intellectual program, and therefore fail to perceive the 

distinctive form and coherence it gave to the work of many archaeologists. Like antiquaries in 

other fields, antiquary-archaeologists had a distinctive historical perspective. Chapter Three 

descnbed that perspective and argued for its role in organising work undenaken in al1 fields. In 

the Victot-ian era, a tendency toward historicism was very common. It is unlikely, then, that 

archaeologists who were antiquaries would have left aside their antiquarian historical perspective. 

Twentieth-century histories of archaeology. then, need to accommodate this Victorian reality. But 

because antiquarian archaeological works often employed archaeological material to construct 

histories, or used manuscnpt sources and philology to evaluate archaeological findings, it has 

been hard for twentieth-century historians even to recognise this rnaterial as archaeological work. 

And because the genre is not recognised as such, the great body of antiquarian archaeological 

work is commonly dismissed from consideration. Thus, the portrait of the antiquary as a bumbler 

persists. 

That portrait also persists because many renowned archaeologists who were antiquaries 

are not recognised as such. Where twentieth-century historians take care to note the memberships 

of Victorian scientists in the Royal, Geological and other societies, membership in the SA is 

considered less important. Notable nineteenth-century antiquaries are therefore frequently 

discussed in terrns of their expertise in other fields, as archaeologists, or geologists, or 

nurnismatists, even though antiquarianism provided a mechanism and rationale for coordinating 

their work in these fields within an overall intellectual project. In evaluating Victorian scholars, 

membership in the SA should be taken as indicative of a scholars' methods, perspective, and 
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cornpetencie~.~ 

Many twentieth-century histories of archaeology, more or less concerned to present a 

genealogy of the field, perpetuate an uninformed view of antiquary-archaeologists. This chapter 

will offer evidence that the allegations of destructive field methods and indolent, self-indulgent, 

and unscientific interpretation are untrue. Evidence is not hard to find. But a brief exploration 

of various misconceptions about antiquarian archaeology is first required, which will establish 

basic terms of reference for nineteenth-century geology and archaeology, and for exploring what 

antiquarian archaeology actually was. For this purpose, the recent work of A.B. Van Riper on 

nineteenth-century British archaeology is convenient, because he has understood much about 

antiquarian archaeology without recognising it as such. because he introduces pertinent materiai 

in the cognate histories of these fields, and because he provides a clear example of the 

historiographic problems created by the failure to understand antiquarianisrn.' 

Van Riper begins boldly by asserting that "most [SA] rnembers were wealthy, titled, or 

bath."' He views them as amateurs: "[dluring the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. the 

heavy demands archaeology made on leisure time and disposable income limited its participants 

to the titled and the ~ e a l t h y . " ~  Some parts of Van Riper's account are confused: he claims that 

antiquaries' interest in archaeology was the product of cheap railway travel, a desire for rationai 

'A good example of this is found in Peter J. Bowler, The Invention of Progress: The Vicrorians and the Past. 
Basil Blackwell: Oxford, 1989, pp. 75ff. Bowler analyses many antiquaries' works without being aware of them as 
such, reproduces the notion that archaeologists who resisted the three-age system were resisting challenges to the 
Biblical chronology, and presents the issue of the antiquity of humanity as central to mid nineteenth-century 
archaeology. A11 of these notions are questioned in bis  chapter. Bowler's work concentrates on the relations between 
archaeology and anthropology, and thus was not as useful for purposes of cornparison. 

"Van Riper has been chosen because. while he reproduces many cornmon misconceptions about antiquaries. he 
has also done much primary research. and identified antiquaries without realising it, as "historical archaeologists." 

'A. Bowdoin Van Riper. Men Among the Manimoths: Victorian Science and the Discovery of Human Prehistory. 
University of Chicago Press: Chicago and London. 1993. pp. 17. No evidence is produced for this claim. 

"an Riper. Men Among the Mammoths. p. 22. 



amusement, patriotic pnde, a romantic involvement with the past inspired by novelists like Scott 

and the new popularity of medieval art inspired by the Oxford movement. He does little to d e t d  

the differing class interests which comprise this portrait, or to sort out which group antiquaries 

might belong tom7 This neglect leads to inconsistency as Van Riper dismisses antiquaries as 

participants in the rniddle class quest for polite accomplishrnent, but in short order retums to 

casting thern as a weaithy, exclusive archaeological clique. The SA was "a fixture on the London 

social scene."' In response to increased public interest in archaeology, it tightened its entrance 

criteria CO ensure the dominance of wealthy Londoners. allowing its "largely upper-class 

membership" to amass and preside over archaeological treasures in the privacy of their "richly 

decorated quarters in central q on don."^ Van Riper seriously mistakes the nature of the 

antiquarian involvement with the artefacts of the past: "the society's problem ... was that its 

members were more collectors of antiquities than students of the past."1° He describes the 

antiquarian conceni to collect as directed at filling curiosity cabinets, at "displaying, and 

describing portable bits of the past" and appreciating their beauty. But, as was shown in Chapter 

' ~ n  fact. Van Riper generalises freely: "In 1810. the average archaeologist had been a wealthy gentleman living 
in London and collecting classical antiquities to display in his home. His counterpart in 1840 was a clergyman. 
physician, or shopkeeper living in the southern English countryside and studying local mins and documents in an 
attempt to learn more about the history of his own town." Van Riper. Men Antong the Marnrnarhs, p. 26. The 
deficiency of this portrait is evident even within his own schema of historically- and scientifically-oriented 
archaeologists. 

'Van Riper. Meri Arnong the Mamnroths, p. 17. 

'Van Riper. Men Amorig the Mammoths, pp. 17ff. The reference is to Burlington House. The SA did not move 
there unti1 1873. Riper's account is replete with errors of this son. He does notice the role of SA members in 
creating the British ArchaeoIogical Association (BAA) and the Archaeological Institute (AI), but has not understood 
the significance of the integration of BAA and AI rnernberships: "the members of both soon became integrated into 
a single community, however. Their goals were broadly similar. and their mernberships overlapped significantly." 
Most BAA and Ai members were also FSA. Van Riper does not consider the possibility that the antiquarian 
intellectual project may have conuibuted much to the way these archaeotogists conceived their field: the BAA 
founders' reasons for departure from the SA were financial, not scholarly. Van Riper attributes the SA'S period of 
reforrn io the efforts of middleclass enthusiasts. an analysis which does not alIow for much distinction between 
antiquaries, and fails to note the post-reform growth of SA support for excavations. 

"'Van Riper, Men Among the Mammoths. p. 18. 



Three. it arose from the desire to preserve and explain." Finally. he asserts that antiquaries' 

incompetence in doing field work was due to their insufficient grasp of geology and of field 

methods. 

Little sense of the time-frarne and coherence of the antiquarian intellectual trajectory 

emerges even in Van Riper's cnticism of antiquarian archaeology. Camden had been inquiring 

of farmers and labourers what turned up when they ploughed their fields.'* This practice had 

been taken up by later generations of antiquaries." Van Riper presents eighteenth-century 

archaeology as isolated from its past and from developments in the nineteenth century. He 

acknowledges that antiquary William Stukeley was the first British archaeologist to excavate 

systematically. and that this practice was continued in the late eighteenth century by Reverend 

Brian Faussett, Captain James Douglas, William Cunningham and Richard Colt Hoare. He 

attributes the development of modern archaeology to the field work and record-keeping practices 

of these men, an argument which betrays his own genealogical concems, but fails to notice that 

al1 were antiquaries. He charactenses Stukeley and Faussett as atypicai members of the 

antiquarian cornmunity. Given the tolerance for eccentricity within the SA, this a difficult 

judgement to make. And he has not seen the cumulative, collaborative character of antiquarian 

work: "separated from each other in both tirne and space, they [Stukeley and Faussett] had little 

"Van Riper. Men Among the Manintoths, p. 20. Misinterpreting the late-eighteenth century tension between 
Gothicisers and classicisers in the SA, Van Riper alleges that antiquaries' main archaeological interests were classical 
Greek and Roman rather than British. 

f21 am gratefui to Professor F.J. Levy for pointing out to me the considerable sophistication of early antiquaries 
as field archaeologists. See also Arthur B. Ferguson, Utter Antiquip: Perceptions on Prehistory in Renaissance 
England, Duke University Press: Durham, 1993, especially pp. 94ff. 

" ~ o r d  Albert Conyngham. Archaeologia 30(1844). No. DI, "An Account of the opening and examination of a 
considerable number of Tumuli on Breach Downs, in the County of Kent ... followed by Mr. Akerrnan's Remarks upon 
Lord AIbert Conyngham's Excavations," pp. 47-56, writes: "DougIas [author of the Nenia Britannica, date] informs 
us, that he sometimes discovered shards and pebbles, not the produce of the soil, placed in various parts of the 
grave[s he excavated], and I noticed in the Breach Down turnuli several of those globular-shaped flints which have 
of late so much engaged the attention of our geologists," p. 55. 



contact and no opportunity for sustained discussion or cooperative re~earch."~" This chapter will 

easily demonstrate that this is simply wrong. These errors demonstrate the need for twentieth- 

century historians to appreciate the history and nature of the antiquarian enterprise. 

In contrast to antiquaries as exclusive amateurs and mainly incompetent archaeologists, 

Van Riper sets up the new archaeologists of the 1840s and 1850s: whose "radically new approach 

to the past"'5 was defined by their scientific rigour in probing the earth's surface and 

reconstmcting the human past. In fact, many of these radical new archaeologists were antiquaries. 

Van Riper analyses the writings of Albert Way, Thomas Wright, Alfred John Kempe, John Bruce. 

Edmund Oldfield. Thomas Joseph Pettigrew and others, but seems unaware of their FSA 

status.16 On the other hand, in reading these men's work, Van Riper has rightly perceived their 

intense involvement with their historical program. leading him to subdivide archaeologists into 

two groups, historical archaeologists and scientific archaeologists. We will consider these in tum. 

Van Riper describes historical archaeologists' work as characterised by geographically 

narrow but temporally deep studies. 

[A] sense of common purpose and a shared, clearly articulated body of methods and 
techniques united the historical archaeologists. Their approach to the past, though 
substantially different than that of later archaeologists (including those of the present day), 
was no less scientific. The structure of histoncd archaeologists' research program 
reflected their view of the past and of their proper role as students of that past.'7 

- -  -- - 

"'Van Riper. Men Amorig the Mammoths. p. 22. Van Riper further daims that this isolation was increased by 
the dominance of the SA Londoners over provincial members. "[AIS a result, the pioneering wcirk of Stukeley and 
his successors never coalesced into a coherent research tradition ... the field workers of the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries thus exerted only a limited influence on antiquarian theory and practise." p. 22. 

I5Van Riper. Men Arnong the Mammoths, p. 15. 

' m e s e  men do not easily fit Van Riper's characterisation of antiquaries. Pettigrew was a wealthy surgeon, but 
Way's father had given away his fortune attempting to convert the lews. Wright was a scholarship boy at Cambridge, 
and earned his living writing more and Iess scholarly works, as did A.J. Kempe, after a short time at H.M. Mint. 
Bruce gave up law early in his life to become a full-tirne secretary to many literary and publishing societies. Oldfield 
had a law career and travelled as secre tq  to the archaeologically-inclined A.H. Layard. 

"Van Riper. Men Arnong the Mammoths, p. 16. 
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Histotical archaeologists made use of diverse bodies of evidence from rnany intellectual fields 

in order to reconstmct the past. This reconstmctive historical archaeology was pursued 

inductively, working from the evidence to the narrative account and building from local studies 

towards the national. The primacy of the local as the best unit of anaiysis lay in histoncal 

arc haeologists ' belief that artefacts should be interpreted with material from many other fields. 

Each individual piece of data could be evaluated only in relation to al1 data that was known about 

a location, object or Van Riper is unaware that his portrait is recognisably antiquarian, 

and that rnany of the men he characterises as historical archaeologists were antiquaries. For 

example, he declares antiquary J. Wright's work The Celt, 7he Roman. and  n e  Saron (1952) 

as the best example of historical archaeologists' attempt to build their numerous local studies into 

a grand. macro-archaeological history of early Britain. Carnden's rnodel, as developed by 

seventeenth-century antiquaries, can clearly be seen undenvriting the structure and intent of this 

work, and that of other historical archaeologists. Funher, Van Riper declares that the 

Archarologin dong with the Archaeological Journal. published by the AI, and the Journal of the 

British Archaeological Association, are representative of this archaeological school, as their 

contents are characterised by this kind of historical pr~gram.'~ 

Although he does not recognise it as such. Van Riper has perceived much about 

antiquarian archaeology. Besides being members of the SA, Van Riper's historical archaeologists 

''Van Riper even notes the tendency of historical archaeologists to concentrate either on physical or on textual 
remains, p. 3 1. 

"'On this basis, Van Riper refers to them as the "national archaeological journals," but seems unaware that the 
Archaeologia was an SA publication. He notes that, while historical archaeology began to wane in the 1860s. this 
school produced important work until about 1880; Man Arnong the Mammoths, pp. 3 Iff. He claims, incorrectly, that 
because histoncal archaeologists liked to interpret archaeological data with textual, they did Iittle work on pre-Roman 
sites. and h a t  from mid-century, more than 60% of conmbutions to the Archaeologia, Archaeological Journal and 
Journal of the British Archaeological Association treated Roman-British and medieval rather than Celtic (pre-Roman) 
or Anglo-saxon sites. 1 view this figure as greatly inflated. 
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are antiquarian in the style of their work. His failure to recognise thern involves him in complex 

and questionable distinctions between Baconian and anti-Baconian historiography in the Victorian 

era." He may be forgiven for losing the struggle with this problem: the many Victorian uses 

for, and styles of, history are genuinely difficult to describe. But the particular point at which his 

account fails indicates the value of paying closer historiographie attention to the antiquarian 

tradition." 

Van Riper divided archaeologists into two kinds: historical and scientific. He then uses 

three major issues in the history of Victorian geology in order to distinguish scientific from 

historical archaeologists. These are: the search for evidence that would place humans in the 

Pliocene era (or, very early in prehistory), the acceptance of theorising in general and of the 

three-age system in particular. and competent field method? Each of these will be considered 

in tun. 

Van Riper commends scientific archaeoiogists because they were primarily interested in 

" ' ~ e  argues chat historical archaeologists, viewinp their proper business as the collection. cornparison and 
organisation of facts, participated in a forrn of Baconism. Once collected, these items might be fused into an overall 
account of the early British past. But while most recognised this construction as a possibility, they were reluctant 
to do it themselves. Thus, Van Riper concludes that historical archaeologists were Baconian in the sense that they 
were hostile to theory. This chapter will show this to be untrue. See Van Riper, Men Among the Mammorhs. pp. 3 1 ff 
and 35ff. 

"1t also suggests that genre theory could provide twentieth-century historians with a fine interpetive tool for 
distinguishing among different types of Victorian historical and, as Whewell called it, palaetiologicaI writing, or 
writing that engaged with the anthropological, cultural and physical dimensions of progressionism. Victorian works 
of these kinds may be seen to spread across a spectrum, with genres shading into each other, and particular works 
adopting the conventions of one or even of more than one genre. For a discussion of this kind of analysis, see Mark 
Philipps, "Reconsiderations on History and Antiqu'uianism: Arnaldo Momigliano and the Historiography of 
Eighteenth-Century Britain," Journal of the Hisrory of Ideas 57(2) 1996; 297-3 16. 

?'T'he history of nineteenth-century geology is complex: only issues of relevance to this chapter have been 
discussed here. For a comprehensive introduction, see François Ellenberger, History of Geology, Oxford & IBH 
Publishing: New Delhi. 1996 and Albert V. Carozzi and Marguerite Carozzi, trs. and revisers, Gabriel Gohau. A 
Hisrot-y of Geology. Rutgers University Press: New Brunswick, 1990. 
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searching for prehistoric human remains." Therefore they were both the "rnainstream" and the 

"cutting edge" of nineteenth-century British archaeology." Their greater authenticity as 

archaeologists lies in their geological rather than historicai c o n ~ e r n s . ~  This prejudges the case 

in several ways. There is no reason to privilege the tirne-scale and interests of geologists in 

evaluating the aims and emphases of archaeology. Archaeoiogy dealt with early human remains. 

But humans were attested only in about a third of the most recent of the four geologicai epochs, 

leaving both the historical and the scientific archaeologist with nothing to do in most other strata 

and epochs. Where the physical remains geologists studied were fairly evenly spread in al1 

cpochs, the physical rernains archaeologists studied got rapidly more numerous and interesting 

in the later parts of the most recent epoch only. It only made sense for archaeologists concentrate 

on the areas where there were considerable remains to be explored, which meant Celtic, Roman 

3 ~ a n  Riper's account of why the two schools had these different foci is confused. On the one hand, he attnbutes 
historical archaeologists' Iack of interest in early human remains to an "apathy." A few pages later, he notes that this 
lack of interest is an organic part of their particular methods and goals. and acknowtedges the problem historical 
archaeologists had to write an account of the past based on such scanty evidence. His daim that only 5.4 percent, 
or a total of 34 articles, on ihis topic can be found in the national archaeological journals, is an under-estimate. Van 
Riper, Mari Among the Mammoths, pp. 36-40. A personnel problem occurs in his definition of scientific 
archrieologists, as he daims that John Evans was the founder of scientific archaeology. Evans was an active antiquary 
who became a Vice-President of the SA in 1876. 

"van Riper. Man Anrong the Mammoths. pp. 36. 

3~ similar perspective underlies the otherwise careful account of Lawrence H. Robbins, in Storzes, Bones. and 
Aricierir Cities: Great Discoveries in Archaeology and the Search for Huntan Origins. S t. Martin's Press: New York, 
1992. A sensitive account of the placement of archaeology as a field can be found in Marek Zvelebil, trans. and ed.. 
Jaroslav MaIina, Archaeology Yesterdaj arid Today: The Developrnenr of Archaeology in the Sciences and the 
Humaniries. Cambridge University Press: New York, Cambridge, 1990. The articles in Valerie Pinsky and Allison 
Wy l ie, eds., Critical Traditioris in Coriremporary A rchaeologj: Essays in the Philosophy, History, and Socio-politics 
of Archaeology, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, New York, 1989, rnainly discuss twentieth-century 
examples, they provide a careful evaluation of the problems of archaeological argument, as situated between the 
humanities and the sciences. See also Andrew L. Chnstenson, ed., Tracing Archaeology 's Past: The Hisroriography 
of Archaeology, Southern Illinois University Press: Carbondale, 1989 and Glyn Daniel, ed., Towards a Hisror). of 
Archaeology: Being the Papers Read ar the First Conference on the History of Archaeology at  Aarhus, 29 August - 

2 Seprember, 1978, Thames and Hudson: London, 198 1. 
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and Saxon sites? And while archaeologists often borrowed methods and materials from 

geology, no study has yet determined the directions of the flow of field r n e t h o d ~ . ~  Evidence 

given in Chapter Four, that many of these men were mernbers of more than one learned society, 

removes the likelihood of identibing better field method with any one learned cornmunity . 

Prehistoric human remains were involved in problems of evidence until about 1860. Until 

late in the period under consideration, there was relatively little evidence to support the idea that 

humans had existed early in the most current, or Pleistocene subsection of the present geological 

epoch. There was even less suggesting that they had existed in the previous subsection, the 

Pliocene. Human skeletal remains and primitive Stone tools had been found in the same strata 

with the bones of extinct mamrnoths in Kent's Cavem, in Torquay, Devonshire, which had been 

excavated in 1825-28. But these had been declared contaminated by Roman Britons at a date 

rnuch later than that at which the mammoths had died in the cave. For most geologists, this was 

rzot evidence for prehistoric humans. Sorne archaeologists were dissatisfied with this conclusion, 

antiquary John Evans among them, and they continued to investigate the possibilities for extreme 

'"an Riper's account of peology in  this period betrays his genealogical objective. He describes 1820-60 as the 
"golden age" of geology. during which the order of geological ages and the first paid geological positions and 
professorships were established. Geological heroes wielded power among the scientific elite, and lesser geologists 
and the interested public followed their Iead. Geological method was both empirical and theoretically sophisticated. 
Studies of suatigraphy and paleontology aimed to describe the structure and history of earth's surface. But geologists* 
first goal was to determine what beings had inhabited former worlds. Van Riper has understood that geologists valued 
fieldwork as the key to defining strata, and that fossits tended to determine strata, not the other way arourid, and so 
lost their value if separated from their locale. But he does not apply this insight to evaluating the way historlcal 
archaeologists did their work. His discussion of the strong distinction between the professional geological elite and 
local amateurs may apply to the Geological Society, but it is one of the most interesting things about the ways 
antiquaries worked, that they did not structure their colIaborative projects in this way. See Men Among the 
Mantrnoths. Chapter Three. "Geologists and Human Antiquity to 1858," p. 44-73. 

"Brian M. Fagan's [ri The Begittning: An Introduction ro Archaeology. Longman: New York, 1997, ninth edition. 
does provide some discussion of the history of archaeological method, but concentrates on the development of 
specific techniques rather than providing a complex account of their genesis and development among eariy 
archaeologists. 



human antiquity? But the possibiiity of prehistoric humanity remained problematic until the 

Brixham Cave excavation of 1858. at which antiquaries Thomas Northrnore and Walter CaIverley 

Trevelyan assisted. Brixham Cave was the first site at which human remains were confirmed as 

existing greatiy prior to the time-scale Victorhs thought was described by the Biblical 

c hrono~ogy.'~ 

The trajectory of Victorian geology on this particular problem was not clear until about 

1860. then. And even after Bnxham Cave. archaeologists did not possess a great quantity of 

evidence placing humans in the Pliocene. Van Riper's distinction between "scientific" and other 

archaeologists on the bais  of their interest in prehistoric human remains, then. seems to reflect 

hindsight rather than a fair historiographie appraisal of Victorian geology. Antiquaries' focus on 

the more recent of pre-Roman sites was not due to a faiiure of imagination or lack of scientific 

understanding. It made practical sense for them to concentrate their efforts on the thousands of 

tumuli scattered visibly across the British landscape, rather than searching for what was 

rninimally attested and difficult to find. The scanty evidence for very early humans did not 

 vans was not FSA until 1851, so his interest in this area in the 1830s cannot be said to be motivated by 
antiquarianism. But it seerns unlikely that he would join or Iead an organisation he viewed as incornpetent. In 
general, continental scholars accepted extreme human antiquity on the ba is  of finds of human and extinct animal 
bones earlier in the century. British geologists such as Buckland, Lyell and Mantell were unconvinced, as interpreting 
the strata was too complex for conclusions to be easily formed. Increased willingness to consider human antiquity 
came in the 1850s. when the accurnulating fossil record. and Quaternary stratigraphy began to provide support for 
a complex, rnulti-linear progression of species. Progression with divergence did not render hurnan antiquity any more 
or less likely. but alIowed the two questions to become independent. Evaluation of Quaternary deposits led to the 
theory of ice ages. These deposits were set down in a short tirne under rapidly changing conditions. They were thin 
and existed in widely separated patches, making them hard to relate to other stmta. In England and France, they 
appeared to have drifted in some way, so as to be found both above and below sections of the Pliocene. The theory 
that they had been deposited by water in a relatively recent past led to the theory of ice ages, which provided a way 
of explaining geologically distinct human eras. widely separated in time. 

%ven after Brixham Cave. the evidence was still open to interpretation. In his 1863 Antiquizy of Man. for 
instance, Lyell wavered on accepting the evolutionary implications of such evidence. See Glyn Edmund Daniel, A 
Short History of Archaeology, Thames and Hudson: London, 198 1, Daniel. A Hundred and Fifi Years of 
Archaeology, Duckworth: London, 1975 and Daniel, The Idea of Prehisrory, Edinburgh University Press: Edinburgh, 
1988, second edition; Bruce G. Trigger, A History of Archaeological Thought, Cambridge University Press: 
Cambridge, 1989 and Donald K. Grayson. The Establishment of Human Anriquis), Academic Press: New York. 1993. 
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compare to the material available to construct closely graduated time scales for Celtic, Roman 

or Saxon Britain. And what would the antiquary have been able to do with the scant pre- 

historical material as then existed? Its place in the antiquarian chronological structure would have 

merited Little more than a note. As will be seen, following the Brixham Cave excavation, many 

antiquaries were involved in gathering more evidence of prehistonc humans. But their 

concentration on later sites before about 1860 cannot be taken as evidence of their lack of 

scientific understanding. 

There are other ways in which hindsight rather than a sensitive historiography has formed 

Van Riper's account of antiquaries' involvement with the question of prehistonc hurnans. He 

notes that John Frere gave a paper on flint weapons in June of 1797 to the SA, which was 

published in the ~ r c h a e o l o ~ i a . ~ ~  This paper suggested dating humans by their weapons, and 

indicated the possibility of extreme human antiquity. Van Riper, like many othen, views the SA'S 

response as a failure to act: "the letter was read before its members ... and forg~tten."~' Antiquary 

John Evans, accounting for the sarne event in 1863, wrote that Frere's work was "overlooked" 

because "at that time ... but little advance had been made in geology."32 Van Riper does not 

consider what geologists might have made of such evidence in 1797. Given antiquaries' 

propensity to work in several fields, it is probable that Frere's paper kvas heard by those who 

would be described as geologists at this time. Buckland, for example, was FSA, and sent copies 

%ee Evans. A History. p. 202-03. Stuart Piggott. Ancien? Brirons and rhe Anriquarian Imugination. Tharnes and 
Hudson: London. 1 989, p. 158059 sees Frere's paper as a turning point for antiquarian archaeology, but characterises 
the latter as generally backward. Frere's findings are discussed by John Evans in Archaeologia 38/2(1860), No. XX, 
"On the Occurrence of Flint ImpIements in undisturbed Beds of Gravel, Sand and Clay," pp. 280-307, and in a 
second article, Archaeologia, 39/1(1863), No. IV. "Account of some further Discoveries of Flint Implements in the 
Drift on the Continent and in England," pp. 57-84. 

"van Riper, Men Arnong the Marnmoths. p. 8. Joan Evans presena a similar perspective in A Hisror)., pp. 202- 
03. 

-'%vans. Archaeologia 39/1(1863). No. IV, p. 57. 
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of his geological works to the SA library. But the geological cornrnunity had only begun to warm 

to the possibility of Pliocene humanity around 1830, were divided on the significance of Kent's 

Cavern at that time, and did not find sufficient material to concfude in favour of Pliocene 

humanity until about 1860.~' It is questionable whether the antiquarian reception of Frere's 

paper was a failure. This is also the case if the paper is seen in antiquarian terms. As will be seen 

below, many antiquaries' articles noted fossil and pre-historical human remains as facts, but left 

it there. as there was not enough information available to connect these items to their historical 

program. As inveterate note-takers. antiquaries had been recording information of al1 kinds for 

centuries, believing that it would eventually be fitted into a super-history. In this sense. Frere 

fulfilled his antiquarian task by collecting, recording and reporting to the cornmunity. 

Chief among the characteristics Van Riper attributes to scientific archaeologists was their 

acceptance of the "three-age system" used by Danish archaeologist Christian Thomsen in 1819 

to classify artefacts at Copenhagen's Royal Museum of Northern Antiquities. Thomsen believed 

that human implements found at excavation sites could be descnbed in temporal sequence by 

substance: stone, iron and bronze implements corresponded to thee successive ages--a stone age, 

an iron age and a bronze age. Changes in the substance implements were made of corresponded 

to progressive changes in humans' technological skill. Thomsen thought that this progression had 

been followed in every European society, although the duration of and transition between periods 

varied, place to place. This system allowed tools from different sites to be compared, and their 

relative age determined. Digging up tools was unlike digging up coins, which bore inscriptions 

that could identify language, country of origin and ruler, and could be compared to manuscnpt 

rnaterial to determine a chronology. The comparative method Thomsen developed allowed an 

3 3 ~ o r  a carefuI treatment setting geological ideas within the context of their time. see D.R. Oldroyd. Thinking 
About the Earth: A History of Ideas in Geology, Harvard University Press: Cambridge, Mass, 1996. 
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approximate and relative chronology to be constructed on the bais of features of the objects 

themselves. This comparative method ais0 allowed a means of deteminhg sirnuitaneity between 

artefacts from different, even quite widely separated, sites. 

Thomsen's work was popularised by another Danish archaeologist, J.J.A. Worsaae, and 

made its first printed appearance in the Copenhagen Museum Guidebook in 1836. As will be seen 

below, antiquaries publishing in the Archaeologia were knowledgeable about Worsaae's system 

even in the 1830s, showing their continued connections to continental scholarship." Van Riper 

incorrectly characterises the reception of the three-age system among histoncal archaeologists as 

hostile, claiming they saw it as unwarranted generaiisation, and theorising ahead of the facts." 

Van Riper claims that scientific archaeologists were more proficient in interpreting excavation 

results than historical archaeologists because they were more accepting of theory in general, and 

the three-age system in particular. In fact, antiquaries were open to theorising about their data. 

Van Riper's account conflates three distinct movements within antiquarian archaeology. 1530-70: 

acceptance, criticism, and sophistication of this r n ~ d e l . ~ ~  The delicacies of interpreting sites are 

not as simple as Van Riper's account suggests: in archaeology, as in geology, evidence was 

incompiete, and could legitimately be taken more than one way. Antiquaries' concerns with the 

three-age system often reflect the problem of the complexity of sites and artefacts, not a rejection 

Vhomsen's Guidebook was first translated into English by antiquary Lord Ellesmere in 1848. See Evans, A 
Histan. p. 230. 

-''ln another of the confusions of attributed motivations and styles which abound in Van Riper's book. he argues 
that only rornantic sites like Canterbury Cathedra1 and sites which could be related to present concerns stirred 
historical archaeologists' interest, and that because they used a wealth of evidence to fit archaeological data into a 
detriiled historical framework, historical archaeologists had less interest in Celtic sites. Man Among the Mammoths, 
pp. 42ff. 

'"an Riper also claims that geologists were better interpreters of the products of excavations because they read 
continental and international works. As Chapters Three and Four have shown, this does not describe the antiquaries 
who made up most of those he describes as historical archaeoIogists. 
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of this system of interpreting them. 

Findly, Van Riper makes field method a distinctive difference between historical and 

scientific archaeologists. This goes to the heart of the accusations against antiquaries. as 

incompetent and destructive in the field. As this chapter will show, antiquaries were at least as 

competent as their scientific peers. But it is useful to consider nineteenth-century scientific field 

methods in order to be able to compare antiquaries to this standard. Van Riper is not alone in 

viewing the 1858 excavation of Brixham Cave as exemplibing the best in field technique, and 

that technique as the cornerstone of the excavations' results." When it was discovered, the 

Brixham Cave was in a pristine. undisturbed state. Its excavation could therefore shed much light 

on the question of human antiquity. The geologists excavating Bnxham Cave paid close attention 

to the careful measurement of strata and to the placement of artefacts within suata. Although 

amateurs were used to do the actual digging, experts in Pliocene stratigraphy removed artefacts 

frorn their place in the earth, measured them and recorded their place and position in the strata. 

While the standard method of searching for fossils was to sink severd shafts over the surface of 

a site in an attempt to locate artefacts below the surface, this tended to be as destructive as it was 

productive. The excavation at Brixham proceeded by stripping back every horizontal layer over 

the entire site. While slow and costiy, it preserved perfect strata information for every object and 

prevented any confusion about what strata objects were found in, as could happen when artefacts 

were brought up through vertical shafts. Record keeping was meticulous: each object had an 

identity nurnber and notes were taken on each as it was found. These, then, were the features 

which made this rnid-century excavation notable. The field methods of antiquaries will be 

discussed in detail in a later section of this chapter. Certainly, most antiquarian excavations could 

"See also Mott T. Greene, Ceology in the Nineteenth Cenrirry: Changing Views of a Chnnging World, Cornell 
University Press: Ithaca. N.Y., 1982. 
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not boat  of the resources. in time, funding or personnel. that the Geological Society and Royal 

Society could muster. But their excavations show that they were aware of these methods and the 

reasons why they were employed. 

The history of archaeology. as presented by A. Bowdoin Van Riper, has highlighted some 

cornmon misconceptions about nineteenth-century antiquarian archaeology , such as its wealthy 

exclusivity, anti-theoretical stance, unscientific interests and poor field method. The next part of 

this chapter will consider antiquaries' own descriptions of their archaeological work. The features 

Van Riper identifies as crucial to a critique of antiquaries and to defining scientific archaeology 

will be included in the next section of this chapter, which explores the historical and the scientific 

character of antiquarian archaeology. Issues considered are: field method and technical expertise, 

theorising about artefacts and sites and any resistance to particular theories or to theonsing in 

general, and the place of rnaterial from non-archaeological fields in interpreting archaeological 

artefacts and sites. Two features of Mary JO Nye's mode1 have been added to these: the role of 

visual aids in representing archaeological knowledge, and the place of social and political 

experiences in antiquaries' prosecution of their archaeologicai work. Further. the role of 

Cmden's prograrn in structuring antiquaries' reporting is considered. The antiquarian program 

cm be seen to structure antiquaries' interpretations of their sites. 

Among the many problems with the way antiquaries are presented in academic wriiing, 

the most misleading is the compression of this rich, complex research tradition and its various, 

at times unconventionai practitioners into a type. This may be convenient for purposes of 

cornparison--Van Riper compared antiquaries with scientists just as John Earle compared them 

with humanists in 1628--but it creates a distorted image. Data given in Chapter Four described 

antiquaries as sharing many intellectual projects and employment links, but showed that they did 

this across educationai, occupational, religious, political and class boundaries. The evidence found 
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in the many articles of the Archaeologia shows that antiquayarchaeologists were sirnilarly 

diverse as individuals, but that they were alike in expending great energy in getting al1 the 

information they could, in any way they could. Their methods were sometirnes unusual, but 

antiquaries were very attentive to the many ways of collecting information on the past. One 

example will suggest an alternative portrait of the antiquary-archae~logist.~~ 

Henry Rawlinson, whose rescue of the Rosetta Stone is described in Chapter Three, spent 

some years taking paper casts of inscriptions at Behistun. This site presented an almost sheer cliff 

face, into which the exploits of the Persian king Darius had been carved in several languages. 

Its significance for oriental philology was keenly felt in Rawlinson's time, as at Ieast one of the 

languages, Babylonian, was little undentood. However, it was difficult to read the higher 

inscriptions from the plain below, even with "the aid of a good telescope."" An accurate 

transcription required climbing. 

Rawlinson did the climbing, over some years: "When I was Living at Kermanshah fifteen 

years ago, and was somewhat more active than 1 am at present, I used frequently to scde the 

rock 3 or 5 times a day without the aid of a rope or ladder."JO He noted that in places, "a false 

step ... would probably be fatal." Rawlinson described clirnbing the cliff face to reach the different 

inscriptions. As he progressed up the face, he made his way vertically across the different 

 orne similar information, on antiquaries Y well as other archaeologists, can be found in Brian M. Fagan, ed.. 
Eyewitness to Discovery: First-Persori Accounts of More Thati Fijiy of the World's Greatest Archaeological 
Discoveries, Oxford University Press: Oxford, New York, 1996. See also Edward Bacon, ed., The Great 
Archaeologists: The Modern World's Discovery of Ancienr Civilisarions as Originally Reponed in the Pages of the 
lllustrated London News froni 1842 to the Present Day, Sccker and Warburg: London, 1976, Henry O. Thompson. 
Archaeology and Archaeologists: An Historical Review with a Focus on the Ancienr Near Eart, Catholic Printing 
Press: Amman, 1972 and P.R.S. Moorey, ed., Excavations in Iran: The British Contribution, Organizing Cornmittee 
of the Sixth International Congres of Iranian Art and Archaeology: Oxford, 1972. 

3"Rawlinson, Archaeologia 34/1(1851) No. X. "Notes on some Paper Casts of Cuneifom Inscriptions upon the 
Sculptured Rocks at Behistun, exhibited to the Society of Antiquaries," pp. 73-76, p. 75. 

"'Rnwlinson, Archaeologia 34/1( 185 1 ) No. X. p. 74. 
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languages, but also across increasingly difficult rock faces: 

On reaching the recess which contains the Persian text of the record, ladden are 
indispensable in order to examine the upper part o f  the tablet; and even with ladders, 
there is considerable risk, for the foot ledge is so narrow. about 18 inches or at most 2 
foot in breadth, that with a ladder long enough to reach the sculptures sufficient dope 
cannot be given to enable a person to ascend, and, if the ladder be shortened in order to 
increase the slope, the upper inscriptions c m  only be copied by standing on the topmost 
step of the ladder, with no other support than steadying the body against the rock with 
the left arm, while the left hand holds the notebook, and the right hand is employed with 
the pencil. In this position 1 copied ail the upper inscriptions, and the interest of the 
occupation entirely did away with any sense of danger? 

Having copied these, Rawlinson advanced up the cliff face to the next set of inscriptions: 

"To reach the recess which contains the Scythic translation of the record of Darius is a matter 

of far greater difficulty ... the face of the rock presents a sheer precipice." He discovered, while 

using a ladder to cross a chasm, that "Persians merely fit the bars of their ladders without 

pretending to clench them outside, and I had hardly accordingly begun to cross over when the 

vertical pressure forced the bars out of their sockets, and the lower and unsupponed side of the 

Iadder thus parted Company from the upper, and went crashing down over the precipice. Hanging 

on to the upper side ... I regained the Persian re~ess."~' Making notes required only ropes, 

ladders, a notebook and pencil. But Rawlinson was not content with this: he wanted paper casts 

of the higher inscriptions, as they were in languages about which less was known. Thus. when 

he assayed the higher languages and rocks, he was carrying large tablets of damp oversize paper 

and a wooden paddle, dong with ropes and ladders. Casts were made by beating the darnp paper 

into the crevasses of the inscription and allowing the paper to dry, producing a reverse image of 

the inscription. When dry, the cast was fragile and had to be brought down carefully. 

This he accomplished. But, of the topmost inscriptions, he wrote: "[tlhe Babylonian 

'"Rawlinson. Archaeologia 34/1(185 1) No. X. pp. 74-75. 

J2~awlinson. Archaeologia 341 l(185 1 ) No. X. pp. 74-75. 
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transcript at Behistun is still more difficult to reach than either the Scythic or the Persian 

tablets."" His efforts failed him: "1 long despaired of obtaining a cast of the inscription: for 1 

found it quite beyond my powers of climbing to reach the spot where it was engraved, and the 

craigsmen of the place, who were accustomed to track the mountain goats over the entire face 

of the mountain, declared the particular block inscnbed with the Babylonian legend to be 

~ n a ~ ~ r o a c h a b l e . " ~  Finally he hired a Kurdish boy, whose skills "appeared quite miraculous."'" 

The boy succeeded, and made the casts under Rawlinson's direction. 

Rawlinson's exploit is not typical of the experiences of the many antiquaries who 

excavated British barrows or Roman villas. But it is a fair representation of antiquaries' devotion 

to acquiring an exact record of every detail of the past they could. So far from being exclusive, 

antiquarian archaeologists, like many geologists, were accustomed to the strenuous, gnibby work 

of collecting evidence about early human history. 

Because they engaged with archaeological sites in this way, antiquaries were conscious 

of field methods, both practically and as they affected their reporting and interpretation of sites. 

In most cases, accounts of their excavations include measurements of the site (tumuli, barrow, 

cemetery, and so on), of trenches dug, and of artefacts and objects found. Even in the 1830s, 

most articles provide plans and elevations, with scale, trench placement and measurements 

marked, as well as supplementing these with cross sections? Many antiquaries employed artists 

J3~awlinson. Archaeologia 341 1 ( 185 1 ) No. X, pp. 74-75. 

"Rawlinson, Archaeologia 3411 ( 185 1 ) No. X, pp. 74-75. 

JsRawlinson. Archaeologia 34/1(1851) No. X ,  pp. 74-75. 

*Plates XXV and XXVI of John Bathurst Deane's article in Archaeologia 25(I834), No. XIII, "Rernarks on a 
certain Celtic Monuments at Locmariaker, in Britany," pp. 230-34, incudes plans of various scales, shading in cross 
sections to indicate different strata, and labels strata depths. See also Charles Roach Smith, Archaeologia 27( 1838). 
No. XII. "Observations on the Roman Remains found in various parts of London, in the years 1834, 18%. 1836." 
pp. 140-52. John Yonge Akerman. Archaeologia 30( 18441, No. IV, "Account of the opening by Matthew Bell. Esq, 
of an ancient British Barrow. in Iffin's Wood. near Canterbury, in the rnonth of January. 1842." pp. 57-61 includes 
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and surveyors to obtain accurate visual a id~ . "~  The lack of such materials was an 

"ernbarra~srnent."~ In several cases, measurements were disputed by other antiquaries who had 

measured the same site. leading to corrections in later articles.49 Reports of excavations were 

plans. p. 59 and 60, on which the location of objects in the tumuli, the placement of trenches are accompanied by 
a description of depths and measurement. In many cases, built artefacts such as Roman villas and walls or Saxon 
enclosures were being excavated. In these cases. a ground plan generally accornpanies the article. See for example, 
George Butler, Archaeologia 30(1844). No. X .  "Account of the Traces of a Roman Villa discovered, AD 1840, at 
Gayton, near Northampton." pp. 125-29 and John Lee. Archaeologia 33(1849), No. III ,  "Antiquarian Researches in 
the Ionian Islands. in the year 1 8 12," pp. 36-54. 

47 George Richard Corner brought antiquarian engraver F.W. Fairholt with him to sketch his excavations. Corner. 
Archaeofogia 36/1(1855), No. XIV. "An Account of Excavations on the Site of Roman Buildings at Keston. near 
Bromley, Kent." pp. 120-28. Plates IX and X. following p. 127. See also John Gage, Archaeologia 25(1834) No. 
1. "A plan of Barrows called the Bartlow Hills. in the Pan'sh of Ashdon, in Essex. with an account of Roman 
sepulchral ReIics recently discovered in the iesser Barrows." pp. 1-23. Plate 1; John Bathurst Deane. Archaeologia 
2 3  1833). No. MI. "Observations on Dracontia." pp. 188-229, p. 202: John Yonge Akerman, Archaeologia 32( 1847). 
No. XMLI, "Observations on the celebrated Monument at Ashbury, in the county of Berks, called 'Wayland Smith's 
Cave."' pp. 3 12-14, for which C.W. Edmonds did the survey found in Plate XVII, Robert Jarnieson and D. Wilson 
did the plans. elevations and sections for F.W.L. Thomas, Archaeologia. 34/1(1851), No. XIII, "Account of some 
of the Celtic Antiquities of Orkney, including the Stones of Stenness, Tumuli. Picts-houses. &c. with Plans." 88- 136. 
p. 1 17 In some cases. Ordnance Survey references are given, as for example in Charles Tilstone Beke, Archaeologia 
32(1847). No. V .  "A Description of the Ruins of the Church of Martula Mariarn, in Abyssinia." pp. 38-57, p. 39. 
John Yonge Akerman. "Account of a Group of Tumuli on Berkhampton Down, Wilts." Archaeologia 32(1847). 
Appendix, p. 357; and Robert Harkness. Archaeologia 39/2( 1863). No. XXVII. "On a Crannoge found in Dnimkeery 
Loilgh. near Bailieborough. CO. Cavan, Ireland," pp. 483-90. Henry Dryden did the survey for C R .  Smith. 
Archaeologia 33( 1849). No. XXV, "An Account of a Discovery of early Saxon Remains at Barrow Furlong. on the 
Hill F m .  in the parish of Marston St. Lawrence, in the County of Northampton." pp. 326-34. 

"C.R. Smith. Archaeologia 33(1849), No. XXV, p. 326. Some articles are insuficiently supported by plans and 
elevations. John Gage, Archaeologia 27(1838), No. XX, "An Account of a British Buckler, found in the bed of the 
River Isis, between Little Wittenham and Dorchester, CO. Oxford," pp. 298-300, includes a cmde map of the site, 
p. 300. which lacks even a scale. However, this was not a common failing of Gage's work, and may be partially due 
to the brevity of the article. J.T. Blight. Archaeologia 40/1(1864), No. IX, "An Account of Rernarkable Subterranean 
Chambers at Trelowarren. the seat of Sir RB. Vyvyan, Bart., in the County of Cornwall," pp. 1 13-18. criticised 
Richard Polwhele, not an antiquary, because his The Histoty of Cornwall: Milirar)., Religious, Architectliral, 
Conimerciaf, Biographical. Law and Whittaker: London, 18 16, provided no "plans or accurate measurements," 
making his work "of little use to the archaeologist." p. 113. 

JV See for exarnple William Bromet disputing J.B. Deane's survey and presenting a better drawing, "Cromlech 
and Obelisk at Locrnariaker in Btittany," Archaeologia 32(1847), p. 443. See also below, John Gage's corrections 
to his first survey of the Bartlow Hills barrows. George Scharf, using and evaluating Samuel Lysons* Remains of 
Two Temples, and Orher Roman Atrtiquiries Discovered ar Barh ( 1 802) in his own work on Bath, corrected " two or 
three minor particulars. Having procured an accurate tracing of Lyson's plates, 1 returned with it to Bath, and collated 
it with the original, marking carefully the details he had overlooked or misunderstood. In saying this. 1 should be 
sorry. indeed, to be considered disposed to lessen or underrate the value of those illustrations of Mr. Robert Smirke, 
Jun.. of that time, or of the experienced Mr. William Daniel: 1 am perfectly aware of the different circurnstances 
under which they beheld the sculptures. They were not, then, deposited in the elegant vestibule that now protects 
them. The light upon them must have been less advantageous, and they were most probably drawn under 
circumstances of great difficulty. It may also be remernbered that in former times the Directors of the Archaeologia 
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examined critically. sites reexcavated, and interpretations revised." 

Van Riper's account cast scientific acumen as the force that drove the success of 

nineteenth-century archaeology. This may be so, but it leads him to cast antiquaries and those 

he calls historicai archaeologists as deficient in this regard. Stuart Piggott writes of: "the 

fundamental lack, until the close of the nineteenth century, of adequate excavation technique 

which. with an adequate understanding of the artifacts and their stratification, could enable 

archaeologicai evidence to be recovered under controlled circum~tances."~~ Neither historian has 

surveyed the field methods of archaeologists of this period, or tried to evaluate Victorian 

archaeologists by the normative standards of their own tirne. In fact. as Chapter Four has 

demonstrated, many antiquaries were scientifically competent. and were a part of the scientific 

cornmunity. As archaeologists, many used their skills and their contacts to aid their 

archaeological work? Nuinisrnatic antiquaries, for exarnple. knowledgeable about the history 

and the art-studying public were not. as we know they are now. so very particular. See Scharf. Archaeologia 
36/1( 1855). No. XVIII, "Notes upon the ScuIptures of a Temple discovered at Bath," pp. 187-200, 187-88. See also 
F.W.L. Thomas, Archaeologia. 3 4 1  ( 185 1 ), No. XIII, p. 1 12. 

"For example. George Richard Corner re-excavated Alfred John Kempe's site at Bromley, Kent. with Admiral 
William Henry Smyth, John Richard. and Robert Lemon. The re-evaluation of the site led him to conclude that there 
were pre-Roman remains below those the Romans had left. See Archaeologia, 36/1(1855), No. XIV. Corner re- 
exarnined a site reported on by A J .  Kempe in Archaeologia 22(1829), No. XXIV, "An Account of Some Recent 
Discoveries at Holwood-Hill. Kent," pp. 33649. John Thurnarn re-excavated Houe's site at West Kennet Long 
Barrow, and reported in Archaeologia 3812(1860), No. XXVII, "On the Examination of a Chambered Long-Barrow 
at West Kennet, Wiltshire." pp. 405-2 1. 

"Piggott, Ancient Britons, p. 153. 

 or example, John Adamson, reporting on the mineralogical analysis of some Anglo-saxon coins by antiquary 
James Finlay Weir Johnston, Reader of Chemistry and Mineralogy at the University of Durham, uses the relative 
weights of the coins' mineralogical components to date [hem, and argue for the relative Iack of sophistication of 
Anglo-saxon metallurgy. John Adamson, Archaeologia 25(1834) No. XVI, "An Account of the Discovery ai 
ffexham, in the County of Northumberland, of a bras vesse1 containing a number of the Anglo Saxon Coins called 
Stycas." pp. 279-3 10. Henry Thomas E1Iacombe, in "Torques Found in Wraxall, Somerset," Archaeologia 30(I 844). 
Appendix, pp. 521-55, p. 521, reports a mineralogical anatysis of the torque. Some articles contained material closer 
to engineering than to archaeology. Thomas Dry's "The Skew Bridge at Rimini, Italy," Archaeologia 30(1844), 
Appendix, pp. 530-35, presents a trigonometric analysis of why the bndge piers, which are tilted off vertical in the 
direction of the current, can support the bridge. John Evans was excavating with Prestwich fiom mid-century. See 
Evans, Archaeologia, 39/1(1863), No. N, "Account of some further Discoveries of Flint lmplements in the Drift on 



of counterfeiting, used mineraiogical analysis to detemiine the probable date various coins were 

stnick.'' Many antiquaries made use of a knowledge of chemistry in interpreting the artefacts 

they uncovered. W.M. Wylie, excavating a Carlovingian (700-800 CE) site in the south of 

Germany, compares Stuttgart Professor Fehling's chemical analysis of bronze from the Suabian 

site with chemical analyses of bronze matetids found at a late Merovingian (c. 500-750 CE) site 

as an aid to dating his site.'" Noted surgeon and bibliographer Thomas Joseph Pettigrew was 

unusual in unwrapping a mummy in order to do an autopsy and chemical analysis of its 

ernbalming fluids." But rnany examined skeletal remains in order to detemiine whether they 

were human, and their age at death? Many articles cite the works of erninent scientists, and 

the proceedings of scientific so~ieties.~' 

the Continent and in England," pp. 57-84. for a brief account of his excavation with Lyell. 

"See for example. "these may be the work of forgers." John Adamson. Archaeologia 25(1834). No. XVI. p. 3 10: 
Edward Hawkins, Archaeologia 24(1832), No. IV. "Remarks upon the Coins lately discovered in the bed of the River 
Dove, near Tutbury, Staffordshire," pp. 148-167. Other antiquaries also used mineralogical analysis. See J.M. 
Kemble, Archaeologia 36/2(1851), No. XXXII, "On some remrukable Sepulchral Objects from Italy, Styria, and 
Mecklenburgh," pp. 349-69. 

%Wylie also noted the practical use of chemistry in excavating: "Many of the most remarkable objects were of 
wood, which, though perfect when discovered, rapidly became disorganised on exposure to the air, and were only 
saved at al1 by skilful chemical appliances." See WyIie, Archaeologia, 36/1(1855). No. XV, "The Graves of the 
Alemanni at Obedacht in Suabia." 129-60, p. 131. Wylie used Buckland's work to evaluate his speculations about 
the presence of tannin and gallic acids in clayey soi1 being the cause of good preservation of wooden objects at this 
site. 

'*~ettigrew. Archaeologia 27(1838). No. XVUI, pp. 262-73. 

56 Articles reporting on medical opinions sought to determine if bones found were human are too numerous to 
cite, but appear even in the 1830s. For articles discussing the depth and roughness of the hollows where muscles 
were rittriched to bones, indicating age at decease, see Studley Martin, "Discovery of a Roman Urn near Burnley in 
Lancashire," Archaeologia 30(1844), Appendix, pp. 553-54. See also F.W.L. Thomas, Archaeologia, 341(185 1 ), No. 
XIiI. p. 108. The osteological report of John T. Quekett, Professor of Histology ( 1852) and Conservaior of the 
Hunterian Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons (1 856) is included in J.Y. Akeman. Archaeologia 38/1(1860), 
No. VIL "Second Report of Researches in a Cemetery of the Anglo-saxon period at Brighthampton, Oxon.," pp. 84- 
97-93-96. Two reports are contained in J.Y. Akerman, Archaeologia 38/2(186û), No. XXIII, "Report on Researches 
in an Anglo-saxon Cemetery at Long Wittenham, Berkshire. in 1859," pp. 327-72. 

j7see for example Charles Tilstone Beke, Archaeologia 32(1847). No. V; the use of the work of John Stevens 
Henslow, Cambridge Professor of botany but briefly of mineralogy, on the formation of certain hills in 
Cambridgeshire, in R.C. Neville, Archaeologia 32(1847), No. XXX, "Examination of a Group of Barrows, Five in 
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Van Riper distinguished between historical and scientific archaeologists on the basis of 

the greater geological knowledge of the latter. Most archaeological articles in the Archaeologia 

include information about soil types and s ~ a t a . ' ~  In some cases, articles make soil types or the 

placement of artefacts within the strata the crux of their interpretati~n.'~ Even in the Appendices 

to Archaeologia,  most archaeological notes and letters about excavations contain this 

information.* 

Antiquaries attended to the many kinds of information the strata could supply. R.C. 

Neville, for exarnple, wrote: "Incontestable proof that the mound had never been disturbed was 

number, in Cambridgeshire," pp. 357-6 1. 

5WilIiam Devonshire Saull. describing his excavation of a Roman waIl, wrote: "At the depth of 11% feet from 
the present surface, immediately resting on a loamy clay, which has evidently been deposited by water. was found 
a layer of angular flint stones as a basement; these, no doubt, were closely rammed down. This mass is now 
intiltrated by an unctuous brown ctay, probably the effects of percolation from the circumjacent emh;  these flints 
are continued to the height of one foot six inches; above which are placed Iayers of angular uncut stones. imbedded 
in grouting or mortar. used by the Romans in the construction of buildings intended to be permanent. This stone is 
chiefly the Kentish rag-stone. or green sand stone of geologists. abundant in the neighbourhood of Maidstone, 
interspersed with dark-brown ferruginous sandstone, an upper division of the same geological series." Saull. 
"Transverse Section of a Wall." Archaeologia 30(1844), Appendix pp. 522-23. Geological description takes up most 
of this note. As notes were edited, antiquaries rnust have viewed such material as important. See his cross-section 
of the wall. Appendix 3. No. 2. See also John Gage, Archaeologia 27(1838), No. XX; W.M. WyIie's systematic 
description of 40 sites in Archaeologia, 36(1855), No. XV; and Hugh W. Diamond, "Account of Wells. or Pits. 
Containing Roman Remains Discovered at Ewell. in Surrey," Archaeologia 32(l847), Appendix, pp. 45 1-55. The 
article by Richard Cornwallis Neville, Archaeologia 32(1847). No. XXVIII, "On discoveries of Roman Remains at 
Chesterford," pp. 350-54 is an example of the bare minimum of geological information. In general, Neville was 
meticulous in recording excavation sites. See Neville, Archaeologia 32(1847), No. XX. 

" ~ e e  for example. Captain Nepean, Archaeologia 30(1844), No. XXV, "Letter ... upon that part of Mr. Birch's 
Report upon the Antiquities discovered in the Island of Sacrificios, in which Mr. Birch considers the different objects 
assembled to have been the work of the Aztecks or Mexicans," Appendix, pp. 339-41. Nepean argues against Birch, 
that as the sculptures were found "at a depth of 10 to 14 feet in rich dark soil" they cannot be as early as Aztec. "My 
objection, therefore, to your view of the case is principally founded on the geology of the Island of Sacrificios," p. 
339. Nepean argues for an earty date on the b a i s  of the coral formation of the island, soi1 deposits, the presence of 
fossilised skulls, and other factors. Nepean was not an antiquary, but the publication of his letter as an article rather 
than a note in the Appendix indicates it was judged to be substantive and of interest to antiquaries. See also R.C. 
Neville, Archaeologia 32(1847), No. XXX. though his use of the adverb "quickly" to describe the appearance of 
artefacts may suggest an undesirable rapidity of excavation. 

'hiiany examples could be given, but see W. Chaffers, "Opening of a Barrow near Woodgates Inn (Dorsetshire)." 
Archaeologia 30(1844), Appendix, p. 547. This note is just six Iines long, but contains this information. 



afforded by the regularity of the ~trata."~' Many interpreted artefacts and objects according to 

the strata where they were found, and were knowledgeabie about the kinds of objects commonly 

found in certain strata. A.J. Kempe wrote: 

When the labourers had penetrated through a factitious accumulation of soil to the depth 
of about seventeen feet (from 15 to 17 feet beneath the present surface may be, 1 believe, 
accounted the level of Roman London), they came to a stratum of argillaceous native 
earth about two feet and a hdf-inch in depth, in which numerous marks of roman 
occupation began to make their appearance; sinking twenty feet still deeper, through a 
stratum of fine red gravel, they came to the bed in which are found the fossil remains of 
ages beyond human record. To the Roman level, however, 1 purpose to confine these 
note~.~' 

John Yonge Akerman wrote of finding pottery shards in what appeared to be the wrong layer!) 

The position of objects within the strata, but also in relation to each other and to the site floor, 

could tell archaeologists much about a site. Many antiquaries understood the importance of 

discussing the location or placement of artefacts on the site floor, diough some did not? 

Stuart Piggott asserts that, in the 1830s. "excavation technique was rarely superior to and 

frequently of a standard below that of [eighteenth-century antiquary William] ~unnington."~~ 

But many features of antiquaries' excavations suggest that they must be viewed as competent for 

"'Neville. Archaeologia 32(1847), No. XXX. p. 357. See the contrary argument about soil disturbances in Lord 
Londesborough. Pirchaeologia 34/2(185 1 ), No. XXI, "An Account of the Opening of some Tumuli in the East Riding 
of Yorkshire," pp. 25 1-58. J.Y. Akerman compared "urns ... discovered in situ" with those "dislocated and shattered 
by the ploughshare." Archaeologia 38/1(1860), No. VII. p. 84. 85. 

"'Kempe. Archaeologia 24(1832). No. VI. "An Account of various Roman Antiquities discovered on the site of 
the Church of St. Michael, Crooked Lane, and in Eastcheap, in forming the northern Approaches of the new London 
Bridge," pp. 190-202. p. 19 1 .  See also John Bathurst Deane, Archaeologia 25(1834), No. X I I  and No. XIII, "Remarks 
on a certain Celtic Monuments at Locmariaker, in Britany." pp. 230-34. 

"~kerman. Archaeologia 36/1(1855). No. XVII, "Notes of Antiquarian Researches in the Summrr and Autumn 
of 185.1, " pp. 175-86, p. 184. 

M For articles by antiquaries who did not understand this issue. see for exarnple John Yonge Akermann, 
Archaeologia 36/1(1855). No. XVII. Akermann merely writes that flints were "scattered on the floor of the grave," 
p. 176. 

"~iggott, Ancient Britons. p. 157. 
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their tirne. Few used shafts as a way of exploring tumuli. R.C. Neville, aware that shafts were 

unproductive. wrote of his excavation of five barrows in Cambridgeshire, a few years before the 

Brixham Cave excavation: 

the foregoing investigation fully establishes in my rnind an idea 1 have long heid with 
regard to British barrows, that cutting through at once to the centre will in general prove 
inefficacious, though it may be accidentaily successful. From the position of remains in 
those we have been considering, it is more than probable that had this plan been adopted 
by the excavators, owing to the magnitude of the mounds, they would have missed the 
articles; and. even had they driven horizontai shafts in different directions from the centre. 
it  is fair io conjecture that the result would have been the ~ a r n e . ~ ~  

Many antiquaries dug a series of intersecting trenches, but others dug down in layers over the 

whole site. particularly when a large object was being exp~ored.~' Antiquaries aiso understood 

the need for careful record-keeping: "I am sure the Society will appreciate [the care with which 

the facts have been collected and recorded] in cornrnon with ail who in such matters have 

experienced the advantage of being furnished with a full statement of circumstances. and, on the 

contrary, have felt the embarrassrnent that frequently arises from non-attention to particu~ars."~~ 

Some articles in the Archaeologia give marginal attention only to these issues.69 Some 

minimise the attention given to discussing the excavation in order to concentrate on interpreting 

"Neville, Archaeologia 3S(l8W). No. XX. p. 448-5 1. 

" ~ e e  Appendix Three. No. 1 .  

hnC.R. Smith. Archaeologia 33(1849). No. XXV, p. 326. 

""Se for example William Hamper, Archaeologia 2511834). No. I I ,  "Observations on certain ancient Pillars of 
Mernorial, called Hoar Stones," pp. 24-60. Hamper did no excavation, but provided a survey of opinion about their 
functions, used philological and manuscript evidence alone to classify different kinds, and provided a long list which 
was meant to function as the start of a national directory. Thomas Phillipps, Archaeologia 26(1836). No. VIII, 
"Account of the Discovery of an Ancient Canoe at North Stoke, in Sussex," pp. 257-64 provides an inferior plan of 
the site, without scale, soils or rneasurements marked, and an inadequate description of the site where the artefact 
was discovered. Articles in the Appendices to volumes of the Archaeologia were mainly shorter. Some cut carefuI 
description short, though many more did not. 



the objects foundS7O But the preceding review suggests that many more antiquaries had exacting. 

careful field rnethods, that they used geological material competently in describing and 

interpreting sites. and that they did these things long before the Brixham Cave excavation could 

have set them an exarnple. In evaluating articles in the Archaeologia, it is important to 

distinguish between those sites which were excavated by antiquaries. and those which antiquaries 

merely reported on. The presence of these articles may account in part for the portrait of 

antiquary archaeologists as having destructive field methods. in fact, many sites reported on were 

not excavated by antiquaries, but were brought to their attention by friends and neighbours. Many 

report hastening to the scene: "In the month of July last, while engaged in some antiquarian 

inquiries on the borders of Gloucestenhire and Wiltshire, 1 accidentally heard of the discovery 

of sepulchral remains in the village of Kemble ... I lost no time in proceeding to ~emble."" C. 

Spence Bate was disgusted that: "[ilt was only ... when they found some bronze articles, for which 

they anticipated receiving a few shillings, that they reported the d i s c ~ v e r ~ . " ~ ~  From a sense of 

"'John Adamson. Archaeologia 25(1834), No. XVI. discusses the significance of the coins for chronology but 
provides little information about the site where they were found. Alfred John Kempe, Archaeologia 26(1836). No. 
XVI. "Account of the Collection of Sepulchral Vessels found in 1821, in a Roman Ustrinurn, at Litlington. near 
Royston; and now preserved in the Library of CIare Hall, Cambridge," pp. 25 1-56 concentrates on the urns found 
at the excavation site rather than the site itself, as does Charles Henry Hartshorne, Archaeologia 32(1837), No. 1, 
"Description of a Statue of Minerva Custos, and other Roman Antiquities, recently discovered on the estate of the 
Duke of Bedford, at Sibson and Bedford Purlieus, in the county of Northampton," pp. 1- 15. Conrad Leemans. First 
Conservator of the Museum of Antiquities at Leyden, Archaeologia 27(1838), No. XIV, "Observations on Three 
Roman Sepulchral Inscriptions found at Watermore, near Cirencester, in Gloucestershire, in 1835 and 1836," pp. 2 1 1 - 
28, concentrated on interpreting the funerary inscriptions rather than describing the site. 

"J.Y. Akerman, Archaeologia 37/1(1857). No. IX, "An Account of the Discovery of Anglo-Saxon Remains at 
Kemble. in North Wilts; with Observations on a Grant of Land at Ewelme to the Abbey of Malmesbury by King 
Aethelstan, in the year 93 1," pp. 1 13-21, p. 1 13. See also his "Hearing by chance of this discovery, 1 proceeded to 
Filkins," 37(1857), No. XII, "An Account of Researches in Anglo-saxon Cemeteries at Filkins, and at Broughton 
Poggs in Oxfordshire," pp. 134-39, p. 139. Akerman was among the wealthiest of antiquaries. Many others responded 
similady, though they had fewer fun& to support their efforts. See aIso "On hearing of this discovery 1 again 
proceeded to Bedford," John Evans, Archaeologia, 39/1(1863), No. IV, p. 70. 

"~ate .  Archaeologia 40/2(1866), No. XXMII. "On the Discovery of a Romano-British Cemetery near Plymouth," 
pp. 501-10, p. 501. engineers in charge of the site would only Iet Bate watch, take notes. and cake the better articles 
to the Plymouth Museum. See a similar account by George Rolleston, Archaeologia, 42/2(1869), No. X X I .  
"Researches and Excavations carried on in an Ancient Cemetery at FriIford, near Abingdon, Berks.. in the years 



the importance of reporting al1 sites and finds, antiquaries reported on these to their 

~ommunity.'~ But since they were not present at the excavation, they could only report second 

hand information about the site. Many authors of such articles deplored the casual methods 

employed, and had Iittle choice but to concentrate on evaluating the objects found." Jabez 

Allies. for example, reporting on a funerary urn taken from a barrow, noted: "it is said that the 

m o w  heads were not found in the um, but arnong the bone and ashes. It is thought that the um 

contained a portion at least of the bones and ashes; but, owing to its having been broken by the 

plough, the fact cannot now be a~certained."~~ This kind of excavation does not represent 

antiquarian standards. 

1867. 1868," pp. 4 17-85. 

'"ee for example. Nathaniel Gould, "Ancient Vessels of Earthenware," Archaeologia 32(1847), Appendix. p. 
102, found in excavating for the Eastern Counties Railway; and Ellis. Archaeologia 33(1849). No. XIII, " Account 
of a Gold Torque found in Needwood Forest in Staffordshire," pp. 175-76, on an artefact dug up by a fox and 
brought to his attention by the Keeper of Needwood Forest. Finds in Europe were also brought to antiquaries' 
attention. See Lord Alben Conyngham, Archaeologia 33(1849), No. XII, "An Account of Various Objects of 
Antiquity. found near Amiens, in France, in the Spring of 1848," p. 174: "1 forward herewith ten objects of antiquity 
found sornetime since in France. They were discovered by labourers employed on the railroad." See also Albert Way, 
"Account of the Discovecy of an ArmilIa of Pure Gold, in Clearing a Coppice near Wendover in Buckinghamshire 
in 1847," Archaeologia 33(1849), Appendix, pp. 347-49. The armiIla was turned up in ploughing a field: the f m  
owner alerted Way, who reported it to the SA. See also "this building was unfortunateiy demolished before heard 
of it, but the following dimensions which 1 had from recollection are probably nearly correct," F.W.L. Thomas. 
Archaeologia, 341( 185 1 ), No. XIII, p. 1 17; Samuel Birch, Archaeologia 34/2(185 l), No. XMII, " On a SiIver Disc 
from Tarentum, in the possession of Henry Vint," pp. 265-72; A.W. Franks, Archaeologia 36/2(1855), No. XXIX,  
"Notes on Bronze Weapons found on Arreton Down, Isle of Wight." pp. 326-31. 

'%ee for example. John Gage, Archaeologia 26(1836), No. XXII. "Letter ... accornpanying a Gold British Corselet 
exhibited to the Society, and since purchased by the Trustees of the British Museum," pp. 422-3 1. Gage reports as 
fully as he can on the site, inctuding trench depths and the placement of several skeletons on the site floor, but can 
only regret the poor excavation techniques and lack of care in preserving artefacts. In other cases, antiquaries report 
on sites in other parts of the world. See for example, Hudson Gurney, Archaeologia 30(1844), No. Vil, 
"Letter ... accompanying Casts of Eight Punk Inscriptions found on the Site of Carthage," pp. 1 1  1-1 12, in which 
Gurney reports on copies of inscriptions he received From a Danish Naval Captain and former Consul-General in 
Tunis, M. de Falbe; Samuel Birch. Archaeologia 30(1844), No. XIII. "Letter ... communicating an Account of certain 
Antiquities excavated, under his direction, in the Island of Sacrificios: followed by a Report upon the examination 
of them, by Samuel Birch." pp. 138-43, an account of vases and other artefacts Birch saw at Nepean's residence; 
Charles Roach Smith. Archaeologia 30(1844), No. XM, "On a recently opened Tumulus in the neighbourhood of 
Asterabad, forming part of ancient Hyrcania, and the country of the Parthians." pp. 248-55. 

75~llies. Archaeologia 30(1844). No. XXXI, "Letter ... describing a remarkable Sepulchral Vase, and other 
Antiquities, discovered near Scarborough, and preserved in  the Scarborough Museum," pp. 458-62, p. 359. 
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Van Riper argued that the reluctance to theorise about artefacts and sites identified 

backwardness in nineteenth-century archaeologicd work. He noted that the Victorian revivd of 

Baconism predisposed many "lesser" men to view ail theorising as premature. At this time the 

Biblical account of the earth was straining to contain the extra-theological worlds indicated by 

the scientific study of the past. The two issues--Christian theology, and the age of the eanh and 

its inhabitants--were related. Nineteenth-century archaeology had to confront both. The 

confrontation may be traced in the tems  archaeologists used to describe human antiquity. 

Different terms indicate different theoretical positions about the age of the earth and its 

inhabitants. Antiquaries inherited some terms from their eighteenth-century predecessors. But 

while their articles tended to understate the controversy, their use of terms and of theuries shows 

that they accepted a Lyellian view of the antiquity of the earth, and the Danish three-age 

chronology. They were not theoretically backward. 

Nineteenth-century archaeologists had to find new ways to describe early human history. 

In its simplest form, the problem was one of tenninology. In interpreting the contents of any pre- 

Roman site, antiquaries had to find appropriate names for the makers of these sites. Camden's 

starting place had been the names of British tribes recorded in the time of Caesar, but those 

ancient records had noted indications in the landscape and the traditions of Bntons which pointed 

to an even greater antiquity. Eighteenth-century antiquary William Stukeley had begun to 

distinguish types of pre-Roman sites? He had suggested an arrangement which grouped very 

simple sites like bmows and cromlechs, more complex sites like chambered tombs, and very 

complex sites like Stonehenge or Avebury. Naturally, this suggested a temporal progression, and 

"Sec Stuart Piggott, Ancient Brirons, pp. 123-59 and Piggott. William Stukeley: An Eighteenth Cenrury Antiquary, 
Thames and Hudson: London, 1985. See also Claus C. Albritton. The Abyss of Time: Changing Conceprions of the 
Ennh's Anriquiq after the Sixteenth Century, St. Martin's Press: New York, 1986. repnnted from the 1980 edition. 



provided the basis for a chronology of Celtic. or pre-Roman Britain. But in descnbing the more 

complex pre-Roman sites as "Druidical," Stukeley had speculated well beyond his data, and 

characterised them culturally, assigning rites of human sacrifice and cannibalism to them. In his 

time, "Druid" descnbed the culture of the makers of complex pre-Roman sites. By 1830, these 

sensational views had perished. But the problem Stukeley had identified, of the relative antiquity 

of pre-Roman remains. persisted. Of the several meanings aaached to the term "Druid," as it is 

found in antiquaries' work in the 1830s. the chronological was the prirnary sense." It dated a 

site generally as pre-Roman. and was used interchangeably with Camden' s term, "Ce~tic."'~ 

In a more complex sense. nineteenth-century terminology reflected both scientific and 

theological theoretical issues which were then difficult to resolve. The narnes nineteenth-century 

antiquaries gave to site makers reflected their views about "the degree of antiquity" of these 

sites.79 Lyell's work, like Hutton's before him, had suggested a "degree of antiquity" for the 

earth and for animal life which went well beyond the accepted Biblicai chronology. Most 

antiquaries did not avoid this sensitive issue, but attempted to appraise "the degree of antiquity" 

" ~ e s ~ e c t  for Stukeley's systematic field technique. still considered the foundation of nineteenth-century 
"scientific" archaeology, may have predisposed antiquaries to use his term in articles on the complex sites Stukeley 
had done important work on. And "Druid" may indicate some resistance to Lyell's expanded tirneframe for human 
history. and to Worsaae's progressionist account of that history, though this is not visible in any article. See for 
example. John Rickman, Archaeologia 28(1840), No. XV. "On the Antiquity of Abury and Stonehenge." pp. 399- 
4 19. p. 305. Rickman's article is discussed below: Avebury had been designated a Druid site by Stukeley, and it may 
have been respect for their opinions, with which he differed, that caused Rickman to use this term. William Rom. 
Archneologia 30( 1844), No. XXXIII, "Some Relics of Remote Times, found in the bed of the River Thames, between 
Kingston and Hampton Court." pp. 490-93, uses "barbarian" to distinguish the Britons from the Romans, p. 49 1. 

7s Its use cannot be taken as evidence for antiquaries' terminological or theoretical backwardness, then, especially 
as some antiquaries used it dong with the terms of the three-age system. In this context, "Druidical" denoted the 
three ages taken as a whole. And the term was rarely used after the end of the 1830s. In 1841, Charles Henry 
Hartshorne noted that "Druid," in its merely chronoIogical sense, w u  acceptable but outdated. Hartshorne. Salopia 
Antiqua J.W.Parker: London, 1841. Preface. W.M. Wylie started his article with a criticism of the term "Druid," but 
characterised it as outdated, looking back at eighteenth-century archaeology with distaste. He rejoiced that 
"archaeology has at length cast off such emng traditions." Wylie, Archaeologia 36/1( 1855). No. XV, p. 129. Wylie 
also noted that. in the ps t ,  "nor were matters better in France," p. 129. 

7VThis phrase and similar ones occur in many articles. See for example, Thomas Phillipps. Archaeologia 
26(1836). No. VIII, p. 261. 
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of a site and of artefacts excavated." From the 1830s, the phrase "the remotest antiquity" 

appears often in articles interpreting pre-Roman sites, reflecting a Lyellian sense of chronology. 

This phrase does not necessarily suggest rejection of the Biblical account of human history: the 

expulsion from Eden, the flood. the dispersal from Babel, and other Old Testament events could 

be fitted into an expanded time frame. 

In some cases, antiquaries' use of such terms can mislead. Akerman wrote uniformly of 

"barrows of the prirneval period."" But Wylie used "heathen ages" synonymously with 

"primeval." The former term was not the reflection of a narrow religious conviction: he discussed 

Worsaae's Primevul Antiquities in his article, and supported the Danish system, even though he 

was working on an early medievai site at this time. For Wylie, the two tems "heathen ages" and 

"primeval" sirnply meant "pre-Christian" in a historical sense. He may have referred to this 

chronological boundary in casual terms, but he was clearly aware of the importance of the dating 

and terminological issues in interpreting the exca~ation.~' Antiquaries' terms can be misleading, 

then, in that they can appear religiously informed where in fact they do not function to introduce 

a religious chronology into articles. 

In the terms they used, and in the relation of these terms' geoiogical to their religious 

'"John Sydenham, for example, comparing barrows in Dorset and Kent. wrote: "1 incline, therefore, to the 
opinion, that these barrows are the remains of the very earliest of the tribes which peopled Britain." Sydenham. 
Archaeologia 30(1844), No. X X I V ,  "An Account of the opening of some Barrows in South Dorsetshire," pp. 327-38, 
p. 337. By cornparison, Thomas Phillipps sensed only a srnaIl temporal degree between pre-Roman and Roman sites. 
"It seems to me, that we may safely regard [this canoe] as a relic of the abonginal Britons, wrought before. or soon 
after, the arriva1 of the Romans among thern." Thomas Phillipps, Archaeologia 26(1836), No. VIII, p. 262. Phillips 
seems to have held a progressivist view of early hurnan history: "with regard to the degree of antiquity which may 
be ascribed to [this canoe], there are but slight means of judging, or even foming satisfactorily a probable 
conjecture; excepting from its structure, its situation, and condition when found, and the knowledge we have of 
vessels sirnilarly constructed by men in an uncivilised state ... The extreme simplicity of its construction indicates its 
hrtving been the product of an early or rude condition of man ..." p. 261. Phillipps compares this cmoe with 
specimens from other parts of Britain and from Virginia. 

KLAkermann. Archaeologia 3611 (1 855). No. XVII, p. 176, 1 82. 

n z ~ y l i e .  Archaeologia, 36/1(1855), No. XV. 



dimensions. then, antiquaries were theoretically competent. but understated. Before 1860. 

antiquarian writing is notable for seeming to presume a Lyellian sense of the antiquity of the 

earth, but not remarking on it. After 1860, they are notable for presurning the extreme antiquity 

of man, but remarking on it blandly. Only one article, published in 1861, shows signs that i ü  

author was nervously aware of the connections beiween geological chronology and 

~ h n s t i a n i t ~ . ' ~  As this issue was among the most significant and controverted of the Victorian 

period. the fact that antiquaries' did not acknowledge it is in itself an  important way of 

characterising their work. 

The reason antiquaries are hard to locate in this important Victorian debate is that their 

articles presented antiquarian information to fit an antiquarian arrangement. Of archaeological 

articles published in the Archaeologiu. 1830-70. only two authon mention their Chnstian faith 

in interpreting their site. Both contain more description and analysis of sites than religious 

comment, and doctrine does not form their interpretations of their sites. The article by Reverend 

John Bathurst Deane. for exarnple, published in 1834, empioyed a religious sociology rather than 

a Chnstian orthodoxy to interpret the extensive remains at Carnac in ~ r i t t a n y . ~  Deane argued 

that a large number of contemporaneous sites in Britain, Brittany. and around the Mediterranean 

sea, could be described as round or rectangular. He also argued, incorrectly but with a certain 

sophistication, that these corresponded to religious sites: "the figure of the temple is the 

"Only a few articles discuss terminology, and these are later in the periad. when the long view of human history 
had been accepted. John Evans' article in Archaeologia 38/2(1861). no. XX, "On the Occurrence of Flint Implements 
in undisturbed Beds of Gravel, Sand and Clay." pp. 280-307. shows signs of concem about the implications of the 
three-age systern for Christian belief. He had read this article as a paper to the Society in JuIy, 1859. It received 
some hostile response in the Athenaeum (July 16, 1859). The version printed in the Archaeologia in 1860 had several 
cautious circurnlocutions treating the issue of eariy human history in the opening pages. though these do not interfere 
with the three-age structure of Evans' argument. 

"John Bathurst Deane, Archaeologia 25(1834), No. XII. Deane compares Avebury and Silbury Hill in Wiltshire. 
Stanton Drew near Bristol, Merivale in Dartmoor, and other sites in the Meditenanean to support his theory. The 
other article is Thomas Lewin, Archaeologia 4 1(1867), No. W. "The Genuineness of the Holy Sepulchre," pp. 1 16- 
34. 



hierogram of its ~ o d . " ~ '  Thus the two configurations must correspond to two contemporaneous 

but different religious and social groups. based in sun-worship and snake ~ o n h i p . ' ~  

Deane's interpretation of the site is not informed by received Church of England 

doctrines, or limited to a narrow Biblical sense of chronology. or restricted to the Biblical record 

for its interpretation of snake-worship. He employs Carnden' s term "Celtic." rather than Biblical 

terms to characterise these two groups. His antiquarianism is more in evidence than his faith: "1 

cannot but hope, that the day is not far distant when, by a cordial cooperation with the 

Antiquaries of Brittany, Our Society may be enabled to clear away the mist which envelopes the 

early history of the Celtic religion."" In the one place where his faith cornes to the fore, it casts 

Christianity as Tmth and other religions as idolatry, but departs from orthodoxy by postulating 

a place for "superstition" within the circle of Christian Tmth, even employing a Pauline text to 

defend this position: 

1 am persuaded that the more intimate is Our knowledge of the esoteric mysteries of this 
powerful superstition. the more cause we shall have for "holding fast the profession of 
our own faith"; for with dl its corruptions it approached nearer to the Truth than any 
other idolatrous wonhip; and exhibits "as in a glass darkly" almost every important 
feature of the first religion of rna.d8 

The preceding discussion has shown that antiquaries tended towards understatement in 

"~ohn Bathurst Deane. Archaeologia 25(1834). No. XIi, p. 191. 

' m i s  was a common archaeological notion at this time. See "the once almost universal Ophite wonhip. the 
accurate history of which stiIl continues to be a desideraturn in archaeology," W.H. Smyth, Archaeologia 33(1849), 
No. VII, "On the Designation of 'Cold Harbour,"' pp. 125-28, p. 128. 

Xf John Bathurst Deane, Archaeologia 25(1834), No. XII, p. 229. Deane's anthropology is hard to describe in the 
terms of nineteenth century debates because his remarks on this subject are few. He does not allow the reader to 
conclude chat he held a theory of the degeneration of peoples, that he was particularly ettinocentrist or rnaterialist. 
that he used a late version of the Great Chain of Being, or had either a progressive or an evolutionary notion of 
culture. In large part, the inability to discern Deane's anthropology is due to the fact that description of the site takes 
up most of the article. However, this in itself indicates the relative place that Deane, a religious archaeologist, 
assigned to the technical and theoretical parts of archaeological reporting. 

RH John Bathurst Deane. Archaeologia 25(1834). No. Xii. p. 229. 



expressing their views in this matter. but also had a sophisticated awareness of terminological 

questions as they affected the archaeological subject. Nor c m  antiquaries be descnbed as 

theoretically backward, as they were using the three-age system in the decade before Worsaae 

was translated into English. As has been noted, for nineteenth-century archaeologists, comparison 

with other sites, in order to establish cornrnonalities in the kinds of objects. their placement. 

composition, situations and so on, provided the only ground for constmcting a chronology and 

typology of sites. The Danish archaeological theones which Van Riper declares antiquaries and 

historical archaeologists failed to appreciate were based in the comparative method. In fact, most 

archaeological articles in the Archaeologia were comparative. Charles Roach Smith wrote: "the 

best foundation for successful investigation is in combined and accumulated facts recorded and 

presewed for reference, and forming, as it were, the statistics of antiq~ities."~~ Augustus 

Wollaston Franks wrote: "it is only by carefully comparing the remains of this class with such 

as are known to have been discovered together, that we are enabled to fix their relative ages, or 

the purpose for which they are made."p0 Antiquaries understood what they were cornparhg and 

why: "it is not the mere novelty of type that gives value to such objects, but ... the repetition and 

constant occurrence which can alone warrant sound conclusions and cla~sification."~' 

For the most part, then, antiquaries were not theoretically backward. compared to their 

British and continental counterparts. References to European archaeological work are cornmon 

Archaeologin 30(1844), No. XI ,  "An Account of sorne Antiquities found in the neighbourhood of 
Sandwich. in the county of Kent," pp. 132-36, p. 136. Smith compares these to the finds of the Breach Down Tumuli 
reported on in article No. III. It should be noted that by "facts," Smith means the objects themselves. 

"'Franks, Archaeologia 36/2(1855), No. XXIX. By comparison, "the deficiency of any extensive series of British 
antiquities. accessible for purposes of comparison, precludes the possibility of fixing, with any precision, the date 
of remains of this early [iron) age." Albert Way, Archaeologia 34/1(1851), No. Xn, "Notice of a Bronze Beaded 
Collar, found in Lochar Moss, Dumfriesshire," pp. 83-87, p. 87. 

V I  C.R. Smith. Archaeologia 34/1(1851), No. XI, "Notes on Saxon Sepulchral Remains found at Fairforci. 
Gloucestershire." pp. 77-82, p. 77. 



in their  article^.^' William Michael Wylie declared that British archaeologists "are greatty 

indebted to their leamed confrères in France and ~errnany ."~~  In interpreting their sites. many 

use European sites to provide the context for interpreting British sitesSg4 Many antiquaries 

excavated with.gs and corresponded with European archaeologi~ts.~~ 

" ~ e e  for example. "[Olur more zealous antiquaries are ever seeking to increase our still scanty stock of 
information on this all-important subject, by such cornparison with the remains of the cognate races of continental 
Europe as the isolated efforts of individuals may effect ... The tealous writings of the Abbé Cochet, and Dr. Rigoilot, 
in France, and of Hem Lindenschmit, in Gerrnany, have rendered infinite service." in W.M. Wylie. Archaeologia. 
3611 (1855), No. XV, p. 129. Wylie was working with the notes and drawings of previous German excavators. For 
articles using continental archaeologists' work, see C.T. Beke, Archaeologia 32(1847), No. V ;  Samuel Birch. 
Archaeologia 32(1847), No. XVII, "Observations on Two Bas Reliefs of Assyrian Sculpture removed from 
Khorsabad," pp. 168-82; F.W.L. Thomas. Archaeologia, 34/1(185 l), No. Xm, p. 1 17: Akerrnan, Archaeologia 
34/2(1851), No. XVZI, "On some of the Weapons of the Celtic and Teutonic Races," pp. 171-89, p. 173; J.M. 
Kemble, Archaeologia 36/2(1855), No. XXMI. "On some remukable Sepulchral Objects from Italy, Styria. and 
Mecklenburgh." pp. 349-69 on the Ninth Yearly Report of the Historical and Antiquarian Society of Schwerin. 

"'W.M. Wylie, Archaeologia 37/1(1857). No. I I I .  "Observations on Researches in Suabian Tumuli." p. 27-3 1. 
p. 31. 

'"See amonp myriad examples. J.Y. Akerman. Archaeologia 34/1(1851), No. 11, "Account of the Discovery of 
Roman and other Sepulchral Remains. at the Village of Stone. near Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire," pp. 21-32. 
Akerman uses Italian excavations of Roman and Etruscan sites to interpret his site. 

'I5~ohn Lee. Archaeologia 33(1849), No. ID, "Antiquarian Researches in the Ionian Islands. i n  the year 18 12," 
pp. 36-54, was working with Geman Baron Stakelberg. See also Walter White, "Ancient Tombs, called Huns- 
Graves: in the Netherlands," Archaeologia 342( 185 l), Appendix, pp. 532-43. The Archaeologia published articles 
by French archaeologist the Abbé Cochet. See Cochet, Archaeologia 37/1(1857), No. IV, "Note sur des Sépultures 
Anglo-Normandes trouvées a Bouteilles, près de Dieppe, en Mars, 1856," pp. 32-38; No. Vm, "Notes on the 
Internent of a Young Frankish Wanior, discovered at Envenneu, Seine Inferieure, on September 10, 1856, by the 
Abbe Cochet. Translated. and foilowed by some Remarks upon the Abbe's Notes, by W.M Wylie," pp. 102-12 and 
No. XXV, "Sépultures chrétiennes de la période Anglo-Normande trouvées h Bouteilles près de Dieppe, en 1857," 
pp. 267-69: 38/1(1860), No. V. "Note sur les fouilles executées à la Madeleine de Bernay (Normandie) en février 
1858," pp. 66-76; 39/1(1863). No. VIIi, "Explorations des anciens cimetières de Roux-Mesnil et d'Etran en 
Normandie, suivies de détails sur la Sépulture chrétienne du Moyen-âge," pp. 98-127: 4012(1866), No. XXVII, 
"Notice sur une ancienne Statue de Guiliame-le-Conquérant. conservée dans l'église de Saint-Victor-l'Abbaye (canton 
de Totes, arrondissement de Dieppe,)," pp. 398402. See also W.M. Wylie, tr., Archaeologia 41(1867), No. X .  "On 
the discovery of Sepulchral Remains at Veii and Praeneste. By Padre Raffaele Gamcci: communicated and translated 
by W.M. Wylie," pp. 187-206. 

%John Yonge Akerman corresponded with Captain Von Dünich of the Royal Wirtemberg Engineers regarding 
the dating of certain kinds of turnuli. See Akerman, Archaeologia 36/1(1855), No. XVII, pp. I85ff. Charles Roach 
Smith. trying to identify the use of a bronze instrument found in the Thames bank, "lost no opportunity of bringing 
it before the notice of chose. whose acquaintance with the works of ancient art, in foreign museums and collections, 
1 had hoped might have assisted my endeavours." This proved useless, but Smith added a postscnpt to his note: 
"While the above is in the press, by means of Mr. Edwin Keats; who during a 16 months tour, has sought in vain 
for sornething analogous to the instrument in the museums of the chief cities and towns of Italy, 1 am favoured with 
a communication from Professor Migliorini, of Florence ..." Migliorini thought the forceps had the components of 
a calendar engraved upon them. Smith. "Bronze Forceps Found in Bed of Thames," Archaeologia 30(1844). 



Stuart Piggott's history of antiquarian archaeology declares: "It was not until late in the 

nineteenth century ... that the basic classification of prehistoric artifacts could take place."97 

Classification systems have histones, waxing and waning according to their utility within their 

social context. The failure of past systems to function as well as later systems is an inadequate 

perspective for an histoncal evaluation of them. As will be seen, antiquaries were arnong those 

pushing for the development of classification systems for prehistoric artifacts. But even in the 

1830s. many used the Danish three-age system. In 1836, before Wonaae had been translated into 

English, Thomas Phillipps used the three-age system to evaluate the antiquity of an early canoe 

excavated in a river bed in ~ussex. '~ By the iate 1840s. the three-age system is found commonly 

in ÿnicles. and is taken as conventional rather than being argued for? 

By about 1850, the three-age system was a standard part of antiquarian analysis.lM But 

from the late 1840s. it had received some criticism for being too elementary. Sorne antiquaries 

Appendix. pp. 549. 550. See A.W. Franks. Archaeologia 36/2( 1855), No. XXIX. for his use of J.M. Kemble to look 
for certain artefacts in Geman museums, p. 329. 

117 Piggott, A~icierlt Britons. p. 153. 

'*"[1]t is adverse to reason to suppose that [constructing a canoe by digging out a whole log] should ever be done 
after the use of iron tools in dividing trees into planks. and the advantage of constructing vessels with wood so 
divided. became known and practised." Phillipps, Archaeologia 26(1836),  No. VIII. p. 262. Phillipps proposes a 
diffusionist account of technological change: early Britons got metal-working from people on the coast of nonhern 
France, who had received it in turn from pre-Roman mediterranean peoples. 

Henry Ellis reported on his discussions with Worsaae during the Danish archaeologist's visit to the British 
Museum. about artefacts found in Danish barrows as compared with English barrows, and used the three-age system 
to date artefacts described in his articles. His remarks betray no sign that Worsaae's opinions might be controversial 
in  the antiquarian community. See Ellis, Archaeologia 32(1847), No. Vin, "Letter ... upon a Gold Omament found 
near Mundesley, in Norfolk." pp. 64-68. 

""n 1851, Albert Way wrote: "We may without hesitation assign this collar to the period distinguished by 
Worsaae and the antiquaries of the North as the iron age." Way, Archaeologia 34/1(1851), No. XLI. p. 86. Daniel 
Wilson used the three-age system to classify artefacts in his Archaeology of Northern Britain, see Evans, A Hislory, 
p. 280. See also Lord Londesborough, Archaeologia 34/2(1851), No. X X I ;  W.M. WyIie on Worsaae's Primeval 
Atttiqniries in Archaeologia, 36/1(1855), No. XV, p. 129; John Sydenham, Archaeologia 30(1844),  No. XXN, who 
uses grave utensils to date some practises as contemporaneous, and to date barrows at his site and in Dorset and Kent 
relative to each other. He concluded they were "rnanifestly" (p. 337) "the antient sepulchres of the earliest fathers 
of the land." p. 328. 
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tned to sophisticate it by type of weapon, location and other factors as well. John Yonge 

Akerman, for example, argued that "the period which has been termed by antiquaries the Bronze 

age should be subdivided" by artefact type.''' He viewed a mere timeline as just the beginning 

of inquiry: "without such cornparison [of artefact types] rnany obscure points will remain 

unexplained ... though historians may give us the outline of events, many details are wanting 

which, imperfectly alluded to by them as unimportant, are in Our time worthy of minute 

inquiry."'" He also sought a way of relating dating by substance to production technique, as 

it was that oider practices might persist alongside newer practices for long periods.lo3 

~ntiquaries, then, were not only competent, but critically engaged. And what other 

histonans have presented as weakness is really a sign of the vigour and sophistication of 

antiquarian archaeological theorising. Many twentieth-century histonans of archaeology have used 

Thomas Wright's 1861 Essays on Archaeological Subjects, in which he criticised the three-age 

system, to suggest that antiquaries had still not accepted it by this date. But Wright was a part 

of the antiquarian reaction against the sirnplicity of the three-age system.Iol His criticisms show 

important perceptions about interpreting archaeological objects and sites, and about the different 

reception of the cognate fields of geology and archaeology ir! Victorian society. Wright declared 

' " ' ~ k ~ ~ ~ n .  Archaeologia 34/2( 1 85 1 ), No. XVII, p. 172. 

' " '~k~rnan .  Archaeologia 34/2(1851), No. XVII, p. 189. 

I1"~keman wrote: "The presence of fragments of pottery, well-baked and turned in a Iathe, forbids Our assigning 
[this barrow] to a very early period. and most assuredly not to the more ancient inhabitants of the district, the 
aboiginal Britons; but the negative evidence which this supplies Ieads us to no safe conclusion." See Archaeologia 
36/1(1855). No. XWI. p. 185- 

'Iuwright is aware o f  the history of opinion on this subject in his community: "[Tlhe systern adopted by the 
antiquaries of the north ... has been rather hastily accepted by some of Our own writers on antiquarian subjects." 
Wright, ~ s m i s  on Archaeoiogical Subjects, J.R. Smith: London, 1861. p. 10. It is tempting to evaluate Wright's work 
as a response to developments in natural history in the 1850s. However, his book is a compilation of papers 
published over chat decade, and of work which began even earlier. Evans argued similarly in 1863, chat it was the 
task of the antiquary to subdivide and classification the three-age system. John Evans. Archaeologia, 39/1(1863), No. 
IV, p. 83. 



that classiQing al1 Stone. bronze or iron objects together was "unnaturd as well as un-historical" 

as it destroyed important information about each artefa~t.'~' Objects could be understood fuily 

only in relation to al1 data available for the site where they were found. The association of 

objects with their location pennitted a rich ethnological interpretation, and was therefore a better 

system of identification. Wright was arguing, then, for a minute appreciation of what was unique 

about each object. Thus his critique of Worsaae was a critique of a comparative method that was 

too crude. 

Wright viewed the interpretation of objects merely by their substance as a "hasty 

generalisation," driven by the need to arrange them for viewing in museurns: 

The proper, and the only correct, arrangement of antiquities is, no doubt, the ethnological 
one. Relics of antiquity should be classed according to the peoples and tribes to whorn 
they are known or believed to have belonged, and to the localities in which they are 
found, and then only have they any intelligible meaning ... But people have been adopting 
a practice of placing flint irnplements with flint implements, bronze with bronze, and iron 
with iron, until, forgetting entirely the real elernents which give them an individual 
meaning, they begin to look at them just as if they were so many fossils belonging to 
such and such geological strata, and thus form systems which are pretty and attractive to 
look at, but which, in truth, belong only to the imagination.'" 

Wright had o b s e ~ e d  the dominance of scientific concems over antiquarian, in the social realm 

in which the work of both intellectual domains was received. But unlike John Evans, who could 

embrace a viewed of geology as an older brother, Wright perceived, and wanted to insist upon, 

an important difference between geological and archaeological ~bjects. '~'  For geologists, each 

individuai example of a particular fossil was about as valuable as every other in its contribution 

"""If ... we wish to understand these relics, we must look at those o f  each locality by themselves, and pay attention 
in each case to the circumstances connected with them individually," Wright, Essuys, p. 10, 1 1 .  Classifying according 
to substance alone could provide only a "low degree" of information about the societies that produced the object. 
Wright. Essays, p. 12. 

"KWright. Essays. p. 1 1. 

""A factor contributing to Wright's relations with onhodoxy was his Weslryan Methodist faith. 
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to understanding the geological record. It was the existence of fossils of a certain type, rather 

than the individual characteristics of each specimen, that was of use to geologists in establishg 

the date of strata. The practice of both fields was to acquire further knowledge by relating 

specific instances to a developing system. But geological evaluation tended to devalue the 

individuality of specimens in favour of their generic character in doing diis. Because 

archaeologists had begun to adopt the perspective of geologists, much important archaeological 

information was being lost. Wright's remarks suggest this loss of the historical and ethnological 

parts of archaeological knowledge is an effect of the social dominance of scientific conceptions. 

Wright had other problerns with the three-age system as well. In particular, the use of iron 

in dating objects was problematic. The components for rnaking bronze alloys were scarce in 

Britain; rnight early British peoples have discovered how to work iron before bronze? It had to 

be adrnitted that pre-Roman Britons were backward, as compared to other European peoples. 

Mediterranean peoples had metal-working centuries before the Britons, and classicai sources 

noted that the Bntons imported bronze alloy components from Europe throughout the Roman 

period. At many sites in Britain, bronze and iron implements had been found together, in the 

sarne suatum. suggesting that substance rnight indicate differences of class, tribe, or ceremonial 

or occasion rather than temporality.'" For these reasons. deterrnining date by substance had to 

be sophisticated by attention to the location the objects came from. 

Wright was not alone in urging the sophistication of classification systerns by features 

other than rnere age. The chapters of Charles Henry Hartshorne's Salopia Antiqua retlected major 

Ion Jabez Allies was uncertain about "the analogy of usage" of tools in deterrnining simultaneity. Allies, 
Archaeolagia 30(1844). No. XXXI, p. 461. Comparing this urn to some belonging to Richard Colt Hoare, Allies 
concluded that they were recent Celtic as opposed to "very antient" CeItic, but that the barrow aIso cantained BeIgic 
remains, by which he means a people living in southeastem England at the time of the Roman invasion, p. 461. He 
argued that burial customs changed more slowly in the northen parts of the country, and thus both are found 
contemporaneously in the same barrow. 



temporal divisions, but were subdivided internally according to site type. John Yonge Akerrnan's 

1847 Archaeological Index identified "transition periods" between ages, when sites and artefacts 

showed mixed styles and components. Akerman called the three-age system "rational" but 

"inadequate," and arranged his discussion by site types.lW His discussion of pre-Roman sites, 

for exarnple, distinguished nine types: tumuli and cairns, menhirs and peulvans, dolmens and 

triliths and lichvaens, sepulchral caves, rocking Stones, Stone circles, colossal figures. forts and 

camps and beacons, and objects found at these sites. 

Antiquees' critical engagement with theory had led them to demand more of 

archaeological classification systems. Their critical engagement aiso allows us to see their 

conception of the archaeologicai subject, as distinct from the geological subject, and their view 

of the appropriate relations of both historical and scientific material in forming conclusions on 

archaeological subjects. Wright was not alone in mounting some resistance to an unnecessary 

dominance of scientific analysis in certain parts of archaeological work. In 185 1, George Biddel 

Airy. the then Astronorner Royal, who was not an antiquary, presented a paper to the SA on the 

probable landing place of Caesar on his invasion of ~ntain. '"  He considered the question from 

the point of view of the tides, as Caesar's point of departure from Gaul, and the day, month and 

time of sailing, were recorded in classical sources. A i q  concluded that Pevensey Beach, Kent, 

was the point of Caesar's landing, and appended a statement about the Battle of Hastings, 

speculating on Caesar's and Harald's military strategy in these two proximate locations. 

Unlike John Walker's 1834 article on the identification of Flamborough Head as a Roman 

Port, Airy did not discuss changes to the coastline between the time of Caesar and the nineteenth 

"H~kerman, An A rchaeological Index fo rernains of An fiquit)' of the Celtic, Romano-British, and Anglo-Saron 
Periods. J.R. Smith: London, 1847, p. I l .  

""~ iry .  Archaeologia 34/1(1851!, No. XX, "On the Place of Julius Caesar's Departure from GauI for the 
invasion of Britain. and the Place of his Landing in Bncain: with an Appendix on the Battle of Hastings," pp. 23 1-50. 
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century. But the coast from Hythe to Dungeness was notable for its marshiness. Saxon and 

medieval documents as well as excavations had showed that this coastline had expanded into the 

Channel, in some places by as much as a mile, since medieval tirnes. It might have altered 

between Roman and medieval times as well. Such changes could have affected currents in the 

Channel. which might have landed Caesar elsewhere before the growth of the manh. These issues 

were pointed out at the next SA meeting by W.D. Durrant, and printed as the paper following 

Airy's. Responding to Durrant, Airy dismissed the coastline issue, asserting that the beach in 

question was "sound ground." The "controversy" was taken up again in 1863.'" A naval survey 

of the coast for two miles either side of Pevensey beach was undertaken, as well as tidal and 

current observations. Airy's response to this work was triumphant: "1 would first observe that the 

result of this investigation proves the advantage of the course pursued by the President and 

Council, narnely. that of referring to official authority for the determination of critical 

points ... Nautical men know.""' But objections were again raised in the very next paper.'I3 

Thomas Lewin questioned the validity of the survey because it was taken 1.5 miles offshore 

where the text made it clear Caesar's observations were made within sight of shore, and because 

some naval observations were taken the fifth rather than the fourth day before the full moon, 

which was when Caesar had landed, which might have affected the duration of the westward 

' "no primary author, Archneolugia 39/2( 1863). No. XV. "Correspondence between the Society of Antiquaries 
and the Admiralty respecting the Tides in the Dover Channel, with reference to the Landing of Caesar in Britain. 
BC 55; together with Tables for the Tuming of the Tide-stream off Dover, made in the year 1862," pp. 277-302. p. 
277. This article is a series of letters between the Adrniralty and the SA, with appendices on suweying, tides and 
weather. William Henry Smyth was in the uncornfortable position of being both Director of the SA and an officer 
of the Admiralty. 

' " ~ i r y .  Archaeologia 39/2(1863). No. XVI. "Observations on the Question of the Spot at which Caesar landed. 
as affected by the Communication received from the Adrniralty on the Tides in the Channel," pp. 303-08, p. 303, 
307. 

"%ornas Lewin. Archaeologia 39/2(1863), No. XVII, "Further Observations on the Landing of Caesar, in 
connection with the Conespondence between the Society of Antiquaries and the Adrniralty," pp. 309-14. 



current at ebb-tide. Both were cmcial to detemining how far the current would have canied 

Caesar's ships dong the shoreiine. These considerations. coupled with indications from an 

account of Caesar's second sailing from Gaul, and recent archaeological excavations, again 

suggested Hythe as a possible landing place."' The controversy was not settled, and Airy 

withdrew from the discussion."' However, this exchange of ideas between antiquaries and the 

Admiralty does suggest that antiquaries were cautious in proceeding towards a conclusion. and 

attended to a large nurnber of particuiars in integrating scientific and historical material. 

In many cases, interpreting archaeological sites was cornplex. Unlike the sites geologists 

exarnined, most sites antiquaries dealt with were relatively shallow, making it harder to date 

objects found and to attribute simuitaneity. Many sites had been in continuous use, some for 

centuries. Antiquaries knew that these sites were difficult to interpret, and were cautious in 

attributing dates to the different levels of these sites.'i6 John Yonge Akerman. excavating 

Roman and Anglo-saxon sites, wrote: "frequently the objects which have been spared by time 

II4 In a later article, Lewin exarnined changes in the Romney Marsh area, using Geological and Ordnance maps 
in conjunction with philological, textual and archaeological evidence. See Lewin, Archaeologia, 40/2(1866), No. 
XXUI. "On the Position of the Portus Lemanis of the Romans," pp. 361-74. 

' "~arl  Stanhope reconsidered the question in Archaeologia 41(1867), No. XIIi, "On the Day of Caesar's Landing 
in Britain," pp. 270-73. noting that French naval observations conflicted with chose of the English survey. The 
"controversy" (p. 271), and the possibility that the landing place was Hythe, turned up in the Conteniporary Review 
in September, 1865. In 1866, Charles Warne applied the same kinds of analysis to the question of where Vespasian 
landed. Warrte, Archaeologia 41(1867), No. XIX, "Observations on the Details of Vespasian's First Campaign in 
Britain," 387-96. 

'IhSee, for example. Lord Albert Conyngham, Archaeologia, 30(1844), No. DI. Akerman notes the presence of 
late Roman coins in the grave site, but writes: "interments may have commenced at a much earlier period," p. 55. 
Thomas Wright, Archaeologia 30(1844), No. XXX, "On Antiquarian Excavations and Researches in the Middle 
Ages," pp. 438-57. presents a history of medieval barrow-raiding. citing manuscript sources for the excavation of 
Verulamium by two eleventh century abbots, discussing their beliefs about the objects found, citing liturgical 
documents sanctifying these objects and the customs of reburying hem with their medieva1 owners, noting that this 
"accounts for the discovery of rnixed deposits of earIier and more recent deposits in one place," p. 440. Wright 
produced a second article on this topic in Archaeologia 33(1849), No. XE, "On Some Early Notices relating to the 
Antiquities of Sc. Alban's," pp. 262-68. See also Wright, Archaeologia 32(1847), No. XXIV. "On the Legend of 
Weland the Smith." pp. 315-24. notes the site had pre-Celtic, Celtic and Anglo-saxon interments, making its 
interpretation difficult. See also James Bruce Ross, A Study of the Medieval Attitude towards Antiquities, no publisher 
given: Chicago, 1934. 
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serve only to perplex us." ' " 
John Rickman's article on Avebury is a good example of the problems antiquaries had 

in trying to date levels of sites which had been continuously occupied for long periods. Avebury 

is the site of extensive pre-Roman monuments, including avenues and circles of standing Stones, 

Silbury Hill, and West Kennet Long Barrow. The first stages of these structures were built about 

3500 B.C.E., but the site was in continuous use until, and after, Roman times. Familiar with 

Danish archaeologists' theories, Rickman considered arguments "in favour of the remote antiquity 

of ~ b u r y . " " ~  But as he saw it, the greater part of the available evidence pointed to a date close 

to the Roman occupation of Britain. In particular, the position of the Roman roads that ran 

through Avebury, and their path across several counties, did not appear to have been altered in 

their course in order to pass through Avebury. Noticing that one of these ran directly past the 

main circle, aiongside one avenue, and past Silbury Hill. Rickrnan excavated the place where the 

Hill met the road. If the earthworks showed interruption, this would indicate that the Romans had 

driven their road through an older site. If they showed a relationship, this would indicate that the 

entire site rnight be Roman-built. It is now known that Silbury Hill was constmcted in three 

stages, the first in the neolithic era when the circles, avenues and long barrow were also 

constructed, and the last some few centuries prior to the arriva1 of the Romans. Rickman's 

finding, that the place where Hill and road met seemed to have been constructed with reference 

to each other, reflects its genuine recency with regard io the Roman era, as well as Roman 

engineering for drainage and basement. Thus his conclusion, that the site was probably Roman, 

' "~kerman, Archaeofogia 34/2(185 1 ), No. XVII. p. 171. 

1 I X  Rickman. Archaeologia 28( 1840), No. XV, "On the Antiquity of Abury and Stonehenge," pp. 3993 19, p. 405. 
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though wrong, can be seen as scholarly for 1838.'19 

Rickrnan adduces other arguments in favour of Roman construction, including the social 

organisation, population and transportation and construction machinery that would be required 

to achieve a construction of the magnitude of Avebury. He uses Worsaae's three-age system 

against him, noting that, while iron tools had been found nearby at Stonehenge, the shaping of 

such large menhirs, and the tooled marks found on them. would have required steel rather than 

iron. as would the kind of mortices and wedges used in constru~tion. '~~ And Rickman viewed 

his suggested date of 200-300 C.E. as provisional, writing: "tnith. or (its near adjunct) 

probability. is preferable to infinite wonder.""' 

Antiquarian archaeology, then. was competent in both field rnethods and in theorising 

about the archaeological subject. Because antiquaries were cntically engaged with their subject. 

their views about a satisfactory correspondence between theory and subject changed over time. 

It is possible to see three generations of archaeological thought within antiquaries' articles during 

the period 1830-70. Articles between about 1830 and 1850 use textual and philological 

information in forming conclusions, at times displacing the geological information they have aiso 

offered. These articles seem to view texts as the more reliable witnesses."' By the late 1840s. 

"'A similar pmblem occurred in the excavation of Henry Rhind. Archaeologia 38/2(1860). No. XVIII. "On 
Vestiges of Ortholithic Rernains in North Africa, and their place in Primeval Archaeology," pp. 252-7 1. But Rhind 
understood that "the proxirnity of various vestiges not necessarily homogeneous. cannot be regarded as indicating 
their common origin," p. 259. 

"""[~jhe Celtic chissells of copper alloyed with th .  being incapable of producing the regular formation and 
workrnanship visible at Stonehenvge." Rickman. Archaeologia 28(1840), No. XV, p. 407. 

"'~ickman. Archaeologia 28(1840). No. XV. p. 405. Rickman presents a summary of arguments chat may be 
made against him as an Appendix. The question of steel versus iron irnplements may be found on pp. 416-17. He 
argues, pp. 418-19 that tools known to be Celtic were of a different shape and metal composition from those found 
in the vicinity. 

' "~ee for exnrnple William Roots. Archaeologia 30(1844). No. XXXIII, "Letters ... respecting some Relics of 
remote times, found in the bed of the River Tharnes, between Kingston and Hampton Court," pp. 490-93. Roots used 
PIiny to distinguish between cast and beaten axes, determining on this basis that they were Roman. See also Walter 



criticism of this view and procedure was voiced.'" A second generation of antiquarian 

archaeological thought is evident by about 1850. By this time, many antiquaries were seeking to 

sophisticate the three-age system, and concentrate on ciassiSing artefacts by kind as well as by 

age. The increasingly minute attention to slight differences among pots, flints, weapons and other 

artefacts tended to depreciate the value of textoal evidence. In 185 1, for exarnple, P. W.L. Thomas 

aqued that previous archaeologists' use of the Icelandic Edda and the Orkney Saga to interpret 

Orkney sites had produced a date which was far too late. On the basis of archaeological evidence. 

he identified them as contemporaneous with Stonehenge and ~vebury. '" By the 1860s, the next 

generation of antiquarian archaeology was beginning to appear. Textual sources were rarely used 

in article on pre-Roman sites. either to confirm the archaeologicai record, or in a supponing 

role.'" Thomas Lewin, for exarnple, had responded to Airy in the matter of Caesar's landing 

with both textual and physical arguments. But in his 1866 article on Roman sites he used 

archaeological data to argue for the dates of arriva1 and departure of Romans fiom various British 

Hawkins. Archaeologia 32(1837). No. X I I .  "Observations on the Use of the Sling, as a Warlike Weapon. among the 
Ancients ... accompanying a Present to the Society of a Leaden-pellet or Sling-bullet, found lodged in the Cyclopian 
Wrills of Same in Cephalonia." pp. 96-107. Hawkins uses the writings of Pliny. VirgiL Ovid and others to describe 
different types of sling-pellets. and to detennine the type found in Cephalonia. Henry Ellis, Archaeologia 33( 1849), 
No. XIiI. explored the texts of Livy. AuIus GelIius. Strabo, Dionysius Cassius and others in his attempt to date and 
classify this artefact. 

'%ee William Roots' argument. in "Entrenched Camp on Wimbledon Common." Archaeologia 32( t847), 
Appendix, pp. 5 18-2 1 ,  that evaluating the site according to Polybius' account of roman construction techniques was 
poor method. Roots argued that the archaeological record showed that Roman castramentation methods varied, where 
the textual sources could not give such a clear account, and that these remains were probably not Roman at all, even 
though they were found in the vicinity of Roman remains, but were pre-Roman. 

"%ornas. Archneologia. 34/1(185 1). No. Xm. p. I12ff. Thomas' dating is fairly accurate, for his time. Orkney 
contains thousands of barrows, of many ages, but of the more visible ones, which Thomas was surveying and 
excavating, the Ring of Brodgar, Stenness, Skara Brae and Maes Howe were built around 2 5 0  B.C.E. The most 
visible stage of construction rit Stonehenge dates to about 2100 B.C.E. 

'%ee "To start, therefore, with the preconceived impression and to bting forward isolated allusions in ancient 
literature ... will only produce a misleading result: because for al1 practical purposes the question is prehistonc and 
archaeological, and it is an affair of induction rather than special testimony," Henry Rhind, No. XVIII, p. 266. For 
ri careful use of texts with archaeological evidence. see Thomas Lewin, Archaeologia, 40/2(1866), No. XXITï. 
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small arnount of textuai information appears ~ n l y . " ~  Of articles published in 

report on large-scale excavations. in many parts of the world. The scale of 

became international- Excavations were often staffed by an international 

team."' Antiquaries increasingly relied on osteologicd analysis to date sites."' Discussions 

of the results of Brixharn Cave and Wookey Hole appear in articles on early remains, without 

any apparent concem for the religious sensibilities of readers.'" The division of the stone age 

into palaeolithic and neolithic segments was used in classiving o b j e c t ~ . ' ~  The need for the 

subdivision of the three-age system both chronologicaily as weli as by type is no longer argued 

for. but pra~tised.'~' 

''?homas Lewin. Archaeologia JOR( 1866). No. XXII. "On the Castra of the Littus Saxonicum. and particularly 
the Castmrn of Othona," pp. 421-52. 

th  or a sense of the prevalence and scale of joint international projects antiquaries were involved in. see W.M. 
Wylie. Archaeofogia 381111860), No. XII. "On Lake-Dwellings of the Early Periods." pp. 177-87. and Joseph 
Beldam. No. XIII, "Remarks on certain Ancient Pelasgic and Latian Vases found in Central ItaIy," pp. 188-95; A.W. 
Franks, No. XV. "On Recent Excavations at Carthage, and the Antiquities discovered there by the Rev. Nathan 
Davis," pp. 202-36: Henry Rhind, No. XVIII: John Evans, Archaeologia 40/2(1866), No. XXV. "On the Worked 
Flints of Pressigny-le-Grand," pp. 381-88 and John Henry Parker, Archaeologia 42/1(1869). No. II, "Notices of 
Recent Excavations in Rome," pp. 11-26, Sir John Lubbock reported excavating Bronze-age huts with Doctor L. 
Pigorini, Director of the Royal Museum of Antiquities at Parma. L. Pigorini and John Lubbock, .4rchaeologia 
12/1(1869), No. VI, "Notes on the Hut-Urns and other Objects discovered in an ancient Cemetery in the Commune 
of Marino (Province of Rome)," pp. 99-123. 

'"~ohn Thumam's skuils were "celebrated," as their analysis had dated certain palaeolithic North African sites. 
Thurnam. Archaeologia 40/2( 1866). No. XXXn, "On the Human Remains, and especially the Skulls, from the Rock- 
Tombs at Ghain Tiffiha and Ta1 Hom, and frorn other places in Malta," pp. 488-500, p. 491. John Lubbock 
characterised his work as "palaeo-ethnology," in L. Pigorini and John Lubbock. Archaeologia 42(1869). No. VI. p. 
103. See also George Rolleston, Archaeologia, 42/2(1870), No. XXI, "Researches and Excavations carried on in an 
Ancient Cemetery at Frilford. near Abingdon, Berks. in the years 1867, 1868," pp. 417-85. 

'"'John Evans, for example, wrote of the "almost conclusive evidence of the CO-existence of man with these 
extinct rnammalia," and dismissed the flood for lack of evidence. Evans, Archaeologia 38/2(1860). No. XX. p. 303. 

'"See John Evans. Archaeologia 41/2(1867), No. XX. "On Some Discoveries of Stone Implements in Loch 
Neagh. Ireland," pp. 397408. Evans had excavated this site with the help of John Lubbock. who had helped to 
popularise the term palaeolithic. 

I3'See arguments in  W.M. Wylie, Archaeologia 38/1(1860), No. X I I ,  pp. 178-79, for dividing the stone age into 
two periods, John Evans. Archaeologia, 39/1(1863), No. IV, argues for classifying flints by the rnethods by which 
they were constnicted. John Thurnam, for example, proposed a classification of barrows by age and form. Thurnam, 
Archaeologia 42/1(1869), No. IX, "On Ancient British Barrows, especially those of Wiltshire and the adjoining 
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This review of the scientific and histoncal parts of nineteenth-century antiquaries' 

archaeology has demonstrated that they had a competent field method. as evaluated by Victorian 

standards for the scientific study of the past. It has also shown antiquaries' critical engagement 

with theorising about artefacts and sites. Where cntics like Van Riper have permitted a 

genealogical impulse to characterise their treatrnent of antiquaries' work. the preceding discussion 

has shown antiquaries' interpretations of their sites were complex, and changed in response to 

work done within and outside the cornrnunity. As noted above, two features of Mary JO Nye's 

mode1 rnay add to Our understanding of nineteenth-century antiquarian archaeology. They are: 

the role of visual aids in representing archaeological knowledge, and the place of social and 

political experiences in antiquaries' prosecution of their archaeological work. These are among 

several features of antiquaries' archaeological writing which reproduce the distinctive. traditional 

antiquarian program. 13' 

Antiquaries' publications were lavishly il1~strated.l~~ Antiquaries viewed illustration as 

an integral part of representing and understanding archaeological sites: "Even at the risk of 

appearing needlessly lavish. 1 would advocate the supply of the most copious illustrations ... You 

rnust often have felt how comparatively worthless an elaborate verbal and written description has 

been rendered for the want of drawings: on the other hand. how much the rudest sketches 

Counties. (Part 1. Long Barrows.)," pp. 16 1-244. 

 or or a discussion of this kind of analysis. see Bruce G. Trigger. Tinie and Traditions: Essays in Archaeological 
Iriierpretarion, Edin burgh University Press: Edinburgh, 1978. 

'33~rticles on numismatics were unusually well-illustrated. See for example. Plates XXXV through L W  for the 
article by John Adamson, Archaeologia 25(1834), No. XVI; John Adamson, Archaeologia 26(1836), No. X I I ,  
"Further Account of the Anglo-saxon Coins, caIled Stycas, recently discovered at Hexham, in the County of 
Northumberland," pp. 346-48, Plates XXXVI to XLIi; Edward Hawkins, Archaeologia 27(1838), No. XXI, 
"Letter ... with an Account of some Saxon Pennies, and other Articles, found at Sevington, North Wilts," pp. 301-05, 
Plates XXTII, XXIV. 
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contribute to explain and make intelligible the most meagre and imperfect de~cription." '~ A 

few exarnples will illustrate the ways illustrations helped represent sites. and were engaged with 

many of the scientific issues discussed above. S.D. Saull's excavation of a Roman wall was 

accompanied by "A Transverse Section of the Wall," on which he marked the dimensions of its 

layen, and the kinds of Stone it was composed of (see Appendix Three, No. 2)."' W.M. 

Wylie's engraving of the placement of objects around an interred body was somewhat unclear 

because it depicted small objects and also placed letters beside them. for reference to discussion 

in the text (see Appendix Three. No. 3).IJ6 But C.R.Smith's plan of his excavation of a 

crmetery in Marston St. Lawrence, Northamptonshire. placed skeletal remains on the site in the 

orientation in which they were found. The locations of the surveying equipment he used to 

produce this plan are included in the plan (see Appendix Three, No. 4).lJ7 Evans' plan of 

skeletons on the site floor illustrated the problem of interpreting sites where multiple burials had 

taken place over a long period (see Appendix Three. No. 3."' J.Y. Akerman used symbols to 

indicate both placement of objects at the site, but also to subdivide them further by manner of 

'-Yhus, "the gIass goblet or cup mentioned by Mr. Wylie can scarcely be described without the aid of an 
engnving." C.R. Smith. Archaeologia 34/1( 185 1). No. XI, "Notes on Saxon Sepulchral Remains found at Fairford, 
Gloucestershire," pp. 77-82, p. 77, 82. Elsewhere. he writes: "[Tlhe case with which the facts disclosed on that 
occasion have ken collected and recorded, and the copious manner in which drawings have been made of the 
various objects discovered give an unusual degree of interest to this communication. which I am sure the Society 
will appreciate." C.R. Smith. Archaeologia 33f 1849). No. XXV, p. 326. The first archaeological photograph of an 
object as it was found within the stratum was taken by John Evans, at an excavation site in France with Joseph 
Prestwich. See Joan Evans. A Hisroty. p.292. 

135 See Saull. "Transverse Section of a Wall," Archaeologia 30( 1844). p. 522-23. 

""Wylie, W.. Archaeologia 37/1(1857), No. VIII."Notes on the Internent of a Young Fnnkish Wan-ior, 
discovered at Envermeu, Seine Inferieure, on September IO, 1856, by the Abbé Cochet," pp. 102-12, p. 1 12. 

I3'c.~. Smith, Archaeologia 33(1849), No. XXV. 

'"~vans. Archaeobgia. M(l852) No. XXIX. "Account of roman Remains found at Boxmoor, Herts." pp. 394-98. 
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burial, and to map those burials which were hard to interpret (see Appendix Three. No. 6).'39 

F.W.L. Thomas combined elevations. plans and sections, in order to create a full 

representation of the "Picts' Houses" he had surveyed and excavated in Orkney (see Appendix 

Three, No. 7 and No. 8.)"' The same approach is used in J.S. Swann's article on tombs 

excavated in Malta, where he presents sections of three tombs dong two horizontal and one 

vertical axis (see Appendix Three, No. 9),"" and in O. Morgan's representation of a Roman 

bath at Caerwent, in south Wales (see Appendix Three, No. 1 0 ) . ' ~ ~  

In some cases. careful graphic representation represented an author's argument for 

interpreting a site. S.B. Gould's article on a hi11 fort in Spain discussed different techniques of 

encampment to argue that the fort was not Roman but Basque (see Appendix Three, No. 1 1).la3 

In 1836, William Mudge published on an ancient structure found submerged in an Irish bog. In 

1860, his article would become part of a discussion among archaeologists across Europe. about 

upper Stone age housing.lu However, in 1836, Mudge noted its great degree of antiquity, and 

concentrated on explaining and illustrating its construction. providing its position, elevations, 

dimensions and measurements (see Appendix Three, No. 12).'45 

'3v~kerman, Archaeologia 37/2(1857), No. XXII, "An Account of the Investigation of some remarkable CircuIar 
Trenches, and the Discovery of an Ancient British Cemetery at Stanlake, Oxon," pp. 352-92. 

IU'F.W.~.  Thomas, Archaeologia M/l( 185 1 ), No. Xm. 

"'Captain John S. Swann, Archaeologia JO/î(l866), No. MUCI. "Description of  Ancient Rock-Tombs at Ghain 
Tiffiha and Ta1 Hom, Malta." p. 383-87. 

'J'Octavius Morgan, Archaeologia 36/2(1855), No. XXXVI. "Excavations prosecuted by the Caerleon 
Archaeological Association within the Walls of Caerwent in the Summer of 1 855," pp. 4 18-37. 

"-'Gould. Archaeologia 34/2(1852). No. XXX. "Account of the Remains o f  an Ancient Camp near Bayonne." 
pp. 399-402. 

IuSoe W.M. Wylie. Archaeologia 38/l(I $60). No. XII. 

'J5M~dge, Archaeologia 26(1836). No. XV. "Description of an ancient Structure dug out of Drumkelin Bog. in 
the parish of Inver. county of Donegal, in the year 1833," pp. 361-67. Plate XLIII. See Appendix Three, No. 12. 



Visual aids were also used to present and explore archaeological possibilities and ideas. 

Arthur Taylor's article on Roman London used archaeological evidence in order to determine the 

extent of the Roman walls, and these were superimposed as shaded lines on a plan of London 

as it was in 1849.'~~ Akerman used his extensive numismatic knowledge to suggest that the 

Romans had used the incipient govemmentai regions of the pre-Roman British tribes to organise 

their camps. Using a basic map of England, he used coloured dots, boundary lines and shading 

to highlight the fact that both Roman and pre-Roman remains were concentrated in the sarne 

places. ''" 

For antiquaries, then. visual aids were an integral part of representing and interpreting 

their excavation sites and the objects unearthed. Their commitment to fidelity in doing so 

reflected traditional antiquarian concems. The continuity of antiquarian archaeology with the 

scholarly traditions of previous generations c m  also be seen in their presentation of social and 

political material in their articles. Antiquaries' articles often reported on the broader context of 

their work. In some cases, as in Henry Rawlinson's description of his mountaineenng, these 

cornrnents provide us with insight into how antiquaries fit into the society of their time. In many 

cases, antiquaries use these discussions of the reception of their work to present their own 

statement of how they understand their work and goals. These comments allow us to see what 

'4hTaylor. Archaeologia 33(1849). No. VI. "On the original Site of Roman London." pp. 101-24. Taylor was 
aware of his map a s  suggestive, and did not claim factual authenticity for it: "The annexed PIan (Plate IV.) has 
unavoidably a character of more precision than is either professed or warranted by the inquiry it is intended to 
illustrate; and being founded on a survey which is probably far from correct. will in that respect be received with 
al1 necessary allowance," p. 124. Taylor receives a critical response in the following articIe, Smyth, Archaeologia 
33(1849), No. VII. See a sirnilas mapping project in William Tite, Archaeologia 39/2(1863), No. XXVIII, "Notes 
on the Discoveries of Roman Remains which have taken place at various tirnes in London." pp. 491-502. 

''7~kerman, "On The Condition of Britain from the Descent of Caesar to the Corning of Claudius. accompanied 
by a Map of a portion of Britain in its ancient State, showing the finding of Indigenous Coins," pp. 177-90. See also 
his map of Saxon finds as compared to early land-grant deeds. Both are in Archaeologia 37/1(1857), No. IX, "An 
Account of the Discovery of Anglo-saxon Remains at Kemble, in North Wilts; with Observations on a Grant of Land 
at Ewelme to the Abbey of Malmesbury by King Aethelstan, in the year 931," pp. 113-21. 
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motivated antiquaries to undertake the work they did. In a few cases. as with Frere's paper on 

Stone flints and Mudge's excavation of a structure found in an Irish bog, information is 

cornmunicated "accidentaily," which, from a later perspective, can illuminate other sites. 

But antiquaries had practical. archaeological reasons for communicating this information. 

In many cases, it was directly related to their ability to pursue archaeological work. C.T. Beke. 

for example, discussed the problems he had to survey a ruined Abyssinian temple, including the 

negative reactions of local priests and people to the apparatus and activities of surveying, to 

sketching. and to the production of images of the site. Beke noted that he had more success if 

he went by several tirnes a day for short periods rather than working for long stretches. and if 

he desisted when asked rather than trying to argue or persuade.'48 Similarly, Iohn Lee detailed 

the troubles he had excavating on a Greek Island. In his case, the local rnilitary commandant 

supported his work. and Lee had official authority to excavate. But local officials viewed 

disturbing graves as sacnlegious. and threatened local labourers with imprisonment if they 

worked for Lee. Lee's excavation partner was taken hostage, and his sketches of the excavation 

site tom up. Lee details his use of the commandant in eventually gaining municipal officials* 

c~o~eration. '"~ Iohn Bathurst Deane's initial survey of Carnac, in Britanny, had introduced him 

to M. de Penhouët, Commander of the Gen-d' Arrnene of Rennes under Charles X. Penhouët was 

a Royalist. Deane notes that, on their second trip, Penhouët: 

was very anxious, but quite unable to accompany us, having heard upon good authority, 
that if he ever ventured into that country [Bnttany] again, he would be arrested as a 
Carlist ... Our first appearance on the scene was certainly amusing. It was ridiculous to find 
that the introductory question to a native from whom we required any information must 
be, "Parlez-vous Française?" and no less laughable to see four men measuring with tapes 
and chahs, a theodolite, when three languages were put in requisition to desire the 

"'Sec Charles Tilstone Beke, Archaeologia 32( 1847). No. V. 

'4'be.  Archaeologia 33( 1849). No. III. 
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surveyor's man to tighten the chain, or to move to the right of left!'50 

Deane was harassed, chased. and interrogated by the local police. His observations on the 

political and language problems he faced both w m e d  and encouraged others. 

The history of negative reception of their work had sensitised antiquaries to their 

reception. When they remarked on problems they met with, they forewarned others in the 

cornrnunity. and suggested ways of coping with a hostile reception. Their practice of reporting 

this kind of material allows us to see antiquaries. not as blundering amateurs, but as men sharply 

aware of the utility of political and social sensitivity. Their deliberate use of these skills to 

increase their chances of archaeologicai success may in fact suggest an image of them as 

complicit in the cultural plunder of various nations, but it is difficult to see them as mere 

dilettantes. 

Antiquaries' use of visual aids and their comments about the reception of their work show 

the distinctiveiy antiquarian nature of these archaeologists' work. Their visual aids helped to 

descnbe very precisely the kinds, extent, and chancter of archaeological remains. These were the 

basic elements of antiquarian histories. In some cases, visual aids were crucial in making an 

argument about where they should be placed within the overall structure that Camden had 

originated, and that had grown over the centuries. Antiquaries' comments about the reception of 

their work functioned rather Iike some Items of the 1637 Accord. They were intended to 

comrnunicate important information to members of the cornrnunity, and to warn about dangers 

to their work. In this case, it was not strangers unknown to the cornrnunity, but their social and 

political reception. 

There are several further aspects of antiquarian archaeology in which the distinctive 

'"'John Bathurst Deane, Archaeologia 25(1834), No. XII. p. 203. 
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features of the antiquarian textual tradition identified in Chapter Three can be seen. Nineteenth- 

century antiquaries repeat many of the cornmonplaces of the antiquarian textual tradition. 

Akerman quoted the sixteenth-century sensibility about the nature of antiquarian historical 

reconstruction: "that antiquities are Iike the fragments of a wreck thrown ashore by the waves of 

the ocean is especiaily applicable to the more minute objects which engage the attention of the 

archaeol~gist."'~' Nineteenth-century antiquaries also acknowledged their intellectual genealogy: 

many articles begin their andysis by citing Camden,ln "Gibson's  amd den."^^^ Gough's 

edition of  amd den'^' or Lysons' edition of Carnden.i" In fact. many dispute Camden's 

assertions, but Camden had anticipated correction in the development of antiquarian studies. and 

it was a naturd result of his meticulous. critical method. John Walker. noting the differences of 

opinion between Camden, Gough and Lysons. wrote: "1 cannot err more egregiously than one at 

'"J.Y. Akerman, Archaeologia 34/2( 185 1 ), No. XW. p. 17 1. 

"'~ee. among many examples. Henry Brandreth. Archaeologia 27(1838). No. W .  "Observatioris on the Roman 
Station of Magiovintum," pp. 96-108, p. 99, 100. Joseph Hunter, Archaeologia 32(1847), No. F I ,  "On the Site of 
Cambodunum." pp. 16-24, started with Camden in his survey of learned opinion, focusing on how Camden and 
others had treated their evidence. He argues, on the basis of an unpublished manuscript (Dodsworth LVIII) that 
Camden's appreciation of field method was the more acute, and his location of the Roman site the more likely. See 
also John Evans, Archaeologia 42/2(1869), No. XX, "On Some Discoveries of Stone Implements in Loch Neagh. 
Ireland," pp. 397-408, p. 405-06; Thumarn, Archaeologia 42/1(1869), No. iX, "On Ancient British Barrows. 
especidly those of Wiltshire and the adjoining Counties. (Part 1. Long Barrows.)," pp. 161-244. 

'''lohn Walker. Archaeologia 25(1834). No. ViII, "Observations to prove Filey Bay, in Yorkshire. the P O ~ U S  
Felix, or Sinus Salutaris; and Flamborough Head, the Ocellum Promontorium of the Romans," pp. 127-45, p. 128; 
J.Y. Akerman, Archaeologia M/I (1 85 1 ). No. II. p. 28. 

'-~ohn Gage. Archueologia 25(1834), No. 1; Gage, Archaeologia 26( 1836). No. XXII, "A Gold British Corselet 
exhibited to the Society, and since purchased by the Trustees of the British Museum," pp. 422-3 1 ; Henry Ellis, 
Archaeologia 33(1849), No. XIII: J.Y. Akerman, Archaeologia 34(1851). No. II, p. 28: William Tite. Archaeologia 
40/2( 1866) No. XVUI. "Notes on some Roman Architectural Remains discovered in the city of Chester, in the 
surnmer of the year 1863," pp. 285-94, p. 289. 

'15~ohn Walker. Archaeologia Z(l834). No. ViII, p. 1 38; William Tite, Archaeologia 40/2( 1866) No. XViII. 
passim. 



least of those celebrated antiquai-ie~."'~~ Other early antiquarian works are also cited as starting 

points for analysis. such as those of S t o ~ , " ~  ~ l u y d , ' ~ ~    ou glas,'^^ and Stukeley.'" 

Camden's meticulous method can be seen in antiquaries' care in the field and in 

representing and interpreting sites and ~ b j e c t s . ' ~ ~  Camden's chronology, of Celtic. Roman. 

Saxon and Medieval Britain can be seen to structure antiquaries' archaeological chronology. In 

terms of genre, antiquarian archaeology was anafogous to the antiquarian local histories which 

attempted to assemble al1 the available data on one place. Many articles present an account of 

their excavations by date and by site. Thus, F. W.L. Thomas' account of his excavation of several 

sites in the Orkney Islands is arranged like an itinerary.'62 The majority of articles dealing with 

excavations included a numbered descriptive list, analogous to the periodised list, of objects 

found at sites.I6) And it was still the case that antiquarian work depended on private funding 

"".John Walker. Archaeologia 25(1834), No. VIII. p. 140. Walker writes that he: "declared [hisl intention of 
opposing the opinion of Camden (from a conviction of its error)," p. 137-38. 

'"G.R. Corner. Archueologia 3811(1860), No. I I I .  "Observations on the Remains of an Anglo-Norman Building 
in the Parish of St. Olave. Southwark. hitherto assumed to have ken  the Hostelry of the Prior of Lewes. but now 
believed to have been the Manor House of the Exls of Warren and Surrey in Southwark," pp. 37-53. p. 37; William 
Ti te. A rchaeologia 39/2( 1 863), No. XXVIII, p. 39 1. 

' ' '~ee William Harnper, Archaeologia 25(1834), No. I I .  

159 Gage, Archaeologia 26( 1836). No. XI. "The Recent Discovery of Roman Sepulchral Relics in one of the 
Greater Barrows at Bartlow, in the Parish of Ashdon, in Essex." pp. 300-317, p. 306; Lord Albert Conyngharn. 
Archaeologia 30(1833), No. III, p. 55, 6 1. 

IN'~.y.  Akerman, Archaeologia 3411 (185 I ) ,  No. il, p. 26; Henry Rhind, Archaeologia 38/2( 1860). No. XVIIi, 
p. 260; John Thurnm, Archaeologia 38/2(1)360), No. XXVII, p. 407; WiIliarn Tite, Archaeologia 40/2(1869) No. 
XVIII, p. 29 1 ; Thurnarn, Archaeologia 42/1(1869), No. ïX. 

161 Joseph Levi ne, Dr. Woodward's Shield: Histoty, Science and Satire in Augustan Englund, University of 
California Press: Berkeley, 1977. writes about "the parallet in rnethod between the naturalist and the antiquary," p. 
28 1. Both used systematic coliecting, comparing and ctassifying to explore and explain their subject. 

 homas, mas, 341 1 ( 185 1 ), No. XIII. 

'h3~ichard Cornwallis Neville's article. Archaeologia 32(1847). No. XXVIII, contained a list of coins found, but 
did not describe this. The next article, by Charles Roach Smith, supplied the defect, Archueologia 32(1847). No. 
XXIX. "Letter ... on the British Coins found in 1845 at Chesterford." pp. 355-56. Smith's rernarks suggest he viewed 
Neville's article as insufficient. Smith dates the coins in Neville's finds on the basis of their inscriptions, which was 
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and cooperation. As W.M. Wylie noted. "What we possess is rather owing to the enterprise of 

individuals than the regular interchange of communications by societies." 

Antiquaries' traditionai concem for collection and preservation is evident in many 

art ic~es. '~~ Rawlinson's reason for attempting the most dangerous clirnb, to the Babylonian 

inscriptions at Behistun, was his belief that "the mass of rock on which the inscription is 

engraved bore every appearance, when 1 last visited the spot, of being doomed to a speedy 

destruction, water trickiing down from above having almost separated the overhanging mass from 

the rest of the rock, and its own enormous weight thus threatening very shortly to bnng it 

thundering down into the plain."166 Edward Hawkins, Keeper of Antiquities and Medals in the 

British Museum, deplored the dispersai of a find of more than 200,000 medieval coins near 

Tutbury, Staffordshire among various dealers and collectors, rather than their preservation in a 

museum.16' In another article, two years later, he voiced strong criticism of the contemporary 

trade in antiquities. "On Sunday afternoon. lune 30, 1833. as four boys, under ten years of age, 

were playing at rnarbles in a small piece of pasture," they stumbled on a cache of Norman coins. 

Not knowing their value, they treated them as marbles, and threw a few in the village pond. Their 

impossible from the scant information Neville supplied. this suggests Smith's view of the purpose of numismatics 
panicipated in the traditional antiquarian tasks. 

1ri.a Wylie, Archaeologia. 37/1(1857), No. I I I ,  p. 31. See also "Such and investigation, full of interest as it 
doubtless would have ken .  was of course beyond the powers of our Society. lnquiry was nevertheless attempted." 
W.M. Wylie. Archaeologia 38/1(1860), No. XII. "On Lake-Dwellings of the Early Periods," pp. 177-87, p. 178. 

''*Sec for example, "The introduction of Christianity was followed by the destruction of almost al1 of them. as 
they were doubtless considered objects of idolatrous worship, and Pagan remains," William Chaffers, "Bronze Figure 
of an Archer," Archaeologia 30(1844), Appendix, pp. 43-44. p. 544. 

lMRawlinson, Archaeologia 34(185 1)  No. X. p. 74-75. 

167 Edward Hawkins, Archaeologia 24(1832), No. IV. For a discussion of individual antiquaries. though often not 
identified as such, who were concemed with this issue, see Ian Jenkins, Archaeologists and Aesthetes: In the 
Scrdptrrre Galleries of the British Museum. 1800-1939, For the Trustees of the British Museum by the British 
Museum Press: London, 1992. 



elders discovered what the boys were playing with, and knowing they could sel1 them to dealers 

in antiquities, commenced a "regular scrarnble for the booty," which led within a few days to 

Friction between the Iandowner and the veasure hunters. The dispute was only resolved by court 

order. Hawkins deplored the lack of reasonable law for treasure trove, noting that splitting such 

collections up means losses and greater difficulty in interpreting those that do eventudly fa11 into 

the hands of numismatists.'" In this matter, as in their deliberate use of politicai and social 

cunning, antiquaries' single-minded devotion to their goals is notable, and in direct contrast to 

the portrait of them as dilettantes lacking cornmitment. As they saw it, few things mattered as 

much as preser~ati0n.l~~ Only one author in forty years expressed the conviction that "an 

interest in [antiquities'] conservation is daily gaining strength," and he was not himself an 

antiquary. "O 

Antiquaries' concem for preservation led them into some political advocacy, supporting 

the view presented in Chapter Three, they nineteenth-century antiquaries had become more 

confident in defending the antiquarian vision in the public realrn. Writing about sorne casual 

mercantile excavations into the iron age tomb Maes Howe, in Orkney, Thomas wrote: 

168 Edwrud Hawkins. Archaeologia 26(1836), No. 1, "Description of a large collec.jon of Coins of William the 
Conqueror. discovered at Beaworth, in Hampshire; with an attempt at a chronological arrangement of the Coins of 
William I and II," pp. 1-25, p. 2. Akerman regretted "seeing the most curious remains of antiquity gradually perishing 
under the united assaults of ignorance and cupidity." Akerman, Archaeofogia 32(1847), No. XXIII, p. 3 12; Thomas 
Wright noted, of the same site, "it is greatly to be regretted [that it] has suffered so much under rude and ignorant 
hands." Wright, Archaeologia 32( 1 847), No. XXIV, p. 3 1 2; Henry Rhind cnticised the raiding of archaeological sites 
by "the not very discriminating hands, I presume, of some neighbouring peasants," No. XVITI, p. 254. 

169 A.J. Kernpe expressed disgust at having to stop an excavation because of the damage it was doing to "a crop 
of whertt growing in the field." Kempe, "Roman Remains near Blechingly in Surrey," Archaeofogia 32(1847), 
Appendix. p. 403. The farmer's livelihood was not part of his considerations. Endosure was another common object 
of ctiticism as it "obliterated many ancient Iandmarks," J.Y. Akerman. Archaeologia 37/2(1857), No. XXIV, "Report 
of Researches in a Cemetery of the Anglo-saxon Period at Brightharnton CO. Oxford," pp. 391-98, p. 393. 

17''F.W.~. Thomas, Archoeologia. 34/1(185 1). No. Xm. p. 88. ïhomas was a Comsponding Member of the SA 
of ScotIand, which had established a museum and enjoyed much greater support, both govemmental and public. than 
its London counterpart. He also noted that "the ruthless plough has been driven by barbarous men over this enduring 
record of the thoughts and labours of an exterminated people," p. 100. 



no inventory was published of its stores; and such will too generaily be the case. so long 
as the possession of a metal ring or bracelet is liable to be hunted for by an official ... The 
law of treasure trove fuses nearly al1 antiquities of gold or silver; they find their way to 
a watch-cobbler, and thence to a crucible. It is mere fiction to assert, that either Queen. 
Government, or nation can derive any pecuniary benefit from the few articles that are 
occasionally tumed up; in fact, neither of these parties ever see hem; and the only way 
to prevent their conversion is to let it be known that they are the property of those that 
find them, and that the lucky individual is to get the largest amount of sterling money that 
the articles will fetch on the open market. The more they cost the purchaser, the greater 
will be the chance of their ultimate preservation."' 

On the single occasion reported on in these decades, when the authorities had acted to purchase 

artefacts in the desired rnanner. John Gage wrote: "1 cannot conclude this letter without paying 

a just compliment to the Trustees of the British Museum for their spirit in securing to the public 

this pnceless national treasure.""' This was judicious, not effusive praise: as Gage saw it, this 

treatment of artefacts should be the nom. not the exception. 

The traditional antiquarian relation between collecting and authentication is evident in the 

ways antiquaries wrote about interpreting sites and needing more specimens. Material from fields 

other than archaeology was imported into many articles in an effort to authenticate a certain 

interpretation. For example, many articles used nurnismatics, philology and textual evidence to 

confirm the history of an archaeological site.173 Numisrnatics and archaeology were mutually 

supponing: coins helped to date sites, and sites could be used to argue for chron~logy.~~" 

'"F.W.L. Thomas. Archaeologia. 34/1(1851). No. XII, p. 88. p. II 1. See also "[ilt would be very desirable that 
they should be united to their fellows in the British Museum," A.W. Franks, Archaeologia 36/2(1855), No. XXIX, 
p 327. 

172John Gage, Archoeologia 26(I 836), No. XXII. p. 43 1. 

I7)See George Richard Corner. Archaeologia. 36/1(1855). No. MV. Corner uses coins. Saxon and Roman place- 
narnes. and analysis of pottery styles to determine the history of a Roman site. See also Edward Hawkins' use of 
archaeology, nurnismatics and medieval manuscripts in Archaeologia 24(1832), No. IV. Alfred John Kempe used 
Tacitus. Suetonius and other Latin sources which remarked on Roman utensils in interpreting the utensils found at 
a Roman London site. Kempe, Archaeologia 24(1832). No. VI. 

I7'See for example, John Adamson, Archaeobgia 25(1834), No. XVI. particularly his "ChronoIogical Table of 
the Kings of Northumberland," pp. 282-83; Edward Hawkins, Archaeologia 26(1836), No. 1. The centuries old trade 
in counterfeits had made it difficult to determine some parts of British chronology in some locations. When over 



In some articles, a certain arnount of construction of early British, and even early 

European and Meditemanean history can be seen. Some articles make the relation between 

archaeology and the larger, narrative histoncal project clear: " We are dealing here with times and 

events on which recorded history is silent; but the spade, with them the only operative, though 

mute historian, points to these barrows as the only existing sepulchre monuments of the primitive 

Celtic tribes, the earliest fathers of the land."'7s Some articles apply the methods and materiais 

of many fields ro a specific set of archaeological remains. in order to constructing a general 

historical f rame~ork . "~  tn a few cases, archaeological data is submerged in philological or 

textual data.177 In some cases, material from anoiher field is integrated into the analysis. John 

Walker's attempt to determine the exact location of a certain port referred to by Roman historians 

used gological and philological information. Walker began with Carnden's work on the place- 

names the Romans gave various British places in the first century C.E."~ He then presented 

200,000 were found in the bed of the Dove River in Staffordshire, where they had cleitrly lain for centuries. they 
created much interest, as they could not possibly be forged. and had to have been used locally. Edward Hawkins 
provided a descriptive list of 1500 of these. noting "1 have been al1 the more minute in detailing small and slight 
peculiarities ... on account of the difficulty in appropriating correctly the English coins of this period to their respective 
monarchs." Edward Hawkins. Archaeologia 24( l832), No. IV. p. 16 1 .  

'"Sydenham. Archaeologia 30(1844), No. XXIV. "An Account of the opening of some Bmows in South 
Dorsetshire," pp. 327-38. p. 337. 

" 6 ~ y  late righteenth century. many antiquaries were working on sites outside Britain. John Bathurst Deane. for 
example, presented an exhaustive evaluation of classical Latin and Hebrew writings, in an attempt to localise 
geographically and ethnically peoples who had made torque-bracelets, and identifj the style of one found in  coastal 
France. His argument extends to torques found in Britain as well, though many antiquaries were working exclusively 
on sites in other parts of the globe. Deane, Archaeologia 27(1838), No. 1, "Rernarks on certain Ornments of Gold 
found near Quentin, in Britany, in 1832; presumed to have been the [maniakail of the ancient Gauls," pp. 1-14. 
Charles Roach Smith. Archaeologia 30(1844), No. XXI, evaluates the site in light of Persian and Greek textual 
sources. 

1 77 See for example, the application of cIassical textual sources to a geographical question in Richard Gamett, 
Archaeologia 30(184), No. XX. "On the Eastern Terminus of the Wall of Antoninus." pp. 245-47. But most 
antiquaries turned to textual methods only after a full discussion of the site. See for example. Henry Bnndreth. 
Archaeologia 27(1838), No. VII, "Observations on the Roman Station of Magiovintum," pp. 96-108 for the 
application of clrissical sources to the problem of the courses of major Roman roads and stations. 

I 7n John Walker, Archaeologia 25( 1834). No. VUI. 
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a senes of maps of the Yorkshire coastline near Flarnborough Head, discussing each Iikely 

location in terms of the philological history of parts of that coastline which allowed him to 

disqualiS some options and argue for Flamborough Head as the Roman port in q~esti0n.l'~ He 

then discussed the archaeological evidence for Roman settlement in the Flarnborough Head area. 

In most articles, the author moves between objects and texts. Charles Roach Smith, reporting on 

Roman remains found in excavations for a London sewer, compares potters' narnes and marks 

on the pots found with accounts of Roman cooking utensils and practices found in classical 

authors in an attempt to constnict a social history of Roman London.'80 

Nineteenth-century antiquarian archaeological wnting, then, was still distinctively 

antiquarian in form. This can also be seen from the kmds of things these articles do not 

contain.'" Unlike much historical writing of the Victorian period, antiquarian archaeological 

writing does not provide a clear narrative thread. Their itineraries of their excavations do not 

resemble novelistic, journalistic, or biographical works; details about the site prevail, except 

where authors discuss the social or political context. Charles Roach Smith wrote of the 

possibilities of attempting to deteimine the "habits, customs, and usages" of Anglo-saxons by 

excavating their cerneteries and considenng their artefacts. But this phrase is the closest he, or 

any other antiquary, gets to such work, in the ~rchaeologia.'~' Unlike the kind of work 

'%laps include the 1829 survey from Philips' Geology of the Yorkshire Cour  in  order to present the coastline 
in the nineteenth-century, a projection based on Ptolemy's description, a projection based on description included 
in the medieval chronicle of Robert of Cirencester. a projection overlaying Ptolemy's description ont0 the current 
coastline, and a view of the nineteenth-century elevation of the cliffs showing the sea levels, cliff suata and diluvial 
earth at three different places dong the coast. 

'ni'~mith, Archaeologia 27( 1838). No. XII. 

i n1  Stuart Piggott, tracing the relations of history and antiquarian archaeology in the eighteenth century, argues 

that antiquaries' work shows little trace of the rise of the Scottish conjectural school of history. which had engaged 
the attentions of so many other writers. "EngIish Antiquaries ignored such things." Piggott, Ancient Brifons pp. 123- 
59, p. 152. He sees this as their failure to devetop. 

'%mith. Archneologia 34/1(1851). No. X I .  p. 77-82, p. 77. 
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popularised by Scott. these articles neither engaged in nor promoted analysis of the custorns and 

manners of early Britons. While popular beliefs and superstitions are the subjects of some 

articles, antiquaries' evaluation of them concentrates on manuscnpt and philological issues. Such 

material was presented in extended Latin quotations. without translations. and the authors of these 

articles do not provide interpretive material that would bring the reader closer to the imagined 

experience of people of those times. Thomas Wright, for exarnple, wrote: "popular tradition is 

at al1 times a better theme for the poet and novelist than for the sober and inquiring, the fact- 

loving and painstaking a ~ ~ t i ~ u a r y . " ' ~ ~  And the distinctive character of antiquarian writing seems 

to have been perceptible as such to Victorians. When in 1869 the recently-elected Colonel 

Augustus Henry Lane Fox wrote a paper on the interpretation of several Sussex hill-forts, it 

conformed to the descnption given above. Fox fint presented a description of the geography of 

the area, then of its geology, and finally an extended description of the sites. Fox then argued 

for interpreting the hill-forts as Stone age. as their castramentation showed signs of having been 

constructed by stone-chipped flints. The article contained none of the ethnographic material for 

which he was farned.'s4 

Most archaeological articles in the Archaeologia present several of the same textual 

features. Many include them in the following approximate order, which can be seen to move 

from the general location to the specific archaeological evidence. They provide a geographical 

description of the area, followed by a description of the site, including soi1 types and strata and 

rneasurements of objects, followed by a descnption of the excavation, often day by day, including 

trench depths and placement, followed by a description of objects and artefacts uncovered and 

193 Wright. Archaeologia 32( i 847). No. XXIV. p. 3 13. 

l u-l Colonel Augustus Henry Lane Fox, Archaeologia KYI( 1869). No. III, "An Examination into the Character and 
probable Origin of the Hill Forts of Sussex." pp. 27-52. 
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their placement, extent and so on. A numbered descriptive list often makes up a part of this 

section, followed by an evaluation of the site findings as compared with other sirnilar sites, in 

the tems of any relevant historical and manuscnpt sources, and regularly from about 1850 in the 

tems of current geological theory. Most note the provisional nature of any conclusions. Many 

also include somewhere within the body of the article a statement of the need to preserve these 

and other rernain~. '~~ 

Van Riper was right, then, to cail antiquaries "historicd archaeologists." Thus far, this 

chapter has considered a large number of antiquaries' articles, as examples of various features 

of antiquarian archaeology. A brief examination of one article, recounting John Gage's 

excavations in the Bartlow Hills, near Ashdon, Essex, will allow us to explore more organically 

the features which this chapter has identified as distinctively antiquarian. In 1834, John Gage 

published his first article on his excavations in the Bartlow ~ills. '"  Gage' article shows his 

careful field method, and his desire to represent the site accurately and fully. He provided depth 

and width measurements for the trenches he dug, and presented several sisual aids with his 

account. A plan of the site marked scale, compas and topographical features such as barrows. 

roads, hedges. and so on. Strata were indicated by shading. A survey was produced by Bury St. 

Edmunds surveyor J.G. Lenny (Plate 1. Volume 25). In an engraving on p. 3. a plan of the site 

included the placement and width of the trenches Gage dug. 

The structure of the article set the excavation within Camden's framework: Gage 

established his work as part of a local region only, provided supporting data from a relevant field 

of inquiry (geology), and then concentrated on describing field data, or the site, excavation and 

185 See for example Charles Tilstone Beke, Archaeologia 32(1847), No. V ;  Samuel Birch, Archaeologia 32(1847), 

No. XVII; Akerman, Archaeologia 32(1847), No. XXIII; C.R. Smith, Archaeologia 33(1849), No. XXV; J.Y. 
Akerman, A rchaeologia 38/2( l86O), No. XXITI .  

''"age, Archaeologia 25( I834), No. 1. 
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objects found. He gave greater attention to describing artefacts found than to descnbing the 

excavation itself. Artefacts were illustrated in Plates [I and ILI. Gage compared them to artefacts 

found in sirnilar mounds elsewhere in Britain, and to similar Roman artefacts recently excavated 

in Italy. Thus, he connected his materiai temporally and in type to other British data and 

established its chronological place. Following this, Gage began his anaiysis by quoting Camden's 

remarks about the makers of these particular tumuli and considenng Gough's different view of 

the site given in his 1808 edition of the Britannia. He evaiuated traditions about the tumuli as 

recorded in Anglo-saxon sources, and Roman sources to ascertain the history and styles of 

Roman burial practices. On the basis of this analysis, Gage concluded the bamows were probably 

made by Bntons of the Roman era. establishing where he thought it belonged in the overall 

history of Bntain. 

Gage's first report of his excavation failed to notice or discuss the distribution of artefacts 

over the site floor and within the strata, in dating and describing the tumuli. In 1836, Gage 

reported on further excavations in the Bartlow Hills in 1836.'" He began by correcting three 

errors made in the previous article in reporting the level of the surface on which the tumuli sat: 

"1 have had a fresh survey taken, and beg to refer you to an elevation and plan of them."i88 

This article includes a figure showing the placement of the artefacts as they were laid on the 

floor of the main gallery of the tomb, a "Plan of the Gallery and Sepulchre in the Great Hill," 

and a figure showing where artefacts were laid on the floor of the tomb. 

Gage then describes the dig: the site was lit artificially, and the gallery walls shored up 

in case of subsidence. Gage attended to the position of objects on the site floor: "We were 

'"John Gage, Archaeologia 26(1836), No. XI. pp. 300- 17. 

""Gage. Archaeologia, 26(1836), No. XI p. 300. The survey is reproduced in Plate X X , .  Figure 1. 
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enabied from the distinct marks of the wooden chest that remained in the soi1 to ascertain 

precisely its original position and s i ~ e . " ' ~ ~  Objects were carefully described, measured, and 

illustrated (Plate XWII) .  In interpreting results, Gage noted the lack of any coins, which 

introduced some doubt about the date of the site, but relied on sinilarities in the rnanner of burial 

to date this tumulus as approximately contemporaneous with the barrow excavated in 1834. His 

argument, that this was a Romano-British site, made it clear that he understood the comparative 

principle as grounding the possibility of dating archaeological sites and artefacts: "It is not by 

the novelty, nor the excellence of art in any of the objects discovered, that we are to measure the 

value of the recent excavation, but by the known character of those abjects."'* These details 

show the meticulous character of Gage's field method, his concem to represent the past 

accurately, and his caution in concluding on the basis of incomplete evidence. 

Gage's scientific expertise is more evident in his second than his first excavation. The 

partially burned rernains were analysed by lecturers at the Royal College of Surgeons, and 

determined to be human. Gage requested Michael Faraday, then at the Royal Institution, to 

analyse the contents of the jars and bottles, and printed Faraday's analysis in its entirety.I9' 

Finally, Gage presented an analysis of the objects in terrns of what was then known about Roman 

utensils and artefacts, again citing classical sources as well as the work of Italian excavators on 

Roman finds in Italy. 

Al1 of these details show that Gage was not an inexperienced and blundering excavator, 

in the field or in interpreting his results. Another circumstance connected with the 1836 

"'Gage. Archaeologia 26(1836), No. XI .  p. 302. 

IW'Gage, Archaeologia 26( 1836), No. XI, p. 3 16. 

""Gage. Archaeologia 26(1836), No. XI,  pp. 306-10. Faraday made chernical analyses of the metal artefacts, the 
dried oils in the Iamps and vegetable matter which cornposed their wicks, and the dtied liquids in the bottles. 
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excavation also shows this. as well as highlighting the antiquarian tendency to work across the 

boundary between the arts and the sciences. Gage's second excavation was attended by Professor 

Adam Sedgwick and Professor William Whewell. Sedgwick was Woodwardian Professor of 

Geology at Cambridge 18 18-70, and among the most able field geologists of his time. Whewell 

had attended Professor Mohs' lectures on mineralogy in Germany, was the Cambridge 

Professorship of Mineralogy 1828-32, had assisted Lyell with his Principies of Geology, and 

would himself be President of the Geological Society in about a year's time. Among his many 

accornplishments, he was also an antiquary. The geological sciences changed continuously 

throughout the penod 1830- 1870. From about 1850, the geological beliefs of both Whewell and 

Sedgwick were superseded by a series of new conceptudisations of the ways changes in the 

earth's crust took place. But in the decade that John Gage undertook his excavations of the 

Bartlow Hills. both these men were viewed by their geological contemporaries as eminent in the 

sciences. Sedgwick and Whewell were present at the third excavation in the Bartlow Hills in 

1838, as was John Henslow, a botanist but also Professor of Mineralogy at Cambridge. Their 

presence at these last two excavations must be taken to suggest that they saw Gage as competent 

by the standards of the tirne.'" 

This chapter has explored antiquarian archaeology, as it has been portrayed in the 

twentieth century, and as it was in the nineteenth. The work of A. Bowdoin Van Riper allowed 

us to consider persistent misconceptions about antiquaries and their archaeological work. That 

they were a wealthy and exclusive London clique appears clearly, from the matenal presented 

in this chapter as well as that presented in Chapter Four, as an error. That they were histoi-ical 

in orientation is correct. But to distinguish historical from other archaeologists on the bais of 

' * ~age ,  Archaeologia 28(1840), No. 1, "An Account of Further Discoveries of Roman Sepulchral Relics at the 
Bartlow Hills." pp. 1-6. 
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their scientific acumen is rnisleading. Articles cited in this chapter show that antiquaries' field 

methods, critical engagement with theory, and involvement with early human history were of a 

standard equal to those of their colleagues who set the leading standard in that ~entury."~ 

Some funher aspects of antiquaries' archaeology have been noticed. During the nineteenth 

century. antiquarks tumed their awareness of their poor social reception into a way of improving 

their chances of success. Their traditionai concem for preservation meant that they reported on, 

and often rescued objects from. sites discovered in circumstances over which they had no control. 

This concem led to some outspoken advocacy. Yet antiquaries' archaeological work still showed 

many of the distinctive features of the antiquarian textual tradition, acknowledging Camden's text 

and using antiquarian means of stxucturing their reports. WhiIe moving towards the exclusion of 

textual and philoiogical material in interpreting pre-Roman sites, antiquaries* style of presenting 

and interpreting archaeological material still integrated traditional antiquarian features with 

scientific material. 

This chapter has suggested the need for twentieth-century historians to be more aware of 

antiquaries and of their distinctive historiography. Membership in the SA must be taken as an 

indication of a distinct perspective in leamed work, not disrnissed as irrelevant or construed as 

an indication of amateurism. This does not mean that al1 members of the SA wrote only in the 

traditional antiquarian way. Evidence presented in Chapter Four showed that many antiquaries 

wrote poetry and fiction. journalistic articles, popularising books, theology, school texts and other 

kinds of literature. But the very breadth of antiquaries* output suggests they were able to 

recognise the elements of genre appropriate to a certain kind of writing, and to produce work 

Iy3Of the 58 1 rtrticles published in the Archaeologia. 1830-70, 207 were on archaeological topics. Of these. 155, 
or 74.88%. have been cited in this chapter, indicatine that the picture of antiquarian archaeology I have built up is 
very probably correct and comprehensive. 
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shaped accordingly. This ability increases the likelihood that they recognised the features 

distinctive of antiquarian work, and shaped their antiquarian writing according to antiquarian 

noms. 

The mode1 articulated in Chapter One proposed to explore three components: institution, 

intellectual field, and community. Genre presents a fourth way to explore the life and history of 

an intellectual field? Candidates gaining admission to the SA had to have produced scholarly 

work recognisable to electors as "good." Given the range of antiquarian fields. candidates' work 

had to be accessible to the many electors not working in that field. Recognizable stnictunng 

features may have helped their work gain favourable adjudication. Martin Rudwick has used the 

opinions of a broad sample of geologists to map the emergence of scientific consensus in an 

important geological contr~versy. '~~ Rudwick is sensitive to the fact that conceptual distinctions 

between intellectual fields are often sharper than the boundaries between the learned communities 

dedicated to exploring those fields. His work has indicated the wide range of factors which 

connected the working lives of Victorians. and helped to determine the direction of fields. Genre 

studies would provide a further means of exploring the causes for specific directions taken in the 

history of many fields. It would also provide a way of mapping a most absorbing feature of 

Victorian intellectual history: the intricately interwoven relations between cognate fields. As John 

Evans wrote in 1860: "The natural connections between Geology and Archaeology must, indeed, 

be apparent to al1 who consider that both sciences treat of time p s t  as cornpared with time 

""For an example of this kind of analysis as applied to geologicaf writing, see William B. Ashworth, ed., The 
Linda Hall Library, Theories of the Earth, 1664-1830, the History of a Genre: An Exhibirion of Rare Books from 
rhe Hisrory of Science Collection. Linda Hall Library: Kansas City, Mo., 1984. 

1 y 5 ~ . ~ . S .  Rudwick, The Great Devonian Controverq: The Shaping of Scienrific Knowledge among Gentlernanly 
Specialists, University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1985. 



present. The one, indeed. merged by almost imperceptible degrees in the other."'% 

'IM~vans, A rchaeologia 38/2( 1 860). No. XX. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

This chapter deals with the ways antiquaries studied texts and languages. Looked at 

simply. this rnight be described as philology. But the term philology has had many rneanings in 

many ages, and the antiquarian study of texts and languages frequently did not resernble the full 

range of practices denoted by that term in different times and places. Antiquaries had a peculiarly 

broad range of features they attended to when examining texts. At the same time, they regularly 

excluded certain other dimensions of the study of ianguages. What was included, and what 

excluded, allows us to identiw what was distinctive about antiquarian philology. In order to 

compare the more philosophical interests of mainstream British scholars of language with the 

more technicai, textual interests of antiquaries, a discussion of the term philology is required, 

followed by a historical summary of its incarnation in the early antiquarian community, and the 

divergence of antiquarian from the philosophical study of language as a means of understanding 

the human mind. Developments in the philosophical study of language among eighteenth-century 

German and Danish scholars are covered briefly. These German and Danish ideas about languag 

had litde effect on late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century British theories of !mguage. 

Instead, the etymological work of John Home Tooke was still popular in England in the 1830s. 

However, the late eighteenth-century work of another Englishman, William Jones, was taken up 

by Gemans and Danes, although it was ignored in England. In the 1830s. antiquaries John 

Mitchell Kemble and Benjamin Thorpe introduced that Geman and Danish work into England. 

In doing so, they also introduced much controversy about the best methods of representing 

Anglo-saxon texts. 

Antiquaries' involvement with the more tangible dimensions of the study of language and 

texts, such as printing and cataloguing, are also considered. This kind of work often intersected 

with a different kind of scholarly study of languages and texts. more historical and bibliographic 
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than philosophical. The work of Quaker bibliographer Francis Fry on early English Bibles will 

be examined in depth, as an exarnple of these kinds of questions. His work will be cornpared 

with that of his non-antiquarian contemporaxies working in the same area, in order to identify the 

distinctively antiquarian equation of the semantic and the physical attributes of texts, their role 

in interpreting texts, and the antiquarian interest in facsirnile editions as the best method of 

reproducing the vestiges of the past. 

Antiquarian philology needs some introduction. Nineteenth- century antiquarian work was 

still rooted in a tradition fomed in the sixteenth century. Two attributes characterise it throughout 

this period. First, it was involved with what Camden's generation referred to as res et verbo, 

things and words.' Antiquaries tended to interpret each in terms of the other. Chapter Six 

demonstrated the ways in which antiquaries used texts to assist their interpretations of 

archaeological artefacts. In the sarne way, for philological antiquaries, texts were physical 

artefacts as weil as carriers of semantically signifiant content, and they gained much information 

from attending to the physical properties of the texts they were working on. Second, antiquarian 

philology must be understood as directed at the recovery and elucidation of materials for the 

construction of British history. This was what sustained antiquaries' more technical than 

philosophical interests, and brought unity to an otherwise heterogeneous set of textual and 

language studies. 

Antiquaries' study of texts and languages can be described as philology. Some of the 

practices indicated by that term have been taken up by antiquaries at some times, but others have 

been disregarded by [hem.' A brief review of the philology of Camden's time will introduce the 

'While res. "things," often meant politka1 affairs, its more pnmary Latin meaning was physical objects. 

'In classical Latin and Greek writings. philologia had referred to a love of eloquent ontory. letten and leaming. 
Important classical works include the Orations of Isocrates, Aristotle's Rhetoric and Poetics, Quintilian's Institutiones 
oratores and Cicero's De inventione, De optimo Genere Oratorum, Topka, De partirione, De orarore, Orasor, and 



distinctive, long-lived antiquarian styie of philology. Renaissance humanists' rediscovery of 

classical texts revived an interest in the ngorous study of language. By the sixteenth ceniury, 

when Camden was using language study to explore the British past, philology had become Janus- 

faced. It had a philosophical, and a technical dimension. On the one hand, philology was closely 

connected to the goals of humanist rhetoric.' Both Italian and northern humanists believed that 

carefully stmctured. eloquent oratory would move listeners to virtuous acts, and so they wrote 

treatises on how to fit words appropriately to the subject. audience and oc~as ion .~  On the other 

hand, philology was often called a "Trojan Hone." a technique which threatened to escape the 

confines of virtue and ovenvhelm authoritative interpretati~n.~ 

Brrrtus. See George Kennedy. Thé Art of Persuasion in Greece, Princeton University Press: Princeton. 1963, 
especially Chapter 3, "Early Rhetorical Theory - Corax to Aristotle," pp. 52-123; Jakob Wisse. Ethos and Pathos 
from Arisrorle to Cicero, Adolf M. Hakkert: Amsterdam, 1989. For a history of their reception. see Winifred Bryan 
Horner. ed.. The Present Srate ofScholarship irr Historical and Contemporary Rhetoric. University of Missouri Press: 
Columbia and London. 1983. 

-'valla had written this work i n  1342-3 and another redaction in 14531'7, but these were circulated in manuscript 
form only among a small number of philologically-oriented theologians. The Collatio combined several Greek and 
Latin texts with commentary and philological analysis, and pursued some of the avenues that such an approach 
sugges ted. See Eugen io Garin, Italian Huntanisni: Philosophy and Civic Life in the Renaissance, Basi 1 B lac kwell: 
Oxford, 1965; L. Spitz, "Scholarship in the Renaissance: Gerrnan Humanism" Renaissance Quarrerly (1968) 2 1 and 
Paul Oskar Kristeller, Renaissance Thought and Irs Sources, Michael Mooney, ed., Columbia University Press: New 
York, 1979. On the relation of the components of hurnanist rhetoric to medieval philosophy, see Ullrich Langer, 
Divine and Poeric Freedorn in the Renaissance: Nonrinalist Theology and Literature in France and Iraly, Princeton 
University Press: Princeton, 1990. 

The standard treatment of this subject is in Paul Oskar Kristeller, Renaissance Thought: The Classical, 
Scholastic and H~imanist Strains, Harper and Row: New York and Evanston, 1961. See also Charles Trinkaus. In 
Olir Inrage and Likeness: Hurnanists and Diviniry in Italian Hurnanist Thoughr, University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 
1970, 2 Valumes; Nancy S. Srnever, The Lunguage of History in the Renaissance: Rhetoric and Historical 
Consciorrsness il1 Florentine Humanisni, Princeton University Press: Princeton. 1970; and Brian Vickers, ed.. Rhetoric 
Revalrted: Papers from the International Society for the history of Rhetoric, Centre for Medieval and Early 
Renaissance Studies: Binghamton, New York, 1982. On philology in medieval European cunicula. see James 
Murphy, ed., Medieval Eloquence: Studies in the Theor). and Practice of Medieval Rhetoric, University of California 
Press: Berkeley, Los Angeles and London, 1978 and Hany Caplan, Of Eloquence: Studies in Ancienr and Medieval 
Rheroric, Cornell University Press: Ithaca, New York. 1970. 

5 0 n  the Trojan Horse metaphor for philology, see Joseph Levine, Humanisrn and History: Origins of Modern 
Errglish Historiography, Cornell University Press: Ithaca and London, 1987, pp. 126-35. The implications of setting 
the techniques of judgement into individual hands are evident in Erasmus' comment: "Some. as I understand, are 
of the opinion that the ancient commentators who knew the three languages gave adequate explanations wherever 
they were needed. But ... I should prefer to see with rny own eyes rather than another man's." EE 182, to 



This subversive trajectory was dready evident in the work of Christian humanist 

Desiderius d ras mus.^ In his Adnotationes ( 15 16) he criticised the poor translations found in the 

Vulgate, and used philology to recover the original meaning of every word in the New 

  esta ment? For Erasmus, the technology of eloquence served a Christian philosophy: eloquence 

a d  vinue were different facets of the same Christian reality. But his critics saw the possibility 

for other authon to produce other results8 

By the middle of the sixteenth century, in Britain as elsewhere, the technology had 

escaped the confines of Christian philosophy. Much depended on how and where it was used. 

Christopher Fisher. in Peter G. Bietenholz, ed., The Correspondence of Ermmtts, University of Toronto Press: 
Toronto. Buffalo. London. 1982. vols. 1-3. 

'Erasmus was using the work of mid-fifteenth century Spanish religious Lorenzo Valla. Valla's Collatio used 
exampies from classical Greek and patristic authors to judge the translation of Greek words into Latin, using the 
Greek text as his primary referent in deciding which were correct and which variant readings. This comparative 
treatment made the fact of errors and variants obvious, and indicated an andytic path for those seeking the single, 
"right" Biblical meaning. See Maristella Lorch, "Italy's Leading Humanist. Lorenzo Valla" in Albert Rabi!, Jr., ed., 
Renaissance Humanisni: Foundations, F o m ,  and Legacies, Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1988, 
332-49. See also Brian Stock,The Implications of Literacy: Written Language and Models of Interpretation in the 
Eleverith and Twe@h Centuries. Princeton University Press: Princeton, New Jersey, 1983, on the process by which 
philological cornpetence supplanted phifosophical and theological competence at this tirne. 

ti ras mus defined New Testament Greek words by consulting classical texts. The Adnotationes articulated basic 
components of the technical dimension of philology. Arnong these were: postulating orthographie errors which 
chringed the rneaning of words, conjecturing errors based on close homonyms, conjecturing errors based on 
assimilation, or the insertion of words and phrases which often, but not always, accompanied other phrases, collecting 
and çomparing variant readings for their age, sense. conespondence with early fathers' quotations and comments and 
with other manuscripts, identifying the idiosyncrasy of a reading when compared to sacred and pagan literature, and 
inferences on the basis of combinations of these. See the Introduction by Martin Screech, to Anne Reeve, ed., 
Erasmtts' Annorations on the New Testanienr: The Gospels: Facsiniile of the Final Latin Tex. Duckworth: London, 
1986, 3 volumes, vol. 1 .  The Adnotationes went through five editions: 1516, 15 19, 1522, 1527, and 1535, 
considerable additions and revisions king made to each successive edition. H. J. de Jonge argued in his "Biblical 
Philology and Christian Humanism" Sixteenth Century Journal, 8/2(1977); 9-28. 

"he notes accompanying his translation presented philology as underpinning a Christian hermeneutic and 
pointing to an eloquent Christian rhetoric. This inctuded the primacy of the original texts in deterrnining the agendae 
and emphases of Christian theology; the resulting requirement of language competence; the supporting use of pauistic 
rather than scholastic theology by ment of their temporal proximity ad fontes; and the use of classical Greek and 
Latin texts as a normative linguistic rnatrix both for establishing elernents and nuances of meaning and as a guide 
to cdtivated style. Erasmus describes the object of philological method as "persona1 transformation, social refom, 
and religious renewal." For Erasmus' critics, and the use of phifology by Protestants, see Jerry H. Bentley, Hicmanists 
and Holy Writ: New Testament Scholarship in the Renaissance, Princeton University Press: Princeton, New Jersey, 
1983, p. 124. See also Marjorie O'Rourke Boyle, Erasmus on Language and Method in Theology, University of 
Toronto Press: Toronto and Buffalo, 1977. 



Erasmus had used it to strip away erroneous meanings and uncover divine n t h .  He was 

fonunate: when he traced philological paths backwards in time, he had (or believed he had) clear 

targets to work towards, set by Scripture. But when it was applied to mundane problems, such 

as the evaiuation of antique coins, philology could not rnove in a pre-ordained direction. The 

humanist retum adfontes, then, cut both ways. The clearer it made the meanings of words. the 

more evident it becarne that words and their meanings had to be understood within their full 

hurnan and social context. 

Sixteenth-century Britain participated in these developrnents in philology. Protestant 

reformer William Tyndale had argued for technical rigour as constitutive of meaning when he 

translated the Greek New Testament into English in 1526.~ He was bumed for his pains. 

Tyndale's most violent critic, Thomas More, saw the Trojan Horse arrive. In his polernics against 

Tyndale, he insisted on the authority of the church in determining the meaning of ~cripture." 

By mid-sixteenth century, philology, like the rest of the country, had been divorced from 

its Catholic past. And it had become a comrnon study at the universities. Among its new forms 

was lexicography. Thomas Cooper, Master of Magdalen College at Oxford, produced his 

Thesaurus linguae Romanae et Britannicae in 1656." in this work. Erasmus' notion of copia, 

or fulsomeness of literary style, was applied both to definitions and to examples of usage. But 

the humanist concern with eloquence was reformulated as a concern with teaching practical skills 

"See David Daniel, William ï'yridale: A Biography. Yale University Press: New Haven and London. 1994, 
especially Part 4, "Hebrew and the Old and New Testaments," pp. 283-360. 

[il  On the Oxford dispute between philologians styling themselves "Greeks" and others styling themselves 
"Trojans," and Thomas More's role in arbitrating this dispute, see Joseph Levine, Humanisnl and History, pp. 126ff. 

"Cooper is credited with the first use of "thesaurus" as applied to a "storehouse" of words. See R.C. Alston. ed., 
Eriglish Linguistics. 1500-1800, Scolar Press: Menston, England, 1969; Emma Vorlat. The Development of English 
Granintatical Theory, 1586-1737, University Press: Leuven, 1975 and Tetsurao Hayashi. The Theory of English 
Lexicography, 1530-/791, John Benjamins: Amsterdam, 1978. 1 am grateful to Mr. Stephen Buick for discussing 
Cooper's Thesaurus and its significance with me. 



in reading and wnting Latin. Erasmus' philosophicai apparatus relating these to virtue had 

disappeared. Cooper's work, then, shows a slide towards the technical side of philology. William 

Camden was Cooper's protégé at Magdalen in the late 1560s. 

Carnden's philology was formed more by Cooper than Erasmus. He was a student at St. 

Paul's. Erasmus had written his De Copia. a primer on eloquence, for St. Paul's School in 1512. 

It was still in use when Carnden was there in the early 1560s.'~ But Carnden's historical work 

engaged with the technical dimension of philoiogy." Eloquence and virtue were irrelevant 

critena for judging his work.14 His own critena were the full and accurate representation of the 

"Features of an Erasmian philology can be found in Camden's work. His dislike of the vernacular, cultivation 
of a knowledge of the Latin language and authors, and view of the better classical and medieval authors as fontes 
was discussed in Chapter Three. In his reply to Brooke's attack on the Britannia, Camden discussed translation issues 
similar to those Erasmus had discussed, including copying errors, ("sensum comperit" pp. 12 and 18) the effect of 
brackets on syntax (p. 18), mistaking near homonyms for synonyms (p. 1 8), incautious inferences (p. 20) memory 
and typographical errors (p. 22), failure to interpret capitals correctIy (p. 27). the use of sixteenth century Latin words 
in place of older Latin words (p. 29), and errors in infemng Old English names which had previously been Latinised 
(p. 29). See also "Ad Lectorem," especially "TransIatio iniqua" p. 17ff. For Camden's use of "fontes" for classica1 
authors, see "Ad Lectorem," Britannia, 1600, "Fontes ... non riuulos" p. 5, "fontes" p. 12, "Fontes ego non riuulos 
confectatus sum" p. 19, and "fontes ... riuulos et lacunas" p. 19. 

13 Camden accepted that words were defined by usage, noting that "that Tyranne custome" could prevail even over 
reason. Rentairzes p. 21. "[Hlow powerable is time in altering tongues," Camden, Remaines, 1605, p. 15. See also 
"Ad Lectorern," Britannia, "Verba et propria virorum nornina." pp 16ff. as well as pp. 8. 13, 15, 17- 18. and 20. 
Camden used contemporaneous sources in determining a word's p s t  meanings. See for example. in "Ad Lectorem." 
"vetussum Ms." p. 5, "Rotulo antiquo" p. 5, in yriscis authoribus p. 6, "historicos veteros" p. 11, "historicos veteres" 
p. 18. "vetus verbum" p. 20. and arguments made on pp. 12, 15, 16. 17, 19, and 23. For arguments distinguishing 
between several older sources, see pp. 6, 7, 8, 1 1. 13-14, 16, 20, 24, 26, 27, and 29. On the role of authoritative 
writers, see pp. 4-5, 16, 19, 20. On the work of sixteenth century Antiquaries as authoritative, see pp. 18-19. See 
also For Camden's claims of the encyclopedic learning of the grammaticus, see "Ad Lectorem." pp. 8-9, 13. and 
"Grammatici ornnes" p. 17. In several places in the Remaines, Camden criticises the "meny playing with words," 
"trifling and toying" (Rem. p. 27) on which some authors based their conc~usions, In the Bn'rannia, such criticism 
is to be found especially in the first 130 pages. Camden took care in lifting meanings from their context: "[MJany 
words we shall see, not hardly nor violentty strained, but passing easily, and in manner without any wresting, to 
agree with our British, both in sound and sense." Brirannia, 1600, p. 18. Camden, like Erasrnus, used "gusto" to 
describe a sensitivity in understanding and translating. See "Ad Lectorem," p. 7: "Velim antequam ita conclusisset, 
observasset quod observarunt omnes qui vel primoribus Iabris huius regni antiquitates pustmnt." "1 wish, before he 
drew such conclusions, he had observed what al1 observe who have [even] a superficial taste for the antiquities of 
this kingdom." Translation mine. See also "In universo hoc Antiquitatis studio," p. 19 and Rernaines, p. 95. 

14 Because he was trying both to recover and to represent historical facts as accurately as possible, Carnden was 
suspicious of eloquence. In the Britannia he wrote: "Taking Industry for my consort ... neither purposed I to picke 
flowers out of the gardens of Eloquence." HoIland tr., Brit. 1637, Preface. "comite INDUSTRiA rem aggressus omni 
anirno ... nec orationis omnes undiq- floscuIos carpere decrevi." "Lectori," Bn't., 1 6 0 ,  n.p. A preference for philology 
over eloquence may be indicated while Camden was still a teacher. He wrote a Greek Grmmar for Westminster 
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vestiges of the p s t ,  accumulated and interpreted by cautious rigour.'' For Erasmus, antiquity 

was unique in its legitimacy as a source of linguistic meaning. But there was no sirnilar moment 

of tnith in British hi~tory. '~  For Carnden, al1 times were equally important, al1 rneanings had to 

be determined era by era, and the backward search reveaied only "the continual mutability of the 

world."" 

Carnden needed philology to build up a portrait of the British past, from alrnost nothing. 

Where the authority of Scripture had permitted Erasmus to subordinate rigour to truth, Carnden 

had to rely on method to achieve anything at all. Believing with Polydore Vergil, that received 

histoncal truths were false and the rernaining sources compt, Carnden had to read medieval 

sources suspiciousiy. Suspicious of his sources, he read wideiy so as to be able to confirm any 

single article of British history from severai sources at once. Uncertain of success in 

reconstructing British history, he depended upon philology to provide a link between vestiges and 

School. which treated "figurae" in just two pages. While no boy would have to function in Greek as in Latin, a good 
education would have required a knowledge of Greek literature which dernanded a Ianguage facility closer to that 
modelled in De Copia. See William Camden, Institutiones Graecae Grammatices, Iohannis Batersbie, London, 1604, 
first published 1595. Figurae, to which Erasmus gave his greatest attention in the De Copia, are found on pages 58 
and 63 only. Eloquence had little place in a work like the B~tannia:  in many places, his text works through Iists of 
up to seventy examples. It is difficult to make such things read beautifully. 

" ~ n  developing his philological practice, Camden used the work of continental authors Gesner and Budé. Budé 
was one of Erasmus' s h q e s t  critics. These men were masters of the technical. not the philosophical dimensions of 
language study. Camden's links to these authors has been rernarked in Chapter Three. David Shaw, "La bibliologie 
in France," in Peter Davidson, ed., The Book Encomparsed: Studies in Twmtieth Centuq Bibliography, Cambridge 
University Press: Cambridge, 1992, pp. 206-14, argues that French bibliologie had a unique historiography and 
methodology. Balsamo q u e s ,  in William A. Pettas, u., Luigi Balsamo, Bibliography: History of a Tradition. 
Bernard M. Rosenthal: Berkeley, California, 1990, that Gesner's term for bibiiographic knowledge, the "labyrinth." 
(p. 32) shows the dawn of intellectual specialisation. See also Peter Sharratt, ed., French Reriaissance Srudies 1530- 
70: Htinmnism and the Encyclopedia, Edinburgh University Press: Edinburgh, 1976. 

16 ln Remairies, 1605, p. 91, Camden describes the search for original British place and family names as "to seek 
that which never was." 

17 See Remaines 1605, p. 94. In Holland tr., Britannirr, 1610, see pp. 4, 9-10, 25, 106, and 233. 



Camden's dependence on technical rigour broadened the scope and power of philology 

as a forensic, or investigative method. Camden applied philology to d l  kinds of materials: 

monuments, coins, inscriptions. manuscripts, architecture. geography, art objects and more. By 

evaluating the words they bore. and by considering cntically what was written about them in the 

(often erroneous) medieval and other sources, he could tease histoncal information out of the 

most taciturn witnesses to the p a d 9  For Carnden, then, skills with words were also skills with 

the physical objects which carried them." This philologicd pnctice led him to treat objects as 

texts, because they cûmed, or were associated in written records with, certain words." This 

meant that Camden, and the antiquaries of later generations. treated objects as texts. and words 

"For example: "But lest any man cast dust in Our eyes. let us out of authors gather and conferre as many words 
as we can of the old Gaules, as it were ship-plankes caught up from a ship-wracke (seeing that the said tongue is 
now even drowned under the waves of oblivion.)" Holland W., Brirannia 16 10, p. 17. For Camden's view of the value 
of a sound knowledge of the Latin language and sources as grounding historical work, see "Ad Lectorem." Britatittia. 
1600, p. 12-1 3; 16, and his introductory comments to "Translatio iniqua," p. 17ff. For passages using his forensic 
etymology. see pp. 3. 5 ,  8. 10. 16-1 7. and 18. These are the kinds of issues identified by Erasmus also. in his 
discussions of translation in the Adnorationes. 

''The early chapters of the Britannia contain many examples of Camden's applied philology. See Camden. "Ad 
Lectorem," in Britannia, 1600. "monumenta, Archiva, Historias. Monasteriorum Registra, nummos antiquos. marrnora 
antiqua." p. 19. See also "In universo hoc Antiquitatis studio," p. 19. See aiso his many arguments based on 
monumental and funereal inscriptions, which are accompanied by facsimile reproductions. and on numismatics. 
accompanied by engravings of Roman. Saxon and Norman coins. 

"For the development of these ideas in current research. see Walter J. Ong, Ramus. Method. attd the Decay of 
Dialogue: Fronr the An of Discourse IO the A n  of Reason, Harvard University Press: Cambridge, Massachussetts. 
1958. and by the same author Oralit). and Lireracy: The Technologising of the Word. Methuen: London, 1982; Jack 
Goody. The Domesrication of The Savage Mind, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1977; and Elizabeth 
Eisenstein, The Prinring Press as art Agenr of Change, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1979, 2 volumes, 
especially vol. 1. A good introduction to the theoretical issues behind evaluating texts as physical objects can be 
found in Edward A. Levenston, The SruH of Lirerarure: Physical Aspects of Texrs and their Relation ro Literary 
Meaning, State University of New York Press: Albany, 1992. Joseph Grigely, Texrualteriiy: Art, Theory, and Te-airal 
Ct-iticism, University of Michigan Press: Ann Arbor, 1995, is harder to read but presents a more sophisticated 
discussion of the issues. 

 o or example, funerary inscriptions copied fiom the churchyard of a slighted cathedra1 were both words and 
objects. But further, the words that were used. even in erroneous records, to narne that cathedral, its location, and 
the families and events assoçirited with it, could provide ches to its history. 



as artefacts." They understood that the words associated with any location carried information 

about the history of that location. As will be seen. this remained true in the antiquarian 

cornmunity into the nineteenth century. Other features of Camden's forensic philology dso 

remained typical of antiquarian philology into the nineteenth century. In particular. nineteenth- 

century antiquaries also depended on the technical rather than philosophical dimension of 

philology, and on a broad, critical bibliographic knowledge, to help in evaluating information 

about the past. 

Antiquarian philology began to diverge from the mainstream in the seventeenth century. 

At this time. many philosophers of language hypothesised that there was one pure, or Adamic 

language that was innate to the human rnind but had been lost during the Babel incident. after 

which human language had degenerated into many corrupted languages. Philosophical theorists 

of language sought to return language to its perfect state, so that words would refiect their 

meanings perfectly." In the late seventeenth century, John Locke countered these philosophers 

with an empirically-based theory of language." 

'31 

--Camden was not, of course, the only scholar or antiquary working on Anglo-saxon at this time. On the work 
of mernbers of the College of Arms, see C.M. Kauffman, "An Early Sixteenth Century Genealogy of Anglo-saxon 
Kings," Journal of tlic Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 47( 1984); 209- 16. On the term "Anglo-Saxon," see E.G. 
Stanley, "Old English = 'Anglo-saxon': William Lambarde's Use in 1576," Notes and Queries, 42 (240)/4 December 
(1995); 4, 337 and E.G. Stanley, "Old English = 'Anglo-Saxon*: the Modem Sense for the Language Anticipated 
by Archbishop Matthew Parker in 1567, and by John Strype in 17 1 1, Camden's Use in remaines (1605) for the 
Anglo-saxon People Noted; Together With Notes on How OED Treats such a Term and Notes on the Terms Old 
and Middle English (and Similar Linguistic Terms) in OED," Notes and Queries, 42 (240)/2 June (1995): 168-73. 

%e t e m  mystical is commonly found in the history of language study. For a discussion of mystical as 
compared with empirical. or Baconian notions of meaning, as they apply to language study, see Hans Aarsleff, Froni 
Locke to Saussure: Essap on the Study of Language and Intellecrual History, University of Minnesota Press: 
Minneapolis, 1982, "John Wilkins," pp. 239-77. in another chapter on RS historian Thomas Sprat, pp. 225-39, 
Aarsleff shows the CO-existence of both philosophies in the (different) works of one seventeenth century Englishman. 

"Locke had argued, in his t 67 1 Essay ort Human Understanding. that meaning and language were not innate, 
and that the meanings of words were conventions made between people, not degenerate rernnants of the true, Adamic 
language. Words were not an index to objects in the material world, then. but to the conceptions of those objects 
consmcted in the human mind on the ba is  of sensory experiences. and so the study of language alIowed the 
philosopher to study of the way the human mind worked. Locke presented a complex argument about the passage 
of sensations through reflection in the formation of concepts and words. 



But it was the study of Anglo-Saxon that occupied the attention of seventeenth-century 

antiquaries? Carnden had declared a knowledge of Anglo-Saxon essential to writing his own 

history of Britain. Interest in Anglo-saxon accelerated after the Restoration, leading to "the 

Iongest and most prolific movement of rnedieval research which England] has ever seen? 

William Somner published his Anglo-Saron Dictionary in 1659. Antiquaries published texts, 

especially those relating to the ecclesiastical and political history of the Anglo-Norman period. 

Hurnfrey Wanley, assistant librarian to the Bodleian 1696-99, traced the development of Anglo- 

Saxon characters through rnedieval Charters, funeral inscriptions and coins." Antiquaries, then, 

were still engaged in the technical rather than philosophical aspects of language study. Their 

search for materials with which to consuuct a full and accurate history made the collecting and 

editing of texts an essential part of antiquarian language-study. As will be seen, text-editing was 

still a major component of antiquarian language-study in the nineteenth century. 

In the SA'S Tavem phase, antiquaries' interest in the Anglo-Saxons covered a broader 

area. In 1721 the SA proposed "a Compleat description and history of al1 the Coyns relating to 

Great Britain from the Earliest times to Our own."" In typicai antiquarian style, the work was 

"The term "Anglo-Saxon" is no longer common. as it  has been replaced in the late twentieth century by "Old 
English." It has been retained here because it was the term antiquaries used. It refers to the language used in Britain 
from about the eighth century to the period of the Norman conquest. See A.C. Partridge. A Cornpariion ro Old atid 
Middle English Studies, Barnes and Nobles: Totowa Books, 1982; G.A. Padley, Grammatical Theon in Westerrl 
Eltrope, I5UO- 1700: Trends in Venracidar Grarnmar I ,  Cambridge University Press: Cambridge and New York, 1985 
and Ronald E. Buckalew, "Nowell, Lambarde and Leland: The Signifieance of Laurence Nowell's Transcript of 
Aelfric's Grarnmar and Glossruy," in Car1 Berkhout and Milton Gatch eds., Anglo-Saron Scholarship: The First 
Three Centuries. Hall: Boston. 1982, pp. 19-50, on trie transmission and history of word-lists. 

" ~ a v i d  Charles Douglas, English Scholars. 1660-1730, Eyre Br Spottiswoode: London. 1951. reprinted from the 
Johnathon Cape: London, 1939 edition, p. 16. See also pp. 197ff. In 1623, William L'Isle published his Suon 
Trearise concernirig the Old and New Testament. But the penod of greatest publishing was 1660 to about 1730. 
Sixteenth century patriotic histories had made the Anglo-saxon church part of their justification for the translario 
iniperii. Antiquaries' work concentrated more on text-editing and grarnmar. 

" ~ e e  Joan Evans. A History of rhe Society of Antiquaries. Oxford University Press: Oxford. 1956. pp. 33-34. 

" ~ n t s .  Corr. ApriI 29, 17%. 
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divided among those interested. Two antiquaries took on the Saxon period. The study of the 

Anglo-saxon language was producing more specialised works. Hurnfrey Wanley's rnany draft 

charters for an antiquarian society were discussed in Chapter Three. One of these had included 

a list of "Good Books Wanted," which he believed an antiquarian institution could supply. In his 

list were text- and object-related works as well linguistic aids: "A Bntannia Saxonica, by the 

Revd Dr. Hickes" and "A Glossary, containing al1 written by Spelman, Somner, Cowell, etc. with 

al1 the additions to be gotten from the Books and Charters yet remaining to be con~ulred."~~ The 

major antiquarian philological publications were still in technical areas of language study. George 

Hickes published an Anglo-saxon Gramrnar in 1705. But papers were also read to the Society 

on Anglo-saxon jewellery, cemeteries, texts, inscriptions, and architecture." Bishop Thomas 

Percy's 1775 Northern Anriquifies, a translation of Paul-Henri Mallet's introduction n 1 'histoire 

de Dunnemnrc ( 1755), included an historical and linguistic essay on the relations of Anglo-Saxon 

to other members of the Old German language family. He argued, correctly, that Mailet was 

wrong to believe the Gauls, Gerrnans, Bntons and Saxons were the same people, and used their 

languages to argue for their distinct, though related, status. Antiquary Sharon Turner's History 

of the Anglo-Saxons from the Eariiest Period to the Norman Conquest assembled and reprinted 

important Anglo-saxon documents. Grammar, comparative grammar, and text-editing, then, were 

antiquaries' important achievements dunng this century3' 

")Items 5 and 9 of Wanley, Harleian MS. 7055. folio 7. See also Kenneth Sisam, Studies in the History of Old 
E~tglish Lirerature, Clarendon Press: Oxford. 1953. Chapter Two, "Humfrey Wanley." pp. 259-277. 

"See Evans, A History, pp. 132-205, passim. 

"on antiquaries' place in AngIo-Saxon studies in the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries, see Sue M. 
Hetherington, "The Recovery of the Anglo-saxon Lexicon," in Car1 Berkhout and Milton Gatch eds.. Anglo-Saxon 
Scholarship: The Firsr Three Centuries, Hall: Boston, 1982, pp. 79-89, Shaun F.D. Hughes, "The Anglo-saxon 
Grammars of George Hickes and Elizabeth Elstob," in the sarne publication, pp. 1 19-47, and Richard C. Payne, "The 
Rediscovery of Old English Poetry in the English Literzuy Tradition," in the same publication, pp. 149-66 on the 
period 1750- 1830. 
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Antiquaries were not on the cutting edge of eighteenth- century language studies, any 

more than they had been in the seventeenth. In the late eighteenth century, there were two major 

British language philosophers, John Home Tooke and William Jones. Neither were antiquaries. 

The work of Tooke was influentid in Britain, and remained so until the 1830s. But the work of 

William Jones was slighted in Britain because it dealt with oriental languages and literature and 

because it was more technical than philosophical. It was, however, taken up eagerly by German 

philosophers of language in the early years of the nineteenth century. In tum, Danish comparative 

linguists took up the Gemans' work. Thus, it was only about 1830 that the new continental 

Ianguage study was taken up in England. by two antiquaries, John Mitchell Kemble, and 

Benjamin Thorpe. Because the history of language study in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries is complex, this situation requires a brief explanation. 

Two styles of language study arose in Britain in the last decades of the eighteenth century. 

One engaged with philosophicai questions, and the other with technique. Philosophical language 

study was alive in the work of John Home Tooke, whose 1798 Diversions of Puriey assumed 

with Adamic philosophen that language was innate to the human rnind, but also used elements 

of Locke's empirical theory. Tooke believed that the mind naturally apprehended a natural 

consonance of sound and sense." Most of his philological work involved tracing etymologies, 

by finding words that sounded the sarne. The similarity of sound between words, even of very 

different meanings or taken from different languages, indicated a similarity of sense. Thiis, 

explaining changes in words over time meant tracing the sound back to its original rneaning 

through many contemporary homonymns in the English, and other languages. The allocation of 

''~ooke both used and rejected Locke's theory of language. He rejected Locke's concern rhat language was 
imperfectly understood, and that this was cause of the imperfections of philosophy. He postulated that the operations 
of the mind on the impressions it received was not reflection, but language. He proved his  thesis in two ways: first 
by offering a large number of individual examples of what he called etyrnologies, and second through a prion 
reasoning of the universal general processes underlying al1 the examples. 



a mot meaning to a phoneme was viewed as inductive, but in fact was often highly arbitrary, 

particularly when it was broadened beyond a single or related languages. As a philological 

method, it led to rnany mistaken etymologies and a very misleading kind of comparative 

linguistics.33 

The other style of late eighteenth-century British Ianguage study originated in the work 

of William Jones. an unsuccessful lawyer in London, and later a judge in Calcutta. His work on 

Indian and Penian literature had led him to study Hebrew, Persian, Arabic, Turkish and 

~ a n s k r ï t . ~  For Jones, language study had a philosophical dimension, but this was rooted in the 

technical study of language. Philosophically, Jones was interested in the history of orientai 

peoples, and believed languages were the best method of getting to know that hi~tory.~' But he 

" ~ n  exarnple may make Tooke's rnethod clear. Tooke derived the English words hell. heel. hill, hale. whole, 
hall. hull. hole, holt and hold from a postulated single phoneme, "hol," which indicated the idea "covering." Thus, 
hell was covered by earth. a heel by the Ieg, a hill was that which covered the plain surface of the earth, a wound 
was healed or made whole when the skin covered it over. a hall was a covered building, a hull covered a n u t  and 
a ship's hull was that part of i t  which was covered by water, a hole was originally a covered pit. a holt was a knoll 
covered in p s s  or trees. and a hold was a covered storage area. John Home Tooke, Epea Preroenra; Or, the 
Diversions ofPurlej, Scolar Press: Menston, 1968.2 volumes, reprinted from the first. 1798 edition. vol. 2. pp. 377- 
83. Tooke often went on to relate such root [phonemes to words found in African, Asian. Indian. North Amencan 
Indian. and many other languages. As will be obvious to the conternporary reader, these words stem from various 
Anglo-saxon and Latin roots. and this method of linking them arnounts to ingenious invention rather than tracing 
actual historical connections. 

Y~ones was a lawyer in Britain, and a judge in Calcutta from 1783 until his death in 1794. His works on oriental 
I i  terature included the 1770 Histoire de Nadir Chah, and the 177 1 Dissertation sur la litterature orientale. appended 
to his Histoire. His 1783 The Moallaht. or Seven Arabian Poems brought him the reputation of a literary scholar. 
Jones also knew eight European languages, and had studied Sanskrit, in order to practice Iaw efficiently. In 1771, 
he published a Grammar of rhe Persian Language which went through nine editions by 1830. His 1789 translation 
of Indian poet Calidas' Sakonfala also brought him recognition. It was published Calcutta, reissued in English in 
several editions, and translated into German by Georg Foster in 179 1. This stirred interest in Hindu religion, Ianguage 
and literature in Germany. Herder sent the translation to Goethe. who used parts of it for his Faust. 

j5That is. Jones used manuscripts to trace the history of a given language. and compared the grmrnar and syntax 
of different languages to deterrnine their connections. I am following Aarsleff s convincing argument, that the 
decisive change in fanguage study came when philological arguments were made methodologicai and historical. and 
a posteriori reasoning replaced the eighteenth century a priori procedures. Such arguments divorced the study of 
mind from the study of language. Jones' Anniversary Discourses in the years 1785-92 treated the orizins of cognate 
languages of different countries. and their inter-relations over time. Jones argued that there were four "media" to 
ascenain the path of a language through time. Since historical records were incornpiete and inaccurate. the first was 
language and Iiterature, the second philosophy and religion, the third old sculpture and architectural rernains and the 
fourth science and arts. Jones was the first to analyse the deveiopment of the parts of languages with accuracy, 



viewed history as a science, and believed Ianguage study ought to be restricted to attested 

examples of words and their relationships to words in other ianguages." He rejected the idea. 

that such links could be created by a priori philosophical reasoning." in 1784, Jones founded 

the Asiatick society." From its first volume in 1789, his Asiatic Researches were a success on 

the Continent, as they included discussions of the methods of comparative grammar as well as 

the application of his research on languages to topics in Persian and Indian history, art, 

architecture, and other topics. 

Jones' work founded the study now called comparative linguistics, by fixing attention on 

the attested linguistic history of specific languages, rather than the philosophy of language as a 

universal, general phenornenon of mind. His work aroused Iittie interest in England. However, 

German scholars of the late eighteenth century had been engaged with ideas similar to those their 

English counierparts worked with." Jones' notion that language was the guide to a people's 

replacing speculation with carefuI linguistic analysis. Aarsleff shows that the opening statement of Schlegel's Ueber 
die Sprache und Weisheit der lndier is a restatement of Jones' comparative, historical and suuctural principles. 
including clear verbal echoes. See Hans Aarsleff. The Study of hnguage  in Englarrd. 1780-1860, Princeton 
University Press: Princeton, 1967. 

"Jones argued specifically. that proof of the kinship of Languages was found in related grammatical structures. 
Asiarick Researches, Scolx Press: Menston. 1969, Volume 3, p. 166 "On the Borderers, Mountaineers. and Islanders 
of Asia" and AR III, p. 114: and III, p. 53 

37~ones criticised the notion of a universal grarnmar. Of Tooke's style of work, he wrote: "Etymology has, no 
doubt, some use in  historical researches; but i t  is a medium of proof so very fallacious, that, where it elucidates one 
fact, i t  obscures a thousand, and more frequently borders on the ridicutous, than leads to any solid conclusions." 
Asiaric Researches, Scolar Press: Menston, 1969, Volume 3, pp. 25-26. Jones argued that etymologies could only 
lead to reliable information on the relationships between languages if they were drawn from examples dernonstrable 
in texts. 

3KThe scope of the Society included Asia and neighbouring parts of Africa. and divided work into three areas 
corresponding to the faculties of the mind: memory, reason and imagination, history, science and art. 

"'Johann Gottfried Herder's 1771 essay on language had addressed philology in the context of questions of 
universal grammar and the origin of language. His work was part of the growing interest in expressions of the spirit 
of the folk in vernaculars and early poetry. Johann David Michaelis argued against universal languages and for the 
study of vernaculars. He did little etymology, either speculative or cIassica1, as he believed language was foned in 
usage, by ordinary, often illiterate people. Language was the product of generations of speakers, not writers. As 
language recorded the views of a people, tanguage study could guide historical knowledge. Herder believed language 



history was adopted by many German philosophers of language who wished to explore the more 

intangible idea of the spirit of a people." In the early nineteenth century, Jones' work in 

comparative grammar was taken up by Danish scholars working on the family of OId Geman 

languages.'" 

In England, Jones' work had aroused little intere~t.'~ In the first three decades of the 

existed in the rnind, but was conditioned in its outward details by Besonnheit, or reflexion or thoughtfulness. He 
believed India was the originai home of humanity and of al1 languages, which had developed organically and 
according to natunl laws. In the early history of language, words were onomatopoeic sound pictures. Over time, the 
fit between words and thought was refined through reflexion. The older a language was, the more the emotions 
dominate root words, as refiexion had not introduced abstractions. Herder's views were adopted by Freidrich and 
Augustus Schlegel and Jacob Grimm, among others. 

%iedrich Sc hlegel and Johann Herder set Jones' view of Sanskrit within a philosophical fiamework that 
described Ianguage as organic and divine. Freidrich Schlegel's 1808 Ueber die Sprache und Weisheit der Indier. 
viewed language as the key to a people's spirit. in a more organic and mystical sense than Jones had meant. Schlegel 
was also influenced by his conversion to Catholicism while studying Sanskrit in Paris with Jones' student Alexander 
Hamilton. Amleff argues that Schlegel borrowed heavily from Jones, and that Jones, not Schlegel is more properly 
credited with being the founder of comparative linguistics. For exarnple, he argued that there were two kinds of 
languages. The imperfections of languages outside the divine dispensation were forrned by mechanical modifications, 
showed a materialist philosophy. and were apostate. Organic languages were of divine origin, and denved from 
Sanskrit which form modifications by inward reflexion on the root itself. No spiritual terms were taken from anything 
rnerely sensory. Langurige, then. could be studied historically as Jones had described. But for Schlegel. this would 
reach back to the Godhead. 

J I  Franz Bopp published his Analpical Comparisorl of the Sanskrit, Greek, Lutin arld Teutonic Languages. 

Shewing the Original Identity of their Granimatical Structure in 1868. Rasmus Kristian Rask's published his 
Undersogelse om det gamle ffordiske ebler Islandske Sprogs Oprindelse in I 8 18. Rask's sources had been English 
and antiquarian: Hickes' Thesaurus, Edward Lye's Dictionariurn Saxonico et Gothico, and Somner's Dictionurirtm 
Saxonico-Larino-Anglicitm. He showed by grammatical and manuscript analysis that Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian 
were not derived from Danish but from Old Germanic And Jacob Grimm published his Deutsche Grarnmafik in 
1 8 19. Grimm rnodified his second, 1822 edition, after reading Rask's Undersogelse. His second edition becarne 
influential in England as elsewhere, as it was the first large scale historical examination of the old forms of German 
vemriculars and related languages, including Anglo-saxon. Antiquary Benjamin Thorpe translated Rask, publishing 
his Grammar of the Anglo-Saron Tongue in 1830, arguing in his introduction against Tooke. These men also created 
general interest in the history, language and literature of the Anglo-Saxons through historical works. Thorpe translated 
Lrippenberg's. Hisrory of England under the Anglo-saxon Kings (1845) and antiquary John Mitchell Kemble 
produced his The Saxons in England, a Histoty of the English Con~rnonwealth in I849. 

"Early nineteenth century English interest in oriental language was rnainly the practical interest of civil servants 
going to India. Interest in the comparative study of languages as Jones had practised it suuggled against Utilitarian 
philosophers of Ianguage, who still approached explaining language through explaining thought. Writers such as 
Bentham, Macaulay and Dugald Stewart had evaluated the study of oriental language and litenture as worthless. Both 
racism and questions of method were involved. James Mill's History of British India, for example, took Jones' 
Sakoritala as evidence that India was an inferior civilisation and Sanskrit an inferior language. MiII criticised Jones 
throughout his 1825 Analysis of the Phenornena of the Hunrnn Mind on the question of the correct method for 
studying language. 
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nineteenth century, two rival philosophies of language flourished. In both, the study of language 

remained connected to the philosophy of mind. The rudimentary psychology inherent in Tooke's 

theory of language became part of James and John Stuart MU'S rnatenalist account of the human 

n~ind.''~ ~ h e  works of Scott also kindled a patriotic rornanticism which produced some study of 

the literatures of Great Britain, which in tum produced sorne study of the hibernic languages?' 

In early nineteenth-century England, then, the study of language was still connected to 

the study of the mind. At the univesities. empirical theones of language were linked to notions 

of materialism and atheism through association with the ideas of John Locke. Therefore, the 

study of language was not encouraged." Nor did comparative linguistics arouse much interest 

at the universities. Antiquas, Sir Henry Spelman had established a lectureship at Cambridge in 

1640, which was soon discontinued. The next chair in philology was founded by antiquary and 

Anglo-saxon scholar Joseph Bosworth in 1867. At Oxford, the Rawlinson bequest of 1795 

established a chair in Anglo-saxon studies. Each recipient had a five-year tenn, but until the 

middle of the nineteenth century it was often a sinecure. One of its incumbents, James Ingram, 

who held the position 1803-8. was an antiquary. In his Inaugural Lecture on the Utility of Anglo- 

Saron Liternture, he argued, against Tooke's speculative etymologies, that 

become the English of the present day through "gradua1 changes which 

Anglo-saxon had 

have taken place 

J3These theories looked back to Locke's ideas about the passage of sensations through reflection in the formation 
of concepts and words. They confiated these with French philosopher Ëtienne Condillac's notion of the 
transformation of sensations, to form the basis for a rnaterialist appreciation of the workings of the mind. For an 
account of Mill's use of Tooke in his 1829 Analysis of the Phenornena of the Human Mind, see Aarsleff, The Stitdy 
of Lunguage. 

"For a discussion of this kind of motivation in the works of one of the rnost important antiquarian scholars of 
language, see Nicola J. Watson. "Kemble, Scott, and the MantIe of the Bard," in Jean 1. Marsden, ed., The 
Appropriation of Shakespeare: Post-Renaissance Reconstructions of the Work and the Myth, S t. Paul's Press: New 
York. 1991, pp. 73-92. 

"William Whewell. Chair of Moral Philosophy at Oxford and also an antiquary, viewed his own success at 
keeping Locke out of the curriculum as a "good work." Quoted in Aarsleff. From Locke to Saussure, p. 124. Locke's 
works experienced a revival oniy in the late nineteenth century. 
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according to the naturd course of events," and noted the role of Anglo-Saxon study in the history 

of Iaw and religion? But Oxford was not much interested. Coleridge's 1813 prize essay on 

etymology used Locke and championed ~ooke . '~  

"During the decisive years, dl the work was done outside the universitie~.""~ In fact, the 

work of establishing a place for comparative grammar in England was accomplished by 

antiquaries Benjamin Thorpe and John Mitchell ~embie." Both Thorpe and Kemble had been 

"Quoted in Aarsleff. The Srudy of Lunguage in England, p. 170. Aanleff notes that Ingram drew an analogy 
of comparative grammar with comparative anatomy before Bopp or Schlegel did in Germany. Ingram accepted that 
there was a universal grammar. but argued that one needed to know Ianguages before working on their relations to 
a universal grarnmar. Ingram produced the first critical edition of the whole Saron Chronicle in 1823, which included 
an Anglo-saxon grammar. In 1823 Bosworth also published a much lengthier Elements of Anglo-Saron Grantnzar. 
based on Rask's ArtgelSaksisk Sproglaere (Stockholm 1817). At this time, Bosworth did not know of Grimm's 
Deutsche Grarnmatik, which traced the historical relations of Old German to Anglo-saxon. Bosworth also put out 
a dictionary of Anglo-saxon which unfortunately included some Tookean etymologies. for which he was strongly 
criticised. See E.G. Stanley, "J. Bosworth's Interest in 'Friesic' for his Dictionary of the Anglo-saxon Language 
(1838): 'The Friesic is Far the Most Important Language for My Purpose,"' in Rolf H. Bremmer, Geart Van Der 
Meer and Oebele Vries, eds., Aspects of Old Frisiarz Philology, Rodopi: Amsterdam, 1990, pp. 428-52. Reviews of 
Bopp's work by Alexander Hamilton appeared in the Edinburgh Review 33(May 1820); 432 and the Lmzdort 
Magazine l(January 1820); 72-3. In 1828, Bopp was appointed Chair of Oriental Languages at the University of 
London, where he taught Hindustani, Arabic, Persian, Sanskrit. As he was paid £100 per year, he quickly gave the 
post up for research, supporting himself by writing. 

a7 Coleridge. for example, denied Locke's work any originality, and argued that his theory of the origin of 
knowledge in  sensations had led others to view learning as a relatively simple matter. In his view, Locke was 
responsible for popularising a certain philistinism and a reduced appreciation of the experience of learning. Until 
mid-century, Ingram's successors were Iess informed than Ingram was. Thomas Silver's 1822 Lecrure on the Study 
of Anglo-Saron. for example, combined information on Gothic, High German, Icelandic and Anglo-saxon already 
presented in Hickes' Thesaurus, with an incomplete review of Grimm's Grammatik. He used the first, much Iess 
competent edition, and knew nothing of Rask. See E. Douka Kabitoglou. "Adapting Philosophy to Literature," Studies 
in Philology, 79/I (1990); 1 15-36 on English romantic notions of language and their relation to art. On the increasing 
popularity of Anglo-saxon at the universities towards the end of the century. see Michael Alexander. "The Cult of 
Anglo-saxon and the Literary Canon," Parergori, 10: 1 (June, 1992); 1 - 14. 

J X  Arirsleff. The Study ofhnguage in England, p. 166. See also Michael Murphy, "From Antiquary to Academic: 
The Progress of Anglo-saxon Scholmhip," in Cari Berkhout and Milton Gatch eds., Anglo-Saron Scholarship: The 
First Three Centuries, Hall: Boston. t 982, pp. 1 - 17. 

4') Antiquaries were nearly alone in ernbncing continental language scholarship in the early part of the period 
under consideration. However, it should be noted that there was a group on non-antiquarian Anglo-saxon scholars 
who, i n  the 1860s. published extensively and importantly on Anglo-Saxon. They were: Walter Skeat, Frederic James 
Furnivall and Richard Moms. They were known to many antiquaries, who often published with these men. See 
Bernard Myers, "F.J. Furnivall. Philanthropist, Lexicographer, Oarsman." Journal of the William Morris Society, 914 
(Spring 1992); 32-35 and Peter Faulkner, "'The Paths of Virtue and Early English': F.J. Furnivall and Victorian 
Medievalism." in John Simons, ed., From Medieval ta Medievalism, St. Martin's Press: New York. 1992, pp. 14-4-58. 



trained in Europe. Thorpe had studied with Danish language scholar Rasmus Rask in 1826 in 

Copenhagen. Kemble was a nephew of actress Fanny Kemble. Fanny refemd to John as a wild 

youth.'' Kemble had failed his Cambridge exarns because he thought Paley a "miserable 

sophi~t."~' He went abroad, attended university in Heidleberg and Munich, and studied 

philology. When he returned to England, he was one of the ablest Anglo-saxon scholars of his 

 da^.'^ He made a career in writing and publishing.s3 His reviews of European philologists Iike 

Jacob Grimm and Rasmus Rask were too technical for al1 but a tiny audience." But he argued 

for the integration of English with continental language scholarship, and advocated Gerrnan work 

on language at every opportunity. In 1830, Thorpe published his translation of Rask's work, as 

the Grammur of the Anglo-Saxon Tongrre. It was the first volume of continental-style comparative 

philology available in ~ n ~ l a n d ?  Kemble was among those who praised it for avoiding Tookean 

"'Among many examples, in 1830 Kemble went to Spain to support the Constitutionalists. Supporters refused 
to cut their hair or beards until the Constitutionalists won. When the Constitutionalists were beheaded he returned 
to England, to find that his chances of a church career were ruined. See Francis Ann Kernble, Records of a Girlhood, 
Henry Holt: New York. 1877: Records of a Later Life 1882 and Furrher Records 189 1. See also Percy Fitzgerald, 
The Kerribles: An Accourir of the Kemble Farnily, Tinsley Brothers: London. 187 1 ,  passim. 

"Hans Aarsleff, The Study of Language in Englarrd, p.  42. Kemble was schooled at Clapham by Charles 
Richardson, a student of Home Tooke but known for his classical lexicography. At Cambridge, he was a member 
of the Apostle's club. as the Cambridge Conversazione Society was called, many of whorn had sympathy with 
German mystical philology and disliked the hearty style of the Oxford evangelical movement. Kemble had loved 
Germany so much when he studied there that his friends feared he might not retum. 

"See Raymond Wiley. "Anglo-saxon Kemble: The Life and Works of John Mitchell Kemble, 1807-1857, 
Philologist, Historian. Archaeologist," in Sinoa Chadwick Hawkes, David Brown, and James Campbell, eds., Anglo- 
Saxon Srudies in Archaeology and History, British ArchaeoIogicaI Reports: Oxford. 1979. pp. 165-73, Vol. 1. 

%emble was editor of the Briiish and Foreign Review; or European Quarrerly for its entire print mn. 1 8 3 5 4 .  

U Kemble's review of Jacob Grimm's Cranimurik, for example, was typeset for the Foreign Quarterlj Review 
in 1833, but was considered too technical and so was not printed. 

''prier to this. in 1823, antiquary Joseph Bosworth had published a short Anglo-saxon gramrnar, but Thorpe's 
translation of Rask was both a more thorough work. and was also a clearer grarnrnar than Bosworth's Elements 
because it contained nothing of Tookean etymology. Bosworth had included some, though not much, etymological 
material in his grammar. Further, Bosworth had used Anglo-Saxon characters, where Thorpe used Roman characters 
supplemented by the two extra Anglo-saxon characters, the thorn and eth. This made Thorpe's work more accessible, 
where the typography made Bosworth's grammar more forbidding. 
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etymology. By their publications, then, Thorpe and Kemble demolished the influence of Tooke's 

style of language phi~osophy.~~ However, they put controversy in its place. 

While Thorpe and Kemble established the empincd over the a priori method, they 

disagreed about how Anglo-saxon studies should be prosecuted, and about the best way to 

reproduce Anglo-saxon texts. As few of these had been edited and published, the study of Anglo- 

Saxon as a language necessarily involved the study of Anglo-saxon texts. Anglo-Saxonists were 

thus expert in palaeography (the study of the handwriting of various times), epigraphy (the study 

of inscriptions) and codicology (the study of the physical and historicai aspects of rolls and other 

ancient documents). The Danish were active in studying the family of Ianguags related to Old- 

Geman. Danish Old Norse and Anglo-saxon scholar N.F.S. Grundtvig was in England from 

1829 to 183 1. He had transcribed Beowulf, as part of continuing the work of his predecessor, G.J. 

Thorkelin. on the history of early Gemanic peoples.57 Grundtvig had published editions of 

important Anglo-saxon texts. including Beoivrilf. in Denmark. A dispute between Benjamin 

Thorpe and Grundtvig over a contract to publish a British edition of Beowulf Ieaked into the 

" ~ e w  antiquaries used Tooke's notion of etymology by 1830. "Indeed. in the period, 1800-1840. the Society of 
Antiquaries showed themselves to be surprisingly modem in their outlook." T.A. Birrell, "The Society of Antiquaries 
and the Taste for OId English, 1705-1 840" in Neophilologus, J.B. Walters: Groningen. 1966, pp. 107- 1 16, p. 1 14. 
Exceptions were Joseph Bosworth, who had used Tooke's notion of the "affinity" of languages in occasional places 
in his Anglo-Saxon grarnmar. The only example 1 have been able to find, of an a n t i q u q  embracing Tookean 
Etymology, is John Trotter Brockett, A Glossary of North Country Words. with their Etyrnology, and Aflnity ta Other 
Lungrtages, and Occasional Notices of bca l  Customr and Popular Superstitions, E. Chamley: Newcastle-on-Tyne, 
1846. See Raymond WiIey, "Grimm's Gramrnar Gains Ground In England," in Elmer H. Antonsen, James W. 
Marchand, and Ladislav Zgusta, eds., Tire Grimm Brothers and the G e m n i c  Past, Benjamins: Amsterdam, 1990, 
pp. 33-42. 

57 The Royal Museum in Copenhagen funded a research trip for GJ.  Thorkelin to England in 1786-90. to find 
further manuscript material. In England, Thorkelin transcribed Beowulf, which he took to be about the conflict 
between a Danish hero and Swedish kings. It was published in 1815 as De Danorum rebus gestit seculo III et iV 
Poenra Danicum diaiecto Anglo-Saronica. For a study of Beowulf before this, see Eric Stanley, "The Continental 
Contribution to the Study of angloSaxon Writings up to and Including that of the Grimms," in Thomas Finkenstaedt 
and Gertmd Scholtes, eds., Torvards A History of Englisfr Studies in Ewope, University of Augsburg Press: 
Augsburg, 1983. pp. 9-39. 



press.'' Beorvuif was suddenly discovered as a national literary 

about the indignity of a Dane publishing English ~iterature?~ 

Most Anglo-saxon experts in Bntain at this time were 
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treasure, as patriots thundered 

antiquaries. One was Frederic 

Madden, the seventh son of an Irish captain in the navy. Madden became Head of the Department 

of Manuscripts at the British Library, and spent a lifetime waging war with other members of 

the British Library staff who did not meet his standards as book-levers. Kis bellicose letters to 

his superiors had increased budgets for the cleaning and preservation of just such manuscripts 

as those being disputed." However. in this case Madden acted temperately. on behalf of the SA 

Council, of which he was a member. Concemed both to ensure that an Anglo-saxon series was 

done well, and to increase the prestige of the SA, Madden proposed that the Society undertake 

an Anglo-saxon series, to include the disputed material and more: 

[Wlhile in France, Germany, Denmark, and Sweden, much has been done of Late for the 
cultivation of ancient native literature, it bas been a source of mortification to the English 
Antiquary and philologist. that in this country few have been the steps taken, during the 
last century, towards cornrnunicating to the world the literary treasures preserved among 
us. from the times of our Saxon and Anglo-Norman f~refathers."~' 

- - - - -  

' '~n 1830. Grundtvig drafted a proposa1 to the Oxford publishing house Black. Young and Young. for a 
Bibliorheca Anglo-Saronica in ten volumes. It was to include Beowulf. Caedmon, the Exeter Book, Layamon. and 
some Homilies. Black's agreed to begin issuing the first volume in 183 1 .  But Thorpe had a prior agreement for the 
publication of a similar project, and his own subscription Iist, prior to the issuing of the Grundtvig prospectus. 
contained most of the narnes on Grundtvig's later subscription Iist. 

'"This piut of the "Anglo-saxon Debate" has been well discussed by Aarsleff. The Srudj of hnguage iri Brirairi, 
p. 140ff. See also J.R. Hall, "The First Two Editions of Beowulf: Thorkelin's (1 8 13) and Kemble's (1 833)" in DG. 
Scragg, Paul Szarmach. Helene Scheck and Holly Holbrook, eds.. The Editing of Old English, Brewer: Cambridge, 
England. 1994, pp. 239-50 and R.W. Chambers, Beorvitlf. An Inrroduction ro the Stud~ of the Poem rvirh a Discussiorl 
of the Stories of Ofla and Finn, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1959. 

HI Among the many sources of information on Fredenc Madden's colourfu1 letters, memorandums, and battles. 
see Edward Miller, Thar Noble Cabinet: A Hisros. of the Brirish Museum, Ohio University Press: Athens. Ohio. 
1974; and Michael Borrie, "Panizzi and Madden," The Brïrish Libral Journal, 5 :  1 Spring ( 1979); 18-36. 

"Madden, CM lOl(March 1831); 253-54. Madden's diary included the following: "Agreed to join some 
gentlemen in forming a Society for the purpose of publishing Saxon and Early English MSS. in opposition to 
Grundtvig's plan, which is a reproach to English scholars." Quoted in Aarsleff, The Study of Language in England, 
p. 188. The national rivalry was remarked on in the Foreign Review S(March 1830), p. 493. See also T.D. Rogers, 
ed., Sir Frederic Madden at Cambridge: lhracrs from Madden's Diaries 18.31, 1838, 184 1-2, 1836. 1859 and 1863, 



The series was a success both with antiquaries and the public, although it was expensive. and was 

cut back for a time during the reform p e r i ~ d . ~ ~  

This controversy engendered a second phase, known as the Anglo-Saxon Debate of 1834- 

36. Typographical and representational issues came to the fore.63 The protagonists were Kemble 

and Thorpe. The question was whether the Anglo-saxon alphabet could be accurately represented 

by the Roman alphabet supplemented by two further characters (thom and eth), or whether the 

Anglo-saxon alphabet shouid be represented by the often similar, but rather more angularly 

shaped characters found in many Anglo-saxon manuscripts. KembIe argued for the supplemented 

Roman characters, Thorpe for the older, onginal chara~ters .~  

The two positions reflected the different continental language schools these antiquaries 

had trained in. Thorpe had studied with the Danes, who traced the history of peoples and 

languages through careful attention to the remaining manuscript evidence. The Danes had a 

tradition of manuscript preservation going back two centuries, and their skills in interpreting 

Cambridge Bibliographical Society: Cambridge. 1980. 

" ' ~ n  Anglo-saxon Cornmittee was formed immediately. At their suggestion, the initial series was intended to 
produce texts. with notes and introductions to Caedmon, Lqanion, Onnulurn, Beowulf, the Exeter Book, Appoloriilts 
of rire, Aelfric's Grarnmar, and the Saxon Gospels, accompanied by English tnnslations and complete glossaries. 
The series in fact went considerably beyond this. 

' m i s  debate received comment in many penodicals at the time, including the British and Foreign Revieiv; o r  
Eriropean Quarterfy, the Times, the Gentleman's Magazine, the Foreign Quarierly Review and others. 

T h e  language known as Anglo-Saxon was written in England about 6 0  to about 1 LOO C.E. Naturally, tex& 
from different times showed variations in the way characters were made. The great majority of rnanuscripts were 
unpubtished: many had not even been seen by scholars of language. In others, Latin, Greek and other Ianguages were 
also attested within Anglo-saxon manuscripts, further complicating analysis of the alphabet. Evaluation was made 
still more difficult by the presence of Runic funerary inscriptions which were ciearly Anglo-saxon in language but 
variant in form. And the relations of Anglo-saxon to other members of the Old-German family were not yet clearly 
known. The question arose, did a particular character set identify a distinct language? Were there several Anglo- 
Saxons, perhaps associated with different kingdoms? What were their differences? Thus, it was possible in the 1830s 
to question whether manuscripts using the more Latinate Anglo-saxon alphabet represented a11 Anglo-saxon material. 
Ingram's Inaugural Lecture had used the supplemented Roman alphabet but his edition of the S a o n  Chrunicle used 
the Anglo-saxon alphabet. See J.D.A. Ogilvy, Books Known to the English, 597-1066. Medieval Academy of 
America: Cambridge, Mass, 1967. 
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hands and codices were better than those of their German counterparts6' For Thorpe, attuned 

to the unique character of each manuscnpt, accuracy meant reproducing the authentic Anglo- 

Saxon script. Kemble had studied with the Germans. Their interest in the historical relations 

between languages was more theoretical, and less involved with the physicai aspects of texts, 

characters. German language study was aiso applied to the history of peoples, but tended to be 

less sedulously attached to rnanuscnpt citations and more interested in broad thematic areas such 

as law, religion. and ar~haeology.~~ Kemble understood the value to British Anglo-saxon 

scholarship of a greater appreciation of German comparative linguistics, and wanted to tum this 

expertise towards a German-style history of Anglo-saxon Britain. To him, it was more important 

to achieve a good mode1 of links between the Old-Gennan related languages. and a history of 

Anglo-saxon Britain, than to attend endlessly to the particularities of manuscripts. The anticipated 

Anglo-saxon senes sharpened the investment of these two men in these issues. Very few Anglo- 

Saxon manuscnpts were at that iime published, heightening the interest felt by al1 Anglo- 

Saxonists in those that were. The SA, tme to its traditional concern with accurate representation, 

was, initially, producing texts using the Anglo-saxon rather than Romanised ~haracters.~' 

Battle was joined in the press. Kemble called the Society's publications "bibliomaniacai 

foppery," and asserted that the new printing societies were doing better editions than the SA? 

" ~ e e  S.A.J. Bradley. "Grundtvig, Anglo-saxon Literature, and 'Ordets Kamp til Seier"' Gninrvig Studier, 
4 1 ( 1989-90); 2 16-35; William M. Christie, "Rask's Lecture on the Philosophy of Language," in Adam Makkai and 
Alan K. Melby. eds., Linguistics and Philosophy: Essays in Honour of Rrilon S. Wells. Benjamins: Amsterdam. 1985, 
pp. 77-83 and Marie Bjerrum. "Rasmus Kristian Rask: Some Bibliographical Comments," Hisroriographico 
Linguisrica. 7:3 ( 1980); 403- 10. 

66 For a contemporary staternent of this problem, see David Dunville, "Editing OId English texts for Historians 
and Other Troubiemakers," in D.G. Scragg, Paul Szarmach, HeIene Scheck and Holly Holbrook. eds., The Editing 
of Old English, Brewer: Cambridge, England, 1994, pp. 45-52. 

" ~ t  the tirne of the Debate, only the fint volume had appeared (Caedmon, 1833). It was edited by Thorpe. and 
used the original rather than the Roman characters. After this, the SA switched to the supplemented Roman style. 

"Kemble had published in supplemented Roman characters through the Aelfric Society. 



He condemned English universities for their poor language scholarship as compared to 

continental scholarship. He argued that the original characters were forbidding. and deterred new 

students from leaming Anglo-saxon. He declared that faithful representation made SA 

publications too expensive to gain a wide readership arnong the poor students with the best 

r n i n d ~ . ~ ~  Thoipe and others responded in more moderate language. pointing out that Gennan 

philologists did more than comparative linguistics and history--they were prone to fiights of 

metaphysicd fancy. No-one understood their work because it was obs~ure. '~  Kemble replied that 

their "ignorance wouid. if perpetrated by a boy in the second form of a public school. have richly 

merited and been duiy repaid by a liberal application of ...[ the] birch." Thorpe responded with the 

observation that Kemble was only half-educated in what either country had to offer. and gave a 

few good examples." Naturally. the public followed the argument with interest. 

Madden again mediated peace, allocating kudos and redirecting energies? His response 

again addressed the scholarly issue and improved the prestige of the SA. His temperate discussion 

of the ments and defects of various works almost disguised the fact that he sided with Kemble. 

Thus the SA series changed over to the supplemented Roman alphabet. But Madden questioned 

"Kemble, in GM 102(1833): 329-3 1 .  

"'~ntiquaq Henry Crabb Robinson. whose experiences travelling on f lûû per annum during the French 
RevoIution were noted in Chapter Four, had attended the University of Jena. He noted German students' acceptance 
of a transcendentalist theory of language. See Thomas Sadler, ed., The Diary, Reminiscences. and Correspondence 
of Henry Crabb Robinson, J.W. Parker: London, 1869, 3 volumes, Vol. 1, p. 128. 

7 1 The major articles involved are: CM August 1834 (New Series ïï. 140); September 1834 (NS ïï 259-60) and 
(NS II, 326-4). 

 adde den's articles are in CM N.S. 2(November 1834); 483-86 and (December 1234); 59 1-94. Boswonh had 
previously tried to mediate, unsuccessfully. Madden had authority within the community because he had edited 
Havelock the Dane in 1828, and was very familiar with the manuscript record. See also Gretchen P. Akerman. "Sir 
Frederic Madden and Arthurian Scholarship," in Valerie M. Lagorio and Mildred Leake Day. eds., King Arthur 
Through the Ages. Garland: New York, 1990, pp. 27-38 and Akerman, "J.M. Kemble and Sir Frederic Madden: 
'Conceit and Tm Much Gennanism'?" in Car1 Berkhout and Milton Gatch eds., Angfo-Saxon Scholarship: The First 
Three Centuries, Hall: Boston, 1982, pp. 167-8 1. 



whether languages were lawful in quite the naturdistic way Kemble had suggested, and 

acknowledged the problems the traditionalists pointed out. The path fonvard, as he counselled 

his colleagues in print, involved a new senes, collating dl orthographic variants in the corpus, 

in order to test the comrnunity's assurnptions about ~nglo-saxon.13 

The controversy Thorpe and Kemble had engaged in had involved questions in language 

study. It was rapidly resolved in favour of Kemble's approach. Both men continued work. in this 

but also in another area of antiquarian language study: editing, publishing and writing about 

Anglo-saxon manuscripts. For the next two decades, both published many texts from the original 

manuscripts. Thorpe. whose eminence as an Anglo-Saxonist was in no way diminished by this 

controversy, edited many of the SA series'  publication^.^^ After the publication of Thorpe's 

Analecfa, done in supplemented Roman type, the animosity died out of their reviews and 

publi~ations.~~ 

Kemble published less with the SA Anglo-saxon series than did T h ~ r p e . ~ ~  However, he 

')This second series was not pratuitous: sorne aspects of Anglo-Saxon grammar were still undetermined. But it 
is also m e  that the controversy brought the Society notoriety, that Madden's actions brought it distinction, that 
making Anglo-saxon chic was to enhance antiquaries' public role as arbiters in intellectual questions, and that 
antiquaries would benefrt from being the new series' editors and printers. 

74 For the SA main senes, Thorpe edi ted Caedmon ( 1 832). Apoilonius of Tyre ( 1834). Libri Psalmorum ( 18341, 
A nglo-Saron Version of the Holy Gospels ( 1 842) and the Codex Exoniensis. The Caedmon received muc h cri ticism. 
See J.R. Hall. ed., "The Coneybeare 'Caedmon': A turning Point in the History of Old English Scholarship," Harvard 
Librop Bulletin. 33:4 Fa11 (1985); 378-1103. Thorpe also published many legal and literary texts outside the SA. In 
18.10, Thorpe published The Ancient L a w  and institutes of England, in 1842 the Saron Gospels, in 1845 a translation 
of German linguist J.N. Lappenberg's A Histov of England Under the Anglo-Saxons, in ten volumes over the years 
1843-36, the Ariglo-Saron Honiilies, in 1848-49 the works of Florence of Worcester, in 1855 an edition of Beowulf 
coltated with the important Cottonian manuscript copy, and in 1857 another transtation of Lappenberg as A Hisrop 
of England iinder the Noman Kings. Thorpe also published popular works about Anglo-saxon mythology. 

''~emble praised Thorpe's Anolecta Anglo-Saronica i n  his review of CM (April 1834) N.S. 1; 39 1-3. Thorpe's 
Analecta Anglo-Suxonica addressed the problem of the forbidding appearance of Anglo-saxon to students. was 
printed in supplemented Roman type, and was intended as an introductory work. It also contained excerpts from 
many manuscripts never before published, and so was of great interest to many Anglo-Saxonists. 

"Kemble did the Poetry of the Codex Vercellensi~. one of the most important Anglo-saxon literary volumes. 
and the Dialogue of Salomon and Saturnus in the Aelfric Society's Homilies of the Anglo-Saron Church. Kemble 
was critical of Thorpe in his 1833 review of the SA Caedmon in CM 102(1833); 329-31. In 1833, Kemble also 
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published several articles in the Archaeologia. One of these was an important contribution to 

Anglo-saxon studies, and ail show distinctive features of antiquarian philology. in 1838 Kemble 

published on   un es.^^ He analysed the social meaning of the wood and Stone objects into which 

runes had been carved. to show that they had formed an occult, hieratic language, used only on 

religious occasions. He used matend from Tacitus' history of the Germans to show that this had 

been the case in late Roman Germany as well. In the analysis that followed. Kemble made one 

of the most dramatic announcements in the history of the study of Anglo-saxon poetry: the name 

of an important poet. He was able to do this because, like Carnden, he had an archaeoiogical 

appreciation of words. By evaluating the physical properties of objects bearing mnic inscriptions, 

he developed a theory about the context of their use and thus about regularities found in mnic 

and related writings. By comparing these with continental and Icelandic cases, and analysing their 

elisions, ellipses and case endings in conjunction with contemporaneous manuscripts, marginaiia 

and gloses, Kemble could discuss the place of riddling and alliteration in understanding 

previously obscure Anglo-saxon poetry. On this basis, he showed that one poet had signed his 

name, Cynewulf, anacrostically, in a poem which had previously been thought unimportant 

published a text of Beowulf, without a translation. dedicated to Jacob Grimm and slighting towards Danish scholar 
N.F.S. Grundtvig. Kemble sent copies of his edition of Beowuffand of Thorpe's Caednlorl in 1833 to Jacob Grimm. 
These were reviewed by Grimm. Thorpe responded with a measured review of Grimm's work in his Analecta Anglo- 
Saxoniea. 

?ohn Mitchell Kemble, Archaeologia 27(1838) No. W. "On Anglo-saxon Runes," pp. 327-72. The various 
Runic alphabets are reproduced in Plate XV. Kemble comments repeatdy on the destruction of Anglo-saxon 
materials by Christians: "It is a lamentable thing, that no early copy should have k e n  made of this before the 
sacrilegious fury of the Presbyterian iconoclasts, in 1642, caused the cross to be flung down," p. 350. Kemble's 
theoretical commitments are also evident. See among several examples: "these preliminary remarks will not be 
without service in assisting to explain why my interpretations of certain Anglo-saxon mnic monuments differ roto 
coelo from those of the Iearned Danes. who have k e n  so obliging as to attempt to decypher them for us; and to Save 
them this trouble in future. a son of tacit understanding in this country [has arisen], that the labour and the honour 
might just as well be left to hem; in the propriety of which view it is dificult to concur," p. 327 and "as Gerrnan 
is as yet by no means so generally understood as it rnust be by al1 who pretend to any successful investigation of 
our national antiquities, 1 shall take the opportunity at once of stating some of William Grimm's results," p. 328. 



nonsense. This initiated a great deal of research into Anglo-saxon riddling and al~iteration.~~ 

In another article, Kemble showed that a fragmentary inscription found on an Anglo- 

Saxon cross was a version of a poem found in the Vercelli manuscript, and explained how Runic 

characters were keyed to written character~.~~ In this article, as in the previous one. careful 

attention to the physical makeup and context of mnic-inscribed objects was constitutive of 

Kemble's interpretive method. In a third article, Kemble used the work of Jacob Grimm as well 

as archaeological and rnineralogical analysis to evaluate inscribed funerary articles found at 

several European sites. Kemble concluded with a claim that this kind of problem, and, he infers, 

the integrzted archaeological and philological method of solving it, "especially belongs to the 

competency of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of ~ngland."~" 

Carnden's forensic philology was still in use among nineteenth-century antiquarian 

philologists. then. Its presence cm also be seen in the articles of antiquaries who worked on 

numismatics, archaeological artefacts, and hieroglyphic~.~' In such cases, the interpretation of 

7 X  On the history of this study. and of how "Kemble and Jacob Grimm almost simultaneously announced the 
poet's name," see Kenneth Sisam, Studies in the Histor), of Old English Literature, Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1953, 
pp. 18ff. For a current view of the relationships between these alphabets, see Margaret Clunies Ross, "The Anglo- 
Saxon and Norse Runes Poems: A Comparative Study," Angfo-Saron England, 19(1990); 23-39. On the epigraphic 
context. see John Hines. "The Runic Inscriptions of early Anglo-saxon England," in Alfred Barnmesberger and 
Alfred Wollmann, eds., Brirain 400-600: Lunguage and History, Winter: Heidelberg, 1990, pp. 337-55. 

79 See "The relation of the poem to the inscription is perhaps not a matter of much interest. except inasfar as the 
collation of the one proves the accuracy of the system by means of which the other was decyphered." In Kemble, 
Archaeologia 30(1844). No. I I ,  "Additional Observations on the runic Obelisk at Ruthwell; the Poem of the Dream 
of the Holy Rood; and a Runic Copper Dish found at Chertsy," pp. 3 1-46, p. 38. 

'"Kemble. Archaeologia 36(1855), No. XXXII, p. 369. See the sarne approach. also using Grimm, i n  W.M. 
Wylie, Archaeologia 37(1857), No. XMX, "The Burning and Burial of the Dead," pp. 455-78. For Kemble's German 
training in this direction, see Hans Frede Nielsen, "Jacob Grimm and the 'German' Diatects," in Elmer H. Antonsen, 
James W. Marchand, and Ladislav Zgusta, eds., The Grimm Brothers and the Germarl Pnst, Benjamins: Amsterdam. 
1990. pp. 25-32. This article makes it dear that Grimm did less with the physical context of inscriptions than did 
Kemble. 

"See also Hudson Gurney, Archaeologia 30(1844), No. W, "Casts of Eight Punic Inscriptions found on the Site 
of Carthage," pp. 1 t 1-1 12; A.W. Franks, Archaeologia 38(1860), No. XV, "On Recent Excavations at Carthage, and 
the Antiquities discovered there by the Rev. Nathan Davis," pp. 202-36. Franks uses German philology to interpret 
archaeological results. Both Hebrew and Carthaginian inscriptions are reproduced in facsimile. See aIso Samuel 



words necessitated attention to their physical c ~ n t e x t . ~ ~  

The presentation of such materid in the Archaeologia makes it clear that an appreciation 

of the physical contexts of words was conventional among antiquaries during the period under 

consideration. Articles treating inscriptions regularly gave a copy and translation of the matenal 

within the text. But this was accompanied by engravings which attempted to provide a near- 

facsimile reproduction of the item in its original state. A sirnilar antiquarian equation of the 

semantic and physical aspects of texts can be seen in the many articles presenting previously 

unpublished manuscnpts. These cornmonly presented the text. followed by notes and a glossary, 

and were accompanied by plates giving at least examples, and sometimes the entire manuscript 

in near-facsirnile engra~ings.~' The relations of the facsimile to the traditional antiquarian desire 

for fully accurate representation of the vestiges of the past will be discussed iater in this chapter. 

In the 1830s, John Mitchell Kemble and Benjamin Thorpe were engaged in a 

philosophical argument about language study. But they published editions of Anglo-saxon texts 

Birch, Archaeologia 38(1860), No. XXV. "On a Historical Tablet of the Reign of Thothmes III recently discovered 
rit Thebes." pp. 373-88: Birch, Archaeologia 39(1863), No. XVIII. "On Two Egyptian Tablets of the Ptolemaic 
Period," 3 15-43; Reginald Stuart Poole, Archaeologia 39(1863), No. XXVI, "On the method of interpreting Egyptian 
Hieroglyphics by Young and Champollion, with a vindication of its correctness frorn the strictures of Sir George 
Cornewall Lewis," pp. 47 1-82; and J. Bmard Davis, Archaeologia 42(1866), No. XXIII, "Some Account of Runic 
Calendars and "Staffordshire Clogg" Afmanacs," pp. 453-78. 

''A similar impulse can be seen in the many cases where philology and archaeology were combined in discussing 
questions of political geognphy. See for example, Henry Hallam, Archaeologia 32(1847), No. XIX, "On the Anglo- 
Saxon Kings denominated Bretwaidas," pp. 255-62, on the extent of the kingdom south of the Humber River, and 
the succession of kings in this are. See also Henry Salusbury Milman, Archaeologia 38(1860), No. I I ,  "The Political 
Geography of Waies," pp. 19-36. A good introduction to the interrelations of the physical and the semantic elements 
of texts can be found in Edward A. Levenston, The Stuff of Licerature: Physicnl Aspects of Texts and their Relation 
IO Literary Memling, State University of New York Press: Albany, 1992. For an exarnpfe of this kind of analysis 
applied to British historiography, see Richard Kroll, The Material Word: Literare Culture in the Restoration and 
Enrly Eighreenth Century. Johns Hopkins University Press: Baltimore, 199 1. 

"see for example. George Stephens, Archaeologia 30( I843), No. XXVII. "Extracts in Prose and Verse from an 
OId English Medical Manuscript, preserved in the Royal Library at Stockholm," pp. 349-418; Thomas Joseph 
Pettigrew. Archaeologia 30(1844), No. XXVIII, "Observations upon the Extracts from an Ancient English Medical 
MS in the Royal Library of Stockholm," pp. 419-29, which also provides a critical review of N.F.S. Gmntvig's 
translations of the same manuscript. 



throughout their working lives. The editing of texts, and publishing on and about rnanuscripts, 

was a more comrnon scholarly activity among antiquaries than engagement wi th the philosophical 

questions surrounding the study of languages and texts. Access to printed texts was intimately 

connected to the growth of philology, as well as to many fields of antiquarian knowledge. Ln 

1830, there was much manuscript matenal which had not previously been read, collected, 

published or evaluated by scholars. The new industrial print technology made it possible to 

provide the scholarly comrnunity with inexpensive editions of these primas, sources." It also 

made possible scholarly aids such as cataiogues and bibliographies. Large numbers of nineteenth- 

century antiquaries were involved in this intersection of the new printing capacity, and the study 

of languages and texts. 

Previous chapters have made plain the fact that many antiquaries were printers, had 

connections with the printing trades, and formed printing societie~.~' These societies proliferated. 

The Surtees Society, for example, founded in 1834, led to the foundation of the Camden Society 

in 1838, which in tum led to the creation of the Aelfric, Shakespeare, and other s~cieties.'~ 

"see, arnong a wealth of examples, Henry Ellis, Polydore Vergil's English Histor): froni an Early Tramlarion 
presenred anrotig the MSS of the Old Royal Librar). in the British Museuni, Vol. I.. Containing the First Eiglrt Books. 
Coniprising the Period Prior to the Norman Conquesr, J.B. Nichols for the Camden Society: London, 1846: Henry 
El l is. Specitli Britanniae: An Historical and Chorographical Description of the Counq of Esse-r. by John ~Vorderr, 
1594- Ed., fronl the Original Manuscript in the Marques of Salisbury's Library at Hatjfïeld. J.B. Nichols for the 
Camden Society: London, 1840; Frederic Madden, The Old Englisfi Versions of the Gesta Rornariorurn: ed., for the 
First Time from Manuscripts in the British Mitseunr and University Library, Cambridge; with an lritroducriort and 
Notes, W .  Nicol, Shakespere Press: London, 1838, originally printed for the Roxburghe Club; and Josiah Forshall, 
Frederic Madden, The Holy Bible. contai~iing the Old and New Tesranrerzts, with the Apocryphal Books, in the 
Eurliest English Versions. Made from the Lutin Vdgare bp John Wyclifle and his followers, Oxford University Press: 
Oxford. 1850. 

''of these, the Roxburghe Club was the first and most exclusive. See Edward Edwards, Libraries and Foitnders 
of Libraries, Tmbner: London. 1865, pp. 424-26. Roxburghe editions were uneven, but the criticism of them in the 
antiquarian community led to much more careful standards. For other printing societies, see Appendix 2.B.3. 

nr, See John Gough Nichols* account of the genesis of these societies in Nichols, A Descriptive Catalogue of the 
Works of the Camden Socie p..., J.B. Nichols: Westminster, 1862, Preface, n.p. and Abraham Hume and A.L. Evans, 
The Leamed Societies arid Printing Clubs of Great Britain: Being an Account of their Respective Origin, Histor)., 
Objects, and Constitution .... G. Willis: London, 1 853. 
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Antiquaries can be found on their councils, and often make up a large proportion of editors and 

subscribers. Of the 104 publications produced by the Carnden Society, 1838-70, for example. 80 

were edited by an tiqua rie^.'^ Antiquaries made up twenty-three of twenty-eight original Council 

rnembers of the Shakespeare Society. In 1842, the Philological Society of London was fonned. 

Antiquaries made up 24% of founder members and 23% of Council members throughout the 

period under consideration, and contributed 16 articles to its 5 volumes published in its first 

decade. Antiquaries, then. were deeply involved with editing and printing the materiais they 

wanted to study. 

Print technology also made possible cornprehensive bibliographie aids. Many antiquaries 

published catalogues of manuscripts available in various collections. Many of these were related 

to Anglo-saxon s t u d i e ~ . ~ ~  Others organised catalogues of manuscripts according to the collection 

" ~ r e  Hubert Hall. ed.. List urrd index of the Publicatiorls of the Royal Historical Society. 1871-1897 arid of the 
Carriden Society 1840-1897, Royal Historical Society: London, 1925 and R.A. Humphrey, The Royal Historical 
Society, 1868-1968, Royal Historical Society: London, 1969. The Camden Society was eventually reformulated ris 

the Royal Historical Society in 1872. 

""Se for example, William Henry Btack, Catalogue of the Arundel Manuscripts in the Library of the College 
of Arnrs: MDCCCXXIX, S and R. BentIey: London, 1829; John Payne Collier, Thomas Egenon, A Catalogue, 
Bibliographical and Critical, of Early English Litera ture; Formirrg a Portion of the Library ar Bridgewarer House, 
the Properry of the Rr. Hon. Lord Francis Egerton, M. P., T. Rodd: London, t 837; Francis Douce, Catalogue of the 
Pririted Book and Manuscripts bequeathed by Francis Douce, Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1840; Henry Ellis. 
Francis Douce, William Petty Marquis o f  Lansdowne, Record Commission o f  Great Britain, A Catalogue of the 
Marquis oftansdowne's Manuscripts in the British Museum, R. & A. Taylor: London, 1819, 2 volumes; Josiah 
Forshall, A Caralogue of Manuscripts in the British Museum, The British Museum By Order o f  the Trustees: London, 
1834-41. 1 volume in 3 parts; Richard Gough, Bulkeley Bandinel, PhiIip BIiss, A Catalogue of the Books Relating 
ta British Topography, and Saron and Northern Literature, Clarendon Press: Oxford, 18 14; J.O. Halliwell-Phillipps, 
Corrrerlts of the Codex Holbrookianus, Richard and John E. Taylor: London, 1840; J.O. HaIliweII-Phillipps, John 
Russell Smith, joseph Walter Eyton King, A Catalogue of an Unique Collections of Ancierrt English Broadside 
Ballads rvith Notes of the Tunes and Imphts,  J.R. Smith: London. 1856; John Payne Cotlier, A Bibliographical and 
Critical Accoirnt of the Rarest Book in the English Language, Alphabetically Arranged, rvhich During the Lasr Fi f i  
Years have Corne Under the Observation of John Payne Collier, D.G. Francis: N.Y., 1866,4 volumes; and Thomas 
Corser and James Crossley, Collecranea Anglo-poetica: or, a Bibliographical and Descriprive Catalogue of a Portion 
of a Collection of Early Eriglish Poetry, Chetham Society: Manchester, 1860-83, 1 1 volumes. 



in which they were foundSg9 Still others catalogued matenal related to the study of Anglo- 

~ a x o n . ~  Some fitted this information into traditionai antiquarian works. John Caley, Bulkeley 

Bandinel and Henry Ellis. for example ,  reedited Dugdale's Monasticon in the sarne way Gibbon, 

Gough and Lysons had edited Camden's Britannia, appending much new manuscript material on 

the Anglo-saxon church." 

For many antiquaries, philological work meant an involvement with contemporary words 

and regional usage. Some antiquaries wrote grammars of British languages such as Gaelic and 

~ornish.~ '  Many catalogued provincial iotacisrns and phrases, as a part of recording the unique 

"See for example, John Payne Collier. A Catalogue of Heber's Collection of Early English Poetq, the Drama. 
Amietrr Bnllads, and Broadsides, Rare and Curious Books oti English, Scottish, and Irish Histoq, and French 
Ronrances, rvirh Notices, E. Lumley: London, 1834; Henry Ellis. A Catalogue of Manwcripts, fonnerly in the 
Possession of Frarices Hargraves ... now Deposired in the Brifish Museum, G. Woodfall: London. 1818: Thomas 
Duffus Hardy. A Catalogue of the h r d r  Chancellors, Keepers of the grear Seal, Masters of the Rofls, and Principal 
OfJ?cers of the High Court of Chancery, Henry Butterworth: London, 1843; John Holmes and Frederic Madden, 
Catalogue of the Manuscript Maps, Cham. and Plans, and of the Topographical Drawings in the British Museum, 
British Museum by Order of the Trustees: London, 1844-6 1; Nicholas Harris Nicolas, Catalogue of the Heralds' 
Visirarions: With references to Many Other Vafuable Genealog ical and Topographical Manuscripts in the British 
Musertm. J. Taylor: London, 1 825; William Henry Overall. Cata fogrre of the Sculpture. Paintings. Engravings. and 
Orher Works of Art Belonging to the Corporation of London, no pnnter given: London, 1867-68; William Roscoe, 
Frederic Madden. Seymour de Ricci, A Handlist of Manuscriprs in the Library of the Earl of Leicester at Holkhanr 
Hill: Abstracted froni the Catalogues of Williani Roscoe and Frederic Madden and Annotated by Seymour de Ricci, 
Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1932, Bibliographical Society Transactions No. 7 ;  Henry John Todd, Catalogue 
of the Book. both Manuscript and Prirtted, Which are Preserved in the Library of CIirist Church, Catiterbun, no 
publisher or location given: 1802; Thomas Wright, J.O. Halliwell-Phillipps, Reliquiae Antigua: Scrapsfronz Ancient 
Marrrrscripts, Illustrating Chiejiy Early English Lirerature and the English Language, W .  Pickering: London, 184 1-43, 
2 volumes; and Dawson Turner, Descriptive Index of the Contents of Five Manuscript Volunies, Illustrarive of the 
Histog of Grear Brituin, no printer given: Great Yarmouth, 1843. 

"'See Maria Dobozoy, "Minstrel Books: The Legacy of Thomas Wright in German Research," Bulletin of the 
Modern Lariguage Society, 8 7 9  (1986); 523-36. 

" ~ i l l i a m  Dugdale. Roger Dodsworth. John Caley. Henry Ellis, Bulkeley Bandinel. Richard Cowling Taylor and 
John Stevens. Monasticon Anglicatzunt: A History of the Abbies and Other Monusteries, Hospitals, Frieries, atld 
Cathedral and Collegiare Chirrches, with their Dependencies. in England and Wales: A lso of all such Scotch, Irish, 
and French Monasteries, as were iti any Mariner Connected with Religious Houses in England. ..Originnlly Pubfished 
in Latin by William Dugdale, J. Bohn: London, 1846, 6 volumes. 

" ~ e e  Edwin Norris, The Ancient Cornish Dram,  Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1859, which included a 
grammar, and Robert Archibald Armstrong, A Gaelic Dictionary in Two Parts ... to which is prefrxed a new Gaelic 
Grammar, J. Duncan: London, 1825. See also James Henthorn Todd, Cogudh Geadhel re Gallaibh = The War of 
the Gaedhil with the Gaill. or. The Invasions of Ireland by the Danes and other Nursemen. Longmans, Green, Reader 
and Dyer: London, 1867. The Irish originat and Engiish translation are on facing pages. 
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history of a county. Othen published sets of words organised by author or pe r i~d .~)  This kind 

of work harmonized with antiquaries' traditional interest in exhaustive collections, resulting in 

a large nurnber of dictionaries and glossaries." James Orchard Halliwell-Phillipps attempted to 

set this new antiquarian form of language study into their traditional historical f r a m e w ~ r k . ~ ~  

The encyclopedia and the dictionary were arrangements bound to appeal to antiquarian 

ambitions. Nineteenth-century antiquaries pubiished encyclopedic compilations in many different 

fields? Many antiquaries published dictionaries of words of various kinds. Mark Antony 

Lower's dictionary of English family names traced their histotical paths in the same way Carnden 

" 3 ~ e e  John Yonge Akennan, A Glossary of Provincial WordF and Phrases in Use in Wiltshire. John Russell 
Smith: London. 1842: J.O. Halliwell-Phillipps, A Dictionas. of Archaic and Provincial Words, Obsolete Phrases, 
Proverbs and Ancienr Customs. front the Fourteenth Century, Brixton Hill: Warwick, for Private Circulation, 1852; 
Halliwell-Phillipps. A Selectiori froni an Unpublished Glossar), of Provincial Words in Use in Wanvickshire in the 
Eady Pan of the Preserit Century. Chiswick Press: London. 1865; Thomas Heywood. On The South Lancashire 
Dialecr. Chetham Society: Manchester, 186 1. 

'44 On German language scho1a1-s' similar tendency towards dictionaries, see Ladislav Zgusta, "Jacob Grimm's 
Deutches Worterbuch and Other Historical Dictionaries of the Nineteenth Century," in Alan Kirkness, Peter Kuhn. 
and Herbert Ernst Wiegand, eds., Studien atm Deitrschen Worterbuch von Jacob Grimm urr Wilhelm Grininl, 
Niemeyer: Tubingen, 199 1. pp. 595-626; Herbert Ernst Wiegand, "Dictionary Styles: A Comparison Between the 
Dictionary of Jacob Grimm and Wilhelm Grimm and the Revised Edition," in Elmer H. Antonsen, James Marchand, 
and Ladislav Zgusta, eds., The Grimm Brothers and the G e m n i c  Pasr. Benjamins: Amsterdam. 1990, pp. 1 15-39; 
and Helmut Henne, "Jacob Grimm and Wilhelm Grimm at Work on their Dictionay," in the same publication, pp. 
89-96. 

"J.O. Halliwell-Phillipps, An Historical Sketch of the Provincial Dialects of England, illustrated by nurnerous 
examples, J. Munsell: Albany, N.Y., 1863. 

%Sec for example. James Robinson Planché, A Cyclopedia of Costume or Dictionary of Dress, Including Notices 
of Conremporaneous Fashions on the Continent; a General Chronological History of the Costumes of the Principal 
Coitniries ofEurope,frorn the Commencentertt of the Christian Era to the Accession of George rhe Third, Chano and 
Windus: London, 1876-79, 2 volumes; Matthew Pikington, A Dictionary of Painters from the Revival of Arr to the 
Presenr Period. Wilkie and Robinson: London, 18 1 O; Edward Foss, Biographica Juridica: A Biographical Dictionar). 
of the Judges of England froni the Conquesr to the Present Time, 1066-1870, J. Murray: London, 1870; Thomas 
Wright, Biographica Britannica fiteraria: or, Biography of Lirerar) Characters of Great Britain and Ireland, 
arrunged in Chronological Order. J.W. Parker: London, 1842-46, John Henry Blunt. Dictionary of Secrs, Heresies. 
Ecclesiasrical Parties. and Schools of Religious Thought, Rivingtons: London. 1874; John M. Wilson, The Imperia1 
Gazeteer of Scotland; oJ Dictionary of Scottish Topography, compiled from the most Recent Authorities, and forming 
a Coniplete Body of Scottish Geography, Physical, Statistical, and Historical, A. Fullarton: London and Edinburgh, 
186 1-73, 2 volumes. 



had done, in treating the important families of the  province^.^' Thomas Wright's dictionary of 

obsolete English was concemed to preserve information about words which were dying out or 

no longer in use.98 His Biographia Britannicu Literaria included a "[blibliographical list of 

editions of anonymous books in Anglo-Saxon, and of works specially illustrating the Anglo- 

Saxon language and h i ~ t o r y . " ~ ~  Many antiquaries cornbined a glossary of terms or words with 

work on a particular set of r n a n u s ~ r i ~ t s . ~ ~  John Brand was the only antiquary who managed 

to make this pursuit popular. by linking provincialisms to their local contexts and c u s t ~ r n s . ~ ~ '  

"'See Mark Antony Lower. Patronyntica Britannica: A Dicrionary of the Family Nomes of the Unired Kingdom. 
J.R. Smith: London. 1860. 

"Sec Thomas Wright. A Dicrionary of Obsolete and Provincial Eriglish: Cortraining Words from he Etlglish 
Wrirers Previous ro rhe Ninereenrh Cenruq ivizich are no longer in Use. or are not used in the sanie Sense. And 
words rvhich are rtoiv rised o n 1  in the Provincial Dialects. G. Bell: London. 1880. 

'"'Wright, Biographia Britannica Literaria: Or, Biography of Literar). Characters of Great brirairl and ireland. 
Arrunged in Chroriological Order. J.W. Parker: London, 184246, 2 volumes. vol. 1 p. 537. 

['"'Sec for example. William Greenwell, Bishop Hafield's Survey. A Record of rhe Possessions of the See of 
Drtrhani. made by Order of Thomas de Hatjield, Bishop of Durham. With an Appendix of Original Docunients. and 
a Clossary, Surtees Society: Durham, 1857; Thomas Wright, Political P o e m  and Songs relaring to English History, 
Composed Drrring the Period froni the Accession of Edw- II  to that of Ric. III. ..with a Glossar), and Index of 
Medieval h r i n  Words ... and of obsolete English Words. Longman, Green, Longman and Roberts: London, 1859-6 1. 
2 volumes; Robert Nares, J.O. Halliwell-Phillipps, Thomas Wright, eds., A Glossary; of Collecrion of Words, 
Phrases, Nantes and Allusions to Cusroms. Proverbs, etc., which have been thoughr ro require Illusrration, in tfie 
Worh of English Authors. Particularly Shakespeare and his Contemporaries, J.R. Smith: London, t 872, reprinted 
from the Nares, 1822 edition; Frederick George Lee, A Glossary of Liturgical and Ecclesiasrical Terrns. B. Quartich: 
London. 1877; James Raine, The Durham Household Book; or, The Accounts of the Bursar of rhe Monasrery of 
Durham from Peritecost 1530 CO Penrecosf 1534, J.B. Nichols: London, 184k with glossary; James Raine, The 
Charrers of Endowmen r, Inventories, and Accounr Rolls, of the Priory of Finchale. in rhe County of Drtrhani, J.B. 
Nichols: London, 1837, with glossary of terms; and Edward Edwards, Liber monasterii de Hjda: contprisittg a 
chronicle of the affairs of England, front the sertlement of the Saxons to rhe reign of King Cririt and a chartulary of 
rhe Abbey of Hyde, in Hampshire. A.D. 455-1023, Longmans, Green, Reader, Dyer: London, 1866. In this volume. 
texts included are in Latin, Anglo-saxon and Middle English with translations for the Angfo-Saxon material and a 
glossary . 

["'See John Brand, Observations on the Popular Antiquities of Grear Britain: Chiejly Illusrrating the Origin of 
oitr Vitlgar and Provincial Cusroms. Ceremonies and Supersririons, H.G.Bohn: London, 1838-49. arranged and 
enlarged by John Ellis, edited by James Orchard Halliwell-Phillipps. This was his first edition, which was a part of 
Bohn's Standard Library. Another version was published under the same titie by G.  Bell and Son in London in 1900- 
02 for Bohn's Antiquarian Library. The populrtr edition was Brand, Brand's Popular Anriquifies of Great Britain. 
Faith and Folklore: A Dicrionary of Narional Beliefs, Superstitions and Popular Custom, Past and Current. With 
rheir Classical and Foreign Analogues, Described and Illustrared, fonning a New Ed. of "The Popular Anriqui ties 
of Grear Brirain" by Brand and Ellis. largely Emended, Corrected, Brought Down to the Present Time, and nowfirst 
Alphaberically Arranged, Reeves & Turner: London, 1905, which was arranged as a dictionary. Alexander Dyce's 



Richard Chenevix Trench appeded for a more systernatic lexicographical practice arnong these 

very diverse works. lm 

As has been noted throughout this thesis, bibliography was an area in which many 

antiquaries worked. For antiquaries. this term still held its extended sense, and intersected 

naturaliy with the study of language and of rnanuscripts. Many antiquaries catalogued important 

manuscript collections.103 Many traced the history of rare books and rnanuscript~.'~ Joseph 

Hunter, for example, published a catalogue of Anglo-saxon charters in 183 1. His historical 

preface States the traditionai antiquarian links between collection and preservation, and the 

construction of history from as complete an evidential base as possible: 

it is to be desired that what still remains in manuscript should be brought to light, and 
that what is to be found in Our printed works should be coilected ... Forgotten names would 
be recovered, and our irnperfect catalogues of English wnters be rendered less 
incomplete ... nowhere c m  we find the result of so rnuch labour lying within what is so 

A Glossaq tu the Works of Willianr Shakespeare, Bickers: London, 1880, also sold well. 

""~ichard Chenevix Trench, On Sonre Deficiencies i f 1  our English Dictionaries, Philological Society: London. 
1857. See also Neil C. Hultin, "'To Shine with Borrowed Splendour': J.O. Halliwell-Phillipps, Thomas Wright. and 
Victorian Lexicography," Dictionaries, 16(1995); 109-50. 

 or the works of Dibdin. see Chapter Three, n. 122. See also William Younger Fletcher, who had been a 
member in  1870. English Book Collectors, Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner: London. 1902. This work dealt with the 
collections of Duke Humphrey, the Royal Library, Cotton, Selden, Haley, Ashmole and others. Fletcher had been 
a member in 1870. James Orchard Halliwell. A Handlist of the Early English Literature Preserved in the Maforle 
Collection in the Bodleian Library; Selected from the Printed Catalogue of that Collection, for pnvate circulation: 
London, 1860 and A Hand-List of the Earfy English Literature Preserved in the Douce Collection in the Bodleian 
Library; Selectedfronl the Pnnted Catalogue of that Collection, for private circulation: London, 1860. These hand- 
Iists described many of the most rare manuscripts in the Bodleian's exceptional collection. See also William Harris. 
A Catalogue of the Librav of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, rnethodically arranged with an alphabetical 
index of authors, W .  Savage: London, 1809; and Richard Colt Hoare, J.B. Nichols, Catalogue of the Hoare Library 
at Sronrhead, CO. Wilts.: to Which are Added an Account of the Museum of Brirish An tiqui fies, a Catalogue of the 
Paintings and Drawings, and a Description of the Mansion, John Bowyer Nichols and Son: London, 1840. Frederic 
Madden, Bulkeley Bandinel and John Gough Nichols edited the periodical Collectarrea Topographica et Genealogica, 
John Bowyer Nichols and Son: London, 183443, which provided bibliographical information on topogaphy and 
genealogy . 

I(U See for example, Adam Clarke, A Bibliographical Dicrionary: Containing a Chronological Accourtt, 
Alphabetica l fy A rranged. of the most Curious, Scarce, Useful and Important Books. in All Departments of Literature. 
rohich have been Published. Jrom the Infancy of Printing to the Beginning of the Nineteenth Cenfur)., W.  Baynes: 
London, 1802-@$,6 volumes; and John Reid, Bibliotheca Scoto-Cefrica; or, An Account of Al1 the Books rvhich have 
beeri Printed in the Gaelic Language, Wirh Bibliographical and Biographical Notices, J. Reid: GIasgow, 1832. 



manageable a b ~ i k . ' ~ '  

His sense of the value of every manuscript. however trivial, resembles archaeological antiquaries' 

sense of the value of dl excavated artefacts. Both had their roots in the traditional antiquarian 

historiography .lw 

The activity of editing and pnnting manuscripts, and of producing scholarly aids for the 

location and study of them, produced its own theoreticai questions. The most pressing of these 

involved systematising the way individual works and libraries were described. and the ways they 

communicated this information to scholars. Printed editions of Anglo-saxon texts were highly 

desirable, but it was often difficult for scholars to know what editions were available to them, 

either in print or in manuscript, as many libraries had no catalogues. and others had alphabetic 

catalogues only. Antiquaries led the emerging nineteenth-century consensus about the inadequacy 

of alphabetic catal~puing.'~' Catalogues arranged first by subject and then alphabetically by 

Ill5 Hunter. English Monastic Libranés. I. A Catalogue of the Librar). of Bretton in Yorkshire and II. Notices of 
the Libraries Belonging to Other Religious Houses, J.B. Nichols: London, 183 1, vii. A similar perspective can be 
seen in George Laurence Gomme's bibliography of archaeological papers: "Local details cannot be acquired without 
minute research and extensive knowledge. to be obtained only in the localities by residents in those localities ... No 
doubt many of the local details are vitiated by false theories concerning their origin and history and by false 
conclusions as to their purpose and meaning. But these defects do not destroy the recorded fact." George Laurence 
Gomme, Index of Archaeological Papers, 1665- 1890, Archibald Constable: London, 1907. x. 

"""Many [manuscripts] might have deserved preservation. as exhibiting what was the literal character used in 
successive ages, thus assisting to determine the age of manuscripts of far greater importance than thern. Even those 
which we now esteern of the least value would have remained sensible and evident proofs of what was the kind of 
reading in the middle ages, and what the extent of knowledge on important points; which might enable us to set a 
just value in the opinions of the men of those times, whenever they are to be put in opposition to the opinions of 
a more enlightened age. The commentators, the schoolmen, the theologians have thus an historical value." Hunter. 
English Monastic Libraries, x-xi. Hunter placed the sciences within the historiographie project. His statement about 
the history of the sciences shows his sense of antiquarian historiography: "1 see not how the history of any science 
is to be conducted through the middle age period, but by the assistance of the works of science of the middle age 
writers, though the contents of them. as works of science, may have now become of little value ... not a chronicle 
could perish, by which the world lost not the knowledge of some fact in our public history: and facts, like 
expenments in physics. never lose their value. " Hunter, English Monastic Libraries, x-xi. 

" " ~ h e  contribution of antiquaries working in the British Library has been discussed in Chapter Three. 



author were more useful to the scholar than merely alphabetical Advocacy for 

this system c m  be found in many antiquaries' works. Bulkeley Bandinel, for example, wrote of 

his catalogue of British topography: "it is hoped that the present attempt will possess the 

advantages both of an alphabetical and a classed ~ a t a l o g u e . " ' ~  

It is clear that many of these issues are inter-related. A nineteenth-century scholar could 

not study a language or the manuscripts composed in that language without knowing what was 

available and where. Thus, nineteenth-century antiquaries' publications often combine information 

about these related areas. Beriah Botfield, for exarnple, was sheriff of Northamptonshire and MP 

for Ludlow, 1840-47. His travels through English counties resulted in his 1849 Notes on the 

Cathedra1 Libraries of ~n~land."' His volume exemplifies the intersection of the antiquarian 

concem for preservation, interest in Anglo-saxon manuscripts, pursuit of bibliography, and 

advocacy in the question of cataloguing systems. 

Each chapter in Botfield's volume treated the arrangement and classification system, 

history, physical upkeep, regulations, and contents of one of thirty English cathedra1 libraries. It 

was the first information available for most of these libraries. Botfield remarked on antiquaries' 

need for information about manuscripts and early printed books. For him, this information, 

systematically arranged, founded the possibility of constructing British history: "How tedious 

'"see for exampte. William Harris, A Catalogue of the Librag of the Royal Institution of Great Britain: 
Methodically Arranged, with an Alphabetical Index of Authors, William Harris; London, 1809, classified first by 
subject and then alphabetically by narne. By cornparison, non-antiquary Hugh Robert Mill's Catalogue of the Library 
ofthe Royal Geographic Society. John Murray: London, 1895 was still arranged alphabetically by author. See also 
A C. Knight Watson, Caralogue of A Collection of Works on Pageantr). Bequeathed to the Socieo of Antiquaries 
of London by the Lare Frederick William Fairholf, Esq., FSA. Society of Antiquaries: London, 1869. 

" " ~ u i k e l e ~  Bandinel and Richard Gough. A Catalogue of the Books, Relaring to British Topography. and Saron 
nrrd Northeni Lirerature. Bequeathed ro the Bodleian Library in the Year MDCCXCIX, Clarendon: Oxford, 1814. 
Preface. p. 4. The catalogue was divided into sections such as Manuscripts, Maps, Missals, Psalters, Pnmers and so 
on. and entries were arranged within sections first by county and then alphabetically by author. 

"'8otfield. Notes on the Cathedral Libraries of England, Charles Whittingharn: Chiswick and London. 1849. 
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soever may be this long series of Works upon British History and Antiquities to the general 

reader, the Bibliographical Antiquary will thank me for the enumeration of many rare and 

vaiuable Lllustrations of English History. as well as for keeping as distinct as possible the 

Historïcai and Topographical Departrnents. ""l He was sure that: "if ...[ my] object can only be 

effected by a dry catalogue of books. the enthusiasm of the genuine bibliographer will carry hm 

through the task.""' He declared: 

A complete Catalogue, ... even in manuscript, [is] greatly to be desired; but, for facility of 
reference, its arrangement should be alphabetical, as a separate Index to the different 
cases rnight be added. It would also be desirable that each work should be described with 
that attention to bibliographical rninuteness which may ensure the accuracy of the 
Catalogue, and render it worthy of being perpetuated by the power of the press."' 

Botfield was remorseless in the pursuit of his task. Of Canterbury he wrote: "It is 

creditable to the curator of this library that two Catalogues of its contents have already been 

printed."ll' But at Exeter, he criticised the "most careless manner" of "sorne indolent librarian," 

who had entered new acquisitions in the existing prhted catalogue by hand. and "regretted to 

notice how much these valuable documents ... are still suffering from the dampness of the chamber 

in which they are kept."1'5 Lichfield is comrnended, as "the manuscripts are kept under lock ... in 

"'Botfield. Notes on the Cathedra1 Libraries of England pp. 39-40. 

' I2~otfield. Nom on the Cathedra1 Libraries of England, p. 48. 

"'~otfield. Notes on the Cathedra1 Libraries. p. 142. 

I IS Botfield, Nores on the Cathedra1 Libraries, p. 16. Of Durham and its librarian James Raine, FSA, he writes: 
"The third [catalogue of the Durham cathedra1 library collection] is the catalogue now in use, accurately arranped 
in  alphabetical order, by the Rev. Jas. Raine, the present Librarian. It is to be hoped that this gentleman rnay be 
enabled to steal a few hours from his antiquarian researches. to prepare this [new, extended] Catalogue, with 
appropriate notices of the rarer articles, for the press," p. 92. This was the first catalogue of materials held in  twenty- 
seven of the provincial cathedra1 Iibraries covered, They contained "rnany books now but seldom met with," p. 48. 

"s~otfield, Notes on rhe Cathedral Libruries of England, pp. 137-38. Gloucester and Lambeth are commended 
for being free of damp. pp. 17 1 and 189. 



brass-wire cages," and "[a] classed Catalogue appears to have been in contemplation." ' I6  But 

at Carlisle: "the place wears the aspect of neglect, and a beggarly account of empty cases 

disappoints the ardent enquirer for intellectual food; he seeks for Books, and in some Presses 

finds only a ~tone.""~ 

Most of each chapter of Botfield's volume listed and described the contents of each 

cathedra1 library. He paid particular attention to medieval manuscripts and early printed books. 

His work drew attention to many important and previously unknown Anglo-saxon works. and 

incunabula, leading to their publication. 

Botfield's work illustrates the intersection of the antiquarian concem for preservation. for 

new information about manuscripts, for comprehensive bibliographic information, and for 

systematic catalogues to support their work on texts. This kind of antiquarian work could lead 

to foundational scholarship in the study of texts. The work of Francis Fry. on early English 

Bibles, is a good example of this. Fry's work also enables us  to compare antiquarian with 

mainstream scholarship, in order to consider what was unique about antiquarian work. 

Francis Fry (1806- 1886) came from a Bristol family that had been Quaker since 1658.'19 

'"Botfield. Notes on tlze Cathedra1 Libraries, p. 259 and 267. 

"7Botfield, Notes on Cathedra1 Libraries, p. 72. Sirnilady at Ely: "the fastidious Bibliomaniacs will look here 
in vain for any Editiones Principes. or for any o t h r  of the earlier efforts of the Press," p. 13 1. 

"'Sec Botfield, Notes on the C'arhedral Libraries. For a publication by the Surtees Society of a previously 
unedited manuscript, see p. 116- 17. Botfield drew attention to an eighth century edition of Bede and a manuscript 
of Chaucer's poetry, p. 117-18, a rnanuscnpt copy of Wycliffs Bible, p. 174, and to numerous copies of works 
printed by Caxton and Wynkyn de Worde throughout. His discovery of an Anglo-Saxon map of Britain led to its 
publication by the Royal Society, p. 188, 

''They had been chocolate manufacturers since 1728, but also had a soap-making and chemists business by late 
in the century, and a printing firm, the "Cicero Press" in London. which mainly printed Bibles, from 1788. Joseph 
Fry, the father of Francis, was an enthusiastic advocate of industrial technology, introduced the first steam-driven 
printing press into London, and encouraged turnpike road and new methods of buiIding carriages, for which he 
received a Board of Agriculture silver medal in 1818. He and his wife Ann were also known for their work in poor 
relief. See Theodore Fry, A Bn'ef Memoir of Francis Fry, FSA of Bristol, "Not Published," 1887. The only copy of 
this work 1 have k e n  able to find is in the British Museum, and was probably printed at the Cotman Press at Fry's 
residence outside Bristol. Fry's sister Anna was known for her translation of Luther and MeIancthon. 



He attended a local Quaker school. and went into the family business. In 183 1 he acted as a 

special constable during the Bristol riots, but the family's factory and warehouse were bumed. 

In 1833 he married, and in 1839 moved into Cotrnan House, outside Bristol, where he remained 

until his death. While not a large house, Cotman housed Fry's personal printing operation.'" 

In business, Fry was known for his energy and his attention to detail. These quaiities can be seen 

in his antiquarian work on the bibliographic history of early English Bibles. 

William Tyndale had produced the first translation of the Bible into English in 1526."' 

As noted above, Catholic Britain was hostile to his efforts. But by the 1540s, the new Church 

of England began issuing its own, official translation."' The issue of interest to Fry was this: 

how many editions of Bibles were there between Tyndale's and the Aufhorised Version, and what 

were they like? This simple question was difficult to answer. Sixteenth-century printers bound 

pages from a previous edition into a later edition. Books which fd l  apart in later decades were 

sirnilarly "made up" when rebound. Some editions had misleading colophons because they were 

illegally printed. others lacked them completely. Much information on sixteenth-century print 

'"'AS well as his work with the Fry chocolate and soap concerns, Fry was also a Board Member of the Bristol 
and Gloucester Railway Company, and a founder member and from 1854 Director of the Bristol and Exeter Railway 
Company. The Bristol and Gloucester Company amalgarnated with the Gloucester to Birmingham Company in 1835. 
Fry played a leading role in the rnove, and continued on the Board. When the Bristol and Exeter merged with the 
Great Western in 1876, Fry retired. He was also a Board member of the South Devon Railway Company. but 
withdrew when I.K. Brunel wanted to try his atrnospheric power system. Fry did not, therefore, lose money as did 
other shareholders, and returned to the Board after this event. He was a representative of the Bristol and Exeter to 
the Devon and Cornwall Railway Company and Chair and Director of the Bristol Waterworks. where he worked to 
ensure a clean water supply for all districts of the city. 

" ' ~ h a t  is. Tyndale was the first to translate from the original Greek and Hebrew into English. The translation 
by Wycliff was from the Vulgate into Middle-English. and Anglo-saxon translations were from the Vulgate into Old 
English. 

" '~f ter  Tyndale's death. Miles Coverdale began translating into English the portions of the Old Testament 
Tyndale had not done. Coverdale's translation was published illegally on the continent in 1535. Within a few years 
of this, the Church of England was created, and Coverdale's and Tyndale's translations became the b u i s  for the 
Great Bible. issued in 1539, and placed in a11 English churches in the 1840s. But the Great Bible had been done 
hastily and had enors. The Bishops took on a second edition. known as the Bishops' Bible, issued throughout the 
1550s. Numerous further publications were issued between these and the 161 1 Authorised Version. 



shops  was unknown in the nineteenth century, and much of what was known was carried in the 

heads of a few experts, and was unpublished.lu Finally. the printed specimens f rom which this 

information could be gamered were spread across Europe and America. 

For over thirty years, Fry worked on this problem in British and European libraries and 

collections, examining and recording the paper sizes and types. seam wires, collation, signatures, 

pagination and colophons of every copy of every edition he saw. He counted and recorded 

numbers of letters per line and lines per page, on every page of every copy. He used details such 

as watermarks. unique capitals, and regularities in the slips of engravers' tools, t o  determine 

which leaves in particular copies had corne from an earlier edition but  had been rebound into 

later  editions. He travelled throughout Britain and the continent, to see every copy of an early 

edition he could. He corresponded with American collectors Henry Stevens and James  Lenox. 

who sent him photographs of every page of every early Bible they owned.'" In 1878. Fry 

published an exhaustive catalogue of the editions o f  English Bibles, L526-1611.'" 

'3~ntiquary Edward Arber's, The Ternr Catalogues, 1668-1709 A.D.; with a number for Eacrern Temi, 171 1 
A. D. A Conteniporary Bibliography of Eng lish Lirerature in the Reigris of Charles II, James II ,  William and Ma?, 
alid Anne. Edited frorn the Ve- Rare Quarterly Lists of New Books and Reprinrs of Divittity, History. Scierice. Law, 
Medicine. Mlrsic, Trade, Finance. Poerty, Plays, etc.; with Maps, Engravirigs, Playing Cards, etc.; Issired by the 
Bookseilers etc. of London, was privately printed in London. 1903-06. 3 voIumes. This was printed a few years 
before Arber's death, and was the product of a lifetime's work. 

"'~ee Henry Stevens, A Catalogu- of My English Librar): Collecred and Described, C. Whittingharn: London, 
1853. In 1860, Fry travelled in Europe for this purpose. Prior to t h ,  he had worked in the Royal Library at 
Windsor, at Lambeth, at the collections of the Duke of Spencer at AIthorpe, the Marquis of Northampton at Castle 
Ashby, the Earl of Ashbumham at Ashburnham Place, the Earl of Leicester at Holkham Hall, the Earl of Pembroke 
at Wilton and Lord Zouche at Parham. He was a close friend of George Bullen and Bulkeley Bandinel at the 
Bodleian and John Winter Jones at the British Library. He had corresponded with most notable collectors in Europe 
and America. The Emperor Alexander II of Russia, for example, conesponded with Fry about the 1864 discovery 
of the Codex Sinaticus and sent him a facsimile copy. James Lenox founded the New York Public Library with his 
own remarkabie coIlection. 

I3Francis Fry, A Bibliographie Description of the Editions of the New Testanient: Tyndale's Version in English. 
with Niimerous Readings, Cornparisons of Texts and Historicul Notices; the Notes in Full frorn the Edition of Nov. 
1533. An account of Two Octavo Editions of the New Testament of the Bishopse Version without numbers ro the 
Verses. Illustrated with 73 Plates, Titles, Colophons, Pages, and Capitals, Henry Sotheran: London and Fry: Bristol, 
1878. Fry's bibliographie work established the makeup and order of editions which scholars have depended upon 
since. Fry collated the 136 copies then owned by the British Library, as well as many other copies elsewhere, 



To appreciate Fry's work, it must be seen both for what it was, but also for what it was 

not. It was bibliographically exhaustive and accurate, and it was not sectarian. It is hard to 

overstate the presence of sectarian comment in nineteenth-century works on Biblical topics. Less 

than 10% of antiquaries published in Biblicd st~dies."~ Their work rnight be expected to show 

sectarianism similar to that found in non-antiquarian works. But a cornparison of Fry's work with 

that of popular and scholarly non-antiquarian authors also working on Tyndale's Testament shows 

that there was a distinct difference between antiquarian and non-antiquarian Biblicd studies. 

Sectananism is much more present in editions of Tyndale's work by non-antiquary authors, and 

the concem for exhaustive accuracy is much less evident.A review of popular and scholarly non- 

antiquarian works will reveal these differences. 

Popular works were stridently ~ectarian."~ Tyndale's Testament was the answer to "the 

gorgeous mummeries, the sensuous ceremonies, the towering comptions of the Church of 

 orne."'^^ Non-confonnists thanked God for "[tlhe voices that once ascended in praise from 

indicating in his Bibliographie Description which were incomplete, and which were mixed editions. He did the same 
for the first five folio editions of the Aurharised Version. The completion of such a labour by one person is almost 
inconceivable today. Lord Lindsay, Earl of Crawford and Balcarres described it as "a miracle of labour." Quoted 
from his letter to Fry, in Theodore Fry. A Brief Mernoir, p. SI. After his death, antiquary Edward Arbor described 
Fry as "one of the pillars of English Bibliography." Quoted €rom his letter to Fry's widow Matilda, in Theodore Fry. 
A Brirf Menioir, p. 62. 

""See data presented in Chapter Four and Appendix One. 

' 2 ' ~  complete review of works in the British Library coIlection, published between 1830 and 1870. on or about 
TyndaIe, was the buis for the following survey. These included anon., A Sketch Of The Life of William Tyridale, The 
Celebrared Trardator of the Bible irrto English, Simpkin, Marshall & Co: London, 1852; Edward Bickersteth, Corne 
Our Of Rome: The Voicefrom Heaven to the People Of Cod. A Sennon Preached Before the Protestmt Associatiori 
on Wedrtesday Evening, April 22. 1840, At Sr. Clemenr Danes Church, The Protestant Association: London, 1840, 
No. XXXI; F.G. Carrington, The Lre of William Tyndale, Translaror of the Bible, Charles Heald Thomas: Gloucester. 
1863; F.L. Clarke, The Life of William Tyndale, W .  Swann Sonnenschein & Co: London, 1883; Gites Hester. 
"William Tyndale and the English Bible," Bible Class Lectures, No. 1, London: W. Kent & Co, 1865: G. Barnett 
Smith, William Tyrtdale and the Translation of the English Bible, S.W. Partridge & Co: London, 1896 and W.L. 
Thornton, "William Tyndale and the English BibIe." Lectures Delivered Before the Young Men's Christian 
Associarion in Exeter Hall, from November 18.51 to February 1852, James Nisbet & Co: London, 1852. 

 ester, Bible Class Lectures, p. 9. 
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the forum, the dungeon, the solitude of exile, the rack, the scaffold, or the ~take.""~ Church 

of England authors. less enarnoured of extroverted rebellion, referred only to Tyndale's "work 

in connection with the reforrnati~n," '~ and legitimated conformity by noting: "everyone cannot 

be Luthers or ~atimers." '~ '  Al1 emphasised the vinue of "the modest, learned, self-sacnficing 

~ ~ n d a l e . " ' "  Few mentioned the history of the text. 

Scholarly works were Iess colourful, but not much better at discussing editions or 

presenting recensions.13' Three Victorians produced scholarly editions of Tyndale's works in 

the nineteenth century: Thomas Russell, George Offor and Henry Walter. For each, their religious 

'"W.L. Thonton. Lectures Delivered. p. 2 17. Great numben of examples of the glorification of martyrdorn could 
be given from popularïsing works. for non-conforming authors. martyrdorn validated Tyndale's work and non- 
conforming English religiosity. Passages like the following are not uncornmon: "these Christian brothers were hunted 
like wild beasts fiorn hiding piace to hiding phce: decimated at the stake, in the certainty that however many years 
they might be reprieved, their own Iives would close at Iast in the same fiery trial ... imprïsoned, racked and 
scourged ... the flesh shrinking before the dread of a death agony,--thus it was that they stniggled on. earning for 
themselves. martyrdorn, for us, the free England in which we live and breathe." Hester, Bible Class Lectures, p. 23. 

'"Smith. Williun~ Tyndale, p. 160. 

I3'Clrirke. The Life of William Tyndale, p. 29. 

'3'Thomton. Lectures, p. 207. 

"3Works discussed are: Thomas Llewelyn, Ali Historical Accoicnr of the British or Welsh Versions arrd Edirions 
of the Bible With An Appendix Conraining the Dedications P r e f i d  to rhe First Zrnpressioris, London: Richard Heu. 
1768, wi th Manuscript notes by George Offor; Offor, The Triurnph of Henry VIII Over fhe Usurpations ofthe Church 
arid the Consequences of the Royal Suprenmy, A Paper Read to rhe Philosophical lnstitute, Seprember 25, 1846, 
London: Henry Campkin, 1846; Offor, "Memoir of William Tyndale, The Martyr" in Samuel Bagster, ed., The New 
Testament of our Lord and Saviorcr Jesus Chrisr: Published in 1526. Being the First Translation from the Greek into 
English. by that Enlinent Scholar and Martyr, William Tyndale. Reprinted Verbatim: rvith a Memoir of his L$e and 
Writings. by George Offor. Together With the Proceedirzgs and Correspondence of Henry VlU, Sir Thomas More. 
arid Lord Cromwell, London: Samuel Bagster. 1836; Thomas Russell, ed., The Works of the English Reformers: 
William Tyndale and John Frirh, London: Ebenezer Palmer, 183 1, 3 volumes; Henry Walter, Lectures on the 
Evidences iri Favour of Christianity and The Doctrine of the Church of England; Intended for rhe Use of Young 
Persorrs, and Panicularly As Preparatory ro their First Partaking of the Lord's Supper, Nicholson and Son: 
Cambridge. 18 16; "By A Clergyman of the Church of England" (Henry Walter), A Hisrory of Eligland, III Which 
11 IS Inrended to Consider Men and Events on Christian Principles. C & J Rivington: London, 1828. 7 volumes: 
Walter. ed., Expositions And Notes on Sundry Portions of the Holy Scnptures, Together with the Practise of Prelntes. 
By William Tyndale, Martyr. 1536, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1849; and Walter, ed., An Arisrver to 
Sir Thomas More's Dialogue, The Stipper of rhe Lord Afrer the True Meaning of John 6 and I Corinthians 1 1 arrd 
CVillianr Tyndale's Testament Expanded. By William Tyrrdale. Martyr 1536, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 
1850. 



affiliation provides a reliable guide to their Biblical scho~arship .~~ Thomas Russell was raised 

Anglican but educated at Hoxton Dissenters' College. He worked lifelong as a non-conforming 

divine but held positions of trust on Church of England cornmittees. He was concemed to 

reconcile the parts of English Protestantism by granting dissenten equai rights but retaining a 

position of privilege for the established church. Among Tyndale's most controversial translations 

was "congregation" rather than "church" for the Greek word "ecclesia." The difference iay in 

whether the sacred text was presented as investing authority in al1 church members equally or 

in a priest caste. The meliorkt Russell avoided dealing with such uncornfortable issues by 

providing jejune philoiogical inf~rrnation,"~ and by quoting Archbishop Cranmer's soiemn 

warning against interpreting Scripture too i r e e ~ y . ' ~ ~  

George Offor scraped a living writing for penodicals and publishers. He was vehemently 

'"Russell provided notes to the Prologues of the Five Books of Moses. the Prophete Jonas, the Parable of the 
Wicked Mammon, the Obedience ofthe Christian Man, and the Practise of frelates in Volume 1 of The Works of 
the English Reformers: William Tyndale und John Frith, Ebenezer Palmer: London, 183 1, 3 vols. After the first 
volume the series was poorly funded and the second two volumes contain no notes. George Offor provided a 
biography and introduction to Tyndale's original works in Samuel Bagster, ed., The New Testament of our Lard and 
Saviour Jesris Christ: Pitblished in 1526, Bagster: London, 1836. Henry Walter provided notes to the majority of 
Tyndale's original works in his volumes for the Parker Society, which were: fipositions and Notes on Sundry 
Portioris of the Holy Scriptures, Together ivith the Pracrise of Prelates. By William Tyndale, Martyr, 1536, 
Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1849, and An Ansrver to Sir Thomas More's Dialogue, The Supper of the 
Lord AFer the Tnte Meaning of JO hn 6 arid 1 Corin thians 1 1 and William Tracy's Testarnerrr Expanded. By William 
Tyndale, Martyr. 1536.. Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1850. 

I3 ' "~ay not this sense be ... confinledl to the spirituality. or ecclesiastic body?" Russell, Vol. 1. p. 517. See also, 
on the issue of the difference between God's elect and sinners, Russell mereIy comments on Tyndale's use of the 
arcane word "gest," and its relationship with the word "jest." The main theological issue is not addressed at d l .  See 
Russell. The Works, p. 560-62, p. 565. Where Tyndale cnticises the cult of Saint Thomas 6 Becket, Russell's 
extended history of the shrine may in fact suggest to the sensitive reader that men have returned to worshipping 
shrines rather than God. In this and many cases, Russell's notes counter the thrust of Tyndale's rernarks. 

""The Elizabethan architect of the Church of England, Thomas Cranmer, writes: "The books of Common Prayer 
neyther useth any suchc speach nor giveth any such doctrine, nor 1 in no point improve that godly booke, nor varye 
from it. But yet glad 1 am to heare that the sayd book lyketh you so well as no man can mislike it, that hath any 
godlynes in hym ioyned with knowledge." Russell, Prologue, p. 6. Russell supports the Iegitimacy of the Church of 
England by quoting extensiveiy from the works of Richard Hooker. Hooker, a sixteenth-century moderate Protestant 
theologian whose major work, The Laws of Ecclesiarrical Poliry, is a defence of Church of England principles and 
structure, argues that nothing may be established in the church which is not commanded by the Word of God, and 
without discussing the question of what may be meant by the word "church." Russell concludes by encouraging 
theological students to get to know Hooker's wntings and wisdom intimately. See Russell, vol. 1, p. 517. 



opposed to the established church, and took Tyndale's writings as proof that only non-conforming 

Christians could comprise the true church. He had an expert grasp of Greek and Hebrew and a 

competent understanding of bibli~~raphy. '~ '  But unlike Fry, he was not systematic and 

exhaustive. nor did his bibliographic knowledge appear in the notes to his edition of Tyndale's 

works. Instead, his comrnentruy veered unpredictably between careful philological exposition and 

violent ideological pro~lamation. '~~ 

Henry Walter was Cambridge educated. a second wrangler in mathematics, an evangelical 

clergyman, and Professor of Natural Philosophy at the East India Company's Haileybury College. 

He shared the orthodox alarm at the Tractarian Movement, and became editor of Tyndale's works 

to the Parker Society, a printing society dedicated to reprinting early Protestant texts. His 

Anglicanism formed his edition. He regularly omitted Tyndale's obscene c~mrnents."~ In 

13'0ffor was aware of the problems of the standard lists of editions of early English Bibles. His copies of various 
publications and editions, filled with his autograph notes. are in the British Library's collection. See for example his 
copy of Llewelyn, An Historical Account. Offor's copy of Bagster's 1836 edition of Tyndale's Tesranlerlr has been 
bound with blank leaves interleaved with the text. onto which Offor has copied out manuscript material. pasted 
newspaper cuttings about relevant publications, made notes about editions' title pages, owners and histories, and 
noted errors. For example. he went carefully through his own copy of the 1768 reprint of the Dedication to the 1567 
New Testament like a copy editor. comparing it with the original which he has copied from manuscript, noting at 
the bottom: " 148 Typographical errors in reprinting this dedication." Russell, The Works. pp 559-560. 

"'See Offor, The Triumph of Henry VIII, pp. 5-6. One twenty-three page note to his translation of Tyndale's 
Gospel of Matthew discusses correct millenarian theology. Another discusses whether resurrection will be bodily or 
spiritual. His transtation of the Gospels is subtitled: "Humbly intended for an Argument in Favour of a Revised and 
Corrected Edition of the Authorised Version of the Hoty Scriptures; Whereby the Treasures of Biblical Criticism 
Which have Long Been Accumulating in the Hands of the Pastors of the Church of England Might be Imparted to 
the People at Large." His notes to Bible publisher Samuel Bagster's I836 edition of Tyndale's Testament describe 
the "ceremonies, creeds, and confessions" of the established church as "intolerance, bigotry and persecution to those 
that cannot conscientiously conform, and hypocrisy in those who subscribe merely for place or lucre" (p. 49). He 
wrote, of the Act of Supremacy: "a more reaI Magna Cham, a truer reform Bill was never conferred upon the 
people." Offor, The Triumph of Heny VIII, pp. 5-6. 

13 Walter, Expositions and Notes, p. 125 n. 2, p. 141 n. 7, p. 300 n. I, p. 337 n. 2; and Walter, Answer, p. 61 
n.2. By comparison Russell writes: "It is not to be supposed that Tyndale exceeded his contemporaries in the 
homeliness of his 1anguage.J have been induced to suffer the author's language to appear in the text; and now have 
no other apology to offer those who may justly expect one. than to express my regret that Tyndale should have used 
such expressions; and that the taste and discretion of the literary world, in its present state of refinement, should not 
allow an editor the privilege of a common scavenger in removing the filth which past ages have left behind them." 
Russell, The Works, pp 559-560. 



dealing with the "ecclesia" translation. he referred the reader to antiquary Sharon Turner. whose 

1799 History of England was a milestone in the use of mmuscnpt evidence in the reconstruction 

of British history, but was dense and rather unreadable. creating the false impression that 

documents existed showing a unified sixteenth-century reforming vision which culminated in the 

Church of ~ng1and.l~ Walter was also an indifferent bibliographer. His belief that the editors 

of past centuries had produced an accurate text led him into erron."' For example, he accepted 

the insignia of Hans Luft in Marburg, used by Tyndale to disguise the real place of publication 

of his Practice of Prelates. This editoriai interpretation was consonant with the hagiographical 

tradition that clairned Tyndale and Luther had met in Gemany at about that time. But Fry. 

certainly, knew better than to accept such an imprimatur at face value.''' 

This cornparison of Fry's work with those of popular and non-mtiquarian but scholarly 

editions of Tyndale's work allows us to see what was distinctively antiquarian about nineteenth- 

century antiquaries' study of texts. Fint. it was based in previous antiquarian work. Fry was 

working with lists of early printed Bibles made by earlier antiquaries, Christopher Anderson and 

")Walter, Notes and Expositiorts, p. 3 1 1  n. 1 ; see similar uses of references to Turner on p. 3 15 n. 3, and p. 322 
n. 1.  See also p. 316 n. 1 for citation of supporting manuscript evidence; also 317 n. 3, 4, 5, 6. p. 318 n. 1. 3 and 
p. 3 19 n. 4. In his Inuoductory Note to Tyndale's polemical treatise, The Pracrice of Prelares, Walter wrote: "As 
the prelates whose conduct Tyndale intended to expose were indisputably those of the Church of Rome. it was 
thought proper to mark this, in an edition issued after the establishment of a Protestant prelacy; especially when that 
prelacy had begun to be assailed by men who might be tempted to cite Tyndale's words as meant to condemn any 
inequality of ranks amongst the presbyters of a Christian church." Walter, &position arid Notes, p. 238-39. 

'"He collated the Cambridge University Foxe folio himself, but otherwise used Offor's collation if he noticed 
these issues at all. Walter, Notes arrd Erposifions, Introductory Notice, p. 238-39. 

''>'Fry's careful attention to paper types, watermmrks and other details allowed him to prove Tyndale's printer 
was Peter Schaeffer of Antwerp. On the other hand. Walter made mmy sound editorial decisions based on what he 
did know of the history of editions. For example. he insisted on reverting from the use of "pope," common in 
editions of Tyndale's works from the time of John Day, back to Tyndale's "Bishop of Rome." Walter. Notes and 
Expositions. p. 134-135. And Walter alone provides references to various versions of the Bible. For example, The 
Vulgate, the Authorised Version, the Hebrew Scriptures, the Foxe and other editions of Tyndale's works. Walter also 
cross-referenced Tyndale's uses of biblical phrases with his translation of the New Testament. This resulted in the 
most useful text for other scholars of the English Reformation then published. 
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Lea Wil~on.'''~ Until Fry's work these were the most cornplete lists available. But Fry noted 

that erron had been made in copying, examining and comparing editions. Poor or incomplete 

descriptions, and careless cataloguing, dating and attribution had led to the postulation of 

chimerical editions. and these errors had then been repeated in later lists.la Fry believed that 

a comprehensive and accurate list was needed, and could only be generated by one mind, and 

by one pair of eyes that had seen al1 extant copies. 

Second, Fry's work aimed at exhaustive, meticulous accuracy. His 1878 Bibliogrnphical 

Description listed al1 variant readings and collations of signatures for each edition, and 

reproduced in 73 photolithographs the colophons, waterrnarks, capitals and other items he had 

used in determining the composition and dates of the editions, so that readers could use his work 

to identify any edition they came a~ross.'''~ 

Third, Fry's work treated both the physical and the semantic portions of books as equally 

significant. His Bibliographical Description, arranged like a chronological catalogue, was a kind 

IJ3See Lea Wilson. Bibles. Tesrarnenrs. Psalm and Other Books of the Holy Scriptures iri English In the 
Collection of Lea Wilson, Esq., FSA, Charles Wittingham: London, 1845 and Editions of the Bible and Pans thereof 
I n  Ettglish, from the Year MDV to MDCCCL with an Appendù containing Specimens of Translations and 
Bibliographical Descriptions, Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1852, second edition, revised by Henry Cotton. 
Related work had been done by Adam Clarke, in A Succinct Account of Polyglot Bibles, from 1516, to ..., 1750; 
irtcludirlg several curious particulars relafiva to the London Polyglot, and Castel's Heptaglott Lexicon. not noticed 
by bibliographers, J. Nuttall: London, 1802. 

'"See Fry, Bibliographic Description, 1878, Preface, xiv, x. For example, errors could easily be made in 
determining collation if the sheets had been folded an extra time. A book made by folding quarto sheets an extra 
time w u  not correctly designated an octavo. These terms referred to the signatures bound, not the sire of a book, 
though the two went together in most cases. Signatures could be determined attending to the direction of the seam 
wires across the paper of the pages. 

'"S"[~lhe mode of explanation aimed at is recording facts in order that every reader rnay use them for his own 
purpose. Speculation. too much introduced by some writers on bibliography, is here generally avoided." Francis Fry, 
A Bibliographical Description, p. x .  "[My] description of a book should, if possible, be such that no other can be 
mistaken for it." Fry, A Bibliographical Description, p. x .  
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of variorrint edition.'" But the crucial difference between Fry's work and that of twentieth- 

century variorum editions was that he had treated al1 aspects of the physical text equally with the 

words on the page. That is, he catalogued the minute differences found in the physical makeup 

and pictorial components of editions, exactly as he cataiogued differences of wording. Fry's 

work, then, shows a sense of text as artefact, and of the word as object. This was a distinctively 

antiquarian perspective. Camden's forensic, applied philology had erased the differences between 

texts and monuments in using them to construct an account of the past. Antiquaries from the time 

of Camden on had been collecting, preserving and commenting on both. The same practice can 

be seen in the work of antiquarian archaeologists, who integrated philological and textual analysis 

into their interpretation of sites. 

Fourth, Fry's equal treatment of the physical and semantic parts of texts reflected the 

antiquarian belief in history as representational, based in the vestiges remaining from the past. 

Another product of Fry's industry was a senes of publications of early editions of Tyndale's and 

Coverdale's editions of the Bible, the Great Bible, and seventeenth-century editions of the Bible. 

AH were reproduced with the sarne antiquarian sense of meticulous, representative accuracy. 

Fry's 1862 edition of Tyndale's Testament, for example, was a perfect photolithographic 

facsimile. Even the paper type and colour were simulated, and the production techniques of the 

sixteenth century reproduced?' Its preface recounts the processes of reproduction, and the 

'*1 am using "variorurri" as it applies to editions of classical texts, in which the best text is presented on the 
rnajority of the page, with variant textual readings attested in other manuscript sources listed at the bottom of the 
page or in the back of the book. The exception to this usage has grown up around editions of Shakespeare's works, 
and has tended to include the history of criticism as we1l as textual variants. 1 am grateful to Professor William Elton 
for discussing this point with me. 

IJ7see Francis Fry, ed., The First New Testament Printed in the English Lunguage (1525 or 1526) Tramlated 
froni the Greek by William Tyndale. Reproduced in Facsimile with an Introduction, Bristol: for the editor. 1857; Fry. 
ed., The Christian Soldiers Penny Bible, London, Prinred by R. Smith for Sam Wade. 1693. Reproduced in Facsimile 
rvith an Introductory Note, Willis and Sotheran: London, 1862; Fry, ed., The Bible by Coverdale, MDXXXV. Renzarks 
on the Tirles, the Year of Publication; the Prelintinary; the Water-Marks; etc.: with Fac-similes, Willis and Sothern: 



numerous kinds of checks against the originais ihat Fry devised to be sure his copying was 

physically and visually a near-perfect reproduction. 

The pnnted facsirnile reveals a distinctively antiquarian sense of preserving the vestiges 

of the past. In effect, antiquaries were reproducing these vestiges as nearly perfectly as possible. 

Many other antiquaries also produced facsirnile editions of texts. thus conveying as fully as 

possible al1 the information. physical and pictonal as well as semantic, about text and 

context.14' Since many antiquaries could not travel to gain access to the manuscript copies of 

materials they were working on, facsimiles permitted a nearly perfect replica of those materials. 

For many antiquaries, palaeographic questions were crucial to the evaiuations and historiographie 

decisions they made in their work. Facsimile editions allowed them to adjudicate unsigned 

manuscripts they were familiar with, and make judgernents in cases where they could not get to 

the original edition.Id9 

The information conveyed by facsirniles could also be of scholarly importance to the 

community. The sale of the book collection of German collecter Dr. Georg Kloss by Henry Leigh 

London. 1 867. 

I JX See, for exarnple, the same approach in John Evans, Archaeologia 37( 1857), No. XVI, "Unpublished Letters 
from the Queen of Bohemia, daughter of James 1, to Sir Edward Nicholas," pp. 224-43. In every one of the twenty- 
five cases, the signature of the Queen is reproduced in facsimile. This functioned both to introduce antiquaries 
working in this area to this particular autograph, but also to prove that each of the letters, transcribed in full, were 
hers. 

1 JY Arnong many editions, see Henry EIlis, Original Letters of Eminent Literary Men of the Sixreenth. Seventeenth, 
arid Eighteenth Centuries, rvith Notes and Illustrations by Sir Henty Ellis, J.B. Nichols: London, 1843, for the 
Camden Society : Henry El l is, Original Letrers, Illustrative of English History; including Numerous Royal Let ters; 
from Autographs in the British Museum, and One or Two other Collections. With Notes and Illustrarions by Henv 
Ellis. Harding, Triphook and Lepard: London, 1824, reprinted 1825, 1827 and 1846; Frederic Madden, Observarions 
orr an Aritograph of Shakespeare, and the Orthography of his Name, T.  Rodd: London, 1838; J.O. Halliwell-PhilIipps, 
Catalogues of rhe Miscellaneous Manuscripts and of the Manuscript Letters in the Possession of the Royal Socieiy, 
R & J E .  Taylor: London, 1840; and Henry Ellis, Original Letters of &minent Literary Men of the Sirteenth, 
Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries. J.B. Nichols for the Camden Society: London, 1843. On the phenornenon of 
nineteenth century interest in  both autograph and facsimile materïals. see A.N.L. Munby, The Culr of the Autograph 
Letter in England, Athlone Press: London, 1962. 
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~otheby."' This collection contained many medieval and Renaissance scientific works, as well 

as a variety of Refomation-era religious works. Sotheby spent months cataloguing the latter. As 

he did so, he attended to the autograph marginalia in them, and began to distinguish different 

hands. One book had been signed by German reformer Philip Melancthon, a harnanist, a friend 

of Erasmus and the protégé of Martin Luther. From this signature and from extant autograph 

letters, Sotheby was able to evaluate the marginalia found in the religious books in Kloss' 

collection and determine that Kioss had owned a large portion of Melancthon's personal library. 

Sotheby's palaeographic work demonstrated that Kloss had owned a portion of 

Melancthon's personal library. Sotheby reproduced the extensive annotations in Melancthon's 

own hand in toto, in two large folio volumes. These volumes are arranged so that numbered 

entries in the text correspond to numbered plates. The text lists Melancthon's marginalia, and 

describes the work and page number where they are found in Melancthon's hand. The numbers 

correspond to photolithographic facsimiles of every comment, sentence, paragraph, doodle or 

blotch in Melancthon's hand found in Woss' religious books. Thus, the scholar of humanism, the 

Reforrnation. or any other related study, could use Sotheby's volumes in tandem with other 

copies of the works Melancthon had been annotating, in order to know how Melancthon had 

responded to them in pnnt.15' 

Henry Leigh Sotheby and Francis Fry, like many other antiquaries, were expert in the 

technical rather than the philosophical dimensions of the study of languages and texts. Thus, 

'"See Chapter Three. note 133. 

"'See Samuel Leigh Sotheby. Observations irpon the Handrvriting of Philip Melancthon. Illustrared with 
Facsimiles front his Marginal Annotations, his Cornmon-Place book and his epistolary Correspondence .... J .  Davy: 
London, 1839, 2 volumes. See also Sotheby, Paper-marks in the Early block-books of the Netherlands and 
Gerniany ..., Privately: London, 1858; Sotheby, Principia Typographica. The Block-Books or Xylographie delineations 
of Scripture hisro ry..., W .  McDowall: London, 1858; Sotheby, Unpubfished Documenrs, Marginal Notes and 
Menioranda, in the Autograph of Philip Melancthon and Martin Luther: with Numeruus Facsinziles ... Privately: 
London, 1 840. 
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Hickes. Somner and Lye, and later Sotheby, Fry and others. defined their philological inquines 

within the realrn of attested, historicai rnaterials rather than within the broader realm of human 

understanding. The traditional antiquarian program had long encouraged SA mernbers to work 

towards a comprehensive knowledge of a small, speciaiised part of British historiography. 

Membership in the nineteenth-century SA tended to recognise work of this sort already 

accomplished. Throughout their centuries of work on British history, then. antiquaries' 

philological work aimed at knowledge about a limited, text-based problem, rather than 

understanding of the more profound philosophical questions such as those taken up by Adarnic 

and German language scholars. 

For generations of antiquaries, doing philology within the context of the British 

manuscript record meant studying Anglo-saxon, both the language and the texts. A few energetic 

souls like Henry Rawlinson pursued the languages of the ancient near east, but even the classical 

languages held antiquarian attention only insofar as they discussed Roman Britain. It might, then, 

be said that antiquaries were "not quite philologists" because they lirnited the scope of their 

inquiry to British topics. Further, they attended to the relations of the semantic content and 

physicai and contextual aspects of manuscripts. That is. they practised an archaeological kind of 

philology. Even more, antiquaries were not quite philologists because they abstained from 

pursuing philosophical questions, in the same way Momigliano described antiquaries as "not quite 

historians," because they wrote systernatically rather than following a narrative thread."' A 

narrative thread indicates that a judgement has been made about issues of significance to hurnan 

cornrnunities, past and present. It shows that a selection has been made among rnaterials, on the 

basis of that judgement. The antiquaries considered in this chapter did not judge or select: every 

'S'~rnaldo Momigliano, "Ancient History and the Antiquarian,"Journaf of the Warburg and Courtauld Insrirures. 
13/3&4(JuIy-Dec 1950); 285-3 15, p. 286. 
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scrap of manuscript material was pi-ized for its eventuai contribution to the perfect representation 

of the past. Where nineteenth- century antiquaries did engage with theoretical questions, these 

arose directiy out of the technical dimension of philology. What was the best way to represent 

an alphabet in modem type, which appeared in several forms in the manuscript record? What was 

the best way to order bibliographic information, so that scholars from al1 fields could use a 

catalogue to find what they needed quickly? Could the fuLl reality of a manuscript be conveyed 

by a facsimile? Questions of mind, or of human understanding, were regularly excluded from 

antiquarian work. 

This realistic approach brought antiquaries success in their chosen, delimited areas. 

Without doubt, they contributed Iargely to bibliography, palaeography, epigraphy and history. 

Their many editions and publications contributed to the rapid growth of knowledge in these and 

other areas. Their prodigious labour in collecting, organising and publishing primary materials 

was foundational to Iiterary, linguistic and historical studies undertaken in the twentieth century. 

But the nineteenth-century SA had a problem with public recognition of their realistic work. In 

the case of the Anglo-saxon Debate, Madden and the SA Council successfully mediated a dispute 

which might have generated criticism of the antiquarian cornrnunity. They took advantage of the 

patriotism felt about the publication of Beowulf to generate some public respect and admiration 

for the SA and its work. But despite these attempts to improve the public reception of antiquarian 

work, antiquaries' subjects of research could never generate wide speculative interest in the way 

Locke's rational, the Mills' material, or Tooke's implausible theories did. In most cases, as with 

the work of Fry and Sotheby, antiquarian scholarship received almost no attention at all, except 

from other specialists. Where antiquaries focused on the rninutiae of manuscripts, it was the 

romantic Anglo-Saxonism of Scott's Ivanhoe which became widely popular at the begioning of 

the period under consideration. Where Kemble attended to the details of Runic crosses, and John 
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Yonge Akerman excavated nurnerous Anglo-saxon graveyards, it was William Morris' artistic 

kind of medievalkm that became fashionable towards the end of the period under consideration. 

Despite the importance of their scholarship, from the perspective of the non-speciaiist Victonan 

world, antiquaries' endunng reputation for dullness was justified. As for antiquaries' own account 

of their persistence, Scott's character Johnathon Oldbuck's reply to being asking the reason for 

his inquiries rnay be representative: "'For my own satisfaction solely.' replied the Antiquary. 1 ,  153 

1S3Walter Scott. The Anriquary, Belford. Clarke and Co.: New York, n.d., p. 316. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

The preceding chapters have descnbed nineteenth-century antiquarianism as a modest 

institution, a complex intellectual domain organised by a simple question, and a vigorous, 

in terconnected comrnuni ty. These facets of antiquarianism correspond to the three components 

of the mode1 set out in Chapter One. While it has been convenient to separate them out for the 

purposes of examination. they are usually highly interconnected. Chapters Two. Three and Four 

indicated some of the ways in which they were connected.' Chapters Five and Six portrayed 

these connections in greater detail. For exarnple, John Mitchell Kemble's intellectual corrunitrnent 

to a German style of language study led to a public confrontation with another S A  fellow and 

Anglo-Saxonist, Benjamin Thorpe. Their battle was on intellectual grounds. but both cornmunity 

and institution profited when Frederic Madden negotiated a cease-fire. Madden's skilful 

intercession aiso led to the SA'S Anglo-saxon series. further promoting the study of language and 

These kinds of connections are the subject of this concluding chapter. A multitude of 

connections could be discussed. Those chosen are significant in three ways. First, they account 

for the sudden eclipse of antiquarianism late in the nineteenth century. As has been noted 

throughout this thesis. the adverse fortune of this venerable intellectual enterprise requires 

explanation, and is made more piquant because it flourished at the moment of its eclipse. Second, 

'The problern of funding, for exarnple, formed the developing SA institution. motivated the collaborative methods 
antiquaries devised in  orcier to pursue their intellectual fields, and gave rise to many kinds of links between 
community members. 

'Similar connections can be found between institution. cornmunity and field in the case of archaeology. 
ArchaeologicaI fellows found that the lack of financial support frorn the SA affected their ability to pursue their 
chosen field. Members' agitation for better funding, and advocacy on behdf of sites and artefacts, succeeded in 
moving the S A  towards financial support for excavations, and Council towards adopting a more public role as an 
agent of, and advocate for, the protection of sites and artefacts. These actions promoted the pursuit of archaeological 
knowledge. 
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some connections help to characterize antiquarianism with specific reference to antiquarian issues 

and problems brought up in previous chapters. Thus they define what is unique about 

antiquarianism as an intellectual project and domain. Finally, some connections are significant 

because they help to provide a critical response to current models of fields. Reviewing the work 

of Mary JO Nye, Maurice Crosland and Gerald Geison. 1 will suggest that their models of fields 

could be improved by including analysis of the social reception of scholars and their work. and 

the relations of scholarly institutions to their social and politicai context. Personal motivations 

and textual form should also be given a place in models of intellectual field. They contributed 

to the longevity of antiquarianism, and are probably significant elements of the histories of many 

fields.' These three kinds of connections are deait with in order in this chapter, beginning with 

the sudden eclipse of antiquarianism. 

Nineteenth-century antiquarianism was a vigorous embodiment of Carnden's 

historiographie vision. By 1870, while still the object of ridicule, the SA had built a public role 

for itself.' Its chances of retaining some part of that public role into the twentieth century must 

have seemed very sound. Yet thirty years later, at the end of the nineteenth century, the SA had 

narrowed its intellectual pursuits to an archaeologicd fragment of its former 

'The role of genre and of personal motivations in the developrnent of fields is implicit 

domain, and had no 

in the models that have 
structured this thesis. The Nye models of chemical processes Nye analyses were dependent on schools of thought 
that existed in those times, about the nature of chemical interactions. The visual conventions she diagrams were 
products of conceptual conventions, which were expressed in  the fonn of texts about chemistry. Both visual and 
textual material structured the conceptual progress of the field, then, and it seems artificial to insist on a strong 
difference between these two highly conventionalised methods of conveying information. It would make more sense 
to evaluate the ways in which various kinds of conceptual conventions structure work in a given field over tirne. Nye 
makes visual conventions a separate feature of a model of the field. But to achieve a more generally applicable model 
of intellectual field, the ways conceptual material is structured, reproduced and reformulated shouid fonn its own. 
distinct component of a model of field. 

"While British periodicals regularly reported on antiquarian work and wrote of eminent antiquaries with respect. 
as regularly they ridiculed antiquarian labours. Cruikshank caricatured the SA in 18 12. and Dr. Syntax (Rowlandson) 
in 1820. See A.N.L. Munby, Some Caricatures of Book-Collectors: An Essay, Privately by W.H. Robinson: London, 
1948 and Joan Evans, A Hisrory of the Society ofAntiqrraries, Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1956. pp. 225-279. 
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notable role in government or education whatever. How did this happen? It was not the product 

of any internai SA stmggle between text-oriented and object-oriented fellows. No evidence for 

such a struggle has survived. Both intemal and extemal causes can be identified. Briefly, 

antiquaries' success at the cautious, meticulous, and specialised pursuit of the evidence for a 

super-history inundated them with new materiai, which began to undermine their ability to 

coordinate it al1 towards that distinctively antiquarian work. Sorne of the causes of their eclipse 

lay within antiquaries' own intellectual project, then. But the definitive cause is found outside 

the antiquarian community, in the new ways industriai England structured the pursuit of 

knowledge and ordered the provision of education. Antiquaries' stewardship of their traditional 

scholariy fields was Iost because many parts of histoncal and literary scholanhip began to be 

undertaken by university-based scholars. who had better financial support and greater time to 

punue this work than did the pnvate scholar. Let us examine these processes in greater detail. 

SA historian Joan Evans presents the reduction in the antiquarian intellectual domain as 

the product of three things: the effort to secure an archaeological survey of England, which 

consumed the Society's attention in the 1870s. the fact that the memberships of the SA, the 

British Archaeological Association and the Royal Archaeologicai Institute were virtually identical, 

and the increasing scholarly and financial burden of the kind of textual works antiquaries had 

formerly undertaken.' This shift in the kinds of projects late nineteenth-century antiquaries 

undertook reflects a shift in the kinds of lives industrial-era antiquaries led, as compared to their 

predecessors. In Chapter Four it was noted that few antiquaries were wealthy enough to devote 

al1 their time to scholarship. Instead, most worked at some form of remunerative employment, 

and pursued scholarship as they could. Antiquaries' changing work circumstances interacted with 

' ~ e e  Evans, A Hisroy, 3 1345. 
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their intellectual project and the fortune of their fields. In 1879. Lord Camarvon lamented the fact 

that antiquaries now lacked the time to punue the kind of literary work that had been done in 

the pax6 In every antiquarian field. the scope of studies was narrowing, and the work of 

attaching it to the projected super-history was being abandoned. In 1885, when John Evans 

becarne PSA, it was not simply because he was himself an archaeologist that he assumed 

archaeology was antiquaries' chief concem. Excavation of one barrow rnight occupy weeks, and 

its explication months, but the body of relevant scholarship was less substantiai than that of the 

more developed historical fields. In general, this did not demand the extensive, comprehensive 

knowledge or the lifetime of continual study required, for exarnple, to produce a new edition of 

Camden or ~ugdale.' Because of their work conditions, then, late nineteenth-century antiquaries' 

ability to devote a lifetime to the minute evaluation of a narrow historical or literary question, 

as a contribution towards a generously defined intellectual project whose fulfilment was many 

generations distant, decreased sharply. As Momigliano put it, "the time-honoured antiquarian has 

fallen victim to an age of specialisati~n."~ 

The SA'S slow response to nineteenth-century specialisation contributed to the eclipse of 

antiquarianism. The size of the antiquarian domain before its reduction suggests it would have 

been hard for the SA to coordinate the production of knowledge without eveniually developing 

complex institutionai structures. The need for coordination became critical in the nineteenth 

century. In the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries, informal collaboration had successfully 

"n Evans, A Hisrory. pp. 320-21. Camarvon was PSA 1878-85. 

 vans argues chat these changes had an effect of antiquaries' intellectual goals, which became more specialised 
from about the 1870s. Evans, A Histor)', pp. 326ff. In 1888, the SA began to organise Archaeological Conferences, 
"for the better organization of antiquarian research." p. 329. 

'Amaldo Momigliano, Tite Classical Foundations of Modem Historiography, University of California Press: 
Berkeley, 1990. p. 54. 
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coordinated antiquaries' work. But as membership grew in the late eighteenth century, the work 

produced outpaced the SA'S ability to coordinate it through publications and meetings. In the 

nineteenth century, the growing popularity of antiquaiianism greatly increased the emergence of 

new fields and the complexity of the schofarly discussion in each. The institutional body that 

could coordinate this activity would need an array of expertise in many fields, and structured 

processes of certification and evaluation. Even funding at the level French scientists enjoyed 

might not have sufficed to calibrate institution and personnel to intellectual devel~pments.~ 

Early in the nineteenth century. the SA recognised that it was facing an intellectual 

explosion. Attempting to meet the new demand for support and coordination, Council proposed 

building a museum for histoncal materialdo When this proposal faiied to raise the interest 

which might have led to the requisite funds, Council decided that what funds they had should 

support the library, and gave parts of their collection to the British Museum. Even in the 1830s' 

then, the SA was responding to the growth and speciation of knowledge, and the need for 

coordination of antiquarian fields of knowledge, by reducing its intellectual domain and 

acknowledging another institution as more able to undertake one of antiquaries' traditional goals, 

The SA was not the only institution facing this crisis. In the sciences, the prolifention of specialist societies 
in the early part of the century was as rnuch a response to, as a catalyst for, the growth and speciation of scientific 
knowledge. These include the Geological (1 807), EntomoIogicaI and Zoological ( 1826). Geographical ( 1830). and 
Statistical Societies (1834) and the BAAS (1832). See D.S.L. Cardwell, The Organizatim of Science in England: 
A Rerrospect. Heinemann: London, 1957; Brian Simon, Studies in the Histor). of Education, 1780-1870. Lawrence 
& Wishart: London, 1960; R.M. McLeod, "Of Medals and Men: A Reward Systern in Victorian Science 1826- 19 14" 
Notes and Records of the Royal Society 26(197 1 ); 8 1- 105. For both the RS and the SA, the proliferation of new areas 
of study and new methods of analysis scattered their members. speciated their intellectual domain, and placed 
extraordinary pressures on the institution. 

1 0  SA Tract 163 (2): J.H. Markland, A Lerrer to rhe Right HonourabIe The Earl of Aberdeen, KT. President of 
rhe Socieg of Anriquaries on the Expediency of Attaching a Museum tu that Institution. London, J .  Moyes, London, 
1 828. 
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preservation. ' ' 
The growth and speciation of knowledge transformed the experiences of antiquaries. 

Ironically, their traditions of specialisation and collaboration helped to drive the very conditions 

that made it difficult for the SA to coordinate. As Chapter Four showed, antiquaries were active 

members of many specialised learned so~ieties. '~ Before reform, the community's traditions 

would have supponed this kind of action. After refonn. SA activism was directed at excavations 

and restorations. Thus, antiquaries' activity in addressing their scholarly needs outside their 

institution developed ahead of the SA's own ability to coordinate members' work and develop 

a public image and role cornmensurate with their actual scholarly authority. Over time. the gap 

between the SA's coordinating role, and members' intellectual and institutionai investments 

outside the SA. widened. Antiquaries began to be publicly visible not as antiquaries but as 

"This move reflected the institutional culture of pre-reform SA Councils, but it is possible to doubt whether an 
activist Council. with the funds and will to generate coordinating structures, could have acquired a critical componenr 
of institutional success: public recognition. Data presented in Chapter Four suggests the SA may not have had the 
social influence of elite societies like the RS. Scientific societies were assisted by the times; the British government 
was investing in  tides, rneteorology, and other scientific work useful to government and industry. The SA was new 
to the techniques of self-promotion, and culturally hostiIe to the kind of opinion-engineering that had brought the 
BAAS recognition. Although by 1870 i t  had richieved much. its performance was still that of a novice, and it had 
to develop public recognition for its work against a headwind of ridicule. Though erroneous, this ridicule only had 
to exist to have an effect. For the SA, then, the external recognition that linked the antiquarian institution with its 
intellectual domain and its practitioners, reflecting and reinforcing their social credibility in pursuing their areas of 
scholarship. was weak. 

"~ntiquaries in the Royal Society for Literature. for example, comprise an average of 56.25% of council 
mernbers. 49.17% of members, 86.46% of Royal Associates, 12.1 1 % of Honourary Associates and 16.55% of 
Honourary Members. Just over half the "Contributions of Books, Manuscripts, and Objects of Learned Antiquity," 
and 41.6% of communications read were by antiquaries. See the Reports of the Royal S o c i e ~  for Lirerature. These 
values were calculated as averages from five-yearly samptes, 1832-50. Examples could be rnultiplied. In 1864 the 
Early English Text Society was founded through the efforts of antiquaries F.J. Furnivall, Walter W. Skeat. and Henry 
B. Wheatley. These men also founded the New Shakspere, Chaucer, and English Dialect Societies, of which 
antiquaries made up a substantial fraction of council members. editors, and subscnbers. This was the case even late 
in the century. See Julian Roberts, "The Bibliographieal Society as a Band of Pioneers" in Robin Myers and Michael 
Harris, eds., Piotieers in Bibliograplzy, pp. 86- 100. Antiquaries comprised 80% of the Numismatic Society's Council 
in its first decade, and 46.21% of its membership. See the Reports of the Numismatic Sociery of London John 
Wertheimer & Co: London. A systematic study of antiquaries' presence in other societies is beyond the scope of this 
thesis. But see Appendix 2.B.3 for an indication of their participation in other specialised Iearned societies. 



specialists in other fields." 

Antiquaries' institutional and intellectual diaspora interacted with important social and 

political changes in the nineteenth-century pursuit of knowledge. Before 1830. few antiquaries 

had wanted, or acquired, executive expenence in any learned society. But as Appendix Two 

shows. between 1830 and 1870. many antiquaries became veteran administrators in the British 

Museum, in learned and in printing societies.lJ The SA did not provide any integrating or 

coordinating function for the many and diverse fields and societies its members participated in, 

cornrnensurate with that the BAAS provided to its scientific constituencies. The dispersal of 

humanities scholarship begged for coordination. and this was eventually achieved. However, the 

institution that was designated to play the coordinating role was the univenity, and the authority 

which decided on the irnplemeniation of coordination was Parliament and its Select 

~ommittees." Their ternis of reference for achieving coordination were pragmatic and their 

goals political rather than scholarly. While antiquaries' projects narrowed over the course of the 

"lt is for their work in these specialties rhat antiquaries have passed into histoncal record. and are appreciated 
by twentieth-century historians, themselves attuned to specialisation. Antiquaries* traditional strength in working 
without strong institutional support vaiidated the credibility of these other fields and institutions at the expense of 
the SA. So. for example, the British Museum and Library were founded on and developed by antiquarian expertise. 
which then undercut the credibility of the SA'S claim as custodian of the physical remains on which history was 
built. Thus arose the odd, and as yet unrernarked situation, chat many nineteenth-century institutions and societies 
whose work has been basic to twentieth-century scholars hip was done by many individuaI antiquaries, who are 
nevertheless as a group dismissed as the rnediocre authors of irrelevant work--chat is. as amateurs. The related 
problem of tenns such as "amateur" and "professional" is discussed below. 

'This administrative expertise was itself specialised by field of study. Such specialisation was the essence of 
the expertise antiquaries had begun to publicise. Specialisation also motivated the foundation of the rnany societies 
whose charter declamions testified to the need to advance work in their particular Field of interest. By cornparison, 
the lack of a specialised focus was a source of reproach, and inferior work was criticised in penodical reviews for 
its failure to rneet the increasingfy exacting standards of comment within specialised learned communities. For a 
discussion of this feature of critical discussion within Victorian natural science, see Alvar Ellegard, Darwin and the 
Gerieral Reader: The Reception of Danvin's Theoty of Evolution irt the British Periodical Press. 1859-1872. 
University of Chicago Press: Chicago and London, 1990, especially Chapters 2 and 8. 

" ~ t  should be noted chat the word university has two senses that are relevant in this chapter. In nineteenth-century 
Britain. it referred to the administrative unit coordinating the institutions that provided teaching, the Colleges. It is 
generally used in twentieth-century histories to mean the overall institution of higher education. It is mainly used 
in the latter sense in this chapter. 
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nineteenth century, and antiquaries' investments increased in institutions outside the SA, the 

effects of these on the fortune of antiquarianism pale in cornparison to the effects of changes in 

the provision of education in same penod.16 

During the nineteenth century, education becarne the responsibility of national and 

municipal govemments. From early in the century, education was perceived as essential to the 

success of industrial i ri tain." Basic schooling becarne linked to job performance. and 

certification to rniddle-class employment. Various informa1 foundations attempted to fulfil the 

widespread demand for education. but were moderately effective only.18 By mid-century, the 

' m i s  situation can be modelled in the rems of David Hull's evolutionary account of the speciation of 
knowledge. discussed in Chapter One. Hull does not use most of the social and institutional factors other historians 
have included in their works, prefemng to stress the ways in which law-Iike regularities of species (fields) and their 
environments can be used to account for their fortunes over time. But in his terms, the social forces driving the 
demand for a high standard of universal education were changing the environment in which the inteilectual species 
known as antiquarianisrn lived. By changing it fundamentally, these forces created circumstances in  which the 
intellectual species known as antiquarianism might not be able to survive. By changing it rapidly, they created a 
likelihood that antiquarianism would not be able to adapt to the new circumstances fast enough to survive. The 
changes to British education which began around mid-century required systematic structures for education and 
certification: no matter how scholarly, informal learned societies could not provide these. That is, the environment 
changed in  such a way that other species began to invade antiquaries' niche, consume their resources, and provide 
the benefits they had traditionally provided. 

 or analysis of ideological positions on education, from Coleridgean to the rnany less radical positions. see 
Michael Freeden, The New Liberalisni: An Ideology of Sociul Reform, Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1978 and Christopher 
Kent, Brairis arid Nwnbers: Elitisnr, Conirisrn und Democracy in Mid-Victorian Britain, University of Toronto Press: 
Toronto, 1978. See also S J. Curtis, Histor?, of Educariuri in Great Britain, Oxford University Press: Oxford. 1953, 
Cel i na Fox, Educariort, Goverriment and Society in Nineteenth-Century Brirain, Irish Academic Press: Dublin, 1977; 
Albert Halsey , Origins and Destinations: Faniily, Class and Education in Modem Brirain, Clarendon Press: Oxford 
1979. 

''On the history of mechanics institutes, women's colleges, technical schools, lending and free Iibraries and book 
clubs, and local scientific institutes, see David Wardle. English Popular Educarion, 1780-1973. Cambridge University 
Press: Cambridge, 1976, Thomas Lacqueur, Religion and Respectability: Sitriday Schools und Working Class Criltitre, 
Yale University Press: London and New Haven, 1976 and Malcolm Chase and lan Dyck. eds., Living and Learning: 
Essuys in Horiortr of J.F.C. Harrison, Scolar Press: Aldershot, Hants and Brookfield, Vermont, 1996. The first 
government grants for adult evening classes were provided in 185 1. Private enterprise also supplied some educational 
wants: the Bristol Diocesan Trade School, and the Wandsworth, Newcastle and Chester Training College, and the 
Oldham school of science, al1 founded in the 1850s, and the Keighiey Trade School (1870), the Iron and Steel 
Institute ( 1869). See G. Millerson, The Qualibing Associations: A Study in Professionalisation, Routledge and Kegan 
Paul: London, 1964; SJ. Curtis, History of Educatiun in Great Britain, Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1953, 
especialty Chapter 12, "Adult Education and the Development of Scientific and Technical Education," pp. 300-32 1; 
J.F.C. Harrison, A History of the Working Men's College, 1854%- 1954, Routledge and Kegan Paul: London, 1954. 



demand for a national educational system had powerful adherents.lg Local governments became 

involved in providing for. and the national govemment in legislating the style of, universal 

education." This legislation became increasingly extensive." 

These developments motivated the Universities Commissions of the 1850s and 1870s. 

which eventually led to placing intellectual work, and certification of practitioners in these fields. 

within the university context. Leamed societies could not have met this need. Even highly 

organised societies such as the RS and BAAS had minimal, mainly cooperative structures for 

coordinating work in the sciences. Providing education and certification wouid have been beyond 

their ~a~abilities." Legislators and Commissioners had pracîical and societal as well as scholarly 

'"On views about the need for education early in this period, see Charles Lyell. "The State of the Univenities." 
Qitarrerly Revieiv 36(1827); 216-268; F.W. Garforth, Educative Democracy: J.S. Mill on Education in Socieiy, 
Oxford University Press: London, 1980 and Peter Gordon and John White, Philosophers as Educational Reformers: 
The Influence of ldealism on British Educational Thought and Practice, Routledge & Kegan Paul: London. 1979. 
Historians have noted the unprecedented problems, in both kind and magnitude, facing Victorians as they attempted 
to adjust to the complexities of industrial society. Social, legal and legislative developments tended to be ad hoc 
rather than methodical, local and erratic rather than systematic. The resemblance between these ad hoc responses, 
and chose of intellectual cornmunities has also received some notice. See George Stocking. Vicrorian Anthropology. 
The Free Press. Macmillan: New York and London. 1987. 

"'~rnong other works, see Geoffrey K. Fry, The Groivth of Covernnrent. Cass & Totowa: London 1979: William 
Lubenow, The Politics of Goverriment Grorvrh: EarIy Victorian Altitudes Toivard Srate Intervention, 1833-1848. 
Archon: Great Britain 1 97 1 ; and Oliver MacDonagh, Early Vicrorian Governrnent: 1830- 1870, Weidenfield: London, 
1977. 

"The government began funding education on a large scale in 1833. The Privy Council Committee on Education 
( 1839) created inspectors of schools and teachers. The creation of the Oxford and Cambridge Local Exams, later the 
SchooI Certificate, improved school standards from 1858. Provision for universal schooling was generated by 
legislation proceeding from the Newcastle Commission (1858). the 1864 Commission and Endowed Schools Act 
( 1  869) Forster's Education Act (1 870). Sandson's Act (1 876) and Mundella's Act (1881). See Donald K. Jones, The 
Making of the Educational System, 1851-1881, Routledge & Kegan Paul: London, 1977; Anne Digby, Childreri, 
School and Sociely in Nineteenth Centuy England, Macmillan: London 1980; lrnelda Palmer, Mattheiv Arnoid: 
Culture, Society and Education, Macmillan: London, 1979; D.G. Paz, The Politics of Working Class Education in 
Brirain. 1830- /8SO, Manchester Uni versi ty Press: Manchester. 1980 and Harold Si Iver, English Education and the 
Radicnls, Routledge & Kegan Paul: London, 1975. Comprehensive information can be found in J.W. Adarnson, 
English Education, 1789- 1902, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1930. 

" ~ h e  SA had no reason to concern itself with certification, as its fields were not directly connected to a 
livelihood. Like many specialist societies, they viewed their function as recognising and facilitating rather than 
training and cenifying experts in their fields. If British society was increasingly embracing legislation goveming 
education. and attempting to use structures already to hand to do so, this could seem to have little to do with learned 
societies and their activities. But by not adapting to the growing demand for certification, or participating in the 



interests in n~ind.'~ While the universities had been adjusting their offerings to the growth of 

knowledge from late in the eighteenth-century, they resisted becorning responsible for 

coordinating work across the late nineteenth-century breadth of knowledge.*' But they were the 

only institutions with the physical plant and administrative practice to attempt it? Despite 

objections, from the 1870s, university cumcula began to be recalibrated to the industrial map of 

knowledge. By late in the century, the universities had become the institutions which provided 

education and supported scholarship in most fields of the humanities and the sciences." 

To a large degree, then. it was the rapid changes in the environment in which al1 

nineteenth-century British scholanhip took place. rather than the flaws in the SA, its members 

or its intellectual pursuits, that accounts for the SA'S eclipse late in the century. The SA'S loss 

of intellectual temtory was due to the difference between traditional kinds of institutional support 

public discussion. as the BAAS had, the SA was at least partly foreclosing its chances of continuing to be seen as 
the legitirnate custodian of the rnatter of history. 

"~ladstone. for example, wrote of the need "to increase its [the University of Oxford's] means of meeting the 
wants of the country." BM Add. MS. 40470 folios 305-08. Quoted in D.C. Lathbury, Correspondence on Church 
and Religion of W.E. Gladsrone, Macmillan: London, 19 10, 3 volumes. Vol. 1 ,  pp. 342-7. 

"Resistance could be found at many levels. ColIege and university adminisuators and professors did not want 
to increase their workloads. and there was resistance to broadening the cumculum. The Editlburgh Review criticised 
"the recent fashion [at Oxford] of descrying mere scientific pursuits or mere literary studies. as unworthy, frivolous 
or dangerous ... The utter absence of al1 spint for investigation of every sort, except in polemic theology." 1837 Vol. 
132. p. 715. 

3There may also have been an elernent of prejudice for the universities among legislators. However, the 
individualist character of nineteenth century societies supponed an environment in which the coordination of 
knowledge did not seem practicable. as has been noted by many historians of science. On this individualism, see John 
Theodore Men, A Hisrory of Europeatz Scienripc Thoughi in the Nineteenrh Cenrury, Dover Publications: New York, 
2 volumes, 1965 (first printed 1904, 19 12) Vol. 1, p. 25 1. See also Maurice Crosland, ed.. The Emergence of Science 
in Wesreni Errrope, Science History PubIications: New York, 1976, Introduction, pp. 1-15. Even the efforts of the 
BAAS to arrange its sections to reflect the changing rnap of Victorian sciences were meant more to faditate yearly 
deliberations than to direct work done in those fields. See Jack Morrell and Arnold Thackery, Gentlemen of Science: 
The Early Years of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1982. 

'"mong many works, see Sheldon Rothblatt. The Revolurion of the Dons: Cambridge and Society in Victorinn 
England, Faber & Faber: London, 1968; Martha Garland, Cambridge Before Darwin: The Ideal of a Liberal 
Educarion 1800- 1860% Cam bndge Uni versi ty Press: Cam bndge, 1 980; Lawrence Stone, ed., ï7ie University in Society, 
Oxford University Press: London, 2 volumes, volume 2; W.R. Ward, Victorian Oxford, Frank Cas: London, 1965. 
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for scholarship, and the emerging kind of scholarly institution that fitted new educational 

demands. Indeed, the process of transfemng intellectual work from the disorganised network of 

private foundations, to schools and universities, shaped the fortunes of many intellectual fields. 

In the case of antiquarianism, its interna1 structure, as a large number of indifferently connected 

fields which had for centuries developed their various primary questions more than their relation 

to the historical whole, anticipated developrnents in the late nineteenth-century university 

cumculum. Fields that had been developed by antiquaries bequeathed their subject rnatter, 

methods and goals to newly created university departrnents. Indeed, given the growth and 

speciation of knowledge that took place earlier in the century, it is possible to doubt how much 

longer the SA could have induced its members to view the projected super-history as a valid 

means of integrating antiquarian fields. In another sense, the SA had formulated in the late 

sixteenth century, a robust means of coping with a problern which appeared in the univenities 

only in the late nineteenth century. This problem rernains even in Our own time. The division of 

scholarship into discrete parcels, or fields, is somewhat artificial. Most fields and disciplines 

share some territory, interests and problems with cognate fields and disciplines. Many scholarly 

accounts of a given problem cannot be adequately generated from within the methods, subjects 

and perspectives of a single field alone. Language cornpetence still remains a requisite ski11 

across a large area of scholarship. Antiquaries' simple question, "what happened in the British 

Isles in the past?", produced a structure of inter-related evidential, linguistic, temporal and 

regional sections which was simple but well-suited to the multitude of specific historical 

problems involved, and flexible enough that the range of specidised fields did not defeat the 

overall coherence of the structure. While the encyclopedic ideal is no longer espoused in Our own 

time, the problem of coherence at that level continues to affect the work twentieth-century 

scholars undertake. One can admire, then, an elegant solution that lasted more than three 
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centuries.'' 

The preceding discussion has explored several ways in which the antiquarian institution, 

community, and intellectuai problerns were involved in the sudden eciipse of antiquarianism. It 

also begun to review the models of fields which have smctured this exploration of 

antiquarianism. The next set of issues wiU cany  that review further. The following discussion 

will evaluate how far some features of contemporary field models apply to antiquarianism. This 

will both define what is unique about antiquarianism as an intellectual project and domain, and 

indicate ways in which field models need to be developed. 

The model of intellectual field presented by Mary JO Nye indicated the primacy of shared 

problems to the continuance of a field. Nye argued that a field disappeared if its problematic was 

fragmented or taken over by other fields, if those sharing it ceased to be united as a group, or 

if it ceased to be recognised by others as a distinct entity. Antiquariankm is hard to locate in 

these terms. While its data and methods were partly taken over by eighteenth-century historians, 

antiquaries' traditional orientation to bodies of evidence rather than generation of narratives 

prevented the cornpetition for the same fields frorn becorning troublesome to either cornrnunity. 

When academic work moved into the universities late in the nineteenth century, it was social 

transformations in the institutions providing education and directing advanced research, rather 

than anything about the way antiquaries dealt with their intellectual material, that determined 

much about the fortune of both antiquarian and mainstrearn history. Before about 1870, 

antiquaries were dispersed among many fields, sharing data with colleagues in cognate fields, but 

little with those in distant fields. The form of recognition they received might, on Nye's model, 

 o or relatively recent statements on the need for reintegration of particularly antiquarian fields such as 
archaeology and numismatics with history, see H.P.R. Finberg, ed., Local History: Objective and Pursuit, David & 
Charles: Newton Abbot, Devon, 1967 and H.P.R. Finberg, ed., Approaches to History: A Symposium, Routledge & 
Kegan Paul: London, 1962. 
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be expected to have fragmented their cohesion and community. But it did not. Antiquaries 

remained united as a community, as the debates around reform show. Until about the 1870s, 

antiquaries ais0 remained fairly unified intellectually. by their shared methods and projected third 

task. Antiquaries, then, had a hedthy, if strangely ordered, problematic. 

Nye relates the longevity of the institution to the health of its problematic. She argues that 

the most powerful institution may disappear if its field of inquiry fragments. Antiquarian 

problems were shared in a peculiar manner which could be cailed fragmented. Antiquaries 

working in cognate fields were knowledgeable about each others' data, but antiquaries working 

in widely separated fields rnight share no intellectual territory at all. In such cases, the 

hypothetical contribution of al1 fields to the defemed super-history, and the antiquarian textual 

tradition, were what antiquaries shared? 

Not sharing questions did not endanger the antiquarian institution because, for much of 

their history, antiquaries had none. Its functions were camed out by informai structures, 

coopentively within the community. Despite the fragmentation of antiquaries among many fields. 

these informa1 structures did not disappear, but persisted and led to even more complex 

agreements over time. This can only be accounted for by noting that the men who became 

antiquaries had a robust devotion to their work. The rnodels articulated by Nye, Crosland and 

others presume, and have been generated from within, societies which educate, certiS and reward 

scholarship. Entrants to such systems assume certain relations between scholar, field and social 

context. Such relations have mainly not existed in the past, indicating a need for a substantial re- 

working of current models of fields, if they are to be of use to historians working on intellectud 

traditions before industriai-era social systems arose. 

'"ye notes that i t  is the sharing of the questions, rather than any specific formulation of the question, or possible 
answers, that unites the community over time. This dues describe antiquaries' work. 
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Antiquaries were sustained by passion rather than system. Most did not want or expect 

their work to be noticed, let alone rewarded. This indicates that accounts of fields would be 

irnproved by integrating scholars' emotionai states more fully into every part of the life of fields, 

and treating them as a suucturing eiement potentiaily as powerful as the institution itself. Nye 

restricts her analysis of the emotional states of scholars to tensions within the community, and 

confines these tensions to the rituai rehearsal of unsolved intellectual problems. But there is 

clearly no reason to restrict human feelings to this arena. A modei of intellectual fields could 

encompass the role and effects of states such as compulsion, satisfaction, curiosity, and 

fulfilrnent; of less attractive states such as nvalry and competition, and various forms of 

chauvinism, revenge and retaliation; and of states experienced by individuais but also wideiy 

shared motivations such as vindication, justification, and a~piration.'~ 

Many antiquaries seem to have shared a few emotional states. First. they were both 

distressed and motivated by the loss of historical materials. Carnden iamented that the past was 

"yet overcast with so darke a mist, through the iniquitie of former times, that much easier it is 

in this case to confute what is false, than to find out the t r ~ t h . " ~ ~  He wrote of the materiais of 

history: "they lie so deeply hidden in the utmost nooke and secretest closet of Antiquitie, as it 

were in a most thicke wood, where no pathwaies are to be seene, that very small hope there is 

or none at ail, to fetch those things back again with d l  my diligence, which oblivion hath so long 

"Geison has placed a premium on studying the development of intellectual questions by studying a strictly 
enurnerable, identifiable community. This approach has been very productive in accounting specifically for the 
exchange and mutation of ideas and the development of research trends over time. But it tends to Iimit the scope 
of human motivations which can be introduced into the historical account of a field to those matters strictly 
connected to a given intellectual question or problem. It has now become cornmonplace for historians to consider 
the role of i nsti tutional tensions and competition in shaping an intellectual field. Such approaches can supplement 
the kind of accounts produced by Geison's style of historiography, but could reasonably be wider still. 

"Carnden, Brirannia. 1 6 0 .  p. 154. 



remooved out of the sight our ancestoun."" The sense of living with terrible and continuing 

loss was shared by antiquaries across many generations. In the seventeenth century, "[tlhere was 

an air of urgency about antiquarian enquiry, for so much of the material seemed on the verge of 

d i ~ a p p e a r i n ~ . " ~ ~  In the eighteenth. Thomas Astle's history of libraries documented the "most 

irreparable and deplorable losses" of "the wntings of the Antients [which] have been attributed 

to the zeal of the Christians, who, at different periods made great havock amongst the Heathen 

  ut hors."^^ Joseph Haslewood was not alone among nineteenth-century antiquaries in comparing 

the Protestant treatment of Catholic leaming to the fall of Rome at the hands of the barbarians: 

"During the age of neglect, their destruction was almost equal to that excited by the warfare of 

~andalism."" 

Antiquaries also shared the ability to persist in their scholarly course despite the ridicule 

they received. This persistence must have shaped their lives and works, just as it left its mark on 

their community and culture. Carnden was unrnoved when his work was "cr[ied] down ... with 

much contempt. "" Antiquaries' persistence in their self-appointed tasks is found in the 

nineteenth century also: 

   hile mon Holland. W.. William Carnden. Britanriia, p. 9. 

3'~raham Parry, The Trophies of Tinte: English Anriquarians of the Seventeenth Century. Oxford University 
Press: Oxford, 1995, p. 14. 

33 Thomas Astle, The Origin and Progress of Writing, as well Hieroglyphic as Elementaty. Iilustrated by 
engraritigs takeri from Marbles, Manuscripts and Charters. Ancient and Modern: Also Some Account of the Origin 
and Progress of Printitzg, For The Author: London, 1784. p. x.  Astle was Keeper o f  the Records at the Tower. 

?Joseph Hadewood, Literary Researches into the History of the Book of Sr. Albans, White and Cochrane, 
London, 1810, p. 2. Bibliographer Thomas Hartwell Horne made the same cornparison in An introduction IO the 
Stndy of Bibliography, ta which is Prefrxed a Mernoir on the Public Libraries of the Ancients, G. Woodfall: London. 
1814. 2 volumes, Vol. 1,  p. xiv. So did Edward Edwards in his Libraries and Founders of Libraries, Trubner: 
London, 1865, p. 19. 

''Camden, Britannia, cited in Piggott. Ancient Britons and the Antiquarian Imagination, Thames and Hudson: 
London, 1989. p. 19. 
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The point cannot be made too strongly that it was pnmarily the book collectors of the 
eighteenth and Fust haif of the nineteenth century who amassed and saved from oblivion 
the bulk of the literature of earlier periods ...[ Men who] were regarded as eccentric almost 
to the point of insanity in their own day ...g arnered not only printed books but pamphlets 
and manuscripts of al1 kinds which were not then regarded as worth preserving, and saved 
what was only considered suitable for burning or the rag-and-bone man. Many members 
of this lunatic fringe bequeathed their entire lives' collections to the Bodleian and the 
British Museum and these institutions often owe the still under-explored richness of their 
resources to such men to an extent which is largely forgotten today? 

Finally. patient industry may be included in the list of antiquaries' shared emotional states. 

Among their most striking characteristics is their Herculean, almost Brobdingnagian industry. 

Like Carnden. they could Say of their work: "wherein what toyle is to be taken. as no man 

thinketh, so no man beleeveth but hee that hath made the triall."" Yet they rarely indulged in 

the very human act of concluding about a subject. It is surprising that so many scholars tolerated 

their industry to continue unfulfilled of its ultimate goal. Some, like Francis Fry, had the pleasure 

of achieving nearly perfect closure. but even he achieved closure only in a narrowly defined, very 

specific area. Carnden's legacy had inculcated specialisation. In the generation after Cmden. 

antiquaries moved away from encyclopedic closure. By addressing more lirnited questions, many 

more of them could reach a limited form of conclusion. By dissolving Camden's structure into 

discrete fields. antiquaries created a domain in which members understood the relationships 

shared between diverse fields, and organised many possibilities for discussion within their learned 

cornmunity. This must have provided its own kinds of rewards, even if it deferred fulfilment. 

Such states would, of course. Vary from individual to individuai. The task of collecting 

materials for an analysis of commonalities in antiquaries' descriptions of their attitude towards 

their work would itself be a labour of antiquarian proportions, and its interpretation would require 

''Frank Herrnan. Sotlteby's: Ponrair of an Almion Home. (Chatto & Windus: London) 1980, p. 23. The same 
argument is made by Kelley, Early Public Libraries, p. 4 3 4 .  

37 Holland W., Camden, Britannia, "The Author to the Reader," p. 4. 
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great delicacy. However, it seerns clear that widely shared emotional States may be constitutive 

of a field, its work on shared intellectual questions, and an institution's development. 

Nye presents cornrnunities as exclusive, colonising, or open, in different phases of their 

evolution, but argues that their disciplinary boundary must remain permeable to outsiders with 

new ideas, without which neither the field nor the comunity can persist. Predictably, antiquaries 

do not fit this analysis. While some of the ridicule aimed at the SA asserted its exclusivity, and 

the error has passed into acadernic histories of antiquarianism. the SA never reached a level of 

prestige that wouid support excl~sivity.~~ Antiquarianisrn can be viewed as extensively 

colonising in its early decades. However. the fact that no other intellectual cornrnunity was 

exploring many of the areas of research antiquaries were interrupts the standard tems of analyses 

of this sort: no other cornrnunity los& the fields antiquaries gained. The SA seems to have been 

open to new members, but advised "provident care" in dealings with "any ~tranger."'~ This 

ambivalence reflects concem both to avoid political misunderstanding about their work, and to 

preserve their collections. New data, and its power to generate new fields of study, correspond 

to the new ideas Nye argues are essential to the continuance of the field. 

Antiquaries, then, were an odd intellectual comunity, providing for their institutional 

needs informally among themselves, and sharing a passion with many whose work had little in 

comrnon but a distant goal and a textual structure. It rnight fairly be asked, in what the coherence 

of antiquarianism as an intellectual domain consisted. Antiquaries' shared goal has been discussed 

in Chapter Three. The role of the textual tradition will be discussed at the close of this chapter. 

But the overall coherence of antiquzianism might aiso be framed in the tems that Robert Bud 

38 See for example, "most members were wealthy, titled, or both," in A. Bowdoin Van Riper, Men Among the 
Mammoths: Victorian Science and rhe Discover). of Huntan Prehistory, University of Chicago Press: Chicago and 
London, 1993, p. 17. 

j'itern 8 of the 1637 Accord, reprinted in Evans, A History, pp. 22-23. See also Chapter Three. note 74. 



and Gerylyn Robert have described as providing the legitimacy of early chemistry. As chemists 

stmgled to define chernistry in the neighbourhood of a greater intellectual power (physics), they 

could show that the legitimacy of their work was practical rather than axiomatic. Antiquarianism 

may be sirnilarly described. Its coherence lay in the practical endeavour to collect the materiais 

necessary to the study of British history, the insistence on the authentication of each article of 

history, the construction of history frorn the evidence done, and the meticutous concem for the 

cornpetencies required to interpret the evidence accurately. Where chemistry used taxonomy and 

experimental regularities to arrange and coordinate its many constitutive elements, antiquarianism 

used region, evidential bodies and periodisation by laquage. Chernistq shared questions, objects 

and processes with physics. Until the eighteenth century, antiquarianism did not share its many 

fields with other cornrnunities. After that time, because of its emphasis on arguing from the 

evidence, many of its fields remained undisturbed by prospectors writing conventional histories. 

Antiquarianism. then, continued to coordinate, in a practical rnanner, the many antiquarian fields 

and their various bodies of data. 

Like Nye, many of the historians discussed in Chapter One stressed the defining rote of 

the institution in the life of a field. Maurice Crosland, for example, stressed the role of the 

institution in producing and organizing new knowledge, promoting discussion and adjudication, 

and educating and certiQing new rnernber~.'~ As has aiready been noted, some of the functions 

Crosland assigns to the institution were carried out informally within the antiquarian 

?Sec Maurice Crosland, Science Under Conrrol: The French Academy of Sciences f795-19I3. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 1992, esp. Chapter 3 "The Functioning of the Academy: Sorne Possible Roles," pp. 9 1 - 
123. See also Maurice Crosland, "The Development of a Professional Career in Science in France," The Emergence 
of Science in Western Europe, ed., Maurice Crosland, New York: Science History Publications. 1976; 139- 160. 
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comrnunity.'" The 1637 Accord and the 17 17 Constitution had formalised the manner in which 

antiquaries produced and organised knowledge. But paradoxically, they formalised the 

cooperative, voluntary associations through which antiquaries got much of their work done. Some 

of the functions which Crosland would assign to the institution were also carried out by structures 

formally outside the SA. In this sense, antiquaries were adept at using what was available to 

them, inside and outside their community. Italian historiographer Luigi Balsamo argues that 

journals such as the Gentleman's Magazine caused "a perceptible refinement of technique, which 

was linked to the ongoing academic definition of the disciplines, and the establishment of 

scientific research in new directions."" They "gradually imposed more rigorous standards than 

the general scholarship of the previous century had attained."" 

The SA lacked rnany of the features of institutions which contemporary historians of 

science consider crucial to the development and direction of intellectuai work. For example, it 

had no formally recognised gerontocracy to govem links between rnembers. Therefore the 

brokering of introductions, employment and fame happened in the community, primarily to 

4 I Nye's mode1 assigns the provision of a physical homeland as a part of the institution's functions of creating 
identity and stabiIity for members. For a considerable period. the SA had no homeland. Even from the Tavern phase, 
SA rooms were rented and subject to frequent changes of location. Thus the informal, cooperative links shared 
between members seen in the 1637 Accord must be viewed as replacing the homeland, providing members with an 
identity and creating a sense of permanence. Even in the nineteenth century, SA premises had problems. The 
expensive Anniversary Dinners after the Charter century had been stopped mid-century. Requests for conversaziones 
of the kind the RS held were frnally fulfilled in 1862. Cornplaints continued about the quality of the china and 
refreshments, and of the problerns of sharing space with the RS, which was inclined to take space in Somerset House 
not fonnally allotted to it. These problems were alleviated with the move to Burlington House in 1874. Throughout 
the period under consideration, then, the comrnunity can be seen providing the benefits of the homeland: a variety 
of dining clubs, such as Thomas Crofton Croker'ç Noviomagians Club, replaced the anniversary dinner, and 
conversaziones were held at a member's family residence in Picadilly. 

"Balsamo. Bibliographp, p. 107. 

J3~alsamo. Bibliographp, p. 1 07. 
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support shared projects, but also to bnng antiquaries employment? Both erninent scholars, but 

also ordinary scholars could tdce on these tasks." 

The SA can be described as a rninirnalist institution? Where the RS and BAAS 

produced annual sumrnary lectures. the SA depended on features of its textual tradition--subject, 

method, tasks, genres and research strategies--to fit material from many fields into shared 

categories of analysis." Evaiuation of members' work was infomally accomplished. Where the 

RS, the RA and the medical schools gave medals for distinguished work, membership alone was 

adjudicated in the SA. Antiquaries' institutional culture tended to alienate them from the formal 

evaiuation of members or from assigning rank among thernsel~es.''~ Distinction was recognised 

among antiquaries working in the sarne field, in publications and reviews, and through executive 

U By cornparison, links between BAAS members, except for those of the inner circle. were fewer and less 
essential to their employment and scholarship, and did not produce the same degree interconnection in community 
and scholmhip. Links between members of the Paris Academy of Science were fewer and based in competition. 
Both the boundav between members and outsiders, and the competition among insiders being educated and certi fied. 
was tierce. The RS had a gentlemanly dislike of competition. but its self-assurance was based increasingly on the 
boundary between rnembers and outsiders. 

'The institution was involved in a srnaIl amount of this kind of work only, as it had to select editors, illustrators. 
photographers, pubtishers, and others for its publications. Most of these were financial and scholarly successes, 
indicating a basic institutional cornpetence at brokering relations between personnel and coordinating expertise. But 
much more of this kinds of activity went on informdly among members. 

Ur'his minimalism ruose because the SA had no funds to produce periodic summaries nor pay personnel with 
the expertise across such a range of scholarship to coordinate research undertaken within the community. 

J7 In Mary JO Nye's tenns, antiquaries used archetypal genre rather than language or visual conventions, to 
organise their discussion of their subjects and prornote the development of antiquarian knowledge. From 1849, the 
SA President also delivered anniversary lectures presenting the state of work in progress. 

"Ridicule and accusations of treamn in the first centuries of their existence did not encouraged ihern to seek 
public recognition. Lacking this, the SA did not develop ways to cornmernorate their expertise and achievements. 
The fact that their work habituated them to cooperation rather than differentiation probably accounts for some of their 
resistance to awarding medals in the manner of the RS. In Mary JO Nye's terms, the antiquarian institution did not 
provide a homeland because it did not articulate members' rights and responsibilities. coditied entrance criteria, and 
methods of di fferentiating members. These things were present in the antiquarian community. However, their 
execution was informa1 rather than prescnbed. 



positions in specialist s o ~ i e t i e s . ~ ~  Before its period of reform. even the performance of executive 

officers was indifferently evaluated." Because the SA gave minimal attention to directing and 

evaluating the work of its comrnunity, this does not mean that antiquaries were unconcemed with 

scholarly standards. As the debates around reform show, and the data on newly elecfed members 

confirms, antiquaries were concemed to elect competent scholars only. While they maintained 

high standards, their indifference to its formal regulation was a product of their cooperative 

culture, and of having little competition for the intellectual domain they inhabited? 

Much of the labour of summarising, coordinating and directing work in progress was 

provided to the antiquarian comrnunity by the Gentleman's Magazine, from late in the eighteenth 

century. The Gentleman 's Magazine allowed antiquarianism a new rate of information exchange, 

a broadcast kind of communication which reached a wider readeship, the exchange of less 

consequential information than S A  publications dealt with, and a forum for requests for help and 

discussions of interpretive problems. It is unlikely that the SA executive, meeting monthly except 

in the vacations, could have produced anything similar. It certainly did not have the funds. The 

4') Consensus also identified inferior scholrtrs (but removal of fellows happened only occasionaIly. for arrerirs, not 
incornpetence). For example, the Shakespearean forgeries of John Payne ColIier were discredited in print by James 
Orchard Halliwell, Thomas Duffus Hardy, Frederic Madden, Samuel WeIler Singer, and others. Madden criticised 
the care British Library manuscripts had received by Josiah Forshall, who had cnticised their care by others in the 
early years at Montagu House. For examples. see Appendix 2.C.5. James Pycroft was removed for his eccentricities, 
which mainly involved defacing SA documents such as candidatures, which were conventionally left on the main 
table in the library for fellows to pursue. Pycroft's alterations had verisimilitude, and led to requests even from 
candidates to suppress his activities. See Evans, A Histoy, p. 298. In the main, less eminent fellows were working 
and pubtishing just as notable fellows were, and there existed no mechanisms for allowing the SA to distinguish the 
competent antiquary who published M e  from the antiquary who pubiished inferior work. 

'>For a list of antiquaries' positions in numerous Victorian lemed societies, see Appendix 2.8.1. 

SIThough histonans had invaded antiquarian temtory in the eighteenth century, and nineteenth century antiquaries 
began to publicise their expertise. they were concentrated in areas historians laid no claims to, and so no clear 
competition or conflict arose. Many new societies addressed areas with which antiquaries had traditionatly been 
concerned, but SA memkrs filled their executive positions. The founders and members of the society which was 
most vocaily critical of the SA, the British Archaeological Association, remained active SA participants. Far from 
expressing a desire to secede from or compete with the SA, they urged it to take a coordinating role for the smakr, 
specialised societies. 
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question arises. whether the SA must be viewed as an inadequate institution because it did not 

provide the services supplied by the Gentleman's Magazine; or whether, given its limited funding 

and rnodest capability to coordinate work, it can be viewed as a successful, if minimalist, 

institution. It is probably most accurate to view the SA and the Gentleman's Magazine as 

providing different services to the antiquarian cornrnunity, and at different rates. "It is important 

to remember that the Society's proceedings were the incunabula of antiquarian research. that it 

meetings provided a forum for CO-operative inquiry."" The SA achieved much basic 

histonographic work during the sixteenth. seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, with little 

institutional direction other than structuring the sharing of information and collections and 

minimal. but definitive, publications. Antiquaries were not seeking an activist institution when 

the Gentleman's Magazine arose as a vehicle for antiquarian work. That the periodical took on 

the functions it did reflects antiquaries' practice in turning what was to hand to their own uses. 

The SA and the Griitlernan's Magazine, then, were complementary. Both served to introduce 

antiquaries working in sirnilar fields to each other. Because of its low subscnption rate, the 

Gentleman's Magazine was not expected to produce lavish works of expert scholarship, and so 

could reflect the status quo of the antiquarian discussion from moment to moment, mapping and 

comrnunicating areas of ignorance as well as achievements. SA publications offered the 

production of authoritative works, which provided intellectual direction to members. Where the 

practice of representing al1 fields prevented SA publications from reflecting the changeability of 

the immediate discussion, this equity minimised friction within the cornmunity, and provided 

longterm intellectual stability in presenting material from fields whether they were fashionable 

''Party. The Trophies of Tinie. p. 5. 
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or not." The SA, then, although minimalist in coordinating the work its community produced, 

was successful in achieving its scholarly goals through its limited formal means, relying on the 

initiative and cooperation of memben to evaluate and direct their work voluntarily. This was 

successful until the nineteenth century, when antiquaries' tendency to organise work informally, 

and outside the SA, began to work against the antiquarian institution. 

Shared intellectual, institutional and cornmunity problems were al1 shaped by one 

particular issue: funding. From the time of Camden's Britannia, the production and organisation 

of new antiquarian knowledge had depended on cooperative structures and on the antiquarian 

textual tradition. Reiiance on cooperation was inadequate by early in the nineteenth century. 

Projects such as excavations were too expensive for the SA to fund. Council's reaffirmation of 

the SA'S traditional publishing policy, and their reconsideration of the SA'S histoiic intent to 

create a museum, can be seen as retrenchment, defending against the new demands created by 

the explosion of antiquarian work and workers. By the l830s, then, the SA was failing as an 

institution because its community was more productive than traditional structures could support 

or coordinate, and the work produced went wel1 beyond what the SA could hope to organise or 

fund. Therefore memben began to invest in learned societies outside the SA for projects other 

than publications.5J 

Throughout the nineteenth century, rnembership dues were the main source of SA 

revenues. These were not sufficient to the breadth of the community's interests, but many 

antiquaries retained the belief that funding and scholarship functioned antagonistically within the 

"The mercurial antiquarian discussion in the CM. had it been the only mechanism pmviding direction to 
antiquaries and their fields, might, for example. have neglected classicisers in the excitement of the Gottiic, or 
aliowed too much authority to powerful voices such as that of Horace Walpole, to the detriment of studies on Roman 
Britain. 

%ln 1845. for example. the British Archaeological Association was founded by antiquaries Thomas Wright. 
Charles Roach Smith. Thomas Joseph Pettigrew, William Bromet and Albert Way, in order to support excavations. 
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institution: if fees dropped. so would scholarship. During the era of reform, antiquaries' concem 

that cutting fees to increase membership would weaken scholarly standards led to stricter 

admission requirements. While this addressed the irnrnediate concem, it did not help the SA to 

close the gap between its goals and its revenues. As long as fees remained the chief source of 

SA revenue, the more the institution cultivated antiquarian scholarship. the more it undermined 

its ability to support that work. Activities such as those the BAAS pursued to raise funds were 

not discussed during the reform period. probably because they were perceived as cornpetitive. It 

was not until the 1860s that the SA began raising and investing funds for large-scale projects. 

By the end of the period under consideration. then. they had begun to adapt, reshaping their 

institutional practices and culture to the demand of their environment. 

The preceding discussion of the ways the SA, its cornrnunity and its intellectual pursuits 

do, and do not, fit current models of fields. has characterised antiquarianism as a coherent if 

oddly stmctured intellectual domain, the SA as a successful if rninimalist institution, and 

antiquaries as a vital. cooperative scholarly cornmunity. It has aiso highlighted the ways in which 

antiquarianism does not conform to some of the most sophisticated models of fields yet 

developed. Its unconventional character has indicated four areas in which these models rnight be 

improved. 

First, the definition of the institution needs ampliQing. In the case of antiquarianisrn, 

informal cornmunity agreements. "the force of friendship,"" interpersonal networks, texts and 

periodicais al1 functioned to educate and certify, and to produce, direct and coordinate knowledge. 

They contnbuted to organising work across a broad area, setting research goals, creating 

-- - -  

S 5 ~ a n y .  Trophies of Tirne. p. 7. 
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recognition, introducing people of like interests, and coordinating joint projects.56 The argument 

of Mary JO Nye and David Hull, that it is more the sharing of questions and problerns, than the 

exact questions which can mutate radically over time, could be applied to describing these kinds 

of carrien of institutional and intellectud continuity. Twentieth-century historical studies of 

Victorian institutions also need more careful definition. Well-known societies such as the RS and 

BAAS have served as exemplars in developing the theoreticai parameters of the institution, 

skewing histonographicai attention towards eminent societies at the expense of the srnaller 

societies in which so many Victorians participated. The study of less prestigious institutions could 

contribute to a more normative image, or perhaps a taxonomy, of Victorian leamed societies. 

Second, the data presented in Chapter Four demonstrates that the materiais exist to 

describe very precisely the network of scholarly relations that existed in Victorian England. The 

Victorian era is the first for which a quantity of personal information is available. from school, 

university and employment registers, periodicals, and other materials from many collections, from 

the holdings of the General Register's Office to those of local historical societies. This suggests 

several directions for research on Victorian scholars and scholarship. As this thesis has shown, 

London was not in al1 cases the centre of important intellectual work. Materials exist for tracing 

the web of cross-country scholarly connections. Prosopographical research also makes it possible 

to map the class connections seen within scholarly communities. This thesis has delineated the 

scholarly work and employment relations of men of the upper and lower middle classes, in some 

cases penetrating into the lower classes. Data presented in Chapter Four suggests that a large 

'The case could be made that genre took on some comparable functions. In the nineteenth century, writing can 
clearly be seen assuming the functions of a scholarly institution, replacing the physical homeland and providing 
structures of education and certification. Publishing was the mechanism for producing and distributing knowledge, 
and for criticising, shaping and directing fields. Thus, Victorian periodicals might be analysed as cooperative. 
informal institutions. A distinction between scientific and humanities fields might be based on the different forms 
of writing in the two precincts of knowledge. 
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portion of antiquaries were not public school boys, univenity graduates, lawyers, clergymen or 

potiticians. They were hatters, chernists. writers and clerks, dissenters, Catholics, Jews. radicals 

and heretics. While poor, they had scholarly passions. While self-educated, they performed weil 

enough to earn recognition. Prosopographical research would permit the historical exploration of 

Victorian scholarship in Geison's terms, identifying schools and members and tracing the history 

of their work very precise~y.~' Results would provide a more normative context for writing the 

history of fields. describing the evolution of expertise, and situating eminent figures. 

Third, models of Victorian fields need terms for scholars that are more flexible and 

precise than "amateur" and "profe~sional."~~ Without doubt, data presented in Chapter Four has 

cast doubt on the these terms. As twentieth-century historians of Victorian Britain use them, they 

tend to imply educational attainments and social class. Harold Perkins, for example, defines 

"professional" in terms of the training required for expertise, and presents this as creating a 

" ~ e e  Genld Geison. Michael Fosfer and the Cambridge School of Physiology: The Scienrific Enferprise in Late 
Victorian Sociec. Princeton University Press: Princeton, 1978 and J.B. MorreI1, "The Chemist Breeders: The 
Research Schools of Liebig and Thomas Thomson" Anzbir 19(1972); 1-46. This mode1 has its problems when applied 
to Victorian Britain in the way suggested. Geison describes research schools as having a local culture, educational 
tradition, research programs, theoretical systems and persona1 networks, al1 of which produce a sense of identity. 
Antiquaries were dispersed, but could be said shared several local cultures specialised by place and field. Suspicion 
and ridicule could be said to create a sense of identity. Method and genre functioned as an educational tradition. 
providing models to new members. Antiquaries' specialised fields of inquiry and concern for collection and 
authcntication, are similar to research programs. intentionally articulated and coordinated towards a determined end. 
The counties and periods that organised bodies of remains and genre functioned like theoretical systems, fitting data 
into an accepted organisation and stnicturing new lines of inquiry. That antiquaries had strong personal networks has 
been demonstrated. 

S W ~ a r i e  Boas-Hall, Morris Beman and others have used these terms in their evaluations cf Victorian institutions. 
See Boas-Hall, A ll Scienrisrs Now: The Ro_val Society in the Nineteenth Centuty, (Cambridge: Cam bridge University 
Press. 1984) and Boas-Hall, "The Royal Society in Thomas Huxley's Time" Notes Rec.Roy.Soc.Lond. 38( 1984); 153- 
158. Berman presents the most nuanced analyses of these terms. contrasting the eighteenth century amateur view of 
research as CO-operative, commercially disinterested, and an rivocation fitting gentlemen for conversation but not 
cornpetition, with a newly emergent entrepreneurial attitude. directed towards controtling research. See Berman. 
Social Chatlge and Scienrific Organization: The Royal fnstintrion, I7WI844, Corne11 University Press: Ithaca, New 
York, 1988; Morris Beman, "'Hegemony' and the Amateur Tradition in British Science" Journal of Social Hisror). 
Volume 8 (Winter, 1975). pp. 30-50; and Robert K. Merton, Science, Technalogy and Society in Seventeenth Cenrrq 
England, Harper and Row: New York, 1970. The material presented in preceding chapters shows antiquaries do not 
fit this analysis. 



distinct social c ~ a s s . ~ ~  But this may be rnisleading, if applied to circumstances before the late 

nineteenth century. The rapid speciation of knowledge in the Victorian era was widely reflected 

in university departments only from about 1870. The expertise to fi11 these positions had to corne 

from somewhere. Prelirninary data presented in this thesis suggests that some university positions 

in the final decades of the century were filled by antiquaries whose work had been accomplished 

in iemed societies and journals." That is, those who did scholarly work in the first two-thirds 

of the century are referred to amateurs. Those who did much the same work after about 1870 are 

referred to as professionals. Yet some of these were the same men, who received professional 

positions on the basis of the expertise they acquired when wnting as amateurs. The difference 

between the two groups, then, may be more apparent than reaL6' The class connotations of these 

terms have dso been used to indicate a social separation between those who attained higher 

education and certification and those who did not. Victorian scholars have generally been put in 

the more elevated group. But many antiquaries were lower middle class in origin, educated 

themselves, used their learning to obtain better employment, but had to pursue their scholarly 

interests privately. They tended to repudiate competition and embrace cooperation, across class 

' "~ee  Perkins, The Rise of Professional Society: Englarid Since 1880, Routledge: London and New York. 1989. 
pp. 1-26. Perkins is aware of the role of the universities and the drive for certification in the creation of the 
professions and of professionals, but many historians use both terms for the entire nineteenth century. 

?Sec Appendix 2.A.7. 

61  Data presented in this thesis also suggests that scholars cannot adequately be identified by simple field-related 

designations, such as "archaeologists" or "botanist." Chemists and botanists were also often historians, archaeologists 
were ~ S O  philologists, and so on. Given that Victorian Britain had very little formal institutiona1 infrastructure 
supporting scholarship, class background and field of study are related problems in defining terms. The reality for 
many nineteenth-century British scholars was closer to that described by a French bibliographer of the sarne period: 
"there are no differences among them other than those due to birth, or status. or chance: one cannot suppose that 
someone is a good Libratian if he doesn't have the abilities of a Bibliographer. The latter cannot exercise these 
abiiities with any confidence if he is not in charge of a large library; and the Amateur can only operate with 
difficulty i f  he does not have the knowledge needed by the Librarian and Bibliographer ...[ T]he connoisseur of 
beautiful books, the amateur, in one stroke became a three-fold personage, more cornplex and complete than the other 
two." Née de la Rochelle, cited in Balsamo, Bibliography, p. 142. 
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and educational boundaries. This suggests another way in which prosopographical research might 

reconstruct twentieth-century historiographie conventions. A mode1 of Victorian inteilectual fields 

articulated not on the bais  of class and education, but on the basis of the links actually found 

between scholars working in the same field. might blur the boundary between amateur and 

professional, and suggest more fitting descriptors. 

Finally, models of intellectual fields need to pay much greater attention to the role of the 

text in the continuity and development of fields.6' This is especially the case, as many scholarly 

traditions have flourished in the past, and others are still being undertaken in Our own tirne, 

without strong institutional support. Beyond the three components which have formed the mode1 

of intellectual field used in this thesis, antiquaries' distinctive textual tradition should be 

considered as a founh, long-lived, widely shared feature which helped to define the many fields 

antiquaries pursued. One way to describe this textual tradition, and account for the longevity of 

its form, may be found in genre theory6' The antiquarian cornmunity was a textual community: 

"Frorn the tirne of Aristotle, genre theory has provided a way to explore the forma1 characteristics of texts. But 
there are important differences between ancient and modem literary theories. In particular, contemporary literary 
criticism has shifted its traditional focus from the analysis of authors and the meaning of their works to the reader 
and the act of reading. Contemporary critics have explored the range of interpretive possibiiities al1 texts offer their 
readers. emphasising reading as an active process, profoundly constitutive of the meaning of the text. In the process 
of reading, the meaning of a text acquires a kind of drift, away From that held between author and audience at the 
moment of publication and towards increasing diversity, depending on the circumstances of Iater readers. Modern 
literary criticism has created many delicate investigative tools for exploring changes in the reception of texts and in 
the ways the forma1 characteristics of texts such as genre traits have mutated over time. Thus they can be used to 
evaluate antiquarian texts. Undoubtedly, antiquarian readers interpreted Carnden's Britannia differently in different 
times and places. However, antiquarian writers retained certain forma1 features as stnrcturing devices, which their 
readership appreciated and re-appreciated. Genre theory can help evaluate these, and provide an account of their 
history. 

"eories of genre were first articulated by Aristotle. In the Renaissance, writing about literary styles increased, 
but by early in the eighteenth century classical forms were overtaken by a proliferation of vernacular Iiterary styles. 
Twentieth-century genre theory reveals some of the sarne impulses as classical theories. In the 1920s, Benedetto 
Croce protested the scientistic categorization of genres. arguing for understanding Iiterary works as intuitive and 
unique. Italian historiographer Arnaldo Momigliano was among mid-century critics who, responding to Croce, 
reasserted chat it xx possible and usefuI to distinguish between kinds of writing by their forma1 properties. In the 
1950s. stmcturrilists and others such as Northrop Frye returned to creating eiaborate systerns to define and relate 
different genres. Post-stnicturalists, discoverhg characteristics which al1 forms of écriture shared, again erased the 
boundanes between kinds. In recent decades, saucturalist work. merging with discourse studies, has modelled genres 



that is, a community of readers and writers whose reading and writing practices were highly 

stable over time, integrated with others' work. and directed towards a shared goal? While 

individual members' field work or research was pursued alone or in small groups, the work of 

al1 members of the community was shaped and propelled towards its goal by a structured, inter- 

related set of organisational and analytic categories--the chronological, linguistic, regional and 

evidential categories of Carnden's Britannia. Together, these created a highiy formaiised textual 

structure. By reproducing this structure generation and generation, antiquaries helped to ensure 

the Iongevity of their historiographic vision and their ultimate goal. 

The constancy of the formal features of antiquarian writings over many generations is 

unusual. when compared to most other kinds of literature, and to non-antiquarian historical 

writing6' The forms and features of non-antiquarian histories have varied with times and places, 

transforrning the historical subject, historians' methods, and their choices of literary style? 

as coded forms of communication. As with contemporary literary criticism, these works emphasise the reception 
rather than generation of texts. and the ways in which genres construct value-laden perspectives. See Rosalie L. 
Colie, The Resowces of Kirid: Genre Theoty in the Renaissance. University of California Press: Berkeley, 1973. 

Y h a t  is. members read p s t  antiquaries' works in order to acquire a cntical appraisal of the ways they had 
organised information about the past. They read other antiquaries' notes and books in order to better their 
understanding of the total resources and information available to them. They wrote in order to arrange newly 
discovered material within the current temporal and systematic fiarnework, intending these to contribute towards an 
eventuat total and comprehensive account of the past. 

"For an analysis of this point in British historiography and related genre, see Donald Kelley, ed.. The Shapes 
of Ktioivledge froni the Renaissance to the Enlightenment, Kluwer Academic Publishers: Dordrecht and Boston, 199 1. 

T h e  patriotic histories of Camden's time, for example, lasted only about a century. The republican 
historiographic paradigm of the seventeenth century quickly gave way to the Augustan, then the commercial. and 
then the philosophical histories of the eighteenth century, which were themselves superseded by others early in the 
nineteenth century. See, for example, anaIyses of historiography and genre in Barbara Kiefer Lewdski, ed.. 
Rertaissance Gerires: Essuys on Theoty, Histoty, and Interpretarion, Harvard University Press: Cambridge. Mass., 
1986, Harvard Engl ish Studies 14, Barbara Shapiro, Probability and Certainty in Severtteenrh-Cenrur). England: A 
Stu& of rire Rclationships benveetr Narural Science, Religion, Hisrory, Law. and Literature, Princeton University 
Press: Princeton. NJ..  1983. Douglas Lane Patey, Probability and Lirerary Fonn: Philosophic Theor), and Literaq 
Practice in the Augusran Age, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge and New York, 1984 and Robert Langford 
Montgomery, Ternis of Respome: Language and Audience in Severrteenrh- and Eighteenth-Cenruty Theory. 
Pennsylvania State University Press: University Park, Pa., 1992. 



Momigliano, among many others, has shown that one of the most characteristic features of non- 

antiquarian histonography is its chmeleon-like capacity to mirror the social and political interests 

of the times. Usually, then, the kind of history written in a given period has changed from that 

of previous decades, and is itself eventually superseded by newer kinds of histories? By 

cornparison, antiquarian works are noteworthy because they did not go through any sirnilu degree 

of evolution. Antiquaries' long-lived conservation of the formal features of their historiographie 

paradigm requires some exploration, then. Genre theory can give precision to that exploration. 

Of contemporary theories of genre, the most comprehensive treatrnent of historical writing 

is found in the work of AIastair Fowler. Fowler inventories fifteen traits which allow histoncal 

works to be described as a distinct genre." While some are more prominent than others in 

various epochs or specific works, taken as a whole, they characterise the great majority of 

western historical works. Of the traits that describe antiquarian works, representational aspect, 

subject, extemal structure, entrelacement, and reader's task are the most def in i t i~e .~~ 

Aspect and subject are interconnected. Aspect refers to whether a work is written in 

67 This is not to say that there were not continuities, but even basic elements like subject matter changed radically 
over the time period antiquaries were writing history. 

fin Fowler argues that. while a given work might not share all fifteen traits, it would have to share enough to bear 
a family resemblance to other historical works, in order to be a historical work. For antiquarian works. only one of 
the fifteen is not shared: rnetrical form, which is applicable only to poetic works. See Fowler, Kitids of Lirerature: 
An Inrroduciiori ro the Theop of Genres and Modes, Harvard University Press: Cambridge, Mass, 1982. See also 
Ann Imbrie. "Defining Non-Fiction Genre." Lewalski, ed.. Renaissance Genres, pp. 45-69. 

O9 Of the other traits of historical works, some are not strongly present, and others reflect the antiquarian subject 
and style of narrative described above. For example, values, or the moral signs the author uses to indicate how the 
reader should evaluate the subject, was not often strongly present in antiquarian works. Nor were coloration (language 
evocative of certain rnoods), occasion (characteristic event or point at which the work was read or perfomed), or 
appropriate style (choice of more or less formal language to produce certain effects in the reader). One might 
evaluate "Britain" in the terms of character, as a complex hero, but in this case, there are no antagonists or other 
characters to use to distinguish the problems and movement of antiquarian works. "Decorum," or the attitudes 
reflected in the narrative style about the subject, can be found in language expressing caution in interpreting data, 
and a circumspect awareness of the fact that more data would be gathered, possibly changing the image of the su bject 
which was undergoing definition. But in the great majority of cases, there is relatively little of this kind of rhetorical 
structuring of antiquarian works. 
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narrative. dramatic or discursive (dialogue) style. Antiquarian works were, formally, narratives. 

But that term indicates an integrated and developed set of ideas, and a smoothly flowing literary 

style. Antiquarian works were so highly segmented and interrupted, and the forest of notes and 

appendices accompanying and qualifying the main text so great, that the term "narrative" is 

stretched to its Iirnit when applied to thern. Further, antiquarian works did not resemble non- 

antiquarian histoncal narratives because of the way they defined their histoncal subject. 

Antiquaries conceived of this subject, or "everything that happened in the British Mes in the 

past." as fundamentally uncertain and possibly indeterminate. This has not generally been the case 

for non-antiquarian histones of Britain wntten between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

Antiquarian works stressed the problems of evidence rather than presenting evidentiary fragments 

within a smoothly developed, politically-organised narrative. Antiquarian authors drew attention 

to, and explored the ways gaps in the evidential record made it difficult to deterrnine the basic 

components of historical narratives--facts, events and chronologies. Antiquarian works also 

presented the results of research as incomplete and temporary. creating a sense of the subject as 

very panially understood only, as larger than any single narrative could adequately convey, and 

as a goal which might be achieved, through collective effort, sometime in the future. Such works 

indicated the need for readers to read many other antiquarian works as well, undermining the 

sense of the genre as a sure guide to the past and the meaning of past events. By defining the 

subject so broadly, antiquarian works removed political and philosophical material from their 

central position, interfering with the educative role often assigned to works of h i s t ~ r y . ~ ~  

Antiquarian works were intended as real explorations of questions to which antiquaries did not 

7'The guidance in civic affairs provided by mainstream British historical works before the eighteenth century had 
rarely questioned whether wisdom could be provided thus. By cornparison, geography, numismatics, archaeology and 
philology provided far fewer opportunities to exemptify wisdom or folly. 
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have an answer at the time they put pen to paper. and which they declared openly rnight never 

have answers." 

The structure of antiquarian works. like their definition of subject, was defined by their 

stress on bodies of evidence. The sectioning of Camden's Britannia, for example, reflected the 

parts of his temporal, linguistic, regional and evidentiai examination of the remains of the past. 

The tendency to section in these ways was retained into the nineteenth century. Archaeologicai 

antiquaries' critical engagement with the classification of artefacts, for example, resulted in 

volumes arranged according to the many different kinds of sites. Philological antiquaries' indices, 

bibliographies and catalogues reflected the kinds of words, regions. texts and libraries they came 

across in their research. Antiquarian county histories tended to be divided into regional and 

evidential sections. Structuring works in this way tended to disintegrate the narrative flow 

generally found in non-antiquarian histoncal works. and to fragment the histoncal subject among 

many different evidential perspectives." 

The trait known as entrelacement describes the ways in which the various parts of a text 

are interrelated. Works aiming at a formal perfection indicate that an author has conceived his 

or her subject very completely. Discontinuities in the relations of the parts of a work indicate an 

7 1 For an example of genre analysis of historical work, see Achsah Guibbory, The Map of T h e :  Seventeenth 
Cenrur). English Literatrtre and Ideas of Parteni in Hisrory, University of Illinois Press: Urbana, 1986, especially 
Chapter Two, "Francis Bacon: The Cycle of Error and the Progress of Tmth," pp. 43-68, in which some discussion 
of Camden is given. 

"The character of antiquarian work seen in their structuring and subject was refiected in another genre trait: size. 
Size can Vary from very small (such as an epigram) to very large (such as an epic), and establishes in readers' minds 
the quality of the author's vision of the subject. By producing Iengthy works, antiquaries indicated that they saw the 
historical subject as cornplex. Size also indicates the demand placed on the reader. Where eighteenth century histories 
of customs and rnanners attempted to ease the reader's path through dificult or foreign material, antiquarian 
narratives made no concessions to readers* discornfort. Content was comprehensive rather than bnef or synopsised. 
A similar analysis rnay be done for scale. This refers to authors' statements about how long it will take, and how 
difficult i t  will be, to read their work with understanding, and how easily the subject may be conveyed. For 
antiquarian narratives, scale was slow rather than fast, and difficult rather than easy. 
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author's reservations about being able to provide an impeccable account of the ~ u b j e c t . ~ ~  It is 

clear that antiquaries did not constmct themselves as able to provide a perfect account of any 

field or subfield. Instead, the tentative entrelacement of their works suggests that they saw 

themselves as competent in a specialised subject only. Further, by nesting their specialised studies 

within the framework articulated by Camden, they indicated that individual works were 

components of a larger, collaborative work, the formal perfection of which existed ideaily, in the 

future. While indicating that overail perfection, many antiquarian works attempted very little 

entrelacement. 

These features of antiquarian works--their problernatised subject, grand size, discontinuous 

structure and hypotheticd entrelacement--made them hard to read. In order to achieve the 

interpretive task set by an antiquarian author, the reader had also to read the many other works 

identified as important to grasping that part of history." Understanding many works was 

required to understand any one work. Al1 works were long and full of comment on the problems 

of interpreting evidence. A11 made expert knowledge of languages, bibliography, and of various 

evidential and documentary bodies a prerequisite for reading at an informed level. The reader was 

left to attempt his or her own integration of the materid into an overail picture of British history. 

The reader of antiquarian works, then, had to be resolute. 

Antiquarian works, then, shared a number of formal textuai features which provided 

structure and stability to their intellectual domain and ultimate goal. Camden's historiographic 

7 3 ~ h i s  also reflects on the author's sense of the historical subject. "Discontinuities between the parts have a 
profound effect" on the definition of a subject. Fowler, Kinds of Lirerature, p. 63. Decreasing the narrative continuity 
decreases the amount of completion and definition the work can give to its subject, and increases the work the reader 
must do in order to understand the work and solve the problem the work presents its readers. 

''This indicates the degree to which antiquaries were writing to each other, an implication borne out by perusal 
of the subscription lists for many nineteenth-century antiquarian works. The notion of "interpretive task" originated 
and h a  been developed in the works of literaxy critic Frank Kermode. 
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vision had established the goal. His Britannia had provided formal structures for attempting to 

achieve it. Those formal structures became the means of organising and coordinating work 

undertaken in many and diverse fields, over many generations, where, in many cases, the 

antiquarian institution could not, and where fields were too diverse for their intellectual relations 

to structure research. This remained the case even when the nineteenth-century institution could 

no longer coordinate the work its cornmunity produced, and the intellectual cohesion of 

antiquarianism began to break down under the pressure, and the success, of speciaiisation. The 

formal features of antiquarian texts were the first characteristics of antiquarian work to appear, 

and the 1 s t  to disappear. The diaspora of the nineteenth-century antiquarian community arnong 

specialised institutions is not rnirrored in their wntten products. As Chapters Three, Five and Six 

showed, nineteenth century antiquaries' written works stiiI retained their distinctive textual 

features and connection to the traditional antiquarian project. Textual features, then, may form 

a fourth component of fields, especially in cases where intellectual work has been pursued 

without strong institutionai support. Genre theory has allowed us to explore how the features of 

this particular textual tradition shaped the antiquarian intellectual project, and allowed it to persist 

over generations without strong institutional suppon. 

This thesis has appraised antiquarianism in three related incarnations, as an institution, a 

community, and an intellectual domain. Exploring the connections between the parts of 

antiquarianism has highlighted its long history of voluntary cooperation. and the ways in which 

its under-determined subject was given form by shared passions and long-lived textual structures. 

The eclipse of this intellectual cornmunity and project, at a moment of great vitality, has been 

explained more in terms of its social and political environment than any definitive failure in its 

institutional, intellectual or communal health. Many ways to exptore both the tenacity and the 

eclipse of this unusual intellectual tradition remain, but cannot be considered here. However, it  
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is possible to identiQ a few issues which this research has highlighted. 

The eclipse of antiquarianism in the nineteenth century has had the effect of removing this 

rich tradition of scholarship frorn the view of many twentieth-century historians. Because little 

work has treated antiquaries, either singly or as an intellectuai community, the ancient portrait 

of them as dull, incompetent amateurs has been reproduced through yet another century, though 

in more professional terms than those used by John Earle, Bishop of Salisbury, who vaiued 

antiquarian work at approximately the worth of a mouldy cheese." This thesis has attempted 

to create a new. and more faithful portrait of antiquarianism. by asking the rather simple 

questions. who were antiquaries, and what did they do? Answering them has indicated the depth 

and importance of their contribution to a large area of literary and historicai scholarship, which 

has in turn raised certain historiographic questions. If historians of nineteenth-century Britain 

were to treat SA membership as they have membership in other learned societies, how would this 

alter our image of Victorian society and scholarship? Should the work of Amaldo Mornigliano, 

though an extraordinary achievement, continue to provide the basis for relating the historiographic 

strearns he identifies, or c m  their differences and interactions be exarnined more finely? Other 

questions are theoretical. In what ways might genre be used to define the kinds of British 

historiography and relate it to cognate fields of inquiry? Might the definition of institutions be 

broadened to include long-lived textual traditions and informal, voluntary associations? In what 

ways do scholars' motivations and personal investments in their work account for the directions 

their research takes? 

Finally, in asking who antiquaries were and what they did, this thesis has indicated the 

value of an inclusive approach to the history of fields now located in either the sciences or the 

75 For Earle's caricature of the antiquary, see Chapter Three, note 100. See also Philip Btiss, ed., John Earle, 
Microcosmographie, White and Cochrane: London, 18 1 1, pp. 22. 
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humanities. It is clear from data presented throughout, that antiquaries worked across this 

boundary, and that this boundary was not as formative a force in their intellectual endeavours as 

it is in Our own. It is equally evident that there must have been considerable cross-fertilisation 

between fields. The cautious, meticulous approach which led antiquaries to protest: "1 feel 1 have 

taken but a superficiai view of the objects entrusted to my  are,"'^ even when their work was 

exhaustive, must have been transferred to the non-antiquarian fields they worked in. The sarne 

is very likely true of their tendency to historicise their materiai, including physical objects. In this 

matter, as in the historiographie and theoretical questions identified above, much could be gained 

by emulating antiquaries' own tendency to question what has been taken for granted about the 

materials of British history. Despite their reluctance to conclude, antiquaries nevertheiess 

collected and evduated an extraordinary arnount of material. This tends to undermine their 

frequent expressions of pessimism about what they might achieve. But that pessimism was always 

evenly matched with their ambition. Recording his own scholarly mernorial at the close of the 

Britctnnia, Carnden wrote: 

Nothing remaineth now, seeing my penne hath with rnuch labour stmgled and failed at 
length out of so many blind shelves and shdlowes of the Ocean and craggy rocks of 
antiquity, Save onely this, that as seamen were wont in old tirne, to present Neptune with 
their tome sailes, or some saved planks according to their vow; so 1 also should 
consecrate sorne monument unto the Almighty and most gracious God, and to Venerable 
Antiquity ... Meanwhile, 1 would have the reader to remember, that 1 have in this worke 
wrastled with that envious and ravenous enemy, ~ime."" 

"charles Roach Smith. Archaeologio 30(1844). No. XI. "Sorne Account of Antiquities found in the 
Neighbourhood of Sandwich. in the County of Kent," pp. 132-36, p. 136. 

77 Camden. Britan~ria. 1600, p. 233. 



APPENDIX ONE 

This appendix presents the data set from which the values in Cbapter Four are drawn, 
and describes problems in interpreting the data. It is necessary first to define a few terms. The 
abbreviation "N." is used for number. For example, "N. scientific societies" is the number of men 
holding memberships in scientific societies. "T" is used for "total." The total body of data is 
termed the data set, and is found at the end of this Appendix. The data set represents information 
of certain kmds found about the 1,636 men who were SA members, 1830-1870 inclusive. This 
group is termed the population, and is composed from the narnes found on the membership lists 
in 1830, 1840, 1850, 1860, and 1870. Data has been grouped into categories for analysis; 
Schooling, Father's Occupation, and so on. These categories are termed variables. They have 
been defined, and data treated, according to the protocols presented in A.T. Fomenko, Empirico- 
Statistical Anafysis of Narrative Material and Its Applications to Historical Dating, Dordrecht, 
Boston: Kluwer, 1994, particularly chapters I through 4. A Figure is a selection from the total 
information given in the data set, by variable. It is important to qualie how the data and the 
conclusions based on its analysis is understood. The seven issues discussed below indicate 
important limitations on interpreting the data, both generally, and for this population in particular. 

There are seven main problems discussed here, problems in understanding and using the 
data set. The first involves the definition of rows, columns and variables. When data is presented 
in table fonn, it must first be organised by variable. Organising data in a certain way displays 
some features of the data set, where organising the same data into other variables, which would 
show other features, could be equaily valid. The definition of variables used here reflects features 
the author views as most useful for the project articulated. However, this decision should be seen 
as shaping the data, and producing a quantitative interpretation. The statistical picture thus 
achieved should not be mistaken for the only picture which could legitirnately represent the 
population the data describes. 

For example, in presenting data for "Fathers' Occupations," in Figure 1.5, sons of bankers, 
manufacturers and wealthy merchants are grouped together. As a group, they make a noticeable 
number. Grouped separately, each would make up such a small figure that it would be hard for 
the reader to see that the sons of those members of the new industrial society who based their 
wealth in capital were, as a group, a noticeable if small$ portion of the membership, among the 
sons of men from more traditional professions. Neither arrangement is more or less correct: both 
make a particular tnith about the mernbership evident. In this case, the presence of sons of the 
industrially wealthy was considered the more important fact to make evident. 

It should be noted that, when the object of classification is men's lives, even the mostly 
carefully defined variables will not yield a set of identical products. Thus columns should not be 
taken to demonstrate more than their barest denotation. The category "clergymen," for example, 
includes poor country curates, eminent dissenting preachers. a young curate who started a 
pamphlet war and ruined his career when he ran away with his vicar's daughter, and two 
Archbishops. While colurnns could have been subdivided further, the determination of subclasses 
is notoriously difficult. And subdivision does not, in many cases, provide greater clarity. In this 
case, judgements would need to be made about the relative desirability of country parishes, of 
dissenting versus established posts, of the different towns' wealth, status, proximity to London, 
and so on. For this, as for many variables. there exists very little data for making these 
judgements. And it is unclear how much complicating the picture in these ways would bring to 
an understanding of the antiquarian community, which was nothing if not diverse. In several 
cases, variables have been defined inclusively exactly because displaying a larger number of 



highly defined columns would have made it hard for the reader to see any trends occuming within 
the data at dl. The approach taken for this first study has been to keep categories, analysis and 
conclusions simple, in order to enable basic trends to become visible. 

Chapter Four stresses the heterogeneity of the experiences fellows placed in the same 
categories had. It might be objected, that if every category contains such a miscellany of 
instances, the quantitative approach tends rather to mask than to illuminate the character of the 
SA community. Every taxonomy obscures some features while making others plain. Conventional 
demographic categories are used in this analysis because no work has evaluated the SA 
population thus far, and therefore no demographic profile of any sort exists for them. Until this 
work was done, it was not possible to determine how antiquaries fit into nineteenth-century 
British society. And while the quantitative analysis may require much additional discussion to 
portray the community accurately, this is tme of most quantitative work. Finally. the degree of 
heterogeneity discovered during this analysis is itself a part of making the character of the 
population visible. Thus, both the profile revealed by the chosen taxonomy. and the disorder 
uncovered by a conventional analysis, are equally valuable kinds of information about this 
population. For this reason, much biographicd detail has been given in Chapter Four, to 
demonstrate the heterogeneous character of the SA population. 

The second problem in understanding and interpreting the data involves its quality and 
presentation. Features of statistical presentation such as the choice of scale or kind of graph can 
misiead the unwary reader. Sorne Figures are meant to sum to 100% vertically, others 
horïzontally, and still others, not at ail. It is also important to note that the Figures and analyses 
presented here and in Chapter Four employ scdes which are in proportion to the known data, 
rather than the total data for the population. That is, the largest value for many variables ofien 
represents men for whom information is unavailable. In most cases, a scale which could include 
this number would dwarf the area depicting the remaining data, making it hard to see trends 
within it. Excluding such a column emphasises the relative differences between values for 
existing data, allowing potential trends to become visible, but hides the fact that the results 
function more like a sarnple than a population. Thus, all quantitative results should be viewed 
as indicative rather than determinate or conclusive. In cases where the reasons for the 
unavailability of information can be even partially explained, this is discussed. In al1 cases, 
figures for the "unknown" portions of the membership are cited, and can be used by readers as 
a context for evaluating the data that is shown. 

The third problem in understanding and using the data involves the ways in which 
conclusions have been, and may be, drawn from this data. Simple correlations are difficult to 
draw between variables due to the incomplete state of the data, especially as data is most 
available for men of the higher classes. Information on university education, career and 
publications was most availabie, where fathers' occupations, schooiing, and personal information 
was scanty. Information was completely lacking for 3 15 or 19.25% of fellows, but was available 
for at least one variable for the other 1321 or 80.75% of fellows. Where required, a demographic 
analysis of specific subgroups is given. But it should be noted that data is not commensurable 
between variables. and there can be no simple connection drawn between trends identified for 
one variable and those found in interpreting another, without further statistical and biographical 
exploration. For example, increasing university education over these decades cannot be linked 
to increases in antiquaries working in the professions because (1) there is a large group of men 
for whorn data is unavailable for the latter variable, and (2) the group of individuals represented 
in the fust is not identical with the group represented in the second. 

Although many inferential statistical operations could have been carried out in instances 



like this, this was not done, for two reasons. First, description of the SA is the main purpose of 
this first study of this population. While probable areas for further statistical exploration appear 
in Chapter Four, pursuing these would have made it much harder to provide a clear answer to 
the two elementary questions which Chapter Four asks. Second, the data set could not be limited 
to men for whom data existed for al1 variables without drasticaily reducing the population to a 
small sample, which would have rendered results very uncertain. It was deemed better in this first 
study of the Society, to use a Iarger quantity of data, and draw minimal but secure results. A 
distinction should be made between data already secured, which has enabled the author to fiIl in 
segments of the overall picture, and speculating carefully about the blank areas of the picture 
from the fragments which have been recovered. Those parts of the total picture which are 
currently empty of data are neither more nor less significant, and can neither validate nor 
disqualiQ, those parts of the picture aiready painted in. The reader should be aware that filling 
them in at a later date, if more data becornes available, could, however, change the appearance 
of currently painted-in parts of the portrait. 

The fouah problem in understanding and using the data touches on the causes of areas 
of poor information within the statistical portrait of the SA population. The biographical 
dictionaries used in this thesis (see Chapter Four, note 3) tend to select for eminent men. In most 
cases, this means politicians, diplomats, lawyers, scientists, authors and others erninent in their 
field. Thus, a lawyer who wrote a volume of British history is more likely to be recorded, even 
if briefly, than a tanner who did the sarne, though both works may have had little impact on the 
field and both may still be found in library catalogues. The tendency to select for educated, 
professional men skews the recorded information towards those parts of the demographic pool, 
over several generations. On the other hand, the biographical works used here were al1 produced 
in the early twentieth century, which tended to magniS the accomplishments of many antiquaries 
to an importance greater than they would now seem to have. However, it is still harder to find 
biographical information on antiquaries who worked in ordinary rather than professional 
occupations, who are considered to have contributed little of importance in their career, or whose 
antiquarian work was not then or is not now considered crucial to the history of their particular 
intellectual field, than it is to find adequate information within these six variables for an 
antiquary who published nothing but was a lawyer or politician. Further, some of the standard 
sources used by these biographical works select for the same segment of the population. 
Institutions and employment guilds, such as the Inns of Court, Parliament, the rnilitary, church 
and medical colleges, being responsible for certifjhg practitioners. tend to keep registers. Less 
fonnally organised kinds of employment do not register their practitioners. Thus, it is likely that 
men for whom little information is available were working or Iower rniddle class men. 

These selection biases of biographical works affect the SA data set. The statistical image 
built up of the SA depends on information gathered from biographical sources. Much greater 
information exists for antiquaries who were university educated or worked in the professions. 
Much information exists for about the 40% to 60% of fellows who acquired upper middle class 
work. Much less information was found for the remaining men, who are a most interesting 
segment of antiquaries. Thus, the data set can identih the size and some features of lower middle 
and working class antiquaries, but it provides a much less detailed portrait of this segment of the 
antiquarian population. 

The fifth problem in understanding and using the data involves how biographical 
information was stored and sorted. Information was collected in two ways: as text-files in 



WordPerfect 6.0 and in spread-sheet files within a statistics software package, Minitab 8.' Text 
files were of two types: those containing biographies (organised alphabetically). and those 
containing information organised by category of demographic analysis. For exarnple, information 
on Sir John Barrow appears on a file page under his narne in the biographical text file. However, 
his name also appean in the demographic file under "Employment: Military," "Travels: Outside 
Britain," "Honours: Earned." "Publications: Travel" and so on. This duplication made evaluation 
more flexible and corroboration more reliable. Barrow also appears in sirnilar incarnations, as an 
identity number, in Minitab 8 files, as a 1 in columns representing "Employment: Military," 
"Travels: Outside Britain," "Honours: Emed," "Publications: Travel" and so on, and as a O in 
other columns. Database prograrns were rejected as a rneans of stonng and sorting information 
as the definition of variables was not sufficiently flexible, the number of fields not large enough, 
and few operations could be perfomed. Operations on the data were done by Minitab 8. One 
complete check for correctness of envies was performed. Allowing software to do the "counting" 
and "sorting" relieves concem over possible errors by the author's own fallible brain. Al1 
calculations were run twice. Photocopied source rnaterial was held in alphabetised binders as a 
backup. 

The sixth problem in understanding and using the data is that if has been limited in some 
ways, in order to increase certainty of results. Though data is incomplete. the data that has been 
used is reliable. In cases where an identification of an antiquary was probable but uncertain, no 
information was included in this analysis. For exarnple, three SA members were named William 
Hughes. Biographical sources identified many men with this narne. Membership dates suggested 
birth and death dates, but not conclusively; rnembership lists for earlier decades were used to 
exclude possible matches. Matching qualifications from the SA lists such as Reverend, MA, FRS 
to institutional lists allowed others to be excluded. But this process still resulted in conjecturai 
identifications only. In the absence of a clear indication of FSA status, such a conjecture was not 
treated as an identification and biographical material was not included in the analyses below. 
Similarly, where SA lists identified a man as FRS but his narne was not found in the Royal 
Society lists, he was not included in figures of RS mernbers. Thus, the statisticd portrait that 
emeges from this data c m  be viewed as minimal but probably accurate. However, it should be 
noted that fuller information could change the interpretation of the SA. 

It should also be noted, that the statistical portrait of the SA that has been constructed 
here is likely to contain some errors. There are severai potential sources of error. Biographical 
sources can be inaccurate. SA membership lists contain errors and unintentional misdirections. 
Even in 1850 and despite cornplaints from fellows, names of Fellows who were dead appeared 
on rnembership lists. Peers before and after their rnajority or cal1 to the House are listed under 
different names, creating the false impression of two or more different people. For exarnple, John 
Thynne is listed as "John, LORD CARTERET," and later as "John EARL GRANVILLE." 
Bishops sirnilarly may appear under their own full name before their translation and their 
ecclesiastical name after, as "Samuel Wilberforce" and "Samuel, Lord Bishop of Oxford." Dead 
men have been left out of counts for variables, and calculations have been corrected for peers 
and bishops, but some may have escaped notice. Many men were trained for a profession they 
did not practise. Where this is known, they are entered under any professional qualifications such 

'1 am grateful to Professor Lamy Poos, Chair of the History Department at the Catholic University of America. 
for inviting me to attend his 1996 graduate seminar on quantitative methods, and his cornputer seminar on Minirab 
8. This data set was tested in that class, and the results acquired much polish. 



as being cailed to the bar or getting a medical licentiate. but not under that category of 
employment. But it remains probable that some cases, of these kinds and others, have escaped 
notice. These contribute to error in the analyses presented here. 

The seventh problem in understanding and using the data involves the determination of 
class by occupation. Chapter Four presents data for fellows by class. The use of incorne estimates 
to construct class profiles on the bais  of wages and costs is one of the two main methods of 
constnicting class profiles of this sort, but is arduous. Information is available after 1842, for men 
with incomes over f 150. Returns for the period covered by this thesis are scanty and considered 
misleading in many cases. Many SA mernbers would not have had incomes great enough to 
require filing returns in any case. The second cornmon method of producing distributions of 
econornic wealth is estimating income by occupation through sarnpling, and cornparhg income 
group witli population data. This approach has already produced widely used noms, and these 
noms can be integrated with data available for the SA population. The income and class 
structure of the British population overall. for a year late in the period under consideration in this 
thesis, extrapolating from occupation, as given in Figure 4.2 of Chapter Four, is reproduced 
below.' 

1 

This portrait provides an approximate relation between class, as indicated by occupation, 
and income. Baxter divided the upper class into two sections. These have been confiated here 
because they describe a small section of the antiquarian cornmunity. Baxter divided the lower 
middle class into two and the working class into three sections. These have been conflated into 
one lower middle class and one working class because little income information is available for 
an analysis of such refinement for the SA population. Baxter's values were based on a sarnple 
of the British population. His values have been converted to a percentage, to estimate what 
fraction the overall British population fell into the different classes. These values will allow some 
cornparison of antiquaries with the British population as a whole. Baxter's values represent data 
taken from the 1860s. after a period of rising wages, while this thesis considers men working 
between 1830-70. Antiquaries' fathers are also discussed, some of whom were earning in the 
1750s. But alrnost no comprehensive income information is available for the British populace 

Lower Middle Class 

Working Class 

'~ncome values are taken from Dudley Baxter, The T u r i o n  of the United Kingdom, London, 1869, pp. 105-06. 
The correlation of Baxter's values to population is taken from John Burnett, Plenty and Want, Schola Press: London, 
1979, p. 124. See also Peter Matthias, The First Industrial Nation, Methuen: London and New York, 1987, pp. 19 1 - 
205 for a discussion of Baxter's data. Baxter's estimates were based on a sample of about 10 million people. Baxter 
published the first statistical study of class and income in industrial Britain. His methods, judgernents and results 
have been disputed since, but his figures are still the ba is  for much economic history. See B.R. Mitchell and P. 
Deane, Abstract of British Historical Staristics Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1962. 

Upper Class 

Upper Middle Class 

Bigure 4.2: C'las, lncome, and Population Uata, Bntain, 1867 
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before Dudley Baxter's estimates of 1867, and Baxter worked at the end of a period during which 
working class wages had been nsing steadily overdl. Thus it seems prudent to view the income 
estimates given in Figure 4.2 as slightly high overdl. 

Class categories are here related to occupational categories as follows. Upper Class 
includes independently wealthy men, bankers, industridists and manufacturen. Peers are included 
in other classes if they pursued an occupation. Many were lawyers and politicians, and some 
were clergymen. However, they are also indicated separately as peers. Upper middle class 
includes clergymen, lawyers, politicians, diplomats, wealthy merchants, gentleman farmers and 
professors. Lower Middle Class includes heralds (members of the College of Arms), doctors, 
surgeons, apothecaries, military men, artists, merchants, architects, civil engineers, authors, book 
printers and sellers, schoolmasters, civil servants, theatre managers, musicians, clerks and men 
doing antiquarian work such as librarians and records clerks. Lower class includes tradesmen, 
laborers and small farmers. These choices reflect the employments found in the antiquarian 
community, rather than the British population as a whole. Income is less important to this thesis 
than class and occupation, which help to situate antiquaries' career choices and expectations. The 
class and employrnent profiles of the antiquarian cornmunity are also important to explaining the 
kinds of personal and professional links seen in many antiquaries' lives. 

Certain problems arise from allocating class by occupation. As discussed in Chapter Four. 
a striking feature of the SA membership is iü middle class profile. But the population does 
present a few anomalously wealthy men. For exarnple. three sons of the Hoare family, the 
extraordinarily wealthy Fleet Street banking family, were antiquaries. However, the rnajority of 
SA fellows who were bankers, manufacturers or industridists were much more modestly wealthy. 
Francis Fry, for example, CO-proprietor of the Bristol cocoa and soap concern, was educated at 
a local village school and became wealthy enough to buy a moderately large house in the area. 
But his income did not begin to approach that of the Hoares. Since greater information exists for 
wealthy than for poor men. it has been possible to estimate the presence of 26, or 1.59% of the 
total SA population, who were bankers, manufacturers or industridists and whose wealth must 
have exceeded f 1,000 per year. But others may not have had such an income. Further, some 
"independently wealthy" men will not have been as wealthy as these men. But flagging some 
biographies for altemate classification, up or down the class scale, was too complex given the 
variables already in use. 

Further, it has been possible to identify only 43 of 144 peers (including made peers) in 
the population, whose incorne must have exceeded f 1,000 per year. While the actual figure may 
be greater, the great majority of antiquarian peers were of recent creation, and their biographies 
show that many received their income by working. Only 17.05% of noble antiquaries were founh 
generation peers or more, so about 83% had a commoner grandparent who had been raised to the 
peerage. Only 5.68% had been noble ten generations or more, and 15.91% were sons of a 
comrnoner who had been raised to the peerage. Wealth did not universdly attend their 
circurnstances. then. Further, most noble antiquaries were lower down in the peerage: Viscounts 
and Barons rather than Dukes, Marquises and Earls. Therefore, creation would not have brought 
their families great wealth. Yet al1 these men are placed in the upper class category. This 
suggests that a downward adjustment of the figure for upper class men would be necessary if 
income data had been the criteria used to determine presence in the upper class category. 

Complicating this picture further is the likelihood that a small number of lawyers and 
politicians (upper rniddle class), and doctors and architects (Lower middle class) made more than 
£1,000 per year, for at least a period of their working lives. Further, some fellows worked in 
occupations which improved in income leveis drarnatically dunng the period under study. Charles 



Anse11 put the problem of the status and remuneration of new occupations succinctly, replying 
to Bishop Blomfield's protest at a 100 guinea charge for actuarial services to the church: 
"actuaries are bishops." Further. in a few cases, where the terms of a bequest or amount of a 
personalty are known, a high income Ievel is suggested for fellows able to Save or bequeath such 
amounts. But this is not conclusive: the source of such an income or bequest may not have been 
fellows' employment. However, these cases do not involve even as many as 1% of al1 fellows. 
Adjusting figures for such fellows would have involved much effort on an unsound bais for 
small returns, and so was not attempted. 

Finally, income does not aiways reflect the social status of occupations, and it is status 
more than income which is of interest in this thesis. For exarnple, many Victorian clergy were 
poorly remunerated. Estimates for the basic clerical income Vary between f 80 and f 150 per year. 
Clergy are here placed in the upper middle class, though only about 10% of clergyman 
antiquaries rose above curate, rector or vicar, and many must have had ordinary rather than well- 
paid positions. But clergymen's education and role gave them a place in society which was 
equally the object of lower and lower middle class aspirations. This provides some reason for 
placing them in the upper rniddle class. In Chapter Four, the object is to relate antiquaries' class 
profile to aspects of their interactions as a cornmunity. 

For al1 these reasons, and chiefiy because of a lack of clear income data, figures have not 
been adjusted within the occupational categories, for fellows who may have made more than, or 
less than, the income estimates given for the class they inhabit. Adjustments would, in any case. 
have been few and small. As Chapter Four shows. the great majority of SA fellows were from 
poor backgrounds and improved their social status, but did not become nch. The statisticd impact 
of any possible adjustments, then. would have had a small impact on the resulting statistical 
portrait . 

THE DATA SET 

For each year, the number of members is calculated as follows. The five to eight names which 
appeared at the head of the membership iists as royal patrons are not included as these people had 
little to do with the SA. Honorary and foreign members are not included in these values. Local 
secretaries and council mernbers were members, and are included in the values. Information is 
given about the percentage one individual comprised, in order to give a context for evaluating 
smaller values. Al1 values given in this thesis have been rounded to two decimal places, as one 
member represented between one and two tenths of a percentage point within the total decadal 
membership. 

L 
figure 1.1: Memttership Sue by Uecadal Moment 
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The number of entrants is large for 1830 because al1 cases where age of election is known were 
used. Until 1850, membership lists were prinied, folio-size, for SA use only, and can only be 
obtained from the SA library at Burlington House. From 1850, membership lists are available in 
SA publications. Lists given in the Gentleman's Magazine are unreliable. In Rows 2 and 3, 
percentages are of total entrants, not of population. Sample sizes make it likely that the trend 
identified is accurate. 

Average Age at Entrance 

N. Entrants for whom data exists 

N. Entrants Unknown 

.. ligure 1.L: Average Age of kellows When E 

Al1 decades other than that following reform show greater attrition than growth, suggesting that 
the SA was in need of the kinds of public relations efforts the BAAS was so efficient at, and the 
SA developed late in the century. The relatively large figures for both suggest that SA 
rnembership was fluid and changeable. 
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The reader should note the relatively large size of the final row, representing the number of 
fellows for whom information on their father's occupation was unknown. 
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Upper Class Fathers 

Upper Middle Class Fathers 

Lower Middle CIass Fathers 

Lower Class Fathers 

7 

1830 1840 L 850 1860 

Public Schools 89 94 69 67 
11.19% 13 -56% 13.91% 10.36% 

Good Schools 10 55 42 40 
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kigure 15: Fellows' Fathers' Occupations, By Class 

This data is discussed in Chapter Four. 
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Ggure 1.6: SA Fellows' Schooling (% yearly membersh 

398 301 
57.43% 60.69% 

There is a 15 to 25 year gap between schooiing and SA membership. The average age of 
membership in 1830 was 35.45, in 1840 was 37.34, in 1850 was 39.05, in 1860 was 42.67. and 
in 1870 was 45.21. Thus, 1830 rnembers were schooled in any of the Iast four decades of the 
1700s. Some fellows who were members in 1870 were schooled in the 1840s at the latest, but 
most were schooIed earIier. 

Trends in the data may reflect changing attitudes about schooiing in Bnrain in the Iate 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. For exampie, the increase in numbers attending public 
and good schools 1830-50 rnay reflect these schools' improvements during the first part of the 



century.' However. the apparent decrease in numbea 
reflect recording practices of biographical works rather 
these schools' poor reputation dunng this period, fathers' 

attending undistinguished schools rnay 
than any trend among fellows.' Despite 
employment suggesü most fellows were 

sent to just such schools as these, if at dl .  While the nurnber of fellows educated privately is 
small, its decline rnay reflect then-contemporary cnticism of private schooling? 

This data rnay show a tendency among late eighteenth and early nineteenth century SA electos 
to select for university educated men. Decreasing values after 1840 may be a result of reform, as 
antiquaries elected non-university men at a greater rate after 1840 than previously. The small rise 
in 1870 is unlikely to reflect the increasing demand for university education evident throughout 
Victorian society during the century. The average age at admission in 1870 was 45 years. 
Therefore, this data reflects university education undertaken in the middle 1840s at the latest, 
before the demand for a reformed university system becarne great. Trends in data relating to 
reform are discussed in detail in the second section of Chapter 4. 

University Men 

Non-University Men 

- 

'AS antiquaries were on average 35 to 45 when first admitted to the SA. this data reflects educational trends 
which pre-date the removal of disabilities for non-conformists and the introduction of basic universal schooling. Any 
effects of the introduction of basic universal schooling would become visible only at the end of this period, and 
would involve a smalI number of feilows. 

'Biographical works tend to record exceptional cases such as attendance at a public school, good local schools 
or a private education. These cases show the individual to have had schooling which is supposed good or unusual, 
but are atypical of the population overall. 

k'igure 1.1: Fellows' University Education (% yearIy membership) 
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61.64% 

'On Georgian and Victorian views on the importance of schools in socialking boys. thus fitting them for later 
employment, see Sheldon Rothblatt, Tradition and Change in English Liberal Educarion: An Essay in Hisror). and 
Culttcre Faber and Faber: London, 1976, especially Chapter 7. "Sociability." pp. 59-74. 
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N Degrees 

Degrees per University Man 

R.C. taking Degrees 

The first two rows provide absolute numben for variables. The last three rows provide absolute 
numbers and percentages of the yearly membership. Row 3 presents the ratio of numbers of 
degrees taken to number of fellows who were university educated, producing a crude indicator 
of how many fellows carried on to the master's degree. Values indicates that most university 
fellows had two degrees in the 1830s, under a third had proceeded to the master's degree in 1840, 
about two thirds of university fellows proceeded to the master's in 1850, again under a third had 
taken a master's degree in 1860, and in 1870 the figure was back up to about two-thirds. This 
figure drops in 1860. which may reflect changes in the kind of candidate fellows found acceptable 
after the reform yean. However, the figure also drops in 1840. and rises again in 1870. While the 
numbers of Catholics and dissenters increase as a percentage of the membership over these 
decades. this change in the religious constitution of the SA has no clear relation to their university 
profile. These figures represent education taking place at least 20 to 30 years earlier than the 
decades represented in the columns. Antiquaries who attended but took no degree varies between 
4% and 8%, suggesting a figure slightly below these for university-educated dissenters in the 
antiquarian community. Sirnilarly, values for antiquaries known to be Catholics, who took degrees 
nonetheless, Vary between 1 % and 2%. 
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This data is discussed in Chapter Four. 
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Called to Bar 

Medical Licentiate 

ICE 

T Men with Professional 
Quaiifications 

Medical Licentiates were given by the royal College of Surgeons, and the Royal College of 
Physicians. The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) elected associates and fellows whose 
work was particularly good: thus, associate or fellowship status indicated a level of attributed 
professional competence among architects. The sarne is the case for the Royal Academy (RA) and 
the Institute for Civil Engineers (ICE). Fellows who exhibited with the RA but never became 
associates are not included in the above figures. Fellows who received medals but whose 
biographies do not state they were associates of these organisations are not included in these 
figures. 

Data for fellows' professional qualifications shows that about 11% of fellows had such 
qualifications in 1830, rising to around 17%, 1850 to 1870. The largest subgroup is barristers, who 
make up about half of al1 qualified men. Doctors. artists. architects and engineers who had 
qualified made up only 1% to 3% of SA fellows overall. 

Cornparhg this data with that for fellows' occupations shows that just over half (53% 
average) of fellows working in the law were barristers, indicating that something under half were 
solicitors. About 2/3 (65% average) of fellows working as doctors had taken a medical licentiate. 
Data for artists. architects and engineers, taken together, shows that just over 3/4 (77% average) 
had been elected members of their professional institutions. This may suggest that it was easier 
for legal men without professional certification to become SA fellows than for men working in 
medicine, art. architecture and engineering. However, from its inception in the sixteenth century, 
lawyers were strongly represented in the SA because their profession so often brought them into 
contact with the questions and documents associated with the intellectual domain of 
antiquarianism. Thus, it may be that solicitors are over-represented in the nineteenth century SA 
because they, more than doctors, artists. architects and engineers, worked in fields related to 
antiquarianism. 
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Another explanation for the relatively higher level of professional qualifications among 
antiquarian doctors. artists, architects and engineen may be that antiquarian electors demanded 
more of these candidates than of candidates from the traditionally strongly represented 
occupations. Some support for this comes from the data for 1860 and 1870. Following reform, 
the average for artists, architects and engineers jumps from about 50% to about 90%. Figures for 
1830-50 reflect the early want of prestige of these newly-fomed professional institutions, but 
figures for later years must also reflect this bias, as it is unlikely that it was mostly men who had 
obtained professionai certification who had an active scholarly interest in antiquaian subjects. 
However, figures for doctors with licentiates fa11 very slightly after reform. (Until late in the 
century, a licentiate was not required in order to practise. The Colleges of Physicians and 
Surgeons were reorganising to meet the need for education and certification during the penod this 
thesis covers.) A demand for professional qualifications made by SA electors of artists, architects 
and engineers rnight be expected to be found for doctors as well. This may be explained by the 
fact that. in the SA population overall. about 44% of doctors had attended university where only 
about 15% of artists, architects and engineers as a group had. Thus post-refonn SA electors may 
be selecting for university education rather than professional qualification in the case of doctors. 
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Bankers, Manufacturers 

Total, Upper Clûss 

Law 

Cle rgy 

Professors 

Politicians, Diplomats 
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- - - - - 

Heralds 



, 

Between 5% and 7% of men in each year are listed in two occupationai categories as they had 
two consecutive and different careers. The result of 0% in the working class category for 1830 
is probably wrong. The information available does not indicate any fathers in that category, but 
there were probably some among the 13% of fellows for whom this information is unknown. 
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rigure 1.11: SA FeIlows' Occupations (5% yearly membership) 
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This data is discussed in Chapter Four. 

t. 

John D. Gay, The Geography of Religion in England Gerald Duckwonh & Co. Ltd: London. 
197 1, studied the retums for the 185 1 Census of Religion for England and Waies. Gay estimates 
Jews were about 1% of the British population overall. Values for the SA range between 0.15 and 
0.50%. Gay estimates Catholics in England and Wales to be something between 2% and 5%. 
Values for the SA range between 1.62% and 2.16%. Gay estimates the total non-confonning 
population to make up around 45% of the population. Values for the SA range between 2.4% and 
5.4%, though data probably underestimates their real presence in the SA. 

The presence of Jews and Catholics in the SA is higher than might be expected, 
considering that Gay shows that most worked in lower and lower middle class occupations, and 
that members of religious minorities would probably have found it harder to gain entrance to 
leamed societies than their Christian counterparts. Jack Morrell and Arnold Thackray show that 
it was difficult for members of these religious minorities to gain membership in the BAAS, for 
instance. See Morrell and Thackray, Gentlemen of Science: The Early Yenrs of the British 
Association for the Advancernenf of Science, Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1982. Gay estimates that 
Irish immigrants made up about 1.9% of the population of England and Wales mid-century, and 
in total. Catholics comprised 3 to 4% of the population. He also notes that the Irish did not 
usually have much education or hold upper rniddle class jobs. However, dissenters, whose 
education and employment opportunities usually exceeded those for Catholics and Jews, seem to 
be under-represented in the SA for their place in British society as a whole. Since data on failed 
candidatures is unknown, interpreting these results is difficult. It cm be said that SA electors were 
not completely intolerant of religious differences. However, it may be that fellows were more 
tolerant of the very dissirnilar than their closer breihren. 

While the number of non-Anglican fellows was small. their combined presence rises 

Figure 1.12: SA Fellows' Personal Profile: Marital S tatus 
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slightly dunng these decades. Their greatest presence is in 1860, which may reflect fellows' 
choices of new members in the wake of reform. But the steepest rise, between 1840 and 1850, 
may reflect officiai tolerance of religious non-confomity broadly within British society, as seen 
in legislation removing disabilities for Catholics and Dissenters. The value for 1870 shows a slight 
downturn, which may reflect a reueat from reform measures adopted in the 1840s and 1850s. 
which were necessary to increase membership numbers. 

National Learned Societies 

Provincial Archaeologicat & 
Architectural 

Publishing Societies 

Literary-Philosophical 
Societies 

Foreign Learned Societies 
4.53% 

Total Membership, Al1 
Humanities Societies 

I 
Ir 

ligure 1.14: SA Fellows' Participation in Humanities Sc 

"National Learned Societies" denotes non-local or provincial humanities societies only, including: 
the London Architectural, Ecclesiastical History. Hellenic, History of Science, Numismatic, 
Philological, Royal Asiatic, Royal Historical and Watercolour Societies; the Art Union of London, 
Athenaeum, Archaeological Institute, British Archaeological Association, New Philosophical 
Institution, Royal Academy, Royal Irish Academy, Royal Irish Institution, Royal Society for 
Literature, Royal Society for Musicians, Russell Institution, the Society for British Artists, and 
the Society for Arts. Some exceptions have been made for societies with local narnes which 
nevertheless functioned as national societies and had a national membership, such as the London 
Architectural Society. 

Provincial Archaeological and Architectural societies include: the Bath and West-of- 
England, Berkshire Ashmolean, Caerleon Antiquarian, Edinburgh Speculative Society, Chester 
Architectural, Highlands, Histonc Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, Hull Literary-Philosophical, 
Kent Arc haeological, Manchester Literary-Philosophical, Newcastle-on-Tyne Literary- 
Philosophical, Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological, SA Edinburgh, SA Newcastle-on-Tyne and 
Surrey Archaeological societies. 

Publis hing Societies included: the Abbotsford, Bannatyne, Carnden, Caxton, Chetharn, 
Early English Text, English Dialect. Harleian, Granger, Maitland, Manx, Parker. Percy, 
Roxburghe, Shakespeare, Surtees and Typographical Societies as well as the Society for 
Publication of Oriental Texts, Welsh Text Society, the Cymreigyddon and the Gwyneddygion. 

Literary-Philosophical societies include: the Abemethian Society (St. Bart's Literary 



Philosophical Society), Bath Literary-Philosophical, the Philosophical Club of London; the 
Cambridge Antiquarian, Cambridge Architectural, Homily, Literary and Scientific Institute of 
Huntingdon, Manchester Athenaeum, Norfolk Literary, Surrey Institution, the Anglo-Biblical, 
Syro-Egyptian Athenian, and Stourhead Circle groups; and the Blair-Adam, Essex Head, 
Eumelean, Garrick's, Glee, King of, Literary, Melodist's, Nobody's, Traveller's, and 
Unincreasable Clubs. Though many clubs had a dining element to them, those without a stated 
subject of study are not included here, for example the Sublime Society of Beefsteaks. 

Foreign societies include: the Academie des Beaux Arts de France, Academie des 
Inscriptions et Belle Lettres, Academy of Parma, Academy of Vienna, Amencan Antiquarian 
Society, Amencan Historical Institute. Amencan Institute of Architecture. Archaeological Institute 
of Rome, Archaeological Society of Athens, Bombay Literary-Philosophicd Society, Dilettanti, 
French Institute. French Statisticai Society, Imperia1 Academy, Literary and Scientific Society 
(Panorm), Philadelphia Antiquarian Society, Royal Antiquarian Society of Copenhagen, Royal 
Academy of Belgiurn, royal Academy of Denmark, Royal Academy of Geneva. Royal Academy 
of Genoa. Royal Academy of History of Madrid, Swedish Archaeological Society, and the Royal 
Societies of Hanover, Bavaria, Berlin, BrusseIls, Divion, Holm, Berol, France, Lisbon, and 
Munich. 

Information on these societies c m  be found in Charles Sandford Terry, A Catalogue of the 
Publications of the Scottish Historical and Kindred Clubs and Societies, And of the volumes 
relative to Sconish History Issues by His Mnjesties' Stationery Ofice, 1780-1908 With a Subject 
Index, James MacLehose and Sons, Glasgow, 1909; Philippa Levine, The Amateur and the 
Professional: Antiquarians, Historians and Archaeologists in Victorian England. 1838-1886, 
Cambridge University Press: Cambridge 1986; J.P.C. Roach, "Victorian Universities and the 
National Intelligentsia" Victorian Studies 3 (1959) 2 and H.R. Steeves, Leamed Societies and 
English Literary Scholarship in Great Britain and the United States, Parker: Columbia, 19 13. 
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360 

Row 7, "Other" includes the Botanical, British Wool, Chernical, Cornwall Geological, Edinburgh 
Natural History, Edinburgh Wemerian, Entornological. Herefordshire Agricultural, Horticultural, 
Meteorological, Royal Medical. Medical and Chirurgical, Medico-Botmical, Photographic, Royal 
Society of Edinburgh, Statistical and Zoological Societies as well as the Agricultural Society of 
Scotland, the Institute for Civil Engineering, Lyceum Medicum Londinense, Royal Institute of 
British Architects, and the Royal Institution. 

Values given below the total membership are not percentages. Percentages would suggest that one 
membership corresponded to one member, where many fellows were members of both scientific 
and humanities societies, and others were members only of the SA. The figures in brackets are 
ratios of memberships to total yearly fellows, indicating how prevalent membenhips were arnong 
fellows. 1.00 would indicate that memberships were as prevalent as fellows. Figures under 1.00 
they were fewer, and figures above 1.00 indicate there were more memberships than fellows. 
While somewhat misleading if viewed as an average, this figure is best viewed as an indicator of 
the probability that a given fellow had a membership outside the SA. 

T Memberships 
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Figure 1.16: SA E'ellows' Uverall Participation in Learned Societies 
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Several of the twelve categories used here include sub-topics. Literature includes literary history 
and criticism for both foreign and British literature. Language-related topics include philological 
topics, lexicons, dictionaries, grammars and glossaries. Bibliography and Classics are self- 
explanatory Documents includes editions and translations of older works, both literary and 
historical, as well as editions of rolls, state papers, cartularies, caiendars and so on. History 
includes biography, British and foreign history, genealogy, heraldry, and ecclesiastical, local, legai 
and music history. Art and Architecture includes works of history and cnticism on collections, 
engravings, other antiquities and numismatics. Archaeology includes works on British and foreign 
sites and excavations, and travel literature. Biblical Studies inciudes criticism and history but not 
works of theology. They were separated out to show important trends, but the categones used in 
Chapters Three and Four can easily be obtained by simple addition. At times, attributing works 
to categones was difficult. Errors may have been made. Many works included in this category 
contain some theologicai content. When obscure works were unavailable or difficult to classify, 
they were ornitted. Scientific works include applied and theoretical work. "Other" includes 
publications on current affairs, poetry and fiction, theological works, and school texts. Values for 
periodicals include articles only: letters are not included. Other than for periodicals, values reflect 
the number of fellows publishing books in these areas, not the number of works published or the 
number of antiquaries studying in those areas. Values are likely to underestimate the number of 
works published, as this data is dependent on biographical sources, which tend to list important 
works rather than provide an exhaustive list. Except in the last row, articles were excluded from 
this count. Thus men who wrote for a living, who published articles in the main, are not over- 
represented here, as they might have been if articles had been included. These values represent 
the number of fellows publishing at d l ,  in a given area, in a given decade. Columns need not sum 
to 100% or to yearly membership totals. Figures represent the number of fellows publishing in 
those areas in that decade, but not al1 that fellows published, where many others published in 
more than one area. It should be noted that the number of fellows publishing in an area gives a 
minimal indication of the number of fellows working in an area: the red figures would be higher. 
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These vdues are for scholarly publications only. The category Other from Figure 1.14 has been 
excluded, as have periodical publications. 

Archaeology: 177 = 30.20% History: 162 = 27.65% 
Manuscripts: 9 1 = 15.53% Art: 83 = 14.16% 
Architecture: 42 = 7.17% Literature: 17 = 2.90% 
Philology: 14 = 2.39% 
Total articles published, exclusive of the Appendix, 1830-70: 586 

Figure 1.19: Analysis of arîkles in the Archaeologia 

Values for "Knighted + Civil List" indicate fellows receiving these awards for their scholarship. 
Fellows rewarded for political, diplomatic or other services are not included. for information on 
the knighthoods and other sirnilar honours, see Bernard Burke, The Book of Orders of Knighfhood 
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Foreign Knighthood 

and Decorntions of Honorrr of All Nations, Hurst and Blackett: London, 1858. 
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21gure 1 3 :  SA tfellows' Awards for Scholarship 
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Antiquities included marbles, casts or sarnples of architectural features such as friezes and 
mouldings, medieval seals, statuary, mosaics, and other similar objects. Scientific collectors 
collected plants, mosses, zoological specimens, fossils and rninerals. 

London 

Counties surrounding London 

South West Counties 

South East Counties 

Midlands 

North of England Counties 

Scotland 

Wales 

Foreign Addresses 

SA membership lists began including fellows' addresses between 1840 and 1850. Therefore, this 
data is available for the last three decades of this study. Regions are defined as follows. London 
and Middlesex have been treated separately because Middlesex was a county during these decades 
and because this gives a clearer idea of the way fellows were clustered around London. "Counties 
surrounding London" includes Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Essex, Hertfordshire and Oxfordshire. 
"Southwest counties" inchdes Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Dorset, Gloucester and Wiltshire. 
"Southeast counties" include Hampshire, Kent, Surrey. Sussex and the Channel Islands. 
"Midlands" includes Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Cheshire, Derbyshire, Hereford and Worcester, 

N Fellows with More than One Address 

igure 1.22: SA Feltows' AddreSSeS k5y Kegron 
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Huntingdonshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Nottinghamshire, Rutlandshire, Shropshire, 
Staffordshire, Suffolk and Warwickshire. "North of England counties" includes Durham, 
Cumberland, Lancashire, Northumberland, Yorkshire and Westrnorland. Ireland, Scotland and 
Wales had relatively few members each and so are not broken into counties. Foreign addresses 
included New Zealand, Paris and Rome in 1830, Halifax, Hong Kong, Mauritius, New Zealand, 
Oporto. Rome and St. Lucia in 1860, and Barbados, Copenhagen, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Jamaica, 
Luxemburg, New Zealand and St. Vincent in 1870. Of fellows with two addresses, the great - 
majority had one in London, and a tiny fraction had more than one address in the counties. 
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N. Learned Societies 
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N. FRS 

N. Scientific Societies 

3 
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19 
9.09% 

T Memberships 

2 
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Percentages are of the total new members, not of total yearly population. Percentages are not 
given for "T Memberships." This would suggest that one membership corresponded to one 
member, where rnany members were fellows of both scientific and humanities societies. The 
number presented is a ratio of memberships (not fellows) to total new fellows, indicating how 
prevalent memberships were arnong new fellows. 1.00 would indicate that memberships were as 
prevalent among new fellows as new fellows were. Figures under 1.00 indicate memberships 
among new fellows were fewer than new fellows. Figures above 1.00 indicate there were more 
memberships arnong new fellows than there were new fellows. 

Between 25% and 50% of S A  mernbership died between decades, suggesting an average 
attrition rate of 2.5-5% per year and a near-cornplete replacement of the rnembership over the 
period considered. 

Where values for newly elected fellows are below the previous decadal average, but the 
value for the current decadal average has in fact increased, this is accounted for by the 
demographic profile of fellows who died during that decade. For example, 11.19% of fellows in 
1830 were public school alurnni. Between 1830 and 1840, 8.13% of newly elected fellows were 
public school alumni. Yet 13.56% of the 1840 mernbers were public school alumni. This is 
accounted for by the educational profile of the 3 11 who fellows died during that decade. That this 
is tnie of data for this variable until 1860 suggests that in the early decades of the century, public 
school alumni tended to be elected at a younger age than graduates of more ordinary schools. 
Because they would probably Iive longer, and so hold membership longer, they would skew the 
overall demographic profile of total membership towards a higher presence of public school 
alumni than the profile of newly elected fellows suggests. 

Between 1830 and 1850, new membership decreases from about 25% to about 20% of the 
previous decade's total membership. The nurnber of new fellows in 1840 was 209. or 26.29% of 
the 1830 and 30.16% of the 1840 membership. The number of new fellows in 1850 was 145, or 
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20.92% of the 1840 and 29.23% of the 1850 membership. The number of new fellows in 1860 
was 278. or 56.05% of the 1850 and 42.97% of the 1860 membership. The number of new 
fellows in 1870 was 205. or 3 1.68% of the 1860 and 33.28% of the 1870 membership. in 1860, 
new membenhip had increased by just over 50% of its 1850 total. reflecting the SA'S efforts at 
opening rnembership to more, and more ordinary men. In 1870, new membership had decreased 
to near its former Ievel. at about 30%. 



APPENDIX TWO 

These lists are not exhaustive: some of the more examples are given for each category, which 
otherwise would have held hundreds of names. Abbreviations are noted at the top of each list. 
Section A treats Careers, section B treats Scholarship and section C treats Elements of 
Community. Each section is subdivided by number. Dates showing when a position was taken 
and when relinquished are given where known. Where only one date is given, this indicates the 
start date for that position, but its end point is unknown, and this does not indicate that this 
position was held for one year only. It should be noted that, for the sake of brevity and clarity, 
this appendix uses the convention found in the catalogues of Burke and other works on the 
peerage, of using numerals to denote the ordinal of rank, e-g., Charles. 11 Duke Norfolk. 

Appendix 2.A. 1: Antiquarian Kinds of Emplovment 

Robert Archibald Armstrong: Gaelic lexicographer to King George III 
Thomas Thynne, Marquis of Bath: Cicstos Rotulorum, Somenet 
Sir William Betham: Deputy. Subcommissioner, Office of the Ulster King of Arms, Ireland 
John Caley: clerk, Record Office in Tower; Keeper of Records 1787, Augmentation Office; 

Keeper of Records 18 18, Westminster; Secretary 180 1-3 1, first Record Commission; 
Subcommissioner, Record Commissioner 

Henry Carnpkin: Librarian, Reform Club 
Nicholas Carlisle: Assistant Librarian, Royal Library 
Charles Punon Cooper: Secretary, Second Record Commission 
James Crossley: Librarian, Chetham Library, Manchester 
William Cureton: Sublibrarian, Bodleian, Oxford 1834-37 
Thomas Frognall Dibdin: Librarian to Duke of Spencer at Althorp 
John Duncumb: employee of Charles, 1 1  Duke Norfolk, at £2 2d week to write a history of 

Herefordshire, 1790- i 8 15 
Edward Backhouse Eastwick: Librarian, Haileybury College 1850 
Henry Ellis: Assistant Librarian 1798, Bodleian. Oxford 
Charles Long 1 Baron Farnborough: Chair, Committee for Inspection of National Monuments 
Robert Fitch: Curator, Norwich Museum 
John Thomas Gilbert: Secretary 1867-75, Public Record Office, Dublin; Librarian 186 1-98, Royal 

Irish Academy 
John Gillies: Royal Historiographer for Scotland. 1793 
John Gutch: Keeper, Ail Souls* College Museum. Oxford 
Spencer Hall: Librarian, Athenaeum Club 1833-75 
James Orchard Halliwell (-Phillipps): Librarian, Jesus College Cambridge 
Thomas Duffus Hardy: clerk, Public Record Office, Tower of London, 18 19; Deputy Keeper, 

Public Records 186 1-78; Originator, Public Records Commission 1869 
William Hardy: clerk 1823, Record Office, Tower of London 1823; Keeper of Records, Duchy 

of Lancaster 1830-68; Assistant Keeper, Record Office 1878-86: Cornmissioner, Historical 
Manuscript Commission 1878 

William Henry Hart: clerk, Public Record Office 1855-69 
Henry Hobhouse: Keeper, State Papers 1826-54; originator, Commissioner, Record Commission 

1852; Superintendent, Publications 18 1 1 
John Holmes: Assistant to Bertrarn 4 Earl Ashbumham, Manuscript Collection 



Richard Rivington Holmes: Royal Librarian 1869- 1906, Keeper. prints and drawings 1870- 1906, 
Windsor Castle 

Thomas Hartwell Home: employed compiling indexes of Harleian Manuscripts for Public 
Records Commission 1808; Sublibrarian, Surrey Institution; clerk, Record Office 18 16- 19; 
clerk, Chapter House Westminster; employed cataloguing Queen's College Cambridge 
Library 182 1 

Joseph Hunter: Sub-commissioner 1833, Editor, Assistant-Keeper 1838, Public records; 
catalogued Queen's Remembrancer records 

William Lllingworth: Deputy-keeper, Records, Tower of London L805- 19 
James Ingram: Keeper of Archives. Trinity College, Oxford 18 15- 18 
Robert Harry Inglis: Comissioner, Public Records 183 1 
John Edward Jackson: Librarian to Marquis of Bath 
Roben Jarnieson: Assistant Deputy Clerk to Registrar, General Register House, Edinburgh 1808- 

44 
Lleweilynn Frederick William Jewitt: Chief Librarian, Plymouth Public Library 1849-53; Curator, 

Derby Museum 
Thomas Jones: Librarian, Chetham Library, Manchester 1845-75 
John Kenrick: Curator, Yorkshire Philosophical Society Museum 
David Laing: Librarian, Society of Wnters to H.M. Signet 
Rowley Lascelles: clerk, Record Commission for Ireland 
John Lee: Treasurer, Librarian, College of Advocates 18 16-58 
Roben Lemon: clerk 1795, Deputy-Keeper 18 l8c State Paper Office; Second Clerk, Record 

Office 1801; Assistant Histonan 18 10, East India Company; editor 18 10 Annals of the 
East India Company; discovered in 1823 Milton's autograph De Doctrinn Cliristiana 
among the State Papes, which led to the First Record Commission 1825; Secretary, 
Record Commission 1825-35, interpreted a cypher of sixteenth century state papers which 
had made them previously unintelligible 

Samuel Lysons: Keeper of Records, Tower of London 
John MacLean: Keeper, Ordnance Records, Tower of London 1855-6 1 
Frederic Madden: collated the manuscripts for Caedmon at Oxford University; catalogued Earl 

Holkham's manuscripts 
Samuel Roffey Maitland: Librarian, Keeper of Manuscripts. Lambeth 1 838-48 
Thomas James Mathias: Librarian, Buckingham Palace 18 12 
Richard Edgecumbe 2 Earl Mountedgecumbe. Viscount Valetort: custos roîulor~mi 1795, 

Cornwall 
William Henry Overall: Clerk 1847-57, Sublibrarian 1847, Librarian 1865-88, Guildhall Library 
Henry Petrie; Keeper of Records, Tower of London 18 19; revived Gibbons' project of a complete 

corpus historicum, which was funded by the Record Commission 1823-4 1 
Francis Palgrave: Municipal Corporations Comrnissioner 1832, Deputy-Keeper H.M. Records, 

Tower of London 1838- 186 1 ; created the Record Repository, arranged for records frorn 
more than 50 locations to be housed together, published annual reports on the Records 
Commission progress for 22 years 

John Henry Parker: Keeper, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 1870-84 
Lewis Hayes Petit: Cornmissioner, Public Record Commission 1835 
Thomas Pell Platt: Librarian, British & Foreign Bible Society 
Edward Davis Protheroe: Commissioner, Public Records 1830-34 
Charles William Russell: member, Historical Manuscripts Commission 1869 



George Scharf: Secretary 1857, Director 1882, National Portrait Gallery 
William Sparrow Simpson: Librarian, Queen's College Cambridge 1850; Librarian, St. Paul's 

Cathedrd 186 2 -97 
Samuel Weller Singer: Librarian, Royal Institution 1827-35 
Robert Henry Soden Smith: Assistant Keeper 1857, Keeper 1868, National Art Library, South 

Kensington 
Philip Henry Stanhope 5 Earl Stanhope: Commissioner 1844, Promotion of Fine Arts 
William John Thomas: Deputy-Librarian, House of Lords 1863-82 
Thomas Thomson: Curator. Asiatic Society Museum, Calcutta 1840 
Henry John Todd: Keeper of Manuscripts, Lambeth 
James Henthorn Todd: Librarian 1852, Tnnity College Dublin 
William Robert Whatton: Librarian, Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society 1828 
Bernard Bolingbroke Woodward: Librarian, Windsor Castie 1860-69 
Richard Yates: Custodian, Bury Abbey ruins 1803 
William Sandys Wright Vaux: employed to catalogue Bodleian coins 187 1-76 

British Museum Staff: 
William Alexander: Assistant Keeper, Antiquities and Coins; did the engravings for British 

Museum catalogues 
Nicholas Carlisle: Librarian, Royal Library at the British Library 
William Hookham Carpenter: Keeper, Buyer. Prints and Drawings 1845-66 
John George Children: Librarian, Antiquities 18 16-40 
Henry Charles Coote: Assistant, Department of Books 1858-85 
Henry Courbould: Draftsman to Trustees for British Library and Museum publications 
William Cureton: Assistant Keeper, Manuscripts 
Francis Douce: Keeper, Manuscripts 
Henry Ellis: Library Assistant 1800, Assistant-Keeper of Pnnted Books 1805, Keeper of Printed 

Books 1806 (then to the remaned Department of Manuscripts 18 12), Secretary to Museum 
1814, Acting Principal Librarian 1818-27, Principal Librarian 1827-56 

Josiah Forshall: Assistant Librarian, Manuscript Department 1824, Keeper. Manuscript 
Department 1827-37; Secretary to the Museum 1828-49 

Augustus Wollaston Franks: Assistant, Coins and Antiquities 185 1 ; Keeper, British and Medieval 
Antiquities and Ethnography 1866-96 

Edward Hawkins: Deputy Keeper, Department of Antiquities 1825, Keeper, Antiquities 1826-60 
John Holmes: Assistant, Department of Manuscripts 1830, Senior Assistant 1837, Assistant 

Keeper 1850-54 
Thomas Hartwell Home: Cataloguer, Printed Books 1824 
John Winter Jones: Assistant 1837, Assistant Keeper 1850, Keeper of Pnnted Books 1856, 

Principal Librarian 1866-78 
Edward Levien: Assistant, Department of Manuscnpts 1850-74 
Fredenck Madden: Assistant, Printed Books Catalogue 1826-28; Assistant-Keeper 1828, Head, 

Manuscnpts 1837 
Richard Henry Major: Assistant (Maps and Cham), Printed Books 1844; Keeper, Maps and Plans 

1867-80 
James V. Millingen: buyer for the British Museum and Library 
William Ottley: Keeper. Pnnts 1833-36 
William Sandys Wright Vaux: Assistant, Antiquities 184 1 ; Keeper. Coins and Medals 186 1-70 



Appendix 2.A.2: Legai Careers 
IT: Inner Temple 
MT: Middle Temple 
LI: Lincoln's Inn 
KUQC: King's/Queen's Council 

John Adolphus: Home Circuit judge, Old Bailey judge, defence for the Cato Street conspirators 
John Leycester Adolphus: Northern Circuit judge, Attorney-General of County-palatine Durham, 

King's, Queen's Bench 1834-52, Marylebone Circuit judge 1852, IT Bencher. Stewart. 
Counsel to St. John's, Oxford 

George Lane Blount: Baron of the Exchequer 
Thomas Heywood: High Shenff, Herefordshire 1840 
James Baldwin Brown: Northern Circuit judge, Lancashire Sessions judge, Oldham Court of 

Requests judge 1840 
Rt.Hon. Sir J.L.K. Bruce: Welsh Circuit judge. IT Bencher 29, Brecon Recorder, Puisne judge. 

Vice-Chancellor 1841, PC 42, Chief Justice in Banhptcy Court 1842, senior Lord 
Justice of Appeal in Chancery Court, PC 1851 

William Burrell: High S henff, Northumberland 18 1 1 
Charles Butler: LI Bencher 1832; assisted in writing Catholic Relief Bill 1788 
Benjamin Bond Cabbell: Western and Sornerset Circuit judge, MT Bencher 1850; High Sheriff 

Norfolk 1854 
George Cappel Coningsby 5 Earl Essex; Recorder, High Steward, Leominster 
Codrington Carrington: Suprerne Court of India judge, Counsel to EIC Calcutta. prepared law 

code for Ceylon 1800; first Chief Justice, Ceylon Supreme Court 1800-06 
Charles Purton Cooper: QC 1837, Queen's Serjeant in Duchy Lancaster, LI Bencher 1836; 

Treasurer LI 1855, master of Library LI 1856 
William Dunant Cooper: solicitor to Reform Club 1837 
Alexander Croke: Vice-Adrniralty Court Judge in Halifax, Nova Scotia 180 1- 15 
John Drinkwater-Bethune: drafted Municipal Reform Act, Tithe Commutation Act, County Courts 

Act; Fourth Ordinary or Legislative Member of the Supreme Court of India 1848 
John Foy Edgar: Sheriff, Bristol 
John Evans: QC 1837; Bencher 1837, Reader 1849, Treasurer 1850 IT 
George Edward Eyre: Western Circuit judge; Recorder, Romsey 1834-35 
James William Faner: Master in Chancery Court 1824-52 
Edward Foss: Under-Sheriff London 1827-28, founded Incorporated Law Society. President Law 

Society 1842-44; Chair, Magistrate's Bench Canterbury 1844 
Edwin Freshfield: Solicitor to the Bank of England 
Davies Gilbert: High-S heriff, Cornwall 1792-3 
Stacey Grimaldi: lecturer, Law Institution 1834; Auditor, Law Society 1853 
Sir Henry Gwilliam: Chief Justice, Isle of Ely, Judge of the Supreme Court of Madras 
Benjamin Harrison: Chair. Exchequer Loan Board, London Appeals; Cornmissioner for Income 

Tax 
James Vincent Harting: solicitor to Cardinal Newman 
Charles Harwood: Shrewsbury Recorder 1839-66, Circuit judge 1850 
Henry Hobhouse: solicitor, H.M. Customs 1806- 12, solicitor, Treasury 18 12 
Henry Howard: High Sheriff Cumberland 1832 
Thomas Hughes: IT Bencher 1870-96 



William Hughes Hughes: Southeast Circuit judge, Commissioner of Lieutenancy, City of London 
Joseph Jekyll: IT bencher 1795, IT Reader 18 14, IT Treasurer 18 16, Western Circuit judge; 

Solicitor-Generd 1805; Master in Chancery 1815; Senior KC and Senior Bencher 
Alexander Johnston: Home Circuit judge; Advocate-General 1799, Chief Justice 1805 Ceylon; 

author. East India Company Charter 1809, President, member, PC 18 1 i; Admiralty judge 
18 17, PC 1832; member, PC Coun of Ceylon 1833; led legai reform in Ceylon, drafting 
law for religious liberty. the prohibition of slavery, the opening of employment to half- 
castes, trial by jury; refused his salary though worked as an Admiralty judge 

George Kenyon 2 Baron Kenyon: MT Bencher 18 1 1-55. MT Reader 15 15, MT Treasurer 1823; 
custos brevium, Clerk of Outlawries, Filacer-exiguenter of Court of Queen's Bench 1802- 
37, Cornmissioner, building of churches 

Edmund Knowles Lacon: High Sheriff of Norfolk 1823 
Rowley Lascelles: South Waies Circuit judge 
Thomas LeBlanc: Western Circuit judge, Second Master of the Court of Cornmon Pleas 1814, 

Court of King's Bench, Master of Court of Queen's Bench 1818 
Hugh Leycester: Chester Recorder, first Justice of Anglesey, Carnarvonshire & Merionethshire 
Joseph Littledale: Northem Circuit judge, Council to Cambridge University 18 13. Court of 

King's Bench judge 1824-3 1, PC 184 1 
James Heywood Markland: Parliarnentary agent for West India planters 
John Martin Leake: MT Bencher 1830, MT Treasurer 1844 
Richard Neave: Deputy Paymaster for the Forces 18 12 
Sir John Nicholl: Dean of Arches: Judge, Perogative Court, Canterbury 1809; PC 1810; Judge. 

High Court of Admiralty 1833; Judicial Cornmittee, Privy Council 
John Nicholl: Cornmissioner, Jersey 179 1, King's Advocate 1798 
Francis Palgrave: Municipal Corporations Comrnissioner 1832 
Charles John Palmer: Mayor, Yarmouth 1854-55. Deputy-Lieutenant Suffolk 
James Alan Park: 179 1 Vice-Chancellorof Lancaster 1795. Recorder of Durham. Attorney- 

General of Lancaster 18 1 1. Head of Northern Circuit 1802. Court of Common Pleas judge 
1816-38 

Charles Peers: Sheriff Oxfordshire 1 82 1 
Lewis Hayes Petit: Chester & North Wales circuit judge 
John Delafield Phelps: Exchequer Bill Loan Commissioner 
Richard Nathaniel Philipps: Northem Circuit judge 
Sir Johnathon Frederick Pollock: Northem Circuit judge, Head of Northern Circuit, F bencher 

1827-44, IT Reader 1836-37, IT Treasurer 37, Attorney-General to County-Palatine 
Lancaster 1834-35, Cornmissioner of Inquiry into Courts of law 183 1; Attorney General 
1834-35 and 1841-44; Lord Chief Baron of Coun of Exchequer 1844; Comrnissary of the 
University of Cambridge 1824-35 

John Tidd Pratt: Home Circuit judge 1828-70, Consulting Barrister to Commissioners for 
Reducing the National Debt; Registrar of Fnendly Societies 1846-70. advised govemment 
for legislation on banks and Friendly Societies 

Fletcher Raincock: Counsel at Law for County-Palatine Lancaster, Commissioner Bankmpts 
Liverpool, Depty Judge Advocate General for Northwest District 

Thomas Rennell: Master, Temple 1798-27 
Henry Revel1 Reynolds: Commissioner for Bankrupts 1806-20; Chief Commissioner in Insolvent 

Debtors' Court 1820-53 
John Richardson: solicitor to the University of Glasgow 



William Roberts: Home Circuit judge 
Henry Crabb Robinson; Head, Norfolk Circuit 
Thomas Sarnpson: Deputy Lieutenant, Surrey 
William Sandys: Cornrnissioner, Affadavits, Stannary Court Cornwall 
Thomas Saunders: solicitor to the Salter's Hall; member of the Court of Common Council for 

Ward of Bridge 18 14-20; Comptroller to the Chamber of the City of London 1841-54 
William Scott 1 Lord Stowell; Advocate-General, Lord High Admiral 1782; Registrar of Court 

of Faculties to Archbishop of Canterbury 1783, Consistory Court judge 1788; Advocate- 
General to the King 1788; Dean of Arches 1788; Vicar-General to the Province of 
Canterbury and Commissary of Canterbury City 1788. Chancellor to the Diocese London 
1788; Master of Faculties of Halifax 1790; MT Bencher 1794, MT Treasurer 1807; High 
Court of Admiralty judge 1798, PC 1798; author of celebrated judgements in maritime 
law 

John Sewell: Chief Justice, Lower Canada 
Samuel Shepherd: Home Circuit judge; King's Se jeant at Law 1796; Solicitor General L8 12 
John Augustus Francis Simpkinson: LI Bencher 183 1. LI Treasurer 
George Spence: TT Bencher 1835, IT Reader 1845, IT Treasurer 1846; Judge 
George Frederick Stratton: High Sheriff, Oxford 
Thomas Swinnerton: High S heriff, S taffordshire 
Sir William Elias Taunton: Oxford Circuit judge, Oxford Recorder 1806; Court of King's Bench 

judge 
Michael Ange10 Taylor: LI Senior Barrister 
Charles Abbott 1 Lord Tenterden: Oxford Circuit judge, Junior Counsel to Treasury, Oxford 

Recorder 180 1; declined the bench 1805; Court of Common Pleas Puisne judge 18 16; 
King's Bench judge 18 16; Attorney-General 18 18; tried the Cato Street conspirators, 
Thistlewood, and the Cobbett libel case 

John Vincent Thompson: Se jeant at Law; Recorder of Beverley 
Charles Kernys Kemys Tynte: High Sheriff Somerset 
James Wigram: KC 1834; LI Bencher 1835; Judicial Committee of the Privy Council 1842 
Sir J.B. Williams: Mayor, Shrewsbury 1836 
Sir James Eardley Eardley Wilmot: Midland Circuit judge; Warwick Recorder 1852-74; Bristol 

County Court judge 1854-63; Marylebone judge 1863-7 1 



Appendix 2.A.3: Architecture Careers 

The buildings listed are those antiquaries designed and/or supervised construction for. When 
fellows are listed as "architect to" an institution. their work involved upkeep, restorations. 
renovations and some new building. 

George Basevi: Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge; Belgrave Square; the Conservative Club 
Edward Blore: Sir Walter Scott's Abbotsford home; restorations to Peterborough Cathedrai. 

Lincoln Cathedral, Royal Savoy Chapel, Glasgow Cathedral, Menon College chape1 and 
Lambeth Palace; Pitt Press. Cambridge; Govemrnent buildings, Sydney, New South 
Wales; restorations to Windsor Castle. Hampton Coun Palace, Buckingham Palace; 
Architect to Westminster Abbey; Architect by appointment to William N and to Victona 

Decimus Burton: Colosseum in Regent's Park; Hyde Park improvements; Athenaeum Club; 
Architect to Royal Botanic Club 

Charles Robert Cockerell: renovations to Covent Garden Theatre; Surveyor, St. Paul's Cathedral; 
Surveyor to India House; Bristol Literary-Philosophical Institution; Hanover Chapel. 
Regent Street; Cambridge University Library; Westminster Fire Office. Westminster 
Insurance Office; Architect to the Bank of England; Architect to the London and 
Westminster Bank; Taylor Buildings, Oxford; assisted building the new Houses of 
Parliament, National Gallery, London University, Royal Exchange, Carleton Club, Reform 
Club; Taylor Buildings at Oxford; Assistant Architect, new Houses Parliament, Liverpool 
and London offices of Globe Insurance Company; buned in St. Paul's beside Christopher 
Wren 

Benjamin Ferrey: Diocesan Architect, Bath and Wells 1841; restored Wells Cathedral 1842; built 
many London churches in the Gothic style; Consulting Architect, Incorporated Church 
Building Society; Secretary. Member, Cornpetition Cornmittee for the new Houses of 
Parliamen t 

George Gwilt: restored St. Mary-le-Bow; Architect to the West India Dock Company 
Joseph Gwilt: Surveyor, Grocer's Company; Architect to the Waxc handler' s Company; Surveyor, 

county of Surrey 1807-46 
Philip Hardwick: Architect to St. Brideswell and Bethlehem Hospitals 18 16-36, to St. Katherine's 

Dock Company 1825, to St. Bartholomew's 1827-56, to Goldsmith's Company 1828, to 
Greenwich Hospital, to the Duke of Wellington, and to the Portman Estates; built St. 
Katherine's Docks with Telford; London & Birmingham Railway, Euston and Victona 
Railway Hotels; Euston Station; Birmingham Station; Globe Insurance Building, Pail 
Mall; City Club house; renovations to Lincoln's In 1842; Exhibitor, Great Exhibition 185 1 
and Paris 1855; Examiner, District Surveyor under Metropolitan Building Act 1843 

William Hoskings: Engineer to the West London Railway, and the Colchester Railway; Senior 
Referee, Metropolitan Building Act 1844-55; his Pantheon-style submission for the British 
Museum Reading Room was copied by Panizzi 

Samuel Rush Meyrick: consultant to Tower of London architect for setting up National Armoury 
1826; Consultant to George N for arrnoury at Winsor 1828 

John Nash: restored St. David's, Waies; Regent's Street improvements 18 1 1-20; Cons titurional 
Club 1834; Haymarket Theatre; United Services Club, Pa11 Mall; St. James' Park; 
enlargements to Buckingham Palace; Carleton House; Marble Arch; Royal Mews; 
additions to Brighton Pavillion 

John Newman: assisted John Smirke Jr. with Covent Garden Theatre 1809 and General Post 



Office 1823-29; numerous London churches and schools; Surveyor. Commission for Kent 
and Surrey Sewers 18 15; Surveyor, Commission for Southwark Improvements; Honorary 
Architect to Royal Literary Fund 1846 

Charles John Phipps: theatres in Bath, Nottingham, Bristol. Brighton, Ireland and Scotland; 
Theatres in London including New Queen's 1867, Gaiety 1868, Vaudeville 1879, New 
Princess 1880. Savoy 188 1, Shaftesbury 1888, Lyric 1888 

William Pilkington; Surveyor, Architect to the Board of Customs 1782-1810; Architect to 
Westminster 1784; Surveyor, Architect to the Earl of Radnor 1789, to Duke Grafton 
1789- 1822, to Sun Fire Assurance 1792, to Charterhouse 1792; Customs House, 
Portsmouth; Salisbury Town Hall; Great Yarmouth Naval Hospital and Barracks; 
Charterhouse New School 

John Adey Repton: assisted Nash with Carlton House 
Thomas Rickrnan: architect, Comrnissioner for building churches; New Court of St. John's 

Cambridge 
Anthony Salvin: renovations to the Tower of London; Embankment; renovations to Carisbrook, 

Carnarvon, Bangor, Newark-on-Trent, Durham, Warwick, Alnwick, Rockingham, Dunster 
castles and Petworth House 

George Saunders: Montagu House, British Museum; Surveyor to Middlesex; Cornmissioner, 
Sewers; Member, Cornmittee on the Condition of Middlesex Bridges 

George Gilbert Scott: Architect to four Poor Law Unions 1834, built more than 50 workhouses: 
Martyr's Memorial Oxford 1840; restored Chester, Chichester, Ely. Exeter, Gloucester, 
Hereford, Lichfield, Ripon, Rochester, Salisbury and Worcester Cathedrals; restored 
Exeter College Chapel, Oxford 1859; Architect to the Dean and Chapter of Westminster 
Abbey 1849-78; designed Home and Colonial Offices 1870; designed Albert Mernoriai 
1865 

Sir Robert Smirke Ir.: National Gallery; Architect, Board of Trade and Board of Works 18 13-32; 
Covent Garden Theatre; various national monuments; General Post Office; additions to 
the British Museum; Surveyor to the Inner Temple 18 14-28; restored York Minster 1829; 
East Wing, Somerset House; London Customs House; new College of Physicians Building 
1825; Carlton Club 1835; Union Club; United Services Club; Oxford and Cambridge 
Club; Cornmissioner, London Improvements 1845 

Sydney Srnirke; Architect to St James palace 1828-32; Surveyor to the Inner Temple 1818; 
restored Temple church 1 84 1 and Savoy Chapel 1843 and 1 860; Assistant Archi tect, West 
Quadrangie and Reading Room, British Museum 1854-57; renovations to the Carlton Club 
1857, Temple 1863-64 and Inner Temple Hall 68-70; Exhibition Galleries, Burlington 
House 1866-70; Surveyor, Duchy of Lancaster; Royal Academy 1870 

John Soane: Architect to the Bank of England 1788, St. James* Paiace, Houses of Parliament 
179 1, Department of Woods and Forests 1795, Chelsea Hospital 1807 and the Office of 
Works 18 15; Assistant Architect, Houses of Parliament 1794; restored Brasenose College; 
Gallery and L i b r q ,  House of Lords 1827; Westminster Law Courts 1822-27; State Paper 
Office 1829 

George Edmund Street: assistant to George Gilbert Scott; built many Cornish churches; Diocesan 
Architect to Oxford, York, Winchester and Ripon Dioceses; Crimean Memorial Church, 
Constantinople 1864-69; built many London churches and schools; Cornpetitor for the 
New Government Offices 1856 and National Gallery 1866; Architect, Law Courts, The 
Strand; restored York Minster, Cathedrals of Salisbury, Carlisle, and Christchurch, Dublin 

George Ledwell Taylor: Superintending Architect, Montagu and Bryanston Squares 1811; 



Surveyor to Chatham, Woolwich and Sheemess Dockyards 1824-37; North Kent Railway 
1849 

William Tite: built many London churches, banks, hotels; rebuilt the Royal Exchange 1841-44; 
land evaluator for railway companies; Architect of many London, Edinburgh and other 
railway stations 

Edward James Willson: restored many provincial churches; Architect of many Roman Catholic 
churches; Surveyor to Lincoln county 1834 

Matthew Digby Wyatt: Paddington Station with LK. Brunel; Designer. Superintendent, Fine Arts 
Department, Great Exhibition; Surveyor to the East India Company 1855; Rothschild 
Mausoleum, West Ham Cemetery; Indian Govemment Buildings. Lambeth; East India 
Museum; Adelphi Theatre 

Sir Jeffry Wyatville: renovated Sydney Sussex College Cambridge 1821 and Windsor Castle 
1824 

Appendix 2.A.4: Artists Careers 

William Alexander: draftsman to Earl MacCartney's Embassy in China 
Edward Blore: artist for the Surtees Society publications 
William Henry Brooke: portait painter for the Adelphi. iilustrator for travel publications 
John Buckler: engraver on architectural subjecü for topographical works 
John Carter: draftsman to the SA 
Francis Legatt Chantrey: erninent sculptor; did sculptures of George III, George IV. Walter Scott. 

William Wordsworth, an equestrian statue of the Duke of Wellington. statues of Pitt. 
Canning and Joseph Banks 

Thomas Daniell: landscape painter of India, Egypt, China 
William Danieil: landscape painter of India, Egypt, China 
John Hulbert Glover: fashionable drawing-master 
John Landseer: engraver of archaeologicai, antiquarian, zoologicai, and scriptural publications; 

Engraver to William IV 
Thomas Phillipps: glass painter for St. George's Chape1 Windsor, painted portraits of Joseph 

Banks, William Blake, Walter Scott, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Henry Hallam, Hurnphry 
Davy, Michael Faraday, John Dalton, Napoleon Bonaparte, Lord Byron, George IV 

Samuel Prout: illustrator for topographical and European architectural works; friend and neighbor 
to John Ruskin 

Richard Westmacott: well-known sculptor; his busts include John Henry Newman, Francis 
Burdett and Lord John Russell; the Royal Exchange pediment 



Appendix 2.A.5: Publishin. Careers 

William Ayrton: editor, Harmonicum 
Edward Wedlake Brayley: editor, Beauties of England and Wales (25 volumes) 
John Bntton: editor, publisher, Beauties of Wiltshire; author, Penny Cyclopedia 
William Henry Brooke: illustrator, cartoonist for the Sotirist 
Edward Wedlake Brayley: publisher, Graphic & Hisrorka1 Illustrator 
Samuel Egerton Brydges: printed privately many editions of early English literature, 18 13-22; 

author and printer, British Bibliographer 
Alexander Chalmers: editor, PubZic Ledger, London Packet, Morning Herald; contributor, Sr 

James Chronicle, Morning ChronicZe, Criticnl Review, Analytical Review, British Gallery; 
partner with publisher George Robinson; publisher of Joseph Addison and Alexander Pope 

John George Children: joint editor, Zoological Journal 1 824, Annals of Philosophy 
Charles Robert Cockerell: joint editor, Zoological Journal 1824 
William Coulson: staff writer, Lancet 
Charles Wentworth Dilke: staff, Retrospective Revierv, CO-proprietor. edi tor. Athenaeum 1830-46; 

manager, Daily News 1846 
William Hepworth Dixon: editor. Athenaeum 1853-69 
John Doran: staff, Lonàon Literary Chronicle which became the Athenneum 1828; editor, Church 

and State Gazette 184 1-52; editor, Athenneum 1869; editor, Notes and Queries 
George Edward Eyre: Queen's Printer 1837-82 
Robert Ferguson: editor, Ecclesiastical Review 1857-68 
John Hookharn Frere: founder, Quar-terly Review 
George Godwin: editor, Builder 1844 
Iosiah Goodwin: editor, Journal of the Bath and West of England Society 1859-90; assistant 

editor, Jounzal of the Royal Agricriltriral Society 
Alexander James Beresford Hope: proprietor, The Saturday Review 
William lerdan: reporter, editor, Aurora; editor, Pilot, Morning Post, The Sun, The Shefield 

Mercury; parliamentary reporter, British Press; owner, The Safirisi: part owner, Literary 
Gazette 18 17-50, writer with W.R. Crabbe; writer, publisher, biography series, National 
Portrait Gallery 

Llewellynn Fredenck William Jewitt: illustrator, Punch 
James Johnson: editor, contributor, Medico-Chirrirgical Review 
Edward Augustus Kendall: founder, editor, Literary C h n i c a l  & Weekly Revierv; staff, 

Athenaerrm 
John Richardson Major: editor, Journal of the Photographic Society 1853 
John Murray: owner, Edinbiugh Review; publisher, Quanerly Review, Blackwood's Magazine, 

John Bull; pu blis hed Benjamin Disraeli's Coningsby, Charles Lyell's Principles of 
Geology, Lord Byron's Childe Harold and Don Juan, Jane Austen, Coleridge, Samuel 
Srniles, 77le Family Library with contributions by Walter Scott, Robert Southey, and 
others 

John Nichols, editor, The Gentleman's Magazine, publisher of many antiquarian volumes 
John Gough Nichols, editor, 7he Gentleman's Magazine, publishers of many antiquarian volumes 
John Bowyer Nichols, editor, owner, Gentleman's Magazine; publisher of many antiquarian 

volumes, publisher. Literary Anecdotes; printer to Corporation of the City of London; 
Pnnter, Houses of Parliament; master, Stationers' Company 



John Henry Parker: publisher, Anglo-Catholic Library 
Richard Pearson: editor, RS Philosophical Transactions 
Josiah Pratt: founder, editor, The Christian Observer L 802; contributor, The Missionary Register 
Williarn Owen Pughe: publisher, editor of Welsh dictionaries, 1806-57; Welsh literature before 

1370; editor, Cambrian Register 
Henry Reeve: staff writer, The Times; editor, Edinburgh Review 1855-95 
William Roberts: contributor, English Review; editor, publisher, The boker-On reissued in part 

in Chalmers' British Essayists; editor, British Review 
Charles William Russell: editor, Dublin Revierv 
John Sharpe: publisher, British Classics series, Sharpe's Peerage 
George Wharton Simpson: owner, editor, The Photographic News 
Samuel Weller Singer: publisher, French and Italian works on art, Latin Manuscnpts, printer for 

the Chiswick Press 
Seth William Stevenson: owner, Norwich Chronicle 
Richard Taylor: editor, Philosophical Magazine which became the London, Edinburgh and 

Dublin Philosophical Magazine, editor, Annals of Natural History, editor, Magazine of 
Narural History which became Annals and Magazine of Natural History, publisher of  
scientific memoirs, translations of proceeding of foreign scientific societies, and of John 
Home Tooke's Diversions of Purley and Joseph Priestley's History 

William John Thoms: founder, editor 1849-72, Notes and Queries 
W illiarn Tyson: editor, Bristol Mirror 1826-5 L 
Francis Cornelius Webb: editor, Medical Times and Gazette 
John Wilson: staff writer, CO-editor, Blackwaod's Magazine 
George Woodfall: chair, London master-printer meetings; stock-keeper, Stationers' Company; 

Master, Stationer's Company 



Appendix 2.A.6: Schoolmaster Careers 
HM: Head Master GS: Gramrnar School 

George Thomas Keppel 4 Earl Albemarle: Tmstee, Westminster 
Robert Archibald Armstrong: KM, South Lambeth GS 
John Bransby: HM, King's Lynn GS 
George Butler: HM, Harrow 1829 
Robert Pedder Buddicom: Principal. St. Bees College 1840-46 
John Jeffreys Pratt 2 Earl Camden: Governor, Charterhouse 
John Carter: HM, Lincoln GS 1792- 1820 
Henry John Thomas Drury: Master of Lower School. Harrow; taught Lord Byron 
George Grant Francis: Trustee, Gore GS, Swansea 
John Allen Giles: HM. Camberwell College School 1834; HM, City of London School 1836 
Joseph Goodall: HM, Provost, Eton 
Charles Oldford Goodford: HM 1853-62, Provost 1862-84. Eton 
William Stanley Goddard: HM, Winchester 1796- 1809 
John Septirnos Grover; Vice-Provost, Eton 
Dudley Ryder 1 Earl Harrowby: Govemor. Charterhouse 
Thomas Harwood: HM, Lichfield GS 
Charles Thomas Longley: HM, Harrow 1829-36 
John Richardson Major: HM, King's College School. London 1830-66 
Benjamin Heath Malkin: HM, Bury-S t-Edmunds GS 1809-28 
Joseph Neeld: Governor, Harrow 1828-36 
John Louis Petit: Govemor. Christ's Hospital 
Francis Bolingbroke Ribbans: HM, Sir Thomas Powell's School, Carmarthen 1843-56; HM, 

Queen Elizabeth's GS Carmarthen 1856-57 
George Richards: Govemor. Christ's Hospital 1822; 
James Ridgway: Vice-Principal, North London Collegiate School 1855-62; Principal, Culham 

Collegiate School. Abdingdon 1862-73 
Hastings Robinson: Cambridge examiner for Rugby School 
John Russell: HM, Charterhouse 18 11-32. taught Grote, Thackeray 
John Sleath: Master, Rugby 1787. St Paul's. taught Benjamin Jowett 
William Boultby Sleath: HM, Repton GS 1800-32; Master, Rugby 
William Hepworth Thompson: HM. Leicester Collegiate School 1836 
Charles Tucker: HM, Guilsborough GS Nonhamptonshire 1829-38 
Richard Valpy: HM. Reading GS 178 1-183 1 
Samuel Butler: HM, Shrewsbury Royal Free GS 1798 



Appendix 2.A.7: University Careers 

William Alexander: Professor of Drawing, Military College at Great Marlow 
Miles Bland: Public Examiner, St. Johns College, Oxford, Maths 
George Adam Browne: Proctor 1808, Vicemaster 1842. Cambridge 
John Jeffreys Pratt 2 Earl Camden: Chancellor, Cambridge 1834 
Edward Cardwell: Camden Professor of Ancient History 1825, Principal, St. Alban's Hall 183 1, 

Delegate of Estates. Curator of University Galleries; managed the Bible department of the 
University Press; private secretary to Chancellors William Wyndharn Lord Grenville, 
Duke of Wellington and Lord Derby, Oxford 

Charles Robert Cockerell: Chair and Professor of Architecture, Royal Academy 1840-57 
Edward Copleston; Proctor, Provost, Oxford, 18 14-28 
William Cotton: Member, First Counsel of King's College 
Benjamin Morgan Cowie: Warburtonian Lecturer 1866-70; Principal Lecturer. Maths. College 

for Civil Engineering, Putney 1844-5 1 ; Select Preacher, Cambridge 1852,1856; Professor, 
Geometry. Gresham College, London 18%- 1900; Inspecter of Schools 1858-72 

Thomas Stephens Davies: Master, Maths, Royal Military Academy, Woolwich 1834 
Martin Davy: Master, Caius College, Oxford 1803; Vice-chancellor 1 803-04, 1827-28 
Philip Henry Delamotte: Professor, Landscape Drawing and Perspective, King's College, London 

1855-79; Professor, Fine Art 1879-87; drawing instructor to the royal farnily 
Edward Backhouse Eastwick: Professor of Hindustani 1845, Haileybury College 1845 
Alexander John Ellis: Life Govemor, University College London, 1886; Fellow. College of 

Preceptors 1873 
Charles Joseph Faulkner: Life Fellow. 1856; Senior Fellow. 1877; Lecturer, iMaths 1864-7 1 ; 

Tutor 1868-89; Dean 1870-75; Dean of Degrees 1875-89. University College, Oxford 
William Wyndham Grenville: Chancellor. Oxford University 1809 
Stacey Grimaldi: Lecturer on Public Records, Law Institution 1834 
John Gutc h: Registrar, Chancellor's Court, Oxford, 1 824-3 1 
James Astbury Harnrnersley: HM, Manchester School of Design 1849-62 
Benj arnin Kanison: Select Preac her, 1835-37. Oxford 
John Hewett: Professor. Belle-Lettres, Royal Institution 
Edward Grose Hodge: Whitehead Professor. London Divinity College 
William Hosking: Lecturer, Architecture, 1829, Western Literary Institution; Professor, 

Construction and Civil Engineering and Architecture, King's College, London 1840-6 1 
Thomas Hughes: Principal, Working Men's College 1872-83 
Thomas McKenny Hughes: Woodwardian Professor, Geology 1873- 19 17 
James Ingram, Oxford Examiner 1809, Rawiinsonian Professor of Anglo-saxon 1803-09; 

President, Trinity College, Oxford 18% 
James F.W. Johnston: Professor, Chemistry and Mineralogy, Durham University; chemist to 

Agricultural Society of Scotland 1843 
John Kenrick: Resident Tutor, Manchester College, York (which became Manchester New 

College, Oxford 1840) 18 1 1-40; Professor, History . 1850; College Visitor 1 85 1 
William Knight: Lecturer, Natural History, Chemistry 18 10- 16, Marischal; Professor Natural 

Philosophy, Academical Institution 18 16; Professor Natural Philosophy, Marischal 1822 
David Laing: Professor of Antiquities, Royal Scottish Academy 1854 
George Henry Law: Visitor, Wadham College, Oxford 
Thomas LeBlanc: Master, Trinity Hall 18 15- 17, Cambridge 



Thomas Hayter Lewis: Professor, Architecture 1865-8 1. Professor Ementus 188 1-98, Dean. 
Facuty of Arts and Sciences 1870-7 1, University College, London 

John Lubbock: Vice Chancellor 1837-42, London University; Visitor, Royal Observatory 
John David MacBnde: Lord Almoner's Reader in Arabic 18 13- 1868; Principal, Senior Head, 

Magdaien College; Oxford 
Edward Maltby: Senator, University of London 
Herbert Marsh; Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity, Cambridge. 1807-39, lectured on Geman 

liberal theology 
Wharton Booth Marriott: Select Preacher 1868, Grinfield Lecturer 187 1, Petrean Fellow, Exeter 

College 184346. Oxford 
John Henry Monk: Professor, Vocal Music, King's College London 1874; Professor, National 

Training School for Music 1876; Professor Bedford College, London 1878; Lecturer, 
Philosophical Institution Edinburgh. Royal Institution Manchester 

William Mure: Rector. Glasgow University 1847-48 
John Murray: Lecturer, Surrey Institution 1 8 16 
Hugh Percy 3 Duke Northumberland: Governor 183 1. King's College 
George Fred Nott: Proctor 180 1, Barnpton Lecturer 1802. Oxford 
Richard Parkinson: Principal. St. Bees College 1846-58 
William Parsons 3 Earl Rosse: Chancellor, University of Dublin 1865-67 
Thomas Phillips: Professor of Painting 1825, Royal Academy 
Charles William Russell: President, Maynooth College 1857; Chair, Ecclesiastical History, 

Maynooth, 186-57 
John Russell: President. Sion College 1845-46 
George Scharfi Director, Life Govemor, University College 1882 
George Gilbert Scott: Professor. Architecture, Royal Academy 1868 
John Barlow Seale: Steward. Senior Dean, Cambridge 
Sydney Smirke: Professor, Architecture, Royal Academy 186 1-65 
John Soane: Professor, Architecture, Royal Academy 1806- 10 
Edward Solly: Lecturer, Chemistry, Royal Institution 1841; Professor, Chemistry. Addiscombe 

College 1845 
Samuel Solly: Arris and Gale Professor. Human Anatomy and Surgery 1862, Royal College of 

Physicians 
Arthur Penrhyn Stanley: Tutor 1843. Select Preacher 1845-46 and 1872-73, Secretary, 1850 

Oxford University Commission, wrote the Report; Professor, Ecclesiastical History 1857- 
63; Rector. University of St. Andrews 1874 

William Hepworth Thompson: Tutor 1837, Regius Professor. Greek 1852-66, Master 1866-86, 
Trini ty College Oxford 

Thomas Thomson: Examiner. Botany, University of London 
James Henthorn Todd: Tutor 183 1, Donellen Lecturer 1838-39, Regius Professor, Hebrew 1849, 

Trinity College, Dublin 
Francis Cornelius Webb: Chair, Medical Jurisprudence, Grosvenor Place School of Medicine 

1857; Lecturer, Naturd History, Metropolitan School of Dental Science 
Hany Bristow Wilson: Dean of Arts 1831; Bampton lecturer 1851; Rawlinsonian Professor of 

Anglo-saxon 1839-44 
John Wilson ( 1789- 1873): President, Trinity College Oxford 1850-66 
John Wilson ( 1785- 1854): Professor, Moral Philosophy, Edinburgh University 
John Wilson ( 18 12- 1888): headed Admiralty coals investigation under Henry de la Beche 1845- 



46; Principal, Royal Agriculture College Cirencester 1846-50; Chair, Agriculture 1854-85; 
Emeritus Professor, 1885-88, Edinburgh University 

Samuel Wix: President, Sion CoIlege 
Matthew Digby Wyatt: Slade Professor of Fine Arts. Cambridge 1869 



Appendix 2.A.8: Clergv Careers 

Robert Alexander: Prebend, Connor; Archdeacon, Co. Down, Ireland 
Francis Vyvyan Jago Arundell: Chaplain, British Factory at Smyrna 1822-36 
William Barrow: Archdeacon, Nottingham 1830-36 
Charles John Bird: Rural Dean, Ross 
Charles Smith Bird: Prebend 1843, Chancellor 1849-62, Lincoln 
Samuel Taylor Bloomfield: Canon, Peterborough 1854-69 
Henry Kaye Bonney: Prebend, Lincoln Cathedral; Archdeacon, Bedford, Ely; Dean, Stamford 
Heruy Beeke: Dean, Bristol 18 14 
Miles Bland: Prebendary. Wells Cathedral 1826 
Henry Kaye Bonney: Prebend, Lincoln Cathedrai 1807; Chaplain, Bishop of Lincoln 1820; 

Archdeacon, Bedford 182 1, Lincoln 1845; Dean, Stamford 1 827 
John Brereton: Prebend, Salisbury 
George Adam Browne: Chaplain, Duke of Sussex 
William Thomas Parr Brymer: Archdeacon, Bath 39-52; Canons Wells 1840-52 
Thomas Burgess: Prebend, Durham; Bishop, S t. David's 1803, Salisbury 1875-37 
Charles Parr Burney: Archdeacon, St. Albans 1840, Colchester 1845-64 
George Butler: Chancellor 1836, Dean 1842, Peterborough 
Samuel Butler: Prebend, Lichfield Cathedral 1807; Archdeacon, Derby 1822; Bishop, Lichfieid 

1836 
George Owen Cambridge: Archdeaon Middlesex, Prebendary Ely 
Stephen Hyde Cassan: Chaplain, Duke of Cambridge 
Edward Copleston: Dean. Chester 1826; Bishop, Llandaff 1828; Dean, St. Paul's, London 1828- 

49 
Henry John Cockayne Cust: Canon, Windsor 18 13- 186 1 
James Dallaway: Chaplain, British Embassy at the Porte; Prebend, Chichester 181 1 
Martin Davy: Prebend, Chichester 1832 
Thomas Frognall Dibdin: Preacher, Archbishop Tenison's Chapel. Swallow Street London; 

Evening Lectureship, Brompton Chapel, London; Preachership, Fitzroy chapel, Quebec 
Chapel; Royal Chaplain 1831-47 

William Henry Dixon: Prebend, Weighton 1825; Canon-Residentiary, York 183 1; Canon, Ripon 
1836; Domestic Chaplain, Archbishop of York 

Edward Edwards: Precentor of Westminster; Chaplain. Duke of York. Assistant Chapiain-General 
to Forces; Minor Canon, Westminster Abbey; Chaplain to Bishop Horsley 

Charles Drury; Prebend, Hereford 
Joseph Eaton: Canon, Precentor, Chester Cathedral 
Johnathon Parker Fisher: Subdean, Canon Residentiary, Exeter Laurence Gardner: Treasurer, 

Lic hfield Cathedral 
Robert Hurrell Froude: Archdeacon, Totnes 1820-59 
Joseph Goodall: Canon, Windsor 1808 
William Stanley Goddard: Prebend, St. Paul's London 18 14; Canon. Salisbury 1829 
John Gutch: Chaplain, Al1 Souls 1770, Chaplain. Corpus Christi 1768 
Barnard Hanbury: Chapiain, Duke of Sussex 
Frederick Ki11 Harford: Canon, Westminster 186 1 
Benjamin Harrison: Canon, Canterbury; Archdeacon, Maidstone 1845-87 
Edward Auriol Dmmrnond Hay: Canon, Dean, Prebend, York; Prebend, Southwell; Royal 



Chaplain in Ordinary 
Charles James Hoare: Curate to Dean of Winchester 1804; Rural Dean of Ewell, Archdeacon of 

Winchester Cathedral 1829; Archdeacon, Surrey 1847 
Edward Grose Hodge: Canon, Birmingham 
George Hodson: Archdeacon, Stafford; Residentiary Prebend, Lichfield 
Thomas Henry Hartwell Home: Prebend, St. Paul's London 1831 
William Howiey: Canon, Christ Church Oxford; Bishop, London 1813-28; Archbishop of 

Canterbury 1828-48 
Philip Hunt: Chaplain to Earl of Elgin; Prebend, Canterbury 1833 
Edmund Kell: Secretary. Unitarian Societies of South England 
John Keysall: Chaplain in Ordinary to George 111 18 16 
George Henry Law: Prebend, Carlisle 1785, York 1812; Bishop, Chester 1812-24, Bath and 

Wells 1 824-45 
Charles Thomas Longley: Bishop, Ripon 1836-57, Durham 1856-60, York, 1860-62; Archbishop, 

Canterbury 1862-68 
Daniel Lysons: Chaplain, Horace Walpole Earl of Orford, 1804-33 
John Maddy: Chaplain in Ordinary to George IV; Canon, Ely 1835-53; Chaplain-in-Ordinary to 

Victoria, 1830-53 
Edward Mdtby: Chaplain, Bishop of Lincoln; Prebend, Leighton Buzzard and Lincoln 1794; 

Preacher, Lincoln's Inn 1824-33; Bishop, Chichester 183 1, Durham 1836 
Herbert Marsh: Bishop, Llandaff 18 16- 19, Peterborough 18 19-39 
Charles Mayo: Whitehall Preacher 1799- 1800 
John Merewether: Chaplain 1824 to Duchess of Clarence later Queen Adelaide: Dean, Hereford 

1832 
Edward Moore: Canon, Lincoln 1870-89 
George Frederick Nott: Sub-preceptor to Princess Charlotte of Wales 1803; Prebend, Colwonh 

Chichester 1802; Founh Prebendary, Winchester 18 10; Prebendary, Salisbury 18 14 
Hugh Percy: Canon Residentiary, Prebend 18 10, Exeter; Chancellor, Salisbury Cathedral 18 12; 

Prebend 18 16, Archdeacon 1822, Canterbury; Bishop, Rochester 1827, Carlisle 1827-56. 
Prebend, St Paul's 

Assheton Pownall: Rural Dean, Gartree 1867; Hon. Canon Peterborough 1875-85; Archdeacon, 
Leicester 1 884 

Iosiah Pratt: Secretary, Missionary Society 1802-23; Founder, Church Missionary Society, 
Islington Serninary for Missionaxies 1822-25, Spitalfields Benevolent Society, Malta 
Mission, Church Pastoral Aid Society, British and Foreign Bible Society 1804; Govemor, 
British and Foreign Bible Society, 18 1 1 ; Lecturer, St. Mary Woolnoth 1804: Evening 
Lecturer Spitalfields Church 1804; Lady Campden's Lecturer, St. Lawrence Jewry 

Thomas Protheroe: Chaplain to Prince Albert 1848-53; Chaplain in Ordinary to Queen Victoria 
1853-70 

George Radcliffe: Prebend, Sarum 1 833-49 
Thomas Rees: Afternoon Preacher, Newington Green Chapel, London 1807; Minister, 

Newington Green 1808- 13, St. Thomas' Southwark 18 13-22, Starnford St Chapel 
Blackfriars 1823-3 1 ; Menber 18 13, Secretary 1825-53, Presbyterian Board 18 13; 
Secretary, Three Denominations Union 1828-35 

William Jenkins Rees: Prebend, Brecon 
Thomas Rennell: Prebend, Dean, Winchester 1805 ; Master, Temple Church 1827 
Hastings Robinson: Honorary Canon, Roches ter Cathedral 1 862 



Charles William Russell: Apostolic Vicarate of Ceylon 1842-45 
John Russell: Prebendary, Canon Residentiary, Canterbury 1827 
John Barlow Seale: Senior Dean, Cambridge; Chaplain to Archbishop Cornwallis 
Lancelot Sharpe: Prebend, St. Paul's 1843-5 1; Chaplain, Grocer's and Salter's Company 
John Sleath: Prebend, St. Paul's 1822; Chaplain in Ordinary to George IV 1825: Subdean, Chape1 

Royal St. James 1833 
Bowyer Edward Sparke: Dean. Bristol 1803-09; Bishop Chester 1809- 12, Ely 18 12-30 
John Hume Spry: Prebend 1828, Canon 1828-54, Canterbury 
George S. Gnffin Stonestreet: Leciurer, Ely; Chaplain. Duke of York; Chaplain to Forces 1814; 

Chaplain with the Guards to the Waterloo Campaign; Prebend, Lincoln 1832-57 
Thomas Streatfield: Chaplain, Duke of Kent 
John Bird Sumner: Prebend Durham; Bishop Chester; Archbishop Canterbury 
Henry John Todd: Canon. Canterbury; Prebend, York 1830, Archdeacon. Cleveland 1832-45 
Edward Trollope: Prebend, Lincoln Cathedral 1867-74; Archdeacon, Stow 1867; Bishop 

Suffragan Nottingham 1877 
Charles Turnor: Prebend, Lincoln 
Thomas Valentine: Prebend, Chichester 1824-59 
John Webb: Lecturer, St. Martin's with St. Bartholomew's Birmingham; Canon, Worcester 

Cathedral; Canon, Gloucester Cathedral 
Samuel Wilberforce: Chaplain to the Prince Consort 184 1 ; Dean, Westminster 1845; Bishop, 

Oxford 1845-69; Bishop, Winchester 1869-73 
Samuel Wix; Hospitalier, St. Bartholomew's the Less, London 1808 
Jacob George Wrench: Chaplain, Duke of Sussex; Chaplain, British Embassy in Constantinople 
Richard Yates: Chaplain, Chelsea Hospital 1798 



Appendix 2.A.9: Political Careers 

PC: Privy Council member 

George Gordon, 4 Earl Aberdeen: Envoy, Austria, 18 13- 16; Foreign Secretary 1828 and 184 1-46; 
Prime Minister 1852-55; Ambassador Extraordinary, Vienna; PC; Chancellor, Duchy of 
Lancaster; Secretary. War and Colonies; Lord of Trcasury 1852-55 

George James Welbore Agar-Ellis: PC 1830; Chief Cornmissioner, Woods and Forests; moved 
the purchase of Angerstein collection for a National Gallery 1823 (38 pictures were 
purchased in 1824 for £60,000) Cornmissioner of Public Records 

George Robert Ainslie: Govemor, Eustatius, West Indies 
George William Anderson: judiciai officer, revenue collecter, political adrninistrator, Mahratta 

district, India; improved Indian police and law codes; Bombay member, Indian Law 
Commission; Governor, Eustatius 18 12, of Dominica 18 13 

Charles Ansell: advised Select Cornmittee, Joint-stock Companies L 84 1-43; Member, Select 
Committee, Assurance Associations 1853; Member, Parliamenary Committee, Fnendly 
Societies 1849; Chair, Bonus Investigation of National Provident Company, 1874 

Thomas Amyot: Secretary to Windharn, 1806 
Charles Ansell: advised govemments on national finance, super-annuation schemes 
Henry Bathurst 3 Earl Bathurst: Lord-Commissioner, Adrniralty 1762; Treasury Board 1789-9 L ; 

Chancellor, Exchequer 90-93; Commissioner, Board of Control 1793- 1802; PC 1793; 
Master Worker of the Mint 1804; President, Board of Trade 1807; Secretary, Foreign 
Affairs 1809; Secretary, Colonies 18 12-28; President, Council 18 12-28 

Her.ry William Beechey: sectretary to Henry Salt. British consul-general in Egypt 18 16, explored 
the Valley of Kings' Tombs with Italian archaeologist Belzoni; appointed by Earl Bathurst 
to examine and report on the antiquities of Cyrenaica, 182 1 

John Bidwell: Superintendent, Consular Department, Foreign Office 1826-5 1 
Hon. Augustus Cavendish Bradshaw: Sheriff, Wiltshire 1798 
Robert Bree: Mayor, Birmingham 1854-55. Deputy-lieutenant, Suffolk 
Samuel Egenon Brydges: MP, Maidstone 18 12- 18, active in Copyright Bill 
Henry Edward Bunbury: Under-Secretary of State, War, 1809 
Charles Butler: Secretary, Cornrnittees for Abolition of Penal Laws 1782-89 
John Jeffreys Pratt 2 Earl 1 Marquis Camden: Teller of Exchequer 1780-1840; Lord of the 

Admiralty 1782-83; Lord of the Treasury 1789-94; PC 1793; Lord Lieutenant of Ireland; 
President, PC 1805-06 

Edward Cresy: advised Health of Towns Commission, Metropolitan Sanitary Commission 
Laurence Dundas 2 Baron Dundas: Lord Lieutenant, Vice Admiral, Orkney and Shetlands; Lord 

Mayor York 
George Wyndharn 3 Earl Egrernont; Board of Agriculture 1793, Lord-Lieutenant, Sussex 18 19-35 
Henry Ellis: advised Select Committee on British Museum 1835-36 
Thomas Grimston Bucknall Estcourt: MP, University of Oxford, 1826-47 
Charles Long 1 Baron Farnborough: Secretary to Treasury 179 1- 1801; Lord of the Treasury 

1 804; Secretary of S tate, Ireland 1806; Paymas ter General 18 10- 17; Commissioner to 
French and English m i e s  18 17 

Josiah Forshall: advised Select Cornmittee, British Museum 1835-36 
John Hookharn Frere: Under-Secretary of State, Foreign Office 1790; Diplomat, Lisbon, Madrid, 

Berlin, Spain: PC 1805 



John Galt: Commissioner, Upper Canada 1824 
Thomas Garrard: Chamberlain, Bristol 1836: Treasurer, Bristol 1856 
Richard Carr Glynn: Sheriff. London & Middlesex 1790; Lord Mayor, London 1798-9 
Stephen Richard Glynne: Lord-Lieutenant, FIintshire 1845-74 
Thomas Philip Grantham, 3 Baron Grantham: Lord Lieutenant, Bedfordshire 18 18-59; First Lord 

of Admiralty 1834-35; PC 1834; Lord-Lieutenant, Ireland 184 1-44 
Richard Grenville Duke Buckingham: Lord Privy Seal 184 1-42; PC 184 1 
Thomas Grenville: Diplomat, U.S.S 1782, Vienna; PC 1798; Chief Justice, Eyre and south Trent 

1800, President, Board of Control 1806, First Lord of Admiralty, 1807 
William Wyndharn Grenville: Secretary to George N.T. Grenville, Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland; 

Irish PC 1782-3; Paymaster-General; PC 1783, Vice President. Board of Trade; Speaker, 
House of Comrnons 1789; Secretary of State 1789; President, Board of Control 1790, 
Secretary of State. Foreign Affairs 1791, Ranger and Keeper. St. James & Hyde Parks 
179 1-4; Auditor, Exchequer; First Lord. Treasury 1806; Prime Minister 1 806-07 

Hudson Gumey: High Sheriff, Norfolk 1835 
Alexander Hamilton 10 Duke Hamilton and Brandon: Lord Lieutenant, Lanarkshire 1803-53; 

Ambassador, S t. Petersburg 1806- 12; PC 1806 
William Richard Hamilton: Secretary to Lord Elgin, Constantinople 1799; diplomat, Egypt 180 1 ; 

Under-Secretary of State, Foreign Affairs, 1809-22; Minister at Naples 1822-25 
Dudley Ryder 1 Earl Harrowby: Under-Secretary of State, Foreign Affairs 1789; PC 1790; 

Paymaster of Forces, VP Board of Trade, Chair, Finance Cornmittee 1791; Treasurer, 
Navy 1800; Foreign Secretary 1804; Chancellor, Duchy of Lancaster 1805; Ambassador, 
Austria and Russia 1805; President, Board of ControI 1809; President, PC 18 12; Chair, 
Lords' Cornmittee on Currency 18 19; refused Prime Ministership 1827 

Benjamin Hawes: Deputy-Lieutenant, Surrey; Under-Secretary of State, Colonies 1846; Deputy 
Secretary 185 1, Permarnent Under-Secretary, War Department 1857-62; worked to get the 
Fine Arts Commission appointed 1841, helped open the British Museum to the public on 
holidays 

Benjamin Hobhouse: Secretary, Board of Control 1803-03; Chair, Cornmittee for Supplies 1805, 
First Comrnissioner investigating Nabobs' Debts 

Henry Hobhouse: Permanent Under-Secretary of State, Home Department 1817-27; PC 1828, 
Ecclesiasticai Comrnissioner 

Alexander James Beresford Hope: MP, University of Cambridge 1868-87 
Thomas Hughes: Commissioner, Royal Trades Union 1867; MP Lambeth 1865-68 
William Hughes Hughes (b. Hewitt): MP, Oxford 1830-37; Sheriff, Hampshire 
Robert Hamy Inglis: Secretary to Sidmouth 1808-14; Cornrnissioner investigating Debt in 

Camatic 18 14-30; MP, Oxford University (defeated Peel) 1829-54; PC 1854 
Joseph Jekyll: Commissioner, Lunacy 
Edmund Knowles Lacon: High Sheriff, Norfolk 1823 
George Thomas Keppel 4 Earl Albernade: Secretary to Lord John Russell 1846 
Thomas Frankland Lewis: Chair, Poor Law Commission 1839; Cornissioner, Irish Revenue 183 1 ; 

Cornissioner, Irish Education 1825-28, Secretary, Treasury 1827-28; VP Board of Trade 
1 828; PC 1828; Treasurer, Royal Navy 1830; Cornrnissioner, Rebecca Riots 1843 

William Lowther 1 Earl Lonsdale: Lieutenant, Cumberland and Westmoreland; Recorder, Carlisle 
William Viscount Lowther: Lord, Admiralty 180% 10, 18 13-27; Comissioner, India Affairs 18 10- 

18; Lord, Treasury 1 8 13-30, Chief Commissioner, Woods and Forests 1828-30; PC 1828, 
Treasurer, Royal Navy 1834-35; VP, Board of Trade 1834-36, Postmaster-General 184 1 - 



46; Lord-Lieutenant, Cumberland & Westmoreland 1844-68; Lord President PC 1852 
Francis Graham Moon: Lord Mayor, London 1854-55 
Charles Morgan Robinson Morgan: Lord Lieutenant Monmouthshire 1866-75 
Charles Octavius Swinnerton Morgan: Deputy-Lieutenant, Monmouthshire 
John Bacon Sawrey Morritt: High Sheriff, Yorkshire 1806 
Richard Edgecumbe 2 Earl Mountedgecumbe, Viscount Valetort: Lord Lieutenant, Cornwall 

1795, PC 1808 
(Constantine) Henry Phipps 2 Earl Mulgrave: Govemor, Jamaica 1832-34; PC 1832; Lord Privy 

Seal 1834, Lord Lieutenant. Ireland 1835-39; Secretary, War and the Colonies 1839; 
Home Secretary 1839-4 1 : Ambassador, Paris 1846-52; Minister to Coun of Tuscany 
1854-58 

Gore Ouseley: Diplomat. Office of Persian Officiais 1809; Ambassador, Persia 18 10 
Charles John Palmer: Mayor, Yarmouth 1854-55; Deputy-Lieutenant, Suffolk, chef promo ter of 

the Victoria Building Company, which built Wellington Pier 
Woodbine Parish: diplomat, S iciliy 18 14, Naples 18 1 5, Ionian Islands 1 6, Aix-la-Chapelle 18 18; 

Secretary to Lord Castlereagh 18 15; Commissioner, Consul-General, Buenos Aires 1823- 
32, claimed the Falkland Islands as British territory; Chief Comissioner, Naples 1840; 
Plenipotentiary, Naples 1 842 

Sir Robert Peel 2 baronet: Secretary of State, Ireland 18 12; PC Ireland; Secretary of State, Home 
Department 1828-30; PM 184 1-45 

James Robinson Planche: advised Select Comrnittee, Dramatic Literature 1832, led to 3 William 
IV c. 15 (1833) giving copyright to authors 

Rt. Hon. Reginald Pole-Carew: PC 1805; Under Secretary of State, Home Department 
Johnathon Frederick Pollock: Attorney-General 1835; Lord Chief Baron, Exchequer 1844-66 
Algemon Percy 4 Duke Northumberland, Baron Prudhoe: PC 1857 
Joseph Sabine: Inspecter-General, Taxes 1808-35 
Sir John St. Aubyn 5 Baronet: sheriff, Cornwall 1781 
Henry Addington Lord Sidmouth: Speaker, House of Cornmons 1789-1800; Lord Privy Seal 

1806; Lord President. PC 1812; Secretary. Home Department 1812-22; Lord High 
Stewart, Westminster 18 12 

Sir John Sinclair: First President, Board of Agriculture 1793-98, 1806- 13; PC 18 10; 
Comrnissioner, Excise 18 1 1 

Sir George Thomas Staunton: advised government on China 1829 
Percy Clinton Sydney Smythe 6 Viscount Strangford: Ambassador, Lisbon 1806, Stockholm 

18 17, Constantinople 1820, S t. Petersburg 1825 
George John Spencer 2 Earl Spencer: Lord, Treasury; PC 1794; Lord Keeper, Privy Seal; 

Amdassador, Vienna; First Lord, Adrniralty 1794- 180 1 ; Home Secretary 1806-07 
Alleyne Fitzherbert 1 Baron St, Helens: Minister, Brussells 1777-82, Paris 1782-83; Envoy 

Extraordinary to Catherine Empress of Russia 1783-87; Secretary to Irish Lord-Lieutenant 
Buckingham 1787-89; PC 1787; Envoy Extraordinary, The Hague 1789 and 1794, St. 
Petersburg 180 1-02 

George Thomas S taunton: 1805 introduced vaccination to China through translators 1808; 
interpreter to East India Company; King's Commissioner of Embassy to Pekin 18 16; 
Member, East India Cornmittee 1830 

Seth William Stevenson; Sheriff 1828; Mayor, Norwich 1832 
William Scott 1 Lord Stowell; MP, Oxford University 178 1- 1822 
Charles Chetwynd Talbot 2 Earl Talbot: Attaché, Russia 1797; Lord-Lieutenant, Staffordshire 



18 12-49; Lord-Lieutenant, Ireland 18 17- 18 
Michael Ange10 Taylor: PC 183 1 
Samuel Thomton: Director, Bank of England 1780- 1833; MP, Kingston-on-Hull 1784- 1806; MP 

Surrey 1807- 18 18; Member, Select Cornmittee on Commercial Credit 1793 
Charles Kemys Kemys-Tynte: High Sheriff, Somerset 
Edward James Willson: Mayor, Lincoln 1852 
Sir John Wrottesley; member of several scientific Royal Commisions; Poor Law Cornmissioner, 

1832-34 
Charles Philip Yorke: PC 180 1 ; Secretary, War Department 180 1 ; Secretary, Home Department 

1803; Teller, Exchequer 18 10- 1 1 



Appendix 2.A. 10: Military Careers 

George Robert Ainslie: Major-General 18 14 
Henry Edward Bunbury: Staff to Duke of York in North Holland 1799, Quartemaster-General 

to Mediterranean forces 1805-6, Major-General. Special Commissioner 18 15 to Napoleon 
at St. Helena 

Alexander Dickson: Commander of Artillery, South America 1807; Brigade-Major. Portugal; 
Commander, Ponuguese Artillery, Busaco 18 10. Commander, Reserve Anillery, 
Salamanca and Burgos 18 12. Acting Lieutenant-General 18 13- 14. Commander, Artillery, 
Waterloo 18 15; Inspector of Artillery 1822, Deputy Adjutant-General of Royal Artillery 
1 827; Director-General. Field Training 1838-40 

Vincent Eyre: Commander, Artillery 1844; Commander, Artillery 1858; Lieutenant-Colonel 1857; 
Brevet Colonel 1858, Superintendent 1860, Member, Commission on the Army 1860; 
Inspector-General, Bengal Army Ordnance 1862; Major-Generai 1 863 

William Kier-Grant: Aide-de-Camp to the Prince of Wales, to Lord Moira 1804-06; Adjutant- 
General, Bengal 1806- 10; Colonel 18 10; Major-General 18 13; Commander-in-Chief, Java 
18 15; Colonel, Scots Greys 1839; General 1841 

George Thomas Keppel 4 Earl Albemarle: Aide-de-Campe to Marquis Hastings and Marquis 
Wellesley in Ireland; General 1774 

Thomas Frankland Lewis: Lieutenant-Colonel 1797; Commander 1803; Second-in-Cornrnand, 
Chief of Cornmand 1805 

Algemon Percy 1 Baron Prudhoe 4 Duke Northumberland: Admiral RN 1862, Fint Lord 
Admiralty 1852-65 

William Henry Smyth: Commander 1 8 15; Rear-Admiral 1853; Vice-Admiral 1 858; Admiral 1 863 
Sir Tompkyns Hilgrove Turner: Assistant Quartemaster 1803; Brigadier-General 1807; Major- 

General 1808; Commander 18 1 3 
James Wilson: Major-General 1838 
John Drinkwater: Secretary to Major-General O'Hara and General Dundas 1793; Secretary, 

Military Department; Deputy Judge Advocate; Cornptroller. Army Accounts 18 1 1-36 
William DeBlaquiere 3 Baron DeBlaquiere: Major 1798; Lieutenant-colonel 180 1 ; General 184 1 ; 

Great Alnager of Ireland 
Robert John Harvey: General 1859 
Hon. William Fermor: Major-General 18 12 
Algemon Percy 4 Duke Northumberland, Baron Prudhoe: Rear Admiral 1850; Admira1 1862; 

Fint Lord of Admiraity 1852; promoted the new stearn-powered, screw-driven ships. 
introduced improved lifeboats 

Charles Neville: Major-General 18 13 
Sir Francis Thomas Harnmond: Lieutenant-General 
Henry Phipps 1 Earl Mulgrave & Viscount Normanby: Brigadier-Generai 1793 



Appendix 2.A. 1 1 : Medical Careers 
RCP: Royal College of Physicians 
RCS: Royal College of Surgeons 

Thomas Clifford Allbutt: Gulstonian Lecturer, Harveian Orator, Censor, RCP 
Sir William Blizard: CO-founder, London Hospital Medicai School, notable anatomy and 

physiology lectures, progressive ward prac tices 
Robert Bree: Censor 18 10, 18 19, 1830, Harveian Lecturer 1827, RCP 
John Cooke: Physician, Royal General Dispensary 1784- 1807, Croonian lecturer RCP 18 19-2 1, 

Harveian Oration RCP 1832 
Henry Halford: Physician Extraordinary to George III. attended George IV and William ni', 

President RCP 1820-44 
Everard Home: succeeded John Hunter at St. George's 1792, Examiner RCS 1809, Master 

Examiner RCS 18 13, first President RCS 182 1, Hunterian Orator RCS 18 14- 13, 1832, 
Surgeon to George III; Croonian Lecturer 

James Johnson: Surgeon-in-Ordinq to Duke of Clarence 1830; Physician-Extraordinary to 
William IV, publisher, Medico-Chirurgical Review 18 16-44 

John Latham: Censor RCP 1790, Harveian Orator 1794, Gulstonian Lecturer 1793, Croonian 
Lecturer 1795, President RCP 18 13- 19, Physician-Extraordinary to Prince of Wales 1795 

William George Maton, Gulstonian Lec turer 1803, Censor 1804, 18 13, 1824, Treasurer 18 14-20, 
Harveian Orator 18 15 RCP; Physician-Extraordinary to Queen Charlotte and Princess 
Victoria 

George Moore: RCP Fothergillian gold medal 1835 
Lucas Pepys: Censor 1777. 1782. 1786, 1796, Treasurer 1788-98, President RCP 1804- 10; 

Physician-Extraordinary 1777, Physician-in-Ordinary to George III 1792, gave evidence 
on George III's health to House of Cornmons 1789; Physician-General, Army 1794; 
President, Army Medical Board, supporter of the National Vaccine Institution 

Thoms Joseph Pettigrew: Secretary 18 1 1, Registrar 18 13, Medical Society of London; Secretary, 
medal 18 18, Royal Humane Society; Surgeon-Extraordinary to Duke of Kent 18 19; 
Medicai Society Oration 18 19 

Richard Pearson: founded Birmingham Medical School 
Richard Powell: Gulstonian Lecturer 1799; Censor RCP 1798, 1807, 1820, 1823; Lumleian 

Lecturer 1 8 1 1-22; Harveian Orator 1808, Secretary to Commission Regulating Madhouses 
1808 

Samuel Thornton: President, Guy's Hospital 

Appendix 2.A. 12: Financial Careers 

Isaac Lyon Goldsmid: Partner, Mocatta & Goldsmid, Bullion brokers to East India Company 
Benjamin Harrison: Deputy Govemor, Hudson's Bay and South Sea Companies 
Samuel Thomton: Director, Bank of England 1780- 1833 
William Cotton: Director, Bank of England 182 1-66; Governor, Bank of England 1843-45 
John Galt: Canada Company secretary and agent 1823; secretary to British North American Land 

Company 1832 
George Hibbert: Chair, West India Merchants 



Appendix 2.B. 1 : University scholarship 

Oxford: 

John Leycester Adolphus: Chancellor's rnedal. Newdegate prize 
Miles Bland, Second Wrangler. Smith's Prizeman 1808 
Charles Joseph Faulkner: double fint, maths and naturai science, junior and senior math 

SC holarships 
William Wyndham Grenville: Collecter's pnze 1779 
Benjamin Harrison: Kennicott Hebrew Scholar 183 1, Pusey and Ellington Hebrew Scholar 1832 
William Henry Rich Jones: Boden Scholarship for Sanskrit 1837 
George Henry Law: Second Wrangler, Chancellor's rnedal 
Thomas Lewin: scholarship, Tnnity College 1825; first, classics, 1827 
Charles Peers: Seatonian Prize 1805 
Fletcher Raincock: Second Wrangler 
George Richards: Chancellor's medal 1787, Chancellor's medal 1789, Harcourt's poetry prize 

1791 
William Roberts: essay prize 1788 
Henry Addington Lord Sidmouth: Chancellor's medal 1779 
John Sleath: Exhibitioner 1784, Hody Exhibitioner 1786-7 
Arthur Penrhyn Stanley: Ireland schoiar, Newdigate prize 1837 
William Elias Taunton: Ch;utcellor7s medal 1793 
Charles Abbot 1 Lord Tenterden, Chancellor's medal 1784, chancellor's medal 1 786 
Sir James Eardley Eardley Wilmot: Chancellor's rnedal 1829 
Richard Valpy, Morley scholar 73 
John Webb, Pauline scholar 1795 
John Wilson: Newdigate Prize 1806 

Cambridge: 

Richard Allott: Thirteenth Wrangler 1805 
John Drinkwater-Bethune: Founh Wrangler 
Charles Smith Bird: Third Wrangler, Second Smith's prizeman 1820 
Henry Kaye Bonney: exhibitioner 
George Adam Browne: Prizeman 
George Butler: Senior Wrangler, Smith's prizeman 
Samuel Butler: Browne's medal (three times), Craven scholarship 1793, gold medal, essay prize 

1797, 1798 
Benjamin Morgan Cowie: Senior Wrangler, Second Smith's Prizeman 1839 
Francis Henry Dickinson: Fifth wrangler 1835 
Alexander John Ellis: Sixth wrangler 1837 
John Hookharn Frere: prizeman 1795 
Joseph Goodall: Browne's medals 178 1, 1782, Craven scholarship 1782 
John Septirnus Grover: Member's Prize 
John Hewlett: sizar Magdalen College 1786 
Charles James Hoare: Second Wrangler 1803. Second Smith's prizeman. Second classical 

medallist, Seatonian prizeman 1807 



Henry Hoare: Fifieenth Wrangler, Sixth Classic 1827 
Thomas Srnart Hughes: Browne rnedal 1806, 1807, Fourteenth Senior Optime 1809. prize essay 

1809, 1810 
Henry Jeremy : Norriss prize essay 1 8 10 
John Lee: Fifth wrangler 1806 
Joseph Littledale, Senior Wrangler, Smith's prizeman, 1887 
Edmrd Maitby, Browne's rnedal 1790, Greek medal 1790 and 179 1, Craven scholarship 179 1, 

chancellor's rnedallist 1792, Eighth Wrangler 1792 
Herbert Marsh: Second Wrangler, Smith's prize, member's prize 
Thomas James Mathias: member's prize 1775, Third, Second and First Bachelor 1777-80 
Henry Phipps 2 Earl Mulgrave: President of the Union 18 15 
Richard Parkinson: Seatonian Prize 
Charles Peers: Seatonian prize 1805 
Thomas Pell Platt: Ninth Senior Optime 
Sir Thomas Fredetick Pollock: Perry exhibitioner 1803, Senior Wrangler, First Smith's prizeman 

06 
Fletcher Raincock: Second Wrangler 
Thomas Rennell: 1878 Member's prize for Latin essay 
Alleyne Fitzherbert 1 Baron St. Helens: Second Senior Optime, Senior Chancellor's medallist 
John Barlow Seale: Craven scholar, Seventh Wrangler, Chancellor's medal, Member's Prize 
Thomas S helford: Sc holar, Sixth Wrangler 
Thomas Hughes Smart: Seatonian prize 
Bowyer Edward Sparke: Seventh Wrangler, Chancellor's Medal. Member's Prize 
William Hepworth Thompson: Member's Prize 183 1, Tenth Senior Optime 1832, Chancellor's 

Medal 
Charles Augustus Tulk: King's Scholar 180 1 

Other: 

John Doran: Ph.D., Marburg, Prussia 
Leone Levi: honorary Ph.D. (economics, political science), Tübingen 1861 
John Kenrick: Daniel Williams Trust exhibition. Glasgow University 
George Stephens: Ph.D. Upsala 1877 
Francis Cornelius Webb: 5 medals, University College medical school, London 
John Wilson: Logic prize, Glasgow College 



Appendix 2.B.S: Notable Schoiarlv Publications 

John Adamson: catalogued library , SA Newcastle-on-Tyne: conchology 
Thomas Amyot: editor, Shakespeare Society 1844 
Charles Ansell: actuarial science 
Robert Archibald Armstrong: first Gaelic-English dictionary; meterology 
Edmund Tyrrell Artis: phytology 
John Baverstock: brewing, hydrometers 
John Thomas Barber Beaumont: actuarial science 
John Benett: work on agriculture 
William Betharn: Camden's Brittania; indexed, catalogued colIection of the Ulster King of Arms 

Office 
Miles Bland: geometry. trigonometry, hydrostatics. mechanics 
Sir William Blizard: medicine, pharmacy. circulation, hospital methods 
Joseph Bosworth: translated King Aelfred's Orosius, produced a parailel-column edition of the 

Gothic, Anglo-saxon Wycliffe and Tyndale Gospels 
John Bransby: astronomy, geography 
Edward Wedlake Brayley: geology of Devon 
Robert Bree: respiratory disorders, consurnption, spleen attacks, cholera 
John Britton: catalogued art works in great houses 
John Trotter Brockett: catalogued George Allan's collection 
John Bruce: catalogued State Papen. dornestic senes (Charles 1), 12 volumes; edited numerous 

volumes for the Carnden and the Parker Societies; edited Archbishop Laud's letters for 
the Berkshire Ashmolean Society, Cowper's poems for the Aldine edition 

Samuel Egerton Brydges: bibliography of Old English works; Catalogue of Old English works 
in 10 volumes; catalogues. libraries of Naples, Rome and Geneva 

Charles Butler: bibliography of Old English books; bibliography of Catholic. Protestant and 
Greek Bibles 

John Caley: edited 14 volumes of Record Commission works 
Henry Carnpkin: General Index, Sussex Archaeological Collections volumes 1-25 
William Chappeil: edited volumes for the Roxburghe and Ballad Societies 
John George Children: mechanics, mineralogy 
Adam Clarke: edited Rymer's State Papers; bibliography of works in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, 

Coptic, Synac, Chaldee, Ethiopic, Arabic, Persian, Armenian; editor, Royal Commission 
on State Papers, 1808 

Charles Clarke: engineering 
John Cooke: nervous diseases 
Charles Purton Cooper: account of the state of public records 
William Durrant Cooper: edited seventeenth century literature for the Carnden and Shakespeare 

Society publications 
Thomas Corser: bibliographic work on Early English poetry 
Edward Cresy: civil engineering, bridge-building, sanitary engineering 
Thomas Crofton Croker: catalogued Lady Londesborough's coliection of medieval rings and 

ornarnents; edited numerous volumes for the Percy and the Carnden Society 
Thomas Gery Cullum: British flora 
Peter Cunningham: edited works for Shakespeare. Percy Societies 
William Cureton: catalogued Arabic and Synac manuscripts at the British Library, discovered 



early New Testament manuscripts 
Richard Daniel: mosses 
William Daniell: zoography 
Thomas Frognall Dibdin: catdogued Althorp library; bibliography of rare and early books, 

editions of Caxton, edition of typographical antiquities, works on the Decameron 
Francis Douce: catalogue of Lansdowne and Harleian Manuscripts; edited volumes for the 

Roxburghe Club 
Henry John Thomas Drury: edited volumes for the Roxburghe Club 
John Duncumb: agriculture; Report on Herefordshire for Board of Agriculture and Internai 

Improvement 
Richard Duppa: botany 
Joseph Eaton: math 
Henry Thomas Ellicombe: botany 
George James Wellbore Agar-Ellis: catalogued art works in Flanders and Holland 
Henry Ellis: catalogued SA manuscripts; guides to various British Museum department holdings 
Josiah Forshall: catalogued various British Museum collections 
Samuel Fems: medicine: history of science 
Robert Fitch: catalogued Norwich Museum collections 
Edward Foss: editor, Record Commission publications, 9 volumes 1851-64 
Richard Fowler: electricity, opium, the nervous systern, sensory stimulation 
John Thomas Gilbert: catalogued Irish manuscripts, Royal Irish Academy 
Edward Griffith: vertebrate animais, translated Cuvier's Animal Kingdom 1827-34 
Henry Haiford: epidemiologicai history, on medicine 
James Orchard Halliwell (-Phillipps): editions of sixteenth century literature for Percy, 

Shakespeare, Camden Societies; cafalogued manuscripts of Chetham libary; Shakespeare 
criticism 

William Richard Hamilton: Greek version of the Rosetta Stone 
Thomas Duffus Hardy: edited Record Commission volumes, edited and catalogued Tower Rolls 
Joseph Haslewood: husbandry 
Charles Hatchett: chemistry; history of science 
Edward Hawkins: guides to coins, medals, prints and antiquities at the British Museum; edited 

several volumes for the Chetham Society 
Alexander Henderson: medicine 
Thomas Heywood: edited volumes for the Chetham and the Historic Society of Lancashire & 

Cheshire 
George Hibbert: edited Caxton's Ovid for the Roxburghe Club 18 19 
~ i c h k  Colt Hoare; bibliography of works on British history and topography 
John Holmes: catalogues for British Museum Manuscript collections; bibliography of oriental 

works, bibliography of works on the Batde Abbey charters 
Everard Home: medicine, comparative anatomy 
William Hoskings: civil engineering, architecture, drainage and sewers, soi1 types 
Thomas Hartwell Home: catalogues for the British Museum, Cambridge university, the Surrey 

Institution library; bibliography on biblicai criticism; introduction to the science of 
bibliography; work on husbandry 

Joseph Hunter: indexes for Record Commission, Shakespeare rnanuscripts, Bodleian and other 
manuscript collections; bibliography of works on English monastic libraries 

William Jerdan: volumes for the Camden and Percy Societies 



James Johnson: gout, rheumatism, liver, nervous system 
James F.W. lohnston; chernistry, geology, rnineralogy. agriculture 
John Winter Jones: compiler, 9 1 Cataloguing Rules, British Library 
Thomas Jones: cataiogued Chetham Society Library 
Edward Basil Jupp: catdogued, illustrated Royal Academy collections 1866-7 1 
William Knight: catalogued Marischal College rnanuscripts; geology, botany 
David Laing: edited sisteenth- and seventeenth-century works for the Bannatyne. Spdding, 

Wodrow, Abbotsford and Hunterian Societies 
Aylmer Bourke Lambert: botany 
John Latham: medicine 
John Lee, catalogued College of Advocates library, catalogued Egyptian Antiquities in his own 

collection; astronomy 
Richard Henry Major: editor, early exploration literature for the Hakluyt Society 
Thomas Mantell: medicine 
James Heywood Markland: edited volumes for the Roxburghe Club 
William Marsden: philological works 
William George Maton: botany, medicine, history of science 
Charles Octavious Swinnerton Morgan: catalogued plate and assay marks 
Samuel Rush Meyrick: edited volumes for the Welsh Manuscript Society; catalogued Francis 

Douce's medieval Ivories for the Gentleman's Magazine 
John Murray: chemistry, electncity, plant physiology 
George Nayler: catalogue of the manuscripts of the Order of the Bath 
Joseph White Niblock: Greek, Hebrew, Syriac and English lexicon 
Thomas Northmore: mechanics. telegraphy, gasses 
William Ottley: cataiogued National Gallery pictures 
William Overall: catalogued art works. books, rnanuscripts and prints of the Corporation of the 

City of London, 1872-75 
Francis Palgrave: edited parlimentary and other papers for Record Commission 1827-37; 

catalogued Norman-French chansons 
Woodbine Parish: geology and paleontology 
James Alan Park: marine insurance law 
John Henly Parker: glossaries of terms in architectural history; historical photographs of Roman 

archaeology 
Richard Pearson: medicine 
Charles Spencer Perceval: catdogued SA seals, matrices 
Thomas Joseph Pettigrew: catalogued Duke of Kent's library; edited volumes for the Percy 

Society; medicine, anatomy, history of science 
Thomas Phillipps: cataiogued his own books and manuscripts 
William Pilkington: botany 
James Robinson Planche: catalogued his collection of amour and antique clothing; catalogued 

the armour collection of Bernard Brocas 
Thomas Pell Platt: catalogued Aethiopic Bibles and manuscripts in the Royal Library of Paris; 

translated the New Tesfament into various Arabic languages; catalogued the Syriac 
GospeIs 1829, translated the Amharic Bible 1844 

Sir J.F. Pollock: maths 
Richard Powell: medicince, madness, neurology, history of science 
William Owen Pughe: edited early Welsh rexts for the Gwyneddigion, Cyrnreigyddion and 



Cymrudorion Societies 
Francis Robert Raines: edited volumes for the Chetham Society 
Charles William Robinson: vanslated Leibniz' System of Theology 
Hastings Robinson: edited volumes for the Parker Society 
John Gage Rokewode: edited volumes for the Camden Society 
Edward Rudge: botany 
Charles William Russell: catalogued Lnsh State papers 
Joseph Sabine: horticulture 
Charles St. Barbe: indexed Gentleman's Magazine 
William Sandys: edited volumes for the Percy Society 
George Schart catalogued art work of the Fine Art Society 
George Gabriel Sigmond: medicine 
William Sparrow Simpson: catalogued bibles. rare books, St. Paul's Library 
Sir John Sinclair: work on agriculture, enclosure: statistical accounts of Scottish parishes 
Roben Henry Soden Smith: catalogued South Kensington Museum Arts and Industries collections 
Admiral William Henry Smyth: hydrography, geography, astronomy 
Richard Horsman Solly: botany 
Sir George Thomas Staunton: trmslated Chinese law codes 
William Elias Taunton: catalogued State Papers for the Record Commission 18 10-22 
Thomas Thomson: important work on fossil mollusc beds on Firth of Clyde 1834 
Dawson Turner: indexed the Macro Manuscripts; botany 
Sharon Turner: translations of Early English, Anglo-saxon and lcelandic works; English 

ecclesiastical history 
William Jackson Turner: botany 
Edward Upham: indexed parliamentary rolls 1200- 1500 
Edward Vernon Utterson: edited work for the Roxburghe Club 
Nicholas Aylwards Vigors: ornithology, botany, zoology, entomology 
Richard Warner: agriculture 
Albert Way: edited a volume for the Camden Society 
John Webb: edited volumes for the Carnden Society 
William Roben Whatton: surgery, history of science 
Henry White: catalogued RS Papen, 1858- 1880 
John Wiliams: indexed Royal Astonornical Society papers 
Joseph Woods: geology, botany 
Thomas Wright: edited works for the Percy, Camden and History of Science Societies 
Sir John Wrottesley : astronomy, meteorology. maths 
Sir Charles George Young: catalogued the Arundel1 Manuscripts 



Appendix 2B.3: Antiquaries' Roles in Scholarly Associations 

George Hamilton Gordon 4 Eari Aberdeen: founder, Athenian Society (f. 1803); Trustee, Sir John 
Soane's Museum 

John Adamson: founder, editor, Typographical Society; founder, secretary, SA Newcastle-on- 
Tyne; Secretary 1825-55, Newcastle-on-Tyne Li terary-Philosophical Society 

George James Wellbore Agar-Eliis: President 1832, Royal Society for Literature (f. 1788); 
Trustee British Museum; Trustee, National Gallery; 

Thomas Amyot: CO-founder, Director 1839-50, Camden Society 
William Aynon: original rnember, Athenaeurn; original member, Royal Institution 
John Thomas Barber Beaumont: founder, New Philosophical Institution (f. 1841); medal, Royal 

Academy; medal, Society of Arts 
Sir William Betham: Secretary, member of Goveming Body, Royal Irish Academy (f. 1785) 
Sir William Blizard: President. Royal College of Surgeons 
Edward Blore: founder, Royal Archaeological Institute 
John Peter Boileau: VP 1845, Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological Society; VP Zoological 

Society; VP Statistical Society; VP Archaeological Institute; VP Society of Arts; VP, 
BAAS; VP Royal Institution 

Edward Wedlake Brayley: li brarian; secretary 1 825-54, Russell Institution 
Robert Bree: council rnember, VP, Medical and Chirurgical Society 
Henry Hegart Breen: VP, African Institute of Paris 1842 
John Trotrer Brockett: editor, Typographical Society; council rnember, SA Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Samuel Brown: President, Economic Section, BAAS Norwich 1868 
John Bruce: CO-founder, Director, editor 12 volumes, Treasurer, Camden Society; Trustee, Sir 

John Soane's Museum; editor, Berkshire Ashmolean Society; editor, Parker Society 
Decimus Burton: VP, Royal Institute of British Architects 
Benjamin Bond Cabbell: VP, Royal Literary Fund 
William Hookham Carpenter: Corresponding Member, Academy of Fine Arts Amsterdam; 

Trustee, National Portrait Gallery 
Robert Smith 1 Baron Cmington: VP, Royal Literary Fund 
Codrington Carrington: Honoraxy Member, Societé Française Statistique Universelle 
Thomas Chapman: VP, Institute of Naval Architects 1860 
William Chappell: Co-founder, Percy Society 1840; Founder, Treasurer, Manager, Musical 

Antiquarian Society (fl. 1840-48): Hon. Treasurer, Ballad Society (f. 1868) 
John George Children: Royal Institution Medal 1828; Secretary RS 1826-27 and 1837; founder 

member, President 1834-35, Entomological Society (f. 1 833) 
Henry Christmas: Co-Founder, Ecclesiastical History Society (f. 1847) 
George Thomas Clark: Tnistee, Cambrian Archaeological Association; first President. British Iron 

Trade Association 1876 
Richard Clark: secretary, Glee Club 1805 
Adam Clarke: Original Member, Royal Irish Acaderny 
Charles Robert Cockerell: Secretary, US 1826-7 and 1837; founder rnernber 1833, President 

1834-35, Entomological Society; President 1860-61, first gold medallist, Royal Institute 
of British Architects; President 1822-23, Medical and Chirurgical Society; foreign 
associate, Académie des Beaux-Arts de France 

Charles Punon Cooper: Corresponding Mernber, Royal Academies of Lisbon, Munich, Berlin, 
Brussells 



Henry Charles Coote: Co-founder, Folklore Society 
George Richard Corner: Original Member, Numismatic Society (f. 1836); Original Member. 

British Archaeological Association (f. 1843) 
Thomas Corser: Co-founder, Chetharn Society ( f. 1843) 
William Cotton: Telford Medal 1838, Institute of Civil Engineers; prize rnedal in 185 1 exhibition 

for weighing machine 
W illiarn Coulson: Council Member, Royal College of Surgeons 1 85 1 ; Hunterian Orator 1 86 1 
Henry Courbold: silver medal, Royal Academy 
John Henry Cox: Co-founder, Ecclesiastical History Society (f. 1847) 
Henry Crabb: Founder, Athenaeum 1830 
Thomas Crofton Croker: CO-founder, Camden Society; founder, Percy Society; founder, British 

Archaeological Association; Registrar, Royal Literary Fund 1837-45 
James Crossley: President, Incorporated Law Association of Manchester 1840, 1857; President, 

Manchester Athenaeum 1847-50; President, Spencer Society 1866; VP Surtees Society 
1858; President, Chetham Society 1848-83; member. library cornmittee. Manchester Free 
Li brary 

James Dodsley Cuff: Original Member 1836, council Member 1839, Treasurer 1840. Numisrnatic 
Society 

Peter Cunningham: Treasurer, Shakespeare Society 
William Cureton: Crown Trustee, British Musem 
Hugh Welch Diamond: Secretary 1853, editor 1859-64, London Photographie Society 
Thomas Frognall Dibdin: founder member, VP, Roxburghe Club 
Alexander Dickson: Original Member, Royal Geographicd Society (f. 1828-30) 
William Hepworth Dixon: CO-founder 1865. Chair, Palestine Exploration Fund 
George James Welbore Agar Ellis 1 Baron Dover: Trustee, British Museum; Trustee, National 

Gallery; President, Royal Society for Literature 1832 
William Richard Drake: Original Member 1866. Chair 1866-90, Burlington Fine Arts Club 
Henry John Thomas Drury: founder member, Roxburghe Club 
Henry George Moreton 2 Earl Ducie: President, Royal Agricultural Society 185 1-52 
John Duncumb: secretary, Herefordshire Agncultural Society 
Fortunatis Dwarris: VP, Archaeological Association 
George Wyndharn 3 Earl Egremont: VP, British Institution 
Alexander John Ellis: Council Member, RS 1872-74, 1880-82; Council Member, London 

Mathematical Society 1866-68; President, Philological Society 1872-74, 1880-82; Silver 
Medal, Society of Arts 1880 

Edgar Edmucd Estcourt: Member, London Library Comrnittee 
Charles Long 1 Baron Farnborough: Deputy-President, British Institution; Trustee British 

Museum; Trustee National Gallery 
Thomas Godfrey Faussett: Secretary, Kent Archaeological Society 1863-73 
Gore Ouseley Fenwicke: CO-founder; Chair, Orientai Translation Cornmittee; Royal Asiatic 

Society (f. 1823); President, Society for the Publication of Oriental Texts (f. 1842) 
Benjamin Ferrey: Original Member. Architectural Society; Founder Member. Architectural 

Museum; VP. Gold Medal 1870, Royal Institute of British Architects 
Samuel Ferris: Chair, Correspondence and Papers 1799, Society for Encouragement of A r t s ,  

Commerce and Manufactures; President 1784, Royal Medical Society; Harveian gold 
medal, 1782 

John Fetherston: Founder 1859, Editor, Harleian Society 



Robert Fitch: Original Member 1845, Secretary 1859-72, Treasurer 1872-90, Norfolk and 
Norwich Arc haeological Society 

Thomas Dudley Fosbroke: Honorary Associate, Royal Society for Literature 
Edward Foss: Council Member 1850-53. 1865-70, Carnden Society; founder, Royal 

Archaeological Institute: founder. Kent Archaeological Association; council mernber, 
Royal Literary Fund 

George Grant Francis: Co-founder, Royal Institution of South Wales; Co-founder, Cambrian 
Archaeological Association 1846: Secretary, Department Ethnology, BAAS, Swansea 185 1 

Augustus Wollaston Franks: founder, Cambridge Architechturd Society; Antiquary to the Royal 
Academy 1895-97 

Francis Freeling: founder member. Roxburghe Club 
Charles Frost: President, 18 18, 1830-55. Hull Literary-Philosophical Society; VP. Hull BAAS 

1853 
John Frost: founder 182 1, director, lecturer, Medico-Botanical Society 
John Ribton Garstin: Treasurer, Royal Irish Academy 
William GelI: member, Institute of France 1833-36 
Davies Gilbert: President RS; founder member 1 8 14, Geological Society of Cornwall 
John Thomas Gilbert: Honorary Secretary, Irish Celtic and Archaeological Society 1855; 

Cunningham gold medal 1862 
John Gillies: Corresponding Mernber, French Institute 
John Glover: President 18 15, gold rnedal 18 17, Watercolour Society; Founder, Society of Bntish 

Artists 
John Hulben Glover: original member 1805, President 18 15, Royal Society of Painters in Water- 

Colours; gold medd from Louis X I E ;  founder member 1824 Society of British Artists 
George Godwin: 1st medal 1835, gold medal 188 1, VP, Royal Institute of Bntish Architects; Co- 

founder 1836-37, Secretary, Art Union of London; Treasurer, Royal Literary Fund 
Thomas Grenville: Trustee, British Museum 
Edward Griffith: original member, Zoological Society 
William Petit Griffith: silver rnedal 1855, Royal Institute of British Architects; Hon. Member 

Bedfordshire Architectural Society 1847. Liverpool Architecural Society 1849, Surrey 
Architectural Society 1856 

Hudson Gumey: VP Norfolk & Nonvich Archaeological Society; founder, Norwich Museum, 
Norwich Literary Institute 

Joseph Gwilt: silver rnedal Royal Academy 1801 
Henry Halford: President 1820-44, College of Physicians 
Henry Hallam: founder member, President, Statistical Society; Honorary Professor, RS; Foreign 

Associate, Institue of France; 1830 medal from George IV for history 
James Orchard Halliwell (-Phillipps): founder. secretary Cambridge Antiquarian Society; founder. 

Histoncal Society of Science 1841 
William Richard Hamilton: Trustee British Museum; founder member 1833, Royal Geographical 

Society 
Alexander Hamilton 10 Duke Hamilton and Brandon: President, Royal Society of Edinburgh 
James Astbury Harnrnersley: first President, Manchester Academy of Fine Arts 1857-6 1 
George Perfect Harding: Co-founder 1840, Granger Socoety 
Philip Hardwick: VP 1839 and 41, Queen's gold medal 1854, Royal Institute of Bntish 

Archi tects; Treasurer, Trustee Royal Academy 1850-6 1 : Original Member 179 1 ,  
Architects' Club 



George Harris: Onginator, Historical Manuscripts Commission 1857; VP Anthropological 
Institute; President, Manchester Anthropological Institute 

William Harrison: founder 1858, editor of 14 volumes, Manx Society 
Henry Harrod: Secretary. Norfolk and Norwich Archaeologicai Association; Corresponding 

Member, New England Historicai and Genealogical Society 
Dudley Ryder 1 Earl Harrowby: Trustee, British Museum 
Robert John Harvey: Original Member, Council Member, Botanic Society 
Joseph Haslewood: Co-founder, Roxburghe Club 
Charles Hatchett: Founder Member, Treasurer 1 8 14, Literary Club 
Edward Hawkins: President, Numisrnatic Society (f. 1826); VP, RS 
Charles Forster Hayward: Secretary 1863; Secretary to Cornmittee to Paris Exhibition 1867, 

Royal Institute of British Architects 
Alfred Heales: founder 1879, Treasurer, St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society 
James Heywood: Founder 1835, Manchester Athenaeum 
Thomas Heywood: Founder member, Council member, Chetham Society 
George Hibbert: Founder, President, Royal Institution (f. 1805) 
Prince Hoare: Hon. Foreign Secretary, Royal Academy 
Benjamin Hobhouse: President 1805- 17. Bath and West of England Society; Chair, Royal 

Literary Fund Comrnittee 
Everard Home: Trustee, Hunterian Medical collection 18 17; gold medal 1788, Lyceum Medicum 

Londinense 
William Jackson Hooker: Founder, Wernerian Society of Edinburgh; Correspondinp Member, 

Institute of France 
Alexander James Beresford Hope: Trustee, British Museum; President 1865-67, Royal Institute 

of British Architects; President, Ecclesiological Society: President, Architectural Society; 
Trustee, National Portrait Gallery 

Thomas Hope: VP, Society for Encouragement of Arts, Commerce and Manufactures 
William Hoskings: member. council 184243 Royal Institute of British Architects 
Thomas McKenny Hughes: Lyell medal 189 1, Geologicai Society; President. Cambridge 

Antiquarian Society 1879-80. 1889-90; President, Philosophical Society of Cambridge 
1892 

William Hughes Hughes (b. Hewitt): VP, Society for Encouragement of Arts, Commerce and 
Manufactures 

Thomas Hugo: Founder 1855, London and Middlesex Archaeological Society 
Abraham Hume: Co-founder, Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire; Secretary, BAAS, 

Liverpool 1870 
Joseph Hunter: founder member, Bath Literary and Scientific Institution 
James Ingram: Antiquary to the RA; President, Literary Club 
William Jerdan: Founder Member Royai Society for Literature; Administrator, Royal Literary 

Fund; original member, Camden Society; founder member, Melodist's Club; founder 
member, Garrick Club; founder mernber, Royal Geographical Society 

Robert Hany Inglis: President, Literary Club; Antiquary to the Royal Academy 1850 
LIewellyn Fredenck William Jewitt: VP Derbyshire Archaeological Society 
Samuel Johnson: Founder Member, Literary Club (f. 1809) 
Alexander Johnston: Co-founder, Royal Asiatic Society; VP Royal Astronornical Society 
John Winter Jones: president, Library Association 1877 
William Henry Rich Jones: VP Wiltshire Archaeoiogicai Society 1882 



John Kenrick: Founder, Yorkshire Philosophical Society 
David Laing: Secretary 1 823-6 1, Bannatyne Club 
Aylmer Bourke Lambert; Original Member 1788; VP, 1796- 1842 Royal Society for Literature 
John Landseer: Lecturer on engraving, Royal Institution; Associate engraver, Royal Academy; 

Lecturer, Surrey Institution 18 13 
John Lee: original member 1820. President 1862 Royal Astronornical Society 1820; founder, 

Meteorological Society; President, Leicester BAAS 1862 
Leone Levi: Hon. Secretary, Metncd Cornmittee, BAAS; Council Member 1860, VP 1885, 

Statistical Society; Hon. Secretary, International Association for Promoting one Uniform 
System of Weights, Mesures and Coins; Deputy of the Statistical Society to the Congress 
of European Statisticians, Rome 1887 

Edward Levien: Hon. Secretary, editor, Proceedings of the British Archaeological Association 
Thomas Hayter Lewis: Silver Medal 1837, Royal Academy; Secretary 1860-65, Royal Institute 

of British Architects 
Mark Antony Lower: founder 1846, Secretary, Editor, Sussex Archaeological Society 
John Lubbock: Treasurer 1830-35, VP 1830-35, 1838-47, RS; Treasurer, Great Exhibition 185 1 
William Collings Lukis: Original Member 1838, Carnden Society 
John MacLean: founder, Harleian Society 1869; founder, Bristol and Gloucester Archaeological 

Society 1876 
Frederic Madden: original member, Athenaeum 
Richard Henry Major: Secretary, Hakluyt Society 1849-58; Honorary Secretary 186 1-8 1, VP 

1 88 1 -84, Royal Geographicai Society 
William Marsden: treasurer. VP 1783, 80-95 RS; member of the "philosophical breakfasts" of 

Joseph Banks; Original Member, Irish Academy 1785; Original Mernber, Royal Irish 
Academy ; Treasurer, Royal Society Club 

Thomas James Mathias: Royal Associate, Royal Society for Literature 
Joseph Mayer: Co-Founder, President 1866-69, Historicai Society of Lancashire and Cheshire 
Samuel Rush Meyrick: founder; President, Gloucester Session. British Archaeological Association 
James V. Millingen: Royal Associate, Honorary Member. Royal Society for Literature 
George Moore: Fothergillian Gold Medal 1835, RCP 
Charles Octavius Swinnerton Morgan: President, Caerleon Antiquarian Association 
John Bacon Sawrey Morritt: founder, Travellers' Club (f. 18 19) 
Robert William Mylne: Council Member 1854-68, 1879, Secretary 1856-57, Geological Society; 

Council Mernber, Treasuruer Smeatonian Society for Civil Engineers 
John Newman: original fellow, founder, Travelling Fund, Royal Institute of British Architects 
John Bowyer Nichols: Original Member, Royal Society for Literature; Registrar, Royal Literary 

Fund; original member, Athenaeum; original member, Numismatic Society; original 
mernber, Arc haeological Insti tute 

John Gough Nichols: Treasurer 1834, Surtees Society; Cornmittee Member 1835, Royal Literary 
Fund; Co-founder, Camden Society 

Hugh Percy 3 Duke Northumberland: VP, Society of Arts; Tmstee, British Museum 
Algemon Percy 4 Duke Northumberland, Lord Prudhoe: Trustee British Museum; President, 

Royal Institution 
Gore Ouseley: Co-founder, Royal Asiatic Society; President 1842. Society for Publication of 

Oriental Texts 
William Henry Overall: council member, Library Association 1879; council member, London and 

Middlesex Arc haeological Society 



Silas Palmer: Berkshire Secretary 1859, Congress of British Archaeological Association; Founder 
1870, Newbury Field Club 

Woodbine Parish, founder member, VP, Royal Geographical Society 
James Aian Park: original member, Nobody's Club 
John Henry Parker: VP, Oxford Architectural Society; VP, British and Amencan Archaeological 

Society of Rome 
Richard Parkinson: CO-founder, VP 1843, Chetham Society 
John Loughborough Pearson: gold medal 1880, Royal Institute of British Architects; gold medal, 

Paris Exhibition 1878 
Richard Pearson: President, gold medal Royal Humane Society; President, Natural History 

Society of Edinburgh University; President, Royal Medical Society 
Sir Robert Peel 2 Baronet: Trustee, British Museum 
Lucas Pepys: Censor 1777, 1782, 1786 and 1796, Treasurer 1788-98. President 1804- 10, RCP 
John Louis Petit: Founder 1844, British Archaeological Institute 
Thomas Joseph Pettigrew: Founder, Philosophical Club, London 1808; Founder. Philosophical 

Society of London 18 10; Original Member. Treasurer, British Archaeological Association 
Richard Nathaniel Philipps: Chair, London Library Committee 1 872-73 
Thomas Phillipps: Tmstee, British Museum 
Charles John Phipps: Council Member, Royal hstitute of British Architects 
James Robinson Planche: Founder, British Archaeological Association 
Thomas Pell Platt: Member, Translation Committee, Royal Asiatic Society 
Lewis Pocock: CO-founder 1837, Secretary 1837-82, An  Union of London; Treasurer, Graphic 

Society 
Thomas Ponton: CO-founder, Roxburghe Club 
Robert Porrett: Original Fellow, Chernical Society 
Richard Powell: Founder, Abernethian Society 
Francis Robert Raines: CO-founder 1843, Council Member, VP, Chetharn Society 
Charles Ratcliff: Originator 1857, National Association for the Promotion of Social Science 
John Ratcliff Promoter, 1857 Social Science Conference. Birmingham 
Thomas Rees: Tnistee, Dr. Williams' Foundation 
Henry Reeve: Corresponding Member, French Institute 1865; Treasurer, Dr. Johnsons's Club 

1868-94 
John Rennie: President. 1845-48, Institute of Civil Engineers 
Joshua Reynolds: Founder Member. Literary Club 
Edward Roberts: Secretary 1862-75, British Archaeological Association 
Henry Roberts: 2 Society of Arts medals, 1824 
Peter Fredenck Robinson: VP 1835-39, Royal Institute of British Architects 
William Parsons 3 Earl Rosse: President 1848-54 RS; President, BAAS 1843 
George Robert Rowe: President 1849, Abernethian Society 
Charles William Russell: Member, Historical Manuscripts Commission 1869 
John Fuller Russell: Committee rnember, Ecclesiological Society; Committee Member, Royal 

Archeological Institute 
Joseph Sabine: Original Member, Royal Society for Literature; Treasurer, VP Zoological Society 

(f. 1826); Honorary secretary 18 10, Gold Medal 18 16, Horticultural Society 
Alleyne Fitzherbert 1 Baron St. Helens 1805-37: Trustee, British Museum 
Anthony Salvin: VP 1839; gold medallist 1863, Royal Institute of British Architects 
George Gilbert Scott: gold medal 1859, President 1 873-76, Royal Institute of British Architects 



Richard Sharp: Original Member, Royal Society for Literature; original member, King of Clubs 
George Scharf: Society of Arts medal; secretary, Manchester Exhibition 1857 
Lancelot Sharpe: CO-founder, Camden Society 
Evelyn Philip Shirley: Trustee, National Portrait Gallery 
George Gabriel Sigmond: President, Royal Physical Society 
George Wharton Simpson: founder, Solar Club (photographen) 
Sir John Sinclair: President, Highland Society; founder, British Wool Society (f. 1791); President, 

Comrnittee on Breeds and Wool Merit, Highland Society 
Sir Robert Smirke Junior: Treasurer 1820-50. gold medallist RA; gold medal 1853. Royal 

Institute of British Architects; gold medal Society of Arts 
Sydney Srnirke: Professor of Architecture 1861-65; Treasurer 1862-74, Professor of Architecture 

186 1-65, Royai Academy; gold medal 18 19 and 1860, Royal Institute of British Architects 
Charles Roach Smith: Co-founder 1843, British Archaeological Association; Secretary 184 1-44, 

Nurnismatic Society 
Sir John Soane: silver medal 1772, gold medal 1776, travelling studentship 1776; Royal 

Academy 
Robert Henry Soden Smith: luror, Porcelain, Exhibition of 1871 
William Smith: Founder, Trustee, Chairman, National Portrait Gallery; Manager, Art Union of 

London 
Edward Solly: Secretary 1852-53, Society of Arts; Treasurer, Index Society 1878-83; 1838 

Chemist to the Royal Asiatic Society 
William Henry Smyth: VP, Foreign Secretary RS 1826; President 1845-46 Royal Astronomical 

Society; Founder Member, President 1849-50, Royai Geographicai Society 
Richard Horsman Solly: Founder Member, Geologicd Society; Founder Member, Royal 

Institution 1800; Founder Member, Horticulturd Society 
Samuel Solly: Council Mernber 1856, VP, Examiner 1867. RCP; President, 1867-68 Royal 

Medical and Chirurgical Society 
Edward Adolphus Seymour 1 1 Duke Somerset: President, Literary Fund 180 1-38: VP Zoological 

Society 1826-3 1 ; President, Royal Institution; President 1834-37, Linnaean Society 
George John Spencer 2 Earl Spencer: Founder Member, first President, Roxburghe Club; Trustee. 

British Museum; President, Royal Institution 
Philip Henry Stanhope 5 Earl Stanhope: Trustee 1846, British Museum; Hon. Antiquary. 

Acaderny of Arts 
Sir George Thomas Staunton: Co-founder, Royai Asiatic Society 
Seth William Stevenson: Original Member, Nurnismatic Society 
George Edmund Street: gold medal 1 874, President 188 1, Royal Institute of British Architects 
Robert Surtees: Founder, Surtees Society (f. 1834) 
Edward Tagart: Trustee, 1832-58, Dr. Williams' Foundation 
James Talbot, 1 Baron Talbot de Malahide: President 1863-83, Royal Archaeological Institute; 

President, Royal Irish Academy; President, Anthropological Society 
Richard Taylor: Secretary 18 10 Royal Society for Literature; Original Member, BAAS; Secretary, 

Linnaean Society 
Richard Cowling Taylor: Isis Medal, Society of Arts 
William John Thorns: Secretary, Camden Society 1838-72 
Mark Aloysius Tierney: Local Secretary 1846, Comrnittee Mernber 1850, Sussex Archaeological 

Society 
William Tite: President, Architecturai Society 1838; President, Royal Institute of British 



Architects 186 1-63. 1867-70; President, Cambridge Society 1866; Hon. Secretary, London 
Institution 1824-69 

Thomas Tobin: President, Cork Athenaeum 
James Henthom Todd: Founder 1840, Hon. Secretary, Irish Archaeological Society. Hon. 

Secretary, Royal Irish Academy 1847-55 
Walter Calverley Trevelyan: President, United Kingdom Alliance 
Edward Trollope: Secretary, VP, President, Associated Architectural Society; Chair, Lincolnshire 

Diocesan Architectural Society 
Edward Vernon Utterson: Founder Member, Roxburghe Club 
William Sandys Wright Vaux: Secretary 1852, President 1855, Numismatic Society; Secretary, 

Royal Asiatic Society 1875-85; Secretary, Royal Society for Literature 
Nicholas Aylward Vigors: Founder Member 1826, Secretary 1826-33, Zoological Society, Editor 

Zooiogicaf Journal 
Albert Way: Founder 1845, Archaeological Institute 
William Robert Whatton: Librarian, Manchester Literary-Philosophical Society 
John Whichcord; President 1879-8 1, Royal Institute of British Archite& 
Francis Whishaw: Secretary 1842-45, Society of Arts 
John Williams: Secretary 1824-46, Spitalfields' Mathematical Society; Assistant Secretary 1847- 

74, Royal Astronomical Society; Assistant Secretary, Microscopical Society; Secretary. 
London Photographie Society 

John Wilson ( 18 12- 1 888): Juror, Great Exhibition 185 1 
George Woodfall: Cornmittee member, Royal Literaq Fund 1820-28; Council Member 1829-35 

and 1838-44 Royal Society for Literature 
Joseph Woods: founder 1806, President, London Architectural Society 
George Robert Nicol Wright: Original Member, British Archaeological Society 
Thomas Wright: Hon. Secretary, Camden Society; Treasurer, Secretary, Percy Society; Founder, 

Historical Society of Science; Co-Founder, British Archaeological Association 
Sir John Wrottesley: President RS 1854-57; Founder, 1820, Secretary 183 1-4 1, President 184 1 - 

43, Royal Astronornical Society; President BAAS 1860 
Matthew Digby Wyatt: Telford Medal, Gold Medal 1866, Institute of Civil Engineers; Gold 

Medal, Great Exhibition; Juror, Paris Exhibition; President, Graphic Society 
Richard Yates: Treasurer, Royal Literary Fund 1805-34 
Charles Philip Yorke: VP, Royal Society for Literature 



Appendix 2.B.4: Antiquaries Receiving Awards for Antiquarian Work 

John Adarnson: Knight of Christ and the Tower and Sword, Portugal, for his work on Portuguese 
Li terature 

Charles Ansell: knighted, for act uarial science 
Robert Archibald Armstrong: civil list. for work in Gaelic 
William Beechey: knighted, for his painting 
Sir William Betham: knighted for work with Irish state papers 
Sir William Blizard: knighted for his medical work 
Edward Blore: declined knighthood for his architectural work 
John Britton: civil list pension for work on topography 
Francis Legatt Chantrey: knighted for his sculpture 
Charles Robert Cockerell: chevalier, Legion of Honour for architecture 
Henry Ellis, Knight Hanover for his work at the British Museum 
Thomas Dudley Fosbroke: pension from Royal Society of Literature for work in history, 

topography, archaeology 
Augustus Wollaston Franks: Knight Commander of the Bath 1888, 1894 for work in archaeology, 

medieval art 
John Thomas Gilbert: highted for work in Irish history, 1897 
Thomas Duffus Hardy: knighted for work in the Records Office 
William Hardy: knighted for work in the Records Office 
Frederic Madden: Knight of the Guelphic Order, Knight Bachelor, for his work at the British 

Museum 
Richard Henry Major: Knight of the Tower and Sword, Knight of the Order of Santiago, Knight 

of the Order of the Rose of Brazil 1875 Portugal, Knight of the Crown of italy 1875 for 
work on early Ponuguese exploration 

James V. Millingen: Civil List pension for work on literature and antiquities 
Samuel Rush Meyrick: Knight Hanover for his services in the Amouries of the Tower of 

London and Windsor Castles 
Francis Palgrave: knighted for his historical and literary work 
John Henry Parker: knight, Italian Order of St. Maurice and Lazarus for his Roman research 

1879; gold medal from Pius IX for sarne; Knight Commander of the Bath 187 1 for work 
on the history of British architecture 

Lucas Pepys: baronetcy for his medical services to George III 
Thomas Phillipps: knighted for his work collecting early English manuscripts 
Henry Reeve: Knight Commander of the Bath 187 1; Knight Commander of the Order of Christ 

(Portugal) for his literary work 
George Gilbert Scott: knighted 1872 for Cathedra1 restorations 
Sir Robert Smirke Jr.: knighted for his architectural work 
Sir John Soane: declined a baronetcy for his architect work 
George Edmund Street: knighted. Legion of Honour 1878 for his architectural work 
William Tite: Knight Commander of the Bath 1869 for his architectural work 
Dawson Turner: Civil List pension for his history and topography 
Matthew Digby Wyatt: French Legion of Honour 1855; knighted 1869 for his architectural work 
Jeffry Wyatville: Knighthood, for his architectural work on Windsor Castle; Grand Cross of the 

Saxon Emestine Order from Duke Saxe-Meningen for design of the Schloss Altenstein- 
Al tenberg 



Appendix 2.B.5: SchoIarly Collections 

Where a collection was given or bequeathed to an institution, its destination is noted. 
"Transferred to" is used where I cannot ascenain the circumstances of a collection passing into 
other hands. The institutions noted were in possession of these collections early in the Twentieth 
century. In most cases, this has remained unchanged, but readers should note that this information 
comes from the Dictionary of National Biography and so may not always identifj the current 
location of the collection. "Purchased by" usually means a sale took place after the collecter's 
death. The number of days a sale took is an indication of its size; auction houses are cited where 
known; if a sale was carried out by Christie's and Sotheby's this indicates diat the collection was 
viewed as important. 

John Adarnson: conches. fossils, minerals given to Newcastle-on-Tyne Museum and Durham 
University 

Francis Vyvyan Jago Arundel: near eastern antiquities, coins and manuscnpts. given to British 
Museum 

Thomas Amyot: books 
William Betham: Irish manuscripts, sold to the Irish Academy, genealogicaf and heraldic 

manuscripts, parts sold by Sotheby's, parts given to British Museum, parts given to the 
Office of Ulster King of Arms in Dublin 

John Trotter Brockett: north country/Borders rnanuscripts, parts sold over 14 days by Sotheby's, 
some given to John George Lambton Lord Durham 

John Bruce: books and manuscripts, sold by Sotheby's over 5 days 
James Buckman: Roman antiquities. fossils; given to Cirencester Museum 
Samuel Butler: Greek and Latin manuscnpts, Aldine editions 
John Caley: manuscripts, some given to British Museum 
Charles Purton Cooper: books, 2,000+ volumes of civil and foreign legal works, given to 

Lincoln's Inn library 
Thomas Corser: books, sold for £20,000 
John Marten Cripps: oriental flora, statues, antiques, some given to University of Cambridge 
Thomas Crofton Croker: Irish antiquities 
James Crossley: books. 100,000 volumes given to the Chetharn library; parts sold by Sotheby's 
James Dodsley Cuff: coins, sold by Sotheby's; sale catalogue was 193 pages, the collection sold 

for £7.000, going to the Bank of England and British Museum 
Richard Daniel: mosses 
Edward Dodwell: Greek antiquities including a Parthenon marble, purchased by Glyptothek, 

Munich 
Francis Douce: books, coins, manuscripts, art, given to Boedleian library. ivones bequeathed to 

Samuel Rush Meyrick 
Henry J.T. Druiy: manuscripts and books, sold for f 10.000 
Henry George Moreton 2 Earl Ducie: short-hom cattle, products of breeding experiments, soid 

in 1853 for £9,000 
John Duncumb: manuscripts 
George Wyndham 3 Earl Egremont: the owner of Petworth, collected art including works by 

Turner, Constable, Haydon, Flaxman, others 
Charles Long 1 Baron Farnborough: paintings and sculpture 
George Ouseley Fenwicke: books (10,000 volumes) 



Robert Finch: books, art, coins, medais, given to Ashmolean 
George Grant Francis: fossils, antiquities, coins, given to Royal Institution of South Wdes 
Augustus Wollaston Franks: books, medieval ivories, cerarnics, bequeathed to SA and British 

Museum 
Francis Freeling: books 
William Gell: archaeological drawings from Greece, Italy. Asia Minor, bequeathed to Bntish 

Museum 
Thomas Grenville: 20,000+ volumes worth £50.000 including the first folio of Shakespeare: 

bequeathed to the British Museum 
Hudson Gumey: 15,000 volumes including lermyn's manuscript collection, plus Anglo-Saxon 

and Roman British antiquities, bequeathed to British Museum 
George Gwilt: antiquities, art, given to St Saviour's Church London 
Spencer Hall: books, sold by Sotheby's 
James Orchard Halliwell (-Phiilipps): Shakespeare-related books, given to Edinburgh University; 

also owned Shakespeare's house in Stratford-on-Avon, given to Corporation of Stratford 
William Hamper: books and manuscripts especially relating to Dugdale, now in Bntish Museum 

and Birmingham library 
Joseph Haslewood: proclamations and theatre history, transferred to the library of the Duke of 

Buccleugh at Daikeith and British Museum 
Edward Hawkins: books and prints about Chester; Bntish medals and political cartoons, given 

to British Museum 
Robert Hay : Egyptian antiquities, archaeological drawings and notes, given to the British 

Museum 
John Henderson: books and antiquities; Greek, Roman and Egyptian collection bequeathed to 

Oxford University; art works by Canaletto and Turne, plus European antiquities and 
manuscnpts bequeathed to British Museum; other art works bequeathed to National 
Gallery; Christie's sold the remaining collection for £1 1,000 

Thomas Heywood: books, antiquities 
George Hibbert: books, art, exotic plants 
Prince Hoare: music l i b r q ,  books, bequeathed to Royal Society for Literature 
Richard Colt Hoare: Italian books, given to British Museum 
Thomas Hope: books, art, antiquities including marbles and vases 
William Howley: books, bequeathed to Canterbury Diocesan library 
Joseph Hunter: manuscripts, purchased by British Museum 
James Ingram: books and coins, given to Trinity College and Bodleian 
Henry William Inwood: Greek antiquities, purchased by British Museum 
Michael Jones: Italian, French, German manuscnpts 
John Kenrick: antiquities, given to Yorkshire Philosophical Society Museum 
Samuel William King: fossils, minerais, bequeathed to Museum of Practical Geology 
Aylmer Bourke Lambert: 30,000-plant herbarium; some transferred to British Museum 
John Edward Lee: fossils, given to British Museum 
William Lowther 2 Earl Lonsdale: arts, porcelain, opera manuscripts 
William Marsden: oriental coins, unique in Britain in his time, presented to British Museum 
Joseph Mayer: art, antiquities worth £80,000. given to Liverpool City Corporation 
Samuel Rush Meyrick: armour, sold to a French collecter 
William Henry Miller: owner, Britwell Collection of books, including Richard Heber's rare book 

collection, unrivalled for early English and Scottish works including Caxton, Wynkyn de 



Worde, and Pynson 
George Nayler: 39 volumes of Acts of Parliament. given to Guildhall library 
John Newman: Roman British antiquities including notable bronzes; sold by Sotheby's 
John Bowyer Nichols: books and manuscripts, library sold by Sotheby's for £6,000+ 
George Frederick Nott: art. 12,000 volumes, coins, gems, bronzes, sold over 13 days 
George Ormerod: books, manuscnpts, antiquities, some books to Bodleian library 
William Ottley: art. especially Italian masters sold to Sir Thomas Lawrence 
Gore Ouseley: oriental rnanuscripts 
Woodbine Parish: fossils 
Thomas Lister Parker, art including works by Flemish masters and Gainsborough. antiquities, 

manuscnp ts 
Thomas Phillipps: books and manuscnpts including most of the Meeman collection (9th century 

Geman monastic manuscnpts important for the study of early German); portions of the 
Chardin and Celotti sales in Paris (medieval Italian manuscnpts); the Muschenbroek 
collection of Dutch charters, chronicles and cartularies; 1600 manuscnpts from the Drury 
collection; medieval French romances from the Lang collection; Sir Gregory Page 
Turner's Battleden collection; the Williams collection including Bishop Gundulph's Bible; 
Craven Ord's collection of chronicles, cartularies and royal househoid books; the Earl of 
Guildford's collection of early ltdian manuscripts; Lord Kingsborough's Mexoci 
manuscript collection; 800 volumes of French Revolution papers; 400 volumes €rom the 
Heber collection of Early English and French poetry; 97 volumes of rolls. cartularies. 
charters, and grants relating to Battle Abbey; Irish manuscripts from the collections of 
Cooper, O'Reilly, Betharn, Monck, Mason and Todd. the 12th century manuscript of 
Giraldus Carnbrensis; Welsh collections including a 12th century vellum manuscript of 
Aneunn's Godonin and early Welsh poetry manuscripts; 500 volumes of classical and 
oriental works including a 10th century copy of Dioscorides; illuminated manuscripts of 
the Medici, Charles VI11 of France, Pope Nicholas V, Ferdinand and Isabella, and 
Corvinus; in toto about 60,000+ manuscnpts and incunabula, coins and art; Phillips 
owned a printing press to print editions of some of these; his collection was sold to the 
Bodleian, the British Museum, various European govemments and private collecton by 
Sotheby's in nine different sales over 17 y e m  

John Newman: antiquities of Roman London, sold by Sotheby's. some, including the bronze head 
of Hadrian, purchased by the British Museum 

Alexander McInnes Nicholson: books, sold over 2 months for £3000+ 
Henry Phipps 1 Earl Mulgrave & Viscount Normanby: art, including works by Rembrandt, 

Titian, Reubens and Turner. some sold by Christie's 
Algemon Percy 4 Duke Northumberland Lord Prudhoe: purchased the Carnuccini collection of 

Italian art, also Egyptian antiquities at Alnwick Castle 
Craven Ord: manuscripts and books 
Edward Richard Poole: classical manuscripts and books 
Francis Robert Raines: books. rnanuscripts, bequeathed to the Chetham Library, Manchester 
Thomas Rees: sixteenth century antitrinitarian literature 
Thomas Rickrnan: drawings and notes on English churches, given to Oxford Architectural 

Society 
Henry Crabb Robinson: art, sculpture, given to University of London 
Samuel Rogers: art, books, sold by Christie's for L50,000+ 
John Gage Rokewode: manuscripts, books 



John Fuller Russell: 14th century Italian art 
Samuel Weller Singer: manuscripts. some sold by Sotheby's 
John Skinner: Roman British and Celtic antiquities, books, some to British Museum 
Sir John Soane: books, manuscnpts, art, antiquities, gems; Soane founded his own Museum, still 

in Lincoln's Inn Fields 
George John Spencer 2 Earl Spencer; owner, Althorp library; collected art, books and 

rnanuscripts, especially 15th century books and Caxtons: became the Rylands collection 
at Manchester University 

Alleyne Fitzherbert 1 Baron St Helens; manuscripts, books, art, which perished in fire 1797; 
some papal manuscripts and political papers passed to Sir Henry Fitzherbert, some to 
Thomas Crofton Cro ker 

George Scharf: books, engravings, sold by Sotheby's 
Richard Simmons: rninerals, bequeathed Oxford University; paintings bequeathed to the National 

Gallery 
Charles Roach Smith: London antiquities: bought by British Museum, 1856. for £2,000 
William Smith: Dutch and Flemish engravings, sold to the British Museum for £5,000; art, given 

to National Portrait Gallery, South Kensington Museum, National Gallery of Ireland 
Edward Solly: books, sold by Sotheby's 
William Scott 1 Lord Stowell: manuscripts from the Pinelli and Crevenna sales 
Thomas Streatfield: books, manuscnpts, paintings and engravings 
Roben Surtees: manuscripts, books, engravings about the history of Durham and Northumbria 
James Talbot 1 Baron de Malahide: Irish antiquities, given to Fitzwilliam Museum. Cambridge 
William Tite: early English books, bibles and liturgies, historical autographs, art; sold by 

Sotheby' s 
Dawson Turner: algae and cryptogramic plants, transferred to Kew Gardens; with Hudson Gumey 

Turner purchased the Macro manuscript collection including Henry Spelman's collection 
and library of 8000+ volumes, sold to the British Museum; collection of missals, 150 
volumes of manuscripts and sold for £6500 

Charles Turnor: Newton manuscnpts, presented to the RS 
Roben Studley Vidal: coins and medals, sold by Sotheby's 
Nicholas Aylward Vigors: birds and insects, given to the Zoological Society 
Albert Way: books, drawings, medieval seals, presented to SA 
George Woodfall: manuscnpts of Junius, transferred to the British Museum 
Joseph Woods: plants, herbs, given to Royal Institution 



Appendix 2.B.6: Antiquaries Supporting Scholarship 

Robert Henry Allan: bequeathed funds for finishing Surtees' history of Durham 
Joseph Bosworth: f 10,000 to Cambridge to found an Anglo-saxon Professorship 
Samuel Brown: founded the Brown Prize for Econornic History, Institute of Actuaries 1884, 

worth £50 annually 
Thomas Burgess: founded St David's College, Lampeter for educating Welsh clergy 
John Jeffreys Pratt 2 Earl 1 Marquis Carnden: founder, Maynooth College 
Francis Legatt Chantrey: left £150,000 to Royal Academy to purchase paintings and sculpture 
William Coulson: founder, Aldersgate Medical School 1826 
James Crossley: founded Chetharn Library 
Robert Fitch: bequeathed his geological and antiquarian collections, books and manuscripts to 

Morwich Museum 
George Godwin: CO-founder, Hellenic Society School in Athens; Godwin Bursary at the Royal 

Institute of British Architects 
Hudson Gumey: contributed hundreds of pounds to SA to publish Anglo-saxon works 
James Heywood: Originator, London Library movement; funded Free Public Library, Notting Hill 

1874; Original Trustee, Owens Coilege Manchester 
Thomas Hughes: Founder, Working Men's College 18% 
George Henry Law: founded St Bees College for poor men to train as clergy 
John Lee: gave the Royal Astronomical Society 2 advowsons to vicarages to promoting 

theological and astronomical work 
Leone Levi: founder, lectureship on commercial law, founder, science library, Technical Institute 

of Ancona 
Edward Hawk Locker: established the Naval Portrait Gallery, 1795 
Edward Maltby: founded, bequeathed his library to Durham University; senator, London 

University; founder, King's College London 
Joseph Mayer: established, endowed a Free Library, Cheshire, 1866 
George Nicholl: Member, Provisional Cornmittee, King's College. London 
John Nicholl: helped found King's College, London 
John Henry Parker: endowed keepership for Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, at £250 yearly 
Hugh Percy: established a diocesan educational society 
Hastings Robinson: founded a prize in theology at Rugby 
Henry Crabb Robinson: founder, University College London, legacy to University of London 
Sir John Soane: founded, endowed the Soane Museum 
Philip Henry Stanhope 5 Earl Stanhope: Founder, Stanhope Prize in Modem Histoiy, Oxford 
George Thomas Staunton: founded, provided 3000 Chinese volumes to the Royal Asiatic Society 

1 ibrary 
Richard Taylor: Founder, City of London School; Founder, Corporation of the City of London 

Library; Promoter, University of London 
William Tite: Tite Scholarship, City of London School 
James Henthom Todd: Co-founder, St. Colomba's College, Rathfarnham, Dublin 
Richard Studley Vidal: founded a scholarship for f 20 yearly at S t. John's College, Cambridge 
William Rae Wilson: bequeathed £300 to University of Glasgow for an annual prix essay on 

Christianity 



Appendix 2.C. 1 : Antiquaries' Charitable Work 

Some of the deeds listed here and viewed as charitable in the Victorian era are viewed quite 
differently now, for example the bulding of Christian churches in India. Similady, some of these 
deeds may perhaps suggest uncharitable purposes, for exarnple the building of orphanages for 
girls. However, al1 are listed here as part of the full and complex reality of the antiquarian 
cornmunity. Antiquaries who were known to have comrnitted illegai or unethical offenses are 
listed immediately following this list. 

Robert Henry Allan: endowed Durham area churches for communion silverware and bells 
William Bray: funded charities and civil trusts in Surrey 
Charles Parr Burney: bequeathed £6000 for a Clergy Relief Fund 
Benjamin Bond CabbelI: President, City of London General Pension Society; obtained charter for 

the Artists' Benevolent Fund; Treasurer, Lock Hospital and Infant Orphan Asylum 
John Leycester Adolphus: Member, General Literature Cttee, Chnstian Knowledge Society 
Frederick Henry Turner Bamwell: benefactor to Suffolk and Norfolk Clerical Institutions 
Nicholas Carlisle: indexed reports of Charity Commission 
William Hookharn Carpenter: secretary. Artist's Benevolent Fund 
Robert Smith 1 Lord Carrington: gave funds for the poor at Olney 
Adam Clarke: gave translation assistance to British and Foreign Bible Society 
Charles Robert Cockerell: worked for the Artists' Benevolent Society, founded Architect's 

Benevolent Society 
Edward Coplestone: funded restoration of 20 Welsh churches and 53 Glebe houses 
William Cotton: worked with poor east Londononers; stopped the practice of payment through 

pubs; Chair of Administration Cornmittee for London Hospital; funded the building of 
c hurches; founder. C hurch Building Societies; organiser, Metropolis Churches Fund; 
assisted landlords to define and perform their duties; founder, National Society for Church 
of England schools; govemor of Christ's Hospital 182 1-66; Treasurer, Society for the 
Promotion of Christian Knowledge; supported the Society for the Propagation of the 
Gospel; aided the Colonial Bishopric's Fund and Additional Curate's Society; helped 
build public baths, washhouses, mode1 lodging houses 

John Drinkwater-Bethune: President, Council for Education in Calcutta 1848-5 1 ; drafted bills for 
Indian legislation for freedom of religion; founded and endowed Bethune's Girl's School 
of Calcutta 

George Wyndham 3 Earl Egremont: built schools, restored churches, spent £20,000 annually for 
60 years on charity 

Henry Thomas Ellacombe: notable for restoring and building churches and church schools 
Vincent Eyre: built roads, schools and churches in India for Portuguese refugees; organised and 

ran the Red Cross Ambulance during the Pnissian war 
Josiah Forshall: founder, Foundling Hospital 
William Stanley Goddard: rebuilt Foxcote church; gave Winchester School £5,000 to improve 

masters' salaries 
Isaac Lyon Goldsmid: helped found University College; bought the Gower Street location for it; 

helped found North London Hospital in 1834; treasurer 1839-57; worked to refon penal 
code and improve prisons 

Sir Sandford Graham: gave £500 to build a church at Kirkstall 
Richard Gregory: endowed library, founded a scholarship, Harrow 



Daniel Gumey: helped establish West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Edward Hawkins: Treasurer, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge 
James Heywood: Ist President 1875, Sunday Society 
Godfrey Higgins: worked to improve treatment of the insane, built a home for pauper lunatics 
Charles Longuet Higgins: restored the local church; built a school, museum and mode1 cottages 

in Turvey Bedfordshire, involved in New Hyrnn Book; member, Church Congress 187 1 
Charles Jarne Hoare: did educational and missionary work; helped provide church accomodation 

in South London 
Henry Hoare: gave £2000 to cost of restoring St. John's Cambridge Chape1 Tower; gave f 1000 

to the Bishop of London's Fund for the poor 
William Hughes Hughes (b. Hewitt): Govemor, Christ's Hospital 
Abraham Hume: member of surveying tour for the South Amencan Missionary Society 
James Ingram: funded a school at Garsington, Oxfordshire 
Edmund Knowles Lacon: gave £50 for rebuilding Emmanuel College Cambridge after Tire 
George Kenyon 2 Baron Kenyon: Trustee, Theological Seminary of Ohio 
George Henry Law: irnproved churches and livings in Carlisle, established a Church Building 

Society in Bath and Wells diocese; established a system of cottage allotments 
James Heywood Markland: treasurer for f 14,000+ for missionary work in colonies 
John Merewether: gave £500 for restoration, Hereford Cathedra1 
Sir Charles Morgan: spent hundred of pounds annually improving Welsh agriculture; liberally 

supported Welsh poets and scholars 
Joseph Neeld: founded two scholarships, gold medal for maths at Harrow; funded the rebuilding 

of Leigh Delarnere Church 
John Newman: Honorary Architect to the childrens' charities of St. Paul's; built a school for the 

blind 
Algemon Percy 4 Duke Northumberland, Lord Prudhoe: President, Royal National Lifeboat 

Institution; gave premiums for improved lifeboats, built a tank at Sion house to test 
innovations; buiIt Old Sailors' Home, North Shields 

George Frederick Nott: built schools and rectories and restored churches 
Charles John Palmer: endowed reading rooms in Yarmouth 
Hugh Percy: established the Clergy Aid Society, restored the Episcopal Palace with his own 

funds 
Thomas Phillipps and Francis Chantrey: founders, Artist's General Benevolent Association 
John Tidd Pratt: worked to disclose the unsound condition of some Friendly Societies, advised 

on these as a public service to the poor 
Thomas Rees: Secretary, Unitarian Society; Secretary 1825-53, Presbyterian Board 
George Richards: funded the building of a vicarage for St. Martin's in the Fields and St. 

Michael's in Burleigh Street, founder, gold medal for Latin verse, Christ's Hospital 
Daniel Rowland: built, endowed Holy Cross Hospital for poor women; Govemor, Guildford 

Street Foundling Hospital, London 
John Russell: Treasurer, Society for Propagation of the Gospel 
John St. Aubyn: built, endowed Devonport Town Hall 
Sydney Srnirke: founder, first President, Architects' Benevolent Society 
George John Spencer 2 Earl Spencer: built, endowed Northarnplon Infirmary 
Edward Tagart: Foreign Secretaq 1832, Secretary 1842, British and Foreign Unitarian Society 
Charles Chetwynd Talbot 2 Earl Talbot: improved agriculture in Suffolk and Ireland; built a 

church at Salt 



Richard Taylor: helped found the City of London School, Corporation of London Library, 
University College, University of London 

Samuel Thomton: Govemor. Greenwich Hospital; President, Guy's Hospital 
Edward Trollope: raised £10,000 for new episcopacy of Southwell 1884; restored Southwell 

Palace for £4,000 
Charles Augustus Tuik: worked to improve factory conditions 
Edward Upharn: trustee for Dawlish charities 
Richard Valpy: funded the building of a boardinghouse for boys at Reading School 
John Webb: funded the rebuilding of Tretire church 
Richard Yates: helped manage many charities; Secretary, Asylum for the deaf and dumb 

Appendix 2.C.2: Criminai and Immoral Antiquaries 

George Robert Ainslie: his cruel repression of rebel slaves in Eustatius, West Indies led to an 
outcry in Parliament 

Stephen Hyde Cassan: tan away with the daughter of his vicar, which led to legal proceedings 
John Payne Collier: forged the "Perkins Folio," allegedly in Shakepeare's hand 
James Dallaway: failed to get a fellowship at Trinity College Oxford because of some satirical 

verses he published about a prominent College member 
James Orchard Halliwell (-Phillipps): strong evidence suggested he stole mss from Trinity 

College Cambridge library; was forbidden to enter British library by Henry Ellis FSA 
Everard Home: was Hunter's executor, did not allow others to see Hunt'er papers, would not 

publish them, used Hunter's work for his own publications 
John Soane: was censured by the Royal Academy for critising another architect, 18 10 



Appendix 3.C.3: Family Connections Arnong Antiquaries 

fathers and sons: 

John Leycester Adolphus, John Adolphus 
William Ayrton, William Scrope Ayrton 
Sir William Beechey, Henry William Beechy 
Edward Bray, Reginald Bray and William Bray 
Henry Conyngham 1st Marquis Conyngham, Lord Albert Conyngham Lord Londesborough 
John Drinkwater, John Drinkwater-Bethune 
Thomas Grimston Bucknall Estcourt, Thomas Henry Sutton Sotherton Estcoun 
Benjamin Hawes, Sir Benjamin Hawes 
John Holrnes, Richard Rivington Holmes 
James Everard Home, Everard Home 
Henry Howard, Philip Henry Howard 
Ebenezer Fuller Maitiand. William Fuller Maitland 
Llewelyn Meyrick. Samuel Rush Meyrick 
William Monson, William John 6th Baron Monson 
John Bowyer Nichols, John Gough Nichols and Robert Cradock Nichois and Francis Morgan 

Nichols 
Thomas Rickman, Thomas Miller Rickman 
Edward Rudge, Edward John Rudge 
Robert Smirke, Robert Srnirke Jr. and Sydney Smirke 
Edward Frederick Srnyth Pigott, John Hugh Smythe Pigott 
Granville Penn, William Penn 
William Sotheby, William Sotheby Ir. 
William Stevenson, Seth William Stevenson 
Sir Robert Wigram, Sir Jaines Wigram 
Sir Sandford Graham, Sir James Graham 
William 1 Earl Lonsdale of Whitehaven (2nd creation), William Viscount Lowther 2 Earl 

Lonsdale 
Henry Welbore Agar-Ellis 2nd Viscount Clifden, George James Agar-Ellis 1 Baron Dover 

other blood and marriage links: 

Robert Smith 1 Baron Carrington: grandfather to Philip Henry 5 Earl Stanhope 
Charles Robert Cockerell m. Catherine d. of Sir John Rennie 
Isaac Disraeli m. Maria d. of George Basevi 
Charles Long 1 Baron Farnborough m. Amelia d. Abraham Hume 
William Fitzhugh m. relative of Dudley Ryder Lord Harrowby 
brothers Joseph Gwilt and George Gwil t 
James Orchard Halliwell m. Henrietta d. Thomas Phillipps 
William Jackson Hooker m. d. of Dawson Turner 
Henry Howard m. Catherine d. Sir Richard Neave 
James Ingrarn m. Mary d. of Joseph Seymour Biscoe 
brothers Daniel Lysons and Samuel Lysons 
James Heywood Markland m. d. Francis Freeling 



Thomas Phillipp m. d. W.J. Manseil 
Frederic Madden m. d. of William Robinson 
Henry Addinton Lord Sidmouth m. Mary Anne d. Lord Townsend 
brothers John Sieath and William Boultby Sleath 
Francis Cohen Palgrave: m. Elizabeth ci. of Dawson Turner 
Philip Yorke Earl Hardwicke and half-brother Charles Philip Yorke 
George Ashnumharn Lord Ashburnharn m. Sophia d. Thomas Thynne. Marquis Bath 
Charles Clifford 6 Baron Clifford of Chudleigh m. Eleanor d. of James Everard Arundell 8 Baron 

Arundell of Wardour 
Henry Addington Viscount Sidmouth m. Mary Anne d. of William Scott 1 Lord Stowell 
Charles Clifford 7 Baron Clifford of Chudleigh m. Mary d. Henry 8 Lord Amndell and sister to 

James Everard Baron Arundell 
Thomas Lennard Barret. nephew of Sir John St. Aubyn 
Henry Gally Knight, nephew of Alleyne Fitzherbert Lord St Helens George Kenyon 2 Baron 
Kenyon m. aunt of Sir John Hanmer 
Hugh Earl Fortescue m. aunt of Richard Grenville Plantagenet Duke of Buckingham 
William Fitzhugh m. relative of Dudley Ryder Earl Harrowby 
Joseph Neeld, first cousin of Marquis Blandford 
Rt. Hon. Reginald Pole-Carew m. niece of Earl Hardwicke 
Henry Welbore Agar-Ellis 2nd Viscount Clifden m. Lady Caroline Spencer d. George Duke of 

Marlborough 



Appendix 2.C.4: Antiquaries Working Together 

William Alexander, John George Children, Francis Douce, Henry Ellis, Josiah Forshall, Thomas 
Duffus Hardy, Edward Hawkins, John Holmes, Thomas Hartwell Home, Fredenck 
Madden. James V. Millingen, William Ottley and Francis Palgrave worked at the British 
Museum and Library 

William Alexander: artist to Sir George Stauntons expedition to China 
Samuel James Arnold (Director), William Ayrton (operatic agent), Thomas Cooke (Music 

Director), James Robinson Planche (Manager), and George Cappel Coningsby 5 Earl 
Essex (Director) worked together at Drury Lane Theatre 

Edmund Tyrrell Artis: house Stewart to Charles Earl Fitzwilliam 
James Everard Arundell 10 Baron Amndell: contributed to Richard Colt Hoare's History of 

Modern Wil tsh re 
Francis Vyvyan Jago Amndell: with Samuel and Daniel Lysons published on the history of 

Cornwall; Arundell with Davies Gilbert published on the Arundell manuscripts 
Henry William Beechey: appointed by Henry Earl Bathurst to examine and report on the 

antiquities of Cyrenaica 
Sir William Beechey: painted the portrait of Everard Home 
Henry Beeke, advised Nicholas Vansittart Lord Bexley on income tax and the duties of the 

Chancellor of Exchequer 
William Betham, Philip Henry Stanhope Viscount Mahon organised the records of the Office of 

the Garter king of Arms, Dublin; Mahon, Keeper of Records, appoinred Betham deputy 
keeper of Records 

Edward Blore. Thomas Rickrnan: studied Gothic language and style; worked jointly as architects 
on some buildings; illustrated for Walter Scott's novels 

Henry Kaye Bonney, Edward Maltby, George S. Griffin Stonestreet, Charles Tumor, Charles 
Smith Bird held clerical positions at Lincoln Cathedra1 

John Brereton, Thomas Burgess, William Stanley Goddard, George Frederick Nott, Hugh Perc y 
held ciericai positions at Salisbury Cathedra1 

John Trotter Brockett, John Adamson, council members, secretaries and editors for SA 
Newcastle-on-Tyne and Newcastle-on-Tyne Literary-Philosophicai Society 

John Trotter Brockett, Iohn Dawson; worked, edited for the Typographical Society 
George Frederick Beltz: did pedigrees for Richard Colt Hoare's History of Smth Wiltshire 1834 
Edward Wedlake Brayley, John Britton, walked through Britain together. published together on 

literature, topography, antiquities 
John Britton: wrote a biography of Edmund Tyrrell Artis 
Samuel Egerton Brydges, Joseph Haslewood: produced 18 13-22 The British Bibliograplier, a 4- 

volume work on oId English works 
Charles Butler: friends with John Scott 1 Lord Eldon; Butler agitated for Catholic rights, Eldon 

was a strong supporter of the Catholic relief law when he became Solicitor-General; 
edited work by John Gage Rokewode 

Thomas Bynh: taught by Richard Cope 
John Caley, Bulkeley Bandinel, Henry Ellis: jointly reprïnted Dugdale's Monasticon, 6 volumes, 

18 17-30 
John Caley, Charles Purton Cooper, Thomas Duffus Hardy, Henry Hobhouse. Thomas Hartwell 

Horne, Joseph Hunter, Robert Harry Inglis, Rowley Lascelles, Robert Lemon, Henry 
Petne, Edward Davis Protheroe worked for the Record Commissions 



Edward Cardwell: private secretary to Oxford University Chancellor William Wyndham Lord 
Grenville 

John Carter: illustrated the Specimens of Ancient Sculpture by Francis Douce SA, Samuel Rush 
Meynck. Dawson Turner. John Britton with Richard Gough. Iohn Bray and Edward 
Hawkins; did illustrations for Richard Gough's Croyland Abbey and Sepulchrul 
Monuments; originator of the architectural periodization popularised by John Britton; 

Edmund Cartwright: fnend to Charles Spencer Perceval, Perceval was Chancellor of Exchequer 
when Cartwright asked parliament for a financial reward for his power loom invention, 
Perceval presented the proposal, which was successful 

Stephen Hyde Cassan: got a living at Bruton, Dorset through Richard Colt Hoare 
Francis Legatt Chantrey: did bust of Francis Burdett, of Benjamin Heath Malkin; often a guest 

of Lord Egremont at Petworth; did several portraits of Iohn Soane, Soane's friend 
William Jerdan destroyed one at Soane's request; painted the portrait of Sir Jeffrey 
Wy atville 

Robert Clutterbuck: hired Edward Blore to illustrate his county history of Hertfordshire 
Charles Robert Cockerell: assisted Sir Robert Smirke in rebuilding Covent Garden Theatre; 

architect for the London and Westminster Bank with William Tite; engraved for the travel 
publications of Thomas Smart Hughes 

Austin Cooper: friend to William Conyngharn 
Edward Cresy: went on wdking tour of England with George Ledwell Taylor to study 

architecture; walking tour of France. Italy, Switzerland, Greece, Malta & Sicily to study 
architecture, published jointly 

Alexander Croke: friends with William Scott, Lord Stowell while students at Oriel College 
Oxford; Stowell later employed Croke to write the legal report which made Croke's 
career 

Thomas Crofton Croker: his publications on Irish poetry brought him to the attention of Thomas 
Moore, author on Irish poetry; Moore brought Croker to England. helped him get 
published, encouraged his talents. introduced him to others; with A.J. Kempe published 
on the antiquities at Keston, founded the antiquaries' dining club The Noviomagians 
together; friend to Thomas Wright SA, Albert Denison 1 Lord Londesborough; edited 
Boswell's life of Johnson with reminiscences of William Scott Lord Stowell (Johnson's 
friend and executor) 

William Henry Brooke: employed by Thomas Crofton Croker's to illustrate his Fairy Legends 
and Traditions of the South of Ireland 1825 

William Thomas Parr Brymer: performed diocesan business for Bishop George Henry Law 
during his illness 

James Dallaway, Edmund Cartwright: worked on a the history of Brarnber Rape. Sussex 
Thomas Daniells: took nephew William Daniells to India 1784-94 
William Daniells: published on zoography of India with William Wood 
Samuel Deane: introduced Charles Clarke's work on church archaeology work to numerous 

an tiquaries 
Isaac Disraeli: Samuel Rogers helped launch his literary career, was aided in the British Library 

by Francis Douce; published with Douce: friend of Charles Purton Cooper SA; worked 
with John Nichols on Iiterary subjects; friend of and published with John Murray 

Francis Douce: bequeathed his collection of books, coins, manuscripts and art to the Boedleian 
library because when he had visited the library with Isaac Disraeli in 1830 he had been 
courteously received by Bulkeley Bandinel; Douce left his ivory carvings and art to friend 



Samuel Rush Meyrick 
Thomas Frognd Dibdin: was assisted by Francis Douce in his research; was supponed financiaily 

by Thomas Phillipps; was employed by the Duke of Spencer at Althorp library: wrote 
biography of George Woodfall 

Samuel Dnimmond: painted the portrait of Richard Yates 
Henry J.T. Dniry: edited manuscripts with Joseph Haslewood for the Roxburghe Club; friend of 

Thomas Frognall Dibdin 
Edward Duke: opened tumuli, other archaeologicai projects with Richard Colt Hoare; published 

on this in Hoare's Wiltshire 
John Duncumb: worked on volumes 1 and 2 of Herefordshire county history. William Henry 

Cooke completed volume 3 
John William Scott Lord Eldon: friend to Henry Addington Viscount Sidmouth 
William Fitzhugh: worked with Dudley Ryder Lord Harrowby 
Josiah Forshall: worked on Wycliffe's New Testament with Frederic Madden 
Samuel Fox: publisher for work on English churches by J.H. Markland 
John Hookharn Frere: published by John Murray 
William Windham, Lord Grenville: employed John Buckler as an engraver for his works on 

Buckinghamshire 
Hudson Gumey: travelled Europe with George Earl of Aberdeen 
George Gwilt: restored the Ladye Chapel, St. Saviour's Southwark which Thomas Saunders had 

agitated to have restored rather than pulled down 
William Hamper (1): Anglo-saxon expert who helped John Bowyer Nichols with his history of 

Leicestershire, George Ormerod with his history of Cheshire, Reginald Bray with his 
history of Surrey, Samuel Cartwright with his history of Sussex 

William Harnper (2): worked with Dibdin on his Bibliornania and his Bibliographical Decameron 
William Hamper (3): friend of John Britton, helped with Britten's works on topography and 

an tiquities 
Philip Hardiwck: refereed the work of Robert Smirke and Joseph Gwilt in the 1840 cornpetition 

for the design of the Royal Exchange 
Joseph Haslewood: supplied Samuel Egerton Brydges with material for his Censtu-cr Limaria 

1807-09 
Edward Hawkins: was tutored in childhood by George Ormerod; Hawkins did the engravings for 

Ormerod's history of Cheshire; Hawkins' guide to British Museum coins and medals was 
edited by Augustus Wollaston Franks 

Richard Colt Hoare: was aided in his 6 volume history of Wiltshire J.E. Arundel1 Lord Arundel1 
and William Henry Black; Hoare published on Anglo-saxon manuscripts with Thomas 
Dudley Fosbroke, Thomas Phillipps, Sharon Turner, James Ingram; Hoare's work on 
Roman pavements was edited by John Bowyer Nichols; Nichols was printer for the 
catalogue of Hoare's library; Hoare SA paid for the publication of William Henry Black's 
edition of an Anglo-saxon manuscript; employed John Buckler as engraver for his 
Wiltshire topographical works 

Benjamin Hobhouse: his portrait was painted by Thomas Phillips 
John Holmes: his bibliographies ataacted attention of Nicholas Vansittart Baron Bexley, 

Chancellor of the Exchequeur, who got him a job in Department of Manuscripts in the 
British Museum 1830 

Thomas Hope: purchased the vase collection of William Hamilton; was patron of sculptor Francis 
Legatt Chantrey; had his portrait painted by Sir William Beechey 



Thomas Hartwell Home; was assistant clerk to Charles Butler; was assisted in publishing on 
Spanish history by John Gillies 

John Russell 5 Duke Bedford: worked at Kew with William Jackson Hooker; Russell's son 
became Director when Kew becarne a national institution 

Thomas Walker Horsfield: worked with W.D. Cooper on Sussex history and topography 
William Hoskins, John Britton: restored St. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol 
Archbishop Howley appointed Samuel Roffey Maitland Keeper of Manuscripts and librarian at 

Lambeth, 1838 
Thomas Smart Hughes: at Shrewsbury under Samuel Butler; Assistant-master at Harrow under 

George Butler; worked on English edition of Strabo with John Yonge Akerman and John 
Lee; presented to a perpetual curacy of Edgeware, Middlesex by John Lee 

Richard Colt Hoare: founded the Stourhead Circle for Wiltshire and Somersetshire men to 
discuss antiquities; included Joseph Hunter Mackensie 

James Ingram: his portrait was painted by George Richmond 
William Jerdan: published on Joseph Jekyll's political thought in Men I Have Known; friend to 

Frederick Pollock; worked on Literary Gazette 1817-50 with W.R. Crabbe 
Aylmer Bourke Lambert: at St. Mary's Hall Oxford with Daniel Lysons, pursued botany and 

collectiong together; botanical collections catalogued by Richard Colt Hoare. and 
discussed in his Wiltshire; Lambert dedicated his botanicai work to Hoare 

John Landseer: did the engravings for William Scrope work on Scotland 
Rowley Lascelles: when Lascelles lost his job with the irish Record Cornission, he got a Record 

Commission job in London through Lord Redesdale 
Thomas Lawrence: painted John Nash 
John Lee: with William Henry Smyth, built an observatory in his house and hired a permanent 

assistant astronomer; paid for William Henry Smyth publication on Roman rnedals 
Daniel Lysons, Samuel Lysons: published on topography of most British counties 
Frederic Madden: as an expert palaeographer, worked with John Payne Collier on the 

Shakespeare manuscripts 
J.H. Markland: was published on English churches by Samuel Fox; aided John Britton with his 

Beauties of England; aided John Bowyer Nichols with his Literary Anecdores; aided 
Thomas Frognall Dibdin with his Reminiscences 

William Marsden: purchased the oriental coin collection of Robert Ainslie; was the anonyrnous 
author of the satincal Pursuits of Literature; was discovered b y  Dawson Turner 

Thomas James Mathias: worked with John Bowyer Nichols on Illustrations of Literature 
Samuel Rush Meyrick: friend of James Robinson Planché, Francis Douce; Planché helped 

Meyrick arrange his armour collection for public exhibitions; Edward Blore built 
Meyrick's country bouse including a specially constnicted armoury; Meynck, Albert Way 
and Dcuce produced a Iavishly illustrated, authoritative publication on the history of 
armour from the Conquest to Charles 1; Meyrick's book was promoted by Joseph Skelton; 
Meyrick assisted Thomas Dudley Fosbroke with his encyclopedia of antiquities, assisted 
Henry Shaw with Specimens of Ancient Furniture, Planché with his history of theatncai 
costume, Edward Wedlake Brayley with the Graphic & Historical Illustrntor 

John Bacon Sawrey Morritt: with James Dallaway travelled Greece and Asia Minor to survey 
Lecturn and look for Troy 

John Murray: worked on the 43 volume Family Library with Francis Palgrave 
John Newman: employed by Robert Srnirke on Covent Garden renovations, on General Post 



Office 
John Nicholl: succeeded William Scott Lord Stowell as King's Advocate in 1798 
John Bowyer Nichols: with John Gough edited a history of Dorset; edited George Ormerod's 

Cheshire, Hoare's Wiltshire. Raine's North Durham, Whitaker's Whalley, Richard Y aies's 
work on St. Edmunds Bury Abbey; was printer to the SA; used John Britton's work on 
Wiltshire in his work on Fonthill Abbey 

John Gough Nichols: edited John Stockdale Hardy's work on ecclesiastical law 
Bernard Edward Howard 12 Duke Norfolk: gave a rnilitary comission to George Nayler for his 

interest in genealogy 
Craven Ord: assisted Richard Gough with his Sepukhral Monuments; travelled with Gough; 

assisted John Nichols with his history of Leicestershire; assisted William Bray with his 
history of Surrey 

Francis Palgrave: friend of Henry Hallam 
Charles John Palmer: articleci to Robert C o q  
Thomas Lister Parker: his sixteenth century home Browsholme was landscaped by Jeffrey 

Wyatville; friend to Charles Towneley; Parker's letters were edited by Francis Robert 
Raines 

Henry Petrie: taught dancing to Thomas Frognall Dibdin; Dibdin introduced Petrie to George 2 
Earl Spencer; Petrie trained Thomas Duffus Hardy in historical research; Petrie. 2 Earl 
Spencer, and John Sharpe drew up the corpus historicum 

Thomas Phillips: bought the house of Lord Northwick at his death (Thirlstane, Cheltenham) for 
his printing press and Iibrary 

Thomas Phillips: painted portraits of Thomas Phillipps, William Jackson Hooker, Francis 
Chantrey, Samuel Thomtcn; painted literary figures for John Murray; contributed to John 
Nichols' biography of Hogarth; Philiips and Chantrey founded the Artist's General 
Benevolent Association; lived at Petworth; painted for George Wyndharn 3 Earl Egremont 

John Hugh Smyth Pigott: employed John Buckler as engraver for his works on  Somersetshire 
James Robinson Planché: worked with Charles Mitchell Kemble and Samuet James Arnold on 

histoncal dramas; Planché was friend to Henry Hallam, Hudson Gumey, Henry Crabb 
Robinson; Planché was encouraged by Francis Douce and Samuel Rush Meyrick to 
publish on the history of costume; Planché and Charles George Young accompanied 
diplomatic missions together to Portugal, 1858 

Richard Powell: with William George Maton wrote a history of Rahere's charter and St. 
Bartholomew 's Hospital 

Samuel Prout: friend to John Britton as teens; walking tour of Cornwall; Prout illustrated 
Britton's Beauties of England and Wales; lived together in London; Prout SA published 
books on  art through John Yonge Akermann's press 

Thomas Rennell: contributed to Thomas James Mathias' publication Pursuits of Literatwe; a 
friend to William Scott Lord Stowetl and George Lord Kenyon 

George Richmond: pain ted portrait of Francis Palgrave 
Thomas Rickman: worked as an architect with William Whewell on the New Court of St. John's 

Cambridge; partners with R.C. Hussey; competed for the Houses Parliament and 
Fitzwilliarn Museum against Charles Robert Cockerell, Anthony Saivin, John Adey 
Repton, and Robert Smirke Jr.; published an analysis of Dawson Turner's work on British 
architecture; was published by John Henry Parker; illustrated for Richard Colt Hoare's 
publications 

William Roberts: Commissioner into the Condition of Gaols with Benjamin Hobhouse, 18 12 



Sarnue! Rogers: hired Henry Stothard and Dawson Turner to illustrate his poetry books; Rogers' 
extensive art and book collections were catalogued by Matthew Holbeche Bloxam; Rogers 
was a friend of Henry Crabb Robinson; and Richard "Conversation" Sharp 

Charles S t. Barbe: contributed to Richard Colt Hoare's Modern Wiltshire 
William Salt: employed John Buckler as engraver for his works on Staffordshire 
John Shaw: articled to George Gwilt 
William Shaw: given the living at Chelvey, Somerset by Charles Kemys Tynte 
Henry Shaw: did the engravings for Charles John Palmer's history of Yarmouth 
Samuel Weller Singer: London bookseller; his customer Francis Douce becarne a friend; Douce 

left him an annuity when he died 1836; Richard Colt Hoare commissioned a portrait of 
Singer 

Robert Smirke: collaborated on an English literature and history series with John Landseer; did 
engravings for the works of Benjamin Heath Malkin; teacher and employer of Charles 
Robt Cockereli 

Sydney Smirke: restored Temple church with Decimus Burton; Conservative Club, S t. James 
Street with George Basevi 

Sir John Soane: employed George Basevi as apprentice; Robert Smirke Jr., David Laing were 
Smirke's pupils; worked with Charles Robert Cockerell; John Bruce was Trustee for 
Soane's Museum, John Britton catalogued Soane collections 

William Sotheby: his guardian Charles Yorke 4 Earl Hardwicke. was friend to Samuel Rogers 
Seth William Stevenson: his dictionary of Roman coins revised by Charles Roach Smith. 

illustrated by Frederic William Fairholt. completed by Frederic Madden SA 
Henry Stothard: engraver for the works of Samuel Weller Singer 
William Scott 1 Lord Stowell: friend to Henry Addington Viscount Sidmouth 
George Sumner: made Bishop of Winchester by the influence of Henry I Marquis Conyngham's 

wife who was a friend of George IV 
George Ledwell Taylor: wrote biography of Robert Surtees; friend of Edward Cresy; walking 

tour of Europe with Cresy, partners in architect firm with Cresy 
Charles Abbot 1 Lord Tenterden: at school with Samuel Egerton Brydges SA; rose to Chief 

Justice under Lord Eldon 
Thomas Thomson: travelled, worked on botany and geology with Joseph Dalton Hooker 
Arthur Trevor-Hill3 Viscount Dungannon: wrote a history of William El with Henry John Todd 
Dawson Turner with Hudson Gurney bought the Macro and the Spelman manuscript collections; 

published on British architecture with Thomas Rickrnan; published on Samuel 
Woodward's topographical drawings; William Jerdan and John Britton wrote biographies 
of Turner; Turner was business associate of John Murray; Murray got legal opinions 
about literary property from Turner; friend to Isaac and godfather to Benjamin Disraeli 

Edward Vernon Utteron: friend to Thomas Frognall Dibdin who wrote a biography of him 
E.C. Walcott: published on Medieval English Words using notes by J. Hunter 
Richard Westmacott: did sculpture of Archbishop Howley 
Edward James Willson: friend to Thomas Rickrnan and John Britton; Britton encouraged Willson 

to write about architecture; Wi tlson contri buted to Britton's Architectural Remains and 
Cathedra1 Anriquiries 

Sir Jeffry Wyatville: did renovations io the houses of Marquis of Bath. Duke of Bedford. Earl 
Brownlow, Lord Gower, William Windham 

Richard Yates: his pamphlet church building was praised by Nichol as Vansitttart 
Sir Charles George Young: helped Lord Braybrooke with an edition of Pepys 



Appendix 2.C.5: Anticiuaries Involved in Conflicts 

George Fredenck Beltz: as an expert in British genealogy. Beltz disproved Samuel Egerton 
Brydge's claim to title of Baron Chandos of Sudeley, and showed that parish registers had 
been tarnpered with to support this claim, no charges were laid 

John Caley: as Subcornmissioner of the Records Office he neglected his duties and mistreated 
medieval documents, received strong public criticism by William Illingworth 

John Payne Collier: was very critical of Thomas Crofton Croker's Shakespeare Society edition 
of Massinger's play; numerous antiquaries including Henry Ellis and Frederic Madden 
asserted that the "Perkins Folio," alleged by Collins to be in the hand of Shakespeare, was 
in fact a forgery 

Charles Wentworth Dilke: disagreed in print with John Bntton about the authorship of the 
"Junius" letters; Dilke also criticised in print the antiquarian Trustees of the Royal 
Literary Fund for poor management 

Isaac Disraeli: engaged in scholarly argument with George Nugent Grenville, Lord Nugent. over 
the royalist conclusion of Disraeli's life of Charles 1; engaged in a print war with John 
Sidney Hawkins about details printed in Hawkins' history of music 

James Orchard Halliwell (-Phillipps): married Henrietta d. Thomas Phillipps; Phillipps Sr. 
disowned both; Halliwell was accused of stealing manuscripts from Trinity College 
Library, Cambridge and forbidden to enter the British Library by Henry Ellis, Frederic 
Madden, and SA trustees 

Godfrey Higgins: his wntings on world religions were criticised by Thomas Smart Hughes; his 
work on Islam was criticised by Edward Upham, author on Buddhism, and by Thomas 
Srnart Hughes 

John Skinner: published on the location of Roman Camalodunum: Richard Colt Hoare published 
a book disagreeing and placing it elsewhere 

William Jerdan: as editor of the Liferary Gazette he published criticism of William Whewell; 
Whewell replied in print 

Thomas Phillipps: declined membership in the Roxburghe Club. most of whose members were 
antiquaries, because it did not publish good work 

Richard Sharp: published a critique of the 1808 Copenhagen expedition, Henry Crabb Robinson 
as Times correspondent argued for its justification 

Sir John Sinclair: was President of the comrnittee that published the false Gaelic odes of 
"Ossian;" William Shaw was among those who proved thai they were forged 

Samuel Weller Singer: argued in pnnt about Shakespeare manuscripts with John Payne Collier; 
wrote a work on AngIo-Saxon which was critical of the work of Fredenc Madden, 
Madden replied in print 

Robert Srnirke: his pro-revolutionary sentiments were disapproved of by the Royal Academy 
Council members, some of whom were antiquaries, which prevented him from being 
appointed Keeper in 1804 

William Tite: objected in the House of Cornmons to George Gilbert Scott's Gothic-style plans 
for the New government Offices 

Dawson Turner: wrote a verse vindication of Richard III which was turned down for publication 
by John Murray 

John Wilson: criticised William Hamilton repeatedly in Blackwood's Magazine; Hamilton gave 
Wilson a pension of £300 yearly on retiring 
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